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PREFACE.

Theke is one pleasure this leaf of my volume yearly aftords me

which to me is more grateful than any other reward I can reap from

my many laljours of the year gone by—the right to express my

own heartfelt good wishes to my own many good friends. I wish

them all happiness again, as I hope to do for many a long year to

come,—even when my faltering pen shall be nerveless to express it.

For myself, I write somewhat sadly mindful of many short-com-

ings. Goaded by my own impetuous wishes, I have sometimes pro-

mised more than time and physical strength would permit me to

perform. This is my regret. But these short-comings are my own.

The volume which this number closes is not less rich in valuable

and novel articles than any that have preceded it. Its pages and its

plates and illustrations are far more numerous—and last, not least,

my list of friends and contributors is larger and more numerous too.

To Professor Owen, Mr. Salter, Mr. Davidson, Mr. Prestwich, Mr.

Pengelly, Mr. Woodward, Mr. Hull, Mr. Wynne, Mr. Drake, the

Rev. Mr. Symonds, the Eev. Mr. Fisher, Mr. Whitaker, Dr. Hector,

Mr. Roberts, Mr. Powrie, Mr. Marston, Mr. Markham, the Rev. Dr.

Anderson, Mr. Macalister, Mr. Charles Moore, Mr. Salmon, Mr. C.

Pratt, Lt. Ilutton, Col. Nelson, Admiral Wauchope, Mr. Whiteaves,

Mr. G. W. Stow, Dr. Rubidge, Mr. James Wyatt, Mr. C. C. Blake,

Mr. J. Yates, Mr. Seeley, Mr. Plant, Mr. Sorby, Mr. T. Rupert

Jones, Professor Ramsay, and Mrs. Acworth, my special thanks are
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due, and to many others I would wish to malce personal admowledg-

ment if space allowed.

The space devoted to correspondence gives a means of freely dis-

cussing any important topic without rendering the Editor, or the

Magazine, responsible for the opinions expressed. The beneficial in-

fluences of the free scope thus given to the expression of opinion

must already have become evident to all, and the advantages of some

of the other changes made in the arrangement of the Magazine must

likewise be apparent.

Notwithstanding the necessity of increasing the price in order to

ensure the permanent commercial stability of the journal, our circu-

lation has materially increased—a satisfactory and convincing proof

of the increased usefulness of the work, and the friendship of the

geological public towards it.

From Sir Eoderick Murchison, Sir Charles Lyell, and other emi-

nent geologists, I have received flattering encouragement ; and it is

much to bo able to say that men of such eminence regard with interest

the success of this publication as a valuable medium of communica-

tion, and as an important means for the accumulation of new facts.

The arrangements made for the forthcoming year, while they in no

way diminish my personal interest in the Magazine, will provide

against those unavoidable impediments which ill-health and ever-in-

creasing professional engagements put in the way of my individual

attention to the details of publication.

For the future, however, we will make no promises at all ; but we

hope ever to be judged by results attained.

S. .1. MACKIE.
Jj)ndu», 1»/ Dcct'iiihcr, 18G1.
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HIGH AND LOW LIFE.

By George E. Roberts.

Our knowledge of the limits of animal life liave been notably

extended during the year which has just departed. Air, blown upon

an adhesive surface by the aeroscope on the summit of Etna, twelve

thousand feet above the sea level, has been found to contain large

quantities of Diatomaceae ; and thus the presence of a zone of life

has been discovered to us, soaring not only above the limits hitherto

fixed, but above the range of physical phenomena in the mountain

itself.

And now the ocean-depths have giA^en up a secret as marvellous.

We are taught that at a depth below the surface nearly as great as

the height of the infusorial zone above it, animals as high in the

scale of being as starfishes are enjoying life. The one discovery is a

fitting pendant to the other, and yet, how great is their difference !

In the one case the extreme rarification of the atmosphere seemed to

our notions to render life impossible ; in the other, the enormous

pressure of the opposite element, which in the homes of these star-

fishes must amount to at least a ton and a-half on the square inch, is

so greatly at variance with our belief, that we arc confounded at the

very outset of the inquiiy. The capability in an animal so well

accustomed to air as the stai'fish—whose ordinary domain is the sea-

beach—to exist without it, and its inherent power of withstanding a

VOL. IV. A
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pressure that would upon the surface grind a rock to powder, are

studies replete with instruction and value—studies which can be

turned to a good geological account, and made to bear reference to a

past fauna as well as to a living one. I Avill attempt, therefore, to

give an abstract of the valuable contribution to our knowledge of

animal life in deep sea-zones, which contains the important discovery

I allude to ;* for as the pamphlet is printed " for private circulation,"

it is only attainable by the few. In it the author not only gives us

in one view a resume of our present data upon the subject, but a series

of notes which point, with no uncertain finger, to a gi'cat extension

of them.

Dr. Wallich's zoological labours while on duty entitle him to rank

as no mean associate of the great naturalists to whom he gracefully

dedicates his notes ; and the modest way in which he introdiices a

strong foundation for a most important inquiiy, proves that he looks

upon scientific experience

" A.s an arcli wlicrcthro'

Gleams that antravcll'd world, whose margin fades

For ever and for ever when I move."

In .sounding not quite midway between Cape Farewell and Rock-

all, at a point east of Iceland, and in one thousand two hundred and

sixty fathoms of water, the sounding apparatus bi'ought up an amjile

specimen of coarse gritty-looking ooze, containing about ninety-five

per cent, of Glohigcrinn^HhcWfi (an important genus of the Foramini-

fera) ; while adherent to the lowest fifty fathoms of the line, a niimber

of starfishes, belonging to the genus Oj)Jnocoma, came up. They had

attached themselves while this part of the line, which had been paid

ont in excess of the depth, rested upon the bottom, not at all cal-

culating what an upward journey their investigations would cost

them, and what a greeting they svoukl receive. They continued to

move freely alxjut for a quarter of an hour after their introduction

into human society, and from the naturalist and his wondering

• " Notes on the rrn^Jpnc*^ of Animal Life at Vast Dopi lis in the Sea; with
Ohjico-ationfl on the Nntnre of the Sca-lK-d na bearing on Submarine Telegraphy."
By (i. C. Wiilli.h, M.I)., PMj.S.. Ac. ; niitnrali.«t to Iho cxpfflifion dospatclicd in
l.S(50, nndcr tlio command of Sir Lcojiold M'Clintock, to Bur^oy the proposed
North Atlnntic telegraph route Ijctwccn Great Britain and America. 1860.
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friends the illustrious strangers received every courtesy and atten-

tion. But, as may be supposed, they were too precious to be re-

turned to the deep-sea home they had left, even supposing they

could have got there ; so were put in spirits, and consigTied to

an immortality they little expected. One fine fellow, who clung con-

vulsively to the rope, was secured in situ, and is now a " lion" of

scientific London.

" Here, then," says our author, " is a fresh starting-point in the

natural history of the sea. At a depth of nearly two miles below

the sui'face, where it is difficult to believe the most attenuated ray

of light can penetrate, we find a highly organized species of radiate

animal living, and evidently floiirishing ; its red and light-pink-

coloured tints as clear and brilliant as those seen in its congeners who

live where the sun's rays can penetrate freely. Differing in no respect

of internal anatomy from the species of O^hiocoince inhabiting shallow

water, and evidencing, by their freedom of life and action, that cir-

culation of sea-water, digestion, assimilation, and reproduction were

carried on in their frames, unrestricted by the obstacles enumerated,

in addition to the simpler but no less essential operations of locomo-

tion and capture of food." In the alimentary ca\'ity numerous Glo-

higerina-sheHs were found, more or less freed from their soft sarcodal

contents.

Now the Ophiuridae, to which division of star-fishes 0_phioco'ma be-

longs, differ from what are usually called true star-fishes of the well-

known stellate or angular forms, by the absence of protrusile

suckers as organs for effecting motion ; the want being in them sup-

plied by spine-covered arms, from which they derive the name of

" spinigrada." They have no power whatever of raising themselves

from the bottom, or of travelling in other fashion than as ci^eeping,

crawling animals. Moreover, Professor E. Forbes has told us in his

"Monograph on the British Starfishes," that the Ophiuridse is a

more local family than starfishes proper, and more affected by

climatal causes. So that, though the discovery of any starfish under

the circumstances is wonderful enough, the marvel is increased ten-

fold by its being a Spinigrade form ; for as the point of capture

was five hundred miles from Greenland, and two hundi'ed and fifty

from Iceland—Cape Farewell in the former, and the " Blinde Skier"
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rocks ill tlic latter being respectively the nearest land—it is impos-

sible they could have been a chance drift, borne along by a current

from cither countr}-. " Therefore," says Dr. Wallich, " all former

opinion as to the limit of life in the deep sea must give place to such

a startling fact. And where one form so highly organised has been

met with, it is only reasonable to assume that other correlated forms

may also exist ; and we may look forward to the discovery, at no

very distant period, of a new submarine fauna, frequenting the

deeper fastnesses of the ocean, which, while furnishing a new field of

research for those who arc content to seek after living novelties,

shall also throw a gleam of light on the geology and palaeontology

of the globe."

Respecting the Ghhigenna, those minute Forarainifera whose

shells constitute so large a proportion of the " oozy" deposits brought

up by mid-Atlantic soundings, one interesting subject of debate has

been set at rest by Dr. Wallich's discoveries. They do exist in a

living state at g^eat depths, though the signs of life apparent in

them when examined after an hour's upward travel from the sea-

bottom to the surface, were feebler than in those taken from beneath

shallow water. Indeed, irrespective of the experiments by Avhich

the author annved at this conclusion, the circumstances of their

having been detected in the digestive cavity of one of the starfishes

makes it highly probable that they form their chief source of food.

In several samples of Olobigerina ooze, the minute cell-like bodies

provi.sionally called " Coccoliths" by Prof. Huxley were detected,

looking at first sight very like the cells of the algal plant Protococcus

(now shown to be an abnormal develojiment of licl;en-gonidia)
;

those Dr. Wallich considers may prf)l)ably be the larvae of the Globi-

geriiice. They ajipearcd in two states, as globules adherent to the

surface of cellular raycclia, and as free moving bodies, showing in

some in.stances the commencement of cell-division. Their discovery

in a living state in thi.s oose is of high geological importjince ; for

rnicroscopiral investigation, undertaken by Mr. Sorby, proves their

rxi.««tence in chalk-rocks, associated there, as they are in this North

Atlantic ocean, with Ghih!fjerin<je. Indeed, chalk itself is seen to be

little else than a compacted mass of Foraminifera shells, whole and

fmgroentary, and may Ix; Ix-st described by using the very words by
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which Dr. Wallich introduces to science the recent deposit. Light

from discoveries of to-day is thus thrown backward, and thus finds

reflection in analogous conditions of deep-sea deposits and buried

aniraal-hfe at a remote geological period, which in turn aids us in

investigating present life, and proves that conditions favourable to

Foraminifera-life could support Radiata, Echinodermata, and Mol-

lusca, which, covdd we dredge as well as sound in the deep Atlantic,

would doubtless reward our search.

As yet, no companions to the Ojjhiocomce and Globigerince have been

taken from, the enormous depth at which these forms of life exist,

but a living Serptda was obtained from a sounding of sis hundred

and eighty fathoms, in conjunction with a living Sinrorljis, Other

free AnneHds, and two amphipod Crustaceans, were also taken alive

at four hundred and forty-five fathoms ; depths, be it remembered,

far beyond any previously-known habitat.

Some remarkable phenomena connected with atmospheric in-

fluences are noticed by Dr. Wallich during his cruise, such as the

almost entire absence of those varied forms of animal life which

usually present themselves upon the surface, such as Pteropods,

Tliis he attributes to the severity of the past season, which appeared

to have exercised such an influence upon surface-water life, that even

Diatomaceas were scantily represented. And another matter worthy

of note was the scarcity of drift-timber, in ordinary years borne

along by the deflection of the Gulf-stream, and cast upon the coast

of Greenland. This our learned author advisedly regards as a proof

of a variation in the com^se of the Gulf-stream proper, before it was

caught up and deflected by the Arctic current ; or, what is still more

probable, that this year has been marked by an extension of the

Ai'ctic current, sufficiently great to ovei'power and deflect the Gulf-

stream, bear down its floating burden to other lands, and materially

lower the temperature of Northern Europe.

Some sensible hints as to the surveying of the sea-bottom beneath

deep water are given by our author ; and he suggests, with a kindly

feeling towards further investigators, a sensible method of procuring

Diatomacete, Polycystineae, &c., from sea-water, which being quite

new, and hkely to turn many good things into the hands of those

who study these tiny but most important organisms, I am glad to in-
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cludo in my abstract. When the boilers of steam-ships are being

cleaned, procure portions of the calcareous deposits scaled oiF the

interior, and by treating them in the usual way with mtro-muriatic

acid, Diatomacean-foi'ias and Pohjcystiaa-shells may be detected in

considerable quantity.

By obtaining these deposits from ships plying within known limits,

a scries of free floating Diatom acece might be secured which woidd

afford good data for the ascertainment of their range, distribution,

and limits. And so, heartily thanking Dr. Wallich for this crumb

of friendly feeling, I close his pamphlet. The year that has just

departed has thrown no light of equal importance on geological liistory

;

though it has been a very notable year in geological science

—

notable in the importance of its discoveries, thoughtfully made, and

carefully introduced ; and beyond measure notable in its crop of

theories, and in the agitations produced by them. But of these latter

"helps to knowledge" we have surely had enough. Dr. Wallich has

sent the ball rolling in another direction ; and his labours are more

clearly reflected in the mirror of Truth than is any attempt to claim

creative power for the working of secondary principles.

A CHRISTMAS LECTURE ON "COAL"

Br .T. W. Salter, F.G.S.

Not a great many year.s ago the " bigwigs" in England were
assembled in conclave, and the elite of science was called before them.
There were a gi-eat many lumps of a blackisli-brown substance on the

table, and a great deal of .smelling, and burning, and poking of the

same black lump.s by the .same " l)ig\vigs" and learned men. It was
the great "Torbane Hill Coal" case.

"Tlio point waa in qucRtion, aa all the world knows,
To what the said substances ought to belong."

Was it pure carlx)n ? Was it carbonaceous shale ? Was it shale
without mufh carbon? Was it carl)on without much shale? Was
it bituminons shale ? Was it coal-shale ? Was itcannel ? Was it coal?
We are afmid to say liow many guineas were spent, or how many

microscopes were bu.sy in London and Edinburgh. But after all
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the question was simply this, " What is coal ?" We are not going to

try to give a definition ; but if we can show oui- young readers (and

there are, we hope, a good many of them) a few of the facts connected

with the structui-e, contents, mode of formation, &c., of a coal-field,

perhaps we may be able to answer the formidable query, " What is

coal ?" without Ciilling in the aid of counsel, and our fee is—one

shilling. As this is a Christmas lecture for our young friends, we
hope our senior readers will not take it amiss if elementary pkrases

are introduced, and a fcAV woodcuts given to illustrate what they

know very well.* And perhaps we may be allowed to speak in the

first person singular ; it is moi'e conversational.

First, then, where is coal found, and how ? Of course we all know
it is a mineral substance, bedded deep in the bowels of Old Mother

Earth. And I need not tell most of you that Old England has more

of it than any other European nation ; that she is much dependent

on it for all "her industry ; that it has helped to make her peaceful

conquests over half the world. And some of you may perhaps know
that she is now so tii-ed of using it in this way, that she is going to

make a present of one-half of it to her dear friend France—for pur-

poses of war

!

A glance at some of the places celebrated for coal will perhaps be

the best way to learn the mode of its occurrence. Let us take for

instance a place where they send our best coals from, but where /^ is

tw use to send coals to. The Newcastle district is perhaps, all things

considered, the richest in England. The river Tyne, rising, as many
decent rivers do, in the pure air of the Cheviots, Avaters all the central

parts of Northumberland, and enters the sea at Tynemouth, with far

less unsullied purity than it left the mountains with. It is sapng
much for the trafi&c on its banks, that the Tyne is nearly as black as

the Thames before it reaches the sea. This trafiic is wholly in coal.

The Tyne cuts its way tlu-ough the veiy heart of the coal-field
;

the flom-ishing towns of Hexham, Gateshead, and Newcastle being

some of those which dot its banks, while Tynemouth and Shields are

the grand ports for its black produce. Get out your map of Eng-

land if you please, as we shall have fvn-ther occasion to refer to it.

And now I think of it, the little map, colom-ed by Sir Roderick Mur-

chison, and published by the Society for the Difiusion of Usefal

Knowledge, is the best we can have, for it has both map and geology

all in one.t

Well, we are on the banks of Tyne, looking at the never-ending

chimneys and coal-engines. The river is full of collier-brigs ; and at

the ports there are the long high jetties for embarking coal, and the

blazing coke-heaps on the wharves, for the black diamond is not only

life but Horht to Newcastle.o

* And it rmist be Tuiderstood that we are not going over again the same ground

which Prof. Buckman took in the fiist volume of this work. He was showing

us how to search for coal, this is for those who know very little about it.

t Stanford's, Charing Cross. Price 5s.
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Last, not least, there are the iron furnaces ; for in England,

happy ]<]nglan(l, coal is always found in company with iron—the

objects of industry with the means of employing industry ; the

material, and wherewith to work it up ; two of the gi'eat civilizers

of mankind hand in hand. Coal cannot live without ii'on, and
nssui-edly iron cannot get on \\nthout coal.

I will now just sketch the outlines of this coal-field, and you can

follow me on the map. You see it is of a long shape, skirting the

sea-board from a point a little south of AlnAv-ick, and, passing by
Morpeth, it swells out to its greatest width on the Tyne ; then crosses

the Derwentwater, runs past Durham and Bishops Auckland, till it

reaches the Tees, not so A'ery far from Barnard Castle and Rokeby.
Here it sweeps round to the east, and gives that classic region a

Avide berth. Scott would never have thought of lajnng the scene of

Rokebv among barges and chimneys ; and I doubt whether Bertram
would have ]iroposed to swim the Tees, had it been choked A^-ith coal-

dust. The loves of Redmond and Matilda, too—well, let that pass.

From Shields southward you will perceive that the coal-field does

not actually reach the sea. There is a narrow strip of Magnesian
Limestone runs all along the sea border, and the most familiar coal-

ports, !Monkwearmouth, Sunderland, Hartlepool, are not on the coal.

However, Walls End, from Avhich in our simplicity we think all om*

coals come, is actually on the coal. I have been told, however, that

there is sometimes more Walls End (that is, brick-bats) in my coal-

cellar than I had ever .supposed.

X do not know if the number of coal-pits in this magnificent field

is accurately estimated. They employed over forty thousand men
some years back. The deepest pits are Avhere 3'ou might expect

them-—about the middle of the coal-basin, north of Durham. Some
of these are of great depth indeed ; one thousand six hundred or one
thousand eiglit hundred feet does not look very much on paper, but
ifwetryto measure it by means of the highest buihlings wears
acquainted with, we .shall understand its enormous depth J)ettcr. In
the north part of the field, three himdred to five hundred feet is

nearer the mark.
I .shall here recomniend to anyone who wants to know more about

coal and eoal-pits than we can tell them in this short lecture to buy
a little work by the Rev. F. Leifchild, called " Our Coals and Coal
Pits." I sujiposc there are ver}' few ]iersons who might not profit

by it, and few young ones who would not be 7nerry over it. It may
have some errons ; what work has not ? but it is full of useful and
plen.«'ant1y told infonn.'ition.

And now, that we may understand clearly what a coal-iield is, we
must give a sketch of a coal-basin, such as is usually found in Britain.

Yon may tui-n l)ack to vol. i., p. 188, to see another section by Prof
Buekmnn : liis will not, however, do for our purpose, and we shall

refer to the one on the opposite page now and again.

If we were to walk along the banks of the Tyne, however, wc
should only see alx)ut half the basin, as far as g for instance ; the
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remainder is hid beneath the sea. But even 'that half will show the

beds in the same order or succession. The Mountain Limestone is

a fine rock, and forms most of the high moory gi-ound on the west.

Many a border skirmish has been fought upon the heather that

Yli '

Pig. 1.—Ideal Section of a Coal Basin, to show the usual arrangement of the Beds, and the
Dislocations caused by Faults.

a, Old Red Sandstone ; b. Carboniferous or Mountain Limestone ; c, Millstone Grit ; d. Fare-
well Rock, sandstone chiefly : e, y, .9, k, coal seams, or beds, the layers of coal from one foot
to ten feet tliick, and with shafts piercing tivo, three, or more of the beds, as the case may
be ; i, Magnesian Limestone and Red Sandstone, unconformable on the Coal-beds.

covers its surf;\ce ; and many a bold moss-trooper has ridden for dear

life across the bogs that ornament this formation,* and the one suc-

ceeding, A-iz., Millstone Grit.

It should be noticed that the "Millstone Grit" is all or nearly all

sandstone— sometimes clayey, but more often hard; and the lower

part of the coal-formation itself is nearly all sandstone, with a few
bands of clav or shale. But as we rise his:her in the beds, the clav

grows more and more, the sandstone still being present in large

quantity, till shale, as it is called, often makes up the chief part of

the beds. Under every seam of coal, with scarcely an exception, lies

a bed of what is called fire-clay, a rather hard clay, which makes
excellent linings for stoves and furnaces, and which besides is used
for crucibles and other purposes. Of this clay more by-and-bye,

when we come to speak of how coal is formed.

c c c c c c c

Fig. 2.—Ideal Section showing Granite and KiUas (soft slate), with MetaUiferous Veins.

*, granite ; a, kiUas ; c, c, c, metal veins.

And now it will be seen from our diagram, and from what has

* " He rode a small but hardy nag.

That o'er a bog-—from hag to hag-
Could bound like any Bilhope stag."

VOL. IV.
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boon said, that coal is always found in layers and beds, not in veins,

as niftals are. If yon conijiare the following sketch of a mining

country with the coal-held above given, you will see the difference at

onco. This ditf'erence is of the greatest importance in mining for

coal, as we shall see by-and-bye, but we must not wander from our

point at present.

I have only i-un over one of the coal-fields of Britain yet, and not

quite the largest. There is the Whitehaven coal-field, which sup-

jilies all Lancashire, and which has galleries far beneath the sea.

The gi-eat Yorkshire coal-field is one of our busiest manufacturing

districts. We may well say that, when we romeml)er that Bradford,

Leeds, and Plalifax are the very heai-t of the cloth trade. This im-

portant field runs down in a long strip to Nottinghamshire, passing

by Doncastcr and Mansfield. It includes nearly one thousand square

miles, and it is i-eally lai-ger than this, for they have been trying of

late to find coal beneath the ^Magne&ian Limestone to the east of it.

The Duke of Newcastle has lately sunk shafts, and profitably too,

through the limestone and the red rock beneath, and then pierced-

the coal, and got plenty of it.

Now the Yorkshire coal-field runs down (see the map) all the

eastern side of Derbyshire, outside the Mountain Limestone of that

beautiful tract. On its west side runs the Lancashire coal before-

mentioned. Thus both sweep round the limestone like a mourning
cloak thrown over the shoulders ; and here again we see the close

connection of Mountain Limestone, Millstone Grit, and Coal.

The little tract called the South Stadbrdshire coal-field is a rich,

nay. for the size the richest of all our coal-fields. Except one in

Nova Scotiji, this little coal-field contains the very thickest seam of

the invaluable mineral known in the whole world, for the " Thick
C'oal" of Staffordshire is thirty feet. And I belicA^e more iron, is got

liere than in any other district of the same area. The Dudley and
Wolverhampton ironmastei's are the princes of the trade, though
South Wales is treading closely on their heels. 1 need only mention
that five million tons are raised per annum in this district—worth a
)nillion and a (]uarli>r ]>ouTids stci-ling.

There are the smaller fields of Ashbv tic la Zuuch ; the Tamworth
coal-field, with its beds thrown up in nearly a vertical position; the

Biwdley or Forest of Wyre ; Shrewsbury; Lee liotwood ; Clee Hills;

all little i)atches, wliich once no doubt were joined together. But
the restless sea swept over them, and since they have been raised

into dry land, the breakers have beaten against their coasts till they
liave left us only shreds and patches of what was once a continuous
coal-field in mid England.
Then there is the Flint coal-field, which keeps the North Welsh-

men warm. It ranges from the sea neai- Chester to Oswestry, on
the borders of Shropshii'e, and. in conjunction with the lead-works
in the limestone (Mountain Limestone again you perceive) which,

runs all the way along its edge, keeps a large population busy. It

does one's heart good, when going into Wales for a holiday (and you
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are always kept waiting at the Llangollen Road Station), to turn for

a while and look over this busy coal-field perched high on its lime-

stone ten-ace. Don't give all your attention to the mountains, but

think of the labour that is going on around you, amid those hundred
chimneys and in that dingy atmosphere ; and reflect, too that the pic-

turesque scenery on your left is, like much else that is beautiful, only

for holiday wear, while the hard work on your right is the true con-

dition of our life if we would attain the useful.

Then if we take the train to Bristol, we shall find another small

but productive coal-field, thoroughly well worked, and for its area

very rich. It has been computed to contain six thousand millions of

tons. If they could only get it all ! It supplies one and a-quarter

millions annually. Across the Severn is the Forest of Dean, an oval

mass of hisrh around, rich in coal and iron. It was one of the earHest

places where iron was worked ; and the old rude furnaces are still

occasionally discovered. There are twenty to thirty seams of coal

here ; and if you want to see what a coal-field really is, on a small

scale, look at the model by Sopwith of this district. It is in the

Museum of Practical Geology, Jerm^Ti- street ; and you may know
more about a coal-field in an hour by consulting it than by reading

this lecture for double the time.

Now we are near the gTeat South Wales coal-field, or coal-basin,

as it is better called ; a mighty mountain mass that runs for seventy

miles from Monmouth to Pembroke. Across its width, from Swan-
sea to Merthyr, it measures full twenty-five miles. Its area is com-
puted at one thousand nine hundred and forty- five square miles, and
its production is enormous. Nearly all our steam-coals come from
thence ; and there it is that those wonderful furnace-coals, called

anthracite, are found. If you draw a line across the field fi-om north

to south—fi'om Swansea to Merthyr—you will find that all on the

west side is anthracite, or stone-coal, and all on the east bituminous,

or caking coal*—very nearly so. There are, of course, some excep-

tions to this remarkable rule, for which I really can give you no good
reason. It is supposed that deep-seated volcanic matter has acted

on the western half; but we see no trace on the surface of this. The
fact is certain, nevei-theless, and a very curious fact it is. Those who
have had occasion to travel along the network of railways which run

among these liills will know that the coal crops out, as it is termed
(that is, shows itself), along the sides of the hill in seams. It does

not hide itself here in deep underground workings, but is sometimes

even wrought out in the face of day as a quariy, more often obtained

by levels into the heart of the mountain, in the way they work for

metals And they have such abundance of water-power, that when
compelled to raise coal fi-om greater depths, they can often employ
what are called lifts, or balances (cisterns which are alternately filled

with water or coal), and so make the water itself Hft the coal out.

* For an excellent short description of this field by Dr. G. P. Bevan, the reader

may turn to vol. i. of this work, p. 126, &c.
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Add to all these natural advantages a very large supply of coal im-

portant for Government use, some very intelligent masters and over-

seers, cheap labour, and easy access along the valleys* to the ports,

and you \>'ill not wonder that South Wales should be prosperous.

There is an Institute for Engineers specially for this coal-field ; and
he must be a second-rate man who cannot realize his £8U0 or £1,000
a-year at least by the charge of a set of works. Many of the owners
are extremely wealthy, and hospitable too. And somewhere on the

northern crop I \nsited a friend, who is at once magistrate of his dis-

trict, lieutenant of a rifle corps, surgeon of a large work, organist,

lecturer, a good geologist, and a kind man.
The north and south borders are called respectively the north and

south crops. Along the northern edge the strata lie pretty fiat, or

gently inclined. They rest upon the terrace of Millstone Grit and
the ^[ountain Limestone precipices overhanging the red sandstone

country of Crickhowcl and AbergaA'enny.

On the southern crop the beds of rock lie at a steep angle, and
again fi-om beneath them come out the Millstone Grit and Mountain
Limestone of Oxwich and the stumbles ; or, fuiiher west, the great

limestone cliffs of Tenby, wliich of all places is the place to study

^Mountain Limestone, Old Red Sandstone, and contorted coal-strata.

T'here is one more coal-field in Britain, but a poor one, the culm-
measures of Devon, only worked for local use ; and it is more than
probable that these culms are coal-beds in the Millstone Grit series.

For in Scotland, of which we have not yet said anything, and
where the richest seams are found, not only in their yn-oper beds,

uliiivi' the Millstone Grit, but in it and all thromjh it. Nay, it does

not stop here, for in the Lothians and Fifeshire, as indeed is the case

in Northumberland, there are coals and coal-shale among the beds of

Mountain Limestone, thin layers of this black fuel lying under
mountain masses of the limestone rock ; and here and there arc coal

sandstones, rippled and worm-marked, showing the action of large

lakes, or, much more pj'obably, of the tides on the surface only just

before occupied by a coal forest.

Nor is this all, for deeper still, and far below the Mountain Lime-
stone, tlie Scotch coal-beds lie in the Fiowcr Carboniferous strata. The
celebrated Burdic House beds of coal and limestone arc among these.

The great quaiTies of coal sandstone around Edinbui-gh, from
wliich their fine building stones have been quan'ied, lie far below the

lowest level of the ^[ountain Limestone. Tliere is a charming little

work—the " Story of a Boulder," told by Ajrhibald Ueikie, that gives

a clear notion of the Scottish coal-fields in most pleasant and readable
style.

And then for Ireland. We might almost write a chapter on the

coal of Ireland as short as Swammerdam's famous chapter " On the

Rfits of Africa"—"There are no rats in Afnca," said the naturalist;

and it is all but the same in Ireland. Tnie, there is a patch or two

• The Crumliu Viaduct in TafT Vale is a splendid work of arf

.
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•

at Dungannon, and in Clare and Kilkenny ; but the beds are so poor

in coal, and the pi*oduce altogether is so very small. It would

almost seem as if Providence had made amends for the scanty sup-

ply, and indicated the direction Ireland's industry should take, by
covering her fertile limestone plains with the exhaustless peat. Peat

is the Irishman's friend, and like the seal to the Gi-eenlander, sup-

plies him with light, warmth, and even building-materials ; and now
they are manufacturing peat, it vnW be meat and di-ink to the Irish

peasant.

We have seen how coal is found, and where in Britain ; how it lies

there in beds or basins, not in veins or bunches ; how it occurs

mainly in the great Palaeozoic formation, above or about the geologic

place of the Mountain Limestone. And this is true for nearly all

of Europe, and of the mighty coal-fields of America. But it is not

the case over the whole world. Even in our own country there are

coal-beds in our oolite rocks, above even the New Red Sandstone

;

and in Yorkshire these rocks are neither few nor barren.

This " oolitic" coal is the common coal of Virginia, in the United

States. A similar coal forms our staple supply in the East Indies.

We have oolitic coal at Natal and along a great part of southern

Africa. Australia is supplied with oolitic coal. Wherever English-

men found a colony, there is coal ; but it is not all of the same age.

Borneo is not yet ours, but there is coal.

And there is tertiary coal. Our own little coal-field at Bovey
Tracey, Devonshire, is a miniature representative of much larger

brown-coal fields in Germany. The Miocene coal of the Rhine is

little better than a fossil peat ;—sticks, and leaves, and fruits, and here

and there an insect, a fish, a frog, are found in this freshwater coal.

If a fox got drowned in these old swamps, he, too, txu'ns up as coal

for German firesides. Nothing comes amiss. Some varieties of this

tertiary' coal are little else than pond confervas matted close together,

and layers of such like peaty matter form the dysoile, or " paper coal."

So there is every transition in mineral composition from the peat

bog to the coal-bed ; and it is not anticipating our next lecture to

say that all coal, of whatever kind or value, is vegetable produce.

It would be out of place to doubt that our youngest readers know
this fact ; what we propose to do next time is to give a short account

of the methods of extracting these precious black diamonds ; to show
what kinds of vegetables produced our great coal-fields ; and to dis-

cuss briefly the valuable services we receive from " Coal."

(To be continued.)
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RESEARCHES ON PSEUJDOMORPHS.

By M. Delesse.

Translated from the "Annales des Mines"* by H. C. Salmon, F.G.S.

(Continiied from i^age 463, vol. iii.)

PSEDDOMOEPHISM.

When a mineral presents itself under a form which does not belong
to it. there is then what I shall call p><ei(ilnmorphisrii.

The substance froni whicli tlie mineral bcuTows its form may be of

any kind—inorganic or even organic. It is called original or pi<cv-

domoyphosed, while the mineral which replaces it is called j^jscudo-

morphic.

Pseudomoi-phism by alteration is that in which the pseudomorphic
mineral still contains the elements of the original substance. Pseu-

domorphism by dlsplaceracnt is that in whicli tliis is not the case.

In ordei' to understand the difference wliieh exists between these two
kinds of pseudomorphisms, it suffices to mention as examples iron-

pyrites, which changes into limonite, still ])reserving its crystalline

form ; or fluor, which after being completely destroyed, is replaced

by quartz. The name of paramorphisvi has been given to the kind

of pseudomorphism which is pi'oduced without modification of

chemical composition. Arragonite changed into caleite, and pyrite

changed into marcasite are examples.

At first sight it seems that these metamoii^hoses of minerals must
be veiy exceptional, but observation teaches us, on the conti-ary,

that they ai'e met with in a number of localities ; they are, moreover,

extremely vaned. In fact, they include all the alterations to which
minerals are subject in their structure and in their chemical compo-
.sition. They include also, as a particular case, the decom])osition of

minerals ; anil kaolin, for example, results from a tnic pscudomor-
]»hism of felspar.

Wlu'ii or^'ajiic bodies, whether animal or vegetable, are pseudo-

morphose<l, there is jiroduecul what M. Nainnann has called zoo-

morphs and phytomorphs.t The pseudomorphism of organic bodies

may likewise be estal)lished as easily as that of the best crystallized

mineral ; for, although the form of these bodies may not be simple

and geometrical, it is. however, quite charactenstic, and moreover it

corresponds tft a known composition. Besides, the study of this

pseudomorphism is not less interestiufj than that of minerals, and it

takes place by the same processes. The comparison of the original

• Vol. xvi., p. 101, Gtli livraiHon : 1859.

+ C. F. Xanmann :
" Klcmcnte fler Miueralogie."
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substance, organic or iuorganic, with the mineral which has replaced

it. permits us immediately to recognize and understand its metamor-
]ihism ; moreover, as the minerals and organic bodies have a gene-

rally constant form and composition, theii" metamorphism may be

much more accurately defined than that of rocks.

The principal researches in pseudomorphism are due to Werner,

Haiiy, Mohs, Langrebe, Freiesleben, Blum, Breithaupt, Haidinger,

Mitscherlisch, Sillem, C. F. Naumann, G. Bishof, G. Rose, Haus-
mann, Dana, Phillips, Kenngott, Scheerer, Rammelsberg, Plattner,

Reuss, Hermann and Antoine Miiller, Loonhard. Zippe, Quenstedt,

Glocker, Von Dechen, Suckow, Noggerath, W. Stein, Foetterle,

Scacchi, Delafosse, Descloizeaux, Roth, Wiser, Von Zepharovich,

Nauck, Tamnaw, De Carnall, C. Von Haiier, Foster, Whitney, Jack-

son, Fowler, Websky, G. Brush, Smith, Shepard, Bronn, Vinkler,

Volger, Hessel, Oppe, Fr. Sandberger, Dieffenbach, Schiller, Credner,

Gutberlet, Daviber, Beck, Carius, Greg, W. G. Lettsom, Fox, Soch-

ting, Veibye, Forchhammer, Von Rath, Kjeralf, Von Richthofen,

Gergens, Richter, Gu^ard, Jensch, Heifter.*

DifficicUies of dlstmguisldng between Envelojjmeni and Pseudo-

morphism.—Before summing up the observed facts, it seems to me
necessary to call special attention to certain deceptive appearances

in pseudomorphism.
In the first place, when two minerals envelope each other, if the

enveloped mineral is completely destroyed and has disappeared, the

enveloping mineral may easily retain its form ; there is then pro-

duced a special metamorphism which arises from an incrustation,

and which is visibly connected, in tbe most intimate manner, with

envelopment. Now it sometimes happens that one mineral is sur-

rounded by another which results from its alteration, which is

especially what we observe in anhydrite and gj^psum. Certain

mineralogists have conversely presumed from this, that when two
minerals envelope each other, the one results from the pseudomor-
phism of the other. This may certainly be the case sometimes, but
we may soon easily discover that it is not what occurs most usually.

j\Ioreover, when a mineral is ciystallized, it frequently envelopes a

very notable proportion of another mineral. The dominant mineral

is not even that which gives to the mineral its ciystalline form ; and
generally it has been considered as pseudomorphic. Is there here,

then, an envelopment ; or, on the contrary, pseudomorphism ? The
solution of this question presents, as we shall see, very great diflBcul-

* The publications relative to pseudomorphism have been so multiplied of late

years, that it was necessary to renounce fcivhig a list of them here. They are to

be found specially in the various publications of Germany, particularly the
" Neues Jahrbuch" of Leonhard and Bronn ;

" Jahresbricht" of J. Liebig, Her-
mann Kopp, and Will ;

" Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft
;"

" Poggendorf Annalen ;" &c. Besides, they have been summed up in the classical

works of R. Blum, C. F. Xaumann, Haidinger, G. Bischof, Dana, Kenngott, &c.
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ties ; and in order to solve them we must, in the first place, seek to
ascertain how envelopment is produced.

When a mineral crystallizes, the substance which it envelopes
remains sometimes amorphous. This, for example, is what takes
place in the sand which is found in the rhombohedrons of calcite from
Fontainebleau. It is the same with mficle, (andalusite,) which,
according to M. Durocher, has retained a part of the schist in the
midst of which it formed. But the mineral enveloped in another
which is crystallized, has most frequently been ciystallised itself. If

we consider two minerals in those conditions, we must distinguish the

case in which their crystals are independent, and that in which they
are symmetrically aiTanged.

1st, Envelopment ivitliout Symmetrical Arrangement.—The first case

is the simplest and also the most frequent. Generally, when two
crystallized minerals envelope each other, their crystals have any
direction with regard to one another, and are independent.

Thus magnetite in hornblende, chlorite in calcite, mica in augite,

in hornblende, in orthoclase, and in the felspars, are most frequently

in ciystals completely independent of the minerals in which they have
formed themselves.

As long as the enveloped mineral is found in crystals clearly isolated

and not numerous, no confusion is possible between envelopment and
pseudomorpliism. On the contraiy, we find ourselves in the presence

of the greatest difficulties as soon as the enveloped mineral becomes
sufficiently abundant to disguise, as it were, the enveloping mineral

;

or when it is associated with it so intimately that the one passes in-

sensibly into the other. For example, garnet has been considered

pseudomorphic after idocrase because it is observed sometimes in its

interior ; and this is, indeed, what I had the opportunity of verifying

in the collection ofM. Wizer, at Zurich. But it is necessary to remark
that the idocrase is, in its turn, enveloped by the garnet. Although
it is very easy to conceive the metamorphism of these two minerals,

since they have nearly the same chemical composition, I think we
should only admit it if it were clearly established that the garnet can
substitute itself entirely in the place of the idocrase.

We sliould also obsei-ve the same reserve with regard to iolite,

(dichroit, cordierite,) and mica ; for iolite, whenever it bears no trace of

alteration, often covers itself with very numerous scales of mica, under
whicli it so disappears, that it is necessary, in order to recognize it,

to examine its fracture in a plane perpendicular to the scales. In the

variety of Amity (Maine) which has Ijeen designated under the name
of chlor()])]iyllite it is easy to establish that the large scales of

green mica are very close together, and that they alternate with the

bluish white.

Is it quite certain that mica pseudomorphoscs l^^-anite (disthene) ?

I do not think so ; it has merely seemed to me that kyanite frecpicntly

enveloped a greater or less proportion of mica, which was mixed with
it, and into which it might even pass. But there is nothing in this
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circumstance -which should surj^rise us, for kyanite is found especially

in rocks which are very rich in mica ; moreover, the mica which
penetrates it is completely identictd with that of the mica-schist in

which it is formed. It is, therefore, very plain that the mica and the

kyanite were crystallized simultaneously, and at the same time as the

rock which incloses them.
The same remark applies to andalusite, to chiastolite, to staui-oHte,

to hornblende, to augite, &c., which are often more or less penetrated

by the micas. In the very numerous specimens I have examined,
the various minerals were not pseudomorjihosed ; they simply en-

veloped the micas, which were identical with those of the rocks in

which they were formed.

The largely lamellar chlorite, which in chlorite-schist envelopes
and penetrates, often in the most intimate manner, crystals of mag-
netite, and which does not diflfer from that which constitutes the

chloritic schist itself, does not seem to me to result any the more from
a pseudomorphism.

I am inclined to beheve that it will be necessary to make pretty

numerous suppressions among the minerals which are regarded as

pseudomorphic, and particularly among the silicates. The only
pseudomorphic which should be retained are those which take the
form of another, and which ai'e, besides, susceptible of replacing it

completely. It is, moreover, easy to understand that when minerals
have crystallized simultaneously, they were in a position to associate

and envelope themselves in easy proportion ; which, indeed, before long
will become still more evident.

lad, Envelopment icith Symmetrical Arrangement.—Envelopment
is sometimes accompanied by symmetrical arrangement, and then it

is necessary again to distinguish many cases.

Symmetrical arrangement is obsei'ved, in its rudimentary state,

whenever the two minerals are grouped in respect to each other with

a certain sj-mmetry. This, for example, is what seems to occur in

the galena of Neudorf, in the Harz, which fonns a thick and more or

less regular crast around calcite. According to Messrs. Scheerer
and Blum, this galena is in very brilliant ciystals, which attain the
size of a nut, and present combinations of the octohedi'on, the cube,

and the rhomboidal dodecahedron. It envelopes the calcite, and is

also enveloped by it. Its thickness is often reduced to that of a
sheet of paper.

Garnet offers the same; peculiarities at Arendal, at La Bergstrasse,

and at Le Canigou ; for its crystals envelope calcite which is likewise

crystallized, and the tliickness of theii' sides may become microscopic.

Sometimes also a crystal of garnet envelopes pistacio-green epidote

(pistazite), wliich in its turn envelopes the calcite. Moreover,
garnet may similarly envelope felspar, quai"tz, hornblende, diallage,

gypsum, &c.

The idocrase of Christiansand, which has formed in the saccarhoid

limestone, is in large crystals, which have only a few lines of thick-

ness, and which also envelope the calcite.

VOL. IV. C
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Plilogopliitc mica occurs in ^eddisll-bl•o^^^^ lamina?, which invests

in a very remarkable manner the augite of ^lonroe, and -which ax'e

disposed almost perpeudiciilarly to its faces.

The mica which is formed in hornblende, augite, iolite, pinite,

chlorophyll ite, presents sometimes a determined direction, and its

lamina; ai*e parallel.

The felspar of the syenite of Norway, as we have seen, envelopes

natrohte, which in its tmii envelopes a kernel of this same felspar.

Fluor envelopes pyrite concentrically.

Symmetrical relations may again be well observed in made* (an-

dalusite), which has symmetrically grouped the schist which it

cm'elopes. It appears also in certain crystals of hyalin quartz,

which contain small grains of quartz, which are ciystalline and very

distinct ; these latter are grouped parallel to the faces, either of the

regular hexagonal prism, or of the pyramid which surmounts it.

This, for example, il. Des Cloizeaux has observed in the quartz of

Brazil. He has also sho^vn that Iceland spai' contains isolated grains

of calcite, which are generally grouped parallel to the faces of the

metastatic or to those of the primitive rhombohedron. When p^Tite

is disseminated in microscopic grains in spathic carbonate of lime, it

also groups itself, following the same plane ; and it is the same with

the chlorite (ripidolite) which is enveloped by the dolomite of Tra-

verselle.

But the symmetrical aiTangement may be still better characterized

than in the preceding examples ; and then it occm-s at once in the

two minerals, either by relation to a centre, or by relation to axes,

according as one or the other case occui'S ; it is hence central or

axial.

Central Symmetrical Arrangement.—Metalliferous lodes sometimes

show a well marked central symmetrical arrangement. Thus at La
Che\Tette, in Dauphiue, spathic iron envelopes quartz, and both pre-

sent ciystals symmetrically arranged towards a centre, fi-om which
result a radiated structure. According to M. Burat, it is the same
with towauite, blende, and galena which are enveloped by the fibrous

and nidiatcd augito of the mines of Tuscan}'.

Bocks which have a globulous structure also especially afford us

particularly clear examples of envelopment with a central symmetri-
cal arrangement. In the Kapakivif of Finland and in certain por-

])hyries, the oligoclasc envelopes the orthoclase, around which it

forms a regular aureole. In the pyromeride^ of Corsica, the globules

arc compo.sed of fels[)ar crystallized in needles, which start from the

circumrcreiico or the centre, and which follow (he direction of the

radii. In orbicular diorite the felspar envelopes the hornblende, and
the laminte of the two minerals are symmetrically aiTanged towards

» riiiastolitc.

t For thi.M rock soe Ootta—" Gcstcinslehrc," p. 123.- II. C. S.

J Ibid, p. Kri.—H. C. S.
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the centre, at the same time that they are grouped in concentric zones.*
Central s}Tnnieti'ical aiTangement may visibly occur in minerals of

very diverse compcsition. When it is tolerably regular, as in the
case of the globular minerals, it gives a radial structure.

(To he Continued.)

THE EVCDENCES OF THE GEOLOGICAL AGE AXD
HTBIAX MANUFACTURE OF THE FOSSIL FLINT
IMPLEMENTS.t

By the Editor.

(Continued from vol. iii., page 408.^

AmENS and Abbeville do not, however, enjoy a monopoly ia these flint imple-

ments ; thev are found, apparently, all over the earth. At any rate, we can boast
in our land of such treasures, and we can proudly record that the first discovered

specimens belong to England. Let Amiens and Abbeville by aU means be
commemorated as the scenes of M. Boucher de Perthes' persevering investiga-

tions, which have furnished the incitement to the present remarkable inqiury

—

let the names of Boucher de Perthes, Prestwich, Palconer, Flower, and Evans,
be duly houovu-ed as the pioneers of the investigation

;

but let us also think of Hoxne, Grays, Uford, Maid-
stone, Stanway, and the scores of other places where
mammaUan bones have been found in our own land

—

and, let us hope that our young geologists will set to

work, and reap a rich harvest in the yet ungarnered
fields. Does not this first recorded implement—this

earhest discovered rehc—(fig. 5) treasured and pre-

seiwed in the Sloane collection, the nucleus of the British

Museum, and entered in that old catalogue, two hun-
dred years ago—-encourage them. Does it not say in

unmistakable language " Under your feet these rehes

may be found ?"

There is another of these spear-shaped flints^ which
has obtained a great deal of notoriety in the late dis-

cussions. It was found at Hoxne, in Suffolk—a place

memorable in the history of the good king Edmiuid,
the saint and martyr—and was described, and figured

in the " Archaeologia," (see cut 9, p. 20), by Mr. Erere,

the finder, who, with remarkable acuteness, seems to

have fidly comprehended the value and true bearing of his discovery. His
paper is, even now, an excellent epitome of the subject; and we give it at

length, just as it was read in 1797, before the Society of Antiquaries of Loudon.

Fig. 5.— Flint Implement
found in Gray's Inn Lane,
before 1750. In Sloane Col-
lection, British Museum.
Size 7 inches by -1 inches.

* Recherctes sur les Roches Globulenses : par M. Delesse. (Memoires de la

Soc. Geol., 2 ser., t. iv., p. 301.)

t Being an illustrated explanatory ai'ticle of Mr. Mackie's Geological Diagram,
No. VI.
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" All account of flint weapons discovered at Hoxnc, in Suffolk, by John Frcre,

Esq., F.ll.S., :md i'\A.S., in a letter to the liev. John Braud, Secret;u-y ; read

June 2-2, 1797.

Sir,—I take the liberty to request you to lay before the Society some flints

found in the parish of Iloxne, in the county of Sulibllc, which, if not particularly

objects of curiosity in themselves, must, I think, be considered in that light,

from the situationm which they were found. See i)l. xiv. xv.

Frompl. xiv., "Archreolocria," vol. xiii. Size I From pi. xv., " Archa?ologiii," vol. xiii. Size,

5 inches hy 3 inches.
| 7i inches by -i inches.

Rcdaced Outlines (scale one-fourth), of the Flint Implements found by Mr. Frere, at Home,
Suffolk. A.D., 1797.

They are, I think, evidently weapons of war, fabricated and used by people

who had not the use of metals. They lay in great numbers at the aepth of

fibout twelve feet, in a stratified soil, which was dusf for the purpose of raising

elav for bricks.

the strata are as follows :

—

1. Vegetable earth, one and a half feet.

2. Argill, seven and a half feet.

'.i. Sand, mixed with shells and other marine substances, one foot.

4. A gravelly soU, in which the flints arc found, genendly at the rate of five

or six in a square yard, two feel.

In the same stratum are frcrpiently found small fragments of wood, very

perfect wlien first dug up, but wliieh soon decomj)oses on being exposed to the

air ; and, in the stratum of sand, (No. 3,) were found some extraordinary bones,

parlicidarly a jaw-bone of enormous size, of some unknown animal, wit li the

tcetli remaining in it. 1 was very eager to ol)tain a sight of this; and
finding it had been carried to a neiglibouring gentleman, I inquired of him, but

learned that he had presented it, together with a large thigli bone, found in the

same place, to Sir Ashton Lever, and it, therefore, is probably now in Par-

kin.sou's museum.
The situation in whieli tliesc weapons arc found may tempt us to refer tliein

to a very remote period indeed ; even beyond that of the present world ; but
whatever our conjceturcs on tliat head may be, it will be dillieult to account for

the stratum in which they lie being covered by another stratum, whieli, on this

supposition, may be conjectured to have been once the bottom of the sea. The
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manner in which tlicy lie would lead to the persuasion that it was a place of

their manufacture, aud not of their accidental deposit ; and the number of them
was so great that the man who carried on the briek-work told me that before

he was aware of their beiag objects of cariosity he had emptied baskets fidl of

them into the ruts of the adjoining road. It may be conjectured that the dif-

ferent strata were formed by inundations happening at different periods and
bringing down in succession the dillerent materials of which they consist, to

wliicli I can only say, that the ground in question does not lie at the foot of

any liiglicr ground, but does itself overhang a tract of boggy earth, which ex-

tends under the fourth stratum : so that it shoidd rather seem that torrents had
washed away the incumbent strata, and left the bog-earth bare, than that the

bog-earth was covered by them, especially as the strata appear to be disposed

horizontally and present their edges to tlie abrupt termination of the high
ground.

If you think the above worthy of the notice of the Society, you will please

lay it before them.

I am. Sir, with great respect, your faithfal humble servant,

John Tkeke."
In the cases of both the above mentioned flint-implements we have distiuct

records of then" having been associated with mammalian bones.

Having gone briefly but succiuctly tlirough some of the principal evidences

that these worked-flints have been extracted from true geological fonnations,

in fact that they are really fossil, we will briefly allude to the general misnomer
of " celt," as applied to these relics.

The polar bear who stopped in his pursuit of the arctic voyager to turn in-

side out with his fumbling paws the worsted glove which the sador had di-opped

to attract the beast's attention and facilitate his own escape might not have
had a more puzzlmg article for his mental capacity than geologists and anti-

10
Size, 6 X 2|

11
Size, 5x2

13
Size, t\ X W

12
Size, 94 X 3^

In the collection of Professor Tennant.Figs. 10—13.—Stone Implements from Guernsey.

quaries have had in these implements. "Celts" they certainly are not,

whatever their former use may have been, as anyone may see who wiU compare
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them witli figs. 10, 11, 1:?, 13, or any otberreprescntaiionof a true "celt," which

is in fact a chisel, and wrought to a cutting edge at the broad end ; while these

fossil iustrunicuts arc nearly or totally unwnnight at the broad end, but are

worked up to a more or less sharp point, which is evidently the part that was
used.

Of the fossil flint-knives, arrow-heads, and javelin-points, such as we shall here-

after refer to, no doubt as to their uses can arise in the minds of any who will take

the trouble to compare them with instruments adapted to the same purposes

in hunting—the favourite pursuit and main source of existence of all savage

tribes—which are still in use by the aborigines of various countries, or rather

arc kno\Mi to have been so in recent times, for European tools of iron have

rapidly and very generally supplanted stone-implements, even in the remotest

regions. But the same defiuiteness of purpose or applicability is not evident

in the larger and pear-shaped instruments to which we first drew attention.

These, if they were used by the hand, must have been used at the point ; celts,

having the broad end ground or rubbed to a cutting-edge, were used as

chisels, or mounted in fragments of horn or wood, as axes or hatchets.

Length of Handle about 16 inches.

F.g. 1 1.—Stone Celt set in portion of Stag's-hom, with Transverse Hole for Wooden Handle.

In the British Museum.

The ])ointed fossil im])lements might possibly have been used as wedges for

splitting trees, and otiier like purposes; or botind in .s])bt sticks as battle-axes,

and formidable weapons they would have made. But the most reasonable

use seems to me that of spear-heads, lashed on to stout poles ; and wielded by

strong and active men they would have been heavy and formidable weapons
against the great deer and oxen of that age of gigantic mammalia u))()n the

herds of which primitive man— if lie lived in the days of the mammoth as the

association of the bones of that huge beast with these relics of the first human
workmanship seems at least to prove—would have occasion and necessity to

make eonstant onslaught for his subsistence, his clothing, and his articles and
materials of (hdly use. Against the great elephants, tigers, and cave-bears of

that age we think they couhl only have been used—if at all—under the pressure

of tli(> imperative necessity of personal defence, and never tor the ]mrpose of

offensive attack, llenee if we are to find any traces of their uses in the shape

of indentation.s, scars, or wounds upon the bones of the extinct (piadrupeds, it

should be on those of the great hcrbivora, and not those of the camivora that

we should expect to find them.

Professor Owen in his "British Fossil Mammalia," has noticed the injury
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done to a rib of a Megaceros Mhernicus, and attributed it to the point of the

antler of anotlicr deer; but now there seems more probability that the injury

in question might have been effeeted by one of these so-called " eelts." M.
Lartet has also given us accounts of fossil mammalian bones bearing incisions

and marks made by apparently blunt weapons, such as would have been
produced by these flint-implements.

Fig. 15.—Stone Hatchet, \rith Handle, fromNew Caledonia, South Pacific Ocean. Size : length
with handle, 19 inches ; head of hatchet, 10 inches.

"We hare figured (fig. 15) a stone adze from New Caledonia, to show by a

comparison with its form that the fossil implements could not have been
similarly lashed on and used for the purposes for which such iustnuneuts are

adapted, and which thus aifords a negative evidence in favour of the idea of

their bcmg rude spcar-hcads.

Besides the larger spear-shaped and pear-shaped weapons, there were smaller

and flatter flints, of an oval shape, which it is thought were used as sling-stones

or as axes. The first of our examples of this kind (fig. IG) was found in tlic

Pi<?. 16.— Small Flint Instrument from the
Gravel of Amiens. Size, 4 inches by
2J inches.

Fig. 17.—Small FlintInstrumentfrom Grave 1

at Hoxne, Suffolk. Size, 4 inches by
by 2^ inches.

drift-gravel of Amiens, by M. Boucher de Perthes; the second (fig. 17) at

Hoxne, in 1797, by Mr. Frcrc ; the latter is preserved in the collection of the

Society of Antiquaries.
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Fig. IS is another and very remarkable flint -instnimcnt, probahly a lance- or

javelin-head, from the supcrlieial gravel

above the London Clay, at Hornsey, in

Middlesex, and now in tlie collection of

m. N. T. Wctherell, of Highgate, to

whom it was bronght a short time since

by one of the qnarrymen as a fossil fish;

the worljnan mistaking the white chalky

spot at one end for the eye, and the nu-

mcrons fine ehippings for scales. It is

about six inches long by two inches broad, and bnt little more than a quarter of

;ui inch in its central tliickest part.

In Mr. Maekie's Diagram No. VI. there is figured from tlie collection of

the Society of Antiquaries (fig. 12 of cbagram) a very long, narrow, and re-

markable Hint-instrument, apparently either a lance-liead or a dagger, although

it may have been used for the more pacific pm-poscs of a knife. Trom its

Tip:. 18.—Flint Jnvclin or Spear-head f?J,

fwuid in the Superficial Gravel above
theLondon Chiy, at Hornsey, Middlesex.

Fig. 19.—Flint Implement in the Collection of the Society of Antiquaries. Size-. 10 inches by
IJ inches.

general appearance one would suspect it to h.ave come from sonic sandy or

gravelly deposit, and to be of veritable geological age; but there is no entry in

tlie Society's catalogue of either the time or

place of its discovery, and it may after all be
only of Celtic date. We give also another

worked instrument fig. 20 (fig. 19 of diagi-am)

contained in the same collection, but of which

also no record of the circumstances of dis-

covery are preserved. It may be a gravel

specimen.
We now turn to another class of fossil iiiiplomcnts, formed of more flakes of

flints, which arc more likely to escape detection than the larger instruiiieuts we
liave been describing, not only from their smaller size, but also from their

liability to breakage, and the consequent resemblance of their broken pieces to

mere natural chii)pings and fragments of flints. The fl;d;e-iubt ruments arc

Fip. 20.-Flint Saw ? (British). In
tlie CoUcctiDn of the Society of Anti-
quaries of London. Size:' 6 inches
by li inches.

FJR. 21.—Flint-flake Knife from the Turbary of the Somme, at Abbeville. Natuial size.

Wfll known from Celtic graves, and are commonly met with amongst the relies

of all savage tribe?, in the form f)f arrow-heads, knives, dart- and javelin-points,

and saws ; and flake-knives find flake an-ow-hcads have also been met witii in

ossiferous cave-, and gravel-deposits, and as well as^in peat-bogs, turbaries, and
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other similar deposits of the like intennediate age. Figs. 23 and 24 are two
portions of fossil flakc-knivcs from Kent's Hole, a large cavern rendered

Fig, 22.—Broken Fragments of a Flint-flake Knife.

memorable by the researches of the late Dr. Buekland. These were presented

to the national collection in the British Museum, by Mr. Godwin-Austen, and

Figs. 23, 24.—Flint-flake Knives, from the

Ossiferous Cavem, Kent's Hole. Scale,

one-rourth. Presented to the lintish Mu-
seum by R. A. Godwin-Austen, Esq., F.G. S.

Fig. 25.— Flint-flake Knives from the Tur-
bary of the Somme, atAbbe^aUe. Nat. size

4i inches by 1| inches. Collected by M.
Boucher de Perthes.

where they may be seen in the cases of the British antiquities room.

Figs. 21 and 25 are portions of flint flake-knives from the Turbary of the

Figs. 26—31.—Flint Arrow-Heads from Redhill. Nat. size.

of Antiquaries.
In the Collection of the Society

valley of the Somme, at Abbeville, and were collected by M. Boucher de
Perthes. Figs. 26 to 31 represent various forms of flint arrow-heads, from

VOL. IV. B
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specimens collected at Rcdhill, in Surrey, and presented by Mr. C. Koach
Suiitli to the Society of Antiquaries of London. Tlicsc give sufllcicut illus-

tration of this class of articles, whether of fossil, Celtic, or modern date. Flalcc-

saw's are met with in graves ; but we are not aware that any of these have been

found in any really geological formation.

The arrow-heads (figs. 32 to 3G) can scarcely be said to belong to the class

of llakc-iustrumcuts, although formed of fragments of flints, as they have been

always more or less, and sometimes elaborately, chipped and trimmed into the

Figs. 32—36.—Flint Arrow-heads from Canada. In the collection of Dr. G. D. Cibb, F.G.S.,
of London. Scale one-fourth.

Fitr. 37. — Arrow-head of

Smokj- Qumtz, from Peru.

Nat. size, 2.J inches by li
inches. In the collection of

C. Hickman, Esq.

required shapes. The specimens figured are from specimens brought from

Canada, by Dr. G. D. Giob, F.G.S., of London, and a notice by him of this

class of objects is printed in the "Notes and Queries," page 422, of vol. iii.

Fig. 37 is a specimen of this class of objects made
of smoky quartz, from Peru. Such chipped aiTOW-

heads are found in India also, and sometimes these are

of " blood-stone." In other parts they are made of

obsidian and other A'olcauic and hard rocks, and their

distribution is very general. There is nothing, how-

ever, i)0sitively known as to their being of geological

age, although it seems ]u-obable that many of them
are; especially the American and Canadian specimens,

which may belong to the very remote age of the

great mammalia. Their dates of manufacture are,

however, very various, and some of them are un-

doubtedly of comparatively modem workmanship.
We now turn to another subject—the iudieati(ras we have of the hioiuni

workmanship of the veritable fossil implements wliich have been found with

the Ijones of extinct mammals. First, then, there arc two or three leading

facts which seem to attribute these implements to a same and primitive peo[)k',

namely, the extensive geographical area over wliich they are found; their

general resemblance to eaeli other, whether of the large or small kinds ; or

from whatever country, whether i'lngland, France, Sicily, Denmark, the French
African possessions, Lithuania, Poland, and, as far as wc know also, Canada
and America. There is also the apparent identity of the methods employed hi

working them to their required forms, and which is so remarkable as almost to

con\inre us of, at least, the identity of origin and conmiunity of tlie ])rol)ably

waiult-ring \nhvs by which they were made and used. Tlie first and most
powerful argument of their human manufacture is the unmistakcable evidence
of fir.tir/n. They arc evidently—a first glance satisfies us of this

—

hmtrumcnts
adapted to xpcrifc purposes. No living l)eing doxigm or makes aujthin<^ as a

means to accomi)lish an end or purpose but man. No other being exhibits

forctho\ight in manufacture; none whatever. No other being uses a cutting

or piercing instrument ; none. They seize, tear, gore, with their claws, beaks.
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FifTS, 38, 39.—Forgeries
Flint Implements.

tusks, or liorns, but they use no auxiliary instvumcut. A monkey may tear

down a branch of a tree, or cast a stone, but it makes not a club of the one,

nor truns the other for a sling, an arrow, or a speai-. The second, but still a

most material evidence is affordinl by the manner or metliod of the workman-

ship employed hi producing certain delhiitc forms of implements. Let us lirst

take the larger pear-shaped and spear-shaped instruments. A large fUnt has

been here taken from the chalk itself, sometimes from a gravel-heap, and by a

series of chippings from the outer part or sides the desired poinded, spear- or

])ear-slia])e is attained. If wc see these chippings m a stone barbed arrow-

head from a Celtic grave or a tumulus, no one disputes its human work-

manship any more than anyone disputes that

of one of the well-known Yorkshire forgeries. But
because it is asserted these fossil implements come
from stratified deposits of geological age, there

spring up directly voices which in loud language

ignore the efforts of the hand of man and attribute

—too commonly without the slightest knowledge of

the implements themselves, the natural fracturage of

of Hint, or the nature of the cii'cumstances under which

the geological formations were deposited—their re-

gular and definite forms to the attrition of the flints

with each other by the influence of waves or currents of water. Anyone who

will take the trouble to chip off a flake from an ordinary flint nodule will see

that the fracture gives a series of

concentric arcs one beyond the other,

the convexity of which always points

the direction in which the blow

struck. Anvone lookini? at one
m
was OI...IV.XV. ^^ij^.ii^ i^^.v...Q

of these fossil implements will see

the fracture of the separate flakes

plainly marked out by tliese lines of

concentric arcs and undulations, and

will as plainly see that these flakings have all been made by blows given at

the sides, and are broken out, because the lines of fracture all point from the

outer edges or sides towards the central ridge (see fig. 1, p. 405, vol. iii., or

ggs. 5—9, 16, 17, vol. iv.) just as they would clo if wrought by the hand of man
into a designed and given shape, but as they never would be from casual and

chance blows, which would necessarily strike in all directions just as accidentally

might happen. The chippings of the flints, if by design, would be regular and

sr/sfemafic, which they are ; if by natural causes, irregular and unsydematic,

which they are not.

Moreover, the flints of which these instruments are made have been selected

—

those of a firm unfractured substance have l)een chosen. Everyone acquainted

with chalk districts or i)ebble-beaches knows how few fimts are firm and solid

compared with those which present more or less numerous fine cbvisional planes

of fissure, and how readily these latter fall to pieces at a slight blow of the

hammer. We find none of these fossil instruments formed of the shatterablc

flints, M-hich, if accident formed these instruments, sliould not have been ex-

cluded from the formative chipping processes; on the other hand, we find

these fossil mstruments formed of remarkably hard and compact nodules, such

as were likely at most only to have been battered and pitted by the waves, but

which could only have hcen fla/ced by definite and appropriate blows struck by

the hand of man.

We need not again speak of fhe design exhibited in the fossil flint knives, arrow-

heads and javelin-points, about which no doubt could arise in the minds of tliose

Fig . 40.—Concentric Lines of Fracture in Flints.
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lie

Fig. 13.

who would look at those articles.

B>it the same ccrtumi y of tlidr //«///«»

orit,'in is not to the iuexpcricuced so

evident when these flake instruments

are broken, as they are extremely

likely to be. They ai'e then, appa-

rently, only so many ordinary ehips;

but the impress of design clings to

the smallest fragment, and from a

chip a tiuartor of an incli in length

one could almost speak with cer-

tainty. The method of manufacture

of ()])sidian instruments by the

Peruvians and South Sea Islanders

gives the easiest possible solution

of the process, which is compara- -

lively easy of accomplishment in '.

that mineral, but rather more

diflicult in flint, althougli the method
;

is nevertheless the same in both.
1

We will suppose, however, tliat the

savage has got a block of obsidian

—he flrst trims itto an angular form,

six-sided, eight, ten, or any number

of sides will do—thus, (fig-'-tO.) He
then by a series of smart blows struck

at each of the comers, <?,</,<!', (fig. 41,)

splits ofl" each of the angles, as long

naiTOw flakes, broad at the top, and

tapering away more or less to a point,

and having a sharp cutting edge on

either side, (as marked out by the

dotted lines,) and characterised by

a ridgo formed by the angle of the

block, passing down the front ; the

back being "flat or very slightly

convex.

From the chipping off ofthe angles

the block Mill assume the shape

now indicated, (fig. i'2,) its second

stage, being still an octagon with

the angles or coracrs all truncated,

and i)rcsentinga flat ril)l)on-like band

whieli will eliaracterize tlic second

set of flake-knives formed by the

chipping of these tnineatcd angles.

It will be seen that the secoiul

operation red>ices the block to its

primitive form with sharp comers or

angles; a third operation will restore

again the truncated stage, and

altrmately Ccich successive flaking

will bring about the alternate con-

ditions, so that all the flake knives

obtained by the process will show

fc

c
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the origiu aud the method of flaking by the presence of a sharp ridge, or a flat

band passing do^vn the front side only, the back being alike in both cases, flat or

nearly so. In this then we have a palpable and uunustakable brand, applicable

alike'to the modern or fossil flint instruments, and by which we can satisfy

ourselves by the smallest fragment (see fig. 22, page 25) of a broken specimen,

because it must be borne in mind that such is not to be produced by any natural

breakage, but can only be eiVccted by the design wliich ))rings the block at

first into the required shape, and M.?;; causes the fracturing blows to be given in

a peculiar aud designed mimner. Try your hand at breaking out these flakes.

At first you will fail miserablv. Persevere and you will acquire the knack with

precision and certainty. i^Jii tliis hiack being peculiar, the character of the

flakings arc peculiar also, and not such as would result from natural pidvcrizing

or breakage oy collision with each other.

xVnd now I approach another topic in this interesting investigation, on which
I wish to speak with the \itmost caution aud guardedness, and with courtesy

and consideration to the feelings and sentiments of every one of my readers.

I wish to offend no prejudices or belief—to interfere with no doctrines, theory,

or faith—but one important reflection will arise at this stage in my mind, and
therefore, probably, also in the minds of others. What were these first men
like ? Did they stand erect and noble ? Were they high intellectual beings,

the fit progenitors of a lofty-minded and world-conquering race ? The voice of

Science is dumb.
Darwin has lately given powerful arguments in favour of the development

doctrines, and the natural production of higher and higher forms of animal and
vegetable life, by the amelioration and improvement of species. We look from
the apes and monkeys to the ourangs and chimpanzees, and we pause before the

wonderfid semi-human expressive face of the gorilla—a stalwart active brute

—

through whose unearthly eyes something not unlike human intelligence seems
to beam. We look at its thick lips and flattened nose, and our thoughts turn
involuntarily to the bandied legs, thick lips, low forehead, and black tawny skin

of the wool-headed negro, and for one moment we may think '•' Good heavens,

can there be a nearer Ludc of men and brutes ?" In days gone by—days gone
by ages ago—in those days when the mammoth and Irish elk, "the cave-bear

and liippopotamus dwelt in our land, was there then a nearer closer link of

man aud beast ? I know not—-I speak not—but such a thought wUl arise

when we look at the great four-handed beasts of our o-mi diiy on the one hand,

and on the other regard the primitive rudeness of workmanship of these fossil

instruments. The whole race, tribe, commonality, or nation—be it what it may
—of primitive men seems possessed of bnt two or three ideas in the manufac-
ture of these flint -implements. Prom Denmark to our o\vn Island—over regions

now the seats of many nations — thev cliipped then- flmts and formed their

weapons on the same primitive plans, "by the same primitive means. There is

no effort whatever at ornamentation: nor even of polishing or smoothin"'.

The makers of them do not seem to have attained to the idea of rubbing down
to a point or an edge, and never to have gone beyond the first rough efforts of

chipping out. Low as we are accustomed to regard the Celtic race in the scale

of civdization, these first men must have been much lower and yet one would
not be willing to beUeve them unendowed with imperishiug souls like ourselves.

Curious low fronted skulls have been found in caves, in fields near ossiferous

or bone-bearing fissures—have been found under circumstances of suspicious

proximity to bone-deposits ; but no real evidence is yet obtained. Men's minds
have not yet been directed to this point, or men have shirked this topic in their

investigations. I do not attempt to draw a conclusion in these remarks : I
direct attention merely to a point of necessary investigation, as one on which
evidence must sooner or later be accumulated ; and the more workers there are
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in tlic field, the greater and more powerful will l)e the testimony to tlic tr\itli.

Tliis leads, of coiu'se, to the consideration of the more direct question whether
hnniau bones have ever been found in the ossiferous caves and fissures, and
ordinary niammaliferous deposits ? Undoubtedly they have; Buekland, Sehre-

nierling, and many other writers have recorded humau skeletons in cavc-and

otlicr deposits contiiining mammalian remains ; but such has been the constant

practice of ignoring any true association. of such remains with those of niani-

maUa in the same deposit—in fact an niter refus;d to admit any evidences of a

greater antiquity than some 5,000 or 0,000 years for the creation of the human
race—so that authors neglected such evidence when they found it, or wrote

obscurely and timidly about it, even when it was forced in an undeniable manner
upon tiieir notice. Hence the reason why we have few or no illustrative eases.

It may be worth while here to allude to another class of existing antiquities

—

tlic great monoliths and other stone monuments—found alike iu our own and the

remotest and most distant and widely separated lands, Avhetheras the supposed

"Druid's circles," "sacrificial altiu's," and rock-basins of our own country,

the raised stones of India, or the rock inscriptions of Arabia. Are these ancient

monuments to be associated with the progress of the primitive race to whom we
attribute these chipped implemeuts of lliiit ? Again, I answer not, 1 merely

suggest. In this important investigation no man is yet, perhaps, prepared to

answer. We know not, in fact, where we are—we are as it were in a strange

huul which we have not yet explored, amongst a strange peoi)le whose language

we have not yet learnt. Soon, jicrhaps, we may master the task—or it may be

Jong before we unravel the mysteries. " Labour conquers all things," says the

Latin proverb, and we must labour on persevcringly to make out the first

history of our race.

I will now turn to another phase of the great geological question we arc

investigating. Of what age—what relative geological age, that is—are the

niammaliferous deposits iu which these flint implements are found ? The great

age of the drift gravels and other superficial niammaliferous deposits has never

been rigidly determined. AVe know that they lieloug to, or preceded, or were
formed just after the memorable Glacial era—when glaciers extended from the

mountains of Wales into the valleys now filled with their debris, as they now do
in Switzerland; when the great Swiss glaciers themselves were miles larger iu

extent : when icebergs dropped as they melted into the sea, under whicli a

great part of our island was then submerged, the great stones and rocks

uplifted from distant coasts, and strewed our island and a gi'cat partof similary

sunken Europe with gigantic boulders and mud, rorniiiig those deposits known
as the l?oulder-drift and Till. The necessity of investigating rigorously the

origin of these superficial deposits, has, since the question of the ilrst appearance

of man, become imperative ; although the progress made must be neces-

sarily slow, and the work often unsafe from tlie dilficulty of always detecting

the mtenningling of modern matter, to wliich these nearly su]ierficial beds from

their proximity to the actual surface, have been of necessity subject. But
sneh (liflieulties must no longer stand in (he way, they must be boldly met and
fairly grappled with; and in tiiis respect Prestwich, Falconer and other geologists

are doing their duty. We must no hmger be content to believe that one Jcind

of mammoth was associated with one kind of rhinoceros, and another species

of mammotli with another species of rhinoceros; but wc must know wliether

for certain this is so. The latest researches tend to show that the true mammoth
lived in this island .it least, both before and after the Glacial epoch. If so, wc
must look to the oscillations of our land and the formerly submerged tract of

Eurojto for the explanation. I'erhans wc may consider that as tiio submergence
of this area took ])lace in the glacial era, the great pachyderms were of neces-

sity driven back in their tcrrc3tiid range by the sea as it encroached ; and as
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the submerged area towards the close of the glacial epoch began to be re-elevated

and to rise again out of the waters, the Elephas priiiiigenius and some of its

associates which were able to outstand the incleincucy of that severe period,

wandered back over their ancient territory, and mingled with the newer forms
which similarly had wandered from otlier regions during the changes of land
and sea ; and tlius the northern and the perhaps southern forms met together
in the same temperate zone. "We know from Ed. Forbes' studies that the
moUusca of oui- district migrated thus during the glacial age into Italy, and
that some have since returned to our shores, while others have not yet reached
a^ain theii- ancient habitats, but are steadily working on towtu'ds it. We know
also that in the deep holes and pits of the ocean there still are colonies of the old

northern forms which spreading over the submerged area of those cold times
have not been able to extricate themselves from such cavities, from which their

dwarfed descendants are now to be dragged up. This is a speculation which I
throw out for young and active geolgists to take up. My time is too fully

occupied with the business and cares of life to allow me to devote much time
now to field-studies, but there are many who are glad of holidays, and wiio will

be glad to know what is useful work to do in their pleasure-talaugs ; for them
it is I throw out these ideas, not beinof selfish enouc^h to -nish to retain them
when I cannot myself work them out.

In some of the Glamorganshire caves Colonel Wood and Dr. Falconer have
foimd a deposit coutaming Littorina (perriwinkle) shells, and which deposit is

comparable %vith the deposit often associated with the raised beaches of our
coasts known to geologists under the name of " head," and which is equivalent
to parts of the so-termed sub-aerial deposits of Mr. Godwin-Austen. Both
above and below the cave-deposits, containing recent species of marine shells,

the bones and grinders of Elephas primigeiiius are found, as they are also iu

other places, commingled with the remains of the hitherto supposed younger
and older races of the ancient mammalia.

A\ ith respect to tlie ancient mammoth, we know that it was clothed with a
coating of long hair, by which and its thick skin it was well provided agaiust the
inclemencies of tlie glacial age ; but how is it with the hippopotamus—so like,

so undistiuguishal)le from the existing //. major, the inhabitant of torrid climes.

I confess this creature's remains are a puzzle to me ; for granted that it could
withstand the cold of that period, our knowledge of the present habits of the
species does not permit us to believe that it could subsist without water.

But I \vill proceed no fm-ther with the discussion of the habits of the great

mammalia. I wished to exhibit in its true state the knowledge we possess of

the first relics of the human race, and to point out the marks aud character

which indicate on the worked flints the evidences of human handling.

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geologic.\x Society of London.—November 21, 1860.

"On the Geologv of Bolivia and Southern Peru." By D. Forbes, Esq.,

F.R.S., F.G.S. With Notes on the Fossils by Prof. Huxley, F.R.S., Sec. G.S.,

and J. W. Salter, Esq., F.G.S.

The author described the Post-Tertiary formations of the maritime district.

These beds, containing existing species of shells, occur at various heights up to

forty feet above the sea-level. Guano deposits are frequent along the coast,

and deposits of salt also in raised beaches a little above the sea. The author
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could not verify Licul. Frcycr's statement of Balani and Millepor^ being

attached high up the side of the Morro de iViica, a perpendicular cliiT at the

water's edge; indeed, from the state of old Indian tumuli along the beach, and
other circumstances, the author believes that no perceptible elevation has here

taken place since the Spanish Conquest, although such an alteration of level

has occurred in Chile. The sand-dunes of the coast, and their great mobility

during the hot season, were noticed. From Mexillones to Arica the coast is

steep and rugged, formed of a chain of mountains, three thousand feet high,

consisting of rocks of the Upper Oolitic age. At Arica the liigli land recedes,

leaving a wide plain formed of the debris of the neighbouiuig mountains ; and
in tlie middle of this area was observed stratified volcanic tuff contemporaneous
with the formation of the gravel.

The saline formations were treated of as three groups, according to their

height above the sea-level, and were shown to be much more extensive than
generally supposed, extending over the rainless regions of this coast for more
than five hundred and fifty miles. They are mostly developed, however,

between latitudes nineteen degrees and twenty-five degrees south. Tliesc

salines are supposed to have originated in the evaporation of sea-water con-

fined in them as lagoons by the original ranges of hills separating them from
the ocean. The nitrate of soda had, in the author's o))inion, resulted from the

chemical reactions of sea-salt, carbonate of lime, and decomposed vegetable

matter (both terrestrial and marine). The borate of lime, occurring with the

nitrate, is coimecti'd with the volcanic conditions of the district, and was pro-

duced by fumarolcs containing boracic acid. Where the highest range of

salines extend beyond the rainless region, they are much modified in the rainy

season, and generally take the form of salt plains encircling salt lakes or

swamps.
The great Bolivian plateau, having an average elevation of thii-tcen thousand

or fourteen thousand iect above tlie sea, consists of great gravel })lains formed

by (he spaces between the longitudinal ranges of mountains being filled up by
the debris of these mountains. The most western of these consists of Uulilic

debris with volcanic tuff and scoria ; it bears the salines above-mentioned, and
is nearly destitute of water. The central range of plains, formed from the dis-

integration of red sandstones and marls, with some volcanic scoria", is well

watered. The third range consists of plains made up of the debris of Silurian

and granitic rocks, and is auriferous. The thickness of this accumidation of

clay.s, gravel, shingle, and boulders is immense at places. At La Pas it i.s

more tiian one thousand six hundred feet. Contemporaneous traehytic tuiT

was found also in these deposits. In fresh-water ponds on this plateau, at a

height of fourteen thousand feet (lat. fifteen degrees south), Mr. lorbes found

al)Uiidanee of Ciirlm Chiknsh, formerly considered to be peculiar to the most
soutlieni and coldest part of Chile at the level of- the sea (lat. forty-five degrees

to lifty degrees south).

The volcanic formations were next noticed. Volcanic action has continued

certainly from the pleistocene age to the present. The line of volcanic j)Le-

nomena is nearly coutimious north and south. Cones arc frequent, some of

them twenty-two thousand feet liigh and upwards; but craters are rare. Vol-

canic matter, both in ancient times and at present, has in a great part been
erupted from lateral vents, often of great longitudinal extent ; recent traeliytic

lavas from such orifices have covered in some cases more than one hunilred

miles of country. Besides tracliyte, there are great tracts of trachydoleritic

!

''

' iiathic Iava.s. On the whole, in these South American lava.s silex

.audit h;is been the first elenu'nt in the rock to crystallize; whereas

.1,1 •irently in granite nuartz is the last to crystallize and furm the state of so-

<:.il!t.d " surfu.sion." Dioritcs (including the so-called "Andesite") occur in
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force along two parallel north and south lines of eruption in tliis region, reach

ing through Chile, Bolivia, and Peru, for more than forty degrees of latitude.

These diorites, and more especially the rocks which they traverse, are metalli-

ferous ; and the author looks upon the greater part of the copper, silver, ii-ou,

and other metaUic veins of the countries as directly occasioned by the appear-

ance of this rock.

Shales and argillaceous limestones, with clay-stones, porphyry-tuffs, and

porphyries form the mass of the Upper Oolite formation of Bolivia, equivalent

to Dai-win's Cretaceo-Oolitic Series of Chile. At Cobija they are traversed in

all directions by metaUic veins, chiefly copper, and which, as before mentioned,

appear to emanate from the diorite.

Red and variegated marls and sandstones, with gypsum, and cupriferous and

yellow sandstones, and conglomerates, come next in order; they have a thick-

ness of six thousand feet, and are much folded and dislocated. These are con-

sidered by the author to resemble closely the Permian rocks of Russia. Fossil

wood is not uncommon in some of these strata, which extend for at least five

hundred miles north and south.

Carboniferous strata occur chiefly as a small, contorted, basin-shaped series

of limestones, sandstones, and shales, with abundant characteristic fossils.

The quartzites which are generally supposed to represent the Devonian

formation in Bolivia, but which the author is rather disposed to group as

Upper Silurian, are really not of very great thickness ; but are very much
folded, and perhaps are about five thousand feet thick.

The SUurian rocks (perhaps fifteen thousand feet thick) are well developed

over au area of from eighty thousand to one hundred thousand miles of

mountain-country, including the highest mountains of South America, and
givmg rise to the great rivers, Amazon, &c. These slates, shales, grauwackes,

and quartzites yield abundant fossils even np to the highest point reached,

twenty thousand feet. The problematical fossils known as Cruziana or Bilobites

occiu- not only in the lower beds, but (with many other fossils) in the higher

part of the series.

Lastly, the differences between the sections made by M. D'Orbigny, M.
Pissis, and the author were pointed out, though for the most part difficult of

explanation. D'Orbigny makes the mountain lllemani to be granite ; it is slate

according to the author. M. Pissis describes as carboniferous the beds in

which Mr. Porbes found Silurian fossils,—and so on.

" On a New Species of Macrauchenia (M. BoUviensis)." By Prof. T. H. Hux-
ley, P.R.S., Sec. G.S., &c.

Some bones, fuUy impregnated with metallic copper, which had been brought

up from the mines in Corocoro in Bolivia were submitted to Prof. Huxley for

examiuation. The mines referred to are situated on a great fault, and the

boues were probably part of a carcass that had fallen in from the surface,—the

copper-bearing water of the mines having mineralized them. A cervical and a

lumbar vertebra, an astragalus, a scapula, and a tibia show complete corres-

pondence in essential characters with those bones of the great ^Lacrauchenia

PatachGiiica described by Prof. Owen in the Appendix to tiie " Voyage of the

Beagle," but the relative size and proportions of the vertebra, the tibia, and

the astragalus indicate a distinct species, much smaller and more slender ; and

in some points of structure this new form (^[. BoUviensis) approaches more
nearly to the recent Auchenidfe than to the larger and fossil species. The
fragments of the cranium show some peculiarities of form ; but, on the whole,

it has many resemblances to that of the Vicugna.

Prof. Huxley poiiited out that this slender and small-headed Macrauchenia

may have been the highland-contemporary of the larger M. Patachonica
; just

VOL. IT. E
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as nowadays the Vicugua prefers the mouutains, while its kirger congener the

Guanaco roams over the Patagoniau plains.

Lastly it was remarked that, as Macmuchenia was an animal combining, to

a much more marked degree than any other known recent or fossil mauunal,
the pecidiaritics of certain artiodactyles and pcrissodactyles, and yet was cer-

tainly but of ])ost-pleistocene age, it presents a striking exception to the com-
monly asserted doctrine that " more generalized" organisms were confined to

the ancient periods of the earth's history. For similar reasons the structure of

the Macraiiclieida is inimical to the idea that an extinct animal can always be
reconstructed from a single tooth or a single bone.

" On the Palfeozoic Fossils brought by Mr. D. Forbes from Bolivia." By
J. ^\. Salter, Esq., F.G.S.

The fossils of Carboniferous age brought home by Mr. Forbes are the well-

known species described by D'Orbigny. Several are identical with European
forms {[vs Profluctus Marti>ii, &.(;.), and are cosmopolitan ; others are peculiar

to tlic district {Sjnrtfer Condor, Orlhis AmUi, &c.).

Mr. Forbes has brought a " Devonian" trilobite (Phacops latifrons or Ph.
hiifo), in a roUcd pebble, from Oruro : it is a widely-spread species. Another
allied form was found by Mr. Pautland, many years oack, at Aygatchi. in
other respects the " Devonian" evidence Ls scanty.

In Mr. Forbes' fine collection of Silurian fossils none of D'Orbigny's ten

Silurian s[)ecics occur ; nearly all arc such as are met witli in Lower Devonian
and in Upper Silurian rocks

—

TentacuUtes, Orthis, Ctenodonta, Pileoims (?)

Sfrophomena, BeUerophon. South Africa and tlie Falkland Isles yield a similar

fossil fauna. The BilobitcH in this collection dilier, souic of them probably

gcncrically, from D'Orl)iguy's figured species. A little Bci/richia from the

upper part of the Silurian series in Bolivia appears to be like a North Ameri-
can form figured bv Emmons as SUui'ian.

December 5, 1 SOO.
" On the Structure of the North-west Highlands, aud the Relations of the

Gneiss, lied Sandstone, and Quartzite of Sutherland and Ross-shire." By
Professor James Nicol, F.G.S.

Geologists' Association.—This Society re-assem])lcd for tlie winter Session

on the 5th November, at .5, Cavendish Square, when the Rev. Walter Mitchell

gave a lecture "Ou the Application of Crystalography to ]\Iineralogy and
Geology."

Crj'stalography, it was stated, was capable not merely of explaining many
facts connected with mineralogy, but also of throwing light on various phe-

nomena belonging to geology. Thus, with respect to the latter science, the

cleavage of crystals illustrated the great cleavage planes of the stratified mcta-
niorphic rocks, and their modified form assisted in determining the temperature
at which strata had been produced. The views and researches of ^Ir. Clifton

Sorby were dwelt upon, and the geometrical laws of Crystalography treated at

some length

Dec. :j. 1800.

Mr. Mitchener rcao a paper on a New Red Sandstone quarry at Stourton, in

Cheshire. 'I'his quarry is remarkable for the abundance of reptilian footprints

which it contains.

Mr. Pickering presented to the Association a veiy fine collection of land- and
fresh-Mater fos.sil shells from the U])per Tertiary de])(isits at Copford, in Essex,

aceoiiijiaiiyuing his observations by an interesting paper descriptive of the

localities where they were obtained; and referring also to other brickfields and
deposits at Fisherton, West Hackney. Rcculvers, and Kcunet Valley.
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Liverpool Geological Societt.—Oct. 23rd, 1860.

The following papers were read :

—

" On Fulverites from the Red Crag of Suffolk." By Henry Duckworth,
Esq., F.R.G.S. and F.G.S.

" On the Geology of the Neighbourhood of Shelve, Shropshire." By George
H. Morton, Esq., E.G.S.

This paper was illustrated by sections; also by a large and interesting collection

of both upper and lower Silurian fossils collected in the district by the author

of the paper and several other members of the society. The longitudinal range

of bills present very high land to the east of Shelve. Reposing thereon are the

Stiper Stones, nigged hills of siliceous sandstone, dipping west-nortli-west,

the summits being about one thousand six hundred feet above the level of the

sea. These are considered to represent the Lingula flags of North Wales.
Snjall cavities are common in the hard sandstone, some of which Mr. Salter

considers to show traces of Ling'ilae. Annelide-burrows have also been obseiTed.

Above these rocks, which are some three thousand feet thick, is a series of dark
slaty strata, containing the following fossils :

—

Bidyraograpsus geminus, Ogygia
Portlockii, JUgl'uia binodosa, Tkeca simjilex, Cuctdlela anglica, Redonia com-

jdcoiafa, Lingula pliirnhea ; also one or two species of Orthoceras, and several

indistinct forms. These have been found ui the lowest accessible strata, and
may be considered the earliest fossils in the district. The Llandeilo rocks,

above the Stiper Stones, are about fourteen thousand feet thick. The strata

dip sixty degrees and seventy degrees, and at smaller angles. Excepting in

particular beds, fossils are rarely to be found ; but in several places they occur

in profusion, such as Bictijonema sociale, Ogygia Biirchu, Bellerophon pertur-

hatm, all of common occurrence in the upper Llandeilo. Glgptocriuus basulis,

(McCoy,) has also been found associated with Trinacleus Lloydii, and Ortliis

striatala, &c., high iii the series at Meadon Town. Many of the Shelve fossils

are figured in the second edition of Siluria.

The " Comdon," the highest isolated hill in the locality, is a great outburst

of trap rock. Beds of volcanic ashes several feet thick, are hiterspersed with

strata several feet tliick, containing organic remains, at j\Iarrington Diugle.

At Hope quarry, two miles from Shelve church, the upper (Silurian) Llandovery
rock is seen, reposing unconformably upon rounded bosses of trap and Llandeilo

rook. Near that place are high clitfs of contorted strata. The district is of

exti'eme interest to geologists; for within a ckcular space of counti-y some seven

miles across, so many geological phenomena are to be studied under great

advantages.

Dec. 11, 1860.

Thomas Urquhart, Esq., presented to the "Liverpool Free Museum,"
through the medium of the society, a beautiful series of Devonshii'e fossils,

uuder the name of the " PengeUy Collection," many of the specimens having

been cut and polished in order to show their internal structure, Mr. Morton
made some remarks upon them, and on the geographical distribution of Devonian
fossils in Eui'ope.

The following paper was then read .

—

" On the Oolite beds of Yorkshire as compared with their equivalent deposits

in "Wilts and Gloucestersliire. By W. S. Horton, Esq.

This communication was illustrated by a vertical section taken from Swindon
to Birdbp, and compared with one of the Yorkshire coast from Eiley to Whitby,

also a horizontal one from Oxford to Shortover Hill. After a short description

of each bed, down to the cornbrash, reference was made to the extreme variation

exhibited by the succeeding strata, which were co-ordinated as follows :—

•
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Yorkshire. Wilfs and Gloucestershire.

Covubrasli . . ConiI)rash.

Upper Shale and Sandstone Forest Marble, Bradford Clay.

Bath Oolite . . Bath Oolite.

Lower Sliale and Sandstone Fuller's Earth.

Inferior Oolite . . Inferior Oolite.

Both the upper and lower shales and sandstone are of fresh-water or estuary

origin, and contain numerous )>lants, with Hfiiiixefinn coliimnare, sometimes

retaining its erect position, and occasional thin seams of imperfect coal. The
upper series may be observed to the south of Scarboro', in Gristhorpc Bay.

At Stainton Dale and Peak Hill, which forms the south side of Kobin Hood's

Bay, the lower series attain their greatest development, and are upwards of

four hundred feet in thickness. At this spot the whole of the strata, from the

Bath Oolite to the Upper Lias inclusive, may be observed iu one grand section,

which attains an elevation of nearly six hundred feet above the beach. The
Upper Lias forms an undorcliff, from which the superincumbent Lower Oolite

strata rise almost perpendicularly, and are all but inaccessible.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

An "Early English" view of Adiiemar's Theory.—We are justified iu

designating many geological notions, introduced fifty years ago, as "Early
English;" for the like simple form of a fir.st-pointed window they have served

the framework for an after-fiUing of thought -tracery, and have not sutfered

an obscuration from subsequent additions. This is particiilarily noticealjle iu

theoretical geology; no theory, either relating to ])liysical or paliTontologieal

geology has appeared \ipon the stage in its full dimensions, but like other great

results of thought, h;us been built up slowly and added to in after times. As
an example of this, 1 wish to bring before the notice of your readers, an early

germ of the " Periodicy of Deludes," theory of M. Adhcmar. I find it as an
article in an old magazine, bearing date "February 1, 1S12." The article is

along one, but the following i)itelligil)le resunic concludes it :

—

" The following arc the general deductions, which the preceding facts and
reasonings seem to establish.

1. That the changes ujion the earth's surface, and the consequent phenomena
of the strata and the fossil remains, arc referable to certain known motions of

the earth as a planet.

2. That those motions are the revolution of the" perihelion point, (a line of

apsides,) in twenty thousand nine huiulred years, producing ojjposite elfccts in

both hemispheres every ten thousand four hundred and fifty years, ami tlm

diminishing obliquity of the ecliptic at the present rate of a degree in six

thousand nine hundred years.

3. That the i)erihclioii forces, in varying their declination, gradually accumu-
late the .sea.s in that hemisphere to which »hey arc perpendicular ; and that the

gradual accumulation takes place in either hemisplure, while the jKiint of the

maxima advances through twenty degrees of deelinatiou in a period of about
throe thousand four liundred and eighty eight years.

4. That »he accumulation of the seas in that hemisphere, in which lies the

direction of the perihelion parallel is a consequence of the accumulated centri-

petal force, which produces or requires a corresponding increase in the ceutrifugal

force, or oscillating momentum of the waters.
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5. That the increments of quantity and momentum of the seas act by slow

degrees on the land of the affected hei'nisphere, so as to produce sufficient space

for their own accumulations, till in sufficient time the space occupied by the

laud is reduced in proportion to the accumulatiug spaces occupied by the seas.

6. That as the seas encroach on the land in one hemisphere they retire from

the other, on the known principle of their equilibrium ; but, during the operation

of the perihelion maxima, they are also accumulated in volume sufficient to make

new encroachments in the laud, adding more and more to their momenta in each

following year.

7. That (in 1S12,) the perihelion forces operate in maxima on the 31st of

December, over the parallel of twenty three degrees seven minutes south ; that

these forces are now moving northward, at such a rate as that in the year 4,719

they will arrive at a middle southern declination ; in 6,163 will act over the

equator; in 8,207 will advance to a middle northern declination, producing

sensible effects on that hemisphere; and, between the year 8,207 and 15,181

will probably be the means of covering the northern hemisphere with sea,

nearly as the southern hemisphere is covered at present.

8. 'That in tracing the progression of these forces through former periods, it

appears that they passed the equator to the south about the year 4,002

before Chi-ist, producing probably such terrestrial phenomena as those described

in the first chapter of Genesis ; "^and that they reached a middle southern decli-

nation about the year 2,258, producing probably such sensible effects in that

hemisphere, as are described iu the Mosaic and other accounts of the deluge.

9. That this motion of the perihelion forces over different parallels of terres-

trial latitude, by producing an alternate prepoudency of seas iu both hemispheres,

sufficiently accounts for the marine strata, and for all the marine phenomena

observed upon or under the surface of the laud, the gradual operation of chemical

agencies being sufficient to account for the substantial changes in the bodies

themselves.

10. That, if the frequent discovery of tropical remains in the latitude of

Britain, be considered as evidence that these remains were natives of these

latitudes, the change of climate may be referred to the dimiuished angle

formed by the planes of the equator and ecliptic, which takes place at the rate

of fifty-two seconds in a century, and of a degree in above six thousand nine

hundred years ; and which would have been equal to forty-five degrees at seven

revolutions of the perihelion potat, or one hundi'ed and forty-nine years ago."

This paper is signed " Common Sense." It certainly may take rank as an

honoured cmiosity of geological literatm-e.

—

George E. Roberts.

Flint Implements in the Driet. — The recent finding of some Flint

Implements, evidently the work of man, in a stratum which geologists have

been accustomed to consider of a date long anterior to the human era, has

given rise to much discussion and conjecture ; some appearing ready to admit,

(though no human remains were found witli them) that this discovery carries

back the creation of man to an almost incalcidably remote period ; though so

many existing facts tend to demonstrate his comparatively recent origin—

•

facts that ai-e quite independent of scripture-chronology, or the testimony of

tradition.

By what means these manufactured flints become imbedded iu the formation

referred to is a question that, perhaps, can never have a perfectly satisfactory

solution ; but an idea that seems to have some possibly explanatory bearing on

the point, was suggested to me in reading the other day an account of the

construction of the Thames Tunnel.

In the course of making the excavations for this work, the difficulties that

arose from the nature of the soil iu some parts induced the contractors to pro-

cure a diving beU, for the purpose of examining the bottom of the river. On
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the first iusiicotion tliat took place bv means of tliis inacliiue, a sliovel and
lianuncr were left on the spot by the aivers; but these tools were, contrary to

their expectations, nowhere to be found on their next visit. In the progress

of tlie excavation, however, while advancing the protecting Avoodon framework,

this missing shovel and hammer were found in the way of it, having descended

at least eighteen feet into the ground, and probably resting on, or mixed \ip

with some ancient deposit. Supposnig these articles had not been recovered

by the excavators; and that the soft stratum through Avliich they sunk so deeply

liad, by some geological changes in the locality, become solidilied, and encrusted

with several layers of fresh soil, and that some future geologist had found the

lost hammer and shovel in the position described, it would, doubtless, have
furnished as strong an argument ni that day for the vast anli(|iiity of the human
race, as the discovery of these said Hint inipicniriifs in the drill lias done in our
ovra.

I am not aware of what material the superincumbent stratum above the drift

in that place is composed ; but, however compact noir, it may ]iossibly in a

former age have been sufhciently liquiiied by some aqueous irruption or sub-

mersion to cause substances of the specific gravity of flint to sink tlirough it

;

as the silex has evidently done through the chalk in a iluid state, or as our
shovel and hammer did through the soil in he river.

Whatever difficulties may attend this hypothesis, they certainly are not greater

than are involved in the startling, and wholly unsu])i)orted assumption that the

late flint discovery proves man to have existed before the straits of Dover were
formed, or the mannnolh and other fossil animals had become extinct.

After all, it may perhaps be a question whether surmises and speculations of

this kind are at all needful in the present case—whether geologists themselves

have not occasioned all the doubt and mystery respecting these ilint-instr\iments,

by assigning an antiquity to the Drift formation which does not belong to it
;

assundng a fact which is only theory based on some erroneous data. Indeed,

between the advocates for the remote and tiiose for the recent creation of man,
it is solely a question as to the authenticity of tlie respectively ascribed dates, or

which of these widely varying periods has the greatest weight of probability or

evidence to support it ; and here, apart from the Mosaic account of this event,

all the ]iast hisioiy and present state of man upon earth tends to prove fin

grolotficnl language) iiis tiiorlrr)i introduction onourglol)e—that he was tlie last,

as well as the most perfect of all tlic greyt and marvellous works of God.

If, therefore, there arc valid reasons for concluding that man has not been in

exislenee more than somewhere about six thousaiul years, the tiieory that would
give him a date of forty or lifty thousand, especially if founded oidy on the

discovery of wrought Hints in so equivocid a formation as the Drift, cannot be
considered to be of sufficient authority to shake the generally entertained belief

on the subject.

—

Qu.kre.
Roman Axtiqiitils under Bog Earth at Canterbury.— Dear Sir,

—

A large pipe drain is being laid down in Canterbury, the course of it running
the wlinlc length of the city from the houses in Barton Fields, beyond the Jjon-

don and Chat liam Itailway on the Dover iload, to the Kiver Stour at East

Bridge.

The cutting is from ten to fifteen feet deep. In one part of the line the

workmen came to a stratum of bog earth, lying at about nine feet below the

I'^iMiiicnt. On each side of the black earth, and at the same depth, remains of

IImiiimu pottery, ami, apparently, Roman foundations of buildings were found.

These men ahso dug up some ornaments for the person, and other similar things.

S^ome of this earth 1 have subjected to the process of boiling in acid, and upon
examining with the microscope the residue, 1 found various Diiitomaccec, Cusci-

tinrlixri Hamcultr, &c.
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It is wonderful how widely these minute organisms are disseminated ! At

first I thought the black earth might be the accumulation of a large cesspool;

but I think the discovery of these fresh-water organisms will make it apparent

that the bog was the bed of an ancient stream running into the lliver Stour ill

the time of the Romans.—I am, youi-s, &c., John Bkext.

Red and White Chalk of Yorkshire.—Dear Sir,—In the Geologist for

the month of November, 1S60, I perceive some notes by Major-Geu. Einmett,

R.E., F.G.S., on the above-named formations, which, if not corrected might be

the cause of some disappointment to those of your readers, who, during the

summer mouths may visit this neighbourhood, and gather fossils from the red

chalk at Speeton; and the white chalk at Sowerby, Manton, riamborough,

Bucktou, Bemptou, Speeton, &c. What I wish to say on the above subject is,

that the red chalk is not found any where nearer Elamborough than at Speeton.

This fact is fully stated in the Rev. Thos. Wiltshire's Monograph on the " Red
Clialk of England," published at vour office, as also in the Geologist, vol. ii.,

p. 261.

I would further observe, that, although much of the red chalk at Speeton is

hard, yet there is, also, much of this chalk which is quite soft—so much so that

it can'be crushed with ease between the finger and thumb. I have never yet

washed this soft chalk for the sake of its foraminifera ; but I liave not the

least doubt that those who ^vish to do so would tind it equally prolific in fossils,

if not more so than the harder chalk.

The white chalk at Sowerby, near Flamborough, is much softer than any

part of the same formation at Elamborough, Buctou, Bempton, or Speeton.

^Ul the chalk in the latter places are remarkably indm-ate; and, in fact, from

Elamborough Dyke on the south of Elamborough, around the Head, and as far

as the cretaceous formation extends on the north side of it, we find all

the chalk very hard indeed ,
yet we have many softer portions of white chaUv,

both at Sowerby and in the pits in and around Bridlington, so that any person

who wishes to procure soft chalk, either red or white, out of which they want

foraminifera, may procure any quantity they may think proper ; and I should

like to exchange a quantity of these soft rocks for a mounted specimen of each

variety of foraminifera found therein.—E. Tixdall, Bridlington.

Insect-Rekaiss in the Paludina Beds at Peckham.—Dear Sir,—Mr.

Rickman, in Ms paper read before the Geological Society on the 7th November,

stated that he had not found any insect-remains in the Paludina bed at Peckham.

This has caused me to regard with renewed interest a fossil wliich I obtained on

breaking open a mass of this deposit last spring. Erom a comparison with the

figui-e and description given by Mr. Westwood, in his paper on fossil insects,

(Geol. Joum., vol. 11, p. 381,) of a specimen from the Corfe Clay, it appears to

me that my fossil is an elytron of a small Beetle. As ~SLv. Rickman expressed

doubt, in a letter which you published a few

nionths ago, as to the correctness of the opinion

r which a friend of mine had formed with regard to

a specimen in his possession, I wished, before I

I

annoiinced the presence of insect-remains in the

Peckham beds, to obtain the opinion of some com-

petent authority. I therefore enclose a sketch,

and shall be pleased to know if you consider

^^dii^B^d^t^cSiIm.^^''' tiie subject worthy of your attention. I have

another specimen very similar to this, but not

so perfect. I have also another one, smaller and rather dilierent in shape,

but similarily marked ^N"ith striae.

I enclose also some specimens belonging to a friend, one of which is different

from any of those in my possession.—Yours, &c., C. E. Ev.iNS, Hampstead.
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Tlirso spooimoiis liavc hoou fonvardod to us ; and lliroiiq'li 1 lie kindness of

Mr. Jl. A\ (lodward liave been submitted to the cxaniiiiatiun ol' Mv. i\ ISniith,

of tlie British Museum, whose opinion is expressed in Mr. Woodward's letter.

Dkau Sir.—Mr. Fredk. Smith lias lookod at tlic Peckham s])c'cimens uillime,

and tiic result arrived at is as follows :—Three s])ceimcns are not determinable
;

two other perhaps are not insect at all; one is the elytron of a species of

Cnreidionida, j?enus Strophosomns ? or Cucorhinus ? and another an elytron

of a s]iecies of Elater.—Yours truly, IIenky Woodwakd.
Dkut in TiiK Sui'TiiERN Hkmisphkiie.—Dear Sir,—In the eonroc of my

peolo^ical readings, 1 do not gather mnch knowledge regarding the prevalent

direction of Drift in the soutliern hemisphere, If you could kindly give nie

any information respecting it, through the medium of that interesting depart-

ment, the " Notes and Queries" of the Geologist ]\lagazine, you Mould much
oblige, your very obedient sen'ant.—J. Curry, Boltsburn, East gate.
Kew Species of Raia from Monte Bolca.—Erom Count Marschall, wo

learn that Professor violin has lately discovered three new species of the genus
lii/ia among the fossil fishes of Monte Bolea; and that this Tertiary iish-fauna,

generally supposed to be analogous with tiiat of the Mediterranean, exhibits

on close examination a somewhat tropical character.

REVIEWS.

J Handbook for Travellers in South Wales and its Borders, including the River

JFi/e; with a Trareller's Map. London: John ^Murray, Albermarlc-street.

IHftO.

^Inrray's handbooks are known everywhere. Wherever the traveller or

tourist intends visiting a district or a country, he is sure in the first place to

seek for one of Murray's Guides. It is fortunate for South AVales that, pos-

sessing so much geological interest, the authorship of Murray's handi)ook for

that region has fallen into the hands of so good a geologist as our friend and
correspondent. Dr. Bevan, who from his long residence there possesses also

peciiliar advantages for the task. The enormous development during the last

twenty years of mining enteqirise and the opening of new railways have nuido

such material alterations in those parts that no one but a resident could never

have accomplished a successful guide for the wanderer in search of the com-
mercial, the usefid, and the antique or the |)iclurcs(|ue.

In the first three chapters on the physical features, geology, and manufac-

tures, the student of our science has an admirably succinct account of all tlu^

principal matters of interest to him; while at page 29 all the "jjoints of

interest for the geologi.st" are specially picked out—like plums from the pud-

ding- of the work, and haiuled to him in one luxuricms dish.

Such per|)etual and iudi-fatigabie ramblers as geologists invariably are

—

whenever they can be iiubieed to hjok beyond their own dear dusty quarries

at the social scenes and antiquarian relics that are everywhere to be met on the

long, long roads which they with heavy loads so lightly travel,—they oughc to be

the "right men" for tourists' guules; and Dr. Bevan, who has undoubtedly kept

his eyes open to all worth seeing, seems as much at honu; in tiic rest of iiis

book as the traveller's companion as he undoubtedly is in the geological and
physical descriptions of his district.
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ON BRITISH CARBONIFEROUS BRACHIOPODA. .

By Thomas Davidson, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S., etc

Four years have elapsed since I first commenced my researches

among the Carboniferous Brachiopoda of Great Britain ; and I shoiikl

certainly by this time have completed my task, had not the unfoi'tu-

nate delay in the publication of the last tAvo or three volumes of the

PalaeontogTaphical Society induced me to undertake other work which
would not require to lie printed and unpublished for upwards of one

year and a half. My monograph cannot, consequently, be completed

or entirely published for some time to come, perhaps a yeai' or more
;

but as my researches in connection with the subject ai^e almost ended,

since the whole series of species at present known have been as

carefolly examined as my means and materials would permit, it may,
perhaps, be as well that I should at once expose the results of my
laborious enquiry, in the hope that by so doing some further assistance

and advice may be proffered ; which might enable me to make the

monograph still more complete, and at the same time admit of my
connecting in the concluding pages those unavoidable mistakes which
have been commited during the interval which has elapsed since the

commencement of its pubhcation.

It may be thought by some while perusing the accompanj-ing cata-

logue that the work to be gone through was but small in comparison

with the time employed, but such would be an erroneous assumption,

and a sad return to the numerous friends in England, Scotland, and
Ii'eland, who have so zealously afforded their valuable and valued

assistance, by incessantly ransacking the country in order to obtain

every possible specimen that might assist and tend to complete the

history of British Carboniferous species. Thousands and thousands

of specunens have been assembled and transmitted to me by rail and
post ; and if I refrain from mentioning names it is because my full

VOL. IV. F
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acknowledgements arc recorded in my larger work, which, when
complete, will compose a quarto volume, illustrated by some fifty or

moic pl;i(c>. I may likewise mention that, with verj' few exceptions.

1 have had the gi-eat advantage of obtaining the loan of the original

specimens from which each species had been first described, so that

my comparisons have generally commenced Avith the t\-]"»e.

As a great many so-termed species have been rejected, it will be

desirable to enter upon some few explanatory details.

At the time when I commenced my researches among the British

Carboniferous Bracliiopoda, some two hundred and fifty &o-termcd

species had been recorded ; but after a most searching investigation,

I could not conscientiously make out more than about one hundred
and eight ; and even of this number some few should be located

among the varieties, so that the dctemiincd species would not, at the

present time, in all probability exceed about a hundred. In the second
and improved edition of Prof. MoitIs's " Catalogue," published in

ISo-i, one hundred and ninety three species are recorded, but of

these about eighty-one only are retained in our lists.

It would be impossible in this short paper to enter into many
statistical details ; but we may mention that in 1836 Prof. Phillips

enumerated about one hundred species, as having been found in

England, and of which fifty-two are by us retained. Since the

period of the pul)lication of the " Geology of Yorkshire," many more
species have been discovered, so that about ninety-seven are pro-

Nnsionally catalogued. The species from Scotland lune been care-

ful]}' examined, and from forty-nine to fifty retained. The Irish

.''pecies have not, perhaps, been so completely studied as we might
wsh ; and it is Acry possible and probable that the rocks of that

island have aflTorded some few more than the. seventy-three here

admitted.

In 18-14, Prof. M'Coy described Iwo hundred and twenty-nine

species, stated by him to have been found in Ireland, but figured only
al)f)ut sixty ; and to this number several others were subsequently

added by other naturalists, so that !Mr. Kelly's Catalogue* comprises
no less than two hundred and thirty-seven ! If we com]iare Mr.
Kelly's lists with the one here given a very great difference will be
]icrceived; for notwithstanding all my good will and the libei-al

assistance of many Irish geologists, who assend)led for my use every
possilile species, I have not been able, as alrefuly stated, to identify

more than about seventy-three. Mr. Kelly's Catalogue comprises a
great nund>er of Sihin'an and Devonian species not known to me to

occur in any Carlxun'ferous rocks liitlieHo exaniincil ; and I may
without hesitation a.s.sert that the larger numlicr are, at any rate,

duo to incorrect identification ; for the exann'naiion of many of jhc

original specimens in Sir Hichard Cirifllth's colkctions have convinced
Prof, do Koninck, Mr, Salter, and myself of tliis important fact.

" "Ontlif LrK'.ilitics rif Ffis;.''ilH (if tlif Cnrlxuiiformis Limestone of Ireland:"
.lotimal of the Geolojrical Society of Dublin : 1H55.
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Many of M' Coy's so-termed Devonian species were not, however, to

1)0 found in any of the Irish collections, and their existence as

Carboniferous fossils must, consequently, remain as " not proven," for

the author of the " Synopsis," does not furnish us -svith any evidence

as to the correctness of his determinations in the shape of illustrations.

Mr. Kelly, whose knowledge of Irish geology appears to equal, or

even exceed that of any other man, expresses himself very averse to

my rejecting so many Devonian species, said to have been found in his

Carboniferous strata and locahties, and considers I am not justi-

fied in passing judgment on the contents of between seventeen

and eighteen thousand square miles of Carboniferous limestone said

to exist in the sister island ; but I do not presume to pass sentence

upon any but those I am certain to be due to incorrect identification,

and which have been so stamped by Prof, de Koninck, Mr. Salter,

and myself, and at present existing in Sir R. diffith's collection.

All I wish to say with reference to the others is that, never ha^^ng

been able to procure the sight of a specimen, I am bound to state and
believe that their existence is " not proven ;" but I shall be delighted

to admit and catalogue hereafter any of which a specimen or coiTect

figure can be produced, and which on comparison will be found to

agree with Silurian or Devonian types. In my monograph I have

described those species only of which I have seen a specimen, or of

whose existence I felt certain, and of which I was able to give a

figure ; for it appeared to me preferable to limit myself to what was
•certain, than to swell out my work by the introduction of a large

amount of very doubtful matter. Mr. Kelly has informed me by letter

that a lai'ge portion of the doubtful fossils were got in localities ot

the Calciferous slate, a band which lies next under the limestone

;

that out of some seventy not proven to me, because I have not seen

specimens, twenty-two were obtained at Lisnapaste and Donegal

;

that in these localities there is a great variety ; and that they

occur in black soft shale, as soft and as easily decomposed by
exposure to the atmosphere as any that occurs in the coal-measures

;

that a lump of this black shale exposed to sun and rain for one sum-

mer, would slake or fall to pieces ; and he therefore supposes that by
far the larger number of Lisnapaste specimens that were originally

in Sir R. Griffith's collection were" lost by their removal to the

Great Exhibition held in Dubhn, in 1852, as those tender shales

would not bear the agitation of carriage, and consequently mouldered

away into very small fragments. That there are six or eight other

localities in the Calciferous slate in which similar shales occur with

fossils, and that he finds upon looking over his lists that most of the

Devonian species I object to were obtained in those localities. Along
with Lisnapaste there is Larganmore, Brackless, Kildress, (the red

shales near Cookstown in the Old Red series), Bundoran, IMalahide,

Curragh, etc.

Having premised so much, we will now give a catalogue of all

the species at present known to us from England, Scotland, and

Ireland.
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Catalogue of British CARBomrKROUs Bracuiopoda.

Terchratula saccHlws, Martin, Petrif. Derb.,tab. xl\a., figs. 1,2,

1809 ; Dav. Men.,* pi. i., figs. 23, 24, 27, 29, 30, etc.

hastata, Sow. Min. Con., tab. ccccxlvi., figs

2-3, 182i ; Dav. Mon., pi. i., figs. 1-12 ; var. virgoidcs,

M'Coy, vax.ficus, M'Coy.
GilUngensis, Dav. Mon., pi. i., figs. 18-20; pi. iii.

fig. i., 1847
vesicularis, De Koninck, An. Foss. dc la Bcl-

giquG, sup., pi. Ivi., fig. 10, 1851 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxv
figs. 1-7, =Seminula seminula, IsVCoy.

Athyris Royssii, L'Eveille, Memoires de la Soc. Geol. dc

France, vol. ii., pi. ii., figs. 18-20, 1835 ; Dav. Mou.,

pi. xviii., figs. 1-11, = T. fimhiata, Phil., = T. glabr

istria, Phil., -= T. clepressa, M'Coy.— expcmsa, Phil., Geol. York, vol. ii., pi. x., fig. 18,

1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xvi., figs. 1 1-lG and 18 ; pi. x^•ii.

figs. 1-5.— lamellosa, L'Eveille, Mem. de la Soc. Geol. dc

France, vol. ii., pi., figs. 21-23, 1855 ; Dav., pi. xvi.,

fig. 1, and pi. xvii., fig. 6, = T. squamosa, Phillips.— plano-sulcata, Phillips' Geol. York, vol. ii., pi. x..

fig. 15, 1836 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xvi., figs. 2-13, 15,

= A. jiaradoxa, M'Coy, = A. obtusa, M'Coy, := T. oJ>

longa, Sow.
glohularis, Philhp's Geol. of York., vol. ii., pi. x.

fig." 22, 1836 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xvii , figs. 15-18.— ambigua, Sow., Min. Con., pi. ccclxxvi., 1822 ; and
Dav. Mon., pi. xv., figs. 15-23, = T. sublobata, Port

lock, = T. 2^entae(lra, Pliillips.— suhtilita, Hall. Howard Stansbiiry's Exploration of

the Valley of the Great Salt Lake of Utah, pi. iv., figs

1-6, 1852 ; Dav. Mon., pi. i., fig. 21-22, pi. xvii., figs

8-10.

squamigera, De Kon., Desc. An. Foss. de la Bcl-

gique, sup., pi. Ivi., fig. 9, 1851 ; and Dav. Mon., pi

xviii., figs. 12, 13.

Retzia radialis, Pliillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii., pi. xii., figs

40, 41, 1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xvii., figs. 19-21.

ulotri.t, Do Kon., Desc. dcs Animaiuc Foss. de la

Belgi(|uc, pi. xix., fig. 5, 1843 ; and Dav. Mon. Carb.,

])1. w-iii., figs. 14, 15.

Spiri/rra striata, Martin, Potrif. Derb., t. xxiii., 1809 ; Dav
Mon., 1)1. ii., figs. 12-21, and pi. iii., figs. 2-6, ^^ T. spi

ri/era, Lamk., = 8p. atten/imta, Sow., = S. 2J»'"icf-ps,

M'Coy, = S. datliarata, M'Coy, = 8. condor, D'Orb..
^= S. trijilicaUui, Hall, Loganl, Hall.

Mnsquensifi, Fi.'icher, Programmo sur la Cliori.'s-

tites. 1825 ; Dav. Mon., pi. iv., figs. 13, 14, = C. S<»r.

< )-/.ji and Kh'iiiii, Fischer, = S. choristitfs, V. Buch,
-; i/icwd, Goldfuss, = .S'. priscus, Eichwald.

a

a
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Catalogue of Britisli Carboniferous Brachiopoda.

Spirifera humerosa, Phil., Geol. York., pi. xi., fig. 8, 1836,
aud Dav. Men., pi. iv., figs. 15, 16.

du/pUcicostoj, Pliillips' Geol. York., vol. ii., pi. x.,

fig. 1, 1836 ; and Dav., pi. iii., figs. 7-10, pi. iv., figs

3-11, =i S.furcata, WCoy, = .S'. fasciculata, M'Coy.
planata, Phillips' Geol. York, pi. x., fig. 3, 1836

;

and Dav. Mon., pi. vii., figs. 25, 36.

triangularis, Mai-tiu, Petrif. Derb., pi. xxxvi., fig

2, 1809 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. v., figs. 16-24,

trigonalis, Martin, Peti-if. Derb., pi. xxxvi., fig. 1,

1809 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. v., figs. 25-35
hisulcata, Sow., Min. Con., pi. ccccxciv., figs. 1, 2

1825 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. iv., figs. 1, 2, pi. v., fig. 1,

pi. vi., figs. 1-22, pi. vii., figs. 1-4, 7-16, = S. semicir-

cularis, Phillips, = S. caJcarata, M'Coy (not Sow.).

_^ S. transiens, M'Coy, = S. grandicosta (?), M'Coy,
= S. crassa, De Kon., = S. planicosta, M'Coy, etc.

convohita, Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii., pi. ix.,

fig. 7, 1836 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. v., figs. 9-15.

rhomhoidea, Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii., pi.

ix., figs. 8-9, 1836 ; and Dav., pi. v., figs. 2-8

fusiformis, Phillips' Geol. of York., pi. ix., figs.

10, 11, 1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xiii., fig. 15. This is a

doubtful species.—— mesogonia, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 13,

1844 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. vii., fig. 24.

distans,'Soyv., Mia. Con., pi. ccccxciv., fig. 3, 1825

;

and Dav. Mon., pi. viii., figs. 1-17 and IS (?), = S. hi-

carinata, M'Coy.
cuspidato,, Martin, Trans. Lin. Soc, vol. iv., pi. iii..

figs. 1-4, 1796 ; Dav. Mon., pi. viii., figs. 19-24, pi. ix.,

figs. 1, 2, = S. suhconicus, Mai'tin.

triradialis, Phil. Geol. York., vol. ii., pi. x., fig. 7,

1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. ix., figs. 4-12, ^ S. trisulcata,

PhU., = S. sexra.dio.lis, PhO.
Reedii, Dav. Mon., pi. v., figs. 40, 47, 1857.

Doubtful species.

pinguis, Sow., Min. Con., pi. cclxxi., 1820 ; and
Dav., pi. X., figs. 1-12 ; = S. rotundata, Sow. (not

Martiu), = S. suh-rofundata, M'Coy.
ovalis, Phillips' Geol. York., vol. ii., pi. x., fig. 5,

1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. ix., figs. 20-26, = S. exarata,

Flemiag, = hemispha^rica.,, M,Coy.
i'litegricosta, PhiUips' Geol, York., pi. x., fig. 2,

1836 ; Dav., pi. ix., figs. 13-19, = tS'. rotvyado.ta, Mar-
tin (?), =: pav.cicosta, M'Coy (?).

glabra, Martin, Peti-if. Derb., pi. xlviii., figs. 9, 10,

1809 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xi., figs. 1-9, and pi. xii., figs.

1-5, 11, 12, = S. ohtusa and S. ohlata, Sow., = S. lin-

guifera and 8. decora, Phillips.

rJwmboidalis, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii,, fig. 11,

1844 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xii., figs. 6-7.

a
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Catalogue of British Carboiiiferous Brachiopoda.

Siiirifera Urii, Flomiug, Br. ,(Vii., p. 370, 182S ; and Dav.

Mon., pi. xii., figs. 13, It, and Uav. Sc. Men., pi. i.*.

fig. 30, = unguicxdus, Phil., = clannyann, Kon.
Carlukiensis, Dav. Mon., pi. xiii., fig. 14, 1857
lineata, Martin, Petrif. Derh., pi. xxxvi., fig. 3

1809 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xiii., figs. -1-13, Sc. Mou., pi. i.*,

fig. 31, = M. strigocephaloides, M'Coy, = S. reticulata,

= S. m^soloha, Phil., = S. imhricata, Sow.
elliptica, Phil. Gool. York., pi. x., fig. 16, 1836

;

Dav. Mon., pi xiii., figs. 1-3.

Spiriferina laminosa, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxi., fig. 4, 1844s
and Dav. Mon., pi. vii., figa. 17, 22, =^ S. tricomis,

Do Kon.
cristata, var. octopUcata, Sow., Min. Con., pi.

dlxii., figs. 2-4, 1827 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. vii., figs.

37-17, GO, 61, = Sp. partita, Portlock.

minima. Sow., Min. Con., tab. cccbcx'V'ii., fig. 1.

1822 ; Dav. Mon., pi. \-ii., figs. 56-59. A very doubt-

ful species.

insculpta, Phil., Geol. York., pi. ix., figs. 2, 3

1836 ; Dav., pi. vii., figs. 48, 55, =; S. quinquclohn

M'Coy.
Cyrtina scptosa, Phillips' Geol. York., vol. ii., pi. ix., fig. 7.

1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xiv., figs. 1-10, pi. xv., figs. 1, 2.— dorsata, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 14, 1844
;

Dav. Mon., pi. xv., figs. 3, 4.

carhonaria, M'Coy, Br. Pal. Fossils, pi. iii.D, figs.

12-18, 1855 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xv., figs. 5-14,

Rhynchonella reniformis. Sow., Min. Con., pi. ccccxcvi., figs.

1-4, 1825 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. 19., figs. 1-7.

cordiformis, Sow., Min. Con., tab. ccccxcv.,

fig. 2, 1825 ; and Dav. Carb. Mon., pi. .xix., figs. 8-lU.

A doubtful species.

acuminata, JIartin, Petrif. Derb., pi. xxxi

figs. 7, 8, and pi. xxxiii., figs. 5, 6, 1809 ; and D.'iv.

Mon., pi. XX., figs. 1-13, pi. xxi., figs. 1-20, ^= T. idaty-

hiha. Sow., = T. mesor/onia, Phil.

plcwrodon, Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii.,

pi. xii., figs. 25-30, 1836 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxiii..

figs. 1-20, = T. Mantia; Sow., = T. vcntilabrum, V\u]-

lips, = T.pc7itatoma,'Do Kon., == T. triplex, M'Coy, =
Davreuxiana, Do Kon.

flcxi.striii, Phillips' Geol. York., pi. xii., figs

33, 31, 1836 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxiv., figs. 1-8, = T.

tnmida, Phillips, r^ H. heterophjcha, M'Coy.
puKjnxis, Martin, Petrif. Derb., tab. xxii., figs.

4-5, 1809; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxii., figs. 1-15, == T.

tulcirnstris, Phil., = A. latirUrn, M'Coy.
ainjvlitn, LiiniicuH, Ryst. Nat., p. 1151,

1767 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xix., figs. 11-16.

triUtiira, Do Kon., Aniinaux Fo.ss. do la Bel-

giqnc, pi. xix., fig. 7, 1843 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxiv.

fig. 23-26.

+

+
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Rhynch(mell<i ? gregaria, M'Coy, Svnopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 18,

1844 ; and DaV. Carb. Mon., pL xv., figs. 27, 28. Not
snSiciently studied.

PJi. nana, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 19, 1844; Ire

land.

E. semisulcata, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 15 ; Ire-

land : doubtfal species ?.

Cama/rophona cruiuena, Martin, Peti*if. Derb., pi. xxxvi.,

fig. 4, 1809 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxv., figs. 3, 9, = C.

Scldotheimi, V. Bucb.
Var. ? T. proava, Phil., Geol. of York., vol. ii., pi. xii.,

fig. 37, 1836 ; and Dar. Mon., pi. xxv., fig. 10 ; England.
globv.lina, Phil., Ency. Met., vol. iv., pi. iii.,

fig. 3, 1834 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxiv., figs. 9-22 ; T rhom-
hoidea, PhU., ;= T. seminula, PhU.,. = H. longa,

M'Coy ?.

isoThyncTia, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xviii., fig. 8,

18 li ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxv., figs. 1, 2. Not suffi

ciently studied, fi'ona want of material.

? latidiva, M'Coy, Br. Pal. Foss., pi. iii.D,

figs. 20, 21, 1855 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxv., figs. 11, 12

Not sufficiently studied, from want of material.

Strophomena (rliomboidalis) var. analoga, PhiUips' Geol. of

York., pi. vii., fig. 10, 1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxviii., figs.

1, 13, = P. dejyressa. Sow., = P. nigosa, His., = C.

quoxlrangularis, Steininger, = L. tenuistriata, Sow.,
= L. distorta, Sow., = L. nodulosa, Phil., = L. midti-

rugata, M'Coy.
Strejytoi-hynchus cre7iistria., PhilHps' Geol. York., pi. ix., fig.

6, 1836 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxvi., fig. 1, pi. xxvii., figs.

1-5, and 10 ?, pi. xxx., figs. 14-16, = S. senilis, Phil.,

= Lept. anom.ala, J. de C- Sow., Min. Con., tab. dcxv.,

fig. lb, =^ 0. umbraculum, var. Poitlock, ^ 0. Beclici,

M'Coy, = 0. comnta, M'Coy, = 0. caduca, M'Coy,
= 0. keokuch and 0. rohusta, Hall.

* Var. A. T. arachnoidea, Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii.

pi. xi., fig. 4, 1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxv., figs. 19-21,

pi. xxvi., figs. 2-4 (lower fig.) 5,6, = O. PortlocMano.,

Semenow ; England, Scotland, Ireland.

Var. B. S. Kellii, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 4, 1844

:

Dav. Mon., pi. xxvii., fig. 8 ; England, Scotland, Ireland.

Var. C. S. cylind.ricaj, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xxii., fig. 1,

1844 ; and Dav., pi. xxvii., fig. 9 ; Ireland.
* Var. D. S. radialis, PhiUips' Geol. York., pi. xi., fig. 5,

1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxv., figs. 16-18 ; England, Scot-

land, Ireland.

'Irthis resiqnnata, Martin, Petrif. Derb., pi. xhx., figs. 13,

14, 1809 ; Day. Mon., pi. xxix., figs. 1-6, and pi. xxx.,

figs. 1-5, = 0. connivens, Phil., = 0. gihhera, Portlock,

=; 0. latissima, M'Coy.
Michelini, L'Eveille, Mem. Soc. Geol. France, vol. ii.,

figs. 14-17, 1835 ; Day. Mon., pi. xxx., figs. 6-12, = S.

c

a
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liUaria, Phil., =^ 0. cimilaris, M'Coy, = 0. divaricuta,

M'Coy.
Orthis Kcyserlinriiana, Dc Kon., An. Foss. do la Belgiqiie,

pi. xiii., fig. 12, 1813; Dav. Men., pi. xxviii., fig. 14.

? antiqvata, Phil., Gool. Yo'-k,tab. xi., fig 20,18.36;

and Dav. Mon., jdI. xxviii., fig. 15. Kot sufficiently

studied from want of material.

rroductus gigantcus, Mai-tin, Petrif. Derb., pl. xv., fig. 1,

1809 ; and Dav. Mon., pl. xxxvii., xxx^oii., xxxix., and
xl.,= A. crassa, Martin, == P. aurita, Phil., P. Edclburg-

cnsis, Phil., P. maxima, M'Coy, = P. hcmispliKrintif,

\nirt Sow.
Jatissimiis, Sow., Mm. Con., tab. cccxx-x., 1822 ;

and Dav. Mon. Scottish Brach., pl. ii., figs. 8, 9 ; and

Mon., pl. XXXV., figs. 1-4.

Cwa, D'Orb., Pateont. du Voyage dans I'Ame-

riquc Meridioualc, p. 58, pl. v., figs. 8-10, 1842 : De
Koninck, Mon. du Genre Productus, pl. iv., fig. 4, pl

v., fig. 2, = P. con'-ugata, M'Coy; Dav. Mon., pl. xxxvi.,

fig. i-

semireticulatvs, Maiiin, Pctn'f. Derb., i>l. xxx

figs. 1, 2, pl. xxxiii., fig. 4, 1809 ; Dav. Mon. Scottisl

Brach., pl. iv., figs. 1-12 ; and Mon., pl. xliii., figs.

1-6, and pl. xliv., figs. 1-3, = A. antiquata, Mai-tin, =
P. covcinva, Sow., =P.pugilis, Pliil.,= P. scotica. Sow.,

^ P. sulcata, Sow., = J'. jlcxisMa, M'Coy (according to

Prof De Koninck), A. in-oduda, Parkinson.

Var. ilartini, Sow. Min. Con., pl. cccx\ni, figs. 2-4 ; Dav
Mod., pl. xUii., figs. 7-11 ; England, Scotland, Ireland

longispinits, Sow., Min. Con., tab. lx\nii., fig. 1,

1814; Dav. Scottish Carb. Mon.,pl. ii., figs. 10-19, and

Mon., pl. x-xxv., figs. 5-17 = P. Flemivgii, = P. lohata,

= P. spinosa, Sow., = P. sctosa, Phil.

Immerosus, Sow., Min. Con., tab. cccxxii., 1822 ;

Dav. Mon., pl. xxxvi., fig. 1-3

striatns, Fischer, Oi-j'ct. du Gouv. de Moscou, pl.

xix., fig. 4, 1830 and 1837 ; Dav. Mon., pl. xxxiv., figs.

1-5, = P. ivfotn, Phil., = P. hviojorniis, V. Buch, =~

L. anomala, J. de C. Sow., Min. Con., tab. dcxv., fig. ]

,

a, c, d, (not h).

margarUaceus, Phillips, Ccol. York., pl. viii., fig

S, lS36;"Dnv. Mon., j.l. xliv., figs. 5-8, = /'. jur.

tinoidcf,, I'hil.

'j-rnhnscidciis, De Vem., Bulletin de la Soc. (leol.

de Franco, vol. xi., pl. iii., fig. 3, 1810 ; Dav. Mod., pl

xxxiii., figs. 1-4.

crniincrin, De Koninck, Desc. dcs Animaux Foss.

de In Belgi(|uc, pl. x., fig. 5, 1813 ; and Dav. Mon., jil.

xxxiii., fig. 5
.finuntii.o (LqA. .«7».) Dc Koninck, An. F().«s. dc la

Hrli:if|nc, snp., t. \\\., fig. 2 ; and Dav. Mod., pl. xxxiii.,

figs. 8-11

+
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costatus. Sow., Min. Con., pi. dlx., fig. 1, 1827,
= P. costelloMis, M'Coy ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxxii., figs. 2-9.

muricatus, Phil., Geol. York, vol. ii., pi. ^^ii., fig. 3.

1836 ; Dav. Scottish C.irb. Mon., pi. ii., fig. 25, pi. iv., fig,

25 ; England, Scotland ; Dav. Mon., pi. xsx., figs. 10-14

ca/rbonarius, De Kon., Desc. des An. Foss. de la

Belgique. pi. xii. his, fig. 1, 1843 ; and Dav. Mon., pi.

xxxiv., fig. 6.

undatus, Defrance, Die. des Sc. Nat., vol. xliii.,

p. 354, 1826 ; De Kon., Desc. des An. Foss. de la Bel
gique, pi. xii., fig. 2 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxxiv., figs. 7-12
= P. tortilis, WCoj ?.

arcuarius, De Kon., Desc. des Animaux Foss. de
la Belgique, pi. xii., fig. 10, 1843 ; Dav. Mon., pi.

xxxiv., fig. 17

aculeatus, Mai'tin, Petrif. Derb., ph xxx"\-ii., figs.

9, 10, 1809 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxxiii., fig. 1G-20, =
P. laxispina, Phil

Youngianus, Dav. Mon. of Scottish Carb. Brach.,

pi. ii., fig. 26, and jjl. v., fig. 7, 1860 ; and Mon., pi

xxxiii., figs. 21-23

Keyserlincjianus, De Kon., Desc. des An. Foss. de
la Belgique, pi. x., fig. 8, 1843 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxxiv.,

figs. 15, 16.

WriijMii, Dav., Carb. Mon., pi. xxxiii., figs. 6, 7

1861.

tessellatus, De Kon., Desc. des An. Foss. de la

Belgique, pi. ix., fig. 2, 1843 ; and Dav. Mon., pi. xxxiii..

figs. 24, 25. and pi. xxxiv., fig. 14.

plicatilis, Sow., Mia. Con., tab. cccclix., fig. 2
;

and Dav. Mon., pi. xxxi., figs. 3-5.

raesolobus, Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii., pi. \-Li.

figs. 12, 13, 1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxxi., figs. 6-9.

sub-lcevis, De Kon., Desc. des An. Foss. de la Bel-

gique, pi. x., fig. 1, 1843 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxxi., figs. 1, 2.

Christiani, De Kon., MonograpHe du Genre Pro-

ductus, pi. xvii., fig. 3, 1847 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xxxii., fig. 1.

scabriculus, Martin, Petrif. Derb., pi. xxxvi., fig.

5, 1809 ; Dav. Scottish Carb. Mon., pi. iv., fig. 18, and
pi. v., fig. 6, Mon., pi. xlii., figs. 5-8; = P. quincunciaUs
Phillips.

pustulosus, Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii., jdI. vii.,

fig. 15, 1836 ; Dav. Mon., pi. xh., figs. 1-6, and pl. xJii.,

figs. 1-4, = P. oralis, Phil., = P. rugatus, Phil., = P.

pyxidiformis, De Kon.
spinulosas. Sow., Min. Con., tab. Ixviii., fig. 3,

1814 ; Dav. Mon., pl. xxxiv., figs. 18, 20, = P. granu-
lostis, PhiUips

punctatiis, Martin, Petrif. Derb., pl. xxxvii., fig. 6,

1809 ; Dav. Scottish Carb. Br., pl. iv., figs. 20, 22, Mon.^
pl. xliv., figs. 9-18,= P .elegans, = P. laciniatus, M'Coy

fimhriatus, Sow., Min. Con., tab. cccclix, fig. 1,

1823 ; and Dav. Mon., pl. xxxiii., figs. 12-15.

VOL. IV.
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Clionctcs papilioi^acea, Phil., Geol. of York., pi. xi., fig. 2

183G, Dav. Mon., pi. .\lv., figs. 3-6, = Lept. Trmltiden

tata, M'Coy, C. papyracca, M,Coy.
Balmaniana, De. Kon., Desc. des Animaux Foss. de

la Belgique, pi. xiii., fig. 3, and pi. xiii, t/.s, fig 2, 184'3.

comoides, Suw., M. C, tab. ccc.\xL\'., 1816.

Buchiana, De Kon., Desc. des An. Foss. do la Bel-

gique, pi. xiii., fig. 1, 1813 ; and Dav. Scottish Carb.

Mon., pi. ii., fig. 1.

""Var. crnssistria, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xx., fig. 10, 1844;
and British Carb. Foss., pi. iii.ii, fig. 5 ; England,

?J. Ireland.

Vai\ tubcrculata ?, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xx., fig. 5,

1844; Ireland.

Var. hifii/rcata, Dav. Mon. Settle, Yorkshire.

Hwrd/rensis, Phil., Figs, and Descr. of the Pal. Foss
of Cornwall and West Somerset, pi. ix., fig. 184, 1841

;

and Dav. Jlon. of Scottish Carb. Br., pi. ii., fig. 2-7,

= C. (Lcpt.) sub-rrvmima and C. {Lejd.) gihberulo

M'Coy.
Doubtful species, vanrieties, or synonyms.

C. volva, M'Coy, Synopsis, tab. xviii., fig. 14; Ireland.

C. {(Jrthis) sulcata, M'Coy, „ „ „ 6 ; ,,

C. (Lept.) perlata „ „ „ 9 ; „
C. (Lept.) scTi ala „ „ „ 10 ; „
C. polita, M'Coy, Br. Pal. Foss., t. iiiD., fig. 30; England.

C. Lagucssiavn, Tie Koti., An. Foss. de la Belgique, tab.

xii. bis, fig. 4 ; England. ?

Crania quadrata, M'Coy, Synopsis, pi. xx., fig. 1, 1844

;

and Dav. Scottish Carb. Mon., pi. v., fig. 12-21.

? liijchholtiana, Do Kon., Animaux Foss. dc la Bel

{ri(i"e, pi. x-xiii., fig. 5, 1843, = C. vescicularis, M'Coy
^ Synopsis, pi. xx., fig. 3, 1844.

? trigonolis, M'Coy, Synojisis, pi. x-x., fig. ii, 18'14.

Disriva. vitidn^ Phillips' Geol. of York., vol. ii., ])1. xi., figs

lU-13, 1836; and Dav. Scottish Cai-b. Mon., pi. v., figs

22-21), 1860, = 0. civrta, Portlock, = I), hnlla, M'Coy.
DnvrcnTxana, De Kon., An. Foss. dc la Bolgi(|ue, jjI.

xxi., fig. 4, 1813.

Lingvla sqiiamiformis, Phillips' Geol. York, vol. ii., jil. xi.,

fig. 14, 1836 ; and Dav. Scottish Carb. Mon., pi. v., fig.

30-35, 1860, = L. marciinntn, Pliil., L. Pnr(h)ckii, M'Coy.
mytihtides. Sow., Min. Con., tab. xix., fig. 1,2, 1813;

Dav. Scottish Carb. Mon., pi. v., figs. 38-43, = L. ellip-

tioi, Pliil., = L. pnrnllch,, Pliil.

Crfldnrri, Genitz, Verstcinrrungou des Zcchstcinge-
birges, pi. iv., figs. 23, 2<J, 1848.

Sroticn, Dav. Scottish Carb. Br., jjI. v., figs. 36, 37,

1860.

+
+
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OBSERVATIONS.

Terebrafida.—Four species have been provisionally admitted; but
as they appear all so closely connected by intermediate or passage
shapes, it may still remain a question whether they in reality are

more than varieties or modifications in shape of a single species ? It

has often been said and thought that T. hastata was no more than
an elongated full-grown condition of Martin's T. sacculus, and it is at

times hardly possible to distinguish certain examples of T. Gillingemis

and T. vesicularis fi-om Martin's shell. T. vircjoides has been supposed
tobe distinct from T. hastata ; but after a lengthened examination of the
original specimen figured in the " Synopsis," and another from the
same locality (Windmill, in Ireland), I could not make up my mind
to separate it from T. hastata, to some specimens of which it bears
much resemblance. T. vesicularis is a very variable shell ; for, while
some specimens present the deep triundate or triplicated dorsal valve,

or frontal margin, in the greater number of individuals this is very
slightly marked, and even absent. T. vesicularis was for long believed

to he a small shell not exceeding seven lines in length, but some
large examples recently discovered at Bowei'trapping, in Scotland,

have exceeded an inch in length.

It would, therefore, not be impossible that all the British Carboni-
ferous Terebratulae liitherto discovered may, perhaps, belong to a
single species, capable of assuming difierent shapes, and not pre-

senting a greater extent of modification than what we find in the T.

Australis as well as in many other recent and fossil species. Are not
the Jurassic Ter.plicata and T.fimhriata entirely smooth up to a cer-

tain age, and indeed often so to an advanced age, when they suddenly,
or by degrees, becomes more or less regularly or irregulary plicated

during the remaining period of their growth? For the present, how-
ever, and until owe ideas as to the absolute necessity of enlarging the
circle or range of variation to be permitted to a species be admitted
and understood, the four species of Terebratula recorded may be
provisionally retained.

Athyris or Spirirjera.—In external shape the species of this genus
approach more to Terebratula than to any other, and therefore in a
good or natural arrangement should preceed Spirifer. Of Athyris,

eight species have been provisionally retained from among the many
synonyms, while the value of *1. globularis and A. squamigera may still

require confirmation, for of both these shells the material at my
command has been very scanty ; and it is even uncertain whether
the identification with A. squamigera (de Koninck) be correct.

Of Retzia there appears to exist two species, of which B. radialis is

both the less rare and most variable shell; for in some localities it

appears to occur as a small race "w^th slender ribs, which in other
locahties indi\'iduals twice the size with stronger ribs are prevalent.

Of Retzia ulotrix I am acquainted with but two or three British

examples, so that a search for more would be veiy desirable.
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Spirifera.—Twenty-five species (?) are here provisionally retained,

for the reasons already p^iven, viz., the want of sufficiently certain

connecting links ; but it is highly probable that with time and study

some few of these may be dispensed with, or retained as mere varieties.

Martin's Spirifera striata is the largest and most tj'iiical form of the

genus, and must therefore always be considered a good species ; but

1 would I'ocomraend a further study of 8p. AFosquensk, Sp. humerosa,

and Sp. diipUcicosta, in order to ascertain whether they arc also good

species, ormoditicationsof iS'/'.s^n'aia; for I confess that many examples

of the three last-mentioned species could be but doubt tuUy separated

from Mixi'tin's shell. Sp. planata. and Sj). tnangularis appear to be

good species. Sp. hisulcata has varied considerably in f(M'm ; and

I am quite disposed to agree ^N-ith my friend, Prof de Kouinck, in

the idea ihat Sp. crassa and S}). grandicostata are simple modifications

in the shape of Sp. hisulcata. It is even a question requiring further

examination whether Sp. trigonalis should be considered separate

;

and, although Sp. convoluta is a wondei-fuUy transverse and curious

shell, I am not yet quite satisfied that it is not likewise related to

S. hisulcata. Sp. rhomhoidea, Phill., is still an uncertain form, of which

ray material has been too scanty ; and as I am uncertain whether 1 was
justified when uniting it to Sj). convoluta, it \A'ill be better for the pre-

sent, at least, to retain it as separate. Of Sj^. fusiformis but a single

fragmentary specimen has been hitherto discovered, so that its

specific claims cannot be definitely admitted.

Sp. mesogonia is also a rare shell, for I have never seen of it more
than the figure in the " Synopsis;" and Irish geologists and collectors

will do well in searching for more specimens. Sp. ci(sj)idata is a

good species, distinct from Sj). distans ; to which last I would
unite Sp. hicarinata, which ^I'Coy established on a single impci'fect

sjiecimen from Cork, in the possession of Dr. Haimes, and which has

much of the appearance assumed by certain examples of S. distans.

<Sp. triradialis is a good species, but very variable in the arrangement
and number of its ribs ; and of which the Sji. trisulcosa and Sp. scxra-

ilinli.'< of Phillips are evident modifications. Sp. liccdii must be

looked upon as a doubtful species, requiring, perhaps, to be here-

after exjiunged ; my material was veiy scanty, and I have since had
doubts as to its validity. Sj'- p^ingtils is a good but variable species,

into wliich should j)crhaps be combined, as varieties, Sp. oralis and Sp.

integricosta, for many intennediate shapes are often found, so much
so that the palaeontologist is often puzzled how to determine with

which of the three they should be located; but, the larger nuni])er

of sperimcns being tolerably distinct and easily recognisable, we may
Ix; excused for provi.sionally retaining the three denominations.

Sp. ghihrn is another excellent species, or a type round which are

clustered many modifications not sufficiently marked to constitute

separate species; for, although the typical form of Sj). j/ZaT/m possessed

smooth valves, it is not uncommon to fiiul in other examples faint

indications of lateral jtlication, or obscurely flattened or slightly

rounded riV>s, the fold and sinus remaining always smooth. These
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modifications lead us gradually to Sp. rhomhoidalis, wliicli might also

be nothing more than a variety of Sj). glabra. I merely express here

on this and other questions the results of my own impressions or

personal observations, which may be more or less erroneous. Sp. JJrii

is a good little species, which I believe to be a recurrent form of the

Devonian, and present also in the Permian strata, notwithstanding

Prof. King's assertion to the contrary.

Sj). Carlul-iensis, as far as I know, is also distinct ; while Sji. lineata

is another excellent species, but exceedingly variable in shape and
sculpture ; at one time I felt disposed to unite wdth it Sp. elllptlca; but
having subsequently felt somewhat uncertain, have since preferred to

consider it provisionally separate.

Sp. TJrii, Sp. lineata, and I believe Sp. elliptica had their surfaces

closely covered with numerous small spines, and it is possible that

other forms were so invested.

Sptiriferina.—Of this subgenus three species only appear to have
been properly distinguished, viz., Sp. laminosa, Sp. insculpta, and Sp.
cristata, var. octoplicata. Sp). minima has been established on one or two
specimens still very doubtfully characterized ; as all my efforts have
been unsuccessful in the endeavour to obtain more, I consider the

name hardly worth retaining.

Gyrtina.—^Of this subgenus two good species appear to exist, viz.,

G. septosa and G. carhonarioj, a third, C. dorsata, is somewhat doubt-
fully determined, on account of the imperfect material at my command,
which consisted of two fragments only from the Cai'boniferous

limestone of Cork, in Ireland. It would, therefore, be very desirable

that geologists in that locality should have a search for better speci-

mens.
EhyncJwnella.—Nine species are provisionally retained ; but the

claims oi Rh. cordiformis have not been satisfactorily established ; and
of Rhynclwnella ? gregaria but two imperfect valves have come under
my examination. BhynchoneUa ? trilatcra appears to be also a veiy
rare species, for I am acquainted wath onl^^ a veiy few specimens
from Derbyshire, in the British Museum, and in that of the School
of Mines : it appears also to be a rare shell in Belgium. Bli.? nana
and Wi. semisulcata are by far too doubtful to deserve more than a
passing notice ; and it is deeply to be regretted that palaeontologists

can biing themselves to fabricate species on such insufficient and
imperfect material, adding only confusion where such should be care-

fully avoided.

Gamarophoria. — Four species have been recorded ; but more
abundant and better material with reference to G. isorhyncha and
G. lateralis must be obtained before these can be definitely adopted.
Of the first I am acquainted wath but a single imperfect example

:

of the second, wdth those only in the Cambridge Museum.
G. Grurnena, Martin, is a well made out species, and evidently the

same as that from the Permian rocks kno^^^l under the designation of
G. ScMotheimi ; and although I consider myself justified in refen'ing

Terebratula rliomboidea and T. seminula of Phillips to the same
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author's C. glohuUna, the matter may perhaps demand some forthcr

examination.

Stfophomcna analoija.—This species appeal's to have been recurrent

tVimi tlie Silurian and Devonian periods ; and althougli certain small

diifercnces of secondary value may be observed in the 8t. rhomhoi-

ihilia (Silurian) and the iS"^. atialoja; they are both const I'ucted on a
similar model, and appear to be varieties of a single species. As
however some small differences in detail may be noticed in the

Carboniferous shell, the term analoga should perhaps be retained, if

not as a specific, at least as a varietal designation.

Slreptnrhyncus crenistria, Phillips. Many so-termed species have
been fabricated out of varieties or variations ir. the shape of this very
variable sliell ; andofwhich the larger number (if not all) are undoubted
synonyms. Three or four of these may however still demand further

examination and study, so as to detennine whether they should be
considered more than varieties of 8. crenistria ? I have therefore pro-

visionally retained the following designations, S. arachnoidea, 8. Kellii,

S. ajUndrica, and S. radialis, as named varieties of S. crenistria. Of S.

cyliudrica I have never seen any other than the type, and although

8. Kellii is stated to be plentifid in certain Irish localities, but three

specimens in all have passed under my observation. Prof. Phillips

informs me that he believes 8. radialis to be quite distinguishal)lo

and distinct (except from 8. Danviniana) from 8. crenistria; and M.
De Vemeuil expresses a similar opinion.

Orthis.—Of this genus 0. rcsupinaia, Michelini, and 0, Kcj/serliii-

giana are well made out species; but the Orthis? antiqiiata has not

been sufficiently studied ; and indeed all my effbi'ts have been
unsuccessful to procure the sight of any other than the original

specimen figured in the Geology of Yorkshii-c, now in the British

Museum.
Prodiictus.—Of this genus some thirty species have been retained :

nor does the attentive study I have made of the species lead me to

imagine them more variable or difficult of recognition or identification

than are the other 13rachiopoda of the Carboniferous period ; but

have been perhaps less attentively studied by the generality of

geologists. In my monogra])h I have endeavoured to describe and
illustrate all their external and internal details; but with reference

to some few the material in my possession or at command was insuffi-

cient ; and I would urge upon those who may be favourably located

to search for specimens which would enabk; jiaheontologists to clear

away those doubts that may still remain unsolved.

Froductus gigantcics is both the largest and typical species of the

genus, but very variable in its shape. Large examples are abundant
in certain luealities; while young specimens appear to be less com-
monly found or collected.

P. hi^7ni.<(phnricus is a badly made out species ? and I am not yet
able to c/)ncur in the opinion recently expressed njion the subject by
my learned and much esteemed friend, Prof, de Koninck ; and to

whose labours science is so much indebted. I am, on the contrary,
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disposed to believe that Sowerby's figures of P. hcraisplicerictis,

belong to varieties of P. (/ifianteus. This matter will be fiu-ther

discussed in my monograph, for the limits prescribed to tliis commu-
nication will not permit of more lengthened explanations. P.

Jiiimerosus has been established on some singular internal casts;

the shell itself not ha\dng been hitherto discovered ; but I cannot

agree with those who would refer these casts to either P. giganteus

or P. semireticuhdus. The prominences in the casts or deep conical

hollows (in the shell) tor the accommodation of the oral arms indicate

that the ventral valve was enormously thickened. The position of the

adductor or occlusor muscle in the ventral valve is also slightly different

from that common to P. giganteus, and which would of itself, in this

instance, denote a specific difference. The material, however; is so

very imperfect and insufficient that very little can be said upon the

subject. P. irrohoscideus, and P. ermineus, P. arcuarms, are new
species to England, and a very interesting discovery entirely due to

the indefatigable exertions of my zealous and kind friend, Mr.

BuiTow, who has in the most liberal and generous manner presented

me mth his best, and by me figured specimens. The discovery of

P. prohoscideus, (known in one Belgian locahty only,) and of so

many other species at Settle, in Yorkshire, render that locahty

especially interesting, as it exactly represents ^vith us the equivalent

of the celebrated locality of Vise, in Belgium.

P. suh-lcevis is also a new species to Britain ; but I am not yet

satisfied regarding the differences said to exist between it and P
Ckristiani ; and should urge a search for more examples of both of

these large and ahnost smooth species of Productus. The first has

been obtained at Leek, in Staffordshire, as well as at Llangollen.

The second is stated by Prof, de Koninck to be from Wales, but of

which the locality is still unknown.
P. Wrightii is a small species with fringe, found by Mr. J. Wright,

at Midleton, near Cork, in Ireland, it differs from P. tessellatus in

several respects, and both appear good but rare British shells.

P. Youngianvs has appeared to me new ; and in this opinion I am
supported by Prof, de Koninck, P. carhonarius (if a good species) is

decidedly very rare, for I have never seen more than two British

examples which would agree with Prof, de Koninck's description and

illustrations of the species. The distinction between P. costatiis

and P. muricatus are also difficult to determine, and I am now
disposed to beheve that if the last is not a distinct species, it may
be a good variety of P. costatus.

Productus swmrtiif.?, under the designation of Lepitcena sm«aia, appears

to have been noticed for the first time in England by Prof. M'Ooy,

and. notwithstanding its well defined area, should be located under

Productus, of which it possesses all the characters, with the exception

of its well-defined ventral area, a character rare but not impossible

in the genus Productus ; and I am glad to find that Prof, de Koninck
entirely coincides with the opinions I have expressed upon the subject

relating to his remarkable species. P. sinuatus has also been recently
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discovered at Bowcrtrappiiin-, in Scotland ; and Avliich I was happy,

to recognise among some duplicates kindly presented to mc by Mr.

Young. Prod. Gi'tffifhianus de Koninck has been recorded by Mr.

^lorris and others as a British species ; but no examples referable to

that shell have come under mj'^ observation. We need not prolong

our observations with reference to the other well-known species of

this important genus, but pass at once to Clwnetes, for its species

appear still involved under considerable confusion, and will require

much fui'ther investigation under favourable circumstances before

they can be properly or satisfactorily arranged. The difficulty is

principally caused by a number of badly defined so-termed species,

fabricated in Ireland and America on insufficient material.

The only British species which I have been able to recognise with

any degi'ee of certainty are G. conioides, C. paiyilionacea, C. Buchiana,

C. IIanh-t?nsi.<!, and pei'haps C. Dalmaniana ; but I am still uncertain

with reference to this last, (although we possess examples identical

with those of Belgium,) on account of the great resemblance certain

specimens bear to others of C. papilionacea. C. Buchiana appears

to be a well marked species, on account of its fewer or stronger libs;

but these also A^ary to a considerable extent. It is quite evident that

the shell figured as Lept. crassistria, by Prof. M'Coy, in the " British

Pal. Fossils" is a synonym of G. Buchiana; but I am still under some
uncertainty whether the typical form of G. crasaintrla, published iu

the " S^iiopsis," be really the same. Anyhow, on account of its

fewer and simpler ribs, it will be preferable to provisionally locate

both it and G. tuhcrculata under G. Buchiana as uncertain varieties.

The next difficulty is in the determination of what are the synonyms
of the good species for which we have retained the designation of

G. ITanirciisis, and of which G. t'ti.h-nunima and G. (/ihhcrula in M'Coy
arc evidently synomyms; but I would not venture to speak with so

much confidence with reference to G. volva, G. sulcata, G. perlata, and
G. seirata, M'Coy, all established on imperfect Irish specimens

;

but it is at the same time highly probable that if not all, the greater

number are simple variations in shape of a single species. All vvc

know of G. sidcata consists of a single ventral valve. G. (Lepf.) serrata

is fabricated from not even half of a similar valve! G. volra bears

much reseml)lance lo G. llardrvnsls ; while G.perhda is perhaps also

a small vancty of the same ? C.iJolita, M'Coy, although described as

smooth ? looks very like many oxam])los of G. Ilardrein^ls or G. vulva ?

in which the ribs arc somewhat obliterated. It would therefbi'c

be impossible with the scanty material at my command ; and in the

present state of our information to determine which of these Irish

forms arc species or synonyms ; and it would therefore be very desir-

able that Irish geologists or collectors sIkiuIiI carefully assendjle

numerous specimens of Ghonetcs from the localities where the

so-tci-med .«])rcics were mentioned to occur. The G. Laijuiit^shua,

stated to occur at Derwick in Ivigland, and Bahoran in Ireland, is

probably also nothing more than a variatioJi of Ilardrensis ? Having
done all that was within my power to clear up these difficulties,
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without that success I had anticipated, I must leave the matter as an

open question, notwithstanding the advantages I had of being able

to examine the original specimens or fi-agments upon which the so-

termed Irish species ? have been founded.

Crania.— Three species have been retained ; but of these C.

quadrata is the only satisfactorily determined species. Of Crania ?

trigonalis I have never seen more than the original type, and it is still

uncertain whether it is a Brachiopod, notwithstanding that we are

acquainted with several similarly striated or costated species in the

rocks of other periods. Oi Crania ? (Patella) Rycklwltiana de Koninck
=^ G. vesicularis, M'Coy, I am acquainted with but a single Irish

specimen; but the shell would appear to be less rare in certain Derby-

shire localities. It would be very desirable however to procure more
specimens of both C. trigonalis, and C. Rychlioltiana, and especially

those showing the interior.

Disciua.—Two species only have been retained, viz., D. nitida and

D. Davreuxiana de Kon. ; but as of this last but a single example has

been found by Mr. J. Wright, in the lunestone of Little Island, in Ire-

land, it is therefore here doubtfully recorded. I may also mention that

I am strongly impressed with the idea that the Perm'an D. KonincJcii

cannot be specifically separated from the Carboniferous D. nitida.

Lingula.—-The many so-termed species are reduced to four, viz.,

Lingida squarniformis, (which has sometimes attained upwards of one

inch and a half in leng-th). L. mytiloides, a more elongated species,

L. Gredneri, which may possibly be a variety of L. mijtiloides, and L.

Scotica which is separable from all the others by its tapering beaks and

peculiar extei'nal sculpture.

Having thus briefly exposed the present state of my researches in

connection with British Carboniferous Brachiopoda, as well as men-

tioned some of the difficulties which still beset my mind with reference

to the positive value of certain so-termed species, and exposed my
ignorance as well as the absolute necessity for much further research,

let us cast a rapid glance on the Brachiopodous life dui'ing the depo-

sition of contemporaneous (?) Carboniferous rocks in other parts of the

world, in order to ascertain whether our British fauna in this respect

Avas not to a certain extent universally represented. In Europe we
find that where carboniferous strata prevail a vast majority of the same

species exist; and as those of Belgium, France, Russia, etc., arc

already so well known, from the researches of several distinguished

palaeontologists, we wall at once proceed to India, where out of twenty-

five or twenty-six species of Carboniferous Bracliiopoda hitherto

determined, some fourteen or fifteen were found (on an examination

I have recently made) to be specificaly identical with British forms of

Spirifera striata, S. lineata, S. octoplicata, (cristata,) Atlujris Boyssii,

A. stibtilita, Betzia radialis, Rhjjnchonella pleiorodon, Streptorhynclms

crenistria, OrtJtis resiqrinata, Produdns striates, P. costatus, P. serai'

reticidatus and P. longispinus, and a further research in these distant

regions will no doubt bring to light a larger number of common
species.

VOL. IV. H
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Tlic Australian and Tasmanian carboniferous rocks liavc also

afforded their qiiota of common species, for altlioiigli the fonus from

those continents have not been sufficiently examined, still li'om a

passing glance I have given to collections sent home from Bundaba,
and Poi"t Stcplieu in Australia, as well as from Van Diemcn's land,

I have already been able to recognize T. hastata, iS^j. striata, Sj^'

glabra, S. lincata, Rh. plcnrodon, Strej^. crenistria, Orthis Miehclini,

Prod, cora, etc. If again and by a rapid stride we should find ourselves

cast on some of the S])itzborg'ian frozen coasts, we may there

pick up several of our common species, such as ^S*^). odoplicata, Strejjt.

crenistria, Pro. semireticidatus, P. costatus, etc., along with other forms

not knov\Ti in Britain, and lastly, not to extend the limits ofthis paper
beyond reasonable bounds, should we A'isit the prodigiously extended
carboniferous regions of America, we shall there also find a vast per-

centage of species identical ^^^th our own, but which in many instances

arc still hiding their true characters under the disguise of borrowed
names. Possessing as I do a very extensive series of Ameri-
can Carboniferous species, and for which I am indebted to the

kindness of Mr. Worthen, as well as to that of some other American
geologists, and haN^ing compared these with our British species and
specimens, I may mention from among others not yet sufficiently

studied, the following few as being identical with our own S.

saccidus, Athj/ris anihigna, A. sxditilita, A. plano-snlcata, A, lanicllosa,

A. lioyssii, lietzia radiidis, Spirifera striata, 8. hisalcata, S. Urieata,

S. Urii, 8. odoplicata, Bh.pleurodon, Orthis Michilini, Strept. crenistria,

Prod, cora, P. p)unctatus, P. longispvrms, P. semireticidatus, P. scidrri-

cidus, P. costatus. Crania quadrata, Discina nitida, Lingula mytiloides,

etc.

This rapid but convincing proof of the existence and distribution

of many characteristic British species all over the world where con-

temporaneous carbouifei'ous rocks have Ijeen deposited, should inculcate

upon us the absolute necessity of carefully examining and re-examining
our species, so as to avoid the unfortunate results that may ensue
from arbiti-arily narrowing their limits of variation—tlms violating

the law of nature, as well as retarding the advance of science.*

!Miich indeed may be expected from the rifsing generation of young
nafui-alisls, avIio, uiijn-qjndiced and unfettered, may work out for

fhemselves a new path; and by seeking to delei'mine with more
attention than ha-s liitlierto l)een done what are the resemblances that

exist between .so-tenned species, may be able to trace and connect
those modifications that have been produced by time and circumstances

* Darwin considers the tei-m species as one arbitrarily given, for the sake of
convenionco, to a set of indindiials closely rcseniljliiirj each other ; and it does not
efrectnally differ from tlio term variety, wliich i.s t,'iven to its less distinct and
more fluctiialiiij^ funns : that the term variety, ajfjiin, in conijiarison witli mere
differential ditferenecH is also ai)plied arbitrarily, and for convenience sake; that
no one can draw any clear «listincl ion between individual flifferenccs and slight

varieties, or between individual dillcrcnccs or more jilainly marked varieties, or
sub-sjjccies or species.
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on the descendants of the parent type, although it would not be
possible for me fully to subscribe to Darwin's theory—which I do not

perfectly realise, without much fui'ther examination and reflection

—still there is so much truth in many of his views and statements

regarding " The struggle for existence" and " principle of natural

selection," that the subject has full claim to a calm and dispassionate

examination, and may lead us by degrees to the better understanding
of many problems relating to species and their origin than we at

present possess.

A CHRISTMAS LECTURE ON "COAL"

By J. W. Salter, F.G.S.

(Continued from pacje 13.^

In our last lecture stress was laid on the fact that coal-beds, unlike

mineral veins, are stratified—not injected, or filling cracks in the earth

as metals do. And when we use the term stratified, we mean that

the materials we are considering—coal, ironstone, sandstone, clay,

shale—were all deposited sheet over sheet, layer over layer, principally

by the agency of water.

In scarcely any other way, except by water, can we conceive of

materials being spread abroad over vast surfaces, in that even and

regular manner which we call " stratified." As a rule, the matters

ejected from the mouths of fiery volcanos are only rudely heaped up,

and unless they fall into the sea, do not undergo this smoothing,

spreading-out process. The sand of the sea-shore however, and the

pebbles on its margin, and the mud of its great depths, are ti-uly

" sti-atified;" and if a fertile plain, or a marshy district were submerged

in the waters, the materials on that surface would be soon covered

over by the ooze and sand and shingle, and would then be said to be
" interstratified" with them. In this way coal-beds occur among
beds of sandstone and other rocks.

It is seldom that any coal-field contains more than twenty-five or

thirty workable seams : and perhaps these altogether do not amount

to above eighty or one hundred feet at the utmost, while in SouthWales

the coal strata are twelve thousand feet thick. The mass, you see, is

rock. ^
The miners have names for aU the other beds, or " measm-es" as

they term them. Some of them are amusing. In Staffordshire,

for instance, the beds of sandstone (once loose sand) receive the names

of White, grey, green, and blue rock; Rough rock; and " Peldon."

This last is a very common term.
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The clays or shales arc more oddly named — Cluncli ; G round;

Partings; Binds; Clod; Shale; Pouucil batt ; Table batt ; i'ricking

and Bhicktry.

Ironstone beds rejoice in the appellations—Pennystone ; Brown-
stone ; AVhitery; Larabstonc ; Blue flats ; Cakes; Griiins ; Gul)bins;

Ballstonc ; Bindstone ; Silver thread ; Diamonds ; G etting rock ; and
'• Poor Robins."

The bad coals are—Bass ; Smutt ; Black bazil, &c. And every coal

bed has its njime too. There are the—Top four-foot coal ; Yard
coal ; Brook coal : Kobin's ; Flying reed ; Deep coal ; Mealy grey

coal; White coal! Stone coal; Shallow coal; Old-man's coal;
'• Heathen" coal ; Stinking coal ; Bazils ; Slipper coal ; Sawyer coal

;

and ]3uttom coal.

I'm sure that is enough. Moreover, every district has its own
vocabulary. Only fancy what the Welsh must be !

But whatever be the kind of bed over the coal there is ono invariable

rule beloio it. A bed of clay, called " fire clay"—a fine soft substance

useful for funiace-pots and furnace-bricks— occurs beneath every

scam. Sir William Logan, now at the head ofthe Geological Survey

in Canada, first found this out in Wales. It is the clue to the history

f)f coal ; and we shall have to refer to it again.

Please to l)car in mind that these layers or beds of coal are re-

markably regular. It is of the gi'eatest consequence in mining that

they are so. If you find, for instance, that the Old Man's Coal is

always next to the '•' Heathen" Coal, and the " white coal" comes next

(I don't know that they do), you are safe for the whole coal-field.

You have only to measure the distance between the Old Man and the

Heathen, and so on, and you know whereabouts to expect them in

any other pai't of the field.

We have reason to believe too that everybedof coal and ironstone has

some peculiarity in its fossil contents ; and if this should turn out to

be true, we shall have a still better means of ascertaining in what
part of a coal basin our pits may be sunk—a very impoi-tant point

—

iur if our mines should happen to lie upon the lowest beds of the

whole scries, (say at h, in the woodcut, p. 9,) it would be a

nithcr unprofitable investment to buy ground there. But if on the

conti-ary, we aie likely to be on the "Top coal," why .then, work
away merrily'; we may say, altering Mrs. Hemans' sense, but not

her words,

—

" Yet more—the depths hsivc more ;—what wealth untold

Far down, and shiuinj^ in their stillness lies,"

1 will not add anotlier line—for jcology does not admit of parodies,

aufl good sense refuses them.
Well, now, we've found our coal. The next thing is to get it.

Knglaiid rcfjuires for liome consumption and for export nearly seventy
million tons jier annum; and if you put all her coal-fields together

they do but mejisiire nine or ten tliousand square miles. Yet
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by ^ood ? management we contrive to get that enormous quantity

annually from tliem. On an average coal fotclics nine shillings a ton.

So that "here is thirty million pounds sterling, and more. Besides we
raise four million tons ofiron. Each costs about a penny a mile pei' ton

carriage by the railway. And where carts are used, a shilling a mile

per ton must be paid for them.* Coal and Iron together would pay

two-thirds of our taxes for the year !

America is richer in coal than we are ; she has twelve times as

many square miles of coal-beds. But her forests are yet so extensive,

that she does not—includmg Bi-itish America—find it necessary to

raise above seven miUions of tons a year. This is scarcely so much as

France gets from her scanty coal seams. All honour to her genius

and industry (would they were always employed in arts of peace)
;

she gets seven and a half millions from about one thousand eight

hundred square miles of coal. But what shall we say of little Belgium,

which raises eight millions out of her five hundred square miles!

Belgium has plenty of u-on too, and she mahes muskets, but does

not wish to use them.

•Russia will scarcely tell us much about her coal-mines. She gets

less than a miUion tons per annum ! Austria is almost equally poor;

and the whole of Germany does not raise much above five millions.

England has very nearly three thousaiid collieries in profitable

work, and four government inspectors to see that they are safely

handled.

As the beds in a coal basin, though regular, are often much broken,

it is usual to bore the ground before commencing the operations for

extracting it. The boring apparatus is very sunple. It consists of a

gigantic gimlet, which from its weight also acts as a chopper or a

chisel. It is made of iron, tipped Avith steel ; and of joints which

screw together as they are successively pushed down— the point

being either a cork-screw or scoop for soft strata, clay, &c., or a

chisel for harder rock. The principal instrument in iise is called a
" wimble." It consists of a steel cylinder, or rather a plate of steel

rolled round into a cylindiical shape, but so that the edges over-

lap a Httle ; and it is found that this curled-up plate, with a square

notch cut out of the shai"p- edged end, is about the best form for the

double work of chiselling the stratum and brmging up the fragments.

Then there is a scoop for mud called a sludger ; and a gTeat many
varieties which may be screwed on to the end of the rod. But the

main end and object of all, is to cut the beds through, one after

the other, and bring up such fragments to the sm'face as shall show
the nature of the gi'ound through which the rod passes. The instru-

ment is worked by four men when the depth is not very great ; but

horse or even steam-power must be used in deep borings ; and the

work is very expensive, since the rod must be continually drawn up
and the fragments removed. For eight hundred feet down they can'

tell very accurately what beds they are passing through.

* My friend, Mi\ Robert Huat, supplied mc with these facts about our coal

consumption.
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All this is only preliniinary : there ninst bo n door to your house
if yoix arc to get into it, and the shaft is the door to a coal mine.

This is the first thing to be completed. It must go the whole depth

of the mine, in order that they may get rid of the water that

soaks through the strata. This is man's great enemy when he is

mining—at least the first one—for bad air is at least as great an
enemy afterwards.

The shaft then is sunk to the "dip" end of the main, or lowest level

of the floor, La order that all the water which may percolate into the

workings may eventually flow down into the " sump" or cistern that

lies at the bottom of this " engine shaft."

Fig. 3.—Diaj^ram of Shafts,

a b, engine shaft,—4, the "sump," or cistern; c, upcast shaft,

—

d, its fimiace.

It is no light work to sink a shaft—eleven or twelve feet wide

—

to a depth ofperhaps one thousand feet. The materials are sometimes

veiy soft, as shale ; but this has the disadvantage that you must line

it with brick or wood throughout. Sometimes the rock is hard
enough to stand alone; then the matrix is a tough rock andverj'difflcult

to cut. Oftentimes the leaky state of the bed makes it necessary to

line it with wooden " tubbing" throughout ; and this is an old custom,

^fore recently it has been found advantageous to use iron cylinders

the whole way ! A shaft a thousand feet deep will ordinarily cost

about three thousand pounds ; and if a two hundred and fifty liorse-

power engine be re(|uii'ed, there is another five thousand pounds to

begin with ; and while on the subject of expense, it may be well lo

say at once that fifty thousand to two hundred Ihousand pounds arc

no uncommon .sums required to set a colliery fairly going, before

a, bucket of coal is drawn. But then if it yields—ajid it ought to

yield—twelve per cent., it is no bad speculation after all.

They generally find too they must sink two shafts; and the pump-
ing engine will not do for drawing also. The two shafts tare recjuired

for ventilation ; and they serve also to prevent the mischief of letting

cverj'thing down and drawing everything up (he engine pit. We will

leave the ventilation {done just now ; and only say with reference to

tlie engine that tiie quantity of water required to be removed is often

enonncms.
The way in which water finds its way into a coal pit is the same

as that in which it finds its way into Artesian wells. The water comes
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from the surface, a, a, runs down the porous strata, till it comes to

the bottom of the basin, and there^finds its own level. It Avill not ran

through the clay (h), and hence you have only to drain what lies

above it in the strata, a. Nay more, if one part of the basin be cut

Sandstone.

Clay. 6

Fig. 4.—Section of Coal Basin.

a, porous teds ; 6, clay ; c, water level.

off from the rest by faults, as in otir diagTam, p. 9, only what lies

on its own side of the faiilt will have to be drained by any shaft.

So that a fault is a positive advantage, pai'adoxical as it may sound.

Though they cut up, and often tumble the beds much, yet being filled

with clay, they effectually shut off the water of one compartment from

the other ; and render it possible to work in the dry, when otherwise

you would have to work in the wet. Like many other apparent dis-

advantages, they do good after all.

We may guess what a terrible plagTie the water is to the miner,

when we know that in sinking some shafts, the engine has had to draw
off three thousand gallons a minute, with a pump eighteen inches

diameter. It is still worse in the Cornish tin mines.

It is a curious fact that in deep mines the water is generally salt

—

often Salter than the sea. It often, too, contains green vitriol (sulphate

of u'on) iodine, bromine, and other constituents of sea-water, which no

doubt it once Avas. We shall see that by and bye.

And now we've got oiu" shaft down to the lowest point—oiu' pumps
at work—nearly all our money spent ; and we have to find out how
to work the pit to the best advantage i for some pits will send up tliree

hundred or four hundred tons a day; and an acre of coal with sixteen

thousand tons in it may be cleared off, by a good method of working,

in six weeks

!

The winding engine or " whimsey" is not nearly so powerful as the

pumping engine—seldom one hundred horse power—and round the

drum over the pit's mouth are coiled the flat chains (of three or four

links,) or strong ropes, which last they find best for di-awing coal.

The baskets or " skips" are of various shapes in different min es.

A common fonn, which strikes a stranger with some surprise, is a low

flat bos on wheels, on which the coal is piled ; and when the pile is

high enough, abroad iron hoop is thrown over it; more coal is added;

other hoops thrown over that—till the pile is as high as can be raised
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with safety. The hoops effoctnally prevent the coal iVom falluig olf;

Ijiit it has an odd appearance, Kke a bUiek crinoHnc petticoat.

Supjiose tlien the miner at the bottom of his shaft, it is not all

sti*aighi forward digging then. There is a structure in coal, and he

must take advantage of it. It is fall of joints which cut it up into

squarish pieces ; one set being backs or cutters, and the other joints
;

and the ai-t is to drive the pickaxe and lever along these two sets

so as to work the coal in the easiest directions.

This structui'e can be seen even in the little specimens in ourown coal

scuttles, and is due to the pressure the coal has received since it was
hardened. There is nothing crystalline about it, as some have fancied.

It is a soi't of cleavage.

As most coal hes on a slope, the first gallery is driven horizontally

along it at the lowest level, a, a. This horizontal gallery, which must

tEID

r: ^t ^
i'---l

..\\ \. \\.\ V-^ V\.\-^N.-'

Pig. 5.—Plan of Mine-working?

follow the cuncs of the strata, if there be an)--, is called the "dip-

head level ;" from this they drive galleries nptcarch, (the coal is brought

mnch easier down than up) fi-om n, n, <o A nnd W in our ])l;ni. nnd cut

(To.sH ones at right angles—keeping all at quite regular distances; and

so proceeding forwards and sideways, in squares, to the extent of

their working, or of such poHions as they choose to work out first.

The gnllerics made by the liewors are called "stalls" ; llie pillars of

coal left between nre called "posts" ; and the usual mode of working

13 to go over the whole space in this way, leaving posts large enough
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to 'support the roof, and Gradually driving the galleries or stalls

forward, up the slope of the mine.

The coals are brought down the galleries, which have each a tram-

way laid in it, in small wheeled cars, which either carry the skips or

are themselves detached from the train, hauled up, returned empty,

and again wheeled up by the "putters," or boys employed for this

purpose. Ponies generally draw the loaded cars in lines along the

diphead level to the mouth of the drawing shaft ; and these ponies,

sleek and well-fed, hve in the warm mine and like it. They learn to

hold their heads low, for there is never too much space in a coal

gallery ; and if we would imitate them, we should escape many
bumps through life.

When all the galleries are cut, then they begin to thin the

"posts"—and this is a work of some little danger. Not only is the

roof inclined to come dowTi on the miners' heads, but the floor often

bulges up beneath their feet. Such a disturbance of the ground,

arising from tlie great pressure above, which forces down the pillars

into the clay beneath, is called a " creep." It has an odd effect on
the buildings over the colliery. They begin to fall sideways out of

the perpendicular; square windows take a lozenge shape; doors, &c.

will not open, being jammed at one corner. Ceihngs fall, bit by bit,

upon the inmates ; and altogether a " creep" produces unpleasant

feehngs for all concerned. But it cannot be helped—the black stores

below are worth more than the buildings above ; and, therefore, they

must go the way of all buildings.

The process of thinning may begin at one comer, a, ('the furthest

from the shaft,) before all the galleries are finished ; and when a good
many of the "posts" are thinned as much as they will bear, they extract

even these, substituting wooden posts for coal ones. The space then

looks like a forest of dead props, among which you may easily lose

your way ; and, as these decay, down comes the whole mass, slowly

but surely, till the roof and floor meet in a broken irregular mass.

The hollow space with its ruin of shale and sandstone—of sound and
decaying props, is then shut off from the other compartments of the

mine. No ventilation is further given to that quarter, called a
" goaf," and foul gas and tar-water, and every abomination, may
collect there till time shall end. It is a sort of Tophet.

There is another way of working, much used in thin seams and
small collieries, and universally preferred in Scotland. It is " long-

wall" working. In this method the galleries are driven (as before

from a dip head level) parallel to one another the full extent of the

mine, but not near together, and the coal between the ways is then

worked out bodily ;—small entries being made through the wall, and
all the intermediate coal " got" out, enough only is left along the

sides of the ways to ensue the safety of the latter.

Our diagram shows a piece of this sort of work. (/See p. QQ).

The rubbish, (roof, floor, &c.,) which must be got out inthe main ways
with the fuel in thin seams of coal or ironstone, (for ironstone is got

in almost every coal pit,) need not be taken away ; but is filled into

VOL. IV. I
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the empty spaces, h, as the coal is extracted. And a sort of bod is

tlms made to receive ilie descondinp^ roof. It is stifling work in tlie.se

thin scams when the poor hewers have to lie on their sides and plj

their picks against the black wall in face of them, with a yellow

N
'^^v
%§)?&-

Fig. 6.—Plan of workecl-out Mine.

a, the pallerioB vrith tlieir walls of solid coal ; B, C, the "goafs," or workcd-out spaces filled

with shale and rubbish ; D, shaft ; 6 e, dip-head level.

candle ilaring in the one hand, (or a Davy,) the elbow resting in a

hole cnt to receive it, and the whole man sweating in a hot atmosphere
for hours together. It is a heavy price to pay for comfort above gi'ound.

But thev do not murmur; and a o-ood hewer will clear eiGrhteen

shillings a week, after paying for his candles, tools, &c. ; while the

overmen receive twenty-five to thirty shillings.

The tliick coal of Staflfbrdshirc was ft)rmerly mined on the "pillar

and stall" system ; and Mr. Warington Smj'th has given a graphic

picture of a " side of work in the ' thick seam,' when a large fall of coal

is brought down from the dusky heights of that lofty chamber. The
thunder of the fidling masses, which seem to shake the solid earth,

contrasts fearfully with the dead silence that ensues. The hardy
colliers scarce break it by a whisper, while in suspense they listen for

the slightest crack which might portend a further foil." But tlic

enormous height of this coal-chamber, often thirty feet, was of itself

a source of danger; and the pillars required, and which must be all

waste, so large, that it is now found profitable to work it in "long-
wall" method, a half or more of the scam at a time, 1)eginning at the
top. By this means they get all or nearly all the coal—about thirty

thousand tons to an acre. They used to get but sixteen thousand.
There are four hundred and twenty collieries in this district alone.

AlK)Ut one third of the coal they rai.se is expended in their furnaces

;

(for near a million tons of ironstone are raised in this field annually,

besides the coal formerly mentioned, page 10). About half as

much is sent from otlier places ; and a year or two back this rjuantity

produced six hundred thousand tons of pig-ii'on from sixty-four
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furnaces. There are one liiindred and two mills and forges in the

Staffordshii-e district. For this intonnation, also, I am indebted to

Mr. Robert Hunt, of the Mining- Record Office.

"We are not talking, however, of StafFordshh-e, but of coal miaingin

general, and now a word on the ventilation—the most important of

all things for a mine after the water has been expelled.

Without a furnace to create an upward draught in the one shaft,

so that the air may rush down the other and travel through the mine,

the work would be well nigh impossible. The way this precious air

is made to cu-culate throughout, instead ofmerely going from one pit

to another, is partly explained by oui' diagram, fig. 5, p. 64. The an-ows

point the way the an- goes up one side of the workings, roimd the firr-

ther end, along the working faces of aU the galleries, and then back

again nearly to the same point to the upcast shaft, U. There tha

contaminated air, after passing the mouth ofthe burning fiei-y furnace,

gains the upper world, and makes room for a better and pm-er element.

The air is restricted to this course by the air-doors, which are marked
as black lines in our plan, across the galleries. These are strongly

fi'amed doors, of iron chiefly, and are kept by boys, " trappers," as

they are called, whose sole and solitary work it is to open and shut

these trap doors whenever a train of waggons passes. A few words

of converse with the " putter" lads, who bring the loaded skips down
the " ways"—or it may be, quite as hkely, a scuffle vnth them—are

the only relief these poor boys have (they are mostly very young)

during the dark and solitary hours. They cannot afibrd a " low" or

candle for the "trapper" boys !

In most of the important mines, a separate "windway" or "airhead"

is driven by the side of the galleries (or an au'-tight wooden tube

is carried along), exclusively devoted to air from the downcast shaft;

and then, after supplying the miners in the stalls, finds its way back

along the galleries, escaping every time an airdoor is opened. The
same method is adopted in longwall work. But occasionally, as I

learn from Mr. Smyth, they work two galleries side by side ;
and use

one of these for the incoming air, and the other for the return draught.

Whichever mode is adopted, the principle is the same, viz. : to cany
the au' all round the mine, di-awing it forcibly down one shaft and up

another, at the other end of the system. Be it remembered the

actual heat of the earth is much greater below the sui-face than above;

that choke-damp (an elegant term for carbonic acid) and other

poisons too sometimes, are present in the mine ; and ventilation,

whether by fans or furnaces, will be seen to be vital to the work.

Any neglect in this important matter exposes the miners not only

to the displeasure of the overseers, and the lH report of the govern-

ment inspector, but to the positive danger of explosion from the foul

gas, which is ever accumulating in the mine- The fearful fire-damp,

which has played so ten-ible a part of late, is generated rapidly in the

coal pit. It is carbm-etted hydi'ogen, the same gas which burns harm-

lessly in our streets. It rushes out from many a fissure and dark

chamber upon the miner, who, in spite of all the precautions taken for
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his safety, often ventures on his work with a naked candle, instead

of the useful instrument which Davy and Stephenson had given him.

I need not speak of this "wonderful lamp," which lights to

treasures as valuable and far more durable than those Aladdin found.

AVlio would have thought, when Da^';)^ was pondering on the fact,

that liame did not pass readily through narrow tubes—and trying

shorter and shorter leng-ths of these in philosophic sport—that he was
really making a discovery which has saved the lives of thousands.

The government inspection, now rcgularily carried on, will do

much to encoui'age those that do, and shame those managers that do
not conform to the regulations laid down for their benefit. But more,

a great deal more is be looked for from the education of the miners

and their children. They have friends for the body, and for the mind
too ; and a life spent underground cannot kill out the intelligence

and virtue of a man who is determined to hold it fast.

And now we have done with coal for the present, let us try and
find out how it was formed.

It is perfectly understood that it is made up of plants. "We need not

enter again into that proof: coal is full of them. You cannot stand

five minutes by the side of a shaft, and look at the heaps of dark
blue shale brought out of it, without finding them fuU of fern-leaves,

and grass-like plants, and bits of diapered or fluted cylinders highly

ornamented ; with occasional fir-cones, or what look like them, and
a heap of other fragments. The coal itself bears witness to the

quantity of plants in and about it. It is generally too solid—too

crystalline so to speak—to show its structure well. But here and there

the charcoal fi-agments in it are covered with vegetable tissue, and
the microscope reveals still further traces. Of these I will say a little

more in our next number, for my space and time too are somewliat
limited at present ; and with the fact that plants in mjTiads are found
in the coal, above the coal, and under the coal, I must request my
young readers to be contented till next month.

(To be Continued.)

ON SO^fE NEW FACTS IN RELATION TO THE SECTION
OF THE CLIFF AT MUNDESLEY, NORFOLK.*

By Joseph Prestwich, F.R.S., F.G.S.

In the fine coast section extending from Happisburg to Wey])oume,
the I'ouldcr clay is laid open to an extent nowhere else equalhid in

England. The relation of this Boulder clay, on the one side, to the
Forest bed and Crag underneath, and, on the other, to the sei-ioe of

• Road before tho Mcotinfr of the IJriti.sh Association at Oxford, in Jtine, 18G0,
and publiBhcd by ijcnnission of the Author.
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sands and gravel above it, is

there exhibited in full detail

and great variety. It is our

type section of the Glacial

period. In the interesting

account of this coast given by
Sir Charles Lyell,* in 1840,

one place is noticed, where,
owing to the wearing away of

the cliff considerable changes
have since taken place, and
a section of importance has

been more clearly exposed
than it was at the period

referred to. I allude to the

section at Mundesley, where
the Freshwater deposit was
thought to be intercalated in

the Boulder clay—an anoma-
lous position and one difficult

of explanation.

In my paper read before the

Royal Society, in May, 1859,
speaking of the flint imple-

ment-bearing strata at Hoxne,
I mentioned Mundesley,
amongst other places which
are probably synchi'onous with
it. I am therefore desirous to

show, briefly, the nature of the
resemblance, and to prove that

this Freshwater deposit really

overlies the Boulder clay and
is not intercalated in it. It is

not as a matter of controversy

that I now bring the subject

forward, but merely as one of
fact, for I believe that all

geologists who have lately

visited the spot, including Sir

Charles Lyell himself, now
view the section in the same
light. (See section, fig. I.)

I was at once satisfied that

such was the order of super-

position when first I visited
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this coast in 1(^18, and scvoral visits since paid to it, in company with

!Mr. ^lorris, ^Ir. Ciodwin-Austen, and other geologists, conlinueil juyseli"

and my companions in the same view—a view, I find, which agrees

with tliat taken by the Rev. Mr. Gunn, who has made this part ofthe

coast his especial study for some years past. So variable, however, is

the condition of the cliff, that on each occasion some new point of

interest has been displayed.

Commencing Avith the lowest beds of the series, the Chalk and over-

lying Crag are not exposed. The dark sandy clay {y), known as

the Forest bed, from the abundance, amongst other remains, of stems

and trunks of trees found in and on it, here forms the base of the

clitf ; but it is only exposed at a few spots, and when the talus, too

frequent at the foot of the cliff, is washed away. Immediately upon
it is a thin bed of sand, gravel, and clay, in variable proportions, con-

taining a number of mammalian remains, and especially characterised

by the Elephas antlquus.

Above this is a series of thin beds of sand (/,'), with subordinate

gravel and clay seams, together from twelve to twenty feet thick.

No fossils had hitherto been found here in this part of the section,

but in a visit there in 1(S'58, the llev. Mr. Gunn showed me, on the

south of !Mundesley, a thin seam of pebbly clay ( x ) in the lower part of

this sei'ies, and only one or two feet above the Forest bed, full

of Freshwater shells, chiefly Unio, Cyclas, Pisidium, etc., all, I

believe, of recent species, and hke those in the overlying Freshwater
deposit {h). * On examining the same zone, on the north of Mun-
deslcy, I could not find the same clay bed, but I found in a higher seam
of sand Cijlas and Hiicciuca; and further I found above this level, and
in the middle of h, a thin seam full of some marine shells, but in a
vcrj' fragile condition. They consisted of the common Mijtilus edulis,

with Jji'liiiii attached to some Liltorina Uttorails ? Natica, and one or

two other indeterminable specimens. Above this series {h) is the

great bed of Boulder clay (y), here not more than seven to fifteen

feet thick. Ncjrtli and south of Mundesley, this is succeeded by a
series of laminated clays, upper lioulder clay, loams and sands,

(f)t of great thickness— witli a bed of gravel capping the whole.

But at ^lundesley these upjier l)eds have been removed and an old

valley, the bottom of which is occupied by a Freshwater deposit, cut

through them. The section, which is well exposed in the cliff, shows
the former old valley to have been deeper than the present one, and
scooped out through all the sands and gravels (f), the Boulder clay

(^/7^,and down nearly to the so-called Forest bed. The bottom of this

depression is lined first by a bed of gravel, and then filled up to the

depth of twenty to twenty-five feet by a peaty clay, abounding in

* It i.H pi-fibahlr tliat thin bed of FrcHlnvater clay, before the buildinf,' of tho
sea-wall niif^lit, without a clear exposure of the cliff, have had the api)earanco of
being prolonj^ed from h—beinp on the same level, and much like in mineral
character. The bed of gravel ('j1), whicli neccRfiarily cuts off all communication
with the bcd.s beneath, clearly i-solating and separating the ujjper Freshwater
lK;d8 (fi), from the lower one (/i).
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land and Freshwater shells, all of recent species, together with

remains of fishes and insects ; and for the list of which I refer to

Sir Charles Lyell's paper. Some mammahan remains have also been

found, but the only bone I myself obtained was, apparently, that of

the ox. Now this deposit is underlaid throughout its width, and

thereby distinctly separated from the Boulder clay, by the bed of

ochreous flint gravel (h^), two to four feet thick. It is overlaid by

by another bed of gravel and brick earth (a), of five to ten feet, also

newer than the sands and gravel (/). The way in which these two

gravels merge one into the other, at each end of the section, is very

instructive.

In superposition, therefore, above the Boulder clay, this bed resem-

bles the Hoxne deposit, as it does likewise in its Freshwater character

and sheUs, and in its unconformity to the existing line of drainage

;

for a reference to the section wUl show that this Mundesley deposit

is not exactly coincident with the line of the present valley. I con-

sider it is a deposit in which flint implements like those of Hoxne
may probably be found— especially, however, would I suggest a

careful search to be made in sandy part (6^), and the gravel (6').

The determination of the exact superposition of this bed is further of

consequence, inasmuch as some important questions, connected with

the fauna of the pre-glacial and post-glacial periods, hinges materially

upon it. In this inquuy, therefore, I have, for the present, limited

myself merely to the question of position, and to pointing out the

presence of the Freshwater shells at h^, and the band of mussels in h^,

otherwise leaving aside the other important question of organic

remains.*

I have annexed a rough but proportionate and measured section of

the beds, taken at different favourable periods.

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Royal Institution.—Dr. Tyndall's lecture on the 18th ult. was a msmorable

one in the auuals of even that famous iustitution, of which Faraday is cue of

the brightest oruamants. The Radiation of Heat is au old and familiar

subject; but Professor Tyudall has crowned it with some new and most iraiwrtaut

facts —•
" Ou the Iniiuence of Gases and Vapours upon tlie Rays of Heat

Emanating from a Dark Hot Surface."

Before an audience of five hundred persons, of the higliestrank and education

in the metropolis, Dr. Tyndall, pale with anxiety for the success of those experi-

ments, almost unrivalled in then- deUcacy, on which tlie enunciation of his

important facts depended, demonstrated forcibly the new truths that the heat

racUated from dark bodies differs in many respects from the heat radiated by

* I am happy to say that the fossils, both of the Forest bed and of the Fresh-

water beds (hj, are now engaging the active attention of a veiy zealous obscrvei-,

who will, no doubt, add materially to our present hsts.
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liiniinov.s bodies. Tho solar rays reaching the earth lose soiuc of their properties

ou radiating from it—for it is well known all material substauecs not absorbing

heat arc radiating it, and by the aid of iustrnments of the most rclincd character,

Dr. Tyndall has determined that snch dark heat-rays pass without loss through

absolutely dry air—that they permeate many of the gases ; but their ]n-ogress

is arrested by the perfectly colourless and transparent olifiant gas. Amongst
vapours the dark coloured bisulphate of carbon opposes no obstruction, but the

attenuated vapour of ether stops them completely; while the vapour of water

admits of their permeation with difficulty. Carbon-vapour in the air would

facQitate the radiative action of the earth's surface, and occasion its rapid cooling,

but water-vapour prevents the heat radiations from ]:)assing away, and preserves

that temperature necessary for the existence of animals and plants. The warm
gulf-stream, imiiiuging on our coast, charges the an- with moisture, and this

envelope spreading over our island compels the heat absorb('d from the sun by

day to be retained in the earth at night, but if any circumstances produced a

drier atmosphere wc Hiight suddenly tind ourselves reduced to all the severities

of an arctic climate.

What are the bearings of these new facts on the ancient geological condition

of the Carboniferous age and the Glacial period, are questions at once suggested

to our •nind, for it appears to us tl at the presence of a large quantity of carbon-

vapour in the atmosphere, as there has been generaUy supposed to have been

in the Coal-era, would of itself have facilitated the radiation of heat from the earth's

surface, and have promoted its rapid cooling ; but as besides this additional

quantity of carbon, there is supjjosedto liavc been a vast amount of moisture in

the air, we have thus to consider what would be the effect of the commingled con-

dition on the climatical state of the globe during that mteresting and important

era. The effect of a drier atmospliere in allowing tlie free radiation of heat is

also, evidently, a point which cannot in future be left out of our s|)eculation3, on

tiic causes of that extraordinary period of cold—the Glacial period.

Geologic.vl Society of London.— Docemhcr 10, ISGO.

1. "Ou the Geological Structure of the South-west Highlands of Scotlaud."

By T. r. Jamieson, Esq.
'2. "On the position of the beds of the Old lied Sandstone in the Counties

of I'orfar and Kiueardine, Scotland." J?y the Jlev. Hugh Mitcliell. ("om-

municated by the Secretary.

Jfinmn/\), ISOl.—1. "Ou the Distribution of the Corals in the Lias."

]'>y P. B.'Brodie, M.A., F.G.S.

2. "On the Sections of the Malvern and Ledbury Tunnels, ou the Wor-

cester and Hereford KaUway, and the intervening Liiu; of Railroad." By the

Kcv. W. S. Symonds, A.M., T.G.S., and A. Lambert, Esq.

NOTES AND QUERIP]S.

Pterygotean Ova.
—

"VMiere through the English range of the " Old Red''

tilestniu's lias P(erygf)tcan ova {Parka ilccipieiis, Page) Ijcicn met with besides

the Triniplcy quarry, near Kidderminster?

—

George E. Roberts.

Fossil Orangs.—Mr. I{. W. Wallace in a most al)lc paper on the Borneo orang,

says:—"One cannot help rcllcctiug on ;i tonncr eouditioii of lliis world wliieli
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woiJd give a wider range to these strange creatures, wliich at once resemble

and mock the " human form divine"—which so closely approach us in structure,

and yet differ so widely from us in many points of their external form. And
when we consider thai almost all other animals have in previous ages been

represented by allied yet distinct forms—with what intense interest and anxious

expectation must we look forward to the time when the progress of civilization

in those hitherto wild countries may lay open the monuments of a former world,

and enable us to ascertam approximately the period when the present species of

orangs first made their appearance, and perhaps prove the former existence of a

alliecl species still more gigantic in their dimensions, and more or less human in

their form and structure
!"

Beds of Plint Pebbles at Chaelton.—Mr. Edm. Jones having informed

me of the remarkable difference in the character of the two beds of fluat pebbles

at Charlton, near Woolwich, and presented specimens, I requested him to fur-

nish me with a section showing the position of the beds, which he has kindly done.

The flints from the upper or No. 1 pebble-bed are readily broken by the slightest

blow of the hammer ; while those from the lower, or No 2 bed are intensely

hard and tough, and are broken only Avith the greatest difficulty. It is not easy

to perceive the reason of this difference, as both are ordinary chalk-flints.—
S. J. M.

Section at Charlton (Mr. Allen's Pit).

Soil containing pebbles, many )

broken. i

Yellow sand containing pebbles
(No. 1).

White sand, with seams of rod
sand.

This line is very clearly defined.

Yellow sand, with pebbles (No. 2)

Yellow sand, with pebbles and ")

remains of Cyrena, etc. )

Seams of yeUow, red, and white
sand, and blue clay.

Pebble bed, with the remains of
Ci/rena, Cerithium, Kerifhia,
JSitelanopsis, etc., mostly
crashed; seems to have been
a large shell-bank, from the
manner in which the shells are
heaped logether and water-
worn, or eroded.

Dark blue clay, containing Cy-
rena and Mclania,

iiwiiiiMMiMi

gOoo'

6 in.

tg At 20 feet north of this section

N this bed is 4 ft. in thickness.

oo-o CI

0,-0 „ o c:5^.;.^^^?'- O. Cj-

m At 24 feet north of this section

^ this bed is only 5 ft. 9 in.

.S

f At 18 feet north of this sec-

\ tion this bed is 4 ft.

4 in.
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New Fossils from Skiddaw Slates.—Sir,—I Ihiuk it is worth while to call

till- .•illrntinii dl" vour readers to a new and very interesting locality for fossils—

in the celebrated Skiddaw slates. ]\Ir. Bryce Wright, of

llusscll-street, who is well known in the uatm-al history

-
. I radc, devotes some time annually to collecting them : and

'

'"** - he has a store on hand, from the neighbourhood of Keswick,

New Cnistaccan from
(jf ||jg Qraptolites mciiltanus, G. latus, G. temm ; also a new

Skiddaw-slatcs.
Crustacean form dlied to DiMj/rocaris, very aljundant.

Lastly, he has discovered—and we owe him many thanks for doing so—the
branchcd'Ciraptolites (which Sir W. E. Logan lirst brought to light in Canada),

of this shape.

Trof. J. llidl considers them only to belong to the genus GraptolUes, which

lias a simple stem with one row of cells.

^jjjf(f(""("fwf/^'^f('ff('tu'ffrfff^<f But this is certainly not the case, for

iT^ the true simple Graptolitcs are perfect

from cud to cud. I shall shortly, I

hope, describe the new branched dichotomous form under the name oiBichofjrap-

S2is; meanwhile I thiuk I am doing some service by calling the attention of those

living near the Skiddaw slates to the uuexpected riches of that formation.

Trails of worms (and those abnormal thmgs called fiicoids), are abundant

enough everywhere in them. But no good list has yet been published ; and the

formation is almost a virgin one for explorers.

Can no one And the Lingula flags on the flanks of the Saddleback ? "We arc

brgiiuiing to disbelieve in metamorphic rocks being unfossiliferous.—Yours truly,

J. \V. Salter.
Geological Guide to the Onny Valley.—In commenchig a geological

triji up the Onny Valley, tlie most convenient place to start from is the

Craven Arms, a station" on the Shrewsbury and Hereford liailway ; and

taking the turuiiikc-road towards Shrcwsbui^ for about a mile, a stile is

reached on the left baud side, whence a foot-path leads across a field near

tlic bridge over tlie Onny River. Proceed along this path about three

liundrcd yards and cross over the railroad, then turn down to the riv(;r

and follow up the stream to the top of the meadow—the W'cnlock shale may

there be observed exposed in the river bed, and if the water is low some

fine specimens of Pluirops lonfjiraufhilus may be procured, together with

Oilijnieiw tiihrrcitloKd, Cardiohi Intrrnipta, Lo.roiirma clnr/ctiis, Orllioreras sithim-

diiiatum, Bct/rieliia titltprailfita, and Gruplolifhiis priodon. The most prolific

beds arc just below tlie fence, close to the left hand bank. Keej) on up the

side of the l)rook until arriving at a foot-bridge, which cross and immediately

go into the field above; nearly at the further end is the celebrated "()nny

Sect ion," showing the lower members of tlie W'enloek slialc, (or I'urplc BchLs,)

the Llandovery or Pentamcms limestone, and the upper beds of the Caradoc

sandstones, lying nearly conformable, and in onccontuuious section.

IVom the VVculock ^iwde h;i.s been procured Chrinirm fjimucroiintit/i, Encrinurus

pundatm, E. rariolaris, a new trilobite ; Orlldx biloba, Bei/richia tuberculata,
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Lepfeeiia Itevigata, SfropJiomena j)ecte?i, Atri/pa reticularis, Rhynchoiiellu fareata,
Petraia Una. TLe only fossil that I am a\Tare of having been found ia the

Pentainerus limestone, in this locality, is Pentamenis vndatns ; it is a very
thin baud here, and only to be observed by careful search ; it lies about the

middle of the section. From the Caradoc sandstone at the further end of the

section, some very fine and perfect Trimicleus concentricus have been observed

;

several heads of Ampjjx pinnatus, and one entire specimen; fragments of Remo-
pleurides radians, lllcenm Davisli, CaJymene Blumenhachll, a new Raphlstoma,

Orthls elegantida and a new fossil allied to Slphonetreta. At the to]) of the second
meadow above this place again cross the stream, at a spot where a pole hung by
a chain is suspended, and on the side of a section of Caradoc sandstone, a new
fossil Spluerosponcjla hoxpituUs may be readdy observed, as the marks of

hammers show clearly the exact situation in the clilf where they are to be found

;

and besides this new fossil, many others belonging to this formation are there

to be procured. Continue up the stream to Longville Common, where a

quantity of loose stones, of a greenish olive and yellowish brown colour have
been thrown down from several old quarries above, belonging to the middle

Caradoc formation. These stones here are rather barren ; stdl some good speci-

mens of Modlolopsls orbicularis, Bellerophon tnlobatus, B. acutus, Stroplwmena
expansus, and several species of Orthls may be procured. At the further end of

the common, cross the river by the stepping-stones, and immediately over the

tuiTipike-road leading to Bishop's Castle, is a large quarry of Bala limestone,

the beds of which are all pitched up perpendicular, o-uing to several large faults

in the neighbourhood. The stone is very hard, of a light blue colom-, and much
used for road-pui-poses ; few fossils have been obtained, being here a rather

barren rock ; but Mr. Salter, Palaeontologist of the Geological Survey, found
a short time ago a new Lingula, which may be obtained in abundance ; small

portions of Blplograpsus prlstls, some very large Stroplwmena grandls, with
other organisms are to be found. The lower members of the Caradoc sandstone

lie conformable to it on the lower side of the quarry, and some of the beds are

very rich in organic remains ; the best beds are about half way up the bank,

and may easily be known by the hollows in the side, where the right strata

have been worked, the stone is of a light brown colour, and of a tough sandy
character. A sharp chissel-shaped hammer is the best for these beds. Some
perfect Trlnucleus concentricus have been observed here, together with a new
Asaphus ; several other Trilobites, which I think are not described ; some very

beautiful Fenesfella, Bei/rlckla cornpllcata, and sevei'al fossil shells. These beds

would probably yield several new organisms, if a careful search were made, as

hitherto they have received but very cursory inspection from geologists.

About a mile and a half higher up the road, is a hill called the "Broken
Stones," the lower part of which is composed of the Lougmynd or Bottom-
rocks; and the top of Caradoc sandstone, very poor in fossils. AU the rocks

here are very much pitched about in consequence of numerous faults.

Erom the Bala limestone to the "VYeulock shale, which are about two miles

apart, the road, with the exception just mentioned, passes through the lower

beds of the Lougmynd rocks, from which no fossils have yet been obtained.

After passing the Wenlock shale, in which no sections are to be seen, tlie

road again passes through the Caradoc sandstone, wliich continues to the Marsh
brook; on the sides are several quarries full of the general remains peculiar to

this formation. The most proUfic section is in the ])rivate drive, close to Marsli

Brook Station through the coppice to Minton, where a large proportion of

Caradoc fossils are to be procured. The foUo'wing are some of them that have

been obtained there :

—

Tentaculltes anqlicus, Phacops conophthalmns, Homalonotus

blsulcatus, Trimicleus concentricus, crinoid plates, species of Fenestella, Nehuli-

pora lens, Orthls nnguls, Orthls elegantula, Orthis vespertlllo, Strophomena
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grandh, a new species of Trcmatis, a species of Amhonyehia, Bellerophon sulcatus,

Modiolopnis orhiriiliirift, Liiujula urata, and a species of Nucula.

The reader is referred for further information on this iutenisting and beautiful

loc;dity to Messrs. Salter and Avcliu's paper, in the tenth volume of the

Quarterly Journal of the Geologicid Society.—A. Marston, Ludlow.

Terms rstD tn the Description of the Brachiopoda.—Sir,—I should

be "-reatly obliged if some of your correspondents woidd favour me with a

deGuition of the tenns "mesial fold" and "beak ridges," which occur in Mr.

Davidson's valuable monograph on the Brachiopoda, publislied by the Palseon-

tographical Society. These two expressions, which are used frequently, are

not explained, as I am aware, in the body of the work.—Yours, A Student.

Our correspondent enrpiires what is meant by tlie term " mesial fold" and
" beak ridges ;" perhaps the accompanying sketches will explain these and

other terms better than could be expressed oy words.

i-

Fi^'.'<. 1 nnil 'i.—Spirifer.

i, amallcr, or dorsjil vnlvo ; k, larccr, or ventnil vnlvc ; a, bcnk ; h, fissure ; r, pseudo-dclti*

<Iium ; (/, area; r, incHiiil foUl; /, rilis ; », Hiiius; n, lines of crowth ; tlic lino m n is tlio

hint,'<! linn ; m nnil n nre the carilinal antfles, which may be an^^ilar or ronnduil ; tlic lino m
h and h n in the rardinal ciliro ; the margin between o and p is the frontal margin ; between
m and o, or » and p tlio lateral marKins.

The " mesial fold" is therefore a longitudinal mesial elevation which often

exists in tlie dorsal valve of many species of Brachiopoda, and to wliich rorres

ponds a sinus in the opposite, or ventral one. The "beak ridges," or "lateral

ridges" are ridges whieli in certain sjjecies of Khynchonella, etc., exist on the

lateral portions of the l)eak, leaviuir a flattened f)r eoiu-avc space between them

and th(; hinge-line. Thes(; " lateral ridges" arc either continiud along the side

without recurving to join the hinge-margin, or, after proceeding some distance,
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curve inwards to join the hinge margin. The "beak ridges," or "lateral

ridges" are well displayed in such shells as Waldheimia reaupiuata, JF. immis-

malis, etc.

— /

—-Z

Figs. 3 and 4.— Terehratida.

i, larger, or ventral valve ; t, smaller, or dorsal valve ; a, beak ; f, foramen ti-uncating the

extremity of the beak ; r, deltidiiim 'surrounding a portion of the foramen ; x, beak ridge ;

V, flattened or slightly concave space between the beak ridge and hinge line ; I, umbo or

beak of the dorsal valve. T. DAVIDSON.

PossiL Eern.—I have unsuccessfully searched the last number of "The
Geologist" for any information concerning the interesting specimen of a fossil

plant from the coal-measures of South Wales, figured at page 461 of the last

volume. 1 am quite ignorant of the flora of the coal period ; but having had

some experience among recent plants, I was at the first glance led to the con-

clusion that the specimen is a partially developed frond of some fern. There is

nothing leading us to suppose that the stem has any connection with Lycopo-

diacea?. There are many species among recent ferns the young fronds of which

woidd present precisely similar appearances. In Polystichum and Cyrtomium

for instance, (not to mention other genera,) the stipes and rachis vnR be found

quite as shaggy as in the plant figured. A partially developed frond of Cyrto-

mium would also present the same appearance (if pressed flat) in regard to

having the pinnge all on one side of the rachis. Older fronds upon the same

plant would not appear half so shaggy, as then- squamse, or scales, are very

deciduous ; and two-thirds of them fall off before the frond attain^ its full size.

The form of the whole frond shows that its vernation was circulate, another

proof, if it were needed, that the plant was a fern.

I quite agree with Dr. G. P. Bevan, that we sadly need some new and com-

prehensive work upon fossil plants. But in the meantime the publication of

such new and interesting species as the present in the pages of this magazine

woidd .greatly enlarge our knowledge of them. Oar metropolitan museiuns

would furnish ample material for such a work, if any person of note could be

prevaded upou 1o take the matter in hand.—C. W. Ckockek, Kew.
This subject has not escaped our attention, and has ab-eady been the subject

of conversation with a thoroughly competent gentlemen, whom we hope to induce

to undertake the task.

—

Ed. Geol.

Influence of Peroxide of Iron on Animal Life.—Dear Sir, the late

Sir H. De la Beche, in the Mem. Geol. Surv. of Great Britain, vol. i., page 51,

says, "We have made experiments to ascertain the influence of peroxide of iron
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upon marine and frcsh-watcr life, and, as might be expected, the presence of tliis

substance was found to bo liighly injurious ioit, so that the animals quitted the
pcToxidr of iron as speedily as coudilious would jierniit."

Where these experiments ever put on record r' If so, where ? If not, can
you tell me what was the nature of the experiments ? information on this

subject will greatly oblige, yours truly, W. 1\

REVIEWS.

T/ie Coal-Fields of Great Bnta'ni : their Histori/, Strnrture, and Duration. With
Notices of Coal-Fields in other parts of the world. By Edw. JIli.l, B.A.,

of tliR Geological Survey of Great Britain. London : Edw. Stamford,

Charing Cross : 1S60.

This is a small but extremely iutcresting and valualjle book—valuable chiefly*

liowever, for the consideration of one topic—the duration of the produce of

our eoal-iields. Wliou we look at the fact that of tlie ninety-five millions of

tons now raised for the supi)ly of the whole world, tlie British Isles alone eon-

tribute seventy-fivfe millions ; and that oui- home consumption also, is not only

enormous, but pcr])etually on the increase—the vital character of the question,

in a national point of view, is strikinc^ly apparent ; and ]\Ir. Hull's statements,

brief as they are, will be read with great interest even by those wlio are not

geologists. While we have a good deal of information given us of the general

cliaracter of the strata, physical geology, and fossils of our own, and the principal

foreign coal-fields, m a very condensed form, all these matters arc brought

to bear upon the one important point— the exhaustion of our coal-mines.

The results which Mr. Hull has aiTivcd at are briefly given in his own rccapitu-

lation, and are as follows:— 1. There are cOtal-dejiosits mi various parts of

England and Wales, all at depths down to nine or ten thousand feet. 2.

That mining is possible to a depth of four thousand feet, but beyond tliis the

high tcm])erature will prove a barrier. 3. The temperature of a coal-mine at a

de|ith of four thousand feet will probably be found as high as one hundred and

twenty degrees E.ahr. ; but there is reason to beUeve, that by the agency of an

eflicient system of ventilation, this temperature may be so reduced, at least

during tlie cooler months of the year, as to allow of minuig-operations witiiout

unusual danger to health. 4. Tliat for working mines of greater depth than

two thousand or two thousand five hundred feet, underground stages, with

independent wmding machinery and engines, will be found not only to render

very deep mining jiraeticable, but also to lessen the amount of risk from accident.

5. Lastly. Adopting a depth of four thousand feet as a limit to deep mining,

there va still a quantity of coal in store in England and Wales, suflicicnt to

afford a supjily of sixty millions of tons for about a thousand years."

In his sumnuiry of resources, Mr. Hull gives for England and Wales a total

coal-containing area of three thousand seven hundred and eleven square miles

which he con.siders may be worked to a depth of four thousand feet, giving thus

a total available quantity of fifty-nine thousand (me hundred and nine millions

of ton.s. Taking the present produce at sixty niillirins, and allowing three

millions for the increase of future years, he considers tiie above supply of coal

will last for a thousand years; and "tliat for many generations to come the

mineral resources of England arc cajialile of bearing any drain to which they

can possibly be sul)jccted, either for home or foreign consumption."
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Tor our part we are inclined to join issue with ^Ir. Hull, on some points

—

two in particular. Tirst, we think he has imderated the annual drain upon our

coal-store : and, consequently, the supply he calculates upon will not last a

thousand yeai-s. Moreover, we think the exhaustion will be accelerated by a

much larger increased demand than the three millions of tons he allows. But

then on the other hand we do not think he has admitted all the available

store we possess. He has restricted mining-operations within a depth of four

thousand feet, on accouut of the increase of temperature—regarded, generally,

by geologists as equal to one degree of Fahrenheit for every sixty feet—and

that greater depths present insurmountable difficulties for engineering o^jcrations.

Doubtless, in one sense this is a right way to view the question, because as increased

depth causes proportionably increased expenses, and greater cost of the material

the more we should be placed at a disadvantage with respect to other nations

whose coal-fields might be more accessible. When needs must, however, our en-

gineers will undoubtedly surniount both the difiiculties of mining, and find also

some plan for keeping the mine cool enough for the workmen. We must also

bear in mind that if the temperature increase with the depth, it does so m an

ever decreasing ratio ; and that from one degree to fifty feet from the surface,

we have at greater depths to go seventy -five or eighty feet for an equivalent

increase.

Our space, however, will not allow us to discuss these questions at length.

Mr. Hull's book opens out a very important subject for consideration, and will,

we trust, draw a wider attention from the public, and more detailed information

from the School of Mines. Some important data have akeady been printed by

Mr. Robt. Hunt, in his Mineral Statistics ; and we hope to see these extended,

and the whole subject grappled with in a manner worthy of a national institution.

Mr. Hull's book deserves attentive reading; and being inexpensive, that

result ought to be attained.

071 the Primordial Fauna and tlie Taconic System. By Joachim Barrakde
;

with additional Notes, by Jules Marcou. Boston, U. S. : i860.

One great value of scientific research is the kinship it makes between peoples

who would else know little of each other, and without it have no inducement

to become better acquainted. Commerce is said—and very truly, too—to

make communion between man and man, though a geographical division of a

thousand leagues may part them ; but the deep thinking men of any nation, if

this was the only " free passport," would be sluit out from participation in the

great and varied benefits accruing from an extended intercom-se. For they,

whom " men of busmess" usually look upon as " half witted," and as men be-

hind the age
—" busying themselves about tilings unprofitable, and past finding

out"—have no stake in the wide-cast net wliich is fast covering the earth, and

drawing its riches into certain vortices of trade, to the impoverishment of

the many and the enrichment of the few. So that unless rock \into rock

answered as truly as American cotton does to English gold, or African ivory

to Birmingham guns, the value of the highest scientific researches a man coidd

engage in would be lost in its best and noblest sense, from being locked up
within the brain that imagined it, or exported wildly, without hopes of an im-

ported return corresponding to it in value. Science which conduces to com-

merce, being made subservient to the lower purposes of trade, will always be

cosmopolitan in its extension, and be well thought of everywhere ; but it is of

theoretical geology we are now writuig, and this, because it cannot be made
to agree with any standard of human weight or measiu'ement, commerce will

have naught to say to. But here do not let us be misunderstood. We have
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never advocated theoretical geolojjy : we do not advocate it now. The age of

goolDgical learning is too young for any theories to be put forward wliich aim
at coni|)lctencss, or that do more than indicate the position of a truth, hereafter

to be found, with greater labour and pains. But deductions from known and
established facts so insensibly grow into theories when they are treated of, that

the utmost care has to be used by those who make studies of any branch of

natural science, lest that which is hypothetical should be made to pass for a

truly-based conclusion. And though the domain of the "true and established"

is gaining every day somewhat of the treacherous and unstable ground of the
" unccrtixiu," and so chances of error are diminishing, yet at no time do we be-

lieve, since geology began to be studied, was there less taste for drawing
uudiily upon the steady gain of honestly-got and costly facts, or a stronger

feeling among those who are building u])ou the strong foundation, that the

wealth of what is real and true should //ol be ))erverted to suit a visionary

scheme, or made to bear witness to what may tiu-n out a false and deluding
theory.

These thoughts have occun'cd in considering a certam question of great

interest and importance whicli has arisen out of the endeavour to classify the

older Taconic (Cambrian) and Silurian rocks of America. That these Taconic
rocks are the representatives in the New World of the Primordial zone of

Europe, chiefly developed in ScancUnavia and Bohemia, is generally accepted
among geologists •, while the only hesitation fell is from the fact that these

European "Bottom-rocks" show very scanty traces of life throughout their

thirty thousand feet of thickness, whereas on the American continent they con-

tain more than one hundred species of crustacean and molluscan life, and are

indeed nearly as rich in fauna and flora as is the Lower Silurian of Europe.
In a letter from M. Barrandc, of Bohemia, to M. Jules ^larcon, of Boston,

dated August If, IStU), we lind tlie passage which set us thinking how grandly

one nation may become interlinked with another, through a scientitic discovery

of harmonics existing between the construction of the continents they inhabit.

Two European lands—England and Spain—arc brought into cousinship with
Canada ana the States, by similarity of rocks and .sympathetic arrangement of

their layers; for ^I. Barrande has reasonable grounds for his expressed opinion

that the Taconic schists and limestones of Vermont reproduce in America the

black shales which lie against the western flank of the ^lalvern ITills in our
own laud, and the schisty deposits which hold a similar position with regard to

the Cantabrian Mountains in Spain. For though slight variations and, in the

western c(«it incut, augmentation of animal life occur, yet the position in time

of the l)eds is beyoiul doubt identical ; and we are glad to read M. Bariande's

remark "that it is a great and nol)le question, w]u)se (inal solution will com-
plete the imposing liarmonies existing already between the series of Pala-ozoic

fuun(c of America, and that of the contem])oraneous fauna* of Europe, leaving

to each the imprint iiceuliar to its contiiuMit."

It is inch'cd a noble question; and while it is one th<at science can settle by
iinremittiug study, her votaries need not envy the triumphs of commercial
enterprise. Let that great means of spreading good, work beneatli banners of

success, and gather in fruits till its bams can hold no more; but still, there

will be moments when labourers in the world's hive will be undazzled from the

glare of their gdden sim, and wish tiicmselvcs with almost a sigh of regret,

among those few workers who arc toiling in tlie shade, and there building up,

with materials l)eyond all tlic gold of commerce to buy, a fabric which shall

be •' iiijiiil
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NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY OF CLEVELAND.

By Charles Pratt, Esq., Oxford.

The district of which it is the object of the present paper to describe

the principal geological features, has within the last few years

attracted an extraordinary amount of interest and attention, as well

from scientific observers as from those who are always seeking some
fi'esh outlet for the investment of their capital. Until a period so

recent as little more than twelve years ago, it was only for its fertile

meadows and picturesque scenery of hill and dale, that Cleveland

had gained any celebrity ; but a metamorphosis so truly marvellous has

since that time taken place, that it is already entitled to be associated

with the most productive iron-making districts in theUnited Kingdom,
and what, in all probability, will be its future position in that respect

I shall not now venture to predict, although present circumstances

would seem to indicate that, at no very distant day, the great iron-

fields of South Staffordshire and South Wales must give place to

their youthful opponent in the north.

The discovery, or more properly speaking, the development of the

great ironstone deposits of Cleveland in 1848 has given such a
stimulus to the iron manufacture of the district, and indeed, of the

country, as has seldom been experienced by any other branch of trade.

The present flourishing town of Middlesburgh, which, with its new
environs, has a population of nearly twenty thousand, for the most
part dependent on the iron trade, was, forty years ago, represented

by one solitaiy farmstead, with a census of five inhabitants : and in

like manner have all the surrounding villages in the neighbourhood
of the new works and mines multiplied their former dimensions with
amazing rapidity. But difficult though it be to know such facts and
not seek to make them known, I must pass on from my few observations

VOL. IV. L
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on its social geograpliy, to what is my proper subject—the Geology
of Clevoland.

Tho district is one of peculiar good fortune with respect to the

attention it has received from scientific explorers, and the numbci'

of notices which it has called forth in various forms from those who
have so investigated it. I might seem, indeed, to he perfonning a

superfluous task in thus adding to their number, did I not feel confi-

dent that a compendious resume of the chief points of interest will

prove acceptable to many, even of those who have kept pace with all

that has hitherto been A\Titten on the subject. Much of what I shall

say has, doubtless, in one shape or other been said already ; but I

shall say little which I have not proved hy personal examination on
the field, and at the same time shall coiTcct some eri'ors Avhich I have

discovered in the remarks of some of those who have preceded me.
For a more elaborate account of the history of this district, and for

more extensive sections and analogies than I here am able to give, I

may refer the reader to a veiy valuable paper read by Mr. John
Marley, C E., before the Society of Mining Engineers, at Newcastle,

and published in the fifth volume of the proceedings of that excellent

society. A voluminous monograph has been very recently brought

out on the Cleveland ironstone, which contains much valuable infor-

mation. The writer, however, evinces a want of comprehensiveness

in his general ideas of geology ; and the volume, besides some in-

accuracies, contains so much which can only be of interest to the

writer himself, that I regret my inabihty to commend it, either as a
literary production, or as a scientific manual I'cmarkablc for brevity

and perspicuity. To other volumes and notices 1 sliall give reference

as I proceed ; although I may mention that, to Professor Phillips in

particular is due the merit of having been the first, and I need hardly

add. the ablest investigator of this interesting jiortion of Yorkshire.

The whole of Cleveland may be divided into the great plain, or

lowlands, and the hill-country, or highlands ; the former of which is

to a great extent siirronndcd and abrujitly determined by a noble

range of hills, varj'ing in altitude from one thousand to one thousand

five hundred feet, and which gives the whole scene the appearance of

a vast natural amphitheatre.

Before I proceed to a descrijitive accoimt of the various strata, it

may be well to make a few observations upon the most striking

physical features, and tlie theoiy by which they arc accounted for.

No one who has visited the lovely dales with which the south-east of

Cleveland is adorned can have failed to have been struck by tho

gentle acclivities, the curiously-shaped " nabs," and the noble escarp-

ments, which alternately present tliemselves to the view; and most

obsen'crs, doubth'ss, who have thought of the matter, have in their

own minds fixed upon some actionary cause for all the pleasing

diversifications of scenery. To most, ])robably, the watc^iy element

at once presents itself as the most familiiu* cause from which such a

result could flow; and by some I know, the tiny stream, whicli slug-

gishly meanders through the vale, has been dignified by being made
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the agent of the metamorphosis. If, however, we consider the por-

tion of the strata at various points, the diflPerent angles and directions

of declination at which we find them, we arrive at once at the c&n-

clusion that aqueous action can only be refeiTcd to as the means of
having modified the superficial irregularities which had previously

been occasioned by a more powerfal—a subteiTanean agency,

Thatthe Oolitic and Liasfonnations have obtainedveiymuch further

in a north-westerley direction—^how much farther I see no data for

ascertaining—their steep escarpments and abrupt termination towards
that quarter most clearly evidence ; and that the present inclinations

of the strata, dipping as they may be found to every point of the
compass, have been acquired subsequently to their formation, is only
in accordance Avith the great principle of horizontal deposition. The
general dip, however, of the strata is towards the south-east.

The tremendous convulsion which raised the great Penine Alps of
England—that subterranean convtdsion which uplifted the mountain
limestone to a height of a thousand yards through a length of nearly

se v''enty miles, which, in all probability, broke the continuity of the
Torkshire and ^Newcastle coal-fields, and which is justly termed one
of the most mag-nificent examples of dislocation in Europe.—This
stupendous disraption, I say—to which we may refer so many pheno-
mena—may be regarded as the probable cause of much which may not
otherwise be easily accotmted for in the physical aspect of Cleveland.

How vast and potent must have been the oceanic currents, which
caused the denudation of so great an extent of strata ! But, upon
the fractured edges of the dislocated strata, the violent action of the

waves and currents would exercise a wondrous wasting and excavating

power. Here, then, we have causes sufl&cient for the changes we
observe ; but, whether the actual efficiencies in operation, is a question

for others to decide.

The rivers, as Professor PhilHps observes, rtm from the north part
in valleys which the sea made for them : the gTadual wasting, throiigh

atmospheric agencies of the shales below has caused the superin-

cumbent sohd rocks to fall away, and crumble in their turn.

If we follow the course of the North Torkshire Kailway we shall

see at a glance some of the instances of dislocation to which I have
refen'ed above. A httle more than a mile eastward from the village

of Kildale we notice the sandstone rock of the Inferior Oohte (which
I shall hereafter call the " Bottom Sandstone rock"), a few yards only

above the level of the valley on our right hand, going eastward;

whilst, on the left towai'ds Weyworth, it caps the summit of the

valley at a very considerable height, and is easily traced descending
very rapidly, as far as Commondale Station. At Castleton, which
stands upon this same Sandstone rock, a very considerable dislocation

is easily observed, which extends to a great distance eastward, and
becomes more and more apparent where the vale ofDanby is narrower,

as at Danby Crag and Howlsike. The Esk here i-uns in a synclinal

axis of the strata, as is most clearly discernible in Crunkley Ghyl,

to which I shall have occasion to refer hereafter.
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Before I proceed further with my notes, it may be as well to give

a tabular section of the various strata as exhibited in this district,

preparatory to their minute division and explanation. It will bo
observed that they are confined to

the middle and lower divisions of

the great Mesozoic series.

Although I have endeavoured to

show in my section the compara-
tive thickness of the several divi-

sions, we shall find that they vary
veiy considerably in the extent of

their development at different parts

of even the small district under our

present notice.

The following may be understood

as a general view of the series

:

g, Impure limestone, with shales,

sandstones, &c., above 200 feet.

/, Shales, sandstones, ironstones,

with fossil plants and thin seams of

COAL—500 feet.

c. Sandstone and feiTuginous beds
—70 feet.

d, Upper Lias shales—200 feet,

c. Ironstone and mai-lstone series

—150 feet.

h, Lower Lias shales—500 feet.

a, Poecilitic gy]5seous mai'ls.

I shall now proceed to examine
the various beds of which these

series are composed, taking them
in the order of their deposition,

a, It is only the extreme western
and north-western part of Cleve-

land where we find the lowest divi-

sion of our section apparent on the

surface, and where, in fact, it fonns

the extreme northern termination

of that long continuous New Red
Ix'lt, which has one extremity in

the ricli vales of Taunton and Exeter, and its olher in the broad

estuary of the Tees. It is most easily seen in the district under
notice, on the banks of the Leven and other smaller streams near
Hutton Rndby, nlthonjjh I am not aware that its thickness has ever

been accurately ascertained. A short distance belf)W the village, the

whole bed of the picturesque Leven is paved with the rijiple-marked

Sihales, which are so general in this part of the series. To the geolo-

gieal student of vivid imagination, liow strange fo stand upon these

rippled Ijedb and call to fancy's view the scene which, a;ons upon a:!ons
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ago, was there presented, before the mountains he now sees before

him were brousrht forth, or ever the liills around liim formed !

To sink through part of these shales and all the intervening strata

to the coal formation below has been, as we need hardly wonder at,

long a favourite project with the landed proprietors upon whose
estates they crop out to the surface ; but, whether a consummation so

devoutly to be wished, is ever likely to be realised, is a question which
may well be doubted. If we consider the inclination of the seams at

the southern extremity of the Durham coal-fields, (which is about
twenty miles north of the district of which we speak, and the possi-

bility of the attempt being made at a point where the coal attains a
low depth in the fault (as we know the Lias is seldom conformable to

the carboniferous series) : and, moreover, if we think of the doubt
which may reasonably be entertained as to whether the coal-measures
do actually underlie the Lias of North Yorkshire or not, and the great

depth to which must in any case be sunk before the question can be
pronounced to be finally solved, I cannot certainly hold out any hopes
that for many years to come Cleveland wiU be reckoned amongst the
coal districts, or that ever a trial wHl be made with a result to satisfy

all, who are either scientifically or pecuniarily interested in the raatter.

Although the search for coal has so often proved unfruitfol, yet the

dim prospect of such a rich mine of wealth does so easily beguile

the landed squire, that it seems an idea which the personal experience

of an attempt to realize this fond hope alone can banish from his mind.
And if we beheve Sir Roderick Murchison,* amid all theii' failures

we never meet with an individual who is really disheartened ; but a
frequent exclamation is, " Oh, if om' squires were only men of spirit,

we should have as fine coal as any in the world !" An attempt was
recently made on the estate of Visount Falkland, of which I cannot
refraia from speaking in anything but terms of commendation—since

the abandonment at a depth at which few would look for any result

more than has been amved at, has done nothing towards setting the

question at rest. Its continuance, if persisted in, should be a matter
for public, rather than private expenditure. As regards the gypseous
marls of which we were speaking above, there seems nothing of

sufficient interest in them to detain us longer in our examination.

6, The Lmver Idas shales obtain over most of the plain or lowlands

of Cleveland, and are seen to a considerable height in most of the

escarpments of the long range of hills. These beds, which we may
safely estimate at five hundred feet in thickness, consist for the most
part of a dark homogeneous indurated clay or shale, sub-calcareous

bands and layers of ironstone nodiTles, which are too much incon-

siderable to be worked for profit, although when found on the shore,

loose from ^d washed out of the surrounding shale, they have been
shipped in sftiall quantities for the furnaces on the Tjoie. An excellent

natural section of the upper part of the Lower Lias is visible on the

Cleveland coast at Huntchffe, and inland in the steep ravines on the

* Silurian system, part i., p. 328.
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north side of Carlton, or, more properly, Dromonby Bank. In

some pai-ts, it it is very abundant in oi'ganic remains, and contains

whole rocks wliich are little else than a congeries of extinct molluscs

the Grijphcea incurva being one of the most familiar and characteristic.

No pai-t of the Lower Lias has ever in this district been wrought for

economic purposes. From this we proceed to one of the most im-

portant divisions in that respect, namely

—

c, The Ironstone or Marlstone iSeries.—The lower part of this series,

which we may estimate at a total of one hundred and fifty feet in

tliickuess, consists of alternations of shale, marlstone, and sandstone,

of a soft and argillaceous character, generally abundant in fossil

reliquia?, especially in Belemnitcs, Ophmridoe, and Gardium truncatum,

and partially feiTuginous. A good section may be obtained at the

same points as I refeiTcd to in the last division, and the marlstones

may be well seen in the prominent edges which they form in the far-

famed Roseberiy Topping, at the east end of the Wainstones Bank,

and many other elevations.

It is, however, to the great ironstone-band, which forms the liighest

stratum in this series, that this district owes all its celebrity as an

iron-producing countrj% and in respect of which wc may truly say,

it is a " good land, and a land whose stones are iron." The seam

was first developed in 1848, in the picturesque hill of Eston Nab,

where the }aeld may be calculated at about fifty thousand tons to the

acre. The following detailed section is from a communication by

Mr. John Marley, C.E., to Professor Phillips:

—

ft. in.

Ironstone—top block, left as roof ... 11

(parting)

Ironstone—second block 2 3

(parting) \-17

Ironstone—main block 12

(pai-ting)

Ironstone—bottom block, (variable) 1 1"

81iale 7 0^
Ironstone-band 1 ^'ir
Shale ^n
Sand.stone-band 10^

The above gives a solid mass of ironstone rock no less than seven-

teen feet in thickness ! This is, however, the point ivt which we find

its greatest development, since at Grosmont, near Whitby, the same

scries is found in this altered and divided state :

—

• ft. in.

Shale

Ironstone—" Pectcn-seam," in two bands, separated

by one feet six inches of shale 4
Shale 4
Ironstone—good 10

ft. in.

ft. in.

;;2 c.
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ft. in.

Sliale 7

Ironstone—good 1 6

Sliale 18
Ironstone—" Avicula-seam" 4

38 6

In the Grosmont district, however, as I shall have occasion to

mention hereafter, the inferiority of these seams to their thickness at

Eston is compensated by the presence of other seams above, which are

not similarity developed at Eston Nab. The extent of country over
which the Cleveland ironstone bands extend Cannot be estimated at

less than two hundred square mUes, capable ofproducing from twenty
thousand to nearly one hundred thousand tons an acre. The present

total yield of Great Britain is something like three and a half millions

of tons of iron, from (say) thirteen million tons of stone. Although
Cleveland was not worked until 1848, its produce is estimated at

six hundred and thirty-three thousand tons of pig-ii'on from near two
million tons of ore. From the extensive mines at Eston alone the

vast quantity of two thousand six hundred and twenty tons nineteen
hundred weight has been wrought in one day,—thirteen thousand four

hundred and-seventy four tons in a week,—six hundred and thirty-

eight thousand six hundred and twenty in one year ; and a total

dui'ing the past ten years of four milhons sixty-one thousand niue

hundred and eighteen tons-

This ironstone is chiefly a carbonate of protoxide, of a greenish
grey colour, and yields by government analysis thirty-three per cent,

of metallic iron,* although the average should probably be given at

about thirty per cent. The following is what is generally requisite to

the manufacture of one ton of pig-iron :—ironstone (calcined), two
tons twelve hundred weight, or uncalciued, three and a half tons

;

coke, one ton fifteen hundred weight ; coal, one ton ; limestone, fif-

teen hundred weight. What countless tons of u-on, therefore, may
be extracted from the vast beds of Cleveland—sufficient to supply,

for hundi'eds of years the whole demand of the British Isles !

In every direction from the maximum thickness at Eston,

we find the seam gTows gradually thinner and thinner, especially

towards the south-west, where it may be said to die out at Thirsk.

At Swainby also the seam is reduced to about four feet, and
divided by rather more than a foot of shale. The seam at Eston is

formed of a compact coalition of what are found in other parts as

two distinct seams, parted by as much as nearly thirty feet of shale

at Grosmont, and the eastern extreme of Cleveland ; the upper of

these two seams, as in the Grosmont section, is designated the
" Pecten seam," from the vast number of pectines (Pecten CBqid-

valvis), yfh.\c\\ are found in it; and the lower the " Avicula seam,"

* See appendix;.
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owing to the abundant remains of Avicrda cygnipes in it. Towards
the cast the "Pecten scam" acquii'cs more the concretionary spheroidal

foiTn, as usual \\'ith argillaceous deposits, and approaches nearer in

appearance to the hard, compact clay-stones of the coal-measures at

Bierley and Low Moor. As the diminution in thickness towards the

south-east and west from Eston is veiy gi^adual, it is impossible to

fix any line of demai'cation to point out the exact boundary within

which it is of sufficient value to be worked.
An interesting paper was read by Mr. H. C. Sorby, F.G.S., before

the "West Riding Geological and Polytechnic Society,* in which the

v\Titer endeavoured to show that the Cleveland ironstonewas altogether

an altered limestone-rock, in which the carbonate of lime had been
changed to carbonate of iron, by the percolation, probably, of some
chalybeate water, and that the ironstone was not deposited in its present

condition. I confess that I am not inclined to adopt those views

without further examination, as I think the whole analj'sis of the ore

does anything but favour such a theoiy. In concluding my notice of

this most important division, I need only add that these Lias bands are

very extensively -n-rought, at Eston, Upleatham, Codhill, Hutton
Lowcross, Belmont Banks, Rosedalet on the coast, Grosmont in

Eskdale, and several other parts of Cleveland. The usual royalty-

rent paid in the district varies from foui-pence halfpenny to eight-

pence per ton of twenty-two and a half hundred weight ; and, so

cheaply may it be worked, that it can be sold with profit at half-a-

crown a ton at the mine's mouth. Such brief statistics may be of

interest to those readers who are in any way connected with this

great branch of manufacture. I now ascend to

d, The Upper Lias Shales, which also possess great importance in

an economic point of view. After about thirty to forty feet of hard

sandy shale, which is the lowest rock in the upper Lias, we find what
is generally called the " Hard Jet Rock," a variable shale twenty feet

in thickness, enclosing iiTegularly jet and pyrites. On the coast, as

at Kettlencss, the rock is harder ar.d more productive of jet than in

the interior of the countr}^ : the raw material is, according to quality,

worth from two shillings to twelve shilhngs per pound, and the total

value of the jet-manufacture at Whitby, whither it all goes from this

district, is estimated at twenty thousand pountls per annum. Owing
to the great quantity of iron-pyrites, or nodules of sulplniret of iron,

which these shales contain, it not unfi'cquently happens that upon
being dug out in the search for jet, and exposed to the action of

moisture and the atmosphere, the suljjhur conjbines with the oxygen
of the air and of the water, and in this decomposition sufficient heat

is generated to cause spontaneous ignition. An instance of this

decomposition occurred not long ago in Westcrdale, and caused no
little wonder amongst the homely inhabitants ; it is, however, of

* Report of Society's Procecdinir^H, 18.50-7, p. 457.

t Tbcrc arc two " RoccdalcH" in tlii.s (listnct cole.bratod for their ironstones:

one near Staitb on the coast, and the other fifteen miles inland.
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frequent occiiri'ence on the coast at Rimswick Bay. Hoi'e, it is

scarcely necessary to remind the reader, is a most marvellous pro-

fusion of Ammonites, Belemnites, &c., and an abundance of the now
familiar remains of Ichthyosauri and Plesiosauri. An excellent

section of these rocks, and a delightful field for geological observa-

tion, will be found in the quiet and picturesque bay of Runswick.
Above this jet-rock are about eighty feet of shale with ferruginous

nodules, irregularly interspersed, and for the most part aggregated
round Ammonites and other organic bodies. Being veiy compact
and argillaceous, they closely resemble some of the clay-ironstones of

Derbyshire, and claim a similar, though far from a synchronous
origin. Above this shale, again, we reach the fine argillaceous

deposit so well known by the name of " alum-shale," which is from
eighty to one hundred feet in thickness, and has been worked for the

manufacture of alum since alpout the year 1594, when alum-works
were fu'st introduced into the district of Guisborough, by Su' Thomas
Chaloner, where these shales have ever since been more or less ex-

tensively wrought. Scattered up and down throtigh the whole
length of Cleveland, we find traces, in vast heaps of calcined shale

and large excavations, of abandoned alum-works, as at Carlton Bank,
Kii'by Bank, above Great Ayton and several other places, whilst we
find in present operation the works near Gtiisborough, at Boiilby,

and at Kettleness. The process of manufacture is simply as follows :

the decomposition of the shale is accelerated by being burnt in large

heaps by the manufactm'er, who avails himself of the carbonaceous

character of the shale, and the sulphur of the iron is changed into

sulphuric acid, which forms a sulphate of iron and alumina ; by sub-

sequent processes of evaporation, the sulphate of alumina is purified,

and potash is added to render the salt crystallizable.

Above the alum-shale is a stratum about twenty feet in thickness,

which is usually tenned the " Cement-rock," from its containing

numerous calcareous nodules, which are used in the manufactiu'e of

Roman cement. These nodules will, for the most part, be found to be

an aggregation round an organic nucleus ; and by baking them until

they divide, I have frequently procured most beautiful specimens of

fossil Ammonites. Above this is found, in a perfect section, a deposit

ofabout four feet of indurated clay known as the "soft jet-rock," from
its containing a quantity of jet, inferior however to that in the hard
jet-rock, of which I spoke before. This rock, in opposition though
it be to many, I shall make the highest one and the conclusion ofthe

Lias formation, the upper division of which, as I have described it

above, may in summary be given as follows

:

ft. in.

Soft jet rock about 4
Cement-rock „ 20 ft. in.

Alum-shale (used in manufacture of alum) 80 to 100
Alum-shale {not so used, and with many

nodules) 60 to 80
Hard jet rock :... 18
Hai-d sandy shale 20 to 40

• VOL. IV, M
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The deposition of tlic Oolitic and Lias formations, unlike that of

the Coal-niea.snrcs and New lied Sandstone, was evidently continous,

and is without any traces of an interv'al elapsing between. In pro-

portion, therefore, as we find the transition from one to the other raore

gradual and undefined, we may regard the section as more perfect and
complete. At the head of Fryup Dale, for example, we find the tran-

sition line far less mai'ked than at Roscberry and most other places

;

and therefore wc may assume that it is a more perfect section than

the others. The basement-bed of the Inferior Oolite has, in the south

of England, been the object of a contest between Dr. Wright on behalf

of the Lias, and Professor Buckman for the Oolites, as may be seen

in a paper read by the latter before the Geological Society.* I shall,

liowever, here content myself by mei-ely stating that there ai'e reasons,

which I cannot now spare space to adduce, for regarding the next

important stratum, as it sometimes appears as the lowest member of

the inferior Oolite.

e. There is no bed amongst all which I have described, which varies

so much in so short a distance, as the lowest bed of the division

which I have before tcnned the " Inferior Oolite and feiTuginous

beds." They give an aggregate of about seventy feet at many points

in the district. This is, at one place a vast ii'on-rock of thirty-two

feet in thickness, and at another a mere silico-fermginous mass of no
commercial value. At many places, as for instance at Eston, Hutton,

LowcroRS, Fryup, and Grosmont, its importance may be said to be

almost in inverse proportion to that of the lower, or " Pecten-seam,"

in consequence of its being geologically higher up than the other

seam, which is often called the " Eston-seam," from having been first

opened out near a village of that name : this band we now speak of

is commonly called the " top scam," although improperly, as a higher

one still has Ijcen s\Tought. The " Oolitic seam," as I shall now call it,

is worked on the east near Staithes, and at Beck Hole in the Gros-

mont district, and at Rosedale in the interior of the country. Near
Staithes it assumes a compact and argillaceous appearance, and is at

the bestpaii about four feet thick. At Beck Hole it is not less than

fifteen feet thick, and has a more open and oolitic structure, and in

appearance more resembles the Lias scam at Eston. At I^osedale its

character is again changed, and it has become a vast oolitic iron-rock

thirty-two feet tliick, attractable by the magnet, and yielding, as a
maximum, nearly fifty per cent, of metallic iron. To developc this

inva!ual)le deposit, a line of railway is now being made across the

moorland heights, from near Ingleby Greenhow on the North York-
shire Railway—a distance of about ten miles. To account for, if I

may use the U'rm, the metallic richness and (he gi'eat thickness of

this Rosedale iron-rock, lias long bec'ii a puzzle to many of the local

geologists, who have thought its value and extent less than some
anticipate?. At the cpiaiTy, indeed, where most have observed it, and

where it was primarily opened out as " metal" for the roads,—rich

* Proc. Gcol. Soc, Quarterly Journal, vol. xii., p. 292, and vol. xiv., p. 98.
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metal too, it appears—the seam assumes such an aspect as might
deceive many ; since o'.ving to the percolation of water through the

countless cracks and fissures at its outbreak, the iron has become
oxidised gradually more and more ; and where not quite oxidised

throughout, the blocks consist of a nodule in the middle, of nlmost
unaltered dark blue ore, of nearly equal parts of protoxide of iron

(about thirty-three per centum where richest), and peroxide of iron

(about thirty-two per cent.), and several concentric layers of brown
ore, the outer of which contains all the iron in a peroxide state, and
clearly shelving a change to have taken place from a protoxide to a

hydrated peroxide. In the drift made a Httle eastward of the quaiTy

we find, after eighty yards of hard shale, other eighty yards of the

altered brown ironstone, with blue nodules, which increase in size as

we proceed, until at last we reach the solid rock, imaltered by any
percolation ; intensely hard ; of a blackish-blue colour ; highly mag-
netic ; lying in horizontal layers ; scarcely fissured, and thirty-two feet

in thickness. A considerable distance from this drift it has been
twice bored doAvn to, at a depth of forty -five fathoms, and proved still

of the same great thickness : although its per centage wUl probably

average less than has been given above, there seems no reason to

fear that the seam will soon be exhausted. Some have thought that

this rock exhibited symptoms of ig-neous origin ; others have made it

out to be affected by heat, subsequently to its deposition ; and some
have even tried to trace a cause-and-efiect—a connection between the

Whin-dyke, seven miles away, and this astonishing stratum of iron-

ore. There is however not the sHghtest foundation for any such
surmises, as we find it in a horizontal position, in distiuct laminse,

between the upper Lias and sandstone-rock of the Inferior Oolite,

—

most assuredly the natural place of its deposition. The depositing

waters were greatly impregnated with oxide of iron, which congTe-

gated round any solid object ; and accordingly in each oolitic particle,

there is some nucleus of shell, sand, &c., which is perceptible imder
the microscope, as in oolitic limestones, in the interior of each of the

grains. There have, I beHeve, been no organic remains discovered in

the rock, owing, it is possible, to part of the iron being in the peroxide

state—in which case it is a noticeable fact that there is either very
great scarcity, or an utter absence of traces of animal life. Whether,
however, these two facts, so generally coincident, are related as cause

and effect, is a question for further consideration. The Lias iron-seams,

which contain the iron in a protoxide state only, show the ocean at

the period of their deposition to have been very prolific in organic

life.

An interesting view of this oolitic iron-seam may be obtained by
tracing its development from Crunkley Ghyl up the eastern side of

Great Fryup Dale to Fryup Head, and again to its appearance in

Northdale, on the other side of the moor, and opposite to the gTcat

iron-quany of Rosedale, which I have just remarked upon, and
where, as I observed, the seam appears to attain its maximum thick-

ness and to possess also its maximum dose of iron. The outbreak of
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the seam has, owing to the decomposition of the iron, a reddish-

brown appearance ; and, where sufficiently rich in iron, shows the

usual " scrappy" layers, or envelopes, owinpf to the ]>crcolation of

water. This is very noticeable at Fr^oip Head, where the seam is ot

great thickness.

I now pass upward to the "bottom sandstone rock," of which I spoke

before, and which is the great and safest guide in searching for the iron-

stone strata. It rans along the summits of the sides of most of the

Cleveland dales, and has been used very generally in the district

for building purposes. At Sleights, near Whitby, it has been exten-

sively wrought for local use, as also foi- shipment, and is iu fact tlio

great building stone for the whole of Cleveland. It caps most of the

chief hills, or ' banks," as they are called in the district, crowning the

summit of Roseberry Topping, Easby Bank, &c. The excellent state

of presei'vation of the stonework in the ruins of Guisborough Abbey,
and ilount Grace Priory, attests the durability of the rock.

I now come to the next division in my section (/), which it A\tuild

be difficult to subdivide in such a manner as to be equally applicable

to all parts, where the rocks contained in it crop out to view. Above
the bottom sandstone rock, however, ai'C alternations of shales, thin

ii-on-bands, and gritty sandstone hiyers, about sixty feet in total thick-

ness. We then come to a vast series of sandstones and shales of

various colours and thicknesses, and amongst them are some seams
which demand a short notice. In this series we find a variable stratum
of fire-clay, winch is well seen in the excavations of a recently-formed
Fire-clay Company at Skelderskew, in Commondale, where it is of

considerable thickness, and, it is also stated, of great commercial
value. Embedded in an impure sandstone bed above this seam are

found vertical Equisetites, in great abundance—the Equiseium colum-

nure. Higher up, amidst the countless beds of shale and sandstone,

we find a thin scam of coal, of sufficient importance however to be
worked fur local use, although the Ihiekness is never more, and some-
times a few inches less, than sixteen inches. This seam, which is

accomp.'inied by fossil plants in the? slialcs above and below, is similar

to one discovered in the same oolitic series of Urora, in Scotland, and
worked from the patriotic—certainly not pecuniary—motives of a late

Duke of Sullierland. In 1 he North Yorkshire disti'ict it is worked
at Hosedale Head, Danby End, and, until recently, at Great Fiyup
Head. It may be seen out to thi^ day on the side of the road from
Castleton to Guislxjrough, about half a mile from tlie former place

;

and in tlie hill as you ascend to Danby Beacon from Howlsiko. An
acre of this inoor-cual is generally estimated to contain about two
thousand clialdrons of thirty-two bushels. The appearance of this

carboniferous deposit lias not failed to excite hopes in some who.so
scientific knowledge, it need hardly be said, is like the coal-scam

—

limited : that by going further down, better, or—as some even think

—the Durham coal-seams will be discovered. Although men seem
bom willi the " only-go-decpcr" notion in their heads, it seems un-
necessaj)' to remark, that any hopes of luidiiig coal superioi' to that
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now worked, are entirely without other foundation than the above
instinctive notion.

I had almost forgotten to mention another seam of iron-stone

amongst these higher strata, which has a more argillaceous aspect

than the others, though its thickness is less considerable. It is, as

all the other strata, of anj'ihing but unifonn thickness ; and at present

the only place where it has been folly explored and worked to any
extent is at Bui'ton Head, near Ingleby Greenhow. It has, I beheve,

also been worked at Raithwaite, near Whitby. At Ingleby mines
the stone was found to obtain in three bands, with shale intervening,

giving a total of rather more than four feet of iron-stone, and two and
a half of shale between. These mines, however, ai'e for the present

abandoned, although a gTeat sum has been laid out on an inchne-plane,

and other preliminaries to active operations.

To anyone who is familiar with the section of the Bath Oolite, in

the south of England, it must be at once apparent how different are

the analogous beds, in the district which I have been describing.

This last great division (/), is isochthonous with the Fuller's-earih

group of Bath, although we can see so little similarity in their com-
ponents.

(J,
The last division in my section is the earliest wherein is any

trace of a limestone rock ; and its aspect in Commondale, where we
see it most easily, bears little or no resemblance to the type of an
ooHtic Hmestone. It is very much debased by an admixtnre of sihca,

iron, and other extraneous matter, wliich causes it to be of little value
for agiicultural purposes. So little indeed is it regai'ded as a lime-

stone, that it has long since ceased to be burnt for any purpose ; and
whilst it was regnilarly burnt formerly at the kilns on the high moor-
land above Commondale, great cai'e had to be taken lest it should i-un

into a flux from too intense a heat. Although as a limestone its value
can never be considerable, yet if silica were required with any argil-

laceous ironstone to help to form a clay, it might probably be of service

to any furnace near where it exists : as such however is very impro-
bable with most of the Cleveland iron-seams, we can only wish it had
been more calcareous. I append an analysis of this seam as at

Commondale, made by Prof. Henry, who gives a ranch more favoui'-

able one than appears in Prof. Phillips' " Geology of Yorkshire."

Above this hmestone is another veiy thick series of sandstones,

shales, &c., very similar to those in gToup /, of which I have often

spoken. As they present little that is noticeable, I shall not attempt
to examine them, although we find them occupying some of the
highest ground in North Yorkshire, as at Danby Beacon and White
Cross. With this notice I shall conclude my observations on the
sedimentary rocks, and proceed to make a few remarks upon the only
igneous rock which we find in the district—the well-kno\vn basaltic

dyke, which has been termed " one ofthe most remarkable phenomena
of Enghsh geology." It extends in almost a straight line from Cock-
field Fell, in Dm-ham, to Maybecks, in the east of the ISTorth Riding—
a distance of seventy miles. It is unaccompanied by any dislocation,
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nnd its only visible effect is the charring of the coal, which it divides

in Dm-ham, and the ordinaiy results of intense heat upon the con-

tiguous shales, limestones, and sandstones. Its wadth is from

seventeen to aljout sixty feet, and is greater in the middle than at

its two extremities. Its depth, it need not he added, is unfathonable.

Wlien unaltered by weather it is of a dark blue colour ; but owing to

the iron wliich it contains, the outer portion becomes rusted upon

exposure, and exfoliates Hke an ironstone. An excellent view of this

" frolic of nature," as it has been called, may be seen in a cutting

which the railway has made through it near Castleton, and its caustic

effects on the bordering strata for a very short space on each side, and

total absence of dislocating fracture may be cleai^ly observed. Owing
to its intense hardness, it is of invaluable utility as a material

for the roads to a great distance on each side of it, for which it would

otherwase be a difficulty to find a stone sufficiently durable. It is,

and when the proposed lines are completed will be much more, exten-

sively wrought, and sent to a great distance to pave the streets of

several of our large towns.

There are many instances of alluvial deposits, and many isolated

granitic boulders at the foot of Carlton Bank, at Lealholme Bridge,

and other places, which I cannot now stay to remark upon. "With

reference to the vast superficial accumulations of peat at Danby End
and other places, I shall quote an extract from a work piiblished

about eighty years ago,* as an illustration of a geological theory

at that period, and at the same time to impart a piece of interesting

information for any " Juda^us Apella" of the nineteenth century

:

" Hazel-trees and nuts with kemels in them are found in our peat-

bogs, covered up most probably by the deluge ; and I cannot help

observing here, that these nuts prove to a demonstration that tho

flood of Noah happened in the autumnal season of the year, and

most probrably in the month of September, when it is known that

kind of fruit is always ripe with us here in Yorkshire."

I may here obsei-ve before, before I conclude, that there are traces

to be noticed, at Furnace Farm, near Frjnip End, in Commondfde, at

Castleton, and other places, of tho i-ude manufacture of iron in

ancient times. At the above places are large heaps of scorite, from

wliich the metal has been but imperfectly extracted, and amongst

which I have found pieces of the metal itself. These primitive iron-

masters, who lived most probably in monkish times, seem from tho

small pieces of ore which I have found to have merely collected tho

loose boulders; or outside pieces of the thin rich nodular bands, and,

of course, used charcoal only, as may abundantly be seen, in their

reduction to a fluid state.

It now merely remains for me to express my regret at not being

able within the .scope of this essay to dwell, as I should greatly have

wished, upon the characteristic and other fossil-remains of tho

several groups ; and to express the obligation I am under to tho

» Hist, of Whitby ;" by L. Charlton : 1779, p. 353.
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works of Professor Phillips,* who has devoted much time and atten-

tion to the geology of this interesting district, which my observations

will, I think, abundantly prove to be one of great fascination to the

man of science, and of great importance in the national economy.

Analysis of the Clevelaiid Ironstone (Peden-Seam), hy Prof. Percy.

Protoxide of iron 39"92

Peroxide of iron 3"60

Alumina 7"86

Lime 7*44

Magnesia 3'82

Silica 7-12

Carbonic acid 22"85

Other substances in small quantities 7'39

100-00

Metalliciron 33-62

Analysis of DarJc-Blue Magnetic Ironstone from Rosedale, by

W. Crowder, Esq.f

Protoxide of iron 33-55

Peroxide of iron 31-40

Alumina 16-05

Lime 2-35

Magnesia 1*29

Carbonic acid 10 26
Silicic acid 4-50

Water 1-34

100-74

MetalHciron 48-07

Analysis of Commondale Lvmestone, by Prof Henry.

Carbonate of lime 44-8

SUica 51-4

Alumina and oxide of iron 2-6

Water, &c 1-2

100-

* " Manual of Geology ;" " Geology of Yorkshire," pai-t i. ; " Mountains and
Rivers of YorksMre ;" " Oolites of Yorkshii-e," in Geol. Quart. Joum., vol. sdv.

t Edin. New Philos. Joum., Jan. 1857, p. 40.
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ON NEW BRACHIOPODA, AND ON THE DEVELOPMENT
OE THE LOOP IN TEREBRATELLA.

By Charles Moore, F.G S.

(Conti/nued from page 445, vul. iii.)

Thecideum. Dcfrance.

Tliecideum omatum. Moore. PL, ii., figs. 1—3.

Sliell inequivalve
;
punctuate, rather rugose, front deep, rounded

;

attached by a considerable portion of the ventral valve ; beak slightly

incurved ; deltidium small and depressed. The ventral valve is flat-

tened on its under side. Its interior is surrounded by an elevated,

slightly granulated margin. Under the deltidium are seen two
raised oval processes, separated by a longitudinal septum, which
occupies the gi-eater length of the shell. The exterior of the dorsal

valve is rugose and flattened. The interior possesses a narrow, thin,

punctuated margin, immediately succeeding which is a ridge of single

granulations, which are stronger towai'ds the frontal margin, gradu-

ally disappearing as the ridge passes upwards. Springing from the

centre of this granulated ridge is a septum, slightly tapering from its

base, on either side strongly serrated, between which is a central

longitudinal groove. The septum occupies nearly the whole height

allowed by the cavity of the sliell, and divides it to nearly thi'ee-

fourths of its length. From the top of the septum there are tlrro^\Ti

off two extremely delicate lamella), forming a loop which curves

downwards towards the front of the shell, M^here they bifurcate, and
are then again united to the shell at its inner sides. Above the sep-

tum and attached lamella? a band occurs, forming a bridge over the

visceral cavity. This is united to the granulaled ridge, which thus

completely smTOunds the inner portion of the valve.

Ohs.—The preservation of the loop as shown in the enlarged

fig. 3, plate ii., is remarkable, since in the original specimen it is in

substance scarcely thicker than the finest unspun silk, and extremely

brittle. The interiors of the Brachiojioda are only to be developed

by careful manijiulation in dissecting or opening up the v.alvcs.

Many of tlie interiors of the Thecidida:' are very bcoutiful ; but I

have never as yet seen any species equalling in deh'cacy of structure

that under consideration. It is from the Coral Rag of Lyneham;
Wilts, where it is not uncommon.

ThinAcnm inigmmiivi. Moore. PI. ii., figs. 4— 7.

Shell microscopic, longitudinally oval ; both valves convex

;

attached to other bodies at the upper part of the ventral valve ; beak
slightly produced ; area short. ; deUidium ill defined. A thin raised
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ridge passes round the front and sides of the dorsal valve, until it

reaches the dental sockets. It is without a central septum, nearly

always present in other species, the only ornamentation within the

ridge being numerous punctuations.

Obs.—This shell is very numerous in the Coral Rag of Lyneham,
associated with the T. ornatum and the T. triangularis. I have been
unable to trace any passage into either of the above species, other-

wise it might have been considered a young stage of one of them. As
it is altogether diiferent in character, and as the shell, though so

minute, is very persistent in its form, I have ventured to give it the

above specific designation.

Thecideum triangularis. D'Orbigny.

This species has hitherto been noticed only in the Middle and
Upper Lias and the Inferior Oolite. I have now obtained it from
the Lower Lias of Keynsham, winch is the oldest formation in which
it has yet been found. It then passes through the beds above men-
tioned, and is very common—attached to Lima, Ostrea, and other

shells—in the Fuller's Earth of Combehay, near Bath. It occurs also

in the coralline bed of Hampton Cliffs, and again in the still higher

zone of the Coral Rag of Lyneham. No other species of Brachiopod
has yet been known to have attained so long a range as is indicated by
the above facts. Its uninterrupted passage through so many forma-

tions points out the absence of any considerable climatal or other

changes duiing the deposition of the beds in which it is found.

I have evidence of the presence of several other species in the

Inferior Oohte of Dundry, one very nearly approaching the T. Des-

longchamjpsii, Dav. ; but as only separate valves have been found,

it will be unsafe at present to say more respecting them.

Crania. Retzius.

Crania canalis. Moore. PI. ii., figs. 8—10.

Shell subquadrate, usually flattened, at other times more or less coni-

cal. The outer surface of the young shell exhibits a few coarse striae,

which continue to the margin of the valve. In the adult these

become much more numerous, many of them passing as narrow
spines, some distance beyond the outer margin of the shell. The in-

terior of the valve is concave, showing two pairs of muscular im-
pressions, not strongly marked ; the anterior pair curving upwards
towards the posterior, which are rounded and larger. When viewed
from the inner side the valve is seen to be suiTOunded by a flattened

ridge, which is continued outwards in long spinose expansions, which
are famished with narrow longitudinal grooves, or canals, through
the whole of their length.

Obs.—This is one of the most beautiful species of this interesting

genus of shells. It is from the raggy beds of the Inferior Oolite of

VOL. IV. N
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Diindry, which have furnished me -with so many new forms of Bra-

chiopoda. The i;p})er valve only is knowni.

Crania Saunde^'sii. Moore. PI. ii., figs. ]1, 12.

Shell rounded ; exteiior of the valve flattened, or slightly convex
;

Rurfocc wrinkled; shell-stT-ucture smooth. The interior of the valve

shows four muscular impressions ; the upper pair being rounded and
depressed, the anterior, occupying the middle of the valve, ai'e raised

and prominent, ear-shaped, and cu^^'ed outwardly.

Obrf.—By its exterior it Avoidd be ditticult to distinguish this shell

from the C. antiquior of the Great Oolite of Hampton Cliffs, but the

interior of the valves differ. In the C. Saunderm the two pairs of

muscular impressions are more mdely separated, the lower pair

being much stronger, and in shape difi'erent from those of the C. an-

tiquior, and there is also the absence beneath them of a longitudinal

ridge usually present in the latter shell.

It is fi-om the Inferior Oolite of Dundiy, near Bristol. I have

much pleasure in naming it after Wm. Saunders, Esq., of Clifton, to

whom the Museum of the Bristol Philosophical Institution is so

much indebted. The shell also occm-s in the Inferior Oolite of Min-
chinliampton, Gloucestershire.

Crania Ponsortli. Eug. Deslongchamps. PI. ii., figs. 0, 10.

The shell described under the above specific name was found by
M. Deslongchamps in the Great Oolite of St. Aubin. It occurs in

the coralline beds of Hampton Cliffs, and with it the Cravia antiquior

of Jelly is found in great numbers. The outer surface of the latter

shell is characterized liy possessing a somewhat rugose, or wrinkled

surface, and the interior by its well defined muscular impressions,

which always occupy the same position in the species, and give pretty

uniformly the same pattern to the interior. The interior of V. I'ov-

sortii appears to be undistinguishable from it, the chief diflerence

being in their outer surfaces. This, in the C. Ponsorfii, possesses pli-

cations which give it a slightly spino.se aspect. After examining

many examples of tlie C. oufiquior, I have okserved in some of them
a tendency to become more rugose, and to pass gi'adually into the

fonn re|)ri-scnt(d by the above shell, and I am therefore disposed to

consider it only a variety of C aiitiqninr.

DisciNA. Lamarck.

Disrina Bundriensis. Moore. PI. ii., fig. 15.

Shell small, thick, broader than long, flattened, apex smooth,

elevated ; exterior showing naiTOW bands of concentric lines of gi'owth,

which sire slightly j)licated, giving to the shell a wrinkled .surface.

It is from the Inferior Oolite of Dundry, and is the only species

known in that formation. It aitjuars to be rare; for after a

lengthened examination of thessC Ijcds, I Jiave only succeeded in ob-

taining three specimens.
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Discina orbicularis. Moore. PI. ii., figs. 16—18.

Shell small, orbicular, tapering to an elevated apex, giving tlie

sliell a somewhat conical form ; margin smooth and rounded. Outer

sm-face of valve smooth, with numerous concentric hues of growth
;

the inner smooth and very concave.

Ohs.—This shell does not appear to have attained a larger size

than is indicated in pi. ii., fig. 18. It is from the fish-bed and the

clays associated theremth in the Upper Lias of Ilminster. By its

form it is readily distinguished from any other species.

Discina ToionsTiendii. Forbes.

A very fine specimen of this shell, belonging to the Museum of

Economic Geology, was figured by Mr. Davidson in the volume of

the Palaeontographical Society for 18.50. Its locality was then un-

certain, though Mr Davidson was informed it was from the Oxford

Clay. Subsequently it was suspected to be from one of the lower

beds of the Lias. Having discovered the species in the " Avicula

contorta zone" at the base of the Lias, near Taunton, I am enabled to

settle its position. M. Edward Suess, of Vienna, has informed me
that he has also obtained the shell in the Rh^tie beds of Austria,

in which the "Avicula contorta zone" is included.

Discina Hicmphreysiana. Sowerby.

This species has hitherto been found only in the Kimmeridge Clay.

It may be desii^able to record its presence in the Coral Rag of Lyne-

ham, where it is abundant.

Uliynclionella spinosa. Schlotheim.

In the Cotteswold and other lower oolites this shell has been sup-

posed to indicate a particular zone. Although it is therein especially

abundant, it is by no means confined to it. I have obtained the

species from the FuUer's Earth, near Bath, and also in the Bradford

Clay. Some very dwarfed or young forms of it are to be found in the

upper beds of the Inferior Oohte of Dundry.

TerebraUda carinata. Lamarck.

This shell has hitherto been found only in the Inferior Oolite.

Some specimens smaller than the type-form are to be found in the

coralline bed of Hampton Cliffs, which I am unable to distinguish

from this species.

(To be Continued.)
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A LECTURE ON 'COAL."

By J. W. Salter, F.G.S.

(Contimied from ijage 68
.J

We finished last month ^\ath the tixct that plant-remains were found

in plenty both above and below the coal. I shall draw your attention

first to the roof-.shale—or clay over the coal
—"over-clay" as it is often

called : for in this the gi*eat majority of remains are preserved.

\n the roof-shale two kinds of plants are the most conspicuous

—

fern-leaves, and the diapered cylinders mentioned in our last. These
are the prevailing fossils, though there are a great many besides.

Lookinof first at the fern-leaves, which from their beautiful forms

cannot fail to sti'ike the obsen'er's eye, one is siu-prised to notice the

extremely perfect state in which they occur. Delicate fronds, spread

out as for the sheets of an herbai-ium, with liardlv a leaflet disturbed

from its true place, crowd the roof-shales of neai-ly all coal-mines.

Dr. Buckland sang the praises of this beau-

tiful tracerv, which covers the roof of the

mine, in glowng strains such as it will

not do for a plain geologist to imitate. I

have a lurking suspicion, however, that the

great doctor conceived the ]iassage not in

the mine, but vut of it.

At least one hundred and twenty species

are known in our British coal-strata. So
perfect are they occasionally, that the little

fruit-patches {sori, as botanists term them),

ai'e found upon the backs of the fronds. This

is not veiy common, except in one kind

—

the Fccopteris, which happens to be mcjre

abundant than most of the others, and in

SdUie species of this the fruit is found.

I'liere is a specimen in the ^Museum of

I'nictical Geology which shows those little

seed-patches. It is from the Forest of Dean
;

and Mr. G. Roberts has shown me several,

and given me some from the coal-field of

Bewdley Forest. We shall give a figure of

this fruit in our next nmnber.
Some ferns, nay, numy of them remind

us closely of the tree-ferns familiar in our
hot-houses ; others resemble the humble

Fip. 6.—Port ii .11 of a fVnnd
of Aleihoplrrit (Pecopleru) Ion-

cli^.CJ.—Broiig.

• Those who roally wish to know more about coal-plants than this little sketch

will tfive thom, shrmld rond tlw artiflo on coal in tho new edition of MantoH'a
" Wonders of (icolofr}'" By T. Knpert Jones, Esq., of the Gcol. Society.
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fern-fronds of our lanes and hedge rows. But all are perfect. It

is rai'e to find a disturbed or crumpled leaf, though of course

they are often only fragments, such as our brooks and rivers

float down.
I am Avi'iting for the younger readers still, or other^dse this sort of

lecture would have no business in a scientific periodical, and I shall

not, therefore, burden your memories with a .number of Latin terms,

which would be veiy intelligible to students, such as I hope you may
all one day be. However, coal-ferns have not received chi'istian or

sm'names such as our wild ferns rejoice in. Lady fern and Rock-
brakes, Black Maiden-hair and Moonwort, are a great deal easier to

remember than Neuropteris ScheucJizerii, and Alethopteris loncliitidis.

Pecopterispliomosa is not such a hai'd sounding word; Pecopteris Miltonii

and P. muricata are both tolerable. But it so happens that some of our
common coal-favourites, like favourite children, have very long and
unpronounceable names. Yet we do not like either the less for that.

AU those I have mentioned above are well-known fossils : all of
them are found on the conti-

nent as well as in England;
and one or two of them are to

be picked up at every coal-pit.

The pretty Aletliopteris lonchi-

tica may be obtained in the

nodides of ironstone in Shrop-
shire, and large slabs of it come
from Dm'ham. It is sometimes
known under another name,
Pecopteris lonchitica, but the

above is the true one.

We have represented only a
single " pinna" of the plant, for

in its perfect state it looks a
good deal like our common
heath-fern, Pteris aquilina. The
P. phtmosa is like the Lady-fern.

P. loreopteridis, a strong-leaved

fern, with a thick stalk or

rhachis, a good deal resembles

the Lastrea, and so on.

There is a beautiful fern com-
mon near Bristol, the Aletliopte-

ris Serlii, which has fine large leaflets like the Polypody except that it is

a compound leaf (vipinnate) instead of a simple one. There are larger
ferns stiU—the species oiNeuropteris as they are called, which rival in
size our tropic species. But these, numerous as they are, and common
too, for there are as many of them as of the genus above quoted, are
not quite so often met with. They too, though very rarely, show the
fruit on the under side of the leaflets.

There are the delicate /Sp^ejwpfe/7'.s,whose leaves are of all shapes and

Fig. 7.

—

AMhopteris for PecopterisJ Serlii,

Brougniart.—Reduced size.
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sizes, agreeing in nothing so mucli as the particularly slender and
narrow shape of the leaflets and branches. They look like parsley

leaves, coriander leaves, mimosa, and some again look like what
they are— tinely divided ferns. Figure 7 * shows the peculiarly

graceful character of the tribe. There ai'e several other kinds of
" o/^/(.'/-(V, with which, as the Scotch song says, "I'm laith to vex j^e."

But I must mention one that is not very common in the coal, but which
has been found in a perfect state in some beds older than the coal, both
in Ireland and in Scotland. This is the Adianiiti's Hiheniicm, a fern

first brought to notice by that eminent man and ardent naturalist,

Edwai'd Forbes. It is common in some rich fossil beds in the upper
part of the Old Red Sandstone of Ireland. It puts one in mind of the

lem whicli is the gloiy of Killarney—the King or Royal-fern, O.^iiuuulii

regalis—about the same size, and with the spreading broad leaflets set

on a broad stem. ]3ut whereas our Killarney friend carries her fiiiit on
her head, that is to say, the terminal leaves and pinnie are changed into

fruit-bearing spikes, the fern that grew in old old times on the margin
ofthe Palaeozoic bogs has its lower or bottom pitma3 crowded with seeds.

CTo be continued.) ,

UN THE DISTRIBUTION OF CFPIIALASPIS AND
PTERASPIS IN ENGLAND.

By George E. Roberts.

I hoI'E our scientific tounsts ofthe approaching season will take tlieir

goodeves into Herefordshire quarries. For now that the Scotch mono-
poly of the Old Red tishes is broken up, tliey will l)o found to I'epay i inie

and trouble, if searched for in that and the adjoining counties; and

something like a reasonable history of these strange old littoral fislies

may be tlie result of a single season's -work. There is a gi-eat deal

about them well worth knowing, and their remains will be found

tolerablv abundant, though very fragmentaiy, both in the sandstones

and coriistones ; and tlierefore I have a peculiar pleasure in intro-

ducing our priman-al fish-fauna to the notice of those on search

already—or hoping to be as the season advances—for relics of

ancient life.

Before I call particular attention to some fruitful localities, let me
say a few words upon the jihysical condition and geogi'aj)hical aspect

of the age they lived in. Though I ought rather to say ages, for

they anticipated the advent of the system they are popularly said to

l)elong to—that vast life-era—the extent of whose inland-seas and

shallow littoral ocean-zone we see in the sandy, shaly, and gravelly

beds which contain onrjijfhes, and of whose deep seas the thick-bedded

* The fxftyirea of Spliennpteria Schlnthcimii, Adiantites Hibcrnictts, and Osmwnda
rejali.1 will be ^ven in the next number.
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limestones ofDevon are -witnesses—called by us Old Red or Devonian;
and first appeai'ed upon the stage in true Upper Siliman times ; for

the Fteraspis Imdensis of the Lower Ludlow shales of Leintwardine
(county Salop) , is the oldest representative of the family. Its discovery
in these older rocks, though of great interest, did not in the least

surprise me ; for a sea-deposit, so clearly marked out as littoral by
its starfishes and its shrimp-like Crustacea, would be the natural
home of shore-fishes, which Cephalaspides undoubtedly were.
Moreover, the shells and fuci which the Lower Ludlow rock has
everywhere in keeping, tell a certain tale of its shallow-water condi-
tion

; and enable us by studying them to read with gTcater ease and

'

increased interest, the record written by succeeding seas.

Indeed, if we are to understand the physical aspect of the Old Red
age, we must make ourselves well acquainted with the foregoing-
Silurian

; for no aid will be of greater value to us, or more beautiful
as a study, than the slow and gradual transition from the deep-sea
condition which prevailed over the border-counties I am callino-

attention to, during the accumulation of the marine limestone of the
Wenlock series, and the inland lakes of brackish water, terminated,
probably, by wholly freshwater conditions, which have left us the
fine silty shales of the Upper Old Red as their legacies.

And thus it comes to pass, that not only for the first stages of its

new physical career, but also for the birth-place of its life- forms,
the Upper Silurian age is insolubly linked with the Old Red Sand-
stone ; and in every exposui'e of these older rocks, which contain
littoral crabs and star-fishes, we may reasonably expect to find the
ancestry of the ancient shore-fishes I am describing. But though they
thus anticipate the age they are popularly said to belong to, they did
not—so far as we know—live beyond the close of the Old Red system;
and beyond doubt their metropolis is in the gTey and red cornstones
of Herefordshfre and Worcestershire.
The position of these beds (see section,' j^age 104), which are

seen in many places in these border counties to pass through
a tilestone series into the underlying Silurian, is now clearly
made out, and only their fossil history waits our reading. And
this must be learnt by us before the true contemporaneous relations
of the two very distinct rock-series which we together know as the
Devonian system can be cleared up ; before we can see what com-
munication, if any, existed between the shallow waters which laid
sandy sediment in Herefordshire, and the deeper ocean, which has left

us hard coral-rock and shells, in Devon. Upon the physical boun-
daries of these waters, Eichwald has some instructive remarks in a
short memoir prefacing the fish-fauna of his " Lethcea Rossica," in
which he points out the marked difference between fishes of the
shore and fishes of the open sea, and describes some new forms of
osseous fishes fi-om the Devonian rocks of Russia, not unhke our
EngHsh Cephalaspids. And now I wiU mention the results of my
own hunting among the Old Red quarries, and I hope, by thus
putting others upon the trail, many good fishes may be taken. For
more specimens are wanted before even their (precise) position
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among fish-families can be decided. Probably a kinship existed

between the two chief forms of ichthyic test of Cephalaspis and
Pteraspis, and it is most likely that our noble friend, the sturgeon

(^Acipenser) , will have to own them of his family; for, as Prof. Hux-
ley has lately pointed out, they bear, in shape and arrangement of

head-plates, a great affinity to the genus Spcdularla, a North
American attache of our larsrer and caviare-o'ivino' fish.

It may help the comprehension of those who are unfamiliar with
the osseous head-shields of these old ganoid fishes, if I sketch the

t\vo forms whose acquaintance will be most easily made by exploring

collectors, Cephalaspis and Pteraspis. Form of shell is a very
deceptive guide both in fish and crustacean life ; indeed, if we made
our affinities from this alone, one great genus would include many
species of both orders, for the shape of Cephalaspidean bucklers is

copied almost literally by sevei'al Crustacea. A new Harpes from the

SUurian limestones of Oesel, figured by Eichwald, agrees not only

in shape of head, but even a position of the eyes with Cephalaspis

;

while it would be a matter of serious concern where to draw the line

between the head-plates of Earypteris and Cephalaspis. But it is

from the closest and most minute examination that species and even
famdies are deterniined among those which lived during the infancy

of vertebi ated life.

A, Cephalaspis Head-shield.
1, Ornamented external layer.

B, Pteraspis Head-shield (as usually found*).
1, External ridged layer.

2, Intermediate cancellated layer.
3, Internal shell layer.

* A restoration of this is promised us by Prof. Huxley.

Pteraspis Luclensis, the oldest fish with which we are at present
acquainted, was found in the Lower Ludlow mudstones at Churchill
Quarry, near Leintwardine, and has been well described and figured,

side by side with its ally, Pteraspis trioncatus, from the Upper Ludlow
rocks, by Mr. Salter, in the "Annals of Nat. Hist." for July, 1859.

VOL. rv, o
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P. Lademi's ranges up into the Upper Ludlow shales, ki whicli it

was found as far back as 1852 by Dr. Havley, of King's College. I

have not heard of other Cephalaspids being found in Upper Ludlow
rock, but in the Downton sandstone they reappear, and are abundant
in the neuti'al ground lying between that rock and the tilestones,

and still keep the company of Eur\i:)tera and Pterygoti. The Do^vn-

ton sandstone is well displayed near Kington ; where in a quarry near

Bradnor Hill, two forms of Ptgraspis were discovered by Mr. Richard

Banks. These are described and figured by him in the Geol. Soc.

Journ., vol. xii., p. 93.

The noted railway-section near the Ludlow station is in the zone

of these passage-shales, and has been most indefatigably worked by
Messrs. Lightbody and Marston. Other exposures of these fish-

bearing shales occur, though all are not equally prolific. The earliest

true Cephalaspis comes to us from the lowest layer of the passage-

bed. Auchenaspis, an allied genus was first found in the Ludlow ex-

posure of the shales, but lately our best specimens have come from
a south-east exten.sion of the bed, cut through by the railway near

Ledbuiy. An interesting memoir of this exposure will be found in

the Geol. Soc. Journ., vol. xvi., pp. 193-7. Its authoi', the Rev.

W. S. Symonds, proves the existing relationship between the Ludlow
and Ledbury deposits ; and notes the discovery of Pteraspis in red

and mottled marls and sandstones (passage-rocks), lying above

Downton sandstones at the tunnel-mouth ; and of abundance of

Auchenaspis (which may be described as a small Cephalaspis with a

neck-collar, or plate filling up the space behind the eyes, and between

the corauted prolongations of the shield), in the top layers of the

transition beds, an.swering in stratigraphical position to those on the

Ludlow railway. The upper tUestones are the next repositories of

Cephalaspids with which I am acquainted.

Many good specimens of Pteraspides came out of this rock when
it was quarried at Trimpley, near Kidderminster, and two heads of

Cfphala^pia Mnrchisoni (?) were met with by me ; but when I saw
the locality last, some very fine potato-plants were making good use

of tlicir time just over the hole which had given me good fossils,

and two cottages near-hand owned the quarry as a garden ; so no
more Ptcnispides at Tnm])ley. But one notalile exposure is left to

us at Wliitbatch, three miles north-east of Jjudlow—a classical spot

as having given the late Dr. Lloyd the first Pteraspis buckler, which
still retains it.s name of P. Lhn/ilii. The relationship between these

tilestones and the overlying hard coni.stone rock, pure enough in

this neighbourhood to be burnt for lime, is plainly to be seen in the

quarries in the Downton drive, and a more instructive walk cannot

be taken than that leading <hrough the Whitbntch woods to Hayton,

8ntton, and Bouldon. Indeed, it is to this ground fhat I wish to

direct the special attention of travelling geologi.sts, for I cannot think

it has had full justice done to its merits. Pteraspis is not uncommon
in fragments among the tilestones in the great quarry on the west

Bide of the drive to the Hall—by the way, there is a band of com-
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stone interstratified, which must not be confonnded -s^Tith the true

Old Red comstone which is qiiarried and tunnelled into beyond this

quarry—and I have lately met with some bits of fish-annour, with

cunningly convoluted stria?, fi'agTnents of a related though, as yet,

undescriijed genus. These also occur in a bro-\\Ti-red coarse grit, at the

Wall Hills, near Ledbury, though higher in stratigraphical position.

I have said that through the Whitbatch portal Ave enter a very

fine field of research, but our route must be ad\-isedly taken ; and I do

not recommend another halt in our march until we have left Down-
ton Hall and its woods behind us, and are lookmg down from the high

grounds of Hayton, upon the beautiful dale of the Corve. If we
trace northward fi'om Upper Hayton the lines of comstone in out-

crop parallel to the course of the Dale, we shall come to some notable

exposures.

At some points, Hayton's Bent, for example, they are cupriferous,

though the poorness of the ore obtained, (a carbonate), has yielded

but little copper, and failui-e has attended the works. And at another

spot, near the farm-buildings of Downton HaU, they have yielded an

ore of lead, in the well-known form of cubic galena.

But it is for fishes we are searching, not metals. There is a small

quany in a field at the top of Hayton, which one would think a

terrible place fi'om its being called the " Devil's mouth," but there

is nothing alarming about its appearance, nor has it any strange

connections that I could see, save its treasures of Cephalaspid fish.

I think I never saw Fteraspis Lloydii of equal size to those 1 have

taken in this quarry, though I could meet with no other species.

The stone is here a fine-gi'ained hght-coloured sand-rock, inter-

stratified with true comstone. Two miles east of this place, in the

Upper Comstones of Hoptou Cangeford, the monarch of the Cepha-

laspides in point of size, the great G. asterolepis, was found by Dr.

Harley. More of this noble fellow when we mouut up to him in

time, and ascending order of beds.

On the same horizon, and yielding more or less evidence of their

former life are the comstones of Hall's Barn, near Kidderminster,

and of Cradley, near Malvern. In both places 1 have found fi-ag-

ments of Cephalaspis and Pteraspis in abmidance ; but I need hardly

remind the collecting geologist that good scutes ai'e of very unfi'equent

occurrence; themajority of specimenshaving been laid with the breccia-

like gravel, whose weight and unequal pressui'e were enough, even if

motionless and undisturbed by currents, to have broken up the shell-

like plates. And in fact such an amount of grinding did actually

take place among the shallows and pebble-reaches of the Old Red
lagoons, that more than one layer of coai'se grit lying above the

lower comstone is seen by a lens to be crowded with blue and purple

atoms of fish-shell, the tritui-ated remains of many a good Pteraspis.

Steering north, with a shght easterly inclination, from the Hayton
quarry, we shall find several breakages into the lower comstones,

near the apex of the ridge, at Sutton and Bouldon and Tugford.

Pteraspidean plates are to be foimd at each of these places, and a halt
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mny l>c ndvantiifroonsly iiiado at rverv tinany. Tlio SuHoii r|naiTV is

wi'll worth stayiiii;at,l'orlK're tlioliead-jilatcsof PtoraspisarL'olTii'ciiu'iit

occunvnce, and arc much better preserved tlian elscwliero, pliosjthate

of iron liavin<; coloured tliem blue and purple, and clieniieally tixed

the outer striated layer of shell—so seldom I'ound in position— to the

internal eiuieellated and filmy ones. At IJouldon too, in the quarry

near the mill, Pteraspis is not unfrequcnt; Inil the eornstone i.s

euarser, made up of larjjer and more ani^ular pel)liles, and the fossils

have suffered many breakaj^'es from being' laiil in their company. )n
the opposite side of the dale, good Pteraspides have, I believe, been
found at Norton, a smjill village nearly opposite to ITayton ; and if

we turn eastward from that point, and skirt the foot of theTitterstone

Hill, we shall pet some specimens of nmeh interest from a cjiian-y

near Farlow. Indeed, the finest speciinen of P. rostraius I ever saw,

came from a sandstone rock occurring with corastones, near the

forge in that village.

There is another good exposure of fish-bearing Old lU'd whidi has

luid scant justice done to it—the beautifiil connlry lying noiih of Ib-om-

yai'd. At llinston and Acton IJeauchainp, near this ti»wn, Ctjihdhinjn'y

Sahceiji lias been met with. This is a large species, baAnng its enamel

layer covered with "pearly drop-like tubercles" of small size, which,

together with its other distinct characteristics of shape and ornamen-
tation are described by !Mr. liarley, in the (^huu1. Jouni. Oeol. Soc,

vol. XV., p. o04.

I think it likely that the Upper Cornstones occur near Tedstone

Delamere, though I have been unable to verily this liy a visit. This

luird brecciated band is well worih searching for, a.s it contains in

the two openings made into it, of which I am aware, tliat very beau-

tiful species, Cf'phnhisjy'is asferolrpis—the monarch, by virtue of size

and ornamentation, of the " ]3uckler-heads." A short memoir is

given by Mr. Harley, in the Quart. Journ. Geol. 8oc., vol. xv.. ji.

.'0:'.. which, as we leani from a note ap])cnded. will be incorjifU'ati-d

with the description of C'ephalaspides to be publi.shcd by the C>eological

Sui^'cy. TIk; outer surface of the head-shield possessed by this regal

fish is ornamented by tubercles, variable in size, but larger than those

of C iSV;/)/v(//. IJut the most wonderful .itnicturc is that of the inner

plate—l)on'owing the words of !Mr. Harley—" It presents lacuna" and

long branching canaliculi precisely resembling those of human bone.

Manv f>f these are complitely injrcfed with a Iraiisparent blood-red

material ; and so beautifidly are they thus disjilayed, that (Uie ignorant

of the structure of lx)nc would be able to apprehend it by a glance at

n minute part of this ancient fnigmcjit. So wonderfully indeed lias

natnre treasured up lier secrets in tliis disentombed ii'lic of a lime

so dist.int as to Imj incalculable, that she distinctly reveals in their

minutest details the structure of canals not more than the one fiffy-

thi 'h of an inch in diameter, and such as defy the skill of the

an;. to inject." Sevend good specimenH of ('. fM/rrn/ry"* havo

been from time to time obtained by me from an exposure of the Upper
Cornstones at Heightington, near Hewdley. But the mine is now
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exhaiTsted ; for my good friend, Mr. Baugh, of Bewdley, wlio has
followed up mj researches inWorcestershire by constant and unwearied
attention, assures me that no other specimens can be got from the
stone brought up from the now fiUed-up quarry. Less is known about
the tuberculated Cephalaspides than of those whose head-shield is

ornamented by scale-like area,marked out by the out-cropping ofminute
vascular canals, entering the disk from beneath, and exhausting them-
selves upon its surface. This true reading of the external appearance
of G. LijeUii is contained in a paper by Prof. Huxley, in the Quai*t.

Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xiv., p. 270. Equally careful and minute is

the description there given of the layers which unite to form the

cephalic shield of Pteraspis. Briefly their characters may be thus
given—the innermost layer is a thin delicate lamina of enamel, some-
what nacreous, and occasionally tinged with colour; the middle layer

is composed of vertical plates of Hke substance, so arranged as to

enclose polygonal cells, whose summits or external apertvu-es ai'e

closed by an excessively dehcate filmy layer, minutely reticulated ; and
lastly the outer plate consists of a hard layer, strongly ridged, whose
summits are turned outwards. In one species I have observed the
external edges of these ridges to be minutely toothed. Most of the
characters of this triple armour are shown in th.e annexed sketch of

Pteraspis.

Thus I have briefly called attention to the occurrence of these fishes

in several places, though their condition is usually fragmentaiy, in

the Old Red of England.
And so, we bid our adieus to these shield-bearing ancients ; but

only that we may meet tbem elsewhere, and obtain from them in

the field theii* willing tribute to our scientific treasury. Much has
been written about them, but more remains to be said. And Avhile

the story yet to be told is in the careful keeping of an accurate

natm-alist, any collector who can find and contribute a readable frag-

ment may be proud of being associated, not only with a memoir of
the earhest kno"«Ti fish, but also with that which dignifies the study
of Cephalaspis and Pteraspis—the history of the first appearance of

vertebrated life.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Tertiaky Strata in Kent.—Dear Sir,—It has been aptly said by one of
yoiu- correspondents that deep railway-cuttings, though presenting difficulties

to the engineer, are great helps to the geologist ; and the sections exposed in

the new Loudon, Chatham, and Dover Railway, are particularly interesting in

showing the geological featui'es of East Kent. As one who has taken deep
interest in the geology of the county, and lias stnched these cuttings, pai-ticularly

that over the chalk near Canterbury, at Beakesbourn, perhaps I may be permitted
to give a short accoimt of them, through the medium of your valuable journal.
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To iliose readers who m.ay not have

stutiied the geology ol' Kent, I luav state

that our priucipal knowledge of the

Lower Tertiary format ious there arc

derived from those excellent papers on

the Thanet sands, and the Woolwich

scries by Mr. Prcstwich, in the Geolo-

gical Society's Journal ; and it will be

remembered that these sands are the

British representatives of the Lowest

Tertiary or Lower Eocene deposits.

These series are abundantly exhibited,

overlying the chalk in the railway-cut-

tings' between "Woolwich and Canter-

bury. The lowest more particularly in

the cuttings between Canterbury and v
Beakesbo\irnc, which I willnow describe.

The London, Chatham, and Dover

Railway, after crossing the valley of the
|

Stour, passes to the south-cast of Can-

terbury, and the first cuttings arc

through chalk. It crosses the Dover

road at about a qnarter of a mile south-

east of the town ; the depth of the cut-

ting in the chalk being about twenty

feet—that is to say, there is a depth of

about fifteen feet of chalk, and over it

a depth of live feet of 1)rick-earth (nost-

Plioeene). Between the chalk and the

brick-earth is a stratum of ii-regulai-

flints, about six inches in depth, as

shown in the accompanying diagram.

In No. 1, a represents the chalk
;

I) the flint stratum; and c the drift.

In No. 2 cutting, c represents the drift,

and (/ a stratum of sand of ochreous

colour, having a thui stratum of iron-

stone, supposed by mc to represent the

Woolwich sands. In No 3 cutting, e

represents the drift ; r/ tlie Woolwich

sands; e the plauconitc; / the grey

plastic marl. These two la.st represent

the Thanet sands of J'restwieli; but

seem to differ in their lithologieal cha-

racter frf)ni those described by him.

There is nothing partietilarly worthy of

note in r and (/; but stratum r is

composed of an indurate greenish

sannstouc, in its upper portions ap-

proarhing in colour to the ochreous

sand at r/, having elicrtstone inter-

8j)crscd. This sandstone is very' hard

in places ; but not in large blocks.

It appears split into perftcndieular and

traasvcrsc sections, and abounds in
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shells; the characteristic oue of which is Pholadomjja ciimata. This sand-

stone does not effervesce with acids, except in portions which show evident

traces of shells. Beneath this at / we have grey or blue marl, the upper

portion immediately under the sandstone beins^ mostly composed of a gi-een

sand abouudmg in shells much lils:e Ci/prina Morrim. Tliis rock passes into a

tenaceous grey plastic clay, very hard, and possessing a complete conchoidal

fractiu-e. Tlds grey marl is vei-y distinct in colour and appearance from the

green sandstone above ; it aboimds in lignite aud u-on pyrites. The depth of

the Beakesbourne cutting is about thirty-five feet. The average depth of stratum

/ is about eighteen feet, of e about ten feet.

Tlie fossils found in the green sandstone, e, consist of Tholadomya cuneata,

Pholadomi/a KoHiuckil, Cncullea decussata, or C. crimatinu ; small Corbula ('^.),

Ci/therea, Qyprina, Turritella, Natlca, Glycimeris aud Fampcea in casts ; fossil

fruits ; several casts of Pholadomi/a, differing from most akeady described

;

some EcJdnanthns, or Echiuoderm.

In the Ecrey marl, F, were found Tholadomya margaritacea (?), Rostellaria,

Cyprina Mornsii, Nafica, Pinna, Tellina; also a
_

supposed Fenericardia.

Several curiously cylindrical bodies resembling Calamites, lobsters' claws, &c.*

From the organic remains found in these cuttings we should have no difficulty

in referring them to the Thanet sands of Prestwich, bat they seem to differ in

lithological character, and approach very closely to those sections described

by Sir Charles Lyell, as occurring at Touruay, under the term of Glauconite,

and grey marl, and classed in Belgium as the Lower Landiniau. It has been

surmised that these formations in Belgium were represented in Britain by the

Tliauet sands ; aud these sections I have described would seem to warrant tlie

conclusion. I have attentively read Mr. Prestwich's paper on the Thanet

sands ; but do not find that he has described auy portion which exactly corres-

ponds with these sections. He speaks of the Thauet sands as to their lithologic

character, aud describes them as " consisting essentially of a base of a light-

coloured quartose sand, mixed in its lower beds more especially with more or

less argillaceous matter, but never passing into distinct clay." The argillaceous

matter is usually Hght-coloured, aud does not therefore colour the sands, merely

givijig a certain amount of cohesion, so that when dug the beds are sometimes

semi-mdurated. In some places moreover, the clay with which the sands are

mixed is dark coloured, as in the lower beds at Pegwell and Heme Bay."

The sands described as dark coloured by Mr. Prestwich, are for the most

part not accessible, being below low-water, or obscured by recent deposits
;

aud it must be remembered that the sands at Reculver are represented as

being seventy feet down to the chalk, though only twenty-five feet of them are

exposed. It would thus be seen that Mr. Prestwich's description would only

refer to the upper part, and this the least considerable. However this may be,

1 believe that there is much yet to be learnt of this important geological forma-

tion, and these cuttiugs 1 have been describing may reward the search of the

diligent geologist. Before concluding, I may add tliat I have had the oppor-

tunity of observing the lower beds oi' the Thanet sands, having sunk a well at

Stourmouth, passing through the Thanet sands down to the chalk, which I

reached at a depth of one hundred and forty feet from the sm-face, and a depth

of one hunched feet from the lowest bed of sand ; so that this dark coloured

blue clay, which I term the basement bed of the Thanet sand is of considerable

* It is not to be supposed that this is anything like a complete hst of the fossils found in

these cuttings, but most of those I have had an opportunity of examining ; and the diflSculty

attending the correct determination of species from casts and sheUs in which the hinge is

not exposed, renders the coiTcet naming of these specimens, by so inexiaerienced geologist as

I am, a matter of great difficulty. I, therefore, with great diffidence give the names as an
approximation of the truth.—G. D.
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thickness,^d would more deserve the niimc of plastic clay. I have reason to

believe, moreover, that this deposit is not always present ; as I liavc oi)scrvcd,

only a slight trace of it in a section that is exposed, of the Thanct sands at

Wiiigham, where the section exhibited reaches to the chalk.

—

Geokge Dowkeu,
Stourniouth House, Wiugliam, Kent.

Adhemar's Theory.—In 'The Geologist" for January, there appears in the

"Notes and Queries," "An 'Early English' View of' Adhemar's Theory."

Allow me to call your attention to a work, of which I copy l)elow tlie title page.

"An Essay on the Phvsico-Astrouomieal causes of Changes on the Earth's

Surface," by" Sir Kichard Piiillips. AVith preface by "Willm. Devonshire Saull,

F.G.S., &c. Published by Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, lSo2. A note shows

it was "First published in the Monthly Magazine, in 1S12, an(f re-printed with

other essays in 1S21." The first publication, in IS] i, was evidently the Maga-

zine " article" from which your correspondent quotes.—C. K.

Boxes of the Dodo.—At a meeting of the Zoological Society, Dee. lltli, Mr.

A. Newton noticed the discovciy of some bones of the dodo in the Mauritius.

Geological Excursions to the Channel Islands.—As comparatively

little is known of the geology of these extremely interesting islands, a few words

on the subject, perhaps, may not be unacceptable to the readers of "The
Geologist." The tourist, embarking cither at Southampton or Weymouth,

will, on arrivmg at anv one of the Cliannel Isles, be struck at once with the

diHerence in the gcnlogical eliaracter of the rocks arotmd \\\n\ to that of those

he has but the day before left behind him ; and on closer examination he will

perceive, instead of the low Tertiary cliffs of the Isle of Wight and its vicinity,

or the oolitic crags of Portland, that he is sun-ounded by mica-schist, granite,

and syenite, or other primary non-f(jssiliferous rocks. No true organic remains

thereare within his reach, and during his stay in these islands he must content

himself with specimens of rocks and minerals. It is my intention therefore to

bring before my readers, in a few geological excursions, the principal features

of interest in tlicsc islands, hitherto almost unexplored l)y the geologist.

To begin with Jersey—the largest and most important of the group. After

passing ny the low sandy shore— where, by the bye an important and

comparatively recent geological change has taken place, which will be here-

after spoken of—and the tall granitic cliifs on the south-western side, which

have been here and there excavated into caverns by the action of the sea, the

traveller will arrive at the chief town, namely, St. llelier's, and on landing will

sec on his right hand a fortress, wliieh is built on a lofty rock of syenite. The

pier on which lie will land is made of a beautiful pink or reddish-coloured

granite, which is extensively quarried on the opposite side of the island, at a

place Cidled Mont Mado, wiierc great crystals arc occasionally found in the

gjanite quarries; but these arc of rare ocenrrenec. The granite here worked

varies in colour in the dilTercnt quarries ; some is r)f the reddish variety above-

mentioned, some is grey, and some of a yellowish tint.* The lirst place wort hy of

notice to which I would introduce my readers is the north-western point of the

low flat sandy bay before nu-ntioned, where it was stated an iniportani geological

change appears to have taken place. Tradition iisserts that in this bay of

St. Ouen's there formerly was a large forest extending far out where the sea

now is, and which ages ago was buried l)enealh its waves. But let ns inquire

into this .statement : inthethe lirst ]ilace, there are landowners who eventothis

day pay rent for land which their ancestors formerly possessed in this forest.

At low water, during spring tides, if search be made, stumps of oak trees can

be found firmly imbedded in the sand ; these show, at any rate, that although

• Dne, I believe, to oxido of iron. There is only one narrow vein of this kind found in this

island.
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the extent of the forest may have been greatly exaggerated in these traditions,

yet that in a former age there were decidedly trees growing there ; and that the

sea has encroached, as I believe it stdl continues to do, on the land. I have

no doubt that if search was made peat would be discovered under the saud, as

is the case in a similar locality at Vason Bay, Guernsey, wliich I will speak of

hereafter, where filbert-nuts and vegetable remains are found, just as in the peat-

deposits in Ireland and other places.

From this spot the rugged cliffs of the northern shore commence extending

onward for about twelve miles: they are granitic; but veins of syenite, quartz,

felspar, and porphyry everywhere intersect the granite. On this coast there are

numerous quarries of the gi'anite already mentioned at Mont Mado ; also some
porphyry quarries at a place called Premont. The stone here looks almost as

white as chalk ; but on being broken it is often curiously stained with oxide of

iron. If after passmg these quarries the road is taken to the left, it will

lead over the cliffs to Bowlay Bay, which is a very interesting locality to the

geologist.

Here commences the curious conglomerate, or pudding-stone, which extends

along the eastern coast. It consists of fragments of rocks cemented together

with an argillaceous paste containing oxide of iron. In this vein it occurs of

a beautiful green colour. Here, too, nu'^ierous pieces of a compact green

felspar are to be found strewed over the beach in various directions. The
conglomerate extends along the shore as far as St. Cathai-ine's Bay, where it

abruptly ceases, and joins the porphyritic rocks which form the coastline as far

as GroutviUe Bay, where the schistose rocks, forming the southern portion of

the island, commence. On the road near Gorey one of those singular' Druidical

cromlechs wiU be seen, of which there are several in the island. In these,

human bones, and even entire skeletons, amulets, flint-implements, celts,

cleavers, ashes, and pieces of pottery, have from time to time been discovered.

Beds of amygdaloid are found in the island, which is much used for building-

purposes. In many of the syenite quarries, on the surface of the stone, slight

traces of binoxide of manganese have been found.

Green porphyry is also quamed in some parts of the island. The following

is a list of the principal minerals which have been found in the various parts of

the island of Jersey. Iron-pyrites ; oxide of iron ; binoxide of manganese

;

copper-pyrites
;

quartz ; epidote ; carbonate of lead ; felspar ; hornblende

;

titanium.

The geology of the island of Guernsey is more varied, and consequently more
interesting than that of Jersey ; but I can only briefly notice a few of the most
striking points in it. The southern part of the island rises to the greatest

height, and consists chiefly of gneiss and other similar rocks ; the western
side is principally syenitic. Granite makes its appearance at the northern

extremity; then hornblende (both schistose aiid amorphous) follows on the

eastern side ; syenite appearing here and there. The town of St. Peter-Pont

is situated in a valley, between the junction of the syenite and gneiss. There
serpentine is found ; also talcose schist. A blue grey variety of granite is

extensively quarried and much used for building-purposes ; and veins of that

curious mineral, "graphic gi-anite," are found in the island. The rocky
scenery of the southern cliffs is extremely grand and magnificent ; and there are

some curiously shaped rocks at a place called Moulin Huet. These appear to

be of a schistose character ; and on account of the decomposition of the rock
by the influence of sea and air, numerous minute cones have been formed, and
the disturbed portions of stone lying about in every direction give a very
picturesque appearance to the scene. In the parish of Torteval trap is found,

veining the gneissic rocks, and presenting the usual terrace-like appearance.

Small and narrow veins of crystalline carbonate of lime are found in the gneiss,

VOL. IV.
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but those arc very scarce. The following minerals have been found in Ihis

district by a local geologist. Sidi)ha1o of iron, nuiudic, specular iron-ore,

sidphuret and the black and green carbonates of copjier, carbonate of iron,

iron-ore, brown and pearl spar, sulphurot of lead, carbonate of lead, sulphurct

of manganese, epidotc, schorlitc, actinolite, prehonite, steatite, asbcstus,

talc, and pot-stone.

On the western side of the island there is a bay where an extensive peat-bed

wa3 discovered not many years since. It happened thus : after a heavy gale,

masses of wood and peat were seen floating aoout, and several ]neees were

stranded by the force of the waves on the shore; the saud and shingle which

form the sea-bottom having been removed by the fury of the storm, tnese beds

of peat, which lie exactly below them, were thus exposed and portions uplifted,

which to the astonishment of the islanders were strewed over their shores.

" Trunks of full-sized trees, aceompauied by the wi-cck of Immbler plants, which

once carpetted the meadows where they grew, roots and rushes, surrounded by

moss, gave evidence of the rank luxuriance of the locality. The compression of

the tninks and boughs exhibit the first indication of that flattened form which

all fossil ])lants undergo, by the superincumbent pressure during the slow

decomposition of the vegetable fibre, without the complete destruction of the

texture of tlie wood. The trees were overspread with coralincs, fuci, and
sertulariae ; and riddled with the numerous perforations of three species of

Fkolas, P. dactylus, P. Candida, and P. parva, the dead shells of which were

found in their holes. Pieces of pottery, stone-implements, teeth of horses and
hof's, have likewise been discovered in the iieat."* This peat is used for fuel,

and is called by the natives "gorban" (eorfcan, i. e., a gift).

From the position and appearance of this peat, we may conclude Dial an

extensive forest once extended along a great part of the western shores of

Guernsey, and that the sea has gradually encroaclied on the land at this side of

the island; and it is well known that ])art of Guernsey, called the " Braye du
Val," was only prevented from being swallowed up by tlie sea by means of an

embankment made near the A al church in the year 1 SOS; for the encroacli-

iiicnts of the sea over this tract of land became yearly more and more apparent.

The shores of this part of the island are low and san^y, everywhere dotted with

little hillocks of drifted sand. Druidical cromlechs are here very abundant, in

wliieh many curious reUcs of antiquity have been discovered. Tlie largest

cromlech is composed of five cumlxiit stones of immense weight, covering an

area of twenty-nine feet long and twelve wide ; in this were found many jiuman

teeth and bones, and some entire cartliern vessels. There arc sevenU other

"dniidieal temples" in the vicinity of rAiiercssc. On the south-western side

of Guenisey there is a rocky islet called Lilion, which is aeeessilih; to the

pedestrian at low- water ; but at high tide must be reached by means of a

t)oat. On account of tlie beds of gravel, whieli here repose on the granite, as

also from marks of a supposed ancient sea-margin on tlie rocks, some have

imagined that the present elevation of the district is much higher lliaii formerly;

these layers of gravel have been accounted for, however, as having been washed

by rivulets and rain from the.high southern lands of Guenisey down to this

lower part of the island ; but there still remains the marks on the rocks at

Lihon to be accounted for. There is a similar ajipearance of a raised sea-beach

on the north-western coast, near a place called " Paradis."

The islet of Ldum consists chiefly of gneissic rocks, traversed in some places

by veins of felspar. There are the remains of an aneieiit priory; and in the

rocks on tlic shore of this island arc to be seen two curious natural basins

—

scooped out of the rock by the violence of the sea— which tradition asserts

• Extract from a letter of ilr. Jokes to the " Guernsey Star."
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•were used as baths by the nuns of the convent of Lihon. A similar excavation

occurs near Grevc de Lecq, in Jersey.

Situated about seven miles from Guernsey, and twelve from Jersey, lies the

beautiful little island of Sark. This island is about three miles and a half in

length, and one and a half in breadth. Although small, there are a great many
objects of interest in it. It is divided into two parts. Great and Little Sark,

connected only by a tall and nai-row pass, called the Coupee. On the west side

of Sark there lies anotlier still smaller island, called Brechon, or " I'lsle des

Marchauds," which is divided from Sark by the Guilot stream, or chaimel ; this

island is about three-fourths of a mile in length, and half a mde broad. Granite

and syenite, as usual, form the basis or lowest rock, on which a great variety of

the metamorphic rocks repose, forming the body of tlie island. The granite

makes its appearance at the two extremities of the island ; tlien syenite follows,

in which on the southern side many mineral veins exist, and at a place called

Port Gorey, in Little Sark, mines of silver were for some time worked ; but the

amount raised was not considered sufficient to defraythe expenses of the working,

so they were after some time entirely abandoned. A great variety of minerals

were found in these mines, amongst which were muriate, chloride, and sul-

phuret of silver, carbonate, sulphide, sulphuret, and phosphate of lead,

carbonate and sulphuret of copper, sulphuret of antimony, and antimoniferous

galena. The beautiful mineral, ruby sUver, was also found, and veins and crystals

of carbonate of lime. Heaps of the sUver ore still remain scattered about near

the mouths of the shafts, where good specimens can be obtained. At the time

the mines were abandoned the amount of silver which was raised was upwards
of twenty-eight thousand ounces, besides a great deal of copper and lead.

At the Coupee, before mentioned, there is a vein of porcelain-clay, about

eleven feet in thickness, which appears to have proceeded from the decomposi-

tion of the granite. This is mostly white, but oxide of iron (red, purple, and
yeUow), and veins of quartz, intersect it in many parts. The rocks in this

locality are of mica-schist, and at a place called "Le Pont du Movdin" they assume
an interesting appearance, on account of their horizontal stratification, this is

particularly remarkable in three masses of rocks, called the Alterns (Les
Antelets), near this spot.

Saxa, vocantltali, nucliis quae in fluctibus aras.

—

Vibgil.

These singular looking masses stand out alone, some distance from the shore,

and look like piles of masonry, or some artificial structure. Probably they were
the buttresses of a natural arch which has been washed away by the sea. On
approaching the northern point the original granite again makes its appearance,

and on the eastern side of the island veins of trap, greenstone, and quartz occur.

Porphyry too is found near Le Greve ; the quartz sometimes is found of a pink
colour, somewhat resembling the rose or milk quartz so abundant in Norway and
Sweden. Pot-stone, or lapis ollaris, is found near Havre GossUu, and is used
by the inhabitants in making vessels for domestic use, as it can easdy be cut

with a knife. Talc, hornblende, acttnolite, and chlorite are also found.

The island of Brechon, or I'lsle des Marchauds, consists chiefly of gneiss

;

but veins of different rocks occur, and here a mineral lode was discovered and
worked with some success ; but this also was finally abandoned. Copper was
the principal metal found there. Another metal lode was discovered at Le Pot.

In Little Sark, in many of the caves metallic traces are discernible : ii'ou pyrites

is found in some of them.

I cannot conclude these remarks on the geology of these islands without some
notice of the curious caverns found in many of the cliffs, called by the natives
" ereux." These are crater-shaped cavities, having generally steep rocky sides
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open from above, and in all oases a tunnel which communicates with the beach

below. The tiumcl, probably, was formerly the cave, the top or ceiliug of

wliich giving way, produced the ciu'ious tunnel-shaped appearance as seen from

above. There are several of these ; one near Sorel, in Jersey, called " Le creux

du vis," and two in Sark, called "Le creux terrible," and " Le Pot," being among

the most remarkable. There are many other ordinary shaped caves in all the

islands, ])roduecd both by the action of the sea on the softer strata, and by the

llrst great upheaval which raised these islands from the ocean.—J. IL Mac-
ALLISTER, Stoke Goldiugtou.

Drift at Doxald's Hill, Ireland.—Dear Sir,—As any fact which eluci-

dates the occurrence of osseous remains in what is called " The Drift," and the

probable age or history of that deposit as determined by such collateral evidence,

IS at present of especial interest to geologists, the accompanying sketch and

remarks, taken from one of my note books, w'l, I am sure, interest you.

Surface, with soil.

Qtmrrj- in f'halk, or " White Limestone," at the base of the Biisalt, 700 feel a})Ove the sea.

South flaiik of Donald's Hill, townland of Kilhoylo, co. Deny : (sheet 17, Ord. map).

1, Drift clny, formed liy the disiniofrmtion of the liflftalt.

2, Hnj<iilt, compact at top, becoming soft imd earthy below, and resembling a variegated

Hhalv saiiilstonc.

3, Ilardctif (1 chalk-mud, containing sab-angular lumps of red and grey (chalk-drift, below
the linAalt).

i, Upper chalk with flints, hardened to a compact limestone with conchoidal fracture.

6, I^ycrK of flint.

A A, "llaxe hut; of recent drift.

B b, IIollowi* ill the Piirfncc of the chnlk, containing fragmenU of deer's horns and bones.

On the southeni flanks of Donald's Hill, county of Derry, town-land of

Kilhoyle, and at an elevation of seven hundred feet above the sea, a large rpiarry

wa.s opened manv years back, in th(; hard, or as it is called by gcoh>gists,

" altered chalk," Vn'own locally as " wliite limestone," at the very limit of the

escarpment of superincumbent basalt which covers the entire remaining upper

portion of the mountain. The chalk, which, as usual in the counties of Derry

and Antrim, resembles a close-grained conii)act white inari)le, witli a conchoidal

fracture—is here, as elsewhere, overlaid ov a stratum of drifted sub-angular

flint shingle, enclosed in what was once chalk mud; but which is now nearly as

hard as the chalk itself. On this aueient chalk drift the basalt rests—the juuc-
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tiou between the two being sharply and clearly defined, (vide right hand side of

the sketch).

The cutting afforded by this quarry shows that the basalt, the ancient chalk-

drift, and the chalk itself, have been denuded ; and a layer of dark brown clay,

formed apparently exclusively of disintegrated basalt, spread over all to the

depth of eight feet.

The surface of the chalk beneath its ancient flint drift, as well as the more
recent basalt clay deposit, has been worn into hollows and cavities of variable

width and depth ; and in those filled by the basalt clay, the quarrymen frequently

find the fragments of deer's horns and bones. (See left hand side of sketch at

h, b).

With regard to the probable age of this di'ift basalt clay, there are some who
may probably suppose that it is comparatively recent ; and the product of rain

and snow wearing away and washing down the basalt from the higher lands of

the mountain on to its flanks. Such would be a hasty conclusion. Rain
acting on disintegrating rock does not deposit its sediment, or fine detritus, on
the flanks of hills ; but carries them by the floating power and velocity of its

waters to the lowest lands of the plains, and eventually to the bed of the ocean.

If that was the origin of the deposit, its formation should be still progressing

;

but it is very evident that the contrary is the case.

On carefully studying the facts presented to us in this quarry, it is clear that

the era of the last great denudation was drawing to a close before the formation

of this basalt clay, which must have been deposited as mud at the bottom of

possibly a shallow sea or estuary. It belongs therefore to the Glacial or Escar
Drift, which bears the same relation to the other rocks as this clay does to those

beneath it. The horns of the deer, and bones of the same animal, or of others,

may have been washed into the sea, and swept by tides and currents on to this

bank of silt, through which they sunk till they rested on the surface of the

chalk beneath.

If this supposition be true, and I see no reason to question its correctness,

we have evidence here to show that deer, and very possible other animals,

existed in these latitudes, while the land presented a very different configuration

to that which it now has ; and a large portion of what is now the north of Ire-

land was more than seven hundred feet lower than at present, and therefore sub-

merged beneath the level of the sea.—Truly yours, Geo. V. Du Noyek, Dublin.

Dithykocaria:^ Crustacean Re^iains at Portm;adoc.—Sir,—AUowme to

inform your readers that the " New Crustacean form allied to Dithyrocarus,"

referred to in your last niunber, page 71, occurs m this neighbourhood (Port-

madoe), and has recently been collecl ed by me from the lower Liugula beds at

Wern.
My specimen is the exact size of your woodcut, wliich is rather larger than

the Skiddaw specimens lately sent me by Mr. Gregory, of 3, Kiag William Street,

Strand, who has, I understand, some very fine examples.—1 am. Sir, youj-s

obediently, John Ash, Portmadoc.
Curious Geological Pact.—In afield, the property of Mr. Reuton, situate

a short distance from the point where the Leeds and Liverpool Canal is crossed

by the Midland Company's railway, at Idle, near Bradford, is a considerable

hiU, or piece of rising ground, wliich has been noticed to be gradually attaining

greater elevation durmg a period extending over the last thirty years. There
are even young men who remember the field being quite level, whereas now
there is a mound near the middle of it. The cause of this singular elevation

has given rise to much speculation. Some persons suppose that it is owing to

the upward pressure of water in the bowels of the earth.
—

'" Times," Nov. 22,

1860. What does this mean?

—

Querist.

We do not know the hill refen-ed to, but we should think from the above
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pnrap:r,iph that the- rise of the ground mentioned was cnnscd by some noigh-

bourini: lull or liighor land, tlic weight of which, pressing on soft clay beds,

would cause them to rise up, probably at their outcrop. The aeeonipauying

diagram will illustrate this action. If u

limestone liill a presses by its weight

(see downward arrow g) on a clay st ra-

tum, b, resting on hard rock, c, the

efi'ect of the weight nuist be to com-
orcss or flatten the clay bed b. If this

clay bed can find a vent, which it would

naturally do at its outcrop, i k, the effect of the pressui-c would be to cause

the clay land to be squeezed out there in the direction of the arrows, h e; the

highest elevation, or crown of the dome of the raised tract (shown by the

d()tted lines) being at d. This kind of elevation is not uncommon in gault dis-

tricts, which arc thus pressed up between the Chalk and Lower Greensaud.

—

Ed. Geol.
Fossils fkom Old Red Sandstone at Whitbatcii.— Sir,—It may be

interesting to some of your readers to know that I have procured a nearly perfect

Cephalaspis Lyellii, from a quarry of the Old Red Sandstone at Whitl)ateii, near

Ludlow. I believe this to oe the most perfect Cephalaspis that has been found

in this neighbourhood—I only know of one other specimen showing any portion

of the body ; tliat specimen was i)roeured some years ago, from some men thiit

were breakers of stone for the road near Pontrilas; but the exact locality where

it came from is unknown. The quarry at Whitbateh is a very prolilie one for

Ccphalaspides ; and some very fine Pteraspides have been procured from it.

—

I am, Sir, yours, &c., Alfked !Maiiston, Cove Street, Ludlow.

Lisl of Fossils found in the Old Red Sandstone, in the neighlmtrhood of LudloWy

By a. Marston.

Species. Localities.

Cephalaxpis Lyellii TMiit bat ch, Rouldon.

Sclweyi Oakley Park, &c.

mterolepis Whit batcli

.

(hirhiis, fisli-dcfenee Whitbateh.

Plrraypis rostratm Downt on Hall drive.

Lloydii Whitbateh.

Cronchii Pouldon, near Bouldon I lall.

Spiny Stem of Tree AVhilbatch.

Fueoids, very large Bouldon.

Egg packets of Pterygotus Whitbateh.

Fish-Tracks ' Bouldon.

Skeleton of a NONDEsrnirT Animal rorxn near Bveno.'! Ayres.—In

a book of travels in Spain, published (anonymously) about sixty years ago, the

writer, in describing liia v'sit to the museum at Aladrid, mentions that " The

most remarkable and interesting object in the cabinet of natural history fwliieh

occupies a suite often rooms), is the .skeleton of a nondescript animal wiiich

was discovered some years tigo, buried about forty feet in a mountain, near

Buenos Ayres. The length from its rump to its nose is about thirteen feet

:

its height "a little more than six. The breadth and size of its body are very

astonishing; and the collar- and blade-bones arc not unlike those of the human

species. The h-gs arc uncommoidy stout, particularly those beiiiud, whieli are

of such prodigious and wonderful strength that they mtist have been designed

to su))port, \ipon oeeasi(m, the wliolr body of the animal reared up ; an idea

which IS rendered more probable from the hngth of the claw and the, solid

piece of bone which projects behind, forming a basis to the leg. Whether it
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was a carnivorous amnial or not is still, and will probably always remain, in

j^reat doubt. The enormous claws are in favour of such a conclusion ; but

the evidence of the mouth is against it, which is merely furnished ^vith common

grinders, without fangs, or any traces of them, though tliat part of the skeleton

is entirely perfect. The neck is long enough to touch the ground. It is

evidentlv of the cat kind, and appears to have been a sort of gigantic tiger.

The breadth of the animal and the solidity of its bones are wonderfully striking."

Can you inform your readers whether the remarkable fossil animal above

mentioned is still in the museum at Madrid; and whether it has been seen and

described by anyone who (from the great advances made in geology of late

years), is better qualified to give a more particular and scientific account of it

than the writer of these travels ?

—

Qu^ry.
Eruata in Mr. Prestwich's Paper on Cliff Section at Mtjndesley,

Norfolk.—At page 70, 9th line, omit reference mai-k {g) ; 30th Ime, for

liitoralis read littorea.

REVIEW.

The Cleveland Ironstone. By J. Bewick. London : John Weale. IS 60.

In a paper which appears in our pages this month upon the geology of

Cleveland, the writer has made a casual reference to the volmue before us, by

Mr. Bewick, which has very lately appeared from the press ; but as it is in-

tended to be an exhaustive treatise on the subject, it demands a more particular

notice than we might other-nise have bestowed upon it.

The volume shows a vast amount of observation amongst the strata of the

district, and gives a tediously-minute history of the development of the Lias

iron-seams in the Whitby district, where their commercial value appears first

to have been recognised. We may date the birth of their importanccj indeed,

from the year 1838, when the Wylam Iron Company leased the ironstone on

the estate of the Marquis of Normanby. Mr. Bewick's observations, however,

are too much confined throughout to what is usually called the " Grosmont

district," which has now beeu outstripped in point of importance by the dis-

coveries in the neighbourhood of Guisborough.

When the writer speaks of the fossils of the Lower Lias as " the remains of

antediluvian animals which enjoyed life, in all probability, at a date far beyond

our chronology," he wiU find few geologists to dispute the probability; but

when he longs for " some Newton to teach us more than we know of the hirth

of matter" the probability of his hopes beiuc; realized is scarcely so well

founded. In most pages there is work for a judiciously handled pruning-knife

;

whilst there are wdthin them the elements of a scientific treatise of the greatest

value. The inaccuracies which we notice in the present volume might easily

be rectified, and much interesting matter added, which is now wanting. We
do not certainly see any reason for "inferring" from any facts wliich the

volume contains, "that the rocks upon which the Lias rests are of a very iin-

even character," although such may undoubtedly be the case. TVTien, again,

the basaltic dyke, which intersects the district, is referred to as the " probable

disturbing element" by which the rocks in Commondale are said to be uplifted

on their edges, a glance at the phenomena there exhibited would at ouce nega-

tive such a supposition : on each side of the dyke the strata retain their liori-

zontal position, or whatever incluiation they may have had previously, without
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any sicrn of violence or alteration, except such as wc should expect from their

havhig t'oriued tlic walls of a dyke of molten matter. Tlic strata are never eit her
" twisted" or " contorted," as most would understand the terms, and certainly

not, near Dibl)le Bridge and Wcsterdale, as ]\Ir. Eewick has described. The
seam at Fryup End, which we find there spoken of as the Lias seams which
have been opened out and show a thickness of ten feet, is in reality the oolitic

seam of the Inferior Oolite immediately below the great sandstone rock, as

may be seen in the narrow defile of Crunkley. The Lias beds are, at this par-

ticular point, two hundred feet below the surface ; the seam opened out is

analogous to the great Kosedale iron-rock, which is sufficiently explained in

the article to which we have above referred.

Mr. Bewick's plan of colouring green the strata covered by grass, etc., is an
unscientilic mode of overcoming a trifling difficulty ; a short glance would
have siiowii him, for example, that the village of Castleton rests on the Liferior

Oolite. The granitic boulders are, in all probability, from Sliap Fells, in

"Westmoreland, and not from Devonshire, as tliat author suggests. As a proof

of Mr. Bewick's great enthusiasm, we may give his laborious calculations of

the aggregate tonnage of ii'on-orc to be extracted from the whole of Cleveland;

tiie figures are—for they are worth recording—4,820,000,000 tons; which, he
adds, will suffice for treble the number of all the furnaces in Great Britain

until A.D. 2,540 ! T\'hat will be done in January, 2,541, Mr. Bewick docs

not add. Such a calculation, however, although taken literally as a mere idle

curiosity, will serve to express a practically unlimited supply, wliilst we have

no doubt but the higher seams will ere then be better known and more used.

The Staiths' fishermen profess to know to a dozen the number of herrings on
their coast, and we must class Mr. Bewick's calculations with theirs, as pat-

terns of exactitude.

The map of Cleveland which accompanies the volume we can only admire

for its neatness of execution, and express a wish that it had been more accu-

rate : since a map of such dimensions ought to be of invaluable service in an
examination of the geology of the district. In the first place, the basaltic

dyke apj)ears to have been dotted through the country about Danby without

the slightest regard to accuracy; from Parke's Howe, at Fryup, to its ap])ear-

ancc on the moor above Commondale, it is marked far to the south of its

n.itural line. Wc notice the oolite colour covering many large tracts wlierc

the Lias shales most evidently exist; as, for example, in the Vale of Kemps-
withen, and part of Slcddale ; the whole of Scugdale, Lownsdale, Northdale

(J{osedale), the country near Inglcby Manor, b(;tween Little and Great Fry up
at the head of the former, and near Swainby, as well as a large tract near

Rosebcrry. To the south of Guisborough there is a similar error ni colour, and
countless instances along the sea-coast. The Trias and Lias are divided by a

seemingly arbitrary bouiulary, very wide from the actual oni', as near Estou
Jiinclion and at Hutton Budby. The words " German Ocean" might mis-

lead a stranger, by commencing, as they do, several miles up the river Tees
;

hut we shall disnnssour corrections by a disjirovalof the entire negh'ct of such

vast and important alluvial deposits, as are found at Sallbuni, Kunswick,

Lealholme Bridge, and other places. A geological map, in our opinion, should

mark the first geologic series beneath the superficial aceumiilations, and the

fme before us, if intended to do so, but ill fultils tlic intention, hi conclusion,

we would recommend nil who can to investigate for themselves one of the most
interesting parts of England to the geological student.
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A LECTURE ON" "COAL."

By J. W. Salter, F.G.S.

(Continued from page 102.

J

I\ many respects the plants and animals of the coal differ mucli from
forms now living. It is probable that the greater part of them are

even of different gronps or families from the existing ones. But the

ferns at least show strong traces of affinity. Here and there we meet
with the young fern-leaves coiled up as they now lie on the heather,

ready to unfold on the return of spring. We all know these " Bishops'

Fig. 1.—1. Cui-lecl up fronds (eircinate) of Pecopteris (Brongniart).
2. 3, Fructiiicatioii of ditto.

crooks" that nestle in the bottom of the fern-baskets ; and when T saw
a grand specimen in Mrs. Stackhouse Acton's cabinet (it now graces

VOL. IV. Q
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our museum in Jermyu Street), with tlie delicate coil ol'

pinna?, every leaflet in its place, I almost leaped for joy. It

was from the Le Botwood coal-field. There is one figured in this

work, vol. iii, p. 460 (but the tinder has not yet been told, I

think, what his fossil is) : it is fi-om South Wales, and a beautiful

specimen.

Fig. 2.—fiphenopten$ Schhtheimii, n coal-fem from Strasbonrg.

Our .space was too crowded last month to give the necessary figures

of the ferns ; and it is but limited now. The leaves or fronds of the

delicate Sphrniipterlti, mentioned p. 101, arc very abundant. There

are a nundier of species. S. vletjans, S. cntusa, and especially

;S'. afJiniJi occur in the lower coals, beneath the mouiitain limestone

of Scotland ;
— <S'. nricnmirrfdVia, »S'. Iloningharm, S. linearis, 8.

irifdlintn, are all charactenstic of our upper coals, and the two
last are found in France and Genn;uiy. Our fignire rej)resents the

Sp. Schhtheimii of Brongniart, a plant that is found in the coal

shales of Strasbourg.
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The Adiantites of the Old Red Sandstone, mentioned last month,

will be figured, and full descriptions given of it by the officers of the

Irish Geological Survey ; it is only, therefore, needftd to give a sketch

Fig. 3.—Osmunda regalis, living at KUlamey.
To show the terminal fructiiicatfon of

the living fern.

rig. 4. —Adiantites Hibemicus, fossil in
Kilkenny. To show the lateral spikes

of fructification in the fossil.

fioTire of it here, especially as it does not actually belong to the coal,

though the same genus is found there. We must now pass on from

the ferns, and speak of the cyHndrical stems so common in the coal.

The other plants of the coal, which strike us most, are the fluted

stems called Sigillaria. They abound in all the shales, with every

kind of varying proportion in the patterns, which nevertheless is

of a regular and definite kind. It consists of longitudinal flutings,

generally in right lines, sometimes a little zigzag; and on the surface of

the flutings are scars, either round or somewhat kidney-shaped, or hex-

agonal—or even double ovals—or purse -shaped, nanower above than

below, and always with a couple of dots in them, which are the mai-ks

of the vessels that supplied the leaves. For the scars are the bases

of the leaves, which are seldom found ; they are of a long shape, with

a rib down the middle. The stems vary from a few inches broad to

three feet in circumference, and specimens have been found that must

once have been sixty feet long. They are generally quite flat in the

shale, and often broken to pieces; and they are, most generally,

covered -^dth a coat of coal. The scars outside the coal-envelope are

not quite the same as those which show within, but pretty nearly so.

Our figure shows this (Fig. 5).
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The Sigillaria was a tall tree, witli a bare trunk res^ilarly pitted by
the lenf-scars. It branched at the snmmi t, and bore loncf narrow leaves,

as above said; its fruit is not known. Its internal structure has been

examined in some very perfect specimens, by foreign and English bota-

nists (fossil-botanists as some folks call them),—Bi'ongni art, Hooker,

Dawson, and others, [t is a good deal like the Cijeas, known in our

green-houses as a Cape plant, but in some respects more like Ferns.

Nor is there any living family ,of plants which tallies wjth it, though

in a rouLih way it has been supposed by good judges to belong to the

great tribe Coniferse—to which our fir-ti-ees, pines, cedars, and junipers

belong. Hooker regards it as nearer the club-mosses, and especially

near to Lejndoclendroyi.

Fiff. 5.—Sicillnria.—Internal cast of
stem, with jiortinna of the bark,

Ciirliutiiscd.

Fijr. f>.- MKHiann -the coniinon coRl-trno.
Stem, pcrhftim 15 feet high : with it* rooto Stij^maria) 6-

The patterns on the Ijark differ in all the species, of which no less
than fifteen are known in England alone. We have figured tv/o
of the more remarkable; and really they might be used for paper-
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hangmors in the studio of the geologist. Who will try copies from

nature for this purpose ?

Fig. 7.—Sigillaria elegans.
Patterns of bark Sigillaria.

Fig. 8.—Sigillaria Defrancii.

Pattern of the markings on the bark.

iipng

But Sigillaria is not always found lying prostrate. It is very often

ht, as it gTew ; so many instances are known of this that it is

ahnost useless to repeat them. A stump, ten feet high, is figm-ed in

Dr. Mantell's "Wonders,"* abook worthy of every young geologist's

ambition. Others have been noticedby Sir Charles Lyell, and a whole
forest of short stumps was discovered in 1838, near Chesterfield, during
the diggings for a railway. There were no less than forty trees—

a

few feet apart^—on this one spot. In Durham, at Newcastle, and in the

South Wales coal-basin, others have been found. Hugh Miller, in

his interesting book—"First Impressions of England and the Eng-
hsh," (p. 233)—has described his visit to the celebrated Wolver-

coal-forest. Here seventy-three stumps, in three tiers,

another, are closely packed : and three successive forests

same spot—seemed to him the best way of accounting for

it. I think we have a better explanation; but I am not sure of that.

But, then, these trees have roots to them ; and the discovery of these

roots has opened up a new chapter in the history of coal. Nay, it

has deciphered that history ; for till Sir W. Logan found that every

coal-bed had its underclay full of roots, and till Mr. W. E. Binney, of

Manchester, traced these roots (which are called Stigmaria, (fig.),

to their connection with the tree, we never truly knew how coal was
formed.

hampton
one over

—on the

2nd Edition.—By T. Eupert Jones, Esq., Yice-Sec. Geol. Society, 1858.
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I onpflit to liavo said however, that the bai-k of the SlgiUaria is in

peneral the only part preserved. There was s\'itliiii it only a soft

tissue of cells, with a ccutral stem or axis of wood, the latter occupying

but a small part of the cylinder. The soft tissue easily disappeared

while fossilizinfr, or even before the tree fell, for we often tind the

stump tilled with sand, and broken fragments of vegetables mixed
within it. In one or two trees of this kind in the sandstone beds

of Nova Scotia, Professor Dawson and Sir C. Lyell found a whole
oi)lony of centipedes or such like things, ^vith snails and lizards !

AVe must see how this hajipened when we come to the mode in which

coal was deposited. The clay beneath the coal called an " underclay"

just as the roof-shale is called " overclay"— is, as I have said, full of

plants. These are the Stigmana-, and our figure above shows what
they are like. Now the great importance of Sir William's discovery

was this,—that the only fossil found in the clay is, with the rarest

exception, the Stigmaria ; and it is invariably present. The fire-

clay as it is called, is generally a pure seiliment : and close upon it

lies the coal, as pure coal as the other is clay. Now if we want to

know what ])lant the coal is made of, we must certainly ask the under-

clay where the roots grew ; for there, if anywhere, we .'^hall get an

answer. Here Mr. Binney's discovery comes into play, for if Stigmaria

is the root of Sigillaria—and is universal in the fire-clay—then, of

courae, Sigillaria is imiversal in the coal.

"We have seen, too, that

fi-agments of the Sigillaria

trees are among the com-

monest in the shale that

lies above the coal-bed. In

truth the trees were higlier

than the depth of the coal-

seam. Thus we may easily

conceive that the roots of a

tree mav be hij,,v the coal

—

wliich is Heldoin above a lew

feet thick—the lower [)art

of its stump fairly in the

coal, and its bole and
bi*aiiches all above.

Thus it is wo find the

flattened stems, and thinner

bnmclies aiul leaves, so often

in the roof shale.

There is another free, Tjp-

pifhidoidron, whose roots wo
do not certainly know, V;ut

underda)'. It is almost as com-

mon a.H SiglHarin, and nearly as largo. Perfect specimens have been

found, forty feet in length from the soil to the end of the brandies.

Uut ..f course it is the rarest of things to meet with such trees.

>iK. U.—l'tMctru of liiixk (Lci'i'lj li.ii'lv.iny.

which appears to have grown in tli
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Lepidodendron differed from Siglllaria in the arrangement of the

leaf-scars, which pack closely in quincunx fashion over the surface.

Our sketch shows this. The patterns are equally beautifol and as

applicable to pictorial design as in the other case. The diamond
shape of the scars will help you easily to recognise fi'agments.

There are many species ofthese trees. The commonest of all I think

is the L. Sternbergii, of which a full length figure is to be found in

the revised edition of Dr. Mantell's excellent book—" Jones's Won-
ders," as it ought to be called—p. 749. I have only given you frag-

ments of branches, stems, leaves, fruit cones and their seeds or

Stem (a), and leaves, catkin (J), seed-vessels (e), and seeds or spores (d) of Lepidodendron.
We have added (e) its supjiosed root Halonia.

spores. It is well known now that Lepidostrobus (h) is the

fruit or catkin ot Lepidodendi'on. The little mountain club-

moss, which rears its yellow catkins amid the sheltering boughs
of the heather,—its stem clothed with long scale-like leaves.—
IS the best representative, in England at least, of these old giant

forms, as large as forest-trees, which abounded so greatly in the

times of the coal.

There is yet another plant, so very common in coal-shales, that it

ought to be mentioned separately. I mean the Calamites. We have
not space for a figure, and refer you to the book above quoted, p.

736, where the plant is, however, drawn upside doAvn in fig. 3—quite

right in figs 1 and 2. The look of these plants is so much that of the

horsetail (Equisetum) of our ditches, that it is no wonder ordinary

fossU-hunters should take them for blood-i'elations.

* And I have added the Halonia, which I fully believe to be the root of

Lepidodendron,
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Yet this plant was probablynoarertotlie fj^rcat trees above-mentioned
than anything- else we can mentiou. The stem (or rather pith, for

we do not see the stem itself in one case out oF a hundred, but only

the cast of the pith) is ribbed, and jointed just like Equisetum stems,

bat very rai'cly shows any leaves. Its leaves and branches were pro-

bably the plants called Atiterophi/llifefi and Spheno^'lii/llnvi, and
they look m.uch like the " goose-grass" with which as schoolboys

we used to bleed our tongues in sport. These two are very
common. Some have broader leaves than others, and an Ame-
rican author of repute (Dr. Shumard, I believe) has seen reason

to think that they were aquatic plants—that the broad leaves

were the floating leaves, and the narrow ones the leaves that grew
beneath the water. The conimon white buttercup which looks so

gay in spring time on the ponds will serve to illustrate this supposition.

Others do not think it quite a true one. To show how near some of

thcficCalariiite.s approach to the structure of ferns, I give here two cross

sections, one of a tree fern, taken from Brongniart's work (Fig. 11),

the other of the plant of a Calamite family (Fig. 12), figured by Dr.

Fisr. 11.—Section of tree fcm,
showing the liirpe bundles of

vessel.'i.

Fiff. 12.—.Snction of one of the Cnlnmite
tribe, slunvinj; the smaller bundles of

>'essel8 surrounding the pith,

^^>Li3X5:^X>-><y--

Fig. 13.—Portion of cross section maprnifled.

Unr'er, in a work on the fossil plants of Saxony. Fig 3 shows a

portion of one of the.se cross sections magnified, the bundle of vessels

among the cellular tissue.

Now then, for some real solid wooded trees—and with these we
mu.st fiui«h—for the Cf)al-nora ufler all was a scanty one compared

with living nature. The individuals were abundant enough, Vmt they

were of comparatively few families of plants.
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Fir trees of one sort or another were abundant in the coal-period,

and have been so in every succeeding formation. But here, as in

every other case, the coal-trees were different from the modern ones.

jSTow we have abundant spruce, and larch, and fir
;
junipers, and

cypress trees, and yews ; and in the tertiary and oolitic times these

were common trees. But the Araiicaria tribe, to wliich the graceful

Norfolk Island pine belongs, is only to be met with rarely. At least

it is confined to a small portion of the globe In the coal time it

was the prevailing form. There is no need to give a drawing of the

structure of this wood, for it has been given by every author who has
Amtten on the coal.

Wood is made up long fibres, which fibres communicate with each
other by pores. The wood of coniferous trees is specially remarkable
for the large disks which surround these pores. They are disposed in

straight rows, and most of the Coniferce have only a single row. But
the Anuicarioe have a double row—or more than a double row ; and
all the coal fir-trees are of this kind.

Asrain there is a remarkable difference between the coal-trees andO
their living representatives. In no living fir-tree does the pith show
of any size, except in quite the young shoots. After that age it

gradually diminishes in diameter, or rather does not increase with the

growth of the tree, being pressed upon by the successive layers of the

Coniferous wood ^Dadoxylon^, with its pith, Stenibergia leaves ^Cyclopteris^, pro-

bably of the same coaiferous tree ; fruit and seeds ^Trigonocarpum) of the same.

wood, tiU in a cross cut of a piece of fir a mere trace of this substance

»

so important in the fii^st stages of the young branch, is to be seen.

The case is difierent with the old fir-trees of the coal. Here (accord-

ing to the excellent observations of Dr. Williamson, of Manchester),

the pith is of enormous size, and retains that size dui'ing the after-

stages of growth, if it does not actually increase. It was long ago

known under the name of Sternbergia, and is often as thick as a large

man's thumb, or even thicker. I have seen some as thick as a child s

wrist.

VOL. IV. K
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Dr. Williamson found that this pith was imbedded in a wood which
was in all respects a true fir-tree, and which has been known under the
name o^ r)a'fiixi/lon. It is not certain that all the firs bclon^vd to this

one genus ; most probably they did not. At all events Dadoxylon is

a very common coal-fossil.

Here then we have the wood and the pith ; and let mc say that

any one who is disposed to examine the contents of his avn\ coal

scuttle may do so with advantage, for the charcoal he will find in it

shows, under the microscope, a beautiful tissfte like that described

above. As an opaque object it is very beautiful, and polished slices

sometimes show it equally well. Prof, (^ueckett, of the College of

Surgeons, has distinguished himself for his researches into these

tissues, and in the wonderful " Torbane Hill case," referred to in

the opening of this lectm-e, his skill was largely called into

requisition.

But having got the wood, one naturally wishes to find the leaves

and seeds. AVhat were they ?

Some years back a suspicion entered my mind that the leaves

commonly called Ci/clopteris might belong to this family of trees. It

is true they might be ferns, to which order they have been usually

referred. But there are fir-trees, or at least Conifci'a^, which have
broad leaves very much of the shape of these supposed ferns. Heart-

shaped or fiin-shaped leaves, ^^^th a shorter or longer stalk, and the

veins so like that of the fern, that it is diflicult to distinguish frag-

ments. These are the Sulishuria. They are trees well known in our

parks and gardens, and there is a noble specimen at Kew. Let
anyone comjiare a figure of the Cijclopteris of the coal Avith a

leaf of the living S'llishnria, and he will be struck with the

strong resem])lance. The possibility of this has of course occurred

to those skilled botanists who have written on coal-plants ; but none
of thom have, I think, been rash enough to call the Cijrlnptrns the

leaf of Ddihi-i'iihin, or to suggest, as I do now, that many of the leaves

called Nogi/erathia, and even some called Adiantltes are nothing moro
or less than leaves of the coniferous trees, which we know abounded
in these old forests.

It is otherwise with the fniit. Profe.s.sor Henslow some time back

showed me the fruit of Sulisburla, and compared it with the Tnijimo-

carpnn from the Manchester coal-sandstone. And Dr. Hooker, by a

scries of original researches into these coal-nuts (published in the

li<^)yal Society's Transactions), has demonstrated that they are the

fniits or nuts of ronift;rous trees, earh with a large flesliy envelope

like the fruit of the yew. Well then, if Dado.\ylon is the common
fir-wood of the coal, and Tn'ijniwrM-rj^mn the common coal fruit, wo
need only ])ut two and two together ; and if we cannot convince tho

cautions botanists, T liope I may convince my student readers there

is a strong pntb^bility that the one is the fruit of the other.

Coal pine-trees; coal pine-leaves, and coal jnne-fniit ! We are

gcttinf on. But this is not f|uite nil. Th(> same distinguished

l)otaiiist t" wliiiiii I have so oflin rcfciTcd (who has shown us the
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true structure of tlie Lepidodendron and its seed ; and lias illustrated

the fruit of these old fir-ti-ees), suggested years ago, in the gallery

of the Museum of Practical Geology, that the one supposed Jloicer of

the coal belonged to the fir tribe too.

It is called Antholites, and may, as he admits, certainly be what it

was at first described to be—the flower spike of a plant not distantly

related to the pine apple ! There are some prickly leaves (if they be

not fern-stalks) in the coal-shales, which render this possible,—not,

1 think, probable.

But on the othor hand these

so-called flowers have no very

regular parts, and are not a bit

like any Hving ones that I

know. They look to me, as

they did to Dr. Hooker when
he fii'st examined them,, very

like unfolding buds of Coni-

feree, with somewhat broader

leaves than we are accustomed

to see in modern firs or larch,

but not broader than many of

the yew tribe. As I do not

know that the author I have

named still holds the original

opinion, I do not quote him
for it ; bnt only give my own.

Of the Cycas tribe, so abun-

dant in ooKtic times, a few re-

presentatives occur. They, are

not characteristic of the co'al,

and are rare in England. We give a foreign specimen.

And now a few grass-like plants, of whose nature we cannot say

much, for want of the fructification, would end the series, had it not

been known that they arefwngi in the coal ! I know but little about

them, and will therefore say less ; but there they are—three species.

Of the animals of the coal I shaU have a Httle to say next month,

when I hope to finish this rather lengthy lectui-e. I am not tired of

it myself, but our young readers may be.

Cycadeons Plant (Pterophyllum), from the car-

boniferous beds of the Altai Mountains.
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SOME REMARKS ON MR. DARWIN'S THEORY.

By Frederick Wollaston Hutton, F.G.S.

I said tliat " all the years invent

;

Each month is vanous to present

The world with some development."

—

Ten')iyson.

Although most of my readers will be perfectly acquainted with the

theory proposed by Mr. Darwin to account for the various forms of

life that we see on the globe, yet, for the sake of clearness, I will

briefly enunciate it.

Mr. Danvin first shows that individuals of the same species vary
one with another.

He then shows that, owing to the rapid increase of animal and vege-

table life, by which many more arc born each year than can possibly

survive, there is a continual warfare going on among them for food

and other necessaries. This he calls the " struggle for life."

He then shows that if any animal or plant should have, by varia-

tion, any organ or property so modified as to give it some advantage
over its fellows in the struggle for life, it will, as a general rule, live

longer and produce more otfspring; and these offspring will have a
tendency to inherit the organ or property modified in the same man-
ner: but if in one of these offspring the organ should be still further

modified, it will give him a like advantage over his brethren, and his

f)flspring again will have a tendency to reproduce the organ in its

more modified state ; and so on. This he calls '' Natural Selection."

^fr. Darwin thinks that this, together witli the minor causes of

habit, use and di.suse, climate, &c., are sufficient to account for all the
various forms of organic life, by the gradual tran.smutation of ono
species into another.

As all naturalists allow that species vary, it seems that the dilferenco

in the opinions of some of them on this subject arise on the cpiestion

of limits. Arc these varieties of species limited, or arc they unlimited?

A limifiiig value of a vanable is a f|nanlity fo which the variable

may approach ever so near, but never reach ; if therefore it can bo
shown that there is a limiting value to the variation of species, Mr,
Darwin's theory could not be extended beyond that limit. At present

no one has been able to assign to it any limits at all ; in fact it will be a

verj' difficult thing U) do so. for it W(»uld be of no use to prove that

any one organ of a particular animal could not change into the rare

organ of anfiflicr particular animal, as it is never supposcrl that the

higher form ot life lia.s jjassed tlirough evei-y lower fonn ; for the same
rea.son that the sap which nourishes one leaf of a tree lias not passed
through all the other leaves.

The way this question has generally l)een ai-gued is, not by trying

to define any one strict limit beyond which variation cannot pass, but
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by trying to show that there are reasons for believing tliat a hmit
does exist somewhere. The follo^ving are the most impoi'tant ones
that have been brought forward to this effect.

1. All varieties made by man, if left to themselves, show a tendency
to revert to the original forms ; while natural species do not.

2. All varieties made by man interbreed freely, while natm-al species

do not.

3. Species remain constant for immense periods of time, as is

proved by the exact resemblance of the mummies of Egypt,
and many fossils, to living forms.

4. Some genera, as Lingula, &c., have existed with very little varia-

tion from the most ancient times to the present.

5. Instead of progressing, some animals seem to have degenerated
;

as the recent armadillo from the glyptodon, &c.

6. We have no right to argue on domestic breeds, since they have
been chosen on account of their plasticity.

I will now give answers that have been made to these objections.

1. It cannot be proved that many of our domestic animals revert

to theii' original forms when left to themselves ; for it has
always been found impossible to say what their original forms
were : but if this was the case, a simple experiment would
decide. Recent varieties certainly do show tliis tendency,
because of the extremely short time during which selection has
been going on ; and the rapidity, owing to artificial causes, in
which the change took place. In a wild state the changes
progress veiy slowly by natural causes, and therefore by the
time a variety has changed sufficiently to be called a new
species, it has given up all thought (if I may so express myself)
of reverting to its original form.

2. " Man can hardly, or only with great difficulty, select any devia-

tion of structure, except such as are externally visible, and he
rarely cares for what is internal." Besides, the varieties

formed by man have only been in existence for a few thousand
years, while natural species have been so for hundreds of
thousands ; for until they have been formed long enough to
deviate mai'kedly fi'om other species they are only called

varieties.

3. The answer to this argument is that they have not yet had time
to change, owing to their conditions of life not having been
much altered. The mummies of Egypt are perhaps four
thousand years old, but Mr. L. Horner, the President of the
Geological Society, has shown that man, sufficiently civilized

to manufacture pottery, existed in the valley ofthe Nile thii-teen

or fourteen thousand years ago. And the same with the fossils;

as we go fm-ther back in time we see living forms get rarer

and rarer until at last they die out altogether. If a form
has managed to exist for a long time without change, it is
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triumphrtiitly prndnood by tlic anti-transmutationists ; if, on

the contrary, it lias cluuigt-d in ever so islight u ilegreo t'roiii au

extinct form it is called a new species.

4. Suppose a large area covered with sea, and Lingnla, Ac, spread

over it. Now suppose a pai-t of this lu-ea to be gradually

elevated, the Linguho and other animals living on it would

undergo variation to meet the change of conditions ; but those

on the stationar}- area would remain constant. Next suppose

the elevated part to sink again : the new forms on it must

either die out or change, and the Lingulre would again spread

over the whole area ; and being better adapted to those con-

ditions, from long residence in them, would kill off, perha})s,

some of the new forms. Again, another pai't of the area

might be raised ; and so on. The chances are that some of

the Lingular would always be on a stationary portion, and thus

hand down their otfsi)ring Avith little A-ariation, for any length

of time. It is a fact which strongly corroborates this, that

nearly all the genera which have a long range in time are

inhabitants of the deep sea, and therefore have also a large

range in space.

6. It is not supposed that the armadillo is descended from the

glyptodon ; on the contraiy the latter seems to have become

extinct, and to have left no progeny, while some other form

may have been the progenitor of the former.

r>.
" On the contrary domestic breeds show all ilegrecs of variation,

as the pigeon, dog, &c., on one side, and the cat and goose on

the other. Perhaps there is not much difierence of variability

in animals, constancy can generally be accounted for
;
pigeons

can be mated for life, and arc kept in large quantities, and

therefore vary much ; cats ramble at night and cannot be

watched, and are kept in small quantities ;
donkeys and pea-

cocks arc also kept in small qUMntitics, and the breeding ot

donkeys is not much cared for
;

geese are only valued for

two pui-]ioses, food and feathers, and no plciisurc seems to have

been felt for dilferent breeds."

Let us now see what reasons there are for supjiosing that vai-ialion

is "/ pri\i<'iif unlimited; or, in other words, that all animals have de-

scended from a common prototype. I{y admitting it to be time wc

can easily understand

—

1 . NVhv species have come into the world slowly and successively

•J. Why " the familii'S of each division (of moluscs) which are leas*

unlike (^OHhon-mtidiii and JJclniDiHi'hi) were respectively the

first developed.*

?,. Why species have not necessarily changed together, f)r at the

same rate, or in the same dcgix'c ;
yet in the long run all have

undergone modification to some extent.

• WeKAlwuidH " llccont uud Foasil ShcUa," p. 117.
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4. Why the extinction of old forms is the almost inevitable conse-

quence of the production of new ones.

5. Why, when a species disappears, it never re-appears (although

this is within the range of possibility)

.

6. Why groups of species increase in number slowly, and endure

for unequal periods of time.

7. Why, the more ancient a form is, the more it generally differs

from those now Uving.

8. Wliy all the fonns of life are linked together.

9. Why there is often great difficulty in dra^ving a line between

two species.

10. Why, as a general rule, in life on the globe there have been
" an ascent, and progress in the main."

11. Why the lower forms of life have larger specific existences than

the higher ones*.

12. Why the older forms lived unchanged for longer periods of

time than the newer ones, t because they were more widely

distributed.

13. Why the deep-sea shells and those of the land and fresh-water

enjoy a longer range in time than the littoral species ; for

the littoral species being confined to narrow zones in depth

are much more likely to sufier from elevation or subsidence

than those that Kve in the deep-sea, or on the land and in fresh-

water.

14. Why some animals and plants have rudimentary, and some-

times useless organs.

15. Why the homologous parts, so different in the adult, are alike

in the embryo.
16. Why the embiyos of the higher animals resemble, at different

stages of their existence, the embiyos of the lower animals. J
17. Why "in their infancy the molluscous animals are more alike,

both in appearance and habits, than in after life.§"

18. Why the limbs, &c., of all animals are formed on the same
plan.

. 19. Why the flowers, branches, &c., of plants and trees are but

rudimentaiy or metamorphosed leaves.
||

20. Why animals veiy often resemble in colour and appearance the

localities which they frequent.

21. Wliy in geographical distribution there are generic as well as

specific centres.

22. Why typical groups and species are widely distributed, while

aberrant forms are usually confined to small areas.

23. Why the inhabitants of islands bear some relation to those of

the nearest continent.

* Owen's Paljeontology, p. 49.

fAnrdversary Address of Professor Phillips to the Geological Society in Feb. 1860

J Carpenter's " Pi-inciiDles of Comparative Physiology," p. 95.

§ Woodward's " Recent and Fossil Shells," p". 10.

II
Liadley's "Elements of Botany," p. 354.
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24. ^Vhy the extinct fauna of a country bcai'S a close analogy to

the living fauna.

25. "VYliy the ])roportion of species increases from the oldest forma-
tions to the newest.

26. Why species were more widely distributed formerly than now

;

for as more species were developed, the more local they must
have become.

I know of no answers to these arguments ; they are simply facts

acknowledged by -everybody, except perhaps those for which I have
given my authority.

Taking evervthing then into consideration, I think that the evidence
is greatly in favour of variation being at present unlimited.*

The second argument against Mr. Darwin's theory is that natm-al
selection, although allowed to be a "vera causa" of variation, is not
powerful enough to produce the great ditferenccs that exist among or-

ganic forms ; or, in other words, that the cause is not equal to the effect.

The cause may be compared to the power of a macliine that has to

be increased or diminished according as the time in which it is re-

quired to produce a given effect is shortened or lengthened. I believe

that no one but a geologist has any conception of the enormous length

of time comprehended in the term " geological period ;" and. altliough

all or nearly all of my readei's will be geologists, yet I think that it

Avill perhaps be as Avell to try to get some very rough idea of it,

csju'cially as " time" has been brought forward in answer to other

arguments.
Mr. Darwin has shown that for long periods of geological time

volcanic action has been pretty regular and persistent beneath Chili,

and that the average elevation of the coast is alwut three feet in a
century ;t but in the '" Pampean nmd," in which the remains of

^Megatherium, M3'lodon, &c., are foimd, is sometimes twelve thousand
feet above the level of the sea ; this would make its age four hundred
tliousand years, yet it is only of Pleistocene age, and was formed
perhaps since man inhabited the globe. How old then is the Pliocene .''

How old the Eocene ? How old the chalk ? Ten million years is the

least that can represent it ; and yet it is not more* than a twenty-Hfth

part of the thickness of tlie .sedimentary strata ol'Clreat Pritain.

In such an enormous time, then, how small may have been the cause

of the gnidual change of the lowest form of life into the highest?

—

much less than a struggle for life or death.

• By at prcBent unlimited, I mean that there is no limit between the lowcs''

anrl the hitrhest known forma of life, but beyond the hij^heat there may be a limi*'

to which we are aji|)roaehin(r.

t PnK-ordiniTH of tlie (Jetilogical Society, vol. ii., ji. tlf), and Danvin'H " Gcologj.-

of South America." London: 1846.

(Tfj he Continued.)
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CEPHALASPIDES OF FORFARSHIRE.

Sir,—The conimtmication in your mim-
ber for this month (Mai'ch) from Mr. G.
Roberts, in whicli he carefally conducts
the enquiring geologist over some of the
most interesting Siluiian and Old Red
Sandstone districts in England, and
clearly points out the places where the
remains of these curious primeval fishes,

the Cephalaspides, are to be looked for,

makes me think that a short notice of

what Forfarshire has done towards better-

ing our acquaintance with at least one of

these fishes, the Cephalaspis, may not be
uninteresting ; for, although, fortunately

for geology, Scotland has now no mono-
poly of Old Red Sandstone fishes, yet so

far as I am aware no really perfect speci-

men of that fish has been found out of

this county. In forwarding this notice,

I can assui-e the reader that I am actuated

by no desire to have my name in any way
connected with " a memoir of the eai'liest

kno^vn fish," or " the history of the first

appearance of vertebrated life," tny sole

motive being, by giving so far as I can, a
popular description of what is known of

the Cephalaspis, to fan the by no means
flagging zeal of local collectors to com-
plete our knowledge of this queer fish,

and its congeners.

Although tolerably well - preserved
specimens of the Cephalic shield which
covered the head of the Cephalaspis, are

by no means rare, yet it is very seldom
indeed that the body is disinterred from
our rocks ; and as I do not recollect of

more than the head of this fish having been figured in " The
Geologist," I prefix a rough pen and ink sketch of a rather com-
plete specimen from my own collection, reduced to one half the
natural size.

The very characteristic strong bony shield which protects the head,
and from which the creature takes its name (being made up of two
Greek words signifying a head and a shield), had been covered exter-

VOL. IV. s

y

Cephalaspis in Mr. Powrie's
collection.
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nally by small licxapjonal ganoid scales. Near the centre of this sltield

two nitlior closely placed lioles foniied the orbits for the eyes. In one

of the heads in my possession the eye-balls are finely preserved

completely petrified ; between the eyes were two ridges having an

intermediate hollow or sinus extending from the eyes backwards.

One of my sjiecimens shows that these ridges unitod towards the

posterior edge of the shield, fomiing evidently a strong defence.

None of the many heads I have examined show the slightest evidence

that this creature was possessed of teeth, or a mouth of the ordinary

fonn ; this organ, I believe, being similar to the sturgeon, which royal

fish, I have little doubt, had this comparatively small creature as its

representative in these old world waters. Some of the cusps or

sharpened points of the shield arc veiy much elongated and tooihed

on the interior of the margin. The body as compared with the head

was but small, very slender, and protected by bony rings, extending

in a slanting direction from the back downwards, these again being

covered by exceedingly minute rhomboidal scales ; in this respect

resembling the larger number of the fishes found in the lower beds of

the Forfarshire Old Red, as Climnthis, Acmitltodes, Diplacanthis, &c.

Tn onlv one specimen have I ever observed these on nil scales ; but a

])ortion of one in my possession shows a very perfect ly ]ireserved

cast of them : its heterocercal tail was much produced and furnished

with a ver}^ large and powerful fin. None of the specimens I have

as 3*et examined show the slightest vestige of either ansd or ventral

fins. The exi.stence of a dorsal is by no means establislied ; had it

existed it must have occupied a position very far back. This creature

"was, however, further remarkable for having two very lai'ge mend^ra-

nous pectorals, attached immediately under the cephalic biu-kler,

seemingly ofa leather\- consistence, and covered by small sub-circular

or hexagonal scales. The pectorals were first discovered by me, in

the specimen from which the figure is cojiied.

The remains of Cejihalaspis, generally associated with plates or

other portions of the Ftertjgotus Anglicus, have been found in alnost

all the ))lares where the grey flngsfones, generally known iji comnirrce

as the Arbroath pavement, nn<l which erop out in so niiiny localities

in Foifarshire, liave been wrought. 1 1 I:as also been found in a bright

red micaceous sandstone, overlying and considerably above these

flagstones, while in no case has the rtrnjrjotiis ArifjVu'H.^ been, up to

this time, found in the sandstones overlying the shales and flagstones

of the Arbmath pavement. Although the above-mentioned flagstones

are rpiarried in so very many places in Forfnrshii:e, anything ap-

proaching to a complete specimen of this fish veiy rarely turns up
indeed, I only know fif .sf)me eight or ten specimens .showing (he

lw)dy, having 1)ccn as yet disinfen-ed from the rocks in Nvhich they

have so long been intombed. I'erhaps the finest of these was sevend

years ago got by the late Mr. Lindsay (Vrnegie from his quarries at

Lcysmill, and by him presented to the Arbroath ^fuseum. The well-

known specimen ])resentcd by Sir Charles Lyell to the Ibiti.sh

Museum was found in a rpiany near the village of Clanniis. There
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are three good specimens in tlae Montrose Museum, one of wliicli

was discovered in a quariy near Brechin ; another is fi'oni the

neighbourhood of Friockheim. I have also been able to secure three

specimens in tolerable preservation. Two of these were found in a

qtiarry at Legguston, near Friockheim. The only other specimen I

know of, a very small one picked up by Mr. Walter McNicoll, in a

singTilarly rich deposit discovered by him in the Sidlaw range, is now
in the cabinet of Lord Kinnaird. As already stated the buckler-

shaped heads are occasionally met with wherever the flagstones are

wi'ought, in some places rather plentifully, as in a quarry on the Tur
hill range, about a mile east irom. the Mansion House of Pitscandly,

also in a Red Sandstone quarry near Brechin
;
yet even there these

are only to be had by getting the workmen to preserve them as they

turn up. Indeed I may say that the only locality which has as yet

yielded these organisms to individual research is mentioned as dis-

covered in the Sidlaws by Mr. Walter McNicholl, one of the most
energetic and consequently successful of our local explorers. On the

same slab on which ]\Ir. McNicholl found the small entire Cephalaspis

noticed above, may be seen the heads of some four or five others, some
of these heads showing the very lengthened and toothed cusps above
described.

Wliether these leng-thened and toothed cusps may mark a different

species from that generally found (Cejjlialasins Lyellii) it is not my
province to decide : my o"svn impression howeVer is that this rather

points to difference in age or sex, most probably the latter. Should
this be the case it is worthy of remark that only one species of

Cephalaspis has yet been found in Forfarshire (in Scotland I ought
lather to say), where the remains of these curious creatures have been
found in comparative abundance and good preservation, wliile in the

contemporaneous rocks of England, where, so far as I am aware, they
are both rarer and much more fragmentaiy, there would seem to

have been not only a considerable number of different species detected,

but also the so nearly allied genus Aitchejiasjns. Could it be possible

that the above causes, age or sex, should have occasioned this seeming
variety of species—fracture and displacement of the parts when first

laid down might also occasion very considerable apparent divergence.

Beyond Forfarshire I only know of one locality that has been at

all fruitful in these organisms, the well-kno^vn den of Balruddery,
and this is just on the confines of the counties of Perth and Forfar.

One or two heads have also been found in Canterland Den, in

Kincardineshire, by the Rev. Hugh Mitchell, of Craig, A quarry in

Sheriffmuir, not far from the Dunblane station of the Scottish Midland
Railway, has yielded one imperfect head ; and two have been got at

Langfine, near Muirkirk, in Ayi'sliire. In no case has an entire fish

been found in any of these localities.

In this short notice of the Forfarshire Cephalaspis I have purposely
endeavoured, as far as I could, to avoid all scientific names and phrases,

so that my description might be as intelligible as possible to all your
readers. I ought also to remark that although the proportions and
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position, «tc., of the fish fifruvcd are as nearly as may be those of the

spec'inion from which it is copied, other specimens show a considerably

Btouter body. The scales are of course restored, only small patches

of these being preserved on any of the specimens. The dotted lines

meant to show the probable size of the caudal and dorsal tins, unless,

indeed, that figured as a dorsal had really formed only part of the

large tail-fin.—I am, your obedient servant, Jas. PowraE, F.G.S.,

Reswalhe, Forfar.

REMARKS ON MR. ROBERTS' PAPER ON CEPHALASPIS.

Sir,—1 ventiu'e to send you a few comments on Mr. George

Roberts's paper on Cephalaspis in yom- last number.

How your correspondent, Mr. G. E. Roberts, can talk (page 103)

of the Lower Ludlow at Leintwardine being " clearly marked out as

a littoral deposit" by its " starfishes," after his paper in the " Geolo-

gist" the other day announcing the discovery of starfish at one

thousand two hundred and sixty fathoms depth, smiirises me much.

p]qually does it surprise me (especially siuce his connexicm with

the Geological Society) to find him talking of the " Tilestone series

passing into the umlerlying Silurian," when Sir R. Murchison, in

his last edition of Silm-ia, has laid down (though, T confess, with a

little confusion) that the beds between the Old Red and the Silurian

are to be called I'nssiifjc hods, and are quite diScrent from his original

Tilestones, which are cleai'ly Upper Ludlow, being Dowuton Sand-

stone. As long as this inattention to proper nomenclature is per-

petnated, no one can understand what is written on the subject.

The chief cause of error seems to lie in the end of the tenth

chapter of Siluria, which appears to have been written before the

present knowledge on the subject was obtained, and not coiTccted

before sending it to press. The author there certainly speaks of the

Tilestones and Pas.sagc beds of Kington in connexion with Mr.

Banks ; but tho.se beds at Briidnor Hill are uufiuestionably Hownton

Sandstone. They Avere fonnerly by some called "Transition beds'

(as marking the change to sandy from shaley beds), and were then

considered to he equivalent to the Tilestones of Murchison, and which

Till atones were aftcnvards considered by some to be the same as the

r;i--iige iK'ds, which, in fact, lie some distance above them. There

is no excuse for tlie mistake on the part of my friend Roberts, who
knows both series of Ix'ds well, and 1 am sure can see no similarity

l)etween them. In fact (at ])age I'M)), he calls the Kington lieds

I)ownton,bnt oddly enough distinguishes between the Uownton beds

and the Upper Ludlow, of which they are the top. In the same

page (at top) he speaks of Ccphala-sjiids being "abundant in the

miitiiil gr(>und between the Downton and the Tilestones," which
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puzzles me, as I am not aware of any siicli neutral ground, the one

being always supposed to follow the other consecutively.

Again, he mistakes in calling beds in the quarry in the drive to

Downton Hall (at bottom of page) Tilestones- They are unques-

tionably Old Red beds of thick sandstone, and with the same corn-

stone as he found at the Devil's mouth, containing Ceplialaspis

LyeUii and Pteraspis rostratus.

I will take this opportunity of noticing that my friend Marston
has made little mistake in his list of fossils from the Old Red near

Ludlow. 1 will venture to assert that no Cephalaspis Sahveyi has

ever been found in Oakley Park quarry, which lies in the lower beds

of the Old Red, probably but little above the Passage beds. It does

contain a Cephaspid, but as yet it is unnamed, and the original speci-

men of C. Sahveyi came from beds veiy much higher up, at Acton
Beauchamp, neai' Bromyard.—I remain, dear Sir, yours obediently,

Robert Lightbody, Ludlow.

CEPHALASPIS FROM OLD RED SANDSTONE KEAR
LUDLOW.

We think it a veiy necessary appendix to the above correspondence
on Mr. Roberts' article to give an outline figui'e of a very nearly
perfect Cephalaspis Lyellii, found in the Old Red Sandstone strata
near Ludlow, by Mr. A. Marston, who kindly transmitted it to us in

October last, with another large and more beautifully preserved head.

r—

I
V *

Cephalaspis from Old Red near Ludlow,

These specimens we have just forwarded to Mr. Salter, so we may
hope for a full and efficient notice of them in the forthcoming mono-
graph of the Government paleontologists on these ancient fishes.

—

Ed. Geol.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

On the Sihiria7i " Colonies " of Bohernia. By Mu. M. V. LiroLn.

Certain strata of greenstones, • graptolitc-shales, and concretionary

limestones, petrograpliically and pala?ontologically analogous to M.
Barrande's "superior Silurian ctage E" (" Littcn-strata" of <lie

geologists of the Vienna Imperial Institute), but appearing in isolated

lenticular masses between the slates and quartzite-sandstones of his

" Lower Silurian etage D," have been pronounced by M. Ban-ando

to be " colonies," the fonna of which, already existing in a distant

sea at the period wlien the strata of the " etage D" were forming on

the present Silurian region of Central Bohemia, had imraigi-ated

thither under favourable conditions, and had subsequently dis-

appeared, together with these conditions, to reappear again and como
to its full development after the strata of "etage D" had been com-

pletely deposited at the bottom of the »Silurian sea. Prof. Krejcy, of

Pi-ague. having co-o]ierated as a volunteer ^^•ith the geologists of tho

Imperial Institute in the survey of the environs of Prague and

Bei-aun during the summer of 1859, has made some objection to tho

explanation of the above-mentioned facts as given by M. l^iirrandc,

as, acco7'ding to his ^^ews, they could be very well accoimted lor by

upheaval and disturbances which had affected the upper and lower

strata of Bohemia. ^I. BaiTande, having protested against this

assertion, M. Lipoid was entrusted by Director Haidinger with the

close examination of one or more of !M. Barrande's " colonies." Tho
results of this examination, made in the summer of 1H60, are given

in the y)resent report. ^[.Lipoid closely examined the " colonies"

named in lionoui" of !MM. Haidinger and Krejcy,* south of Prague,

near Gros-kuckel, lying Avithin the slates and quartzite-sandstones
(•• K(inigshof" and "Kossow" strata of the Vienna gcologi.sts) of

M. Ban-ande's "etage I)," division D\ and re-examined with
*' scnqudous" attention Prof Krejcy's sui-A-ey on the south margin of

the Up])er Silurians, proceeding south-westward from Gross Kuckel

to the environs of Tiitten, along a line of about foiiHt-en Englisli

miles in length. The facts stated by this suney are traced on two

geological maps, and on a series of sections. They show tho
" Ki'migshof" and " Kos.sow strata" on the south margin of tho

Upper Silurians, together with the " Litten strata," to have under-

pmv repeateil foldings and dislocations. Two .such foldings and

dislocations of the " Konigshof " and " Kossow-strata," extending

• Since ttiif* time M. nnrmndo lino <lolivcrcd to the Grol. Soc. of Franco (meet-

ing of Jnnoltli. IHilo) n pajior on "Colonics," and rcswl an abstract of it ronccm-

insf t)»f' '
' '

livr" and " Krejcy." (Sec Bulletin dc la Socit'te Geolo-

giqiie il- I
,

- , t. xvii., p. 3(»2.)
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north-east to south-west, as far as Litten, coming to the surface

south-westward in zones gradually narro^^'ing and disappearing near

Litten, beneath the Litten strata, are particularly conspicuous. On
the other hand, the " Litten strata" very extensive, and totally over-

laid by Upper Silurian limestones in the vicinity of this place, begin

there to be divided into two stripes, intercalated in the foldings of

" Konigshof" and " Kossow strata," decreasing in breadth as they

proceed north-eastward, and at last totally disappearing between

Harlik and Wonoklas.
Isolated portions and zones of " Litten strata," intercalated between

" Konigshof" and " Kossow strata" occur again in the same north-

east du-ection, near Wonoklas, Cersonic, Kosor, Radotin, and Gross

Kuckel (colonies " Haidinger" and " Krejcy") ; so that a connection

of both these "colonies" with the above-mentioned two zones of

Litten strata intercalated between the foldings of Konigshof and

Kossow strata can no longer be a subject of doubt.

The colonies " Haidinger " and " Krejcy," where beside the

Litten strata appear not in conformable but in disturbed stratification

between the Konigshof and Kossow strata must therefore be con-

sidered as remains of a once more extensive deposit, forced between

these last strata by the foldings and dislocations they had undergone.

Without the least depreciation of the sei-vices which geology owes to

M. Barrande, the sagacious and indefatigable explorer of the Silurian

strata in the centre of Bohemia, the facts just mentioned must be

acknowledged to corroborate Prof. Krejcy's theory of dislocations

being the real cause of the palteontological abnormities comprised

under the general denomination of " Silurian colonies." The

"colony" named in honour to Prof. Zippe, although at present

inaccessible to investigation, may be supposed, by analogy, to afford

new facts in favour of this theory.

On the Bed Ghromate of Lead, and tiseful Minerals of the Philipjnne

Islands. By W. W. Wood, Esq.

Specimens of the red chromate of lead from the Labo mines in the

province of North Carnarines (Isle of Luzon), obtained by Prof.

Hochstetter, through Mr. W. W. Wood's (of Manilla) Idndness, have

been examined by M. Dauber (Academical Proc. N"o. 21, 1860, p. 21),

Mr. W. W. Wood, at Du\ Haidinger's request, gave the following

details about this interesting mineral, and the useful minerals of the

Phillipine Islands. The chromate of lead was discovered accidently,

and was dug out in considerable quantity ; the diggings, however,

having been subsequently filled up, it is not at present to be obtained,

and little is known about it at Manilla. It was aftem-ards found

again in small quantities near the first locality. A Spanish mining-

engineer, who visited the Luzon about three years ago, reported it to

be very scarce and to be with difficulty obtained.

There are but very few mines in the island. A very rich deposit

of argentiferous galena, found in IS'orth Caranines, is said to be now
abandoned after having been exploited for some time by a Spanish

compajiy.
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The quartz of this province, and nearly all the rivers, arc aurifc-

feroiis. A .s;old mine in quartz, drowned by water, lay abandoned
for a l<ing time, until a S])anish company tried to make it aeeessiblo

by driving a gallery, but this project was abandoned in consequence

of hea^'y losses.

P^xeellent iron, worked in a very primitive way, is found in tho

pro^ance of Bulacon (north of Manilla). Fine magnetic iron-ore

occurs also. Grey sulphuret o^ copper is exploited in the northern

jiart of Luzon, both by natives (who bring the metal to the coast

in small shapeless cakes), and by a Spanish company. Native

mercury not associated with cinnabar, occurs in black magnetic
iron-sand at Albay (East Luzon). Coal exists in the inaccessible

localities of North Carnarines, and in the Isle of Leba. north of

Mindanao. Platinum is said to occur in a brook coming from the hill

of St Mablo, near Manilla. A Spanish company exploiting the copper

occuiTing in rolled pebbles on the Isle of Samar (south-east of Luzon),

could not cover their expenses. As to the red chromate of lead, it

had been discovered by Don Isidro de Baaranda, of ^ladrid, who
brought to England the finest specimens of this mineral. Its scarcity

is accourtcd for by the circiimstance that the natives near the Leba
gather the small crystals of it and crush them to powder, to strew

over newly written letters.

Netr Fos/iils from Itnilnhoy and Trlcsio.

Remains of DeJph'ntopsis Freyrri have been found in the Tertiary

beds of Hadoboj (Croatia)—so well known for their abundance of

fossil ])lants and insects. A tooth of a Rhinoceros, different from
T\h. firhorJiinits, and resembling the IiJi. ^[erlkit, from Daxland, near

Carlsruhe, has been found in a cave recently discovered near ]^Iattc rie,

two Austrian miles from Trieste.

Stoliczker on the Fossil Molusca of the Hicrlafri/ (Middle Lias) Strata.

Among the seventy-two species of moluscs (fifty-tour Gastero])oda

and eighteen Acephala), occurring in these beds of the east Alpine

region, eighteen are identical with the forms known from the middle

Liasof Fontaine-Elonpefour, and the Chrdons-sur-Saone (Nonnandy),

eighteen with German forms, and fin'fy-eight species have not been

described Six species only occur simultanccnisly in the Gennan,

Alpine, and French Lias ; some of them are also known to occm' in

the coeval strata of England.

St'condary Ifdrl-s of Pnrtiifjal. •

Prof E. Suess. on examining a large collection of fossil Prachiopoda

from Portugal, has arrived at the conclusion that the marine fauna

of the secondar)' rocks in Portugal bear a far greater rest-ml dance to

the corresponding faunn> "f \<>rlh-Eastcni I'Jurope than to that of

South P]urope.

M. Fnetterlie on the Brown Coal of Zovenccdo (Nicnitine).

This coal is embedded in the basaltic tufTof the l^fonti Peridi, overly-

ing a small surface of tlu; Eocene Tcrtiaries. Two coal-seams from

three and a half to seven feet in thickness, arc at present open ; both
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contain well-preserved specimens of AntliracotJiermm marjnum, Cnv.,

of which teeth or portions of jaws are in the possession of the Vienna
Imperial Geological Institute.

Earthqualces and their connection luitJi Meteorological Phenomena.

A letter addressed from M. Julius Schmidt, astronomer at the

obsei'vatoiy, at Athens, to Director Haidinger, gives details of an

earthquake felt there on July 4th, 1860, at half-past six p.m.. At
the same time a violent thunderstonn was rising above Mount
Hymettus, and low clouds of a quite uncommon form began to cover

the top of the mountains. M. Jul. Schmidt has stated the coinci-

dence between atmospheric phenomena and subteiTaneous commotions
of a probably local nature being cii'cumscribed ^vithin the geological

system of Mount Hymettus. The observations of this able astro-

nomer have Driven the following results :

1852. July 16th, evening : commotion ; strong thunderstorm on
Blount Hymettus ; abundant rain ; clouds of strikiag fonn on the

mountains.

1860. Feb. 6th. mornino' : commotion: thunder- stroke on Mount
Hymettus ; clouds of uncommon form on this mountam, persistmg

dui-ing half an hour.

1860. July 4th, evening : commotion ; violent thunderstorm on
Mount Hymettus ; clouds of fantastic forms.

At the date of this letter (July 7th) M. Schmidt was specially

employed in observing the new comet. During May 1860 he joined

Prof. Unger of Vienna in a tour through Euboea (where he mea-
sured Mount Delph, or Diphis, one thousand seven hundi'ed metres
in height, or about five thousand four hundi'ed feet, BcBotia, and
back to Athens through Eleusis. Interesting facts concerning the

topogi'aphy and hydrography of Boeotia were the result of this

excursion. On July 9th M. Schmidt was to set out for Egina for

two days. The Greek government has directed the provincial

authorities to collect evidences concerning earthquakes, and to trans-

mit them to the observatory at Athens.

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society or London.—Becemher 5, 1860.
" On the Structui-e of the Ts orth-west Highlcinds, and the relations of the

Gneiss, Red Sandstone, and Quartzite of Sutherland and Ross-shire." By
Professor James Nicol, E.G.S.
The author first referred to his paper in the Quart. Jouni. Geol. Soc., vol.

xiii., pp. 17, &c.. in which the order of the red sandstone on gneiss, and of

quartzite and limestone on the sandstone was described, and in Mhicli the rela-

tion of the eastern gneiss or mica-schist to the quartzite was stated to be
somewhat obscure on account of the presence of intrusive rocks and other

marks of disturbance. Having examined the country four times, ^^ith the view

of settling some of the doubtful points in the sections, the author now offered

VOL. IV. T
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Ihn nntiircd itsuUs of liis observations. Ho agrees with Sir R.^Iinvliison as

far as the succession of the western gneiss, red sandstone, quartzites, ((jnartzite

and fucoid bed), and limcstouc is concerned ; but ditl'ers from him in maintaining

that there is no upper scries of an "upward confornuiblc succession" from tlie

quartzitc and limestone into the eastern miea-slate or gnciss—thc so-eaUed

" upper gneiss." The " upper quart zile" and "upper limestone" the author

believes to be portions of the quartzite of tlic country, in some cases separated

bv anticlines and faults and cropping out in tlie higher ground, and hi other

instances inverted beds with tlie gneiss brought up by a contiguous fault and

overhanging ihem. The latter condition of the strata, as well as other cases

where tlie eastern gneiss is brought up against the quartzite series, liave,

according to the author, given rise to the siqiposcd " ujiward conformable suc-

cession" above referred to. In some cases where " gneiss" is said to have been

observed overlying the quartzite, Professor Nicol has determined that the

overlying rock is granulitc or other irruptive rock, not gneiss.

The sections described by the author in sup])ort of liis views of the eastern

gneiss not overlying the quai-tzite and limestone, hut lieingthe same as the gneiss

of the western coast, and brought np by a powerful fault, along a nearly north

and south line passing from White Head (Loch ErriboU) to Loch Carron and

the Sound of Sleat, arc chicdy tiiose which had been brought forwai-d as afford-

ing the proofs on which the' opposite hypothesis is founded; and in all, the

author finds irruptions of igneous rocks, and other indications of faults and

disturl)auee, depriving them, in liis opinion, of all weight as evidence of a

Tegular order of " ui)ward and conformable succession."

Prof. Nichol further argues that the mode of the distribution of the rocks

shows that there is through Sutherland and Koss-shirc a real fault, and ikj

overlai) of eastern gneiss of more than a few feet or yards at most; and that the

fact of dilTerent strata of the quartzite series being brouglit against tlie gneiss

at diiVcrent places supports tlii>< view, and points to a great denudation having

taken place ahmg the line of fault. Though the quartzitc is here and there

altered by the igneous rocks, yet it is truly a sedimentary rock, and so is the

limestone ; but the eastern gneiss or mica-schist is a erystaJlinc rock throughout.

This fact, according to the author, is inimical to the hypothesis of the eastern

gneiss overlying the limestone and fpiartzite. Tt has been insisted unon, that

the strikeofthe western gneiss is dilVcrent from that of the east; hul the author

remarks that the strike is not persistent in cither area, and that the great

movements subsequent to the deposit ion of the quartzite series have irregularly

alfected the whole region. With regard to mincraldgieal characters. Professor

Kiehol insists that both tlic eastern and western gneiss arc essentially tlie same.

Both are locally modified with granitic and horniiiendic matter near igneous foci:

but no proof of ditference of age in the two can be obtained therefrom. The
alteraticin in bidk of tiie gneiss in the western area, liy tiie intrusion of vast

quantities of granite now observable in it, may perhaps have caused the great

amount of crumpling and faulting along the north and south line of fault,

dividint: the western from the ea.stern gneiss,—a fault comparable with and

and i)arallel to that running from the Moray Frith to the Linlie Loch, and to

the one passing Jilong the south side of the firampians.

Drrrnihrr v.), ISCiO.- 1. "On the Geological Structure of the South-west

llighland.-i of Scotland." By T. V. Jamieson, Ksq.

In this pa|)er the author attempts to throw light on the relations of those

Tocks whieh figure in geological mapsa.s the mica-sdiist, ehiy-slate, the eidorite-

slates, and the quartz-rock of the south.western Highlands, which range north-

ca.st through the middle of Scotland, forming an important feature in the

geology of tliat country. An examination of these rocks, as disjdayed in Mule

and Argylcshirc, ha"» led Mr. Jamieson to believe tliat, from the quartz-rock of
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Jura to the Old Red Saudstoue, there is a conformable series of strata, which,

although closely linked together, may be classed into three distinct groups,

namely, 1st, a set of lower grits (or quartz-rock), many thousand feet thick

;

2ndly,"^ a great mass of thin-bedded slates, two thousand feet or more thick

;

and iirdly, a set of upper grits, with intercalated seams of slate of equal thick-

ness. Beds of limestone occiir here and there sparingly in all the three

divisions ; the thickest being deep down in the lower grits. AH the limestones

are thickest towards the west. The siliceous grits also appear to be freer from

an admixture of green materials towards the west. AH the members of the

series (namely, the upper grits, slates, and lower grits) have a persistent south-

west to north-east strike, sometimes in Bute approaching to due north and

south. They are conformable, and graduate one into another in such a way as

to show that they belong to one continuous succession of deposits. The

materials of which they have been formed seem to have been derived from very

similar sources. The upper and lower grits are very similar in composition,

beuig made up of water-worn grains of quartz, many of which are of a peculiar

semitrausparent bluish tint.

The rocks of the district have been thrown into a great undulation, with an

anticlinal axis extending from the north of Cautyrc through Cowal by the head

of Loch Ridun on to Loch Eck (and probably'by the head of Loch Lomond
on to the valley of the Tay, at Aberfeldy), and with a synclinal trough lymg

near the parallel of Loch Swen. The anticlinal fold is well seen in the hill

called Beu-y-happel, near the Tighnabruich quay in the Kyles of Bute. South-

ward of this ridge, which is composed of the lower grits or quartzite, the thin-

bedded greenish slates and the upper grits succeed conformably ; and the latter

are separated by a trap-dyke from the Old Red Sandstone of Rothsay. This

section the author described in detail ; also the corresponding section to the

north of the anticlinal axis, towards Loch Eyue, and along the west shore of

Loch Fyne. The lower grits extend as far as Loch Gilp, and are then suc-

ceeded by the green slates and the upper grits, which falling in the synclinal

trough are repeated through Knapdale towards Jura Sound, where the green

slates again form the surface along the eastern coast of Jura, lying on the

quartzite or grits of that island. Throughout the synclinal trough and the

neighbouring district (that is, from Loch Fyne to Jura Sound) the grits and

slates are intimately mixed, with numerous intercalated beds of greenstone,

some being of great thickness. Mr. Jamieson pointed out that this feature

of the district has hitherto in great part been misunderstood, and that Mac-

eulloch was in error when he denominated these rocks " cblorite-schist."

The probable relationship of the rocks of the Islands of Shuna, Luiug, and

Scarba to those of Jura and Bute were then dwelt upon ; the greenstones of

Knapdale, &c., and their relation to the sedimentary rocks, were described in

detail; and the limestones of the district briefly noticed. As no fossils have

hitherto been found; palsoutological evidence of the age of these rocks is

wanting; but the author, regarding their general resemblance to the quartz-

rocks, limestones, and mica-schists of Sutherlandshire, thinlcs them to be of the

same date as those rocks of the north-west Highlands.

2. "On the position of the beds of the Old Red Sandstone in the Counties

of Forfar and Kincardine, Scotland." By the Rev. Hugh Mitchell. Com-
municated by the Secretary.

In Forfar- and Kincardine-shire, south of the Grampians, tlie Old Red Sand-

stone is developed in the following series, with local modifications :—1st (at

top) conglomerate ; 2nd, grey flagstone with intercalated sandstone (about

forty feet deep at Cauterlaud Den, one hundred and twenty feet at Carmylie)

;

3rd,' gritty ferruginous sandstone, with occasional thin layers of purplish flag-

stone. Of the last, one himdred and twenty feet are seen at Cauterlaud Den;
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it occurs also at Fery Den, &c. The flagstone of this third or lowest member
of the group yiehls ripple-marks, rain-nrints, worm-markings, and crustacean

tracks (of several kinds, large and small). I'ada dcripinis lias been found in

the lowest grits; and Cephala,spU iu the sandstone at Brechin, inuncdiatcly

xmder the grey flagstones.

In the second member, namely the grey flags, fish-remains have of late been
found more or less abundantly throughout the district, together with crus-

tacean fossils. Cej)/itil<isj)i.s [jifellii, Ichlhyodorulites, Acauthoilianlishes, Ptcn/-

gotus, Eiiri/pferits, Kampecaris Forfarieims, Sfi/loiiurus Poirric/isis, ParAn
decipiffi.i, and vegetable remains are the most characteristic fossils.

The author pointed out that some few genera of iisii and crustaceans were
present both in this zone and in the L'ppcr Sihirian fornuition, and that still

lewrr links existed to connect the fauna of the I'orfarshire flags witii the Old
Kcd Sancbtone north of the Grampians, with wiiieh it appears to have, in this

respect, almost as little relation as with the Carboniferous system. Witii the

01(1 Red of Herefordshire these flags appear to have some few fossils in com-

mon ; but of about twenty species found in Forfarshire, only about foiir could

be quoted from Herefordshire.

In conclusion, the author noticed the vast vertical development of the whole

series, and its great geographical extent ; and particidarly dwelt upon the dis-

tinctness of the fauna of the flagstones of Forfarshire, as giving good grounds

for the treatment of the Old Red faima as ))cculiar to a separate geological

])eriod, both as distinct from the Silurian system, and in some degree as divi-

sible into two or more members of one group :—three members, if tiie unper

or Holoptychiusbeds of Moray, Perth, and Fife, the middle or fish-beds of

Cromarty and Caithness, and tlu^ lowest or Forfarshire beds be roiintcd srjia-

rately ; but two, if we regard some oi the Old Keil beds north of the (jram-

pians as equivalent iu time to those on the south.

Jiniuani \\, l'^f)l.— 1. "On the Distribution of the Corals in the Lias." Bv
P. B. Bnxlie, M.A., F.G.S.

From observations made by himself and others, the author was enabled to

give the following notes. In the Upper Lias some Corals of the genera Tliero-

niathus and Trorocyathus occur. The Middle Lias of Norlhain|)tonsiiire and

Somersetshire has yielded a few corals. The upjiermost band of the Lower
Lias, namely, the zone with Ammoiiili's raricoxtadix and lUpjuipodium pon-

(lerosum, contains an undeseribed coral at Cheltenliam atul lIoneyi)o\irn in

Gloucestershire; and a MontHraltia in considerable abuudanee at Down
JLatherly in Glouceslersliire, at Fenny (!onipton anil .\ston Magna in Worees-

tcrshire, and at Kilsby Tuimel iu Northamj)tonshire. The middle members of

the Lower Lias appear to be destitute of corals. In llu- zone with Ammotiitps

Jiuri/a/if/ii, vh\\v(\ •.Asn the Lima i)eds, Isastnra occurs in Warwickshire and
Somersetshire. Dr. Wright states that hnxirtra Mitrr/ii.'fiiinocc\ir» in the next

lowest bed of the Lower Lias, nanudy tlie White liias with Amiiintiifrs plan-

orf/U, nt Street, in Somersetsliire ; and another coral has been found iu the

same zone in Warsvirkshire. Lastly, in the "Guinea-bed" at liinton in \\ ar-

wiekshirc another coral has been met with.

The }fonHirallifr of the Hi|)pnp<idium-I)ed and the IsaHlrtra of the Lima-

beds Mpju-ar tr) have grown over much larger areas in the Liassic Sea than the

other corals hrre rcfcrn-d to.

2. "On the Si-etions of the Malveni and Ledbury Tunnels, on the AVor-

rester and Hereford Railway, and the intervening Line of Railroad." By the

Rev. W. S. Symonds, .\M., K.ti.S., ami A. Lambert, F'sq.,

In this paj)er the authf)rs gave an aeeonut of tjir dilTcreut strata exposed by

the cuttings of the Worcester and Hereford Railway (illustrated by a carefully

constructed section), including the dilferenl members of the New Hed Sand-
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stone (ou the east of the Malvern liills), the syenite and greenstone (forming

the nucleus of the Malverns), and the Upper Llandovery beds, the Woolliope

shales, the Woolhope limestone, Weuloek shales, Wenlock limestone, and

Lower Ludlow rock ou the west side of the syenite, followed by some beds of

the Old Red series, violently faulted against the Ludlow rock at the west end

of the Malvern tunnel. Then the open railway passes over Upper Ludlow
rocks and some lower beds of the Old Red series, here and there covered by

drift, until the Lower Ludlow rock is again traversed at the east end of the

Ledbury tunnel, and is sho'mi to be much faulted and brought up against

Upper Ludlow shales and Aymestry rocks. The Wenlock shales and the

Wenlock limestones are then traversed ; these are much faulted, the Lower
Ludlow rocks again coming in, followed by Aymestry rock, Upper Ludlow
shales, Downton sandstone, and, at the east end of the tunnel, by red and

mottled marls, grey shales and grits, piu-ple shales and sandstones, with the

Auchenaspis-beds, forming the passage-beds into the Old Red Sandstone, as

described in a former paper (Quart, Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xvi., p. 193).

In a note, Mr. J. W. Salter, P.G.S., described the great abundance of

Upper Silurian fossils found in these 'cuttings, and now chiefly in the collection

of Dr. Grindrod and other geologists at Malvern and the neighbourhood.

Jtmuarij 23, 1861.

1. " On the Gravel Boulders of the Punjab." By D^ Smithe, Esq., F.G.S.

Li the Phimgota Valley (a continuation of the great Kangra or Palum YaUey)

the drift consists of sand and shingle with boulders of gneiss, schist, porphyry,

and trap, from six. inches to live feet in diameter. Some of thebouldersj having

a red vitreous glance, occur in irregular beds. This moraine-like drift Lies on the

tertiary beds, which, here dipping gently towards the plains, gradually become

vertical, and are succeeded by variegated compact sandstones, gradually inclin-

ing away from the plams ; next come various slates at a high angle, and gneissic

rocks lie immediately over them.

2. "OnPferaspis Dunensis {Archceoteuthis Bunensis, Roemer)." By Prof.

T. H. Huxley, P.R.S. Sec. G.S.

The fossil referred to in this communication is from Daun in the Eifel, and

was described by Dr. Perd. Roemer (in the " Palseontographica," vol. iv. p. 72,

pi. 13) as belonging to the naked Cephalopods, under the name of Palaofeuthis

Dunensis (changed to Archceoteuthis in the 'Leth. Geogn.') ; and in the Jahrb.,

1858, p. 55, Dr. P. Roemer described a second specimen from Wassennach on

the Leacher See. Prof. Huxley, reproduced, with remarks. Dr. Roemer's

description of the specimens ; and. after obseiwing that Mr. S. P. Woodward
had already suggested (Manual of MoUusca, p. 417) that Roemer's fossil was a

fish, he stated his conviction that it was really a Plerasjns, agreeing in all

essential particulars with the British Pteraspides, though possibly of a different

species.

3. " On the ' Chalk-rock' lying between the Lower and the Upper Chalk in

Wilts, Berks, Oxon, Bucks, and Herts." By W. Whitaker, Esq., B.A., E.G.S.

The author has more particularly examined the band which he terms " Chalk-

rock," on the northern side of the western part of the London basin. Here
it has its greatest thickness (twelve feet or more), to the west, gradually thin-

ning eastward. It is a hard chalk, dividing into blocks by joints perpendicular

to the bedding ; and it contains hard calcareo-phosphatic nodules. It contains

no fliiits, and iu the district referred to none occur below it, whilst there is

often a bed of them resting on its upper suiface. It seems to form an exact

boundary between the upper and the lower chalk, being probably the topmost

bed of the latter. In this ease it will often serve as an index of the relative

thickness of these divisions, or as a datum for the measurement of the extent

of the denudation of the upper chalk.
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North of Marlborough, wlicre it is thick, the chalk-rock appears to have given
rise to two cscarpincnts (an upper and lower one), in the ehalk range.

Fossils are usually rare in this bed; but Mr. J. Evans, F.G. 8., collected
sevcnd from it near Boxuioor ; and amongst them is the genus Jielusepia

(hitherto known only as tertiary); Baciilitiin, Naiifilns, Tiimlilcs, Solariinii,

Tnoceramtts, Pan/.tmi/itt, and J'eiifrlciilile.svirc here represented ; and the follow-

ing species have been idcLtified

—

Liforina monU[l'<'ra and a new species, Pleurn-
tomaria, sp. Mi/acites mandibula, Spoiidi/lus htfus, Sp. .yji'/wsus, lihynclionellu

M(t»(elli(i>ia, Texehruhduta biplicat<f, and T. semicjlohosa

.

The fossils mostly have a lower-elialk character. Two species, Lifloriiia

vionilifera, and Mj/ucilea mamliljida, have not been noticed in England above the
Upper Grceusand.

February (1, 1801. •

"On the Altered Rocks of the Western and Central Highlands." By Sir
K. I. Mnrchison, E.R.S., V.P.G.S., and A. Geikie, E.sq., F.G.S.

In the introduction it was shown that the object or this paper was to prove
that the classification which had been previously established by one of flic

authors in the county of Sutiierland was rtpplieal)le, as he had iuferred, to the
whole of the Scottish Highlands. The structure of the country from tho
borders of Sutherland down to the western part of Koss-shirc was detailed, and
illustrated by a large map of Scotland coloured according to the new classicatiou,

and by numerous sections. Everywhere throughout tiiis tract it could be
)rovea that an older gneiss, which the authors called " Laurentian," wa.s ovcr-

aid nnconformably by red Caml)rian sandstones; these again uneouformab'y

)y fpiartz-roeks, limestones, and a gneissose and schistose series of strata, as

jtrcviously shown in the typical district of Assynt. From the ba.se of these

fpiartz-rocks a perfect conforn)al)le serpience was shown to exist upwards info

the gneissose rocks, which is not obliterated by granite or any similar rock.

The tract between the Atlantic and the Great Glen consists, according to flic

authors, of a scries of convoluted folds of the u])per gneissose rocks, until,

along the line of the Great Glen, the uiiderlyhig quartzose series is brought
np on an anticlinal axis. A prolongation of this axis probably exists along

))art of the west, coast of Islay and Jura, two islands which exiiil)it a grand
development of the lower or quartzose portion of the jdtered Silurian rocks of

the Highlands.

From the line of the Great Glen norlh-ea.stward to the Highland border, flic

country was exi)lained as eonsi.sting of a great series of anticlinal and .synclinal

curves, whereby the same scries of altered rocks which occur on the north-

west is repeated u|)on itself. One .synclinal runs in a north-ca.st and s<mth-wcst

direction across Loch Levcn. The anticlinal of quartzose rocks that rises

from under it to the south-east spreads over the Hredalbanc Forest to the (ileu

Lyon Mountains, where it sinks below the upper gncLssose strata with their

nssociafed limestones. Hen J^awcrs *)ccupies the synclinal formed by these
,

npper .-strata, and the limestones and quartz-rock come u|) again in another

nnlielinal axis corresponding with the direction of Loch lay. The continuity

of these lines of axis was traced both to the north-east and .south-west.

It thus apjieared that the erystiilliiie rocks of the Highlands are capable of

reduction to order; that the same folds and curves eoiild be traced in them as

in their less altered equivalents of the South of Scotland ; and that in what
had hitherto appeared as little le.-ss than a hopeless chaos, there reigned a regu-

lar and beaut il^ul simplicity.

In conclusion, Sir Koderiek Murchison vindicated the accnracyof his ])ublislicd

scction.H in the norlh-west of Sutherland, which had been approved after personal

insi • ''V Professors Kamsay and Harkness ; ;iii(l he gave detailed reasons

for ing the aeeuraey of the .sections recently jiut forth by I'rof. Nicliol,
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which ^vere intended as con-ectious of his own. He concluded by affirming,

that, through the aid of Mr. Geikie, the proofs of the truthfukess of his own
sections, showing a conformable ascending order from the quartz-rocks and

limestones into ciystalliue and micaceous rocks, had now been extended over

such large ai'cas that there could no longer be any misgivings on the subject.

Fehruary 15, 1S61.

—

Annual General Meeting. Leonard Horner, Esq.,

President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the Reports, and the Society both as to numbers and

iinances was stated to be higlily satisfactory.

The President announced theaward of the Wollaston Gold Aledal 1 o Professor

Dr. H. G. Bronn, of Heidelberg, Foreign Member of the Society, for his long

and successful labours in aiding the progress of geological science in general,

and more Darticularly for the assistance he has afforded to the progress of

Paleeontology, as evinced in his " Index Palseontologicus," and especially in his

Avork " On the Laws of the Development of the Organic World." The Presi-

dent tlien announced the award of the Wollaston Donation Pund to M. Daubree,

of Strasburg, to aid in the progress of syuthetic experiments similar to those

of which he had recently given an account, and which he had intimated his

intention of conthiuing, with tae object of thi'owing light upon metamorphic

action.

The President then proceeded to read his Anniversary Address, and com-

menced with biographical notices of some of the lately deceased Pellows of the

Society, particularly the Rev. Baden Powell, Dr. G. Buist, Lieut.-Gen. Sir H.
E. Banbury, P. J. Martin, Esq., Sir C. Pellows, Prof. J. P. L. Hausmann, &c.

The Ballot for tlie Council and Officers was taken, and the President, Leonard
Horner, Esq., F.R.S.L. and E., was re-elected.

Febniary 20, ISGl.

1. " On the Coincidence between Stratification and Poliation in the Ciystal-

line Rocks of the Higlilands." By Sir R. I. Murchison, Y.P.G.S., and A.
Geikie, Esq., P.G.S.

Allusion was, in the first place, made to the early opinions of Hutton and
Maculloch, who regarded the gneissic and schistose rocks of the Highlands as

stratified. Mr. Darwin's view of the nature of the " foliation" of gneiss and
schist were then referred to ; and it was insisted that this condition was not to

be found in the rocks of the Jlighlauds ; the so-called "foliation" which the late

Mr. D. Sharpe had described in lSi6 as characterizing the crystalliue rocks of

that country being, according to the authors, really mineralized stratification.

It was then pointed out that, as Prof. Sedgwick had previously insisted on the

wide dilTerence between " foliated" or " schistose" and " cleaved" or " slaty"

rocks, and as Prof. Ramsay had in ISIS recognised interlaminated quartz as

being parallel to stratification iu the Isle of Arran, " foliation" should be regarded
as coincident with stratification, and not with cleavage in the Scottish Highlands.

After some observations on the occurrence of cleavage iu slates at Dunkcld,
Easdale, Ballahulish, and near the Spittal of Glenshee, the authors stated their

behef that all the " foliation" of the crystalline rocks of the Highlands is no-

thing more than lamination due to the sedimentary origin of deposits, iu which
sand, clay, lime, mica, &c., have subsequently been more or less altered, and
that the "arches of foliation" described by Mr. D. Sharpe (Phil. Trans. 1S52)
correspond in a general way with the parallel anticlinal axes shown by the authors

in a former paper to exist iu the Highlands. They remarked, that the syn-

clinal troughs, however, are not expressed in Mr. Sharpe's figures, and that he
has omitted the bauds of limestone which they refer to as an important evidence

of the stratification of the district. They also pointed out the acknowledged
difficulty which the quart zites presented to Mr. Sharpe, but which readilly fall

into the system of undulated strata that they have described. One of the
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quartzitcs havini^ yielded .111 Orthoceratilc, and peljbles being present in one of

tlic seliists of Wen Lomond, tlicsc facts were adduced as fiirtlier evidences of the

real stratal condition of the schists and quartzitcs of the lliijhlands.

•2. "On the Hocks of portions of the llii^ldands of Seuthuul South of the

Caledonian Canal, and on their equivalents iu the Nortii of Ireland." By Pro-

fessor R. llarkncss, F.K.S., F.G.S.

The autlior havin? had the opportunity of cxamininc? the f^coloj^y of the

north-west of Scotland in the year 1S5'J, and more esi)ceially the arrangement

of rocks described by Sir R. Murchison as " fundamental gneiss, Cambrian
grits, lower quartz-rock, limestones, upper f|uart/,-roek, and overlying gneissose

ilags," a|)plied the results of iiis observations during last summer to portions of

the lligidauds lying south of the Caledonian Canal, and to the ISorth of Ireland.

Developed over a large portion of these districts arc masses of gneissose rock,

of varynig mineral nature, and sometimes putting on the aspect of a simple

flaggy rock. Wiiere these gneissose masses come in contact with plutouic

masses, they exhibit that highly crystalline aspect which induced ^laccuUoch

and others of the Scotch geologists to regard them as occupying an extremely

low position among the sedimentary series, and to apply tlu^m to the Werniau
term "primitive." Many of Maccidloch's deseriptu)ns, however, show that

tliis assumed low position is not the true place of this gneiss among the sedi-

mentary rocks which make up the Highlands of Scotland.

In a section from the southern llauk of the Grampians to Loch Earn (and

in other directions from Loch Earn to Locii Tay, from Dunkeld to Blair At hoi,

in the Ben y Goe Mountains, in Glen Shcc, &c.), liierc is seen a sequence which

indicates that this gneiss is the iiighcst jjortion of the series of^ rocks, with

undrrlying (piartz-rock and limestone.

In the county of Donegal, Lx-land, a like sequence is seen. A section from

Inishowen Head to Malin Head, along tlic cast side of Loch Foylc, presents us

wit li gneissose rocks above linu-stone and quartz-mcks, exactly as in Scotland.

In no portion of Scotland south of the Caledonian Canal, nor in the Nortii of

Ireland, did the author recognise any traces of the " fundamental gneiss."

fiKOUiGi.sT.s' Associ.vTiox.—On January 7th the members of this Society

met at their rooms, 5, Cavendish Square, to receive the annual general report

of the committee, and to elect the council and oliicers for the ensuing session.

The report dwelt upon the continued success and pros])crity of the Association,

and stated the legacy left l)y the late Mr. ]?rowii, of Stanway, had been

funded; that members desirous of exchanging fossils had Ix'cn placed in com-

munication with each otiier; tliat a number of good geological books would be

purchased, towards the formation of a library ; that the collection of fossils in

ihe Society's caliiuct was incrca.sing ; and tliat, as the excursions to Folkestone,

^Iaitl.'<tone, and Ciiarltoii dnriuL' tlic past year had alb mied great sal isfaction

to the members, it was intended to follow the same course during the coming
summer, and hold two or three similar field- lectures, of wliich timely notice

would be given.

I'a|)(r3 were read tlie same evening "On the Geology of the Isle of

Sheppey,,' by the Uev. H. Bingham. The author, speaking of tlic divisions of
the Tertiary beds, alluded to the island of Sluippcy being an outlier of the

strata forming " the London Hjisin." He then ]>ioeecdcd to dwell upf)ii the

jihvsical a>ipcet of the locality; .and gave much interesting information in

reiermcc to the cliffs and their fos.sil contents, stating that a ramble along the

northern side won' ' ' warded with many a fossilized shell, friiir, and crus-

tacean—silent wit I I he existence ot a grouji of spice-islands in tha

neighbourhood in ages hmg antecedent to the historic period.

2. "On Discoveries iu the Lower Loudon Tcrtiaries at Dulwich and J'cck-
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ham during the excavation for the Eifra branch of the Great South Hi^h Level

Sewer." By C. Rickman, Esq.

Various tletails counectecl ^vith the open cutting ruiining through Peckham
Rye to New Cross, and the tunnel at Dulwich, having been given, attention

was drawn to the remains of leaves, of shells (several of which have been

figured and described in the last volume of this magazine, page 210), bones,

and insect wing-cases, which have been found in soft and indurated clay by

Mr. Evans (see page 39, vol. iv.) duriug the progress of _tlje work. Twenty-

one species of shells, it was mentioned, had been discovered at Peckham, and

nineteen at Dulwich.

Akch.eological and Ethnological Societies—On the 19th of February a

very important joint meeting took place in the rooms' of the latter society, in

St. 'Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square. We lay stress in this case on the term

important, because this is the first instance of a joint meeting of any of the

learned societies for the express purpose of discussing a particular subject :

—

the result was an entire success.

The flint-implements from the drift have attracted the earnest attention both

of geologists and antiquaries, and on this occasion Mr. Thos. "Wriglit, E.S.A.,

who was, we believe, the promoter of the joint-meeting, opened the dis-

cussion by an oral description of the collections exhibited, and gave a

general account of the history and uses of stone implements by ancient aud

modern peoples, concluding by recanting his former opinions as to tlie natural

character of these fossil implements, and admittiug his subsequent conviction

that they were really of human manufacture. Amongst the colleetious exhibited

were that which M. Boucher de Perthes presented in 1817, the year previous to

the publication of his '" Antiquites Celtiques," to the Ethnological Society,

and those of Mr. Evans, of Hemel Hempstead, the Rev. Mr. King, of Hoxne,
Dr. H'lnt, of Hastings, Mr. Edward TindaU, of Bridlington, &c.

Mr. Evans described the condition of tlie strata of Abbevdle, Amiens, St.

Acheul, &c., and stated the occurrence of Ci/rena in the implement-bearing and
mammaliferous drifts of the valley of the Somme.

Sir Roderick Murcliison exhibited specimens found on the beach near Heme
Bay, and supposed to have failed from the gravels on the surface of the London
clay and Tertiary beds there.

The Rev. Mr. King described the deposits at Hoxne, and stated that a

mammaliferous stratum occurred in the bottom of the valley of the Waveney,
which must have been deposited subsequent to the excavation of the valley

of the river.

Mr. PengeUy made such very important remarks on the Brixham cavern that

we give his speech in fuU.

Mr. Peugelly said that there were reasons before the conclusive evidence

obtained from tlie Brixham cavern, in 185S, for concluding that relics of man
were associated with those of the fossil mammals. Such had been the case in

Kent's Cavern, near Torquay, and from circumstances which had been met with

there, it was argued that man was contemporaneous with tliose gi'cat beasts.

One hitch, however, existed in the bare possibility tluit the collection was not

original; but in 1858 a circumstance arose which has caused much light to be

thro^vu on the question. In the November of the preceding year, a person

residing at Brixham purchased the freehold of a small portion of a limestone

hill immediately adjacent to the town, his intention being to work it as a quarry

and ultimately to erect a few cottages on the excavated site. In January, 1S58,

the quarrying disclosed, in a north and south line of fracture, a hole large enough
to admit of a man's hand. On one occasion when the workmen returned from

then." meals a crowliar which had been left was missing, aud was supposed to

have been stolen ; but in the course of a few days, as the excavation proceeded,

VOL. IV. u
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the size of tlic hole referred to had increased to such dimensions as to permit a

small man to \vriu'i,'le tliroua;li. Drawn hy cnrio.^ity to the spot, the workmen
saw their missing crowbar on a ledjjc below, it having l)een prul)al)ly thrust

down through the hole in their absence by some one fond of a jiractical joke.

The proprietor of the ground at once descended to reco\er his lost projierly,

and lound himself in a cavern. This cave, closed to external access as it had
been, was free from the objections of the probable introduction and commingling,

nt subseqii-Mit periods, of human relics, which had been formerly urged against

Kent's Cavern. When tiie cavern was iirst entered it consisted of two galleries,

one nearly due north and south (nuignetic), and the other nearly east and west;

the first iiaving an horizontal external opening at its northern extremity, but
which was completely closed with fragments of the_ adjacent limestone firmly

cemented with stalagmitic matter into a breccia. After this passage was forced

Mr. Pcngclly entered, and saw at the southern end of the north and south

gallery, on the stalagmite floor the antlers of a reindeer. As this appeared a
virgin cavern, it seemed exactly adapted to afford the evidence rcfpiired to

substantiate the position Kent's and otlier similar caverns had, from their open

state, failed to do. A.ecordingly, Dr. Falconer—wiio had visited it—induced

the (ieological Society to take a lease of the cavern, and the Royal Society

sup])licd funds for its excavation. The layers of deposit were carefully removed
one by one. In the stalagmite there was found a fine bone of Ur^iis spehrux

;

below this was the "bone bed," with every bone and stone placed with their

lonMsl axes regularly in the plane of the bedding, and the shortest at right

angles to it, except at one spot where they were found sticking in the mud,
inclined in every direction, just as they had fallen in from above. Ikmes of

animals, with ilint -flake implements— some of tlic latter of a well-marked

character, and unquestionably human relics—were found at (he base of the
" bone bed," having a deptli of deposit over tliem varying from thirteen inches

to as many feet, Mr. rengelly kept, as the work proceeded, a minute journal

of the exact position of every bone and implement in the cavern. The bones

and imi>lements found were cleared carefully out of the matrix with a knife;

but, in one instance, within the space of about two square feet, there appeared

to be a great number of bones together, and the whole mass was removed to

^Nlr. Pengelly's house ; and on being there subscrpicntly cleaned by Dr. Falconer,

in the presence of witnesses, proved to be the entire left hind leg of a eave-bear,

ileeced, and having every bone in its true anatomical position, even the ])atella

(knee-cap), and astragalus /';/ situ; thereby showing that the fossil had not l)een

wa.shed out of some older deposit, and afterwards deposited in the cavern with

relatively much more modern things, as Hint knives, Imt that the ligaments of

the leg were still in existence when it entered the cavern, that is, that man was
contemporary with the Cave bear.

There was a remarkable eirenmstance connected with some well-rolled and
worn nodules of brown hiematile iron miutjled with the flints an<l bones. The
greater part of the town of lirixhani stands in a valley running nearly east and
west, and about three hundred feet wide at bottom. The liill on the north

rises from the bottom at an nn^'le of twenty degrees, and reaches the height of

one hundred and thirty feet
; this hill separaies Brixham valley from Torbay,

and near its summit, on the northern or Torbay side, there is a large mass or

deposit of brown ha'matite iron, whence the nodules found in the cave were

derived. The sontheni hill, known a-s Windmill Jlill, rises from the valley at

an angle of twenty-ei(rht (let»rees, and reaches the same heii,dit as the former.

The cavern is situated in the northern, or Brixham side of this hill, ninety feet

above the sea, and seventy-five feet above the bottom of the valley immediately

below; therefore, if the valley was at the time of lli- ileposit of these bruu's,

flint-im|tlements. and nodules, as deep as it is now. the ha-matite nodides must
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liave crossed the valley at right angles to its length, first descending a slope of

twenty degrees, and then ascending another of twenty-eight degrees, a gradient

of nearly one in two, before they could have entered the cavern. Hence it

appears certain either that the valley coidd not then have existed, or that it

had been filled up with gravel which had since been cleared out. In either

case the bones and flint-uuplements would be of such great antiquity as is con-

sistent with the subsequent reduction by natural causes of the valley to its

present physical configuration.

Mr. Atkinson, the Asiatic traveller, in reply to some questions on the range

of carnivorous animals stated that he had seen the Bengal tiger preying on the

remdeer in its native districts.

Admiral Fitzroy gave an interesting description of the uses made by the

Fuegians of stone weapons m killmg the guanacos (the wild Llamas), with

them, when these animals got their long legs entangled in the snow drifts—the

stones being fastened by thongs of sinew in a split stick, and the weapons thus

formed used like a butcher's pole-axe.

]\Ir. Blagg, who had found stone-arrow-heads in Battersea fields, thought

they might have been in remote times flooded, and that the arrows and sling-

stones might have been projected from the shore at birds and other objects of

chase, and thus have become embedded in the mud of the lakes.

The reply of Mr. Wright, and some remarks from the president, Mr. Botfleld,

M.P., terminated a meeting of the liveliest and most interesting character.

The Glasgow Geological Exhibition.—The Society's exhibition of rocks,

minerals, metals, and fossils was held, as proposed, in the Merchant's Hall, in

December last. It was a great success, and gave much satisfaction to the

lovers of geological science. Great praise is due to the members of the

Society for the manner in which they got up this geological exhibition of plant

and animal life that flourished on our globe long ages past. Every forma-

tion, from the earliest of the metamorphic rocks to the tertiary strata, was

represented. The collection was divided into sections—classified according to

their formations; the flora and fauna arranged in the natural order of succes-

sion, with printed cards, giving the names, and position of the strata in which

they were found. The Scotch palaeontologists must have been much gratified

to see so fine and numerous a collection of fossils collected by the members
resident iu Glasgow and its neighbourhood. The limestones and shales of the

Coal formation must have been well explored to give such rich and varied col-

lections as those of Messrs. Young, Thompson, Armstrong, Crosskey, Johnston,

and others. The numerous drawers were filled with thousands of specimens,

arranged in order, and probably such a collection has never been exhibited by
any society of a similar character.

The fossils of the Silurian and Old Red Sandstone formations consisted of

specimens of Graptolites, Trilobites, shells, and fish-remains, principally from

Scottish strata. There were some fourteen species of Graptolites (exhibited

by Mr. Steven) one species of which had been hitherto unknown in Scotland

:

these early records of fossil-life were one of the marked features of this

interesting exhibition. Dr. Slimon, of Lesmahagow, exhibited some of his fine

specimens of Crustacea from the Upper Silurian beds of that district. A very

fine large slab from the upper Old Red Sandstone of Dura Den was also ex-

hibited, and from the number of fish-remains on its surface it excited great

attention. The Carboniferous specimens, ranging from the plants to the

fishes, were fine and numerous, being the joint produce of several valuable pri-

vate collections, and occupying the whole of two or three tables, some seventy

feet iu length. In these collections were many rare specimens from the coal-

fields of the west of Scotland, several of them being new to Scottish strata,

and one or two altogether so to science.
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There wore some fine Permian specimens whieli have only recently been dis-

covered, >ho\vinir the relation of the Permian with the CarljonilVrons fauna. A
line uruup (jf (In/iilura i/irima, and some very line speeiiuens of Eiii^disii and
Scotch Liassic fossils were exhibited by iSh. J. P. I'raser, hite president, of the

Society. There were some rare sju cimens from the Oolite exhibited by the same
f^entleman ; and a line Ciist of the humerus of the Pt'lorosaiinix Coiii/licdrii ({x\Vn\

by Dr. Mantell), the original of which is in the British Museum, was exhibited

l)y one of the council, tlic Rev. 11. W . Crosskey.

In the Cretaecons division there vei'c exhibited some fine specimens from the

chalk of Euirluui, end)racin<j a good set of sp(jnges, fish-rcmains, shells, jialatal

tcctii of sharks ; and some rare specimens from the chalk of the north-east of

Scotland.

A .scries of Tertiary shells from the Paris bcisin. The various divisions of

the Tertiary formation were rei)rc.sented. One collection of post-Pleistoeenc

shells from the Kyles of Bute, and one from Uddevaihi, in Sweden, showing
well the similarity between the beds. Keccnt shells and plants, illustrative of

extinct fossil tyi)es, and a very line set of recent and fossil forms of Braehiopoda.

The metals were well represented, especially iron-, lead-, and tin-ores, and
some particularly line hematites, etc.

Tlic minerals and rock-spceimcns were also very varied, and from many
different localities. In addition to tlie names already mentioned as exhibitors,

we have to add those of Messrs. Struthers, Kalph ^loorc, Skipsey, Cnrrie,

Gregory, J. Home, Goodall, (lil)b, ^lark Pryor, Stewart, Paric, etc., whose
varied collections of minerals, metals, or fossils contributed greatly to the

success of this exhibition.

There were in all some forty exhibitors, and amongst them a working 'niner,

who had collected specimens while at work in the deep pits of Cammushing,

near Glasgow. To add to the interest of this working man's eollection of

Ferns, Calamitcs, and Sigillaria, s])incs and teeth of lishes, and shells, he had

brought a map and section of the Lanarkshire coal-fields, upon which he had

marked the ])artieular strata or deposits where he had worked, and found his

specimens— cither in the Ell-coal, or Main, Humph, Splint, or Musscl-baiul,

etc. The exhibit i<m, as a whole, spoke well for the great industry of many of

the members in collecting the various organic remains of the west of Seolland.

By bringing all their various collections together, and having them comnared,

they will be stimidated to yet greater exertions in working out more fully the

geology of particular districts; so that wc may safelv assert that the Gla.'^gow

Exhibition, oesidcs creating a great interest in our local geology, will be the

means of doing much good in spreading a general knowledge of the "fossil

fornis" of past creations; and creating a desire for geological information

nnu)ngst the mendicrs themselves.

Profes.sor Rogers also sent some "flint implements" from the drift-gravel

of Amiens, in prance, which added to the interest of the exhibition.

LlvEUl'<H>l, Gi.i)i,(ir.i(Ai. SociKTV.

—

Jamiarif 15, ISOl.— The President,

Henry Duekworth, Esq., P.O S., etc., read a paper •' On the Isle of Peirin in

the (iulf of ('and)ay," and gave an account of his explorations there a few

vcar» ago. The fossils discovered by him were ehielly remains of Mastodon,

lies, Ccnus, Eeptorhynchii.H, a liroad-snoutid ( torodile, and jiart of the lower

jaw of a young Deinotherium iMdirum.

^fr. Gen. S. Worthy read a pnner " On the GioloL'y of Aust Cliff, Cilouee'^t cr-

shire," giving a description of tlie principal featuies of this most interesting

section, which consists of a base of carboniferous limestone, succeeded uncon-

fonnably by new red marls, in which a considerable rpiantity of gyps\im is

found, and also strontian. These marls arc buceeeded by a jjorlion of the
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Lower Lias formation. Tins latter portion is of great interest, on account of

the numerous fossils contained in some of the thin beds of Limestone, etc.,

found there ; one of the lowest beds of the Lias in this section being a thin

stratum of calcareous conglomerate, containing a very great abundance of

reptilian bones, coprolites, and iish-remains, known as the "bone-bed."

Februarij 12, 1S61.—The President read his annual address. After review-

ing the progress of the Society, and giving a sketch of the geology of Liver-

pool and the surrounding district, he proceeded to describe the leading geolo-

gical and palfeontological discoveries of the past year, dwelling more particularly

on the very interesting facts elucidated in Prance by Messieurs Lartet, Gosse,

De Vibraye, and De Verneiul m coiuiection with that great scientific question

of the day, " the geological age of man."
" On the Geology of the Arctic Regions." By David Walker, Esq., M.D.,

P.R.G.S.
This paper was the result of the author's observations during the voyage of

the "Pox," in search of Sii' John Prauklin. He stated that on approaching

the coast of South Greenland, the appearance of the mountains at once shows

their igneous origin, being composed of granite, gneiss, and mica-schist, with

occasional intervals of quartzose rock. After proceeding along a coast-line of

five huucked miles, the volcanic rocks appear. These are first seen at Disco

Island, and continue with a few interruptions as far north as the expedition

reached. The precise formation of the land between Jones' Sound and Lan-

caster Sound is not known, but from its tabular appearance it is most likely

LTpper Silurian Limestone, as occurs further westward in Barrow Strait.

To the southward of Lancaster Sound, Silurian Limestone appears as far as

Possession Bay, when the primary and metamorphic rocks make their appear-

ance. Beyond Croker's Bay, as far westward as visited, the formation is

Upper Silurian Limestone ; the hills presenting tabiJated fronts to the sea,

with deep ravines intervening, rendering the hills cone-shaped. The shore of

Barrow Strait is also made up of similar cone-shaped hills of Silurian Lime-

stone. The west coast of Regent Inlet is of the same formation, but the fronts

to seaward are much more elevated than on the north side of Barrow Strait.

Prom Pmy Point south to Bellot Strait the elevation of the land fronting the

sea gradually decreases until it is seen lying against the granite, which forms

a back-bone.

The author exhibited many specimens of the fossils he had collected from

the Upper Silurian Limestone described—Arctic species of the genera Loxo-

nena, Encrimirus, Spirifer, Atrypa, Mhynclionella, etc. The resemblance of the

specimens to those of Dudley and Colebrookdale is very remarkable. The
presence of raised beaches and of Tertiary coal was also dilated upon.

Malverx NATrRAL History Pield CLrs.—The unfavourable weather of last

year prevented the appointment of any Pield Meeting earlier than the 15th of

May, when a joint meetiug of the Malvern and Worcester Clubs at Eastnor

took place. The first move was to the line of the Worcester and Hereford

Railway, striking it at the east cud of the Ledbury tunnel, where a shaft had
been sunk in the Ludlow rocks of the Sdm-ian system, from the spoil banks of

which Mr. Stephen Ballard, tlie engineer, explained the course to be taken by
the line, while the geologists broke into the line with eager determination, but

neither here or at an adjacent quarry of Aymestry limestone was any thing

taken, except a stray Luiyida. Since this time, however, the spoil has become
much more productive.* The party moved on to the open cutting in front of

the tuimel at May Hill, where the ''Passage -beds," between the Silurian

* All the excavated material is 1o be- sent dowB the shaft, and if well searched at that time
wiU doubtless afford raanyv aluable specimens.
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deposits and the Old Red arc finely displayed ; and Mr. Synionds, F.G.S., the

president of tlie Malvern Club, here delivered an oration on the position of the

beds and their fossil contents.

Nowhere in the world was there, he thought, such a fine cxhil)ition of
•' passaijc-heds" as here; and they ineontcslibly proved that there was a gra-

dual transition from the U|)])er Ludlow Koeks of the Silurian system to the

Old Red, and no sudden break witii the entire destruction of organic life in

the more ancient system, as had been formerly supposed. Mr. ISymonds then

remarked on the pcoiliar bucklered fish whose remains were embedded in the

grey and red marls of this section, particularly the Aiichriiaxjiix
;
portions had

also been detected of the Plertodus, Ceplialaspis, Ptera-spis and Onchiis. These

were all now extinct, and their only analogies were to be found in some of the

rivers and lakes of North America.

Mr. Lees, the Vice-President, delivered the annual address, and took a

review of the chief books on scientific subjects which had been nublislied during

the past year, remarking on the great tendency of the authors to theorise

instead of, like Owen and Agassiz, carefully arguing onlv from undoubted facts.

The former philosophical observer had declared that the result of his pahton-

tologicid studies proved the continued exertion of creative energy from the

earbest to the latest strata that had yielded their osseous remains to his view

;

but that all past races of animals belonged to the divisions now known to

naturalists: nor was there any reason to lielieve tiiat anything would be dis-

covered that was different in general technical character to what naturalists

were at present acquainted with.

Mr. Lees tiien took a searching review of Darwin's recent volume on "The
the Origin of Species," and pointed out what he considered to be the fallacy of

that writer's views, which he considered were merely a variation of the exploded

theory of Lamarck, who liad supposed the origin of everv organic being in land

and water from two nomadic forms. No practical Ijcneiit was gained by

sui)posing that all existing species were varieties of what had pre-existed ; and

that minute variation now ai)pearing and accumulating would in like manner,

in a long period of time, change everything again.

\i\ conclusion, Mr. Lees strongly urged the avoidance of all fancifid theory,

and steadily keeping within the bounds of truthful observation. If they might

not go so far as St. Piesse, as to say that he who had not stiidied nature knew
not what real enjoyment was, yet they would fully agree with lluudioKlt tiiat in

the contemplation of her grandeur and freedom existed the purest delight that

a divine intelligence had designed for the enjoyment nf man.

At this meeting the Hev. H. K. Hill was eheted Honorary Secretary of the

Malvern Field riub, in the place of Mr. Burrow, who had filled the office since

the formation of the club.

The next meeting wa.s on September 21, at the Plough Inn, at Longdon.

The members proceeded by Queenhill C'hureli and tlirouijh the [grounds of Pale

Court to Sandiill, a Lias outlier, in the vallev of New Ked Sandstone, which

in this district stretches along the line of the Slalvcm straits. Hence the club

returned thr<mgh I ' I*' Court gardens, l)y pennission of Mr. TViwderwell,

to Mr. Slower at ' is Court where Captain fiui.sc delivered an instruc-

tive address. He was followed by Dr. Laukester, the well-known lecturer, on

the Darwinian theory.

The third and last meeting was held at Malvern Hills, on October 01 h. The

President, and another gcnthnian, accompanied by Mr. Allan Ix'imbert, (uie of the

(.pfrln,
. r.. on the Worcester and Jlereford Railway went through the tunnel, but

til int of the wet and dirt to be encountered deterred the other members

from di -ftiidink', a mii •hercfore made tlir'nigli tlie cutting of the Wyeh
to the siiafl un the wc i' of the iiills, where larL'c heaps of " spod" had
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accumulated. Little, however, was found in them. The club then paid a visit

to Mr. Stephen Ballard, at " The Winnings," who presented Mr. Symouds with

some "old bones." They consisted of the humerus of Bos prmigenlus, from a

lacustrine deposit on the western flank of the Malverns, togetlier with a portion

of the molar tooth of a mammoth, and a very perfect tooth and leg-bone of a

rhinoceros from the Glacial drift, which skii-ts the eastern flanks of the Malvern

range.

Afterwards the party proceeded along the line of railway, striking it just

where the tunnel emerges into the open cutting. Here there occurs, just at

the point of junction of the Old Red and the Silurian strata, curious mass of a

bluish material so tough and leaden in its character as to have been almost

impossible to excavate, resisting alike gunpowder and the pick. Hence the

party followed the line to the bridge close by Barton Court, where a heap of

Old Red lias been curiously caught up in the midst of the Silurian.

The Winds' Point was the next object in view, where Mr. Symonds called

the attention of the members to some large masses of Llandovery sandstone

raised upon the flanks of the Syenite at the back of Mr. Johnson's house, and

at least one thousand feet above the level of the sea.

After dinner. Dr. Griudson of Malvern, exhibited a beautiful series of fossils,

most of which were obtained from the tnnnel-shaft on the western side of the

Malverns, and the quarries in the immediate neighbourhood of Ledbury.

Amongst these and most worthy of notice was a magnificent Pentamerus slab

from the tunnel-shaft at the Wych, a Lingula Letoisii, a L. S^momlsii, a drawer

containing many hundreds of trilobites—the eyes of many being particidarly

perfect, and several Bellerophons and other ancient fossils, many of them being

new species, hitherto unknown aud unnamed, discovered by Dr. Grindrod.

NOTEvS AND QUERIES.

Pleistocene Tossils.—Dear Sir,—I have lately discovered in the Pleistocene

clay of this neiglibourhood (Salisbury), some teeth and several fragments of

bones of a small rodent, api^arently belonging to the genus Ardomi/s or Sper-

mophilm. I much regret that I possess no recent skulls of either of these

genera with which to compare the fossils. Under the head "Fossil Muridaj"

in the Encyclopaedia of Natural History, there is a mere nominal allusion to a

species named by Professor Kaup Spermophilus superciliosm, from the Eppcls-

lieim sand. Now I am well aware of the many calls upon your valuable time,

but hope you will not deem me trespassing too much both upon it and your

kindness in asking you to send me any mformation you may possess upon the

following points:—1st. The specific character of Spcrmophilus siiperciliosus, with

admeasurements of skull, and of any of the long bones. 2nd. Has this species

been discovered in any part of Great Britain, or in any other continental locality

besides Eppelsheira.

In event of my fossils proving a new species, I will, should you deem it

worthy of publication, forward for a full description, with illustrations of the

most perfect and characteristic bones.—Yours truly, H. P. Blackmobe, M. D.

We woidd refer our correspondent to the following work :
—" Descriptious

d'ossemens fossiles de mammiferes inconnus, jusqua present, qui se trouvent

an Museum grand-ducal de Darmstadt, 4to avec atlas in folio. By J. J. Kaup.

Darmstadt 1832—1839.
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Kofcronrcs to works on fossil mammals of this order will be foMiul at p. 23(j,

vol. i, of Pictet's Traitc dc Pak'oiitologic (Paris 1S53—1S57), where in plate

vi., arc figures of the tcetli of the upper jaw of the Jrrtomi/s (ilpimts, the alpino

marmot ; and of tiie Jrr/om/.t JrrrnieiixiK from the Pliocene beds of Auvergne.
AVe learn from Piclet that remains of the Arcfomi/s an-fnieiisis, Brav., are

jdso tigiu-cd bv Gervais, in his Zoologic ct Paleoutoloi!;ie Fran9ais, pi. 20 and
pi. IS.

The deposit in whieh Kaiip found the Eppelsheim specimen was first regarded
as Miocene, and since referred to tiic diluvium In- 11. von Meyer. It was a

nearly complete specimen, surpassing the marmot in size. It is the Ardoiin/s

prliiiif/ciiifi of Kaup, and Myoxus primiffeniiis of 11. von Meyer (Palocologica p. Ol
and p. KVJ).

!M. Gervais, in his Zool. et Pal. Fran^ais, p. 20, p. '\:(\, figs. 11 and 12, refers

to tills species the bones found in the diluvium of Paris, Niort, and Issiorc.

Arctomi/n xpelffiis, of Fischer von "Waldiieim (Nouveaux Memoires de I'Acade-

mic de Moscow, 1S31. t. iii, p. 3S1), has been found in tlic caverns of Prussia.

It is allied in form to A. hohuc, but its skull shows too many dillcrences for the

union of the species. M. Poniel in the Bulletin de la Socu'te Geologiq>ie de
I'ranec 2e scrie, t. i, p. 591), indicates a marmot from the Auvcrgne alluvium
dilleriug from the A. primiijenia.

The marmot of the alps {A. marmotla, Schreber) has been found a fossil in

the diluvium of Mossbach and Koestrich. (lierm. v. Meyer, Neues Jahrb,

1SI7, p. isi).

Tiic I'lesiarcfomi/s Genaisii, Brav. ct Pomel (Notice siir les Oisrmfns Fossiles

fie la Dcbruije : Gervais, Zvol. et Pal. Fr., p. 47,;), surpasses, sligiitly, in size

the mannot, and has been found fossil in the lacustrine limestone of Saint

Pern'al, near Apt (Pari>ien su])erieure).

The spennopliils ditfer from the marmots in their pouches, aiul their lighter

forms. They arc found in the tcrtiaiy and diluvium beds. The Spennoji/iilus

KprrlosHu of 11. v. Meyer (Lconh. und Broiui, Neues Jahrb, 1 ^ I'), p. i-7l) is oidy

known by an upper jaw found at AVeisenau, in miocene strata.

The S. Kiipercilioxns, Kaup (Oss. Foss. de Darmstadt, 5 liv., ])1. 25, fig.s,

3—6), is found near Eppclshcim, with Arrfomj/s priniir/rnia. It is probably the

same species as tliat from the bone - breccias of ^lontmorcney, Auvers,

nnd Auvergnc. M. Desuoycrs says tiiat it is most nearly allied to S. lUrhard-

.to/iii of America (Bull. Soe. Geol. Fr., t. xiii. ; Pomel, id., 2c scrie, t. iii., p.

212. Gervais : Zool. et Pal. Fr., p. ID).

Pictet places in this grouj) the genus fjt/iomi/n, whieh 11. v. Meyer establislucl,

Neues Jahrb., lbi'>, p. 175, for the miocene rodents of W'eiseuau, and which

II. von Meyer in Broim's "Enumerator" placed with the squirrels (Sriurina).

The marmots f ' ' '^Iincl.) iiave tne |f)wer ineisor.s pointed like llic

s^iiirrels, but les-
,

I, liie molars " herissecs de jumites les formes

lourdes," (Pictet) and the tail short. They have only been found in diluvium

and upper tertiancs. Tiie Plrininrrtnini/n (Gervais) have the molars like those

of the mannots, except that the tubercles arc much more rounded, indicating

a more fnigivorous diet.

EiuiATA IN " Geoi,. of Ci.tvKLAM)." - At p. S2, liuc 10, for " analogies" read
" a/utly-iin"—p. 83, line 1, for "portion" read " post/ion"— p. S3, line 31, for
" from the nor'

'

" read "
f'>r t/ir niost parf'— p. SS, line 4, for clay-stones"

read ' rtay-ini, -p. DO, line 30, for " cast" read " rw/.<f^"— p. U3, line 32,

for "clay" read "*/ff/'— p. 93, line 39, for "often" read ">.«/."

Ebbata in "Geoi,. P3xft:K.sinN to the Channel Islands.—At p. 112, line

13 from the bottom, for "great" crystal.-* read "i{i>arf:" crystals— p. 1 1 1, foot-

note, for " Mr. Jtikes" read "Mr. l'n/,rs" jt. 115, quotation from Virgil, for

"nudus" read '' mediiy*
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Fragment on Submakine Zones of Distribution.—1. As soon as the

iiiaiu facts of the distribution of animals and plants into regions and districts,

and into zones of elevation above the sea-level had been generally established,

it was assumed that like Kmitations held good as to marine plants, and (as in-

separable from them) to zoophytes.

2. It was thas laid down pretty positively that the coral animals could not

exist at certain depths ; and from these the inferences that coral formations,

jter se, could have no great thickness unless submerged whilst in progress by
the sinking of the ground on which the animals had attached themselves as a

nucleus or basis ; and if this progress were carried on slowly the said animals,

within " regulation limits" as to depth, could continue theii- work upwards as

before.

2. In Darwin's valuable work on coral formations, p. 85, he gives certain

tabulated data of the known depths at which corals have been found alive. The
example most to my purpose (for I am unacquainted with " Cellepora" found
at one huncU-ed and ninety fathoms) is " Gorgonia, or an allied form," at one
liundi-ed and sixty fathoms deep.

4. The pressure at one hundred and sixty fathoms (taking sea-water at about
sixty-five pounds per cubic foot) is four hundred and thirty-three pounds per

square inch ; and who that is at all familliar -with the exquisite delicacy of

structure in the polyp of gorgonia of any kind can suppose that mere internal

counterpoise of water within to w"ater without would render life possible in

such types of all that is tiny, frail and fairy-like ? No wood sunk to that depth
would ever float on being drawn up to the surface : it would become " water-

logged." Hence it is conceived that nothing but the mysterious agency of

vitality can give the tissue its power of resistins; the above mentioned and
very considerable penetrative pressure. Who then is to limit the depth at

which zoophyte life is to be found, and coral-reefs to be carried on ?

5. Such beiug the case at one hundred and sixty fathoms, what are we to

say to the facts given in Mr. G. E. llol)crts' interesting paper—" High and
Low Life"—in which the existence of Ophiocoma, &c., is traced to a depth of
two miles, or eleven times the said one hundred and sixty fathoms ?

6. It was ever to my mind an unproven verdict (or rather dictum) that laid

down such strict aualoe:y between the zones of distribution for terrestrial vegeta-
tion, and their assumed correspondents as regards marine plants and animals

(especially the latter) ; as if they were the anamorpliic reflections downwards
of the terraced arrangement of zonal regions upwards, shown on the surface of
the sea.

7. In earlier days I was once honoured with a slight, but " free and gentle"
passage at arms—a sort of holme-fight—with one of our largest Oxodons, or

Cautabnodons (we say not wliichj, fresh from his native fens and reeds, who
liad taken post on this sandbank position, and in spite of every logical instinct

on the 'pourquoi non ? footing I presume, required me to prove a negative
thereon. Strange to say, he was an eminent mathematician. What would he
have said on seeing his smiderbund-hypothesis utterly dispersed by the facts of
Dr. Wallich and Mr. Darwin ?

8. It may be assumed, safely enough, that coral formations may spring from
around any suitable nucleus in the very floor of the ocean; though not by any
means restricted from starting their characteristic contours and belts from around
the upper portions of submarine hills—working from thence upwards as from
an advanced base of operation..—R. J. Nelson, R.E., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Skeleton of a Nondescript Animal found at Buenos Ayres.—(Vol. iv.

p. IS).—I refer your correspondent who asks what scientific account has been
given of the great animal preserved in the Madrid Museum, to Dr. Buckland's
Esssay in the Bridgewater Treatise. The skeleton which is that of the Mega-

[STJPPLEMBNT TO THE " GEOLOGIST," No. 40.]
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Ihcriuni, is also described bv Cuvier (Oss. Toss. vol. v., p. \\i); and it may
also be scon in Jameson's "Translation of Cuvicr's Kcvolntion of tlic Globe."

Tbc Madrid skeleton niea.'^ured thirteen feet one ineh in lenu:tli, and is .seven

feet four inelies in height to the top of tlie back. It lias been several times

fijTiired. The lincst series of plates illustrative of it arc those of Pander and

D'Alton.

The acco\int given by the old traveller is amusing enough, but no naturalist

could have been a moment in doubt as to the eharaeter of the animal, wiiich

belongs to the Edentata (root-caters), very far removed from the Carnivores.

I a])pend, for the amusement of those who like quaint zoological descriptions

an extract from a Texas letter, relating the discovery of a great raehyderm :

—

"The great loeal excitement here just now is the fact that within the cor-

porate limits of New Braunfals, within close pistol shot of the residence of our

worthy mayor, the bones of an immense niamnioth or mastodon have been

discovered. I have not as yet visited the spot, or big hole in the grounil,

where the digging is going on, but am told that the specimens so tar Awi^ up

promise a sizeable skeleton when all are put together,—say thirty odd feet long

l)y twenty odd in height. Barnum might make a new start in tiie world were

he now here to take advautagc of this wonderful bruiging to light of an un-

doubted curiosity.

" The discovery was first made by some German well-digger, who fell upon a

liiige sh<)\dder-bonc while pros])eeting underground for water. 1 will give

nM)re and fuller jmrtievdars when they cxeavtile dee]t enough or wide enough to

bring the entire "criltur" out, so that we can all see him, siie, or it. If there

ever was a spot upon earth where a huge animal coidd lind a good range, it is

riu'lit here, where the waters of the i)eautil'nl (iuadahipe take in tiio.'-e of the

more beautifid Comal." We should like to know more of this find.

I'ut the most valuable book of reference on the subject is the splendid
" Memoir on the Megatherium or Giant Ground-Sloth of America," by Prof.

Owen, reprinted with additions from the riiilosopliieal Transactions. A full

deserijUicm of the Madrid specimen, wliieh was found " in some excavation on

the banks of the river Luxan, which flows close by the town of tbc same name,

about thirteen leagues west-south-west of Hnenos Ayres, in a ravine fen yards

in depth," is r-ontained in a work of Don .loseph (iarriga, entitled " Deseripeiou

del Ksfpieletode nn Quadrupedo muy corpulento y raro, &c. (Madrid, l/'Jti).

(jKOIUiK K. KoHKKTS.

Nkw Zk.\i..\M) Stkki,.—The following neeount of this remarkable deposit i.s

given in the " Australian Mail :"— " Kver sinee the settlement of New Zeal.ind

by Kuropeans their attention has been daily eallid to the peculiarities of a

kind of metallic sand along the shores of New Plymoufh, in Taranaki.
" This sand has tlie appearance of line sf<'el filings, and if a magiu-t be dropped

upon it and t.-tkcu u]) again, the instrument will be found thickly coated with

the iron granules. The place where the sand abounds is along the base of

Mount Kgmont, an extinct volcano; and the deposit extends several miles

alontc the coast to the depth of many feet, and having a eorresjionding breadth.

"The geological supposition is that this granulated metal has been thrown

out of the volcano along the ba.s(; on which it rests into the sea, and (here pul-

verised. It ha.s been looked upon for a long lime a.s n geological curiosity, oven

t'. the extent of trying to smelt some of if ; but although .so many years have

p:i^.-ed since its di.scovcr^-, it is oidy recently tliat any attempt has been made,

to turn it to a practical account in fact the quantity is so large that the peo|)lo

have hK)ked Upon it as utterly valueless. It forms a standing comi)lainf in the

letters fif all the euiitrrants that when the sea-breeze wa.s a little up they were

obliged to wear veils to prevent being blinded by the fine saml which stret( lud

for miles along the shore. Captain Morshea<l, a gentleman in the west of
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Eiiglaud, was so much impressed with its vaUic that he went to New Zealand

to verify the reports made to him in this country, and was fortunate to find

them all correct. He smelted the ore first in a crucible, and subsequently in a

furnace. The results were so satisfactory that he immediately obtained the

necessary grant of laud from the government and returned to England with

several tons, for more conclusive experiments. It has been carefidly analysed

in this country by several well-known metallurgists, and has been pronounced

to be the purest ore at present known. It contains SS4.5 of peroxide of iron;

ll--i3 of oxide of titanium, with silica, and only twelve of waste in one hundred

parts. Takmg the sand as it lies on the beach and smelting it the produce is

sixty-one per cent of iron of the very finest quality ; and agaiuif this sand be

subjected to what is called the cementration process, the result is a tough, first-

class steel, which in its properties seem to surpass any other description of

that metal at present known. The investigations of metallurgical science have

found that if titanium is mixed with iron the character of the steel is materially

improved; but titanium being a scarce ore, such a mixture is too expensive for

ordinary purposes. Here, however, nature has stepped in and made free gifts

of both metals on the largest scale. To give some idea of the fineness of this

beautiful sand it will be enough to say that it passes readily through a gauze

sieve of four thousand nine hundred holes or interstices to the square iuch.

As soon as it was turned into steel by Mr. Musket, Messrs. Mosely, the

eminent cutlers and toolmakers of New Street, Covent Garden, were requested

to see what could be done wdth the Tarauaki steel. They have tested it in

every possible way, and have tried its temper to the utmost, and tliey say the

manner in which "the metal has passed through their trials goes far beyond

anything that they ever saw worked in steel before. It has been formed into

razors, scizzors, saws, penknives, table-cutlery, surgical instruments, &c. ; and

the closeness of the grain, the fineness of polish, and keenness of edge place it

in the very foremost rank—almost in the position of a new metal. As far as

is at present known of this extraordinary metal, it bids fail- to claim all the

finer classes of cutlery and edge-tool instruments to itself so well has everything

made from it turned out. Messrs. Moseley, in whose bauds the sole manufac-

ture of cutlery and edge-tools is vested for this country, have placed a case,

filled with the metal in all its stages, in the Polyteclmic Institution."

Description of the Rocks in which Diamonds are Found, and the

MANNER OF WORKING THEM IN THE PROVINCE OF MiNAS GaRAES, IN BRAZIL.

The grauite-gueiss of which the shores of Brazil are composed extends without

interruption as far as the Sierra of Montiguera, which is sixty leagues inland,

at the point nearest the sea where it forms the boundary between the forest

and the plains. In this last region one begins to see this gneiss alternate with

granular quartz, and crystalline schists. Inland from the Serra of Ourobianco

these last rocks dominate exclusively. To the north they also compose the

numerous mountain ranges, and among them the " chapades," called by

D'Eschwege the Serra D'Espinhaco

Of the rocks wliieh compose the Diamond region the gi-anular quartz, which

is the most important, has been called by D'Eschwege " itacolumite." It is a

friable quartz or sandstone more or less coarse-grained, and often contains talc

chlorite, and mica, and showing a schistose structure. It is sometimes traversed

by veins of quartz containing pyrophylitc-lime as found in the Oaralian

mouiitaius. Sometimes, thoiigh but rarely, is it flexible. We have noticed

this quality at two places, Ouro-Prcto and Montevade. This itacolumite is

beyond doubt a metamorphosed rock, deposited in the first instance by water.

No fossils have been found in it, but traces of wave-marks have been discovered.

According to Mr. G. Rose, there is at Bissersk, in the Oural, Avhere diamonds

are found, no trace of this rock which however closely resembles the schistose
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granular quartz of the moxintains near Strclilou to the west, of Breslau, and

which there unilcrlios the quartz alteruathig with it antl vast masses of white

talcosc schist, aud is traversed by numerous veins formerly worked for elear

quartz.

The sehist which we luive ealled "meta-^iorphie" presents various eharaeters;

first of all it contains quartz associated sometimes with chlorite, or with talc

;

sometimes with mica : in the latter case it passes into mica-schist. It is not

necessary to point out amphibole, hornblende, and schorl? among the vai-ieties

of this schist worked in searching tor diamonds.

Sometimes it loses its sehistlike nature, mid then contains a quantitv of oxide

of iron. Tliis scliist const hutcs geuendly speaking the elevated plains called

"chapades." It rapidly decomposes as we shall see further on, and on this

account the lower parts of the valley, into which the rivers proceeding from

the ehapades flow, are of an undulating natui-e, while iheii' higher slopes are

more or less precipitous.

The passages from metamorphic schist to elay-.slatc and schists contauiing

talc, mica aud cyanite arc very frequent, and quite insensible. So on ihe

other hand is the passage from the metamorphic schist to the itaeolumite.

Kear the limit of these two rocks concretions and bands of specular iron-ore

often occur. In the Sena de Cara^a fragments of crystalline schist occur as a

conglomerate in the itaeolumite.

This metamorphic schist contains also limestone, schistose specular iron and

itabirite, which is simply a variety of specular iron, accompanied by quartz and

mica. It occurs in thick beds of great extent, which can be worked as iron-

stone. "When this itabirite is found partially decomposed (pulvt'-rulentc), it

^cs under the name of " jacotinga." The raluable English mine of Gongosoceo

IS worked in this jacotinga.

The limestone is well diveloped, and contains many caverns in which bones

and sidtpetrc occurs. These have been studied by Dr. liund.

The itaeolumite and metamor])hie schists occur generally in alternate beds.

Their outcron is parallel to the mountain-range, namely north and south, and

they dip to the east. They have been disturbed in such a manner that they

form rugged and abrupt rocks which in the itaeolumite are traversed by a great

manv water-worn channels.

Tfie schist and itaeolumite decompose easily, the latter splitlingand cnimbling

readily to dust, the former iiudergoing a chemical as well as a jihysieal eiiauge

in localities particularly rich in iron. The hydroxide of tiiat metal when liberated

goes to form, with the less decomposed fragments, a breccia, called ''lapanhoa-

eanga," a variety of whieli eoiitainin? a greater quantity of sand is lound in

the valleys and rivers of the diamonti region.

This decomposition sometimes reaches a great depth ; the surface of the rock

in the rainv sea.son resembling a bog in whieli one sinks up to the knees.

It may fie thought surprising that deeompositifm should go on to such an

extent in the trojjies, as it is not seef)iided by the action of frost, but it is

doubtless ha.stened by the frequency of the tropical rains, and the dissolving

action of the water increased by Ihe temperature. It mav also be observed that

the tropical storms of frequent and regular oeeurrence eliarges the atmosphere

with nitric acid, which is communicated to the water and increa.ses its aetitm.

It is in the product of ihe decomposition of these rocks, and in the recent

lapanhoaranga that the diamond and nunifrous rare minerals occur. .Among

tlu- latter we may mention topaz, ehrvsolitc, amethyst, tourmaliiie, blue and

black ore of titanium, transparent andalu.site, euelasc, and elir>soberyl.

Experience ha.s taught the miners that diamond.s are to be found in three

(list inefret;ions called .Snieo da Serra, Servico do eanijio, Servico do no.

In the lirst the mrk worked for diainond-. is a product of diconq)osition named
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" gurgulho," which presents different characters in the Servi9o do Carapo, and
Servi90 da Serra. lu the former it is the product of itacolumite, formed of

pure quartz saud, fragments of itacolumite and quartz. It fills the cavities

resulting from the distruction of certain beds of itacolumite, which are caUed

by the Brazilians canaes coriiiraes.

The method of washing is described by D'Eschwege, and with the diamond as

residua are obtained rutiles, oxide of iron and oxide of titanium. These minerals

which occur more or less \Tith the diamond are named the "formation" (forma9ao),

and their presence in the gurgulho is considered as a sign that diamonds are

not far off.

But on the Gm'guhlo de Serra these minerals are to rare that it is impos-

sible to recognize them without a previous washing, and even in certain beds
they are almost entirely absent.

Of three minerals mentioned as constituting the formation in the itacolumite

we have included rutile and oxide of iron ; black tourmaKue also, perhaps,

should be mentioned, but no one has met with it.

As the minerals associated with, the diamond are found in the itacolumite, it

is natural to suppose that the diamond comes from the same source. The
presence of diamonds in rivers rising in mountains of itacolumite is another
evidence of this fact which Pohl and D'Eschwage had announced as probable,

and Helmreicher has placed beyond doubt ; for at the Serra Grao Mayor at

Corgo dos Bois has proved that diamonds can not only be obtained from the

washing of the gurgulho, but also from the fragments of a rock of itacolumite,

which mode is not followed up because the washing process is easier and cheaper.

The Gurgulho do Campo is so called because it occurs in the plains and table-

lands ; it is formed by the decomposition of metamorphic schist of which the
products are more or less mixed with itacolumite. The washing of the Gur-
gulho do Campo gives—firstly, blackish-grey grains and cyanite. Secondly,
a bluish-black rock, sometimes ferruginous, sometimes quartzy, and allied

according to M. Damour to schorl-rock. Thirdly, hydrophosphate of allu-

minum, hydroxyde of iron. Fourtlily, hematite iron, red hematite, and
perhaps titanic u-on. AH these substances are derived from the metamor-
phic schist. As to the quartz, rutile, amatase, sub-oxide of kon, they proceed
equally from that and the itacolumite. The ensemble of the minerals associated
with the diamond is called the "formation;" but here these are so abundant
that it is often easy to distinguish them without a preliminary washing.

The Gurgidho do campo is met 'n'ith on the surface, near the separation of the
two great basins of the San Erancisco, and of the Jcquitnihouta, at Dattas, at
Quinda, and at San Joao do Barro. As it does not appear to have been deposited
by water one is forced to admit that it has been formed in situ by the decompo-
sition of the underlying rock, sometimes, however, it has been water-borne some
little distance.

As long as diamonds were found in the Gurgulho of the surface, they were
not sought deeper ; but about the year 1850 at San Joao do Barro the imder-
lying schistose-rock was by chance submitted to the washing-process, when it

Was found to contain many diamonds. Erom this time a course of deep-mining
has been pursued with the best results. The rock is so soft that it can be
extracted by means of hoes : it is then thrown into the " cradle" and waslied.

When the rock is examined in situ a schistose structure is perceived, which
however has entirely disappeared in the gm-gulho ; the solid and heavy parti-

cles alone remaining.

The schisty rock found underlying the gurgidho is called " barro." It is of

a very variable colour—white, reddish, dark grey or black. It is soft to the
touch, and sometimes sand is obliged to be added to it to enable it to undergo
the washing process. Between the gurguUio and this "barro" occur also
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various approximations to an earthy mass, wliich also contains diamonds, and
which is aesic:nalcd "terra." The " l)arro"__and "terra" are so decomposed
and softened that the holes worked in tlie clay are fdled in during the nii^ht.

It is only in the dry season that the deep mines in the barro can be worked ;

the wivshing is carried on, on the contrary, in the rainy season.

The veined structure of the barro at once tells of its origin in the mctamorphic
schist, a fact conllrmed by the following remarks. The schists lie nearly north

and south and dip towards the east at an angle of thirty degrees. Jk'sidea

underneath the "barro" a bed of granular ilacolumitc is met with called
" Pizarro," it is easy to prove that this bed is intercalated in the schists and
that its direction and dip are the same. On the other hand concretions are

formed in its neighbourhood, as is the case at the termination of t he met anu)rphic

schist. Pinally, the residue of the washing of the barro and the gurgullio do

campo is exactly the same. AVc have, besides, examined the stony fragments

which arc found in the " barro," .and have proved that they have been derived

from the mctamorphic schist in dilTerent stages of decompositiim : sonu' frag-

ments were so unchanged that we could not for a moment doubt their origin.

It is very true that diamonds have not yet been found in the metamorpliic

schist, but that is easily understood as it has been so little worked. At the

time that the barro is worked it is very soft aiul full of water ; it hardens how-

ever on exposure. The diamonds it contains do not detach themselves at fir.'-t,

and in the washing we have been fortunate enough to obtain, at Diamantina, a

.specimen of barro which still contained a very large diamond : it also showed

very clearly the origin of the rock. AVe have also seen a similar specimen

belonging to Mr. T. Rcdiugton, who possesses dianiond mines between San Joao

and Diamantina.

Although there are many workings of the gurgullio at San .Toao, that in the

barro since IS.5.5 has yielded richer and more regular products, and while we
were there preparations were being made to open another. Near Quinda there

are many workings of the gurgulho in whieli the underlying bed is also washed ;

but this bed has not the veined structure of that at San Joao, and is nmch
more sandy. In this ncighl)Ourhood there is a sandy itacolumite, which cannot

contain many diamonds, as it is never washed.

Observation has shown that the schists most rich in diamonds arc strongly

impregnated with oxide of iron, and that they have a grey or blackish colour.

The Servifo do Rio comprises the searches made in the beds aiul on the banks

of rivers. Tliis mode of diamond hunting, more common than the other

jnefhods, is used to seek them when washed from their original situation. As
if lias been often deseril>ed, we need not cidarge upon it ; we have observed it

in more than thirty localities from Cidadc de Serro in almost all the watrr-

roiirscs on the road to CJrao ^tayor, especially at Poso Alto, Daltas, Quinda,

Diamantina, Simao Viera. The prineii)al workings of this nature occur

on the Jequitinhonha. The rivers generally have their beds in the solid ntek,

in which, ni some places, they have hollowed out immense cavities. The
lluvialile deposit which rests on this rock, and in which they flow, is called

"cascalho; it is sometimes covered with large blocks, which evidently belong

to the itacolumite. When (he hydroxide of irf)n occurs in the neigldjourhood,

it lia.<» cemented the upper beds, and changed them into a conglomerate—the

"Canga," which is -
< hard that it has to be blasted ; in it diamonds

are sometimes fouiiil l wjiieh there are several specimens in Kurojic.

The cnscalho contains the products of the decomposition of tlic itacolumite

and the mctamorphic schist; the minerals which it contains arc, therefore,

those of the Servi(;o da Serra and Serviyo do (lampo; but they arc more roHcd

and rounded, and sometimes the one and sometimes the other prej)onderates,

consequently the characters of this conglomerate arc very varied. In the
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museum at Eio Janeiro a fragment of pure quartz two or tln-ee inches in

diameter contains two cavities, which are both lilled with small fragments of

quartz and oxide of iron, which are firmly cemented by a clayey cement ; in

one of the cavities a diamond is seen in tlie middle of the conglomerate. We
have also been assured that near Diamantina diamonds have been found among

the stones composing the little cylindrical tubes which certam wormlike insects

of the mountains on the coast construct to protect themselves.

Anotlier remarkable fact which has not been previously noticed, is the dis-

covery in the cascalho of small fragments of quartz having a form like an

anvil. They have clearly been polished, and have therefore been constructed

by the Indians, who used them as earrings. At Grao Mayor, M. Daniel

Casimer Piuto-Coelho gave us one of these ; the cascalho in which it was

found had never been worked or distm-bed in any way, and formed the bed of

a water-course nearly dried up ; it was even covered over by more than six

yards of vegetable mould, on which beautiful palm trees were growing. The

polished quartz ornaments are accompanied by other cut objects, principally

arrow-heads ; bones also occur, of the nature of which we have not been able

to pronounce.

These traces of human industry met with in the virgin cascalho prove it to

be of comparatively recent origin, consequently also the red race must be very

ancient. It is to be hoped that the researches of Dr. Lund on the bones

found in the neighbouring caverns will throw some light upon this important

question.

We will point out two or three more names in conmion use. The cascalho

of the old water-courses is called " Gupiara ;" that accumulated at the heads of

the rivers " Tabuleira ;" lastly " Corrido," is the name given to the half-

rounded pebbles found in the present rivers.

Itaeolumite and metamorphie schist are, beyond doubt, the beds in which

the diamond and all other precious stones with which it is found originate.

Nevertheless, these gems are not necessarily met with, any more than the green

toui-maliue of Campo Longa and the realgar of Briment'hal are seen in all the

dolomites of the Alps. The diamond is found in the mountains of itaeolumite

of Grao Mayor, also in the numerous streams which flow therefrom ; it exists

eqiially in many other mountams of itaeolumite, but it is too rare to be searched

for with advantage. Thus, in the Scrra do Cipo, in the basmof the San Fran-

cisco, we have seen four diamonds which have been found in a sinall stream

near the upper part of this Serra. On the other hand, the mountains of itaeo-

lumite do not necessarily contain diamonds, and in that of Itacolumi, which

gives its name to the rock, diamonds arc not found. To the present time the

metamorphie and decomposed schist of San Joao or of Qutnda is the only one

in which the diamond has been observed ; but the large tract of the gurgulho

do campo shows that this schist is very extensively spread, and it ought to con-

tain diamonds in various localities.

The following are some remarks that we have made on the distribution and

associations of the minerals which accompany the diamond.
' The anatase is sometimes so pure and transparent that one is tempted to

mistake it for the diamond. It is, besides, associated with the sub-oxide of

iron, and with rutile as well as brookite.

The euclase is always found with the topaz, and in many places to the south

of Ouro Preto it is in a kind of whitish clay, which seems a product of decom-

position. There is also specular iron-oi'e and rutile, like that of Saint Gothard

;

beautiful black tourmahnes, hyaline and smoky quartz. These minerals are

found, too, in the barro of San Joao, so that the latter appears identical with

the whitish clay met with in the working of the topaz. The euclase is much
rarer than the topaz, and as they no longer search for the latter for jewellery.
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it is become impossible to procure it. At times the topaz is decomposed, and
then it is known unilor the name of "rotten topaz."

The ores of teUurium are met with at Samt Joze d'Elrci, and near Saiut
Vineeut, between Ouro Preto and Morro Yelho; moreover, there is some
native brimstone in a vein of quartz near Saint Joze.

The crjstailine schists of Morro A'cUio and of Sabarra contain fine eryst;Js

of carbonate of linic, of arragonitc, of magnetic iron-pyrites, of copper-pyrites,

of manganese-ore; in those of Congonhas tliere is ehromate of k-ad.

Arsenical pyrites arc observed m tiie quartz at (Juro Preto, Morro Vellio,

and Antonio Percira.

Scorodite, pscudomorphs of hcmonite after the seorodite, and seorodite after

arsenical iron, arc found in the crystalline schist, and in the " tapanhoaeanga"
of Passagem and Antonio Pereira. The amethyst forms in veins in the crys-

talline schist and in the gneiss.

The chrysolite, eymophane, green and transparent tourmaline collect in the
casealhoof the rivers which traverse the crystalline schist near Kalihao.

The American river and the Piauliy seem to be the richest ; tlie first is no
longer worked, but for twenty leagaies along the road to Kalihao it seems to

have been entirely excavated; it is in the river Pianhy that the chrysolite is

found, which is euii)loyed in clock-making and in jewellery. The transparent

and.ilusite is also brought from one of these two rivers. Among the various

minerals that are found in the casealhoof Brazil, we can mention, as does also

M. Damour, disthene, felspar, precious garnet, hydr(mhos])hate of aluminum,
phosphate of yttria, pure and titauifcrous, diasporc columbitc, Baierinc, oxide
of pewter, cinnabar, and graphite.

Gold is everywhere found in the region of the diamond-bearing schists, and
there is also platinum ; tiiese metals remnin upon the vatre with the other ores

that the washing separates from the dianionus.—Translation of a Paper read

before the Geological Society of Berlin. By MM. Ch. Heusscr and G. Clarcz,

with mineralogieal notes by G. liosc (Ann. des Mines, vol. xvii., part '2 of ISGO.

SiLLKi.\x Strata, near Cardiff.—Dkar Sir,— In vour Januarv number
there was a notice of " MuiTay's IIandl)ook for South Wales." In tlie notice

of places of geologic interest appended to that book there is an omission 1 should

like to supj)ly. A short time smce 1 was residing at Cardiff, on the borders of

Glamorganshire, and in my walks about the neighhourhood discovered a quairy

in what seemed to me to be the Upper Silurian formation. Tiiis quarry is

situated on a hill-sideabouttwomileseastof Cardiff, at a place called Pen-y-lau,

and from the m<juth fif the quarry there is a beautiful view of the Bristol

Channel and the opposite eoxst. Tracing the course of some brooks in the

neighbourhood. I found the same kind of rock extended for some distance round
the .side of the hill. The quarry I found to be ver^- full of fossils. Shells were
in abundance. Among,'*t others I have a Jir//n-op/io>i ililafatus, and an Athtfris

iumida, witii the intern.il spiral processes in ft beautiful state of |)reservation.

Corals also were in abrindanee, though not so much .so as shells and Irilobites

:

of the latter I found perfect s])eeimens of lll<rnu» ]iarrietixi.t, two kinds of .,

A' ' '
'

•
• / piDirtatim, Vharnjis menialnit,

J'l
, ^ !

.

I'
,

, and a head and tailof r///"/Vwr//.?

OimHcronatHt.

I have also otit of the same qunn ' < head of Pliaropx raiulatiis, in one

eye of which sixtv two sjtherieai 1.; ,1 remain. Tiiis specimen was pre-

sented to me by ^Ir. J. IV Thrtnias, of Cardiff, who is the onlv local fj:e(»logist.

Believing on the al)ovc evidence the rock in question to be Silurian, 1 was
surprised to find it mapped in the fJeological Ordnance Survey as Old Red
Sandstone. I therefore eommunieatcd the fact to Sir i{od(rick Mnrehison,

and at his request sent him niy fossils, when after they had been examined by
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himself and Mr. Salter, he determined the rock from which they came to be
" par excellence" of tlie Wenlock age.

Thinking tliat some of your readers wlieu passing through South Wales
might like to visit the spot has induced me to trouble you 'with this note. I

may also say that the bone-bed crops out iu the Blue Lias beUveen Penarth

Head and Laveruock, near Cai-diif. I have a slab of the boue-bed from this

place, the finest I have ever seen, literally full of small reptilian bones, copro-

lites, fish-scales and fish-teeth.

Hoping this communication will not trespass too much on yom- valuable space,

—Yours truly, Norman Glass, Kensington.

The Geology of Athlone.—Dear Sir,—In sending you a brief account of

the Geology of Athlone district, but more particdarly of the Mountain Lime-
stone formation so amply developed in this neighbourhood, 1 shall have to

depend almost entirely upon what I have seen, and deal only with what I have

thought. Li my investigations here I have had but little help from books, less

from men. When I came to Athloue iu January, 1859, I came from the chaUc-

liills of Hampshire, and all the knowledge that I possessed of the Mountain-lime-

stone audits fossils, and of the Carboniferous system generally, was derived from

a casual reading of Hugh Miller's " Old Red Sandstone," and Page's " Introduc-

tory Text Book of Geology." However, when I had settled down and begun
the study of geology in earnest, I set myself rather a difficult task, to find out

—

unassisted by books or friendly counsel—the fossil wealth of the limestone beds

in this locality. I can assm-e you this has been to me a very pleasant occupa-

tion, and each new discovery has given me an earnest of what I may expect in

other places.

Iu drawing yom* attention to the fossils of this district, I shall dwell more
particularly upon the MoUusca of the Mountain Limestone than upon ought
else. These I have found in abundance, and specimens of almost every species

and genera named by David Page in his "Advanced Text-Book of Geology," as

common to the Carboniferous limestone are to be found in any small collec-

tion. Of the Brachiopoda I have several species of Productus, Terebratula,

Spirifera, and Orthis. Several species of Lingula and Mytiliis ; EuompJwlus
and Bellerophoii ; together with two or three species of Orthoceras, and others

that I am unable to name. About fifty or sixty species in all, repi'eseuted by
numerous specimens embracing varieties and pecidiarities, is no bad collec-

tion from one locality ! That the Mountain Limestone formation is eminently

fossiliferous there cau be no doubt, but of the several beds I shall allude to in

this letter only one had yielded me these treasures.

Within a short distance of Lough Bee, one of the pruiciple lakes of the

Shannon, but in dMerent directions, there are three large quarries opened, in

what 1 am inclined to consider are the upper, middle, and lower beds of the Car-

boniferous limestone. For convenience of reference I shall name them according

to their several peculiaiities. Begiiming at the bottom they will stand thus :

I. " Encrinital" limestone,—Kd Toom, county Roscommon.
II. " Productus" and " Spirifer" limestone,—Coorsun Point, co.Westmeath
III. " Black" fissile and " Italy" limestone,—Ballykeyron, co. Westmeath.
Although these beds have but one appellation there is a wonderful difierence

in their composition. The " Encrinital" limestone of Kil Toom is almost
wholly "made up" of jointed stems and branches—indurated by some process

—of these extinct echinoderms. " These singular animals—the representatives,

perhaps, of others now equally abundant, but of different appearance—were
provided with means of secreting stony portions, which, when fitted together

formed a moveable stone column, thickly ringed with branches similarly pro-

duced, and tenniuated by a cap, made also of stony plates fitting together,

forming a stomach partly closed by a proboscis ; also defended with inuumci'able

arms, widely extended in a complicated fringe : this mass of living stone seems

[supplement to the " GEOLOGIST," No 40.
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to have served as one nfllic scrivcnp:crs of Hir deep—rcmovinp: aiul assiinilaling

the half decomposed auimal-matlcr that would otherwise have proved injurious.

" While the Pentacriuitc thus iloatcd or waved about . . . the oysters of

that time were planting; themselves at intervals; and the Terebratida and

SpirilVrs . ; . a])pear to have found ample food in these seas swarming with

life."*

The stony skeletons of these Eneriuites lie almost always ])arallel, cross-

wise to the lines of bedding; and the successive "forests" seem to have

spread their roots down and among the dead and decaying masses of a byg(Mi(>

race, and following each other to 'liave built up the calcareous soil on which

future generations lived. As in a forest of pines, where the underwood grows

at will, we see many a diminutive plant sjjring up only to die before its natural

term of cxisteucc is complete—crushed by the grosser and more rapid de-

velopment of the underwood—so in that ancient sea the forests of towering

Eneriuites would tolerate an undergrowth of smaller species; biit below these

was no maturity for the millions who began to live, but wore forced to yield

before the gross and rajjid growth of their taller neighbours. Iheir dead

remains in the vicinity of the full-grown eneriuites tell a tale not to be misun-

derstood : they speak" a language to the geologist ; may be a language he alone

is privileged to interpret.

As the'limestonc lies in its natural position in the cjuarry, you may observe

certain intersections parallel and perpondieular to the hnes of bedding. The ver-

tical ones filled with calc, so regular in its " infilliugs," that one could imagine

that it fornu'd a part of the stone in its originalWdding; the others with a

dark brownish clay, which is nothing more than the debris of the argillaceous

components of the stone caused by contimied dani]mess. The last are the

" bottoms" of the rpuuTymen, and wlien tiie taljular masses are turned up and

exposed to the action of the weather, the struct\ire of the enerinital stems is

distinctly visible: a calcareous stem, jointed with ring-like layers about the

sixteenth of an inch in thickness. Each of these thin layers are marked with

rays, whicii branch, vein-like, as they recede from the centre. I know nothing

more beautiful or ])crfcet than these fine rays on some of the larger stems of

the encrinite. In all carboniferous limestone districts they have arrested the

attention of even the most careless observers. The fjuarrymen and stone-

breakers have told me that these markings have received nu)re notice from

them, on account of t heir peculiar minuteness, than the very curious " cockles"

{spirifrm and prorhirfi) so frequently nu-t with. Is it strange that these

should have attracted the notice of the early IJritons, so fond as they were of

oniaments, or even the nrying eyes of the ]{oman warriors ?f Well might the

nuns of Lendisferne call the broken stems of the encrinite the beads of St.

Cuthbert, and couide them«wilh his memory; and Scot t has shown his usual

acumen in seizing the incident for a picture in his " Marmion."

•' Ilut fniii St. IFild.i's ntniH would learn

If on a rock Itj- Lendisferne

Rt. Cut)ljcrt sita, and toilH to frame
Till ' " hi^ndD that hear liiH name.
Sui

"

111 Whitbv'p fi.sliprs told,

And naiil iliry miylit his nliape belicld,

And lu'.ir hi.s anvil sound.

A deadened clanfr, a huge dim fonn,

Seen but and licard, when gatlioring storm
And night were closing round."

• ATi«tofV<i "OpolopT." " TirHo of tlio 8cifmr«»<>," p.p. 110-111.

t Dr. Mil- foniU'd nHHirnln, wliicti l.ail

twcnwoni: i".s Popular Ocolofy," p- l"*?
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On the iiptiirued blocks I have examiaed thousands of these jointed steins,

some eight, ten, and twelve inches in length ; and thong-h I liave been able to

detect what appears to me to be the roots, in situ, I have never yet been

fortunate enough to obtain a specimen of the beautiful " cup-like" body of

Ci/athocrimts, or the more ornamental Encrimis moiiiliformis. There are several

kinds of sea-lilies in the ^lountain-limestone ; and they range throughout the

greater part of the paleozoic and secondary ages of our world's history.

Their entombed remains form a large portion of the solid-work of our globe
;

and palaces, castles, churches, and huge bridges arebemg, and have been

constrncted of the rocks formed of their stony skeletons. The works of man,

alas ! are puny and insigniiicant compared with the mountain-accumulations of

the Eucrinites of the ancient seas.

The Mollusca of the Kil Toom bed differ in no respect, so far as I am acquainted

with them, from tlie Molascaof the Mountain-limestone generally. I will not,

however, speak positively on this point. Terehraluke, Sinrifers, and Producti

I have seen in situ; but specimens are very difficult to get, owing to the hard-

ness of the stone. There are other fossils besides those I have named.

Momitaiii Limestone, Kil Toom. Tlie stone crops out on a level with the road.

Sti-ike north and east. Dip east. Angle about 28 degrees. Depth 50 feet.

The next quarry of any note in the vicinity of Athlone is situated at Coorsan

Point, on the eastern border of Lough Ree. There are two roads leading to

the quarry : one by the river, through the village of Coorsan ; the other by a

house called—from a peeuharity in the architectural design
—

" Weligau's folly."

The geological tourist should take the latter. Between the town and the lake

many interesting sections of rocks belonging to the Drift-era will be observed

on either side of the road. Huge boiilders of Moimtain-limestone, several

tons in weight, lie scattered over the plains on either hand. At one particular

spot, about midway between the town and the lake, it would be no uuprofitable

study if the tourist halted for an hour to examine the position of those boulders,

how they rest upon the stratified sands and gravels, and how the atmosphere

has made sad havoc nith their exposed surfaces. Tliese boulders may at one time

have belonged to the Coorsan bed ; but of this I should not like to speak

positively.

In several of the smaller boulders I have foimd Orthis resupinata, and

Euomphalm peiitangulata in company with Sj/riiigopora reticulata. Now I have
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found Orlhix unci EnonipJiahis at Coorsuu, but not Sj/riiu/nporn. 1 conclude,

therefore, though uot hastily, that these boulders niiiy have belonged to some
other exposed roek of Mountain-limestone further north.

'Moimtain Limestone. Coorson point (Lough Hoc). Strike west and south, dip
cast. Crops out Pt the surface. Aiigle about 40 or 43 degrees.

I have so named the "Produetus" and "Spirifcr" limestones on aceoiinl of the

abundance of the fossil mollusca of tlicse two forms, 'i'lic f|uarry at Coor^au
Point, on the borders of Lough Kee, have yielded me about ten species, besides

Tcrcbralula and Euompiialus. Here the young geologist may work wit h i)leasurc

and never tire ; and as he works hundreds of curious nuestions will arise and ask
for solution. 1 stand on the summits of tlic fpuirry, witli my l)aek towards the lake

and sec before me the huge rock in which the encriuite is harely a predominating

feature, but where thousands of ^lollusca lie entombed. In some j)laecs there

is a beautiful dc|iosit of calcareous spar, fringed witii metallic sulphide, marking
the snot where there was a sudden extinction of life. There can be no mistake,

for tne molluscs are more numerous here than elsewhere.* How is this ?

Yonder on the opposite side of the sanie lake, with a dip cast ward, and a strike

north and south—the same dip and strike remember, of the stratum before

me—thousands of Encrinites lie buried with l)ut comparatively few Molbiscs.

How can we account for this difTerencc ':* Far away, at Ballykey ron, with nearly

the same strike and dip, another stone presents itself to the gaze of the geologist,

l)laek, bituminous, and slialy, almost (lestitute of fossils; and, according to t lie

limc-i)urners destitute of lime. These three quarries show at lea.st tluce slates

of the Mountain-limestone seas; how they were iniiabited; and lunv their

inl'
'

lived and died. It would be useless to speculate on the prnbalile

llm I' each bed. Kcekoued by years how many nuist iiavc intervened

between the first and last deposit ol' animal-matter in those palrcozoic seas !

• In thi« rinftTTy thU (Vinefne "f metflUic »inly>hnt4» ia vmy onTnTTinn. " Tt nffrirdB an inler-
'

: in llio

iiition.

.... .1 i" leiiiiiin

• II twclvr-nionlli.
, wliiii IT lit It-nth

*, WITO
: nnil it

1.1- Uiiiil liiid l>pcn
« nf jn/rilfn a till (if

lit H. - II ul; It M iiii-r 8

lie of iron caused the

li U. 11 < '1 III I.,..,'
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Shall the wit of man ever divine, or will he ever approach to even a proximate

calculation ? Indeed, no ! It is not by years, but by indefinite ages and eons,

that the geologist alone can speak of the progress of life in time.

Mountain Limestone, BaUeykeyron. a, rolled boulder of Mountain Limestone, probably

from some bed further north, h, drift boulders and clay, c, quarried stone and shales.

When I began this letter I had many a question to put, but these I

must leave for the present. I have looked upon these now familiar rocks for

the last time for many years to come, and I will keep my questions to ponder

over in some new locality. Should these " notes" induce any wandering

geologist in Ireland to spend a few hours or a few days in Athloue, I would

advise him to go direct to the quarry at Coorsan Point, with hammer and Ijag,

and should he use his eyes as well as I have used miue, he cannot fad to find

good specimens of the following fossils.

The fotlowing is a List of Fossils to be met with in Athlone, Those marked with

asterisks are common ; tJie others are more rare.

CHsophyUum *

* Amplexus corroUoides. *

* Enci-inites, of several species

Heiiiitripa Hibernica

Fenestella
*

Terebratula saculus
* „ hastataf *

* Athyris Roysii *

„ lamellosa *

* „ subtilita *

„ planosidcata

* Spkifera striatus *

„ ellipticus [Coorsan and Kd *

„ attenuatus Toom]

„ cuspidatus *

„ ovalis *

„ duplicicosta

bisulcatus *

*

Rhyuchonella pugnus

„ pleurodon

„ flexistria

„ accuminata

Orthis resupinata

„ Micheliui

Productus plicatus

„ Martinii

„ semii-eticulatus

„ punctatus

Lithodomns, two species

Euomphalus peutangidatus

„ Dionysii

Waticopsis Philipsii

Turritella

Loxonena constricta

Melauia constricta (?)

Gouiatites truncatus

Coorsan
aud
Kd
Toom

t And what I am inclined to regard, after what has been said by Mr. Davidson as several

varieties of hastata.
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Spirifcra glabra [Coorsau aud Kil * Nautilus
* „ iiiibricatus Toom] Ortlioccras paradoxicum

„ lincatus „ ovalis

Rliyuchont'Ila rcuiformis „ sp. unuamcd

The foUowing arc occamnaUy met with at Coorsau.

Trilobitc (Griflithides) longiceps Pleurorhyucbus hiberuicus

Strophomene analaga
, „ niinax (?)

Lucuia Egcrtoni George Robert Vine.

On the Oolitic Echixodermata of the XEiciiBOURnooD op Oxford.—
As our kuowledge of the gcograpbicid distribution of the Oolitic Ecliinoderniata

is veiy imperfect, the following list of species collected by myself and otiicrs

in the neighbourhood of Oxford may not be unacceptable, as tending, though
but in a small degree, to add to our stock of information on this point.

Cidarix Smit/iii, "Wright. With the jaws preserved, in the Coralline Oolite,

Bullingdon, where the spines are also occasionally found.

CidarhJhr'ujemma, Phillips. In the same quai-ry with the following (opposite

the play-ground belonguig to Cowley School), wlierc I have found the test:

the spines are profusely common everywhere in the Coralline Oolite.

Cidaris Bradfordeiisis, Wright; Plates and perfect spines occur in the IsL'p

Conibrash.

Ifemicidaris intermedia, Fleming. Coralline Oolite, in several quarries on
Bullingdon, but rare.

llcmicidaris Slolrexii, Wright. Stonesficld slate, of Stoncsflckl. Found by
Mr. C. Stokes aud Prof. Phillips.

Pgriidodiadema Parkinsoni, Desor. Stonesfield slate. See Dr. Wright's

raonograi)h.

Pseudodiadema versipora, Phillips. Earc in the Coralline Oolite at Bulling-

don. In the same formation at Farringdou it is much more common.
Ilemiprdina Marcluimentis, AV right. Lower calcareous grit, Marcham. Dis-

covered there by the Hon. R. Marsham.
Prdina Si/iifhii, Forbes. From the Islip Cornbrach. I have procured a

single complete specimen from this species, the only one known.
Sfonirrliiiiiis intcrmrdim, Agassiz. Two specimens have occurred to me in

the Kidlington Conibrash, one with several spines in nitii.

AcroHulrnia hrmicidaroidrx, Wright. Conibrash, Islip. Common. Great

Oolite, Stonesfield, and Kirtlingtmi railway-station.

Acrfixalfiiia pimtulata, Forbes. " Great Oolite, near Woodstock. Mr. Gavoy,

near Kiddington ; Mr. Dominicke Browne." I have not met with it myself.

./
'

/.Forbes. Cnrnbrash, Islip and Kidlington.

// //.«, Lcske. Inferior Oolite, Charli)urv, Corubrash, Islip.

1' 1 1^1er umbrella, Agassiz. Coralline Oolite, Hulling(V)n.

// " ''•'", A?assiz. Inferior Colite, Cliarll)ury.

/. •/», LlJiwyd. Inferior Oolite, Charlbury. Conibrash,

Islip, Ki ; abundant.

Krhiir, Itcardii, Wright. r;nMl Oolite, Stoucsfield, in the railway

cuttinc nearly opposite the village.

/,' '//.Wright, tinat ()oHte, Stonesfield.

/,. Lam. f^)mmon everywhere in the neighbourhood of

Oxford, in the lower ealrareou.s grit.

Erhiiinln-ixsiix lirodiri, Wright. Portland Oolite, Brill, where it was discovered

by the l{ev. 1'. I?, f'.rodie.
^'

Clyy'Hn Plotii, Klein. Upper Zone of Great Oolite, Enslow-bridge ; fine and

frequent. Stonesfield slate, of Stonesficld, according to Dr. Wright.
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Cli/petis IluUeri, Wright. Great Oolite ofEmslow-bridge, and of the railway

cutting near Stonesfield.

Fygurus Michelini, Cotteau. Cornbrash, IsUp ; but not common.
Pi/gnnis pentaffo>Mlis,V\\i}i\i^%. Coralline Oobte, BuHingdon; very rare.

—

J. r. Whiteaves, r.G.s.
Starfish ijt the Deep Ocean.—Sir,—In the article on " High and Low

Life" by Mr. Roberts, the following passage occurs : "The enormous pressure

of the opposite element (water), which in the homes of these starfishes must
amount to at least a ton and a half on the square inch, is so greatly at variance

with our belief, that we are confounded at the very outset of the inquiry."

Why cannot the possibility of a starfish existing under such enormous pres-

sure be accounted for on the same principle as the fact that our own species

exists under a pressiu'c sufficient to crush us to death ? Myself and a feUow
student having discussed the point without arriving at any satisfactory conclu-

sion, we shall feel greatly obliged if you wiU kindly enlighten us.—Yours, &c.,

G. H. and J. TL. B.
On Lower Lias SuB-DmsiONS—A German sub-division of the Lower Lias

is into zones named after theii* leading fossils. The beds lying consecutively

under the Ammonites oxymtus bed, are called by Oppel, one the " Obtusus
Bed" (Ammonites oljtusus), the other the " Tuberculatus Bed" (Pentacrinites

ttiherculatus). The beds in England said to correspond with these have been
recently, ia accordance with the German method, named in the same way, except
that the latter name is rejected in favoui- of an ammonite, A. Turneri.

The correlation stands thus :

—

Germany. Unglaud.

A Oriinotus \
^^^- Obtusus Bed Amm. Obtusus Bed=(A.)

A Bucklandi \
^^^*'^^- Tuberculatus Bed= Amm. Turneri Bed =(B).

Now all this rigid zone-dividiug looks well enough Avithin doors, and I ferv ently
hope it may be found equally to correspond with nature's pages, reraembering
that a bad index to a book is worse than none at all. But that is not the sub-
ject of my present itiquiry. I wish now simply to question the correctness and
advisedness of the above partition, so far as the Lower Lias ia England is

concerned. It must be admitted that if a bed be named after a leading fossil

which prevails therein, the fossil selected for a key-ward to the bed should be
distinct and characteristic, else it is of feeble service for the purpose of nomen-
clature and classification of strata. To come to particulars :—If, in a bed
(A + B), the upper part of the bed (K) contains any number of x's, and the lower
part (B) any number Qi y's;—then if .r=y, or if 'x differs from y by an almost
inappreciable difference—it, of course, follows that for all practicable purposes
A=B : that the bed (A + B) should not be spbt on such evidence, but be
regarded as one zone.

Such is the case with the above beds, the "Obtusus" and the "Tm-neri."
The above reasoning is applicable; and before the sub-division of the bed
marked A. B. be accepted, let the palfeontologists first settle the question of
their guide-shells. It will be of service then to put the cpery does A. obtusus
differ from A Turneri ? Bather does not Amm. Turneri ='^A. obtusus = A.
Smithii = A. stellaris ?

_
If the latter is the case let us reject.^. Turneri for a name yielding us a more

distinct guidance : or call botli divisions the "A. obtusus Zone"
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Postscript to Mr. Powrie's Letter on CErnALASPis.—The following

postscript to Mr. Fowric's letter on Ccpluilaspis li;is jiLst rcaelu'il us. Eo. Geol.
" llcswallie, M:ircli 20. Siacc scuiliug oft" my short uotice of Cephalaspis I

have, only yesterday, been able to add to those already noticed another Scottish

lociiliiy wliicli promises to be moderately rich in remains of this llsh ; iiaving

discovered a few imperfect heads in a quarry opened in a wooded hill a little

north of Wcstertonnouse, near Bridge of Allan, in Perthshire. 1 would not

have thought this deserving of notice had I not in the same place found two
lieads, undoubtedly of the nearly allied genus Ptcraspis, being so far as I am
aware the Urst specimen of i his tish recognised in Scotland. I am not sutliciontly

acquaiuied with the English specimens of this genus to be able to say wiu^ther

the two I have found are spcciQcally the same with any of these, or whether

they may form an entirely new species."—J. Powkie.

REVIEWS.

Old BoHCn; or, Notes for Young NafKralisfs. P>y llev. W. S. Symouds.
London: llardwieke. ISOl.

Old Bones amongst our fore-fathers were of little value indeed, but modern
mauufaciurcs and chemistry iiavc made them a valuable commodity. Geoh)-

gists, too, have found a value in Old Bones beyond any ideas of manufacf urers

or domestics. From the old bones of animals that lived in the vastly remote

tieriods of Geological History tlie paleontologist develops the ideal forms of

)eings long since extinct and perished from tiie face of the earth. Tliese he

mentally clolhes anew with muscles and with llesh, and furnishes us from those

dried and stony relies with real accounts of the hal)its and natures of the

beasts and reittiles, (ish and birds of lands and seas the ey£ of man ne'er

gazed on.

We all know Mr. Symonds' other popular little books, and this will be not

lAs a favourite. All Mr. Symouds does he does well ; but of the illustrations

wc can only say that they are judiciously selected, and tliat their execution is

as good—or as nad— as in the generality of modern popular geological works,

in which the illustrations rarely have any pretensions to truthful or artistic

merit.

The Dublin Qnarlrrh/ Journal nf Hnmro. Edited bv llie Rev. S. Ilaughton,

M.A., P.'K.S. Dublin : MeGla*han anil Gill. lh(Jl.

Although our snare this month is greatly restricted, and wo are still obliged

to leave over until future numbers a great quantity of valual)le matter in hand,

wn would not willingly allow the present occasion to pass without a few lines

of conc^ratulation on the appearance of another excellent scienliiic |)eriodieal,

the Dublin Quarterly Journal of Science, to which we wish every success, aa

doubtless will be attiiined under the able direction of Professor liauglitou.
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A LECTURE ON "COAL."

By J. W. Salter, F.G.S.

(Continued from page 131.^

There is less to be said about the animals found fossil in tbe coal

than about the plants. And for this reason, that the vegetables

formed the coal ; the shells and crustaceous creatures, and fish,

and reptiles, were but visitors : or if they lived upon the spot, bore no
larger proportion to the stately jungle that sheltered them, than the

denizens of ovoe ovm forests now-a-days do to the ta-ees and under-

growth which give them food and habitation.

Still, animals are far from rare ; and the common ones are chiefly

bivalve shells and icorms. The truly land animals are but few.

A rare insect or two has been found in our own country. Dr,

ManteU discovered the wing of a fly not unlike the dragon-fly,

and supposed to belong to the American genus Conjdalis. This in-

sect is figured in Sir R. I. Murchison's Siluina,* and is now in the

British Museum. Aad one or two beetles, or rather what have

been supposed to be beetles, have been found in Coalbrooke Dale.

Cockroaches and ci-ickets have left then- wings in tolerable plenty in

the coal-shales of Saxony.f No doubt they were welcome there amid

the coal-solitudes, and put a little life into them. They are far from

welcome now. I recommend all who may live in the neighbourhood

of the coals to give a little time to hunting for the relics of these old

* 2nd Ed. 1859, p. 321.

t See Dunker and Von Meyer, Palaeontograpbica, vol. iv

VOL. IV. ^
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insects, tl-c. They will probably be rewarded by finding some wing-

cases of Ortliopterous tribes, and it will be their first discovery in

Britain.

Arachnida (that is, spiders and scorpions) were probably not rare

in the coal-period. A fossil scorpion was found at Prague; and

unless I am very much mistaken, I have seen relics of more than one

hirge spider from Coalbrooke Dale, in Shro])shiro

In those celebrated trees described by I'rofessor Dawson and Sir

Charles Lyell,* and which were found in the sandstone of Nova Scotia,

millepedes {Xijlnhiu.-;), or at all ev^ents some members of the myriapod

gi'oup, were found. They were associated, in the same hollow stum]»s,

with numerous small land-snails. These were .somewhat like the

little Pupa, or chrysalis snail, so common on moss-grown

ti-ees, in the deep woods of Old England. But I shall

never believe that coal-forests were like the woods of our

oA\Ti times, for reasons which will immediately appear.

One word, thougli. about the other land animals fi)und

in these trees, for Prof. Dawson in his last communication
Fig. 1.— to the Geological Society,t makes it extremely probable that
itpa ce lu a.

^j^^^.^ were land lizards to feed on and resti-ain this

insect-life within diie bounds. They may have been amphi-

bious lizards—the larger species {Dciulrctjnfun Acaih'aunut), found in

the coal-measures, certainly was so —yet the nature of the teeth of

another (the IIi/h>nomiis), and its scaly armour, look too much like

those, of livinir land lizards, to allow us readily to believe that it too

was a Batraehian reptile, modified for and adapted to this sort of life.

We must wait for more complete information.

And now, with all these proofs that the creatures of the land lived

and died in the ohl coal-forests, why should we reluse to believe that

these grew upon dry land ?

That dryland was not far off, I must, of course, admit. The muddy
Bcdiment and sand that fimn the mass of the coal-mea.sures were
derived from land ; and must have been formed, as sand and mud arc

now formed, by the washing away of rock and earth—the daily

action of the tides and rivers.

But the (pu'stion is, whether the plants gi'cwontlie land, and were
then submerged ; fir whether they gri'W in the water, and so were
mi.Te<l with the " spoils of animals, savage and tame," that lived in

the water.

The commonest fo8.«?il in tlie coal measures—the one which par
ejrcrjlcncr, is "the coal fossil"— is the Anthracosia, or Unio, as it used
to Ix' called.

This is a bivalve shell with clo.sed valves, looking not at all

nnlikc the common Unios of our streams, but never showing any of
those peculiar wrinkles alx)ut the beak, which living Uiuos uhvay.s

exhibit.

• Quart. Jnnm. fJrol. Society, vf>l. ix., p, 58,

t Ilji.l. vol. .xvi, I'l. L'75.
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The hinge, when the valves are opened—they are rarely so—does
not present the usual teeth of Unio ; but the binding- ligament of the
hinge has nearly the same position. Moreover, the Unio shell has

—

besides the scars left by the two gTeat muscles which close the shell

—a smaller scar (or even two) next to the front muscles ; and
this is absent in the fossil. Professor King, of Galway, a close

observer of the insides of " auld warld" shells, estabHshed this fact, and
distinguished the fossil from Unio by means of it. He called the
coal-shell Anthvacosia, a very appropriate and even classical name. I

heartily wish all palseontological names were so !

Pig. 2.—A)ithracogia (Unio) acuta, Sowerby. Fig. 3.

—

A. ovalis, Martin,

And I find, on carefully looking over a number of specimens, that

eveiy now and then one shows the whole surface of the shell wrinkled,

not the beak merely, but the broad surface of the shell itself. This
also is a character not found in the true Unio ; but is common to all

the mud-bun'owing tribes of the myadee or " gapers ;" and to this

tribe I would refer the shells in question.

The more so, as another shell often accompam'es the AntJiracosia,

which clearly belongs to some family of mud-burrowing shells. It

has the surface strongly wrinkled ; and
these winnkles are of such a shape as

to indicate the existence of a rough
strong envelope to the tubes of the

mantle, like those of the Mija. Here is

a sketch of the living Mya or " gaper,"

as it stands head downwards in its

muddy home ; and side by side with it

is the shell I have referred to, called

by me Ardhracomya. These really are

the principal shells throughout the

greater part of the coal-measures. And,
so far as we know, all such shells must
have lived in salt-water,—though I am
bound to say that an eminent man who
has lately written on the shells of the

coal of Germany, considers that some

of them are like the freshwater muscle Dreissena. I do not believe

Fig. 4.

—

Mya tnineata, with its

rough tube (Woodward)

.

Fig. 5.

—

Anihracomya scne.v, with
its tube and foot restored.
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it, but I believe he thinks so, and it is a very excellent suggestion

—

for the shape is very like.*

But in the lower part of the coal-formation, and in one or two

beds also in the upper portions, there arc none but truly sea-shells.

It would take long to enumerate them ; but I need only mention

one or two familiar names. Avicula, or rather a shell between Avicula

Fig, 6.

—

Aviculopecten papyraceut. Sow.

Fig. 7.— GoniatUct LUteri, Sow, Fig, 8.

—

Producfut itmireiieulaitu, Martin.

(the pearl oyster), and Pecten (the scallop), and therefore called

Avicxlopecteu, fig. 1. Goniatlt>s, fig. 2, a .sliell which is a near relation

to the nautilus. The nautilus itself is common enough. Nucula,
a true sea-shdl, is wilh <hcin; and, io name no more, the Fnnlucius
(fig. 3), which is found everywhere in tlie mountain limestone, must
have lx;en deposited in sea-water—and deep sea, too—for it is found
with corals and fish, sea-faus and sea-lilies ; and belongs to a group
of shells whicli never (juits the f»pen sea.

Perliaps we need not dwi-11 upon the shells any more ; suffice it

that those of the bottom of the coal-measures are all manne, and
those ot the top parts are not mnr-h like freshwater ones, and from
the company they keep, were j)robably msunne too.

• TliiH antlmr, Rndnlpli Lmlwij^' (I)uiikor and Meyer's Palopontoprnphica, vol.

8, pi. iv., V. ; ami vol. lo, pi. jxxi., Ixxii.), in his papei-s on tho "Naiades of tho
Coal MenBurcB of Westphalia," thinks he has detected the freshwater Hhells
Cyrena, Anri'lf'n, Vnio ; all of which are, I believe, yl»i^/irrtros«a ; and also Drois-
»CTKi, one of which at least is an Authnironiya. IJe also quotes I'lanorlis ! but
the little shell which goes under this name is the Sjtirorbis, mentioned further on.
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For with, tliese shells, and attached to the plants that lie among,
and above, and beneath the shell-beds, is found abundantly a little

sea-woiin, or rather the spiral case of a sea-worm

^ ^ {Spirorbis, fig. 4), which is as well kno^vn now
upon sea-wrack and kelp, as it was upon floating

^'"earb^mrZ''!'''
leavcs and plant-stems in the coal-period. It is

called S}}. carbonarius from its habitation in the coal.

And there were sea-crabs—not, it is tme, like English ones—but
like the king-crab (Limulus) of American waters. And shrimps
though rare, were not quite absent. And sharks swam in the water

;

for we find their teeth and fin-bones. And other strange uncouth
fish, more like the bony pike of America than aught else. This is a
freshwater fish, and tells rather against my opinion ; but all I can
say is, that if the coal-fishes were not saltwater fishes, they had no
busiaess among saltwater shells and cnastacea, and they must take
the consequences.

But how reconcile saltwater and its inhabitants with lofty trees,

and a thick jungle, and delicate ferns ; and colonies of insects, and
spiders, and scorpions, and lizards ?

No doubt this is a difficulty. Most authors who have written on
the coal have taken it for granted that it must have been formed in
mighty swamps at the mouths of rivers, with only frequent access of
the sea ; with much diy land in the neighbourhood to supply the
ferns and firwood, and permit the gTowth of a thick imderwood such
as certainly must have formed the coal.

But others, and amongst these I must name Prof. Henry Eogers
of America, and our own Mr. Binney chief*, have not shrunk from
the supposition that the Sujillaria grew on the sea-bed itself.

" Only one particular process," says Prof. Eogers, " promises to
explain the occurrence of these thin and uniform sheets of material,
of which the thickness is often less than a foot, while their super-
ficial area is many hundred square miles. I cannot conceive any
state of the surface but that in. which the margin of the tea was
occupied by vast marine savannahs of some peat-forming plant, grow-
ing half-immersed on a horizontal plane, fringed and interspersed
with forests of trees, shedding tlieii' leaves upon the marsh.
Such are the only circumstances under which I can imagine these
regularly parallel, thin, widely-extended sheets of carbonaceous
matter could have been accumulated."

The smooth surface of the underclay formed a fit nidus for the
young plants, and as the deposit went on, they struck their roots far
and ^\^de into it, and gTew to their full statm-e. These trees formed
the bulk of the coal-forest. The interstices were filled with the
reedy plants, Asterophyllites, Calamites, and sedges, with many a
Lepidodendron and coniferous tree ; and as the deca^ong leaves and

* Trans, of the Association of American Geologists and Naturalists, 1842; p. 433.
Binney, Manch. Geol. Trans, vol. i., p. 172, 1840.
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branches fell ofT in mp-iads, -with fmits, and catkins, and seeds, they
formed a matted mass in the slugg'ish water.

On the stumps of the docnying ti-ees the ferns would f^row, and I

have seen markings on a Sijillnrla which induce me to believe this

was really the case ; and the hollow trees would form a safe retreat
for such wingless insects, snails, or lizards, as the forest possessed.

Lest this should be thought a wliolly anomalous state of things,

we have, as an instance, the mangrove swamps of tropical countries,

where, in the saltwater lagoons, whole forests of trees grow, among
whose roots fish and Crustacea find ]n'()t action, and sea-shells arc
abundant. A species of oyster is commonly attached to the stems
and the submerged branches. And if the U^iio of the coal must be
regarded as an Unio, there are even kinds of this genus which live in

these putrid swamps.
For it must not be supposed that the trees grew in an open sea.

Shallow tracts, shut out fi*om the main ocean by spits of sand and
sandbanks, and scarcely, if at all, subject to tides, are the state of

things that prevail in many a lagoon now ; and in all probability

such was the case in the coal epoch. In such localities it might be
expected that we ."should find creatures admirably adapted to their

habitation, but unlike the ordinary denizens of sea or lake. The
quantity of decaying vegetation would give a black colour to the

mud, and coal shales are very black indeed : occasional currents

would bring sand from seaward, and snndstones are common things

in the coal-lorniation. If the ocean got free entry tor a while, wo
should have colonies of true sea animals (the Ooniatites and AvicuJa

before mentioned), and such do every now and then occur. But the

ordinary inhabitants of these delightful muddy creeks, half smothered
in a thick forest of water-loving plants, would be the shells and
Crustacea suited to the locality, /. c, the Anihracosia or Unio and the

JjimnJns. Crowds of minute water-fleas {Ci/pri.t and C;/fhf'rc), such

as live in stagnant waters now, arc found in the coal-measures.

Thousands of wonns, of all sizes, burrowed in the silt, and revelled

in the feast of faf things that were pu<rifying fhore.

I believe this picture gives the true as])ect of the dank and lux-

uriant vegetation, flourishing in a sullen steaming atmos])here heavy
with miasmatous vapours ; uncheered by the song of lairds, scarcely

musical with the hum of insects, and varied by no flowers, no trees

yiflding fniit, who.se .seed was in it.self ! Such a habitation was not fit

for man—not even for the quadrupeds he delights to call his own.

It was the grotmd-plan and first outline only of a ))icture, to be filled

np during succeeding geologic times, and ex(jnisitcly finished before

man was placed upon the earth.

What effect must all this mass of vegetation hare produced on the

surrounding air and water ? Plants, we know, are chiefly formed of

c:irl)on, taken into their substance fi^om the air and water, under the

form of carlwnic acid. Tlu-y have the power of secreting the car-

Ixin from if, and they set free the oxygen for the use ot^ animals.

So that an atmosjdiere in a confined sjwt is actually purer—more
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oxygen, less carbonic acid—after a plant has grown in it than before.

True, they give out carbonic acid at night, but not so much as they

take in. All the plant (except water) is so much gained from this

carbonic acid. Hence, the air is purified by plants.

Now coal being of vegetable origin, it is calculated that for every

pound of coal, all this carbon, and at least two pounds of ivater have

disappeared from the atmosphere. And if we consider the milhons

upon millions of tons, fixed in solid black masses in the cnist of the

earth, we must see that we are living in an atmosphere far purer, and

more fit for the respiration of the higher animals, than it could have

been without the aid of coal.

• It may have been, as the sagacious De la Beche observed, that

this enonnous supply of carbonic acid was due to the ejections from

many volcanic moaths, which we know breathed forth their fiery

exhalations in coal times. It is also true, as Sir C. Lyell has said,

that these gases so readily mix with the atmosphere, that little appre-

ciable difference would be made by any quantity of volcanic action.

But look at the subject in any light we may, there was the carbonic

acid in the air, and there it now is, for our benefit, in the earth.

This rank vegetable produce, then, of quick growth and soft tissue

—constantly wet, fermenting as soon as covered up—its heat kept in

by a blanket of wet sand or clay, with pressure for ages, gives us all

the conditions necessary for the production of lig-nite, brown coal,

jet, and pit- coal ; and when volcanic heat had driven away its gaseous

parts, and left the carbon pure—even anthracite.

As this month's communication has extended to an unreasonable

length, I will not now enter into the question of the different qualities

of coal, or its uses, but defer what little I have to say on those

subjects till next month.

SOME REMARKS ON MR. DARWIN'S THEORY.

By Frederick Wollaston Hutton, F.G.S.

(Continued from page 136).

But there are other causes that have tended to modify animals
;

such as habit, use or disuse of any particular organ, food, climate, &c.,

and these together with the fact that a variation which appears in the

parent, at any period of its existence, tends to re-appear in the off-

spring at the same period, will enable us to account for the metamor-
phoses of insects, the differences of colour in the young and the

adult, the horns of sheep and cattle, &c. If to these we add that of
" sexual selection,"* we can see why sexes differ in organs and pro-

* Sexual Selection may be defined as the preference shown by an individual of

one sex for an individual ofthe other from superior beauty of colour, shape, voice, &c.
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pcrties. In fact most of the facts in natural history can bo explained

by this theory ; Vint there are a few which at present cannot, such as

the colours of certain larva", which are asexual. Even these may
perhaps be the effects of the mysterious and unknown laws of corre-

lation of growth and sympathy between different parts.

We must remember that the theory of natural selection is subordi-

nate to, and totally distinct from, that of the transmutation of species;

and that if the former should be found wanting it would not effect the
latter in the least degree.

The third great argument urged against the theory of transmutation
of species is the geological one ; and may be divided into two heads.

1. The almost entire absence* of the remains of the numerous con-

necting links that nmst have existed.

2. The sudden appearance of groups of allied species, particuhu-ly

in the lowest kno^\'n fossiliferous formations.

The answer to the first is that the geological record is extremely
im])crfoct. There are reasons for thinking that most sedimentary
strata have been formed during subsidence. Besides the difficulty of

accounting for the very thick ones in any other way, we must re-

member that during subsidence a newly-foi'med deposit has the

advantage of remaining quiet until it has had time either to harden
or to be covered up. When land is rising, on the contraiy, the loose

deposits will be continually washed further and further away from it

until a ]icriod of rest or subsidence gives them time to consolidate;

liut while subsidence is going on the land and the inhabitable part of
the .sea will be decreasing, conserpiently there will be much extinction

and littlo variation. When land is being elevated the contraiy will

obtain, therefore, most of the intermediate varieties will not 1)0

presen'cd.

IMo.st sandstones and clays have been accumulated near land ; for

the finest mud or sand must sink bcfi^re it can travel veiy far. Evcmi

in the exceptional ca.se of the mouth of a great river, sediment
has never lx»cn detected more than three hundred miles from tho
land. If rolled along tho bottom by a current it would be stopped
by the first valley it came across, which would act as a purifier to the

current in the same way that a lake does to a nver. Limestones may
certainly bo formed at any depth ; but we have proofs in the organic
remains of which, they are generally f\ill that most of tin in were
deposited in not. very deep water ; and aMlio\igh some, like chalk, may
be forming in the middle of the ocean, yet I think that the purity of
deep water in mo.st iilacf^. as pi'oved by its blu(> rolour,t is a sufficient

guarantee that no deposition is going on ; and that this is time is

• One rcvipwor hiw even snid tlio " tliorough nnd complcto absence." Sec An.
Nat. IliHt. Feb. isno, p. 1\n.

• It ifl tho pnrity, not tlio dcptb of tho blue that proves tho obHonco of
BCfbmont ; the ilepth of rolonr cli-uenfls in a ^rreat moa.iiirn on tlie (juantity of Kalt

it contains in solution. Tin Noitn Atlantic between Ireland and Canada is nob
pore blue.
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proved by the small horizontal extent of the various deposits which
make up a formation, and which generally extend farther in propor-
tion to the fineness of the sediment of which they are composed. I
think, therefore, that even taking into consideration submarine
volcanos, we may safely conclude that no deposition is going on now
over at least one-fifth of the area of the ocean.

In the present state of the globe about one-fourth of its surface is

land : if we add to this one-fifth of the ocean we have two-fifths of
the surface of the globe on which no deposition is taking place ; and
when we think that deposition could never hav'e been universal, but
that there must always have been large areas of denudation, we may
feel sure that this is not veiy far from the tru.th. We may therefore
conclude that the periods of repose in any one area ai'e to the periods
of deposition in about the ratio of two to three.

We now know that the deep sea is inhabited ; and if we suppose
that on equal areas the average number ofthe inhabitants of the shallow
sea are to those of the deep sea as eight to one, and to the inhabitants
of the land as one to three and a half—both suppositions may, I think,

be safely made—we find that the number of the inhabitants of the
areas of repose are to the number of the inhabitants of the areas of
deposition as three is to two. It therefore follows that at least one-half
of the animals and plants live in places where their remains can only
be very rarely preserved. And this calculation will apply also to the
ancient world ; for if the present ratio of land to water, viz. one-third,

should not bo the average we should still arrive at very nearly the
same conclusion ; for if it should be gTeater, it is evident that the
ratio of the inhabitants of the areas of repose to those of the areas of
deposition would be increased ; if, on the contrary it should be less,

the land would be more divided into islands, wdth of cotu-se a larger
coast line and larger areas of shallow sea ; but the supply of sediment
from the land would also be reduced and many parts of the shallpw
sea, which if near a continent would be areas of deposition, will- laear

an island be areas of repose, while at the same time they will be,

perhaps, more thickly inhabited.

But even where deposition is taking place, the burying of organic
remains in all deposits but limestone is perhaps the exception, and not
the rule. For if the deposition is rapid vegetable life, and conse-
quently animal life, cannot floui'ish. If on the contrary it is slow, all

bodies must lie for a long time uncovered on the bed of the sea, while
there all the soft parts will either be eaten or decay, and the rest,

subjected to the action of the tides or currents, which are generally
foimd where deposition is going on, will often be broken, worn down,
and destroyed.

From these considerations we must infer that the number oforganic
remains imbedded bears but a small propori:ion to those that have
lived. Biit even after having been safely imbedded, the chances are
much against a fossil ever finding its way into the cabinet of a
collector. If buried in sand it is almost sm^e to be destroyed by the
percolation of water, and all trace of it removed ; and in any case it

VOL. IV. X
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has to stand its cliancc of being obliterated by heat, or waslied away
by water.

As all sedimentary strata are deposited from water, it follows that

for every cubic yard deposited a cubic yard must be denuded from

some other place ; and as the sedimentary I'ocks arc much more com-

mon at the surface, and generally softer than the igneous ones, the

burden of supplying the sediment falls chieily on them. We may
therefore feel sure that dui-ing Any one period nearly as many fossili-

ferous strata are obliterated as are formed. In fact the power of

denudation is so great, that ^Ir. Darwin and many other geologists

think that only deposits formed during periods of subsidence are thick

enough to resist its foice, so that many species, and even genera, that

had but a limited range may have been swept away, and all record

of their existence destroyed.

This denudation added to the periods of repose will make tlio

intervals between strata represent collectively far more time tlian the

strata themselves, and we have many proofs that this is tiiie in the

numerous Ibrcign strata that are intermediate in ago to some of ours,

in unconfoi-mability of stratification,* and in the abinipt change in

the organic remains of consecutive formations.

Three-fourths of the globe arc covered with water, therefore three-

fourths of the stiata tliat reniain arc liidden from us; and the otl\er

fourth has to be divided among all the formations that have as yet

been recognised, for we can but examine the surface. Ot the fourtli

that ii accessible, not more than a filth has been geologically explored ;t

and that only wdiere sections happen to exist. Wo must also re-

member that large tracts of country, sho^^^l as Silurian, Devonian, &c.,

on om* maps, are covered so deeply with drift and alluvium that they

never have been, and perhaps never will be e.xaniined.

For all these reasons the geological record must be very imperfect,

and when we examine it we find such to be the case ; for we have no
rejuson to suppose that the globe was less thickly inhabited in old

times than now : on the contrary, when we find fossils at all they
are generally in great abundance

;
yet the number in any one forma-

tion is almost as nothing compared to the numlier of liNnng animals
and plants.

Mr. Darwin has justly observed " that in order to get a perfect

gradation between two foi-ms in the upper and lower parts of the
same foi-mation the dejiosit nnist have gone on accunuilating for a
vcjy long period, in order to have given time for the slow process of
variation, hence the deposit will generally have to be a very thick

one ; and the species undergoing modification will have had to

live on tlie same area tlu'oughout this time. But we havo

• The conforniahility of one Btratuin to another is no proof of its close so-

qnonco ; for strata are somotiines conformable in one jilacc, and unconform.ablo
in another.

t Hy explored I uican the ngo of its strata well made out, not simply guessed
at.
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seen that a thick fossiliferous formation can only be acctunu-

latecl during a period of subsidence ; and to keep the depth

approximately the same, which is necessaiy in order to enable the

same species to Hve on the same space, the supply of sediment must
neai'ly have counterbalanced the amount of subsidence. But this

same movement of subsidence will often tend to sink the area whence
the sediment is derived, and thus diminish the supplywhilst the down-
ward movement continues. In fact, this nearly balancing between
the supply of sediment and the amount of subsidence is probably a

rare contingency ; for it has been observed by more than one palsB-

ontologist that very thick deposits are usually barren of organic

remains, except near their upper or lower limits"*

We cannot, therefore, ever expect to fill up the gaps between dif-

ferent species and genera ; still, in point of fact, there is nothing like

" an entire absence of intermediate forms." All the fossils yet found

are intermediate ; and more than this, the older a forru is the more
it usually differs from living forms, and the more general is its struc-

ture. Trilobites, for instance, are more like the larvae of living

crustaceans than like the crustaceans themselves. " Owen has shown
that the more generahzed structure is, m a very significant degree, a

characteristic of many extinct, as compared with recent, animals ;"t

and Mr. Woodward remarks " that the last developed groups are

the most typical or characteristic of their class." J
ISText, with regard to the second part; of the geological argument, I

think that, remembering the imperfection of the geological record,

it is very rash to affirm that " because certain genera or families are not

found beneath a certain stage, therefore they did not exist before that

stage," an argument that is being disproved almost every month.
The progenitors of these genera may have lived long before, during

the intervals that exist between the different strata, and were most
likely developed during a period of elevation, and consequently when
no record was kept ofthe event ; but when the land became stationary

and the conditions of life more fixed they would multiply rapidly,

without much change, and spread far and wide : when a period of

subsidence came their remains would be buried, perhaps in large

quantities throughout the whole of the area over which they had
spread. Mr. DarAvin has also remarked " that it might requhe a

long succession of ages to adapt an organism to some new and pecu-

liar line of life, for instance to fly through the aii' ; but when this had
been effected, and a few species had thus acquired a great advantage
over other organisms, a comparatively short time would be necessary

to produce many divergent forms, which would be able to spread

rapidly and widely throughout the world."§

It was shown long ago that different fossils came from difierent

formations ; and now, acting on this, if forms differ ever so little, or

* " On the Origin of Species," p. 295.

t Eclinburgli Eeview, Api-il, 1860, p. 507.

% " Recent and Fcssil Shells," p. 417. See also p. 4ia
§ "On the Origin of Species," p. 303.
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even if tlioy are positively identical, so long as they come from dif-

ferent formations they are classed by some palaBontologists as separate

species.

^Migration too, must have played a very important part in the

sudden appearance of species. And \\nth regard to the first appear-

ance of life, if even any of the remains of the oldest fossiliferous

fonnation should still exist in that quarter of the globe which we can

alone examine, it seems to me, when I think of the very small extent

of country that has been geologically explored, extremely rash to

infer that we have .already found them.

When we take all these things into consideration we can, I think,

easily account for groups of species coming apparently into tho

world at once ; and that owing to the extreme imperfect ion of tho

geological record, we cannot ever expect to iind all or most of the

connecting links between species, or even feel sui-pHsed at their being

absent. I therefore see no reason for di.sbelieving the theory on
geological grounds ; on the contrary, as we find that all the fossils

yet brought to light arc intermediate to living forms, they seem to

my mind strong arguments in its favour.

I have, tlien. taken for granted that species vaiy. and have .shown

that not only has no limit been put as yet to that variation, but that

the weight of the evidence is in favour of its extension.

I have taken for gi-anted that natm-al selection is a " vera causa,"

and have, 1 thiidc, shown that it is sufliciently powerful to produce

the greatest difTercnccs that exist among organic forms.

I have shown that there is no real gi'ound for dissent, because wo
have not yet found the missing connecting links, or because groups
of sjjecies appear suddenly ; but that on the contrary the geological

argument is in its favour.

Therefore when we see that we can explain, by the transmutation

of one species into another, nearly all the facts in the science of

biology, we are, I think, entitled to look upon it as a very probable

hypothesis—more probable than any other yet brought forward—and
one that, by the clear and comprehensive views it gives of organic life,

will lead to great di.seoveries. I do not wi.sh to go further. J do not
wish any one to " mistake the scaflbld for the pile." 1 know that it

rests at juvsent on prestimjitive evidence alone, and that there ai'e

many " dilemmas" to be ftvernnne before it van be accepted as true;

bat, in the words of Sir John Herschel, " arc we to be detcn-ed from
fi-amiiig hypotheses and constnicling theories, brcaiise we nu'et with

such dileninia.s, and find ourselves fre<pieutly beyond ourdei)(hs?
UndoubtedJy not."*

This is tlip mj-Btrry

Of tin's wnrnlcrfiil Jiisfory,

.\iiil till' way to liii'l if nut.— Rill riivv.

' iJiHcuuric ou ihc BlxiAy of haiunil i'luiusojiliy, p. 1!m;.
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DISTRIBUTIOX OF CEPHALASPIS AND PTERASPIS.

(Geol. vol. IV., p. 102 ; Ihicl, p. UO)

Sir,—Before I trouble you with a few remarks in elucidation ofthe
apparent diflPerence between the views of Mr. Lightbody and my own,
permit me to express the pleasure I feel at seeing his name so promi-
nently in your columns. No man has studied viith. such untiling

zeal the range and sequence ofthose interesting deposits which make
up the Ludlow promontory ; and I am glad to find that my own
investigations, carried on independently of his, and at a distance

from the field of work, have provoked so slight a bill of exceptions,

and a few interesting notes, which I am sure every reader of " The
Geolosfist" would be o-lad to see continued.

The head and front of my offending, as I learn it from my friend's

comments is this: — I have called the "Passage-beds" Lower
Tilestones ; and out of this some confusion has arisen in minds
which associate the word " tilestones," upper or lower, with those
originally so-called, but known by Sir Roderick Mui^chison now as
the Downton-beds. To make the position of Mr. Lightbody and
myself quite clear to your readers, I Avill refer them to my section on
p. 104. They will see that ahove the " Downton Sandstones" lies a
zone which I have called " Lower Tilestones," and which is marked
out by the nmnber and variety of its fish-fossils. These beds are the
"Passage-shales" of Murchison, which have been so industrioiisly

worked in their exposures in the Ludlow district (the chief of which
are in the railway cutting near the station, and at the Tin Mill, about
a mile distant) by my valued friend, Lightbody.
But now followeth my reason for not, in my humble sketch of

ancient ichthyic life, retaining a name which has such high sanction.

I rejected the term because it appeared to me to have less value as
a designation for a special zone of deposit than the one I employed.
The horizon of a "Passage-bed" must necessarily, from the character
of the powers employed to deposit it, be a shifting one. True, that
no name or term of designation we can apply to any rock, or zone of
deposit, will be cosmopolitan in its value ; but " Passage-beds" so
called, have more troublesome equivalents than deposits nearer to the
centre of a system, and in any endeavour to sketch out the range of
life-remains, the term seemed to me peculiai-ly inappropriate. Upon
this view of the case, I included all the beds beneath the " Upper
Tilestones" of Trimpley—and as I still think of the Downton Hall
driTO quarry—under one name, as Lower Tilestones, representing
them as resting upon the Downton series of sandy and " tiley" rocks.
One good characteristic of the "Upper Tilestones" is their possession
of an intercalated plant-bed, with good evidences of terrestrial vege-
tation. This, it must be remembered, is quite a distinct thing from
the Downton plant-bed, which contains the earliest land-plants. The
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" neutrnl ground between tljo Downton and the (Uppoi*) Tilestoncs"

would Imvo been clearly understood, had I introduced the bracketed
wonl.
As regards the littoral evidence given by star-fishes, it certainly is

not so strong as it was prior to the discovery of certain Ibnns in the

deep-sea ; but the whole facies of the life-remains Irom the Lower
Ludlow . beds is indicative of a shallow soa-zone. The Pterijijnius

with its great succulent body, whose remains are met with above and
below the Starfish-bed, could not have been a deep-sea creature :

and other, but smaller, shrimji-like forms are met with associated with
13r3-ozi)ans, and what appear to me to be true Fuci.

These are matters of much interest ; and I am pleased to find that

the torch of search 1 have kindled in the pages of " The GkoloGIST,"
to explore the dim haunts of Cephalaspis, and his kinsman Pteraspis,

is not likely to be soon put out. Chielly will it be kept alight by
contributions fi'om men, like my friend Lightbody, who are familiar

alike with the ci-eatures themselves and the far-off kingdoms they

inhabited.— lam, Sir, yours very truly, Gi:oij(;i: E. Koiu^i.TS.

ON NEW J?HACITTOPODA, AND ON THE DEYELOrMENT
OF THE LOOP IN TEREB15ATELLA.

Bv CllAKLES MOOKE, F.G.S.

(Coiiliniied from vol. iii., page 415._^

Li addition to the Brachiopoda noticed in this paper, 1 am pos-

sessed of various minute specimens, which differ from any described

species. Some of these may be the young of Prachiopoda that

occur in the beds in which they are found: but until their ])assage8

into adult shells can be satisfactorily recognized, it Avill be undesirable

to figure or describe them. Three exani]iles of well marked ami

persistent forms are provisionally nanud and given below.

Sj'iri/fra miuhnn. Aloore. PI. ii., figs. 10, 20.

Shell micro.scopic, of^en one sided cir un.symmetrical, slightly

rugose; valves moderately convex; drltidinm (riaiiL.'idar ; ana
broad and flattened; hinge-line broad; fi'ont of shell rounded. Jn

some specimens the shell presents a unifonnly flattened surface,

whilst in the m.ijority the outer surface of the smaller valve possesses

mesial folds, and in the larger valve a central .sinus.

Ohs.—This shell is not uncommon in the Inferior Oolite of Dundry.
Althongh no intemnl characters have yet been noticed, there seems
little doubt the shell must W nfciTcd (o the genus Sjtinfera. It is

fx-i-fectly distinct from a little shell found with it, described by me in

the Somersetshire Proceedings for 1854. We have thus evidence of
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the presence oftwo species of this genus in oolitic strata, although in

both instances they have become very degenerate in size. No larger

specimens of the genus have yet been found in the same beds to

which these diminutive shells can be referred.

Terebratida (?) minuta. Moore. PI. ii., figs. 21, 22.

Shell very small, smooth, inequivalve, longitudinally oval, with

large triangular deltidium ; valves equally convex ; hinge-line

straight. The dorsal valve is usually square, and its inner side pos-

sesses a broad flattened septum, nearly the length of the shell, and
dividing it into two equal portions.

Obs.—I have been unable to determine the form of the loop of

this shell ; and until this has been seen it will be doubtful whether it

be a true Terebratula. Should it be such, it will be the smallest

known species with which we are acquainted. It is from the coral-

line bed of Hampton Cliffs, Bath. It difiers entirely from any other

Terebratula found in the Great Oolite ; and although so small, appears

to present the characters of an adult shell.

Bhyiichonella (?) coronata. Moore. PI. ii., figs. 23—25.

Shell small, smooth, rounded ; ventral valve rather convex ; dorsal

more flattened, and with a slight sinus ; beak produced, with a large

triangular deltidium, bordered by a narrow area, from which spring

two raised lateral ear-like processes, which again fold over upon the

area. Under the above the valve possesses strongly marked hinge-

teeth.

The shell is from the Upper Lias of Ilminster, whence I have
nine examples. The lateral ear-like expansions give to it a very

peculiar appearance. With some little doubt it is referred to Rhyn-
chonella, though the shell-structure appears to agree most with that

genus.

In addition to the foregoing new species, the observations recorded

in this paper show that the vertical range of other previously

known Brachiopoda has been extended beyond the zones to which
they were supposed to be confined. My friend Mr. Davidson, to

whose kind hints I have always been indebted in my study of the

Brachiopoda, has shown the continuity of some species in the

Carboniferous and Permian eras ; a fact which has since been

more fully noticed by Mr. J. W. Ku^by, in the Quarterly Journal of

the Geological Society for November last, and in the same number
may be found the interesting conclusions arrived at by Messrs. Jones

and Parker bearing on this point, and having reference to the

extraordinary range of some of the Foraminifera.

The range of specific forms is a question to which the attention of

palaeontologists should be especially directed.
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The following table gives a list of new genera and species I have

within a few years been successful in adding to British Crachiopoda,

all of which are from the secondary beds of Somersetshire, except

the Thccidcuin ornatam and T. x)ij(jmuiuni, wliicli are from Wiltshire.

TABULAR VIEW OF ADDITIONS TO BRITISH SECONDARY BRACHI-

OPODA DISCOVERED BY THE AUTHOR, WITH THEIR STRATIGRA-

PlIIC^U. DISTRIBUTION.

Gexeha and Species:

Craniad'V

Crania canalis

Ponsorti (?)
Moorei
Sandersii . .

.

IHscinidtB

Dincina P '
' »iS

or > ...

Strophomcn ido?

Leptccna Bouchardii
Davidsrmii

.

.

.

granulosa ...

lin.<iiana

^[|^fn^l^i

Rhynchoncllidw
RhynclioneUa Bouchardii

coronata (?)
Lopensis.

Mofrrci

sub-concinna ...

sub-tetrahedra

Spiri/eridxB

Spirifera Tlminsterensii.

ininnta

^f^lnstcrii

ooUtica

TerchrntuUdfv

Tcrebrat'i^ J-' rdni

I ...

/

MiiifTci
(0

T
I

J areata

Mooro
DcsloD[fchamps
D<avidson

Moore

Moore
Moore

Davidson
Deslongchamps
Davidson
Bouchard
Da\-id.son

Davidson

Da\ndson

.

Moore ....

M ooro

Davidson

.

D!i\-i<lson

.

Davidson

.

Davidson

.

M oorc

Davidson

.

M(>oro

Davidson
Da\'idson ....

Davidson....

M')oro

Davidson
Davidson
Davidson
Mooro
Woodward .

Sow. and Moore,





PI II.
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TABULAR VIEW" OF ADDITIONS TO BRITISH SECONDARY BRACHI-
OPODA DISCOVERED BY THE AUTHOR, WITH THEIR STRATIGRA-
PHICAL DISTRIBUTION, (Continued.)

Genera xyo Species ; Authority.

Thecididoe

Thecideum Bouch<trdii

Beslongcfiampsii

Dicksonii

duplicatum
Forhesii

,

granuloswm
Moorei
ornatum
pygriKBUm
rusticum
serratum
septoAum
triangula,ris

Zellania Davidsonii

globata.

Laboucherei
liasiana

oolitica

5

o

Davidson

.

Davidson

.

Moore
iloore

Moore ....

Moore ...

Davidson .

,

Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
D'Orbigny
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore

+
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19. Spirifera jniniina, Moore. Perfect enloi-gcd e.xtcrior.

20. . Exterior of the ventral valve.

21. Tcrchmtula (?) mimtta, Jloore. Terfcct .'<hell, enlarged exterior.

22. . Interior of dorsal valve.

23. Rhynchonella (?) coronatHy Moore. Enlarged dorsal aspect.

21. . Intorior, showing venti-al aupcct.

25. . Exterior of ventral valve.

¥ II J: I CJ N CORRESPOND I'] N C 1<]

.

Lunar relations of Earthquakes.

^[. A. Pkrrey, in a paper ivad l)ctoi-o the Frcncli Academy on the fVc-

tjuency ofearthquakes during the hitter half of tlic 18th century—rehi-

tively to the age of the moou,and of the frequency ofthe phenomenon at

the time of the moon crossing the meridian—furnislies a .scries of facts

worthy uf the liighest consideration. Referring to his previous hibnurs

on this subject, he points out that, in the present paper, in contradi.-^-

tinction to his former metliod, if an earth([uake lias taken place on the

same lunar day, in ditferent parts of the earth without the intermediate

district being affected, that day is entered as many times a.s earth-

quakes have taken place. In this waj' he has found that from 1^>01

to 18oO the earth has trembled three thousand six hundred and Hfty-

fivc days, with a marked preponderance at the syzygies.

If the mean lunation of 20'!>3 days be divided into eight equal

parts the eartliqiiakcs will not be found t(i distribute themselves

equally, but will show a preponderence at the beginning, the middle,

and the end—tlic curves representing which will take a wave-liko

form, with two maxima and two minima.
Uniting the numliers of the first and la.st eighths of the lunar

month, the sum will express the monthly fretpiency at the new moon;
the second and third combined give the frequency during the first

quarter; the fourth and lifth at the full moon; while the sixth and
seventh show the freijuency at the last quarter.

Again combining the results for the two syzygies and tlic two
quadratures, wc find that from 1751 to 1800

Shocks of Earthquakes.
At tin- Syzygies 1iKlM8
At the t/uadratnrrs 175:i-82

DifTercnce in favour of Syzygies 147*36

After some furtlici references t-o jjis preceding memoirs, M. Pcrrcy
proceeds —"On*" is then justified in adiiiittint,' that j'artlu|uakes are

more frequent at the syzygies than at the (|ua<batures; the conchision

we have arrived at from our researches of 1853 is now proved to be
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applicable to a wliole century. But tliis law, true for a century and
a half centuiy, will it hold good for a quarter, or say a tenth, of a

century ?

" I have divided the latter half of the eighteenth century into two
portions of twenty-five years each ; and calculations similar to the

above have led to similar results : so also for ten-yearly periods. I

have also divided it into ten periods of five years : the numbers not

being great in this case, the irregular and perturbating causes it

might be easily imagined would regain their sway, and mask the

differential action of a continuous influence. N^evertheless, in eight of

these ten periods the preponderence is with the syzygies.

These results, however, of which the concordance is very striking

and demonstrative of an influence connected with the movement of

the moon in its orbit, are not the only ones to be mentioned. ]\I.

Perrey has found that the numbers of times the days of perigee and
apogee with the two days preceeding and following have been

marked by shocks of earthquake, are as follows :

—

Days of shock.

Perigee 626
Apogee 465

Excess at perigee 60
Or, counting only the day before and after :

—

Perigee 313
Apogee 278

Excess at perigee 35

M. Perrey concludes by referring to journals kept at Monteleone,

Messina, Calanzaro, and Scilla, at which places in every instance, the

shocks felt with the moon on the meridian exceed those felt at other

times.

This paper was followed by one by M. Gentili, " On the cause

assigned to Earthquakes, founded on observations made at different

times at the summit of the Soufriere, a volcanic mountain in Guada-

loup."

Capillary Infiltration of Water in Bock-strata.

This journal was the first to call attention in this country to the

important researches of M. Daubree on the metamorphism and
chemical conditions of rocks.

Another contribution to our science, under the title of " Experi-

ments on the possibility of a capillary infiltration through porous

materials, in spite of a strong counter-pressure of vapour," has been

recently presented to the Academic des Sciences, by this eminent

experimentalist.
" Every day," he says, " in the great phenomena which make
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niiinifost to us the intcnial activity of our globe, iniracnse bodies of
wattT, in tbe form of vapour, are diseugaged.

"• One naturally asks if tlie supply of this water is not kept up
partially, at least, from the surface, and, if so, by what means?

" It is ditlic-ult to imagine this supply produced by a free circula-

tion ; for the way open to the descending water would ibrm a means
of escape which would naturally offer itself to the ascending vapour.

Xow the immense pressure of tjiis va])our in the volcanic districts

—

a pressure great enough to force columns of lava, al)out three times

denser than water, to vast heights above the seadevel—proves that

these safety-valves do not exist.

" I have therefore been led to examine whether the water cannot

penetrate into these deep and hot reserv<jirs, not by fissures as pre-

viously imagined, but in virtue of the porosity and capillarity of tho

intervening beds."

M. Daubree then refers to the experiments carried on by M. Jamin,

showing the influence of capillary attraction in changing the condi-

tions of equilibrium between different pressures by means of a column
of liquid, and points out that the geological prolilem rcfpiires a

variation in the temperature not introduced by !M. Jamin,—in fact

the liquid in one part ofthe connecting column must be i-educed to a

state of vapour, in which, perhaps, it will be governed by different

laws.

M. Daubree then proceeds to describe liis ajiparatus as follows :

—

" I have therefore constructed an arrangement, of which the prin-

cipal end is to join—by means of a partition of porous sand.stone of a

fine close grain—on one side a closed chamber, in which the pressure

of the steam=one seven-eighth atmospheres, and on the other a space

in direct connnuniration with the external air, half filled with water,

which soon was heated to the boiling point: in the latter chamber

—

of course, being open to the atmosphere—the ordinary pressure was
not exceeded, although the thickness of the sandstone j)artition was
but two centimetres. The result of the experiment proves that tho

water is not driven l)ack l)y the counter-pressure of the vapour: tho

diflerence of the pressure on both sides of the partition does not
prevent the liquid from penetrating from the region conip»irntively

cold to the region conq)aratively hot, by a kind of eajiillary at traction;

favoured also by the rapid evaporation going on in the latter."

'S\. Daubn'e promi.ses further experiments with a tliicker partition,

which will enable the vajiour in the first chamber to be raised to a
higher temperature.

Tlie results he lias already arrived at prove that capillary attraction,

in addition to weight, can— in spite of very strong inferior counter-

pressure— force water to penetrate from the superficial and cold

regions of tlie gloln? into the interior, where, by reason of high tho

temperature and pressure, it. in the shape of steam, is capable of

producing great mechanical and chemical results.
" Do not the foregoing experiments," asks M. Daubree, " also make

us acquainted with the main-spring of volcanic action and of other
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phenomena generally attributed to the generation of vapour in the

interior of the globe, as, for instance, earthquakes, the formation of

hot springs, the filling up of metalliferous veins, as also the various

cases of the metamorphism of rocks.
" Without excluding the original water, which.element like, is gene-

rally supposed to be incorjiorated with the interior melted masses

—

do not these experiments show that the infiltrations descending

from the surface act in such a manner that the interior regions are

continually being replenished and exhausted ; the replenishment

being effected in a way the most simple, though vastly difierent from
the syphon and ordinary sources of supply.

" Thus a phenomenon, slow, continuous, and regular, becomes the

cause of sudden and violent manifestations comparable to explosions

and losses of equiMbrium."

Note on the Neiv Mineral Fournelite.

M. Ch, Mene, in order to establish the chemical formula of the

mineral found by him near Beaujeu (Rhone), has made several

analyses of specimens of difierent densities furnished him by the

proprietor of the mines : the results fully confirm those previously

arrived at in September last.

The average percentage ofthe components—leaving the quartz out

of the question—is as follows :

Copper 320
Lead 120
Sulphur 230
Iron 30
Arsenic 8*0

Antimony 22"0

100-0

Whence the following symbol is derived :

—

3Cu2 S - 3Sb2 S2 + Pb S. + Fe. Ar.

Chemical Characters of Combtistible Minerals.

M. E. Fremy, who for a long time has been carrying on chemical
investigations on the tissues ofvegetables, has laid before theAcademy
of Sciences of Paris the results of his recent researches " On the
Chemical Character of Combustible Minerals," in which he has also

sought to inquire if the substances which compose them present any
analogy with those which form the unaltered tissue of plants.

Admitting with other geologists that peat, lig-nite, coal, and an-
thracite have been formed under different circumstances, and belong
to rocks of very different ages, he has endeavoured to trace in these
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varieties of combustibles, tlie degree of alteration of the organfc
tissue.

The study of the jieat has presented really no new I'act. Ik-sides

the iinalteixid elementary organs which arc met with in such great
(|U:uititic's in the tiliruus peal, he has ibuiid according to the state

of alteration of the combustible, varial)le proportions of those brown
compounds—neutral or acid, azotized or non-azotized—which arc

designated under the general tilJe of ulmic componmh.
The presence of these bodies, which have been already studied by

i^I. Payen, nevertheless goes to establish a very clear distinction

between the peats and the unaltered organic tissues. The chemical
examination of the lignites offers more interest.

In these researches distinction has been made between the lignites

presenting still some woody structure, and those which ofler

the aspect and compactness of coal. The fii'st constitute the xyloid

lignite or fossU wood : the second form the compact or perfect lignite.

In respect to chemical characters, all the varieties of lignite may be

])laced in one or other of these classes.

Although the xyloid lignite may sometimes have the tenacity and
the a]ij)earance of ordinary wood, he has recognized that in that

combustible the woody tissue has experienced a gi'cat modification.

It is reducible to a fine powder by trituration ; and submitted to

the action of a weak solution of potash it yields to that alkali a con-

siderable quantity of ulmic acid.

The two following re-actions tend to establish a well-marked
diflrriMice between the ordinary wood and xyloid lignite.

Wlien the azotic acid reacts at a high temperature on the wood it

dissolves a part only of the fibres and medullary rays, and leaves tho

cellular matter quite pure, which dis.solves without coloration in con-

centrated sulphuric aeid ; and pos.sesses all the properties that M.
Pa^en has studied with so nmch precision.

Under the same circumstances the xyloid lignite is attacked with

great energ\' and transformed into a yellow resin, soluble in alkalis

and in an excess of azotic acid.

When wood and xyloid lignite are compaimtively submitted to tho

action of hypochlorites very marked differences between these two
substances are likewi.sc establislu'd. 1'he hypochlorites exercise

njMm the wood a reaction, which, perhaps, may be compared to that

of the azotic acid ; they dissove rajjidly a part of the fibres and
medullary rays, ajid leave the cellulose matter in a stiit(« f»f purity.

The xyloid lignite is attacked by t lie alkaline hypochlorites; is

dcsolved nearly entirely hy the.se reactives ; and leaves only imponder-

able traces of fibre, and colourless mecbdlary rays.

It follows from the prececding facts, that when the woody tissues

have arrived at that state of modification which constitutes the

xyloid lignite, still preserving the appearance of wood, they have

experienced in their substance a great modification, and contain

then direct new jmnciples, charactei-ized by their complete solu*

bility in azotic acid and the hypochlorites
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After having determined the chemical characters of xyloid lignite,

it was interesting to inquire if the compact lignite—which presented
no longer the texture of the woody tissues, which is black and shining-

like coal, and which often offers such analogies with this latter

substance as to put at fault the most experienced engineers—would
presei've the chemical character of the xyloid lignite, or would ally

itself with the coals.

In a geological point of view this comparative study of the xyloid
lignite, compact lignite, and coal appears to possess a great impor-
tance. If there really existed a certain affinity between the state of
alteration of the combustible minerals, and the age of the rocks con-
taining them, one comprehends it would be of interest to geology to

possess a chemical character—independently of those pointed out by
M. Cordier—which would permit the exact appreciation of the degree
of modification of the organic body, and the determination of the age of
a rock by the state of alteration of the combustable mineral found in it.

M. Fremy has applied himself, then, to find a series of chemical
reactions acting differently on the combustible minerals, and per-
mitting him to arrange the series of their varieties according to their

degrees of alteration, and the chemical characters they would thus
present. The reagents he employed were potash, the hypochlorites,
sulphuric acid, and nitric acid.

Having pointed out the difference between woody tissue and xyloid
lignite, he goes on to show in what this latter differs from compact
lignite, which having lost all trace of its original organization is only
liable to be mistaken for certain varieties of coal.

The manner of burning, the reaction of the volatile products of
combustion upon litmus, and the colour of the ashes form in them-
selves well-known distinctive characters, which chemical reao-ents
enable iis to judge of with the greatest exactness.

When, therefore, a compact lignite is submitted to the action of
strong potash the solution sometimes turns bro^vn, and a small
quantity of nlmic acid is held in solution ; but generally this is not
the case, which fact immediately establishes a distinction between
compact and xyloid lignite.

M. Fremy is of opinion that the lignites which resists the action of
potash are those nearest the coal-measures.

The compact lignites, which in their brilliancy and blackness
resemble coal, aie entirely dissolved in the alkaline hypochlorites,
and are immediately acted upon by nitric acid, producing the yellow
resin before mentioned.

These characters, then, render it easy to distingaiish between ligiiite

and coal, as this latter mineral is not dissolved by the hypochlorites,
and is only slowly acted upon by nitric acid. On the former of these
tests ]\I. Fremy lays gi-eat stress.

Coal and anthracite, although resisting alkaline solutions and
hypochlorites, dissolve readily and completely in a mixture of con-
centrated sulphuric and nitric acids : the liquid becoming of a dark
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brown colour, and lioldinpf in solution an ulmic compound, which is

easily dejiositod by the addition of water.

M. Fremy .states, parenthetically, that in connection with this sub-

ject ho has exposed woody tissue to a temperature of two hundretl

degrees (Cen.), for several days, and has noticed several modifications

successively take place, producin<Tf .substances quite comparable to

those found in the lignites—the first changes rescmhliug the xyloid
;

the latter the compact lignites-*—resisting the alkalis, and yielding

readily to the hypochlorites.

M. Fremy then sums up the results of his observation as follows :

1. The chemical characters of the combustible minerals subjected

to the reagents pointed out are effaced by age ; and the organic

matter resembles graphite the more as the rock from which it is

taken is older. An exception, however, must bo made in the altered

rocks. This result is entirely in accordance witli the obsi-rvations

of the celebrated Rcgnault upon the subject.

2. The first degree of alteration of woody tissue, represented

by peat, is characterized by the presence of ulmic acid, and also

woody fibres and the cells of the medullary rays, which can be

purified and extracted in great quantity by means of azotic acid and
the hypochlorites.

3. Tlie second degree of modification corresponds to fossil wood or

xvloid lignite, which is in part soluble like the preceding body in the

alkalis ; but its alteration is inore marked, for it is dissolved almost

entirely in nitric acid and the hypochlorites.

4. The third stage of alteration is represented by perfect lignite,

which the reagents tell us already partakes of the nature of coal,

—

in consequence, therefore, the alkalini- solutions generally do not act

ujioTi it, although it is completely sohible in the hypochlorites and
nitric acid.

5. The fourth degree of modification con-esponds to coal, which is

insoluble in alkaline solution and tlie liypochlorites.

6. The fifth state of alteration is shown by anthracite—which

evidently resemV)les graphite—resisting the reagents which acted u])on

the ])rcceding combustibles, as we have seen, and Ix'ing attacked but-

shtwly by nitric acid.

From this it will be seen that the chemical reagents employed by

M. Fremy confirm the classification ofcombustible minerals recognized

by geologists
'

In concluding M. Fremy cxpres.ses an o])inion to the effect that the

substanei's which we have been considering are far from Ixjing the

only moflifieations whieh the (»rgaTiic matter un<lergoes in its changes

to tlic combustible niinends : he thinks that there arc infernuHliate

transfonnations of the organic tissues, which con-espond to the ihU'er-

enccs which are noticeable in the difTerent kinds of coal and lignite.

The fiiu'stion whether the rtnirrnfs are sensible ejiough to charac-

terize the.sc varielies in the dillerent kiiuls of coal, or in the same

Ix'd even, M. Fremy proposes to examine in a future commuuication.
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Palceontological Besearckes in Greece.

From a communication on the researches in Greece, by M. Albert

Gaudry, we extract the following interesting remarks :

—

M. Gaudry states that in superintending the excavations which
the Academy had placed under his care, he was struck not only with
the size of many of the quadi'upeds disinterred at Pikerimi, but also

with the numbers of the different animals which were found together.

There were numerous remains of antilopes. The bones collected by
him in 18-55 and in 1860 attest the presence of more than a hundred
and fifty of these ruminants. It is probable that formerly some of

these species lived together in large herds, as in our own time. All

the zoologists who have lately given themselves to the study of the

antilopes have agreed to divide them into several genera. ]\Ir. Gray,

in his catalogue of the Mammals in the British Museum, admits nearly

thirty-seven genera dei'ived from the old genus " Antilope." Most
of the fossil kinds found in Greece cannot be classed in any one of

these divisions ; and to conform to the modern nomenclature should

be arranged in new groups. I^evertheless, to these groups M. Gaudry
only gives the title of sub-genera ; for antilopes form a tribe in

which, with few exceptions, it is difficult to determine true genera

—

that is to say, groups which separate themselves one fi'om the other

by an ensemble of special characters. M. Gaiidry exhibited a series

of skulls of antilopes which he found at Pikerimi. One of them
presenting a strange appearance, its horns being raised upon the
front part which forms the protection of the orbits, the region situated

behind the horns being very long and nan-ow, and the occipital crest

very straight.

The animal to which such a skuU belonged cannot be included in

any of the sub-genera of antilopes known at present. M. Gaudry
proposes to call it Palceotragios Bouenii. After having given the

measures of the skull, he goes on to say " Seen from behind the

fossil reminds us of the skull of a horse, by its very straight occiput

rising in the centre ; but in all the other characteristics it differs from
it : it is a true Ruminant. By the lengthened and rectangular form
of that part of the skull which extends behind the orbits, the Palceo-

tragus resembles the Helladotherium ; but it differs from it by its

non-sloping occiput, by having horns, and the molars being more
furrowed. The discovery of this gigantic Ruminant has been already
announced to the academy.
The lengthening of the posterior part of the skull, the molars

marked with deep furrows, and the want of the lacrymal cavity,

admit of some affinity between the Greek fossil and the g-iraffe, did
not the position and form of the horns establish a distinction between
them. By its rather confined face, deprived of the lachrymal cavity,

the Palaeotragus resembles the goat ; but differs from it in the form
of the teeth and the posterior part of the skull. The spreading of its

horns, and their implantation in the orbits, reminds one of certain

VOL. IV. z
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kinds of stacfR, especially the muntjac, differing from them in the

persistency of its liorns. Althoutjh the Pala^otragus is very large,

there arc others found in Pikerimi much lai-ger."

M. Gaudry showed two skulls which proved that in all probability

the two species named by M. Wagner Ant'dope speciosa, and
A. P'llhtsii were one and the same.

This new fossil reminds one, Ijy its form, its proportions, and the

position of the axes of the horns, of the sub-genus Damalis ot

of Hamilton Smith, and even more of the sub-genus On/.r of de
Bhiinville, in which, following Ogilby's examjile, he includes the

Kub-gcnus Aiijoccriis of Demarest, now called Hippotragus ; but
it <liffLM\s from both in its dental system.

A[. Gaudry has also discovered the bones of an antilope taller

than any of those of which the skeletons are in the museum at Paris,

even including the Orem carina : he proposes to name this Palo'ori/x.

A ver}- similar skull, though much smaller, has also been found by
him. Besides the difl'erence in size, the horns are more massive in

proportion to the size of the head, and Hatter. This species ho has

named PalcEonjx jjarvidens.

On the Substances WorJccd hij the Frlmitivc Inhabitants of Gaul.

^r. Robert has presented to the Academy of Sciences a supplement
to his geological researches on the substances, more pai'ticularly stones,

worked by the primitive inhabitants of Gaul.

In his preceding memoir he had suggested that the enormous
blocks of .stone found suspended, as it were, in the centre of Huviatile

deposits, could only have got there by means of icebergs at the time

of the breaking up of the ice on the river which flowed through
primitive France.

It supported of this opinion that all the Latin authors agi'ce in stating

that the climate was very cold at the time of the conquest, and that

the rivers weiv oftfn sufficiently frozen over to allow the Gauls to

move easily from place to place, whence one can infer that when tho

thaws arriveil, occasions were furnislu'<l to the liberated ice to cany
Ixmlders along with it.

As stated iij tliat previous memoir. .M. I{obort aflirms that the

deposits along the rivers in which the Ccllic remains have been found

have been formed by the water which previously filled the valleys.

He furthermore adds, that the great thickness of the beds ot s(»il,

which cover the Celtic remains, shows that a very long period has

elapsed since their deposit.

.M. llobert does not admit that the first men in Europe were con-

t<
• neons with the great jiaeli^ilemis, the elephant, mastodon,

rli is, A'c. On the contrary, he considei-s that an enonnous
lapse of time separated their epochs ; for the remains of those found

with the Celts are verj- much rolled and worn, while the bones of

the auroch. horse, <kc., arc with difficult}- distinguished from those of

the present day.
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" It is probable," be continues, " tbat when the peoples of Asia emi-
gratedwestward onthe look out forfertile countries, still retaining their

fondness for stones, whether as a custom, a religion, or a sign, we
know not, they established themselves natui-ally in the valleys, then
deeper than at the present time, and watered by rivers which
oflFered them, with resom'ces of all kinds, a milder temperature than
could be met with on the elevated plains. It is probable that often-

times they were obhged to evacuate their habitations in consequence
of considerable floods : hence the confusion of the remains so precipi-

tately abandoned ; flints, vdth rolled stones of every kind, and real

fossil-remains washed fi-om the real diluvium, mixed with the bones
of the animals, domestic or savage, drowned in the inundations."

In the sand-pits at St. Acheul, near Amiens, hatchets have been
found, which, though coarsely worked, appear to belong to two epochs

;

some formed out of chesnut-brown—almost yellow flint, and with
veiy round edges, apparently coming fi'om a long way off, beiug
much water-worn ; the others in bluish-black flint with white spots,

more or less shai'p, with very flat edges, do not appear to have been
rolled at all. The angles in these last are as shai-p as when they left

the hand of the workman ; and one would say they had been fashioned
on the very spot in which they are found. In fact, it is very easy to
find rolled flints from which precisely similar hatchets could be made.
M. Robert has in his possession the largest hatchet found in this

locahty
; it is thirty centimetres long, and weighs one thousand eight

hundred grammes, and has, e\'idently been made from one of the
cylindrical flints which there abound.

Although the bed in which these celts have been found is forty
metres above the level of the Somme, the gi'eatest resemblance exists

between it and those at Precy-sur-Oise, and near the Seine at Paris.

Like these last the lower strata are composed of roUed stones, which
contain in their cavities white sand and very dehcate fresh-water
shells (principally Lymnea), which would inevitably have been
reduced to frag-ments in a strong current. The upper strata consists

of a thick deposit of yellowish sand.

One finds also at St. Acheul boulders of sandstone, which, however,
are smaller than those at Precy on the Oise, which in their turn are
smaller than those of the Paris basin. In fact, the size of these
boulders is exactly proportional to the transporting force, whether ice

or current.

The nature of these worked flints may throw some light on the
localities in which they are found, where all other means fail us.

In the Commune of Gouvieux (Oise) there is an abrupt eminence,
called Toutvoyes, where exists what is generally supposed to be a
Roman camp. M. Robert attributes it to the Gauls, the first inhabi-
tants

; for on carefully examining the locahty, which was admirably
chosen as a strategical position, he found spread upon the limestone
soil a considerable number of hatchets, arrow-heads, and darts, formed
out of flints obtained from the neighbouring chalk, or the fluviatile
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deposits which envelope the foot of the hill, in all respects similar to

the celts found at JMcudon.

Thf (inly hatchet which did not bclonj^ to the locality was a milky
wliitc jiolished one, similai* to those found at Brcgy.

^I. Robert continues

:

" To strengihon my opinion that the deposits which line the valleys

traversed by water-cour.scs, have been fbi-nied by those water-courses,

and consequently have notliing to do with the diluvium; the boulilers,

rolled pebbles, the sand, and even the mud, have been derived from
the lands washed 1)y the rivers and their feeders.

" 1 apjiHed myself some time ago, before I studied these Celtic

remains from a geological point of view, to the collection of the rocks
and fossils to be found in the fluviatilc deposits of the Paris basin.

Without enumerating all, I may mention having collected tho

following :

—

1. Representatives of almost all the rocks wliich enter into tho

composition of the Paris basin.

2. Rocks of La haute Bourgoagne, principally a reddish quartz-like

porphyry, whicli is rather common, and granite rocks.

3. Neiina?, Terebratula\ Madrepores, <S:c., belonging to the secon-

dary formations.

It is as well to remark that these objects have always been picked
up along the rivers in going towards tlieir heads, but never above
the supposed xitns before having been carried by the water. We liavc,

therefore, strong presumptive evidence that these same water-courses

have transported all tlie maierials which enter into the composition

of tlie fluviatilc deposits in which the Celtic remains have been
embedded.

Fossil Fiicl at Chiriqiti, in Vcragua, in Grenada,

Diiring the summer of 1850, the United States government sent

to Chiri(|ni,i/ithe hope to discover a favoural)l(' b'ne for a railway across

the isthmus, an expedition to wliich Dr. PJvans was attached as

geologist.

He discovered in the Eocene Tertiarj- formation of thai country an

extensive and thick deposit of lignit<' ol excellent cpiality, and ex .

tremely bifuminou.M. M. .lules Alarcou has referred (lie fossils of this

deposit, to thegencrn Oardinm, Cerithcnm, Area, Natica, Myfihts, and
Nnrttln, which In-long lo the age of the "Calcalre jgrossiere" of Paris,

The collective thickness of the Ix'ds of coal is nearly seventy-four

feet, and six are so near each other as to form a ma.s8 thirty feet in

thickness, capable of l>eing worked by the same gallcrj*. The local H ies

wore it is seen are Cultivation creek, Blanco river, Shcinshik creek,

Pojie's Island. There are numerous debris of jdants in the clay. A
microscopic examination of the coal shows that it is formed of cellu-

lose plants, the stnicture of which may Ix; seen both in the cinders

and in thin slices of the coal.
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What is very remarkable is, that these Tertiary coals are exactly

like those of the coal-measures proper, whilst the fossil fuel of the

same age fotmd in Oregon and Washing-ton is non-bituminous.

It would appear that we have in the coal of Chirigui, formed in the

Tertiary clays under the tropics, a modern instance of the con-

ditions inwhich the coal beds in the coal-measures have been produced,

thence results the resemblance of these Tertiary coals with those of

the coal-measures proper, which, beyond a doubt, were formed under

a tropical temperature.

An interesting geological fact is that the coal-measures have

not yet been traced in South America. All the beds there observed

belong to the Tertiary epoch.

On a means of recognizing the SJwres of Ancient Seas.

M. ]\Iarcel de Serres, in a recent letter on a means of

recognizing the ancient shores of the seas of geological epochs,

after referring to his studies on the boring-mollusca, points

out a locality near St. Apolis, in the neighbourhood of Pezenas

as very interesting. There the cretaceous rocks, which run parallel

with and adjoin the Mediterranean, are full of thimble-shaped cavities,

the work of these mollusca. On the north side of the mountain

nothing of the kind is seen ; the rocks thus perforated are not elevated

above the level of the soil beyond the point at which they have

been bored, and the miocene beds rest on them.

Knowing as we do that the boring-mollusca are to be found in the

vicinity of the coast-line, ai-e we not justified in looking upon this

spot as an old sea-shore ? M. Marcel proceeds :

—

" I am now endeavouring, by the consideration of similar facts,

to determine, by means of the rocks attacked by these animals, the

localities which mark the extent of the ancient seas, and I beheve I

have succeeded in a locahty now well known in a geological point of

view—I mean the basin of Neflfier. There the palaeozoic beds are

bounded on the south-east by the tertiary marine formations ; these

are composed in certain localities of masses of polyps of the genus

Astrea, pierced by a great number of Modiolse and Petricolae, and

others.

As these diflPerent species recede but little from the coast, and the

polyps occupy the same position as they did in the same sea, they

seem to represent its ancient margin ; a fact confinned by their

position relatively to the Mediterranean, near which these beds are

situated.

On the Tertianes of Bigorre.

M. Leymerie has communicated to the French Academy a note ou

the Tertiaries of Bigorre, principally studied in the valley of the

Adour. From this note, which is very interesting, we extract the

following description of the locality mentioned :

—
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*' The Tcrtiarics of BigoiTC consist entirely, in the valley we have
named, of a lacustrine dejiosit, fomied at the foot of fhe Pyrenees
after the last rising of the land ; and do not otter at any point tho

smallest indication of an upheaving force.

"This deposit in the first instance formed a table-land extending
from the foot of the mountains; but this has since been diN-ided by
the diluvium streams into strips, as it were, now found separated by
the valley of the Adour, and numerous dales.

" In the region which occupies us in the present paper, the teitiaries

follow the bend of the hill between liagneres anil Louides, and an
outlying prominence, whose elevation was too great for the tertiary

waters to cover.
" For this reason, on either side of this hill, we sec the tertiaries

conunence by two beds which cover and level the cretaceous schists

and overlying beds, pierced and diversified by granite and ophites,

which never, however, reach the surface.
" One of these beds begins at Bagneres, but only on the right side

of tlie Adoiir, whence it extends to the east to join itself to the plain

of Launemezan.
" The other commences not far from Lourdes, to the left of the

valley of Ade. They leave between them the hill above mentioned,

which is entirely uncovered by these deposits.
'• A little to the north of ^lontgaillard (Vieille Ossun), near tho

plain of Tarles, one sees the outliers of the Pyrenees represented by
the conglomerate of Palasson. dip under the tertiai'ies in siu-h a manner
tlmt from this limit all the hills in the valley ai'c composed of it."

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geologkal Society of London,—March G, ISOl.

1. "On tlif Siirrcssif))! of llcds in tlio Hiistinps Sand in the Norllif-rn

pf)rtion of the Wcahlen Area." J?y F. Drew, Ksq., F.G.S., of the Geological

Sur^oj of Groat Britain.

Ilavinp first referred to tho divisirm of the Wenlden beds hy frimier anfhors

into the "Weald Cla.v," the "Hastinijs Sand," and the "Ashburnhani Beds,"

nnd the subdivision of the "llastin^rs Sand" by Dr. Manlell into "Ilorsted

Sand.H," "Tilpatc Beds," and " Worth Sands." and having defined the di.strict

under notiee as lyinp between and in tho neiphbourhood of the towns of Ten-

terden, ft . Tiinhri(lf,'e, Tnnl)ri(lgo Wells, Ea.st firinstead, and Hnrshani.

Mr. Drew ii d to describe, first, the several beds in the meridian and

vicinity of Tnnbridirc Wells. The Weald Clay is at least six hundred feet

thick in this i!

'

'id by sands and sandstones, termed by the

author tin; "1 • nd," on aeeonnt of its being well exposed

there. Thi.s .subdivi.sion is about one hundred and eighty feet thick, and was
described in detail ; an important feature being the "rook sand," or massive

saQd^touc forming the piclurcsrpic natural rucks of that neighbourhood, The
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shales and clays umderlying these sands form the "Wadhurst Clay" of the

authoi", and are at places one hundred and sixty feet thick. This subdivision

has yielded much ironstone in former times. It is underlaid by other sand and
sandstones, more than two hundred and fifty feet thick, also yielding ironstone.

These are termed " Ashdown Sand" by Mr. Drew, on account of their forming
the heights of Ashdown Porest.

Eastward of the meridian of Tunbridge "Wells Mr Drew has found the same
sequence of beds, and he believes a similar succession to occur around Battle

and Hastings. Westward of Tunbridge "VVells, as far as East Griustead the

same beds occur, but beyond that the Weald Clay and Tunbridge WeUs sand
alone are exposed; and the latter is here divided into upper and lower
beds by shale and clay (termed "Griustead Clay" by the author), which
thicken westward to fifty feet and more. It is the " Lower Tunbridge WeUs
Sand" that forms natural rocks near Griustead. Near Horsham the Weald
Clay contains, at about one hundred and twenty feet from its base, bands of

stone known as the " Horsham Stone," used for roofing and paving.

The author then explained at lai-ge the grounds on which he proposed to

replace Dr. Mantell's term " Horsted Sands" bv " Upper Tunbridge Wells
Sand," that of "Worth Sands," by "Lower Tunbridge WeUs Sand," and that

of " Tilgate Beds" by " Wadhiu'st Clay" ; and his reason for proposing the
name of ''Ashdown" for the next lowest bed of the "Hastings Sand."

The paper concluded with a description of some of the chief lithological

characters of the clays and sandstones of the Wealden area under notice.

2. "On tlie Permian Rocks of the South of Yorkshire; and on their

Palseontological Relations." By J. W. Kirkby, Esq. Communicated by T.
Davidson, Esq., E.G.S.

. The author, after defining the area to be treated of, first noticed the results

of the labours of former observers in this district; and then succinctly described
the several strata, referring to Professor Sedgwick's Memoir on theMaguesian
Limestone for descriptions of the physical geography, and very much of the
lithological character of the country under notice. The strata treated of Mr.
Kirkby recognizes (m descending order) as 1, the Bunter Schiefer, about fifty

feet thick; 2, the Brotherton Beds, one hundred and fifty feet; 8, the small-
grained Dolomite, two hundred and fifty feet ; 4, the Lower Limestone, one
hundred and fifty feet ; 5, the Rothhegendes or Lower Red Sandstone, one
hundred feet. These were then compared and co-ordinated with the Permian
strata of Durham, where the three limestone members are thus represented :

—

1. The Upper Limestone by the YeUow, Concretiona'-y, and CrystalUne Lime-
stone (two hundred and fifty feet). 2. The Middle 'Limestone by the Shell-

and Cellular Limestone (two hundred feet) and 3. The Lower Limestone by
the Compact Limestone (two hundred feet) and the Marl-slate (ten feet). The
over- and under-lying sandstones being much alike as to thickiiess in the two
areas.

After some remarks on the probable geographical conditions existing in the
Permian epoch, the author proceeded to treat of the Permian fossils of South
Yorkshire in detail. These belong to about thirty species, and are nearly all

from the Lower Limestone ; three species only occui-ring in the Brotherton
beds. With three exceptions they occur also in the several limestones of
Durham ; five of them are found in' the lower part of the red marls of Lanca-
shire; and six of them are found at Cultra and Tallyconnel in Ireland. The
distribution of the species in the several beds at different localities having been
fully treated of, the Permian fossils of South Yorkshire were compared ; first,

with those of Doi-ham
; next, with those of Lancashire ; and thirdly, with those of

Ireland. Remarks on the distribution of the Permian Fauna in time concluded
the paper.
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1. "On a Collection of Fossil Plants from the Nagpur Territory, Central
India." B^- Sir. C. Bmiburv, Bart., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c.
The specimens examined by the author were collected by the Rev. Messrs,

S. llislop and 11. lIuiitiT, anil presented to the Geologiral Society in 1S51, and
since. The vegetable remains described in this naper are.— 1. G/osxi>pfrris

Browiiiana, var. Amtrala^ica, Ad. Brong. Very tew specimens from Bharat-
Wii'/ii, and at the foot of the Mahatlewa Illlls. G. Browiilnna, var. Indica, Ad.
Brung. By much the most abundant |)lant in the collection, with many sub-
varieties ; specimens very line, many ot them in fructilieation. SilewiWa. 2.

G. mitstefolia, sp. nov. Silewa/^/a and Kampti. .'J. G. Icptnncnra, sp. n. Kampti.
4. G. .itrtcfa, sp. n. Silewar/a and Kani|)ti. 5. Prcuptcrh, sp. somewhat x(!.-

ficmhUnq P.P///intrfii. Kampti. ('). C/adojj/iMjh {?),Kam\)\i. 7, TiPiiiopferia,

duihpoides, M'Clellaud (?), Kampti. 8. Filiciten : possibly a G/osmp/eris.

Silewa//a. 9. Fi/iciffs -. ^i^ossMya G/ossopteris. Kampti. 10. X^rfff/rra/Aia (?).

Bhratawi'r/ii. H. Phi/llofht'ca Indiai, sp. u. BharatwiV/ii, Bokara, Kampti,
SUe\va//;t, and Barkoi. 12. Vcdehraria (?). Dillcreut from the true I'rrtc-

hraria, and probably roots. Toukahciri, Kampti, Barkoi, and Mahsidcwa Hills.

V.\. Kiiorria i^t). Mangali. 14. Slif/iiiaria i"^) -. perhaps the rhizcmic of a fern,

^langali. 15. Part of a stem, somewhat Sigillanan in a])pearanee. Silewa//a.

1(). Part of a large stem with a scar. Silewa^a. 17. i'ltrrites (?). Kampti.
The fruits and seeds are reserved for further examination. On a general survey
of all these plant -rcnuiins, the author for the present considers the ///r/w of the
fossil tlora under notice to be Mesozoie rather than Palaeozoic, but he regards

the rpiestion as an open one, and requiring much further light for its perfect

elucidation.

2. "On the Age of the Fossiliferous thin-bedded Sandstones and Coal-beds

of the Province of Nagpur, Central India." By the Kev. Stephen llislop.

Connnunicated by the President.

The a>ithor first pointed out the plaers near the city of Nagpur where the

phiuf-hi'arinq mndHtonc has been best studied (Silcwa/^/a, Kampti, Bokhani,

Tondakheiri, &c.) ; also other places as far distant as twenty miles west, tiiirty-

fivc miles north-cast, and eighty-five miles south (Chanda. He next noticed

the carbonaceous shales underlying thick sandstones, at the foot of the Malia-

dewa Hills, and the coal-seams of Harkoi, near Umret, eighty miles and more
north-west of Nagpur; and pointed out their relationship to the ])lant -bearing

sandstone near Niig])ur, as snown by the Glo.i.sopterii, and other fossils founil

in each lop.ality. Utferenee was then made to the autlior having previously

correlated the above-mentioned .sandstones, shales, and coal, with the coal-

hearing-bcds of Western Bengal, where the same group of fossil plants are

found.

At Mangali, between fifty and sixty miles south of Nagjiur, dark red sand-

stones arc found, rich with FMhrria, and containing remains of i)lants, (laiioid

Fishes, and Reptiles {lirachynpx lufirrpx, Owen). Tliest- beds Mr. Hislo])

thinks to be of the .same ag(! as those of Nagpur and Chanda. Still further

south (one hundred and seventy miles from Nagpur), at Kf)ta, there arc (under

thick sandstones) limestones and shales, containing fishes of the genera,

Airhmndmt and I^pidolun, Tclcosaurian remains, Coprolites, fossil Insects,

Cypridrr, nw\ I'" .with obscure plant -remains, riiese beds are also re-

crarded by the is equivalent in age to the plant -bearing sandstones of

Nagpur; whilst the sandstones above them may be equal to tlic sandstone of

ll,
t;

'
1 - ' the red clay beneath them may be the same as that of

M r (to the north-cast), where Ccratodits teeth and Copro-

lites have been fnund in abundance.

Whether any beds eciuivalent to the Rajmahal (upper Uamuda) series c)f

Western Bengal occur in the Nagjiur district, the author is not quite certain
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These are particularly characterized by the abundance of Cj/cadacetB. They
may perliaps be found near Kampti, not far from Nagpur.

Mr. Hislop then compared iu detail, 1st, the fossil flora of the coal-fields of

New South Wales with those of Central India ; 2nd, the fossil plants of Western
Bengal with that of Central India ; and 3rd, the fossil fauna of these tw"0

regions ; and came to the conclusion that, on the whole, they probably represent

the Jurassic (or possibly the Triassic) period,—at all events some portion of

the Lower Mesozoic epoch.

3. " On the Geological Age of the Coal-bearing Rocks of New South Wales."
By the Rev. W. B. Clarke, P.G.S.
The author first referred to his report, in 18^17, of the occtirrence of Lepido-

dendron, S'ujiUaria, and Sligmaria in the coal-fields of Australia ; and advanced
proofs, derived from coUectious and publications both by himself and others, of

the occurrence of Lepidodendi-on {Pacliyphltem (?), Goeppert) over a region

extending from twenty-three degrees to thirty-seven degrees south lat., and
at least one thousand miles long. After some observations on the association

of Carboniferous and Devonian fossils \^ath the coal-beds of Australia and
Tasmania, Mr. Clarke stated that in 1859, at Stony Creek, near Maitland, Mr.
B. Russell, having sunk two pits in search of coal, found four or five coal seams

lying between beds containing Fachydomi, Spiriferi, Orfhoceratites, Comdo.rice,

&c. ; and beneath them a shale containing Ncpggerathia, Olossopteris, Cyclop-

feris, &c. From this and other evidence the author is induced to believe that

the beds are of palseozoic age, in spite of the "Jurassic" appearance of the

plant-remains.

4. " On some Reptilian Remains from North-western Bengal." By Prof.

T. H. Huxley, P.R.S., Sec. G.S.

Some bones, found by Mr. Blandford in the uppermost portion of the "Lower
Damuda" group of strata in the Ranigunj coal-field, and forwarded to the

author by Dr. Oldham, have proved to belong to Labyrinthodont Amphibia
and Dicyuodont Reptiles ; hereby affording new and interesting links with the

fossil fauna of the Karoo-beds of South a\t'rica, and largely increasing the pro-

bability that the rocks in which they were found are of Triassic, or perhaps

Permian, age.

Aprd 10, 1861.

1. "On the Geology of the country between Lake Superior and the Pacific

Ocean (between forty-eight and fifty -five degrees parallels of latitude), explored

by the Government Exploring Expedition, under the command of Captain J.

Palliser (1S57—60)." By James Hector, M.D. Communicated by Sir R. I.

Muichison, Y.P.G.S.
The paper gave the geological results of three years' exploration of the

British Territories in North America along the frontier-bne of the United States,

and westward from Lake Superior to the Pacific Ocean.

It began by showing that the central portion of North America is a great

triauguhu- plateau, bounded by the Rocky Mountains, Alleghanies, and Lauren-

tian axis, stretching from Canada to the Arctic Ocean, and divided into two
slopes by a watershed that nearly follows the political boundary-line, and throws

the drainage to the Gulf of Mexico and the Arctic Ocean. The northern part

of this plateau has a slope, from the Rocky Mountains to the eastern or Lauren-

tian axis, of six feet in the nule, but is broken by steppes, which exhibit hues

of ancient denudation at three different levels ; the lowest is of freshwater

origin ; the next belongs to the Drift-deposits, and the highest is the great

Prairie-level of uudeuuded Cretaceous strata. This plateau has once been

complete to the eastern axis, but is now incomplete along its eastern edge, the

soft strata having been removed in tlie region of Lake Winipeg.

The eastern axis sends off a spur that encircles the west shore of Lake

VOL. III. 2 A
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Buncrior, and is composed of mctamorphic rocks and granite of tlieL;uuculiau

series. To the west of this follows a belt where the lloor of the plateau is

e\i>osod, eonjistini^ of Lower Silurian and Devonian rooks. On tliese rest

Cretaceous strata, which prevail all the way to the Kjcky Mountains, overlaid

here and there by detached tertiary basins.

The Rocky Mountains arc composed of Carboniferous and Devonian lime-

stones, with massive qiiartzites and conglomerates, followed to the west by a

granitic tiaet which occupies the bottom of the great valley between the Hoeky

luid the Cascatle Mountains. The Cascade chain is \oleaiiie, but the voleanos

are now inactive ; to the west of it, along the Pacific coast, Cretaceous and

Tcrliarv strata jirevail. The descripticm of these rocks was given with con-

siderable detail on account of their containing a lignite, which for the first time

Las becD determined to be of Cretaceous age. This lignite, which is of very

superior cpiality, has been worked for some years jiast by the Hudson Hay
C'(jnipany, and is in great demand for the steam-navy of the Pacific station, and

for the mauufaeture of gas Extensive lignite-deposits in the Prairie were also

allutlcd to; and, like that above mentioned, were considered to be of Creta-

ceous age; but, besides these, there are also lignites of the Tertiary ]ieriod.

The general conclusion was that the existence of a supply of fuel in the

Islands of Pormosa and Japan, in Vancouver's Island, in tlie Cretaceous strata

of the western shores of the Pacific, but principally within the British territory,

and in the plains along the Saskatchewan, will exercise a most important in-

fluence in considering the practicability of a route to our easteni possessions

through the Canadas, the Prairies, and 15ritish Colunil)ia.

2. "On Elevations and Depressions of the Earth in North America." I>y

Dr, A. Gesuer, F.G.S.

After some observations on the difTciences between volcanic uplifts of the

land and the slow upward and downward shift ings i)roduced by changes in the

position of great parallel arejts during long periods of time, the author proceeds
to enumerate evidences of local elevation and sul)sidenee that he has observed
along the eo;ust from the northeni part of L;d)rador to New Jersey.

In the south-easteni part of New Jersey, at Nantucket, Mnrtha's Vineyard,

and Portland, submergence of the laud is proceeding, locally at the rate of

Crobably four feet in sixty vears. In New Hiunswiek, at St. Jfihn's the land

as been elevated; at the O'reat ^fanan Island and tlie gre:it Tantanuui Marsh
there has been suhsidenee. At Patiiurst and on tlie opposite coast of JiOwer

Canada the land seems to be rising. In Nova Scot ia, near the Pay of Fundy and
Mines ]?asin, there is subsidence; on the southern side, however, there arc

sign>f of elevation. The sea rjijiidly eneroaehes upon Louislierg in Cape Preton,

and in Prince Edward's Island, also, at C:iscumpcc, submergcuce of the land ia

taking place.

(iKoLof.i.sT.s' .\s30f lATioy.—At tlic Monthly Meeting held at 5, Cavendish
Square, on Monday, April Stii, tlie following papers were read :

—

"On the tienlorry „f the Mo of Portland," by W. Grey, Esq.
" (Ju the Pearl.s of the (irecnsand Sea," 7 t> ii o i w
" 0» Fossil Pedie, Uaria:," j

^'.^' ""'"'7 ^'^^^^J' EsQ-

On Tuesday, the 9'h of .Vpril, an Excnrsicm was made to Keigrifc, under the
guidance of the Tresident, Prof. Tennant, and Mr. Hensted. Thr party pro-

ceeded to examine various sections showing the chalk, green.sand, &c. ; and
then viewed a remarkable l)ed of Fuller's Earth, which is worked near that

town.

LivF.RPfKjL Geolocical SOCIETY, March 12tli, 1801.
The f

"
• paper v ' "On the Pleistocene formation of the di.-»trict

around!
,

-1." lis' 11. Morton, Esq., F.G.S.
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The author of the paper divided the superficial deposits of the district into

two well-marked divisions, viz., strata of bluish clav, with submariue forest-

beds, which repose ou strata of sand. Boulder-clay, and gravel. If aU the

members of these two divisions were present in one section, they would occur
in the foUowini* order.

a. Drift sand

2. Peat bed
3. Bluish clay

4. Submarine Forest-bed

5. Bluish clay

_G. Submarine Torest-bed

7. Upper Drift sand

Glacial Deponts I 8. Boulder clay

(. 9. Lower Driftsand and gravel.

"With the exception of the upper and lower Drift sands (Nos. 7 and 9), all

these beds can be seen at Dove Point, ou the Cheshire coast.

Beneath the Liverpool Custom-house, an old land surface, with the trunks of

trees, exists about forty feet below the level of the ordinary spring tides. A
similar bed occurs about two mUes to the north, also on the Cheshii-e side of

the Mersey, below the bed of WooUasey Pool.

The different degrees of subsidence in several localities, arises from the varying

elevation of the original land above the sea. When the lowest beds were sub-

merged the higher laud-surfaces must have been above the level of the sea.

The author concluded that the whole district had subsided about fifty feet, but

that tlie greater part was prior to historical times.

Ma^'Chester Geological Society.—At the Ordinary Meeting on the 29th

January, E. W. Binuey, Esq., E.R.S., the Vice-President in the chair, there

was a very full attendance of members and scientific visitors from the neigh-

bourhood, great interest being manifested in Islx. Dickiuson's paper •' Ou the

the Explosion at Hetton CoUiery,"—in which that gentleman minutely detailed

the circumstances of the melancholy explosion there on the 20th December
previous. A discussion followed, in which the Chairman, Professor Roscoe,

Mr. Booth, Professor Calvert, Mr. Kuowles, Mr. Loveridge, and Mr. Dickinson

took part.

The Chairman said that he considered it his duty to publicly contradict any

erroneous statement which he saw in print respecting fire-damp. Now this

invisible and intangible enemy is sufficiently dangerous to the coal-miner, often

coming suddenly upon him, Uke a thief in the night, without any misleading as

to where it is likely to be present or absent. Li a work lately published in

America—" A practical treatise on Coal, Petroleum, and other Distilled Ods,

by Abraham Gesner, M.D., E.G.S.—published by Badliere—and having a con-

siderable circidation in this country, at p. 14, is the following
—

" In mines of

lignite and caunel coal, carbonic acid or choke-damp is almost the only gas

present." Seams of cannel coal, from being open-jointed, no doubt do sooner

allow the fire-damp to be di-ained from them than from seams of ordinary coal.

However, we who are acquaiuted with the Wigan district, where more camiel

is wrought than from any other mines in the world, on the one side, aud those

of Duidiinfield on the other, know well that fire-damp is sadly too prevalent in

them, and accordingly thorough and efficient ventilation, aided by the use of

safety-lamps, is or ought to be in use in cannel, as well as coal-mines, if explo-

sions are to be prevented.
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KOTES AND QUERIES.

Flint Implements in YoRKsrirRE.

—

Sui,—I enclose you a few specimens

which I picked up hist summer, and which, until I read your article m '" TiiK

Geologist," I regarded as arrow-heads; but as I find uo exact representation

of them either in your Diagram or "The Geologist," I am disjxised to

think otherwise. The flint curiosili^-s I enclose for your inspocfiun I found at

Fimber, in the East Hiding of Yorkshire ; they arc to be met with lying i;i si/it,

associated with other Uiuts of our ploughed lands. They are easily recognized

by the great contrast in appearance to the natural flints of the upper chalk of

our woids, which are nearly black, whereas the flints from our elialk strata or

seams possess a colour mueli lighter, which you will see from the enclosed

;

besides, the black flints show sufficient evidence of having been chij)ped by
hand for some use or other.

It is well to remark, where these black flints are found by 'nc in this locality,

numerous " dvkes" arc contiguous (wliich run in diflerent directions), hence it

is probable they may have been used as sling-stones by the warriors who
cist up these lengthy Jind stupendous earthworks, if it can be ])roved that

such missiles were used by the ancient Hritons. Secondly, it may not be
amiss to suggest Were these flints used by the aborigines in obtaining fire?

I onlv throw out these suggestions, for the dark-coloured flints have peculiari-

ties difl"erent from our own district flints, pnd therefore our conclusion is that

they must have been imported from some other chalk-region, where the flints

are of such darker hue, eillicr as implements for war, or for producing a light

by concussion. It is well to notice, too, that these black flints arc picked
up and considered a.-> containing within themselves the most fire ; we can well

remeuiber, in our time, these dark-tlints being searelied for to produce lights

before the invention of the lucifcr-matehes. Again supposing these lunta

either to have been in u.sc a.s "sling-stones" or hre-flints m the days of the

ancient liritons, it is not at all im])robablc that they may be found some
feet below tlie surface at Iloldcniess, buried there by the sediments
left by exceedingly high ti(hs long previous to the great drainage being
effected to keep the seawater from inundating that district.

Last spring we took a trip to ISpringbank, a iilaer near I'rverley. to see a
boring-operation g(»ing on foran artesian well, anu whilst soliciting ijiformation

on a few geological to|)ic3, wc were told by one of the workmen that a few
broken smoking-nines were brought up by the steam boring apparattis, a sncei-

nien of which I have now in my possession. It h;u» a thick head or l)owl

and stopper corresponding. A question might arise how have these pipes been
cmbedued so deep in the earth!

In addition to the slintr-stones or fire-flints, I have enclosed one which has
a rt '

'i I fduud in the same locality. These
fliii' .

, ;, 5cs,a3 their stniftiirc iiidic.ilis,— Ydurs
&c., ll/)BT. Mortimer.
New LiNGiLA V • ^'r\R Sir,—T have ju.-i rcccnnd sevinu new

species from tlie 1/ t' North Wales, including a i)erfeet specimen
of Af/Ho»lii.i .1 i.H the characteristic species of the alum-slatc9

of Sweden, .;..;; ., , exclusively confined to them, and only very
recently found in Great Britain,—aUo two new species of ,y.<r//;;^wj», J. innotatus,

and A. Styfjin*, also Thrca operculata, with operculum, wliieh are very rare, and
B new bivalve.

I have since heard of some other new species of shells from the Lingnla-
beds, but have not yet received any.—Yours faithfully, JAHi^s 11. Gregory.
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14 feet.

1 foot.

23 feet.

1 foot.

6 feet. 1 ^

93 feet. •<

Clay with sand,
the lower part
ferruginous and
very sandy.

Iron-sandstone.

Greenish sand,
easily flowing
with water of
a quicksand

nature.

Pebbles.

Shell-marL

1 foot.

20 feet. J

Blue clay.

Flint.

Chalk.

Section of weU at Stourmouth, 163 feet,

of the augur, and kept turning the steel edge of it

TERTiARy Beds at Stotjkmouth,
Kent.— Sir,—1 enclose you a sec-

tion of a well sunk at Stourmouth
to the depth of 163 feet, and you
will see that it is interesting as

showing the depth of the Thanet
sand in this direction. 1 have been
engaged in collecting and making
dra\\"ings of fossils found in the
Beaksbourue cuttings, and shoidd
any of them be novel or interesting

1 shall be glad to let you figui-e

them.

One part of the section I sent

you desei"ved to have been more
particularly described in my sec-

tions, viz., the drift-valley crossing
the sections as shown in the Beaks-
bouiTie cutting ; the peat there men-
tioned might, perhaps, have been
more properly described as a dark
loamy sand of oi-ganic structure and
appearance.

This well at Stourmouth was
sunk to the depth of about thirty

feet by an ordinary well curb, and at

the depth of fifteen feet from the
surface an ii'on-sandstone was met
with ; below this a green-sand

—

very difficult to sink a well in, from
its quicksand natui-e. Below this

the well was continued by means of
boring, a four-inch augur being
used. At twenty-thiee tcet pebbles
were met with, small and rounded,
of a gi-eeaish colour. Below this

about six feet of shell-marl, the shell

apparently exceedingly friable ; then
we came to a blue clay, varying
rather in hardness, but throughout
exceediagly tenaceous, so much so
as to requii-e much more thau tlie

usual appliances to bore through it,

and at places very plastic, and some-
times presenting the appearance of
septaria. At the depth of a hundred
and thii-ty-nuie feet flint was met
witii havmg the apparent flat tabu-
lated form of flint in the chalk.

This was shown from the difficulty

we had iu boring through it. After
much labour- with a large peeler on
the boriag-irons, a small hole was
made which still resisted the passage

Pieces of black flint
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\7crc broiiiht up witli tho a>ip:nr, wliru wo came to chalk, through wliich we
piiTCHil to (he ilfittli of" Iwciity IcL't.

It is obscrvuble that the water which stood at the level of twenty-three feet

from the surface, was not at all increased by pone* rating this toiiaecoiis clay

into the chalk. Several wells have been bored in tlie neighbourhood of

Minster through this strata, and water has risen to the surface ; but in every

ca-se the depth througli the ehalk was greater, though the total depth less.

—

G. DuWKLU, Stuurmouth-iiousc.

NoTKS ON THE GeoLOGY OF THE CoUNTKV ROUND NeWPOUT PaoXAI.L.—
Sir,—As 1 do not thmk much is known of the geology of this part of the

country, I have made a brief summary of the chief features of the vicinity of

Newport Pagnall, which I hope may l)c interesting, .lust before reaching

^Volverton {ihc nearest railway station to Newport), the train passes over a

bridge built of forest marble, which is much quarried in the neighbourhood,

being used both for road purposes and building-stone. Tiie limestone abounds

in sliells and vegetable remains. A\'olv( rton station is situated on the Oxford

clay, in which, when the cuttings were l)eing made, many fossils were foimd

—

the usual forms, such as anunonites, bclenniitcs, gryjihea*, ostreie, &c., prepon-

derating. The nacreous or pearly shell still remained entire on the ammonites,

Mhieh were in a good state of ])reservation. In some places a thick laver of

drift-clay covered the substratum ; in this reuiains of ammonites and echiuites,

evidently from the chalk and greeusand, were found.

If the road towards Newport Pagnall be taken from Wolverton, the village

of (ireat Lindford will be jiassed, where, in digging a well, some workmen
found the bones of plesiosauri. But all around the town of Newport Pagnall

itself, the Oxford clay is greatly developed, and a great many clay-pits have

been dug in the bricklields ; in these the vertel)ra> and other bones, teeth, &e.,

of saurians, and the palatal-teeth of cartilaginous llslies are fn'(|uently found,

with amnxmites, belemnites, trigonia-, and many bivalve shells; also the

remains of coniferous trees and carbonized wood. The following is a section

of one of the most productive clay-pits near Newport Pagnall.

No. 1 is a layer of ligiit-browni clay, with

flints and fragments of a concretionary lime-

stone, in which I have occasionally found

fossils, surh a.s portions of .thimonifri^ Ciillo-

ric/ixi.i, alariie, &c., which are characteristic of

the Kelloway rock. No bones are found at a

less depth than twelve or fourteen feet from

the surface, that is to say only in the clay

marked I. The laminated elays :i and 1 abound
in ammonites compressed i)etwcen the layers.

Sept aria /irc sometimes found in the clay, and
abundance of selenile and iron-|)yriles, from the

deeomposilion of which the crvstalized sul|)hatc

of lime hxs ihrnbtless proceeded by the action

of the liberated sulphuric acid or the calcareous

jiarlieles of the cl;iy.

Prom Newjiort Pagmdl the Oxford clay takes

a north-west cUrection towards Olncy, and the

borders of Hedfordshirc ; l)ut its course is much
eoneralcd bv l)ids of alluvial gravel of great

thickness, wliieh extend over a large tract of

co\intry. This gravel is largely employed for

iiu-mliiig the roads, conscfjucntly there arc

several pits dug. It alMiunds in fossils (chiefly oolitic). I have also found

Vepctnble soil.

CHftv wHth pel)-

bli-ti, &c.

Clnj with cnr-
1x>iuzcil wood.

l-M-

Lnn innif'1

Section of clnypil, Newport
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Hiauy pebbles of sandstone, basalt, greenstone, jasper, also flints and nodvdes

of clialk, ciTstals of quai'tz, and cai-bonate of lime. The fossils which I have

most plentifully found were Gn/pkea incurva from the Lias, ostrese, belemnitcs,

ammonites (scarcely ever entire), terebratula?, serpulte (three different species

very abundant), choanites, and sponges from the chalk ; echinites, portions of

the stems of encrinites, and pentacriuites, and many shells from the Lias and
Oolite*. In some of the pits there are no fossils at all, the gravel consisting

merely of an aggregate of fliuts and pebbles, with a ferruginous yellow sand.

The scenery of this part of the country aromid which the Oxford clay is

developed, is as uninteresting and devoid of beauty as can well be imagined,

the only variation to the low flat fields being the distant view of the Bedford
hills. A long and dreary valley, through which the river Ouse flows, extends
several miles up the country, from Gayhurst to Olney. But on the other side

the limestones of the Lower Oolites break into gentle undulations and hills ; in

some places the scenery, for a woodland country, is quite picturesque. I have
before mentioned that forest-marble was much quarried in the neighbourhood
of Wolveiton ; it takes the place of the Cornbrash of the south of England,
making its appearance just below the Oxford clay ; it is usually of a blue-grey

colour, very hard, and sometimes finely laminated ; but the fossils, in which it

abounds, are difficult of extraction, owing to the indurated character of the

stone. Trigouise, terebratulse, the cones and leaves of coniferous trees, are

particularly abundant.

The forest-marble extends from near Lethbury to Gayhurst, near which
village we observe the Cornbrash succeeding the Forest-marble. Good sections

of this limestone are exposed in some of the quarries.

There is a small stone-pit on the left-hand side of the road, aboiit a quarter
of a mile from the vdlage of Gayhurst, in which, besides an abundance of the
usual moUusca cf the Cornbrash, I have found good specimens of Echiuoderms,
principally Cli/jiens sinuatus, Kucleolifes clunicidaris, N. orbicularis, and several

species of Cidaridae; also palatal teeth of Strophodus mugmis, and traces of
fossil wood.

The following sketch wiU serve to illustrate my remarks on the section dis-

played m this quaiTy.

^ is a finely laminated fissQe limestone, called by the

quarrymen " pentUe ;" it naturally splits into thin slaty

plate-like leaves, as the Stonesfield slate; but few
organic remains are found in it, excepting now and then
a few Trigonife. c is a layer of light-coloured clay,

abouncUug in Terebratulse, Isocardiae, with many other
shells and echinites. This is but three feet thick, and
passes into the limestone e, through the medium of an
indurated clay marked d, which is also very shelly.

The limestone e is much used both for road and build-

ing-purposes, but it is comparatively sterile of fossil

remains. In the lowest rock, which is a sandy free-

stone, Clypeiis sinnatvs, Choiicidaris, Cidaris, &c..

abound. But few shells are found eutke, as they are diffi-

cult of extraction, owing to the indurated character of

the stone. The Cornbrash extends in a north-west
Section of Stone-pit at direction, and is quarried for building stone aU around

Gay'nm-st. the town of Obicy.

The Inferior Oolite next makes its appearance, and is observed near Eckly,

Vegetable soil.

* The Belemnites are sometimes collected by the villagers, who consider them, when
pounded, an excellent cure for rheumatism.
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about a mile and a quarter north-cast of the viUage of Stoke Goddinjxton,

foniiiiic: a ridgo of hii^h ground cxtcndinp; onwards towards Northamptonshire,

and having a gentle clip towards the nortli-wost. Tiiere are nianv ciuarries in

tiic neighbourhood, where the stone is found of a rnbljlv oolitic character, very

slielly, and in some places merely an aggregate of Tereljratuhe, and other sliells

cemented by a ferruginous sandy limestone. The following is a list of tlie

most characteristic fossils which 1 have as yet found in these beds of Inferior

Oolite, Terehnitula maxillata, T. bullata, Rhynchonella subletrahedra, Mod'wla

jdinaba, M. cuneata, Pkoladomj/a Mitrchisonii, P. li/rata, Gercillia lanceolata*

hocunVia minima, I. concentrica, Ostrea gregariUy 0. acuminata, Cardium globo-

sum, Pecfen fflobosum, Lima, &c., &c.

Most of the shells are filled with crystals of carbonate of lime ; they arc easily

detached, and in good preservation. AV'e have now crossed the boundaries of

Buckinghamshire, and are in the county of Northamptousliii-e. The country is

Moodhind, and in some places very picturesque. On the west there extends a

Lirge wood called " Salcey Forest." At the entrance of this wood there arc

fiuarries which once supj>licd the whole of the surrounding country with " metal"

for the roads. The limestone apparently belongs to the upper bed of the Great

Oolite ; but on account of its exceeding barrenness in fossils it is dilhevill to

determine its exact geological position. The same stone is found at Hantwell,

llanslope, and near C.-usI Ic-Thorpe, succeeding the rorest-marblc. The only

fossils that have been found in these sterile Ijeds arc oysters, a few Terebrai uhe,

two or three Eehinites, and slight traces of vegetable-remains. It is remarkal)lc

(but I believe frequently the case in the "great oolite") that although the

si one seems almost wlioUy coniposcd of comminuted and broken fragments of

sliells, yet few entire ones are here found.

But to revert to the Inferior Oolite, by far the most interesting formation of

this neighbourhood. We find it again at the village of Piddington, overlying

the Lias of Norlhamptonshire ; a very characteristic shell lierc is Phohtdomya
bjrata. It becomes very ferruginous in phices, Ijcing of tluit peculiar colour

always indicative of oxide of iron. The top beds on account of theii* rubbly

character are of little or no value as building-stone, the only use to which they

can be put is that of mending the roads; but underneath the beds a much liardcr

and more indurated stone is found. This consists principally of Terebralvda>,

with a great deal of spar or crystallized carbonate of lime. This limestone

becomes very usefid for building-stone. Tiic order of the succession of the

layers in most of the quarries is as follows :

—

'ist. Soil.

2nd. A shell bed, consisting of various shells in an argillaceous and in some
plares a rubblv matrix.

3rd. iSoft gritty hmestone, witli an abundance of ^hells, &c.

4th. Sandy limestone, witli few fossib*.

5tli. Lower beds, with crystallized carbonate of lime, as above described.

I regret that my limits will not allow of any further particulars concrming
iJie geology of this part of Kngland. 1 am also .sorry that I camiot loiuii upon
t.ie LiiLssie strata, which siiceeeds tlie Inferior Oolite, j^.ut 1 tru.st that it will

not bo imagined that J have nearly cxhaust<'d the subject; while I hope that

this sliort and rather cursory sketch may induce others to visit our rather out-

of-the-way quarrifs ; and although they may 7iot be so interesting a-s those of

the Soutli of England or of Yorkshire, in point either of the variety or quantity
of their organic remain.s, there is still a cnarm in novelty.—J. H. Macalistek,
Stoke Goldiiiglon, Buek.s.

* This is a very cbomctcriutic bheU.
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Remaixs of American " Missoukiuji" Associated vtith 'Fltst Imple-
ments.—Dear Sir,—If you have uot seen the enclosed " Description of the
Missourium, or Missouri Leviathan, together with its supposed Habits and
Indian Traditions," by Albert Koch (Loudon, E. Fisher, 1841), it will perhaps
interest you, as bearing upon the flint-implement question. You wiU liud the
notice of flints at pages 22-24. The part of the pamphlet about the " Levia-
than" is purely a myth, or a puzzle, which any one may accept or reject as he
pleases. The account given by Mr. Kock is as follows :

—

" This gigantic skeleton measures thii-ty feet in length and fifteen in height

;

the head measures, from the tip of the nose to the spine of the neck, six feet

;

from one zygomatic arch to the other, four feet ; from the lower edge of the
upper lip to the first edge of the front tooth, twenty inches ; from the front

point of the lower jaw to the first edge of the front tooth, eight inches ; from
the edge of the upper lip, measuring along the roof of the mouth to the socket
of the eye, three feet ; from thence to where the atlas joins the head, ten and
a-half inches. The whole number of teeth is eight—that is, four upper and
four lower, not including the two tusks. The two upper fore-teetli are four
inches broad and four and a-half inches in length, and are situated in the head
in such a manner that they slant towards the roof of the mouth, insomuch
that their outer edge is one and a-quarter inch higher than their inside edge.
The back teeth in the upper jaw are seven inches in length, and where they
unite with the front teeth, they are like those four inches broad, and from
thence run narrower back until they end almost in a point (p. 7). * * *
The bones were found by me near the shores of the river La Pomme de Terre,

a tributary of the Osage river, in Benton county, in the slate of Missouri,
latitude forty and longitude eighteen. There is every reason to believe that
the Pomme de Terre, at some former period, was a large and magnificent
stream, from one-lialf to three-foui-ths of a mile in breadth, and that its waters
washed the high rocky bluffs on either side where the marks of the roUiug
surges are now perfectly plain : they present a similar appearance to that of
the Missouri and Mississippi. It appears, from the different strata, that since

the Missom-ium existed, six or seven different changes have taken place here,

by wliich the original bed of the Pomme de Terre was filled with as many different

strata, which are as follows :—The original stratum on which this former river

flowed at the time it was inhabited by the Missourium, aud up to the time of
its destruction, consisted of quicksand : on the sm-face of its stratum, and
partly mingled with it, was the deposit of the before-described skeleton. The
next is a stratum from three to four feet in thickness, consisting of a brown
alluvial soil : in this all the remainder of the skeleton was contained, and
covered by it. This stratum was mixed with a great quantity of vegetable
matter, and most of this is in a wonderful state of presei-vation ; but wliat is

still more surprising, all the vegetable remains are of a tropical or very low
southern production. They consisted of large quantities of cypress burs,

wood and bark ; a great deal of tropical cane aud tropical swamp moss ; several
stumps of trees, if uot logwood, yet bearing a very close resemblance to it

;

even the greater part of a flower of the Strelitzia class, which, when destroyed,
was not full blown, was discovered embedded in this layer ; also, several stems
of palmetto leaf, one possessing aU the fibres perfect, or nearly so. To those
who are not acquainted with the nature of this plant, it is well to remark that
it is uot found at present farther north than the northern parts of Louisiana.
The time when the revolution of the earth took place, during which this before-
described animal lost its life, was between the 15th of September and 20th of
Octobei', which is proven by the fact just mentioned of the cypress burs being
found ; from which circumstance it might be readily inferred that they had been
torn by force from their parent stem before they had arrived at perfection, and

[supplement to the " GEOLOGIST," No 41.
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were involved in one common niin willi (ho trees \Aliieli bore Ihoni, these having

been torn np hv tlic roots, and twisted and split into a thousand pieei-s, appa-

rently bv lii^hlnin?, combined M'ith a tremendous tempest or tornado. Tlierc

was no siijn or indieatiou of any very larqo trees, the cypresses thai were dis-

covered l)eing the largest that were growing here at the time. Tliroiigli this

stratum run several veins of iron-ore—sufficient evidence of the antiquity of

this deposit. Immediately over this was one of blue clay, three feet in thick-

ness ; tiic next was one of gravel from nine to eighteen inches in thickness, so

hard compressed together that it resembled pudding-stone; the next was a
layer of light blue clay, from three to four feet in thickness ; on this was ano-

ther stnitum of gravel, of the same thickness and appearance as tlic one first

mentioned ; this was succeeded by a layer of yellowish clay, from two to three

feet in thickness ; over this, a third layer of gravel, of the same ai)pcaranee and
thickness ; and, at last, the present surface, consisting of a brownish clay, min-

gled with a few pebbles, and covered with large oak, maple, and elm trees,

which were, as near as 1 could Jisccrtain, from eighty to a Imndrcd years olil.

In the centre of the above-mentioned deposit was a large spring which
appeared to rise from tlie very bowels of the earth, as it was never aiVccted by
the severest rain, nor did it become lower by the longest drDugiit. About two
hundred yards from said deposit stands a singularly formed rock, wiiich not

only bears the appearance, out may be considered as a monument of great

antiquity, formed by nature, against whose rough and rugged sides can be dis-

tinctly traced, in doe]i and furrowed lines, the former course of angry waters;

yet its summit is full thirty feet above the present level of the rommc deTerre.

The rock has the appearance of a pillar, on whose top rests a table rock far

projecting over on every side ; from the base of the pillar to the lower edge of

the table is thirty feet, and from the base dow^l to tlie deposit of the Ijoncs

is sixteen feet—making, from the stratum on which the bones were
de|)osifed to the edge of the table, forty-six feet. By a minute and close ex-

amination, 1 found that the formation of the said rock, as it now apjicars, was
produced by the long ac'ion of (he river against and around it ; and had (he

river condnued to act wi(h the same force for one or two hundred years longer,

the pillar woidd have been so far woni away, that the tabic must have fallen.

It now stands as an indisputable witness, that the water, at the time these

animals existed, was at hast forty-six fcc( in dep(h. 1( is pcrfecdy true that

we cannot with any degree of certainty depend on Indian traditions; but it is

equally true that generally these traditions are founded on events wliich have

actually (ranspired, and according to their importance in relation to the welfare

of tlie aborigines among whom thev occurred, and in absence of any Ixtter

method of pcrpel uating, are transmit(ed with great care in Ibeir legends from
generation to generation ; but in (he cotirse of time, as might reasonably be
< ! '

' '

luch in correctness and minuteness of detail,

< r or less, in which the (ribi-s have been ])laced.

As 1 am con.straincd to contine my remarks within very circumscribed limits,

I will only relate one of the traditums having rcferenee to the existence of (In-

before-described animal; (his one, however, led principally to its discovery.

At the time when the first white settlers emigrated to the Osage cotintry

(a.s this section of territory is usually called), it was inhabited by the C)sagc

Indians, and the river by which it is watered wjls called (he Big Bone river,

<

•

I j,y (linii. whieli (hey stated ius follows:—There,

y 1 ,^ paddled tlieir canoes over the now extensive

prairies of Missouri, and encam|>ed or hunted on the lihifTs. (These IjliilTs

vary from (ifly to four hundred feer in per|)endicnlar height.) That at a cer-

tain pcriful many large and irion8(roiis animals came frfim the eastward, alon"

aiid up the Mississippi and Mi.ssouri rivers; upon which (he animals (hat hud
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previously occupied the country became very angry, and at last so enraged and

infm-iated, by reason of these intrusions, that the red man dui'st not venture

out to hunt any more, and was consequently reduced to great distress. At
this time a large number of these huge monsters assembled here, when a

terrible battle ensued, in which many on both sides were killed, and the

remainder resujiied their march towards the setting sun. Near the bluffs,

which are at present known by the name of the Rocky Ridge, one of the

greatest of these battles was fought. Immediately after the battle, the Indians

gathered together many of the slauglitered animals, and offered them on the

spot as a burnt sacrifice to the Great Spirit ; the remaiuder were buried by the

Great Spirit himself in the before-mentioned Pomme de Terre, which from this

time took the name of the Big Bone river, as well as the Osage, of which the

Pomme de Terre is a branch. From tliis time the Indians brought their yearly

sacrifice to this place, and offered it up to the Great Spirit as a thank off'ering

for theu" timely deliverance ; and more latterly they have offered theii' sacrifice

on the table-rock previously mentioned, which was he'd in great veneration,

and considered holy ground. This ceremony was kept up with the utmost

rigidity until one of the white emigrants settled in the valley at the foot of

the rock, with the intention of making himself and family a permanent resi-

dence on this fertile spot : but he did not long enjoy this beautiful situation,

for on the retm-u of the Indians to offer their wonted sacrifice, they beheld

with indignation and astonishment the intrusion of this venturesome settler on

their sacred ground. Soon the council fire was kindled, when the Indians gave

their accustomed murmur of dissatisfaction, and immediately the white mau
was obliged to leave, without the least preliminary ceremony. Some time

after this, on becoming better acquainted with his red neighbours, and having

through much perseverance gained theii- good opinion, after much reluctance

on their part, and explanations and assiu-ances that he would not infringe on

their sacred privileges, and woidd only raise com and potatos for his family,

he was once more permitted to settle on this sacred spot, of wluch he retained

peaceable possession untU the retui'u of some old cliiefs, who had been for a

long time absent. They in turn were exasperated to madness on seeing the

violation of the sacred ground of their forefathers by the encroachment of the

white man, and again the poor farmer was obliged to leave. Prom that time

this spot remained in the hands of the Indians, and no entreaty or allurement

could be held out to induce them to resign it, until they were removed by the

government ; it then for the third time fell into the hands of the original

settler, who joyfully took possession of the place he had so long desired to

make his home. After a while other settlers arrived, and as the want of a mill

for grinding their different kinds of grain began to be felt, each family having

hitherto been obliged, in order to obtain a supply of meal, to resort to the

laborious process of pounding their corn in mortars, the old farmer resolved on

building a tub-mill for the accommodation of himself and his neighbours. In

order to procure the necessary water power, the aid of the before-mentioned

spnng was brought into requisition ; and in making the necessary excavation,

the labourers found several bones of young mastodons, which excited their

curiosity and astonishment ; but they suspended their labour on ascertaiuing

that the force of the said spring was not sufficient for their purpose. Soou

after this the place was sold, and the excitement about the bones and the

Indians was forgotten until the summer of 1839, at which time a young man,

who was employed to clean the said spring, found the tooth of a mastodon

during his labour, which occurrence reminded, several of the old settlers of the

former transactions and traditions, and a narration of these iaduced a few per-

sons residing in that vicinity, out of mere curiosity, to make further examina-

tion as to what was contamed in the spring. They succeeded in finding several
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boues and teeth ; but (ho mud and water aeeunuilatcd so fast, they soon became

discouraged with the diliicultios attending the seareh, and gave it over. Some
of these facts came to my knowledge in March, 1810, on my return to St.

Louis from an excursion to the south-western part of the country, when I

in>mediatelv repaii-cd to the spot, and found the facts as 1 have here stated.

• * it is well known by all persons acquainted with geology, that is

admitted as a fact, that the mastodons, together with the generality of ante-

diluvian animals, existed and became extnict previous to the creation of the

race of men ; which supposition was founded on the fact that no evidence of

human existence could be traced back to, or found with, those antediluvian

animals. The positive cause of this 1 do not know. My opinion, however, is

that this want of evidence of a former human race is, that those relics of the

juicicnt animal world generally have been found accidentally by jjcrsons who
were not aware of the importance of a minute and critical examination of the

deposits disinterred by them, and therefore the seientiiic observer was deprived,

no doubt, often of the facts necessary to be known in order to form correct

opinions on this subject. In view of this I deem it my duty to lay before the

wf)rld what facts I have been able to gather on this interest nig subject, which

will be strong evidence in favour of my belief, that there was a human race

existing contemporary with those animals. These facts are as follows :—In
October, ISIiS, 1 disinterred the remains of an animal which had clawed feet,

and was of the size of an elephant. Tiiis deposit was in Gasconade county,

^lissouri, on the shores of (he liurbois river. The principal part of this ani-

mal had been consumed by lire, which (ire evidently had not been nroduced by

a volcanic eruption, but had been formed and kindled mechanically by human
hands, as it appeared, for the purj)ose of destroying the before-mentioned ani-

mal, which had been mired here and was unable to extricate itself. The par-

ticulars of the transaction are as follows. A farmer in Gasconade county,

^lissouri, T'crceived for some time a disagreeable taste in (he water which he

had used for his household. The water w as taken out of a clear spring, situated

in what is usually called a bottom, near his house. I'or the purpose of reme-

dying this evil, he dug around and into the spring, thus to be enabled (o enclose

it afterwards as a well. By doing so, he found several bones belonging to an
animal of an unusually large size. Some were whole, and some in fragnunils,

Al.Mi, at the same time, he found a stone knife and an Indian axe. 'Ihis cir-

cumstance created some excitement in the neighbourhood ; and these transac-

tions were mentioned (o me some time afterwards by a Mr. ^Vash, who lived

in the vicinity. Un hearing this, I immediately made arrangements to proceed
to (he place. On my arrival there, in (Jetober, 183S, 1 found the jnospeels

ratluT dull, as the boues which had i)een dug out of the s])ring were principally

destroyed. They had been removed from their i)laee of end)edment witliout

(he least care, and were, of course, more or less broken ; (hen exjjosed to the
air witliout any kind of preservation beiu'' applied (o (hem; and eventually
what few remained tolerably whole, were broken by their curious visitors, to
nseer(ain if they contained marrow ; until (he few 'remaining fragments were
collected together by an intelligent gentleman, by the name of Jiailey, residing

in the neighbourlidod, who presdited (hem to me", and iuisis(ed me in my far(her
rescjirches. 1 found, nine feet beneath the .surface, a layer of a.shcs*from six

to twelve inches in (hickne.ss, jnijifjled with charcoal, "large pieces of wood
partlv burned, together with Indian impl(iiun(s of war, as .stone arrow-heads
tomaliawks, ike, kc. Al.so more than one hundred and (iftv pieces of rocks
varjing from three to (weuty-five pounds in weight, which must have been
rarried here from the rocky shores of (he Burbois river, a dis(aiice of three
Imndred yards ; as there was no rock, stones, or even gravel near to be found,
and as those pieces of rocks taken out of the ashes were precisely the same as
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that found on the river, which is a species of limestone ; these had been thrown
evidently with the intention of striking the animal. I found the fore- and hind-

foot standing in a perpendicular position ; and likewise the full length of the

leg below the layer of ashes, so deep in the mud and water that the fire had
no effect on them. The fore-foot of the animal consists of four toes and a

thumb ; each toe has five joints, each last joint was armed with a claw, or long
nail. The thumb has two joints ; the crown of the foot is composed of four

bones, joined together, and each connected to a toe. On tlie top of this is a

thin round bone, connecting them with the shiu bone. The construction of

this foot shows that it posssessed much power in grasping and holding objects.

The hind-foot is smaller, and has also four toes, with five joints, but has no
thumb. The crown is entirely different in construction from that of the fore-

foot. A few of the teeth appeared to have been broken out by the force of

the rocks tlirowu at the head or the animal, and were carried some little dis-

tance ; so that they escaped in a measure tbe violence of the fire, and have all

the appearance of those of a carnivorous animal. The second trace of human
existence with these animals, I found during the excavation of the Missouri
Leviathan. There was embedded immediately under the femur or hind-leg

bone of this animal an arrow-head of rose-coloured flint, resembling those used
by the American Indians, but of a larger size. This was the only arrow-head
immediately with the skeleton ; but in the same strata, at a distance of five or

six feet, in a horizontal direction, four more arvow-heads were found; three of

these were of the same formation as tbe preceding ; the foui-tli was of a very
rude workmanship. One of the last-mentioned three was of agate, the others

of blue fiiut. These arrow-heads are indisputably the work of human hands.
I examined the deposit in which they were embedded, and raised them out of

their embedment with my own hands (p. 21-24)."

I have visited a drift-bed at Aylesford, but have not succeeded in getting

any flint implements, excepting questionable arrow-lieads. Molars and tusks
of Ulephns priringerdus are frequently met with, but I have not yet realized my
desires in respect to weapons, even with the assistance of my boys, whose eyes
are sharper than my own. I hope, however, to do so.

In the Charles Museum we have a flint celt of orthodox type, like that
drawn in the " Glologist," fig. 37, p. 19. This specimen was found at the
top of the chalk escarpment, above Kit's Coty House, and was lying in what
is termed a "pot hole," near the surface, and associated with other flints, as

they are usually seen, in great abundance. The " pot-holes" I believe to be
caused by the subsidence of the clay and fbnts into sandpipes of large

area. I intend visiting this locality again, and if anything worth notice turns
up, I shall communicate it.—Yoru-s very truly W. H. Bensted, Maidstone.
Geology or Cadiz.— Sir,— Would you kindly refer me to any books or

memoirs in which may be found some account of the Geology of Cadiz ?—Yours,
&c., Sebastian Baggs.
We cannot find any work descriptive of the Geology of Cadiz. This city is

situated on the Tertiary beds, which form part of the Guadalquiver basin, as
may be seen by reference to either Dumont's or Murchisou and Nicol's
Geological Map of Europe. It would be advisable for any geologist visiting
Cadiz and its neighbourhood to compare the rocks and fossUs seen there with
the description given of those in Grenada and Murcia by Silvertop (" Geological
Sketch of the Tertiary Formation in the provinces of Grenada and Mui'cia," &c.
1836^ ; and by Ansted (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xv, p. 585, &c.).
Ekeata in "Geology of Athlone."—Page 169, 17 lines from bottom,

for "any small, &c." read "»/^ *;;;«//, c^t."—Do., 11 lines from bottom, for "Italy"
read "Slat/'—\i. 170, 7 lines from top, for "parallel, crosswise" read "parailel
or cross ways to"— '^. 171, under woodcut, for "strike north and east" read
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" north and soulI"—the same ])age read " Xclit/fiu's foUj/." lii the list of fossils

read " Naficupsh P/iif/i/mi," aud " Loxonenia."—G. K. V.
EuKAT.v IN lIuTTOx's Kkvikw OK Mil. Darwix's TiiKoKY.—Page VM, line

seven from bottom, for "rare" read ''same,"—p. 134, line 31, for " watehed"
vviiA " matched"—p. 135, liiie 12 for "have" read "has"—also, line 14, for

"larger" re.id " lonffer"—p. 13r), line 29, for "but in the Pampcan mud" read

''bid the Pampcan mitd."—Y. AV. 11.

GtOLOGY OP Clevedox—SiR,—Will ymi kindly answer the following ques-

tion through the medium of yoiu' vahiable " Notes and Queries." 1. What
strata arc developed at Clevedon, near Bristol. Especially can you uiform me
whether magnesiau-limestoue is one of them. 2. Whilst at Ashley, Altriu-

cham, Chesliire, in IbOO, I found the fossil of wliieh 1 enelose dj'awings

—

What is it ? It was discovered in a ploughed field on what anpeared to me
1o be drift. 3. Are those echini found in gravel flint-casts of the interior ?

—

J. C. C, Dedliam.

1. Clevedon llUl consists of ilouutain-limestoue, and some sandstone belong-

ing to the Coal-measures. See Mr. Trimmer's paper on the gravel lying on
Cleveland down, in the Journ. Geol. Soc., vol. ix., p. 2S2, kc, where a seetiou

of the hill is given with much interesting infonnation about the Drift-gravel

of its vicinity. 2. We cannot say w hat the specimen is from the figure sent to

us. 3. Ye.s.

Two Species of CitiTox FROM the Uitku Silikiax Beds of Dioeev.—
About two or three years since Prof, dc Koninek figured and described these

fossils from the original specimens in the magnificent collection of ilr. John
Gray, of Ilagley.

Before describing these species, he reviews the labours of palaeontologists with

respect to the genus to which they belong.

The genus Chiton was established by Linnreus in iro."^, for a small number
of living species, and it remained for a long time unrepresented by any fossil

forms.

it was not until 1S02 tliat the firat s])ecics of fossil Chiton was discovered

by Defrance, aud described by Lamarck in the " Annales dii Museum" (t. 11,

]». 301)), uiulcr the name of Chiton (irhpionicnsix This s|)cclfic name, derived

iVom a locality longfanums for the abundance of its fossils, sufiicicnlly proves that

species belong to the Calcaii'c grossier of Paris, that is to the middle beds

of the tediary formation.

In 1S31, Mr. Conrad noticed a species, C. antiquus, from the tertiary rocks

of Alabama.
About 1S30 M. Puzos and the Count Duchastel discovered .some renuiins of

Chiton in ihe Carboniferous limestone of the environs of Tournay. These re-

mains cnablcil Count Minister to eslaldish a new species which he described

and figured in ]s3'J, in the Beitriige-sur-J'etrefaktenkunde (^1. p. 5S), umlcr Ihe

name of Chiton pri.^cus.

Towards the end of IS 10 M. Guido Sandbcrger announced the probai)lc

existence of the genus Chiton in the Devonian limestone of WiUmar. In 1M2
the 8.inie geologist described from it two new species, under tiie namc^ of C.

suljr/raHoxHn aud C./asciatnn, in the list of Devonian fossils from that district.*

One of these is probably identical with that which Mr. Prcd. Koemcr has con-

founded with lirlltTojihon r of Sowerby, and wluch M. Sandbcrger

designated in IS 15 iis C. car

M. de Koninek described, in 181.), three ucw species of this genus from the

Carbouifcrous iimestouc of Belgium, to which, iu lbi:.5, Barou Kyekholt added

• Tliosc specific names wcro ro-pl.'ired in Vf^o'y V)y tho.so of C. corrwj(xi\is and

C.s<V)\ii<xl'\s, without 31. Sandbcrger uiuking known the motive.
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some others discovered by him in the same formation. This savant made known

at the same time the existence of a Chiton in the tertiary rocks of Italy. This

species, the knowledge of which is due to the researches of M. Cantraine,

professor at the University of Ghent, will be described by him under the

name of C. s/ibappefUKUs, iathe second part of his '• Malacologie Meditterraneene

et Littoralis," nuless it should be identical with that of the envii-ons of Tiu-iu,

published in lSi7 by M. Michelotti, under the name of C. miocenicus.

Before the publication of Baron Ryckholt's work, Mr. King had already

announced the presence of a Chiton found by M. Loftus in the Permian beds

of the environs of Sunderland, and described afterwards under the name of

C. Loftusiamis. On the other hand, M. Philippi had made known two other

species C. siculus (Gray), and C. fasicularis (L\imis,\is), from the tertiary forma-

tion of Sicily.

To all these discoveries Mr. Salter, in lSi6, added another, not the least

remarkable, that of a species of Chiton, in the inferior Silurian strata of Ireland.

This author proposed on this occasion a new genus nnder the name of

Helminthochiton, destined to receive solely the palaeozoic species ; but as the

proposed genus is not distinguished in any essential characteristics from the

ordinary genus CMton, Prof, de Kouinck considers it useless; and at most it

could only serve to designate a section from the last.

In ISiS, Mr. Searles Wood described and figured in his ma.gnificent _" Mono-
graph of the MoUusca of the English Crag," three species of fossil Chitons, of

of which one was new C. stngillatus ; and the other two identical to species now
living in our seas, C.fascicularis (Linn.), and C. Rissoi (Payi-).

About the same time M. Eudes Deslongchamps, to whom science is indebted

for a great number of excellent works upon the Jurassic fossils of the environs

of Caen, discovered in Bathonienne beds at Langrune the posterior or anal

plate of a species of Chiton, which he dedicated to M. de Koninck. This was
the first discovery of the genus in the secondary rocks.

In 1S52 M. Terguem added another link to the chain, which bound the palse-

zoic Chitons to those of oiu- own epoch, by the discovery of another new species,

C. Beshayesii, in the middle Has of Thiouville.

Lastly, M. E. A. Roemer, described aud figured in 1855, a new species of

Chiton, C. laviffatus, from the upper division of the Devonian formation of the

environs of Grund ; and figm-ed another, without naming it, aud for which De
Kouinck has proposed that of C. fumidus.

The following is a list of all the fossil Chitons known to this day, with the

geological formations and localities where they have been found.

Upper Tertiary.

1. Chiton sicv.lus, Gray. SicHy.

2. fascicidarh, Linn. Sicily, Sutton.

3. Rissoi, Payrandeau. Sutton.

4. strigillatus. Wood. Sutton.

r C miocenicus, MicheUottti. Turin.

\ sulj-appenninus. Cantr ?

G. svljcajefanus, Poll (ex fide d'Orb.). Turin.

7. transenna. Lea. Virginia.

Lover Tertiary.
S. aiitiqims, Conrad. Alabama.

9. Qrignoniensis, Lamk. Grignon;

Great Oolite or Bathoniait.

10. Chiton Koninckii, Eudes Deslongch. Langrune.
Lias.

11. Chiton BesJiaysii, Terquem. Thionville, Permian. (See appendix on
the additional Permian species determined in 1858, by A. Kirkby.)
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12. Chiton J/)Jlusianus, King. ITumbletou Hill.

Carbon iFEUous.

13. Chiton concentricus, De Koa. Vise.

Cgemmatus, De Kon. Yis6.

, var. jVoxen.sis, De Ryckli. Vise.

14. -l
, — Visetieda, —
, — I/'f/irtciis, —

_ ,
— Eljiironicus, —

15. priscits, ^liinster. ' Tournav.

1 (). Xrrricdniis, De Ryckli. Tourney.

17. Ti(ni(ici(t>iiis,

18. mempiseHs,
10. (Cliitonnellus) eordifer, De Kon. Tournav.

Upper Devonian.
20. Chiton Ifpricfntus, Yx. Ad. Roenier. Grund.

21. tumidiis, De Kon. Grund.
Middle Devonian.

r eorriifiatm, G. F. Sandborger. Wilhncr.

3 eordtpjrmis, G. Sandberger.

1 priseus, G. Sandb. non ilunster.

\^S(i>ir1l)err/ia)ius, Do Ryckh.

23. s{if/ittalis, G. and T. Sandbcrgor. Wilhnar.

24f. N. sp. Plyinoutli (Geol. Surv. of England).

From an inspection of tbis list, notwitbslandiug tlieir relatively small nninber

wben compared with living species, tlic Chitons have t heir represcutat ives nearly

tliroiighout the series of sedimentary rocks; and that np to the present it is

oulv in the cretaceous and Jurassic formations that no traces have been discovered.

"WitliKut doubt, this gap will be soon filled nj) ; for it is not probable that

animals, of which the first appearance dates back, so to speak, to the epoch in

wiiich life commenced, sliouhl have had their race cxthict for two geological

periods, the duration of which was not less tiian that of most of the others which

preceded or followed them.

This list demonstrates, moreover, that next to the tertiary formation tiic

carboniferous deposits seem to contain the greatest number of sjiecies ; and

that the intermediate beds furnish the least. Two new s])ccies next form the

sul)ject of a notice from Professor De Koninck: one lie dedicates to Mr. .lulm

Gray, its discoverer; and the other to Dr. Wright, of Cheltenham.

Ill March, IS.tO, Mr. J. W. Kirkby, of Bisliopwcarmouth, described some
new species of I'ermiau C'hitonida', in a |iaper read before the (ieologieal Society

of London,* namely. Chiton eordatu», Chitoneltiis Jfinicnekiaiius, and Chitoiiellns

dixtnrtiis. lie also revised the descriptiojis ])rcviously given of Chiton Lnftiisi-

ninm. King, and Chiton Iloirseanus, Kirkby; also of Chitonetlus antiiiiiiis,

Ilowsc. sp.

The specimens which supplied Mr. Kirkby with nuiterials for these de-

terminations were all from the niagnesian limestone of the neighbourhood of

i>undiTlan(I. in Durham, and ehielly from Tunslall llill.

Mr. Kirkby alludes in his paper (Op. Cil., p. Gil) to the great similarity

that some of the plates of these fossil Chitons have at first sight to Patella;

and Ca1ifptr,rir, and recommends that special care should, therefore, always be

taken in the detrrmiiiation of patellifonn fossils.

• .''cc Quart. Jnurn. Gcol. Soc, vol. xv., p. G07, and jilatc IG.
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JUKE, 18G1.

PROJECTED EXPLORATION" OF ICELAOT3 BY THE

ALPES'E CLUB.

We are glad to find this interesting and little-known country is

likely to be visited by some of the members of this enterprising

clnb. The address recently delivered by the Vice-President, ^h\

Wniiam Longman, now hes before ns, illustrated by a neatly-executed

map of the wild volcanic island he seeks to bring, in a special

manner, before scientific notice. It is quite surprising to think that

a country so rich in the physical phenomena of moving glaciers and

active volcanos has "never been explored or even visited" by any

traveller who has made a study of such great causes of surface-

aspect. Certain work has, however, been done, and what records of

it we have been able to meet with are appended to this article.

Most of them are books available for study, and for this special

work perusal of them will be useful, as no doubt a goodly company

of physical geologists wiU answer Mr. Longman's caU ; for existing

glacial conditions in Iceland are more likely to aid them in learning

the operations of the post-pliocene glacial eras, which in Britain

have left such abundant records of their existence.

No one who has read the last " Edinburgh Paper," by Mr. Robert

Chambers, " Ice and Water," can fail to see how greatly our com-

prehension of the recent arctic condition of the British Isles will be

VOL. IV, 2 B
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aided by examiuation of that icy fringe of the northern zone, which

has of late so materially influenced our climate, as if we were again

menaced with a southerly extension of polar ice.

The geological value of the study of Icelandic glaciers is well set

forth by Mr. Longman, when pointing out the heaps of sand and

clay bedded in their substance*, which, when the progressive motion

of the glacier from the jokull or ice-mountain is stayed, are seen to

form " catenation of small hills round its base"—features in the

natural arrangement of surface-material to be pai'allclcd in the

mountain-districts of Wales and Cumberland.

And althouerh these histories of arctic and sub-arctic conditions

come in at the close of the geological record, yet they are by no

means insignificant in their operations, nor were they slight in their

duration.

The Pleistocene age of Scotland is shown by the researches of Mr.

Chambers to contain within its limits seven periods, marked by

distinct deposits, each the result of an important physical alteration

of surface-aspect. The descending order of these, ending with the

deposition of the boulder-clay which inaugurated arctic conditions,

is thus stated by him:

—

1. Vegetable soil—mosses.

2. Ancient sea-margins—erratic blocks from sub-aerial glaciers.

3. Ancient valley-glaciers and moraines.

4. Beds of sand and gravel.

6. Upper l)onl(ler-clay, mai-king a short but violent 8ub-aqneou8

glacial drift.

6. Depf)sit fonning brick-day, with sandy beds and gravel.

7. Boulder-clay ; laid by .sub-aqueous glacial conditions, wit!)

moraines of ice.

Most of these were continued into JIngland, or have their equiva-

lent.s there, and are now, from the nature of their contents, attract-

ing the cliief attention among geological observers. The ancient

flint-weapons and implements fashioned by human hands come from

the gravels of the fourth and sixth periods, and, indeed, tlierc is

rca.son to Ixjlieve, were in use by human inhabitants of high grounds

during the seventh or true boulder-clay period, at the time that

wide-spread deposit was being laid in the valleys.
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But the observation of modern glacial conditions in Iceland is not

the only way in which existing phenomena can be used ^vith advan-

tage in the interpretation of by-gone history. The formation of the

gypseous and saliferous marls of the Triassic series is very imper-

fectly understood, and nowhere so well as in Iceland can be seen the

operations of mud-springs charged with muriates and sulphates, such

as form the well-marked features of the "red mai'l" deposits of

England, and which may have resulted from some such operations of

subterranean heat.

The war between Huttonians and Wernerians is not quite so fierce

now as when Sir George Mackenzie, himself a stout supporter of the

great Scotchman, visited the volcanic tufis and scoriae of Hecla ; but

many igneous minerals are yet unsolved, and very good help may be

given by a careful study of the " Pearlstones," silico-aluminous

deposits, and others so abundant in the volcanic regions of Iceland.

Again, another field of observation was opened seventeen years

ago by Prof. Ehrenberg, and has not, to our knowledge, been entered

by any one since. Volcanic products erupted from the craters of

Iceland have been earned in the shape of "meteoric dust" to a dis-

tance of five hundred miles. A good example of this is the case of

the ship " Helena" of Copenhagen, covered with a layer of ashes and

dust when at a distance of five hundred and thirty-three EngHsh

miles south-east of Hecla. To this mountain, then in eruption, the

cloud of wind-blown volcanic matter was traced, and the result

showed that the same silicaous-sheUed infusoria contained in it were

also to be met with in the dust which had settled upon the flanks of

Hecla, and by colour, appearance, and contents, the transported dust

was identical with that which had settled upon near-lying places.

In connection with this, Prof Ehrenberg suggests that it would be

of the utmost value to secure samples of dry ashes of any kind that

have not been wetted since their eruption ; and that if any traveller

in the volcanic region was fortunate enough to be upon the mountain

whUe ash or dust of any kind was being emitted, it would be im-

portant to secure a specimen of such deposit before it had been sub-

jected to atmospheric or aqueous influences, so that the important

question may be settled whether organic bodies do exist in matter

emitted from volcanic vents.
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Other questions, the settlement of which is desirable, will no

doubt suggest themselves to those geologists who join the expedition,

but the above-mentioned seem to ns specially worthy of an onward

stage, and we do not expect that to the science-loving members

of the Alpine Club they will be suggested in vain.
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A LECTURE ON" "COAL."

By J. W. Salter, F.G.S.

(Co7itimied from page 18S.)

I SHALL now give a few out of many specimens of coal, to show its

composition, and so look at it in a practical point of view. For
ordinary purposes, there is no doubt the "best" is the best; but
whether that best is Welsh, or N'ewcastle, or Scottish, I do not pre-

tend to say ; for the various kinds of coal are suited for different

purposes, and what may be refuse in one direction may be of the

greatest use in another.

In experiments undertaken with a view to determine what coals

were best suited for our steam-navy, Sir Henry de la Beche and his

associates tried nearly all the kinds known in Britain, and compared
them too with those artificial fuels which are made up from coal-

refase, and are extremely valuable in their way.

I can only give a few examples, and shall refer my young readers

—they are older now than when the lecture began, and will not mind
a little dry study—to the book itself, if they require more informa-

tion.*

They tried these coals to see how much they held of carbon, which
supplies the heat ; of hydrogen, which gives the flame; ofoxygen, which
is worse than useless in the coal, though essential in the air that is to

support the combustion ; and, lastly, the quantity of ashes left after the

coal was consumed. Because it is clear that the coal which will give

m.ost heat, and make least smoke, and leave the least quantity of ash,

provided it be not troublesome to manage, must be the best coal to

bum.
Now, our steam-navy coal requires all these good qualities. It

must have the strongest heating power for the smallest quantity, and
the less smoke it makes the better ; for that is not only all wasted
carbon, but it betrays the position of the ship, when we would fain

keep our enemy in the dark as to our movements. Moreover, it

should be a coal that does not break or fly to pieces very easily ; for

the rolling motion of a ship in a gale is very trying to the materials

in her hold. Nor is a coal that burns too quickly, and makes the

bars white hot, quite the right thing for men to stand in front of,

for a stoker with such a grievance might make sad havoc with the

engine. All has to be considered ; and I believe the government
has rejected Welsh anthracite (so good for furnaces), and taken, in

the main, Welsh caking coal. Out of three hundred thousand tons

* Memoirs of tlie Geological Survev, vol. 2, part 2.
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used by them in 1860, nearly one hundred and ninety thousand were
Welsh coals.

The various qualities stand as follows; beginning with those which
have the greatest heating power. The column standing before the
name shows how many pounds of water can be converted into steam
by the use of a pound of the coal. The column C stands for tho
carbon ; H for hydrogen, Avhich is greatest in the bituminous coals,

and by its blaze adds so much to the cheerfulness of the fire-side.

Those coals that have most of it are caking coals, which is an addi-

tional attraction. AVlio does not like to poke the fire ? But when
stem work is to be done, and every ounce of coal is so much added
on to the price of iron—then the coal which has most carbon is in

request. 0, oxygen, is simply a nuisance ; for being combined with
(H) hydrogen, it forms so much water—a thing to be got rid of

before any heat can be got out of the coal.

The best patent fuels have none of it, and Welsh coal has less than
Newcastle, and this than Scotch, as the table will show. My own
opinion is, that the further you go north, the more it takes to warm
you.

Lbs. of Water. Best Coals. C. H. O. Aeh.

9J Welsh Anthracite 9U 3i 2i li
lOi Welsh, Ebbw Vale R9i 5 1§ U
9, l-Sths Irish Anthracite 80 2| — 10

7\ Newcastle Hli 6 4J 3

7 Scotch Coal 7H 5 15i 4J
Patent Fuels.

lOJ Warlich's 90 5i — 3

9 Bell's 87J 5 — 5— "Wylam's 80 5i 6i 5

Inferior Coals.

8, 4-5thB Welsh, Rock-vein 75 5 5 II

84 ForestofDean 73i 5i 6i 10

8i Borneo Coal (Tertiary) GH 4i 20J 7J

We see by this table that a large quantity of oxygen and hydrogen

relatively to the carbon is a sign of inferiority ; and, of course, a

great amount of earthy matter, or ash, is so too. I will add, for

comparison, some substances which arc not coal yet.

C. H. O.

Peat (from many nnalypos) 60 6 33

Lignite (foesil wood and poat) .58 6 27

Bf>^rwo<^'d 57 6 37

Will.m wood 51} fi • 41

Oik 5(»i 6 42

Birch 5ni 6 42

Booch 50 6 48

The resnlt is in round numbers : not quite exact.

But then again, no kinds are useless. A coal that has most hydro-

prn is liest for making gas ; and the cnko will do for the furnace.

Parlour-coals should be more caking than those you allow for the
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kitchen, if such a division could be made. And coal that is so bad
that no Englishman would like to burn it, may be exported !

And now we must leave the coal, with one extract from a work
that is rather bulky, but fall of information. Ronald's and Richard-

son's " Chemical Technology," vol. 1, treats of fuel and its applica-

tions, and from this work what little I have to say of the products

of coal will chiefly be taken.* From it we learn that in 1855 the

fuel used was divided as foUows :

—

Household coal 19,000,000 tons

Ironworks 13,000,000

Steam, gas, &c 9,000,000

Export 400,000

45,000,000

Add for Scotland 7,500,000

„ Ireland 220,000

Total 52,720,000

Our present consumption, as above said (p. 60), is about seventy

million tons, and for the future it will probably be greater ; and this,

remember, is all from the older or true coal-measures. The conti-

nent of Europe is supphed, in many places, with coal of a later date.

We must look at some of the products of coal.

It seems hardly necessary to allude to gas, for, hke the common
blessings of Hght, and air, and health, we are only sensible what a

boon it is when we lose it. It would take a chapter by itself Gas
is now made so carefully, and purified so completely from the dele-

terious things that once poisoned us, that I believe I am safe in say-

ing that the bisulphuret of carbon is the only impurity they do not

remove. Even this, I learn, Mr. Bowditch has lately succeeded in

doing.

We are told that a country rector in Yorkshire, Dr. Clayton, of

Crofton, first discovered coal-gas ; and his letter to the Hon. Robert

Boyle attracted attention from the Royal Society—when, do my
readers think?—in 1739, fifty or sixty years after! So much for

the spirit of discovery at that date. The first person who really

used gas for practical pui'poses, and whose credit ought not to be

forgotten, was a Mr. Murdock, an engineer employed by Bolton and
Watt in.putting up steam-engines at Redruth. He lit up his own
house, and afterwards the Soho Works at Birmingham ; and even

* I did not know that this celebrated work contained a chapter on the question
" What is coal ?" till lately, or I should have referred to it at fiLrst. The case which
gave rise to the discussion was that of " Gillespie v. Russell." I need hai-dly

say that my own conviction is, that, in a commercial sense, whatever is a bed of

fossil fuel is a bed of eoal. I believe fully that in Dumfriesshire and the county

of Down there are beds of fuel made of fossil Graptolites—sea-animals. They
are very thin beds, but they are true anthracite coal for all that.
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made portable gas to light him home from the mines at night.

About l>^Ott, the improvement had found its way to London, and one

side of Pall Mall was illuminated by gas ; and the French, ever on

the alert for improvements, lighted parts of Pans with it a few years

after. In 1852, four thousand millions of cubic feet were bumt in

London alone ! and the quantity of coal to supply this was four

hundred and eight thousand tons—ten thousand cubic feet or there-

abouts to a ton. Boghead Cannel, I learn from Mr. Binney, pro-

duces thirteen thousand to fourteen thousand feet per ton.

A table of the products obtained during the distillation of coal is

given in the useful work we have referred to (p. 5G7 in vol. 2) ;
so

that may be consulted for details. Besides the coal-tar from tho

coke, a number of gases are given off, of which the following ai-e to be

found in the gasometer :

—

Carburetted hydrogen—the principal gas we burn :

Olefiant gas, and some other hydro-carbons :

Carbonic oxide : Hydrogen :

And a very httle nitrogen, ammonia, and bisulphuret of carlwn

—

the last a substance they do not as yet remove, though, as

above said, they might if they would.

The olefiant gas it is which gives the hright light to gas, for car-

buretted hydrogen without it would produce a very dull flame.

The carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrotren arc separated from

the eras by passing it through lime-water. And then there is the

combination of stmks (useful in their way no doubt) which make up

the " ammoniacal liquor." I can never read the name of this fluid

without a shudder. I have fortunately nothing to do with it, and

only have time to advert to a few of the products gained by tho

re-distillation of the coal-tar

An eminent Sc<itch professor, at the end of one of his mstructive

courses, was a.sked by his students what subjects he would recom-

mend them to work at. His reply was characteristic—" Pitch into

the residuaiy phenomena." This is precisely wliat our chemists

have been doing of late years, and that abomination coal-tar has been

made to yield us up such precious things, that" we arc tompted," say

the authors of the book alwvc quoted, " to anticipate the time when

witliin our own borders"— »'. c, I suppose, our black borders—" we

hhiill have all the materials for warniiTiu'. lighting, and cleansing,

which our age demands."

Tar and coal-naptha arc the products ^'aiiied by disldlmg this coal-

tar; and when a crude ])itch is removed from the tar,an oil remains

of great service in lubricating machinery, and the constituents of

which, on further distillation, prove to Iw the .same in kind as those

in the'naptha, although fewer in number. From lK)th, by processes

too tedious to go into here, they obtain the celebrated Paraffin for

napthaline, aa it should be called), creasote, aniline (from which

Mauve and Magenta are made), Benzole, find Tolnole, and a number

of other -inea and -oles which would not much edily those who are not

fhemists.
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They are either hydro-carbons or cai-bo-hydrogens, as the case may
be. And then there are acid fats, Rosolic. bninolic, carbolic, &c.,
which are likely to test the skill and research of our chemists for
generations to come.
We can glance at one or two only of the more important of these

substances.

ParafEne, or napthalLne, which, as above said, . exists in the coal-

naptha, is, however, more profitably obtained by distillation of the
celebrated Torbane Hill, or Boghead coal, and some of the Cannel
coals, at a dull red heat ; though even at this heat only a portion of
the oil can be retained, the rest going ofi" in the form of coal-o-as.

An analysis of an average specimen of the coal is as follows, side by
side with an analysis of the pui-e parafiin itself:

—

Boghead Coal.

Carbon 60 to 65 per cent.

Hydrogen ... 7| to 9 „

Earthy matter 20 to 25 „

100 parts

Pure Para-ffin.

Carbon 84| per cent.

Hydrogen 14| „
Loss or oxygen... f „

100 parts

And by this distillation, paraffin oil, naptha, and pure paraffin are
obtained. The oil, as before said, is used largely for machinery, the
naptha for Kght ; so that a railway train may be driven by the coke,
lubricated by the oil, and lighted by the naptha obtained from the
same cwt. of coal.

From the oil a crystalline substance, which is true paraffin, is

obtained by cooling, and when purified by vitriol, soda, and warm
water, yields at last the beautiful candles with which most people are
now familiar. We can get oil and spermaceti at last without hunting
out and destroying the lord of the polar seas.

Such oils and candles are made from other bituminous shales in

our own country. Those of Caithness are chiefly bituminous remains
of Old Red Sandstone fish! So Miller and Murchison tell us.

And his majesty the Kang of Ava makes most of his pocket-money
by sending us the " Rangoon tar" for this purpose.
The only uses that I know of for creasote are curing ham and

toothache ; for the fluid used for " creasoting" timber is not creasote,

but pitch-oil. We have done now with these acrid and tany elements,
and must say a word on the scented ethers which ai'e found in coal.

For, strange to say, in this dark compound of ill savour, lie im-
prisoned fairy scents which rival the breath of flowers. Their full

history may be found in lire's New Dictionary of Chemistry, or the
original papers by Prof. Hofimann, in the Philosophical Journal.
Prof. Hofimann himself has been a large discoverer in this, as in all

other branches of organic chemistry ; and I have heard an anecdote
of these researches worth recording here. A lady whom he had
admitted to his laboratory while these essences were being manu-
factured, was so charmed -n-ith the odour of hyacinth, that she forgot
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all about the lecture lie was giving her, and sent him a basket next
day, erammiHl with flowers tVoni tlie greenhouse, that he might have
more material at command. He is equally great in coal-colours, but
of that anon.

Perhaps the most valuable product of coal-naptha is benzole, or

benzile (C^- H^'^). The more volatile portion of tlie naptha has been
sho>vn by Mausfeld* to consist chiefly of this substance, a pale yellow

sweetLsh oil, as inflammable as gunpowder. By distilling naptha in a
]»eculiar way, and at a moderate tcmpci-atnre, first dllioli', then benzole,

theu toluule, pass over successively, while the less volatile campholc

is left in the water. The first named being the most volatile, and the

toluole least so, you may get pretty pure benzole by taking what
comes midway. By adding strong nitric acid a nitro-benzole is

formed, and this was the first-discovered of all these pleasant odours.

It is like that of bitter almonds, and is used in fragrant soaps, tfce.

:

and it is not absent from the cook's repertory.

Tuluolc has the same properties, and from one or other of these

substances (for they play a good deal into each others hands, I am
told) a varied set of essences—fruits and flowers—^jonquil,hyacinth,

tuberose, jasmine, are derived. The fumed '" milleflcurs" is a product
of gas refuse. How many gallons of it have been washed into the

Thames I

To Hofl"mann bc-longs much of the credit of the original discovery

of coal-colours obtainaljle from Aniliin'. It was he who showed that

the best of all tests for the presence of this substance was the chloride

of lime, with which it produced the ^lagenta dye. Of course, intelli-

gent chemists had their eyes open : and Mr. W. IVrkins, by a series

of independent researches, rendered it a commercial product, and
France soon gave it a name—Mauve, Magenta, Solferino. Why
should bloody victories be commenK)rated on our pe.ieeful friimij)hs

of science ? We do not giiulge our neighbuui-s, however, tlieir un-

doubted scientific fame ; and will give them our best coal for the jiro-

duction of " F'rench blue ' from carbolic acid. It is now comin<r

greatly into fashion.

By treating Benzole with acetate of iron (niilhie is produced. But
it is made in many ways ; and lias received many names

—

Vhcnyhi-
miti»\ C>/<nu)l, liiiiziihnn, iVc.

The oil of coal-tar is shaken up with liydrocliloric acid, and the

clear liquor evaporated till it begins to decompose and emit acrid

fumes. It is then filtered : potash or milk of lime is add(>d to separate

the acid, and the oils, chiiHy aniline (('. '- \\~' N), and leucol (C"
H* N) remain. This mixture is distilled, and the aniline is found to

pass over at ab*)ut three hundred and sixty degrees, Fahr. It has to

he repeatedly distilled to get it pure, and it is best to treat it again

with aeiii, stpanite this by pota.sh na before, and then again distil.

• Poor M w)io wnrkod po hard nt thoso ctliorH, and who diwrovfrfid

rnmy>h<iU',\i: ..--
.

'. 11a martyr to his zeal, and died in the odour of sweet tlowcrs;

for one of his retorts blew u{)—and deprived him of life.
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The cMoride of lime was employed by Hoffmann to test the portions
as they passed over ; the aniline giving a fine violet colour, while the
leucol did not.

The aniline must be crystallized with sulphuric acid to obtain the
colour ; and the process is thus given in Ure's Dictionary, from Mr.
Perkins' account, in brief.

" Dissolve equivalent portions of sulph. aniline and bichrom. of
potash in water ; mix, and let stand for several hours. Filter, and
wash and dry the black precipitate. Digest this in coal-tar naptha to

extract a brown resinous substance ; and finally digest with alcohol

to dissolve out the coloui-ing matter, which is left behind on distilling

the spirit, as a coppery friable mass."
To use it, add a strong solution in alcohol to a boiling solution of

oxalic acid, and apply when cold to the fabric to be dyed.
But even this is not the last of the coal-miracles. Teetotal

advocates may keep watch over every grain of barley ,• but, alas

!

we can get alcohol from boghead coal. I never tasted it, nor wish
to taste it ; but I understand it is yet more sleepy stuff than that

from the upper regions. Eeqiciescat in i^ace.
" There is no end," says Mr. Binney, " to the combinations, solid,

liquid, and gaseous, which belong to the chemistry of coal. Who
shall say these bodies do not change, the one into the other, under
various circumstances r" What may we not learn from their inves-

tigation regarding the laws—nay, perhaps, even the constitution of
matter? And all that is true of coal and its products may be said—

•

leaving a wide margin—for peat and other fossil fuels. They have
the same constituent parts, and are among the best of our earthly

treasures, although we have sadly wasted them before we knew their

value.*

Light, heat, motion, fragTauce, and colour—all from coal ! Wliat
more could the sun himself do for us ? Is the heat from below the
same with that from above ? Robert Stephenson used to say so, and
when he saw one of his own locomotives tearing away at the rate of
forty miles an hour, would call out, half in fun and half in earnest,
" There goes the bottled sunshine."
An acquaintance of mine, who knows coal mines well, gives me the

same idea in heroic verse :

—

" 'Tis the old sun's heat

That now cooks our meat

;

'Tis is his bottled up beam
That geis up om- steam."

Stephenson was right. It is the light and heat of former days
expended in converting carbonic acid and water into coal that is here
stored up for man. He can, by again converting coal into carbonic

* Even antlu'acite was regarded in America, fifty years ago, as incombustible
refase, and thrown away. In 1316, or a Uttle later, it was made a capital offence
to bum coal : one man, in Edward Ist's reign, was actually hung for it
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acid and water, evolve again that heat and light, and use it in a
thousand ways beneficial to his race ; nay, essential to his very
civilized existence.

" My heart is awed vrithin me, when I think
Of the fjrcat miracle that still goes on
In silence round mc,—the perpetual work
Of thy creation—finished, yet renewed
For ever." BnYiNT.

I have said little of iron, though it always accompanies, and is the

the ver\' handmaid of coal. For more precious, iutriusically, JU'e these

black dirty jewels to England, than her silver mines ever were to

Spain. " Give me," said Dr. Percy, in his opening lecture to the
working men, " the iron, and the coal, and the brawny ann of an
p]nglislinian, and I'll soon have the gold."

In even a short essay like this there have been not a few mistakes
due to me, and the printers have to answer for a few more. In p.

10, I said the Whitehaven coal-tield—a mere strip— supplied all

Lancashire, omitting altogether the Manchester coal-field ! I have
omitted another point of some imporianee, viz,, the claim which
Professor King, of Galway, urges* to have first announced for

England, the fact that Sfi'jmaria was the root of Sigillaria. I have
looked over Prof. King's statements, and am bound to say that he
argues the ca.se very ably, and that he certainly thought it was the

the root as early as 1842, and gave anatomical reasons for so think-

ing, as Prof. Brongniart had done in the " Archives de la ^luseum
d'Histoire Naturelle" thi'ce years before. Prof. King (piotes him for

these, so that he does not claim originality on this point.

But the fact will still remain that Mr. Pinney, who had been
looking out in England for many years to find specimens to establish

liis opinion, showed to many friends the trees with roots attached, in

the Clay Cross cutting, so far back as ISlJl*, the same year that

Prongniart predicted it ; and also read a paper on the Bubject at the
IJritisli Association in lft-13. An able j)n(lic<ion is scarcely less

fortunate than an actual discovery ; and in this' case they were
simultaneous, or nearly so.

Again, y\r. liinney, to whom, more than to any living Englishman,
we are indt-bted for what wo know of ourcoal-measures, points out to

me that I have committed the usual error, in re.storing the Sigillaria

t ree, by making the roots start horizontally from the base of the stem.

They do not so. The four great taproots, if they can be so-called,

shoot obliquely df»wn for some distance, like the instep of a foot,

before they .send ofl the horizontal bifurcating roots. The cast of the

* !^f<i his Monngmpli of tlio t'onninn System in England, p. 9, footnote; also

the Edinburgli Now PhiloHophical .Journal, 18-13.
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hollow space left beneath these gave rise to the original figure of the

dome-shape of Stigmaria, and the idea of its being a floating plant, an

idea which has figm-ed in a hundred essays on coal. It is an excellent

proof how much our logic may go astray with the premises wrong.
Lastly, as a conclusive proofof the marine nature of coal, thepresence

of very salt sea-water in it, containing iodine and bromine, might have
been, and should have been, adduced.

In p. 13, the printers or I have called paper coal " dysoile", instead

of dijsodile.

In p. 183, I am made to say that plants give out less carbonic

acid at night than they take in (by day) . The words in brackets

should not be left out.

But if I attempted to fill up all my own omissions I should fill this

number. The gTcatest fault of all is to have talked in p. 13 offinishing

in the next number or so, and then extend over half the year.

A subject of such vital national importance ; a trafiic which employs

directly half a million of our countrymen ; and whose yearly value,

as raw or manufactured material, represents such enormous capital,

cannot be a subject of indifierence to any man.
The question whether we can afford to go on digging away at the

present rate, or even a greater one, and exporting to other nations as

well as keeping up our own steam, has been already answered by my
friend, Mr. Hull, in his excellent little book, " The Coal-Fields of

Great Britain."* His results are summed up in the last page, and
may be briefly given,

" 1. There is coal, at various depths, over much larger areas than

our maps give, down to depths of nine thousand or ten thousand feet,

of which we are never likely to reach more than four thousand feet,

from increase of temperature.
" 2. There is a supply of coal ndthin the smaller limit enough to

afford sixty million tons a year for ten centuries."

When our coal-fields are being exhausted, then the grand untouched
deposits of America will come into play. Let its get out all we can

;

distribute it as WT-dely as the arts of peace require ; use it as care-

fully as such a blessing should be used, and do all the good with it

we may.

1861 : Stamford, Chai-ing Cross. A new edition is in the press.
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NOTE ON THE GEOLOGY OF SUNDAYS RIVER,

SOUTH AFRICA.

By G. W. Stow, Esq., of Port Elizabeth.

A friend and myself undertook a geological excursion a littlo

before Christmas, along the banks of the Sundays River. Wo
stai-tcd on horseback, and extended our researches some sixty or

seventy miles along its banks, examining every kloof and krantz

that appeared at all promising. The incidents that befel one on sucli

a trip but add a lively and pleasurable excitement to such an under-

taking : now suddenly coming upon a cobra ; anon falling upon the

the fresh spoor of a tiger ; finding ourselves fast on the side of a

krantz, Avith the river ninning some hundred feet immediately below
us ; being hooted at by baboons, for invading their solitary realms

;

or, lastly, finding the river risen on our return in the evening, and
having to make a dash—and swim, splashing tlirough—as best we
could on horseback (with nether garments tied around one's neck), to

regain our quarters for tlie night. My friend was very successful, and
madeacollection ofmany beautiful fossils. We discovered insome places

natuj*al basins, in the hills bordering the river the sides and bottoms
of which were literally strewed with scores of magnificent specimens

of Trigoniffi and Pinna3 broken out entire from the projecting shell-

strata,—in fact, being so numerous that it was difficult to know which
to select.

I enclose rough sketches of the Koega Kopjis and of the St. Croix

Islands, as they are now seen from this place. They appear so alike

in their confomiation—the fonner isolated quartzite hills rising from

the plain, the latter islets some little distance from the mainland

—

that one is urged to the conclusion that their strata must be equally

alike ; and that as the latter arc situated now in the present, so mu.st

the former have been islands also, in the far more ancient ocean in

byegone ages.

The islands here spoken of I have not visited : but I have been
informed by Dr. T?nbidge, that they are quartzite also.

Tliat such was the ca.se, with regard to the Koega Kopjis, is proved
most conclusively by the following sketdi of an cx])osed section, on
the banks of the Koega River, about three Inmdred yards from the

font of tlie hills, on the north side towards tlie Sundays River.

Here it will ])o noticed that the dilferent strata vary most con-

sidenihly in thickness; and that from five, six, and more feet in

thickness, they gradually decrease, as in some of the more central

ones, until they are not more than a few inches. It is also very notice-

able that the narrower the different bands of strata become, so in

proportion their dip increases,—exactly, as it must have been as
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the waters shal-

lowed towards the
ancient shore. That
the strata marked
4 were more even in

thickness, I should
imagine, arose from
their being depo-
sited in deeper
water ; the inter-

vening portions
must have once ex-

tended from their

present position to
the shoulders ofthe
hills mentioned

;

but have since been
denuded by the
same influences that
have formed the
present bed of the
Koega River.

This section I
have looked upon
as a most beautiful

exemplification of
an ancient island in
the primeval ocean.
Not far above us

arose those time-
worn quartzite hills

that had been ex-
posed to the scorch-
ing suns of un-
known! summers

—

summers at a period
so remote thatnum-
berless races have
appeared and dis-

appeared from the
face of the earth
since their tops first

emerged from the
deep. Never since
that time have they
sunk so much as to

again, , ^- have been a^-niu
covered by the surroundmg waters, but must have remained islandsm the distant mam when a magnificent and glorious estuary, of which
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such evident

m
n

(-1

o
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traces are visible, stretched away towards the feet of

the Winterhock and Zuur-
berg mountains : when tlie

Enon conglomerate was roll-

ing shingle on the beach,

when over that subsiding

stratum the sediment ofages

was forming the sandstones

of the Zwartkops and Sun-
days Rivers, under the dark
blue waters in which the

ammonites, trigonite, pinnas,

and numberless other crea-

tures, whose remains we find,

lived and died.

Portions of those sand-

stone strata must have in

their turn emerged, for a
time, and become dry land,

and their surfaces have been
covered with vegetation

whose vestiges are now
shown in the fossil ferns, &c.,

found in the neighbourhood
of the latter river : and they
were again covered by the

advancing ocean while the

upper conglomerate and
clays were accumulating,

with all their more recent

fossiliferous treasui-es ; and
for the whole of this enor-

mous period must those

rugro-ed and weather-beaten

hills, from their bare ap-

pearance and present posi-

tion, have stood undaunted
by sunshine or wintry blast

as islands in the ancient

main, calm spectators of

the mighty changes that

took place around. Our expe-

dition was, however, brought

to a sudden conclasion ; and
many of our intended ob-

servations were obliged to

be left Txnfinished.

«
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ON A RECEXT FIXDTNG OF FLIXT-TMPLEMEXTS AT
BEDFORD.

Bv James Wyatt, F.G.S.

[Having knowledge of the important discovery of flint-implements

in the Drift-gravel near Bedford by Mr. Wyatt, we requested that

gentleman to furnish us with the details of the case, which he has

kiudl}- done, and which we have much pleasure in subjoining.

Having ourselves seen the implements found, which are of the

veritable fossil types, we shall append in a note to Mr. Wyatt's letter

a figure of one of them, with some remarks of our own upon it.

—

Ed. Gkoi..]

Sir,—I send you, as you request, an account of the discovery, by
myself, of flint implements beneath thirteen feet six inches of undis-

turbed deposits, in drift-gravel, lying on Oolite limestone at Bedford.

For several years past I have been a close observer of the Drift, fine

sections of which in the neighbourhood of Bedford have been frequently

displayed during the excavation for road material, and especially

during the construction of the Leicester and Hitchin Railway.
From the nature of these gravel bods, and from the number
of bones and teeth of the extinct mnnmials which T have seen

taken from them, I formed an opinion tliat they were the same
kind of drift which had furnished the flint-implements at Amiens
and Hoxne ; and this opinion was greatly strengthened by an
examination of the pits in the vallc)^ of the Somme last year. I

have observed amongst the fossil remains fi'om the lower m-avel in

Bedfordshire bones and teeth of Elephas primigcvhis, E. antiqnits,

Equus fossilIs, Bos prlmif/enitis, Ccri'Hs, Ehinorcnis tlclwrinus, and
HIppopofamm From the sand veins of the same drift I have taken the

following land and fresh-water shells :

—

Helix concinna, VeUcAialacustris,

CijrIaA pnlu^trifi, Livuirns prrcije}\ L. mirirnhiris, Phtiutrhis manjiiiafvs,

PaluiUnaimpura,Valvat(7 piscimilis,&c. The curious little fossil sponges
Coscinopora glohulnris, both whole and perforated, are frccpiently

found there al.so, thus showing many points of similarity with the

drift in France. After recently finding flint-implements at

Reculver, I renewed my invest igation.s in Bedfordshire, but for a

long time without success. It may be added here that the pits do
not all display the same complete stratification : they are verj" vari-

able, and in several places the lowest gi-avel is not excavated on
account of the water coming in ; and, indeed, for road-material it is

of no value, being principally sand. Such is the case at some of the

pits at Kemp.ston and Clu])ham : whilst those which have been worked
at the centre of the latter jtarish, at lilet.soe, Radweil, Bidde-nham,

Harrowden, and Bedford, have been excavated to the full depth oftlie
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gravel, and in all cases have produced great quantities of fragments
of bones, tusks and teeth. These latter pits have been constantly-

watched by me ; and on the eighth of April last on visiting that at

Biddenham, I found the men working in the direction where many
bones had previously been found, and where a large portion of a
tusk oi Elejjhas priimgenius had been taken out. I went into the pit

Feet.
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Section of Pleistocene Deposits at Biddenham, neai* Bedford.

Thia course of earth.

Dark red clay discolourations by infiltration.

Sub-angnlar gravel, mostly worn, and
chiefly composed of flints, small

fi'agments of iron shale of the gi-een-

sand, and a few portions of the older

rocks.

^^^^^^Pt/i»-\

Sand.

Vein of sandy clav.

Sand.
Thin layer of black, apparently woody

matter. Helix.

Fine Gravel.

Sandy clay layer

—

Succinea,.

Sand, occasional angular pieces of flint.

Many shells, pruicipaJly of the Succinea,

Planorhis, and Cyclas.

Coarse gravel, boulders of red sandstone,

fldnts, older rocks—some veiy large.

Ochreous.

Layer of ochreous clay—shells, Cyclas.

Smaller gravel. Impleraents. Bones Eind

teeth of Elephas, Deer, Bos, &c.

Limestone rock.

and found in the veins of sandy clay which lie between the deposits

of gravel several species of fresh-water shells, and in the loose gravel

at the bottom I also observed pieces of a large bone. I then com-

menced a rigid examination of all the gravel which had been taken

out of this part, and told the men to look closely at that which they

might afterwards throw up. On the heap which had just been

removed I found an oval flint-implement, and after further search, I

discovered another implement of the pointed kind of the types found

at Amiens. I caiTsed the section to be preserved, and immediately

communicated the particulars of the discovery to the President ofthe
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Geological Society and other gentlemen interested in the matter;

and on the •i'ind of April, Sir Charles Lyell, Mr. PrestA\nch. and Mr.

John Evans visited the pit with myself, and made an examination

which was most satisfactoiy. This discovery furnishes many impor-

tant points of evidence in this inquiry', and as

it will probably be referred to not unfrequently

hereafter, we append an engraving of the section

of the Ideality. The locality where this dis-

covery was made is in the valley of the Ouse,

and is about a mile and a half north-west of Bed-

ford. The gravel lies on the Oolitic limestone,

and the pit surfixcc is about fifty feet above the

level of the river. The valley at this point is

bounded by ridges of Boulder clay, which rise

respectively ninety feet on the west and one

hundred and thirty on the east. The drift comes
in at the northern end of the county, by Sharn-

brook, and extends southward through Bletsoe,

Milton Ernest, Radwell. Clapham, Bromham,
Biddenham, Bedford, Kempston and Elslow

;

and then goes eastwards through Harrowden,
Cardington and Cople. The two flint-iniple-

ments from Biddenham were exhibited beibre

the Geological Society on the 8th ult., and are

very fine specimens. The oval one is worked
along the edges tlu'oughout, except about one

inch of its length, and has a bright ochreous

patina all over it of the same tint as the gravel

in which it had been bedded. It is nearly six

inches in length, and nearly four inches across,

at the widest part. One side is smooth and
glossy: the other is dull, and has incrustations

of carbonate of lime: a certain proof that the

implement laid flat in tiie gi'avel, and that this

1= side was the upper surface receiving the fil-

$
' trations from the beds above. The pointed

" hache," which is constructed from a grey Hint,

is seven inches in length, massive at one end
and worked off to a wedge-like point at the

other, displaying a boldness of design equal to

that shown in the finest specimens found at

Amiens. It is stained with an ochreous tint,

but not so deej) in tone as that on the oval imple-

ment, and there are daik fen-uginous stems
along both surfaces. Another of these " baches"
has been found near Bedford. Myself and Mr.
Nail were returning from the examination of a

gravel pit when the latter picked up from some
railway-ballast a small one. This ballast had
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been taken out of the gravel pit in the adjoining field, excavated to
a lower depth than usual. This specimen is figured in accompanying
Plates III. and IV.

It was suggested in Mr. Prestwich's paper read before the Geolo-
gical Society, that examinations should be made in other parts of the
country where the Drift occurs

; but our friends who undertake that
duty must not be turned from their purpose by some few fruitless

searches. I have constantly examined the drift in the vicinity of
Bedford for several years before I succeeded in finding any specimen
of the flint-implements. It is true that if the pleistocene drift can
be determined in any district, there is a probability of these relics

being found also ; but these must be diligently worked for ; and, as
Mr. Prestwich has remarked, the motto of the workers should be
" Nil desperandum."

Note on the Smaller Kind of Large Flint-Implements, by the
Editor.—The specimen from Bedford, ofwhich we figaire both aspects
in PI. iii. and iv., is an example of the smaller kind of large flint-imple-

ments, generally regarded as spear-heads, or as hatchets; but with-
out asserting them not to have been used for one or other of such pur-
poses, we would point out that while the one side, or edge from c to d, is

finely chipped out, the other is not so for its entire length : one por-
tion, a to h, being either split ofi" flat, as in the present example, or
left unworked, presenting the natural surface of the flint, some portion
of which will be seen also below the truncated part in our figures. If

these instruments be held in the hand this flat part will fit against the
palm, generally of the right hand, but some will be held easily only
in the left. The suggestion we would make from this is TVhether
they may not have been used in the hand as flaying-knives to strip

off the skins ot the great beasts slain with the larger spears, or with
flake-arrows ?

We do not wish even to insist on this suggestion ; but we are the
rather actuated tq make it, as very little eSbrt seems as yet to have
bee:^ made to compare the adaptation of these ancient weapons to

the nature and character of the operations they were required to

perform. To conpare the fossil implements with those in use by
the savage tribes of the present day, or with those found in human
graves is right enough, but it is only one sort of comparison. The
savage peoples of the present time have no such gigantic beasts as
the mammoth and its now fossil congeners to contend with,—the
African chase of the elephant, only, being the nearest approach—nor
had those of the "grave" period; and it seems only right that we
should therefore pass beyond the bounds of mere comparison in our
study of theii' fossil implements, and endeavour to make out and un-
derstand the necessary modification of the weapons employed in

the pursuit and slaughter of the great beasts, as well as in their own
domestic operations, by that primitive race by whom these flint-
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implements were manufactured and used. The very association of
particular kinds of animals with the worked flints, and the manner of
their association in deposits which are really undisturbed and have
not been subjected to torrential action, shoidd be the stepping-stones
to the right path of inductive inference, and should be most carefully
noted in all discoveries of this class of objects..

HUMAN REMAINS FOUND WITH THE BONES OF EXTINCT
ANIMALS IN THE VALE OF BELVOIR.

Deae Sir,—Having occasion to visit the vale of Belvoir, a few
days since I met with a few facts wliich will, I think, be interesting

to your readers, and I tnist they will induce some of them to make
an excursion to that lovely vale the heights of which are crowned
with tlie miigniticent castle of the Duke of Rutland.

Fossils in abundance may be obtained from the marlstone, lias,

clays and gravels of the drift, &c. In the Has I have every reason to

believe there is an abundance of coprolites, judging from what I

saw at the residence of William Ingi-am, Esq., near the castle, an
ardent geologist, who possesses an exceedingly good collection from
the neighbourhood. In it he has a very interesting young Plcsio-

saums. The specimen is not quite perfect, the neck being wanting.
It seems evident that the fanners in this district are not aware ot

the fertilizing agent that exists immediately under the soil.

But the fact which I principally wish you to record is rather im-

portant just now, as it bears upon the vexata qncestio of the day—the

age of the human family. Two hours ride from the castle will bring
you to the valley of the Trent, near Newai'k. In tliis valley as most
of your readers are aware, the Dnft is largely developed, and
abundance of fos.sils characteristic of that period may be found, jueli

as mnnimaban liones of extinct sjiecies, &c. ; and now I tliink it is

probable the aenie of ^lons. Perthes' dreams have been realized, for a
part of the human frame has been found commingled with extinct

animals. The an-ow-head found entangled in the horns of tho
stag found by ^Ir. I'eTigelly at Brixliani was vast in importance

;

it told us by inference that man must have existed along wiih the

extinct animals of, mayhaps, tho closing ajons of tho tertiary era.

Some of US strove to look back through the vista of time, buf tlie

darkness seemed only intensified Ity that sudden spark cast athwart
the gloom ; but tho flame of knowledge kindles more and more as

the electric light of intelligence penetrates. In the second part of

Goethes Faust there occurs that wonderful scene, where, in tho

classical Walpurgis night, on the Phai-.salian plains, the mocking
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Mephistopheles sits down between tlie solemn antique spliinxes and
boldly questions them, and reads their riddles, even so must we
boldly question the bones, &c., that constantly turn up, and as boldly

read then- riddles ; and so vague images and gorgeous dreams, that

float about like the tremulous sunbeam on the wave, dazzling yet

undefined, shall give place to " things of beauty," and so become " a

joy for ever." But I have almost lost sight of what I intended to

relate. In sinking a pit for gravel, through mould, clay and sand, a

human skull was found by Mr. Chowler, of corn-law protection

notoriety, twelve feet below the surface, with bones of Bos, Elephas,

Eqious, &c. The strata evidently; never had been disturbed, but were
just as originally deposited.

Those who fond of archaeology will likewise find in their ramble
through the Vale ample gratification : near Bennington is a British

encampment, with a circular moat or vallum round, and partly filled

with water. I dug out some British pottery, and found some stone

foundations formed with Drift from the Oolite, and crammed with

fossils : near is also a mound, which I hope to see opened at a future

trip. Opposite on the " back bone" of Lincolnshire are extensive

remains of another British camp.
There is no doubt but that the valley of the Trent is exceedingly

rich in Drift fossils ; and I firmly believe the delta of the Soar, near

Kegworth, where that river made its embouchoure into the Trent,

would well repay a little work. Cannot some of your readers buckle

on the harness and set to work ?—Tours, &c., Frajs:cis Drake,
Leicester,

[This communication from our correspondent Mr. Drake, reached

us barely in time for press. We hope to give minute details of tliis

important discovery of human-remains in our next number.—
Ed. Geol.]

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE DARWINIAN THEORY.

Sir,—I read with some regret the article in your number for April, on the
" Darwinian Theory :" not that I would be understood to be in any way opposed
to the ventilation and free discussion of any subject fairly within the range of
scientific research ; fc the contrary, I believe there is no surer method of testing

the rgimerous theories, which now-a-davs so often take the place of facts, than to

submit them to the free and open discussion of those who are conversant with the
facts which they profess to generalize and explain. Still, when aU this allow'ance

has been made, I confess that I do feel some little regret at seeing the modernized
Lamarckian Theoiy of Darwin advocated in the pages of yom- valuable magazine

;

for I cannot forget that this " development" theory would not only not furnish us
with an adequate solution of the facts it professes to generalize, since by the direct

admission of its advocates, an admission, by the way, which forms one of their
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readiest arcrmncnts against observed facts, its opei'ation is so exceedingly slow
and intermittant that it is removed altogether from the range of con-cct observa-

tion, and its verifioation rendered impossible ; but, also, its dii'ect eflcct would be
to shut the Creator out of the world of his o^vn creation, and to set up instead

what the Rev. Baden Powell calls " the self-evolving powers of nature."

In arguing this theory Mr. llutton gives a list of twenty-sue " reasons for

supposing that variation is at present unlimited," and says that " he knows of no
answers to them." He may know of no answers to these arguments ; but I don't

think it would be very difficult to supply satisfactory answers to most, if not all

of them, without having recourse to the " Darwinian" theory, and I have no
doubt but that most of your readers have already done so to their own satisfac-

tion. Wliether or not, to bring forward a number of isolated statements, many
of them sufficiently h}'pothetical, and niake them decisive of the question is simply
absurd. With greater propriety might those who maintain the constancy of species

produce a number of statements of an opposite character, and claim that they

shall decide the question.

Again, Mr. Hutton professes to have answered the principal olyections to the
" Darwinian" theory : will he find answers to the following, which I give by
way of example ? If the Darwinian theo»-y bo true, then for long ages before the

deposition of the lowest Silurian strata the world must have swarmed with
living creatures (Darwin, " On the Origin of Species," page 307). What have
become of the " records of these vas^t primordial periods ?" If acquired organs are

obtained gi-adually, how is it then that no specimen in the transition state has ever
been found? What will he say to the statement of Professor Owen (Claasitication

of Mammals, appendix xiii, on the " Orang, Chimpanzee, and Gorilla, with reference

to the Transmutation of Species"), that "no known cause of change productive of

the varieties of mammalian species coidd operate in aitoi-ing the size, the shape,

or the connections of the premaxillary bones, which so remarkably distinguish the

Troijlochytes gorilla not from man only, but from all other antlu'opoid apes" ?

This single statement is weighty enough to decide the whole question, if any
statement could decide a theory so tenacious of life ; and lastly, his theory professes

to explain the history of all creation, will he, by way of pro%'ing its sufficiency,

give us, instead, the histoiy ef a situjle sj^ocies and exliibit, by fnct.-i its "(levclnp-

ment from some other ? if the "Darwinian" theory cfi/i do this it will then bo

time enough to receive it aa a true physical law ; but if it cannot, then it is a

mere dream, and unworthy of the serious attention of the true student of nature.

But leaving this line of argument, which has been gone over again nnd again

only to be again and again disregarded by the transmutationists ; and which, after

all, IS not adequate to decide a question which deals with a conijutuiKl nature such

as that of man. I now turn to another which ought to receive a due consideration

in every fair discussion of this theoiy : I mean the argument derived from the

mental and moral powers of man ; and in this argument 1 restrict myself, for the

sake of brenty and simplicity of detail, to a single example ; but it must be borne
in mind that one jiart of the argument, at least, is e(iually applicable to everj' other

species of li\-ing beings.

The unity of the human species is demonstrated by the constancy of cert.'iin

osteMogical and dental characteristics; but he is less characterized by these

physical i>eculiaritie« than bv his mental and moral characteristics. Compare the

gitrantie LTasp i)f his intellect with the feeble nnd uncertain mental jiowcrs

of the ni'i.'it s.'i[racii)us of the inferif>r creatures—what analuiry is therebetween
them that we shoiiltl infer the one to l)c a " development" ofWho other ? Can the
" sagacious" brute explore the depths of sjmce, and weigh ati in a balance the

ponderous orbs of heaven ? Can lie dig into the bowels of the earth and drag out

from thence the buried records of ages, vast as the spaces Blx)ut him ? Can he
control the elements, and wield the powers of nnture ? In all these things, and
in a thou.tand fitlierM, the brute is as jviwerless and insignificant as the man is

mighty and all-controlling, and yet in the face of all there are those who, with

audacity equalled only by their humility, would link themselves by a bond of

identity with the brute, and make their lof\y and god-like intellect the transmuted
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instinct of the brute I To maintain this sti-ange position the first individuals of
the race are regai-ded as savages of the most degraded type in whom the boundaiy
Une between the man and brute is scarcely chstinguishable, and an upwai-d
progi-ess is supposed, produced by the " struggle for life," in which, as generation
after generation passed away, the powers of the individual gi-adually inci-eased

until, after the lapse of coimtless ages, they become what we find them now.
This, iu brief, is the argument employed to support the " development" theory,
but unfortunately for its stabUity it is mere supposition, and the voice of science,

as well as the voice of revelation, gives us a far diSerent accoujit of the nature and
powers of original man. The argtmients upon this point I need not produce
here, they ai-e well known to everyone ; but they prove imdeniably what the
Scriptures of Truth assert, that " man was made in the image of God"—that
" Adam, the father of mankind, was no squahd savage of doubtful humanity, but
a noble specimen of man ; and Eve a soft Cu'cassian beauty, but exquisitely lovely
beyond the lot of fallen htmianity." If. then, the " theory" fails on this point

—

if it fails to establish a chain of " development" between man and the higher forma
of the brute creation—how can it expect to succeed in tracing the connexion lower
down in the scale of life ! If it cannot trace the sequence of the " development"
of the mammal into the man, how can it hope to show the faintest trace of the
development of the bird into the man ? or, still more hopeless task, of the moUusc
or crustacean of the Silurian deposits iuto the mammal or the man of the recent

!

And yet this is the theory in favour of which " after talking everything into con-
sideration," the balance of evidence greatly preponderates !

But once more, conceding, for the sake of illustration, that the instinct of the
brute might be " developed" into the reason of the man : nay more, that the in-

complex form aud vegetative existence of the zoophyte might be " developed" into
the highly organized body and magnificent intellect of the man : wondi-ous
concession ! Conceding all tliis, I say what shall we say respecting the mwal
powers of man ? Are they " developed" too ? And if so from what ? In many
of the inferior animals we may occasionally discover traces of an indistinct
reasoning power, in which the willing eye may perhaps see the " undeveloped"
intellect of man ; but where in the ape, or in any other earthly thing, shall we
find the faintest traces of that moral nature which so pre-eminently distinguishes
man from above eveiy other creature, and which hnks his earthly nature -with the
spiritual natures of heaven ? In the case of the intellect of man, the advocates of
the " Darwinian" theoiy may, with some Httle show ofplausibility, point to feeble

glimmerings of reason which have been observed in some of the lower animals,
and assert man's intellectual powers to be merely a " development" of theirs.

But if they cannot point to the possession of a moral nature beyond the pale of
humanity, then I contend that their whole theoTy fails, and that man, instead of
being merely a " development" of some previouslv existing creatm-e is, in reality,

a new creation, and if one species is admitted to be an independant creation, and
not a " development" the whole theoiy breaks down ; for it becomes impossible,
the operation of this supposed law once broken, to fix its limits anew. The whole
theoiy smacks strongly of the unscientific and reprehensible scheme of bestowing
upon what they call the " self-evolving foicers of nature," the prerogative of the
Deity, the power to create ; so much so that the sooner it becomes a thing of the
past the better.

I have this morning got my copy for this month (May), and I find that the
concltision of Mr. Hutton's long and elaborate " notes" is almost entirely taken
up by an account of the imperfect condition of the geological records, ^vith

the view of throwing upon this imperfection the onus of the fact that not a single
specimen of any si^ecies in the transition state has ever been found. Admitting
aU he urges respecting the manifold imperfections of palaeontology, are these im-
perfections sufficient to account for the total absence of examples of what, if it

existed at all, must be considered as the great law of existence? These breaks in
the geologic records might be sufficient to accoimt for the rarity of these examples

:

but they do not accotmt for their entire absence. How they can be made to famish
an additional argument m/cwotw of the " development" theory, I am certainly at a

VOL. IV. 2d'
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lo8s to discover. T remember that exactly the same kind of argument was used by
Sir C. Lyell (" Principles," 3rd edition), to produce just an opposite result, namely,
to prove the theory that all the great classes of organic life were created at once ;

and not successively, as inferred from geology How would Mr. Hutton reconcilo

these opposite conclusions drawn from the same facts ? Or does he expect his

theory to be better received than Sir Charles' ? In conclusion I assert that,

while other considerations may be either for or against this theory, geology alone

must decide it. By the supposed slowness of the operations of the assumed law
it is thrown entirely beyond the scope of observation, and unless actual facts—
facts conclusive and undeniable—can be cited out of the stony records, it must
still be con.sidercd the mere speculation ofa theorist.—Yours, &c., Thos. Grinuley,
Glossop.

XoTK BY THE Editob.—^Ve are sorry that our correspondent should express regret at the
appearance of Lieut. Hulton's article on the Darwinian Theorv in tlie " trHOLOGisT." Our
readers will doubtless bear in mind what oiu- correspondent has forgotten in this remark, that
whenever an article bears the name of its author, we are not re»po)t»ibU either for its facts or
its arguments. Our pages are alike open to Mr. Grindlev or Lieut. Hutton—to one cor-

respondent equally with anocher ; and on this point we have always justly prided ourselves
on our fair dealing ; we have printed the labouring man's communication beside that of the
most talented geolotrist ; we have printed even commiuiications against ourselves. Darwin's
theorj- undoubtedly has a most imporumt bearing on geology, and if not wholly accejited,

still contains views wliich must exert a powerful influence on all fiitiu-e investigations.
Gnintintr it to be an error, we would still wish to see it powerfiiUy treated and defended by

the ablest bands ; for the more powerful the defence of an en-or, the stronger and mightier tlie

intellect that wields the weapons of its defence, so much the more brilliixnt will be tlie victory
of Truth in the end. We can not have discussions >vithout the defence of eiTor, and without
discussions there would he no progress.
In concluding this note, the Editor wishes distinctly to say that he does not consider him-

self as in any way advocating doctrines contained in any articles excepting in those which
are written by himself. On the other hajid, he considers the niatrnzine to be, and always to

have been, open to the fair expression of any opinion desei^ing of attention. Moreover, he
trusts that friendly discussion and correspondence will be more developed in this magazine
tlian even it has hitherto been.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

SrEClMEXS of minoral.s have Ik-oii stMit fVoni C'liili by Isl. Domoylio, for

the Sehool of Mines in I'aris. 1. JMack cojiper-ore, fibrous, (a

silico-aluminate), brought from the mines of Taltat, in the desert of

Atarama. 2. Arscniate of copper from the Gerro of his Yegiias, in

the district of Rancagua. 3. Arseniate of copper, with sub-oxido

from the same loeaHty. 4. Two specimens, arscniate of silver, with

antimony from Chauarcillo (one washed in a tnbe, the other in its

original state), h. Arsenical silver-ore from the mines of Bandiirrias.

6. Bi-ar.Heniate of nickel, mixed with arsenical acid, and sub-.arseniate

of nickel, brought from the mines of San Pedro, situated a few

leagues from the port of San PVamenco, in the desert of Atacama.

7. Arseniate of nickel, a little h3-drated, mixed with a silico aluniinato

of nickel from the same locality as the preceeding one. 8. Fragmeiit

ofan ai'orolite which fell in 1857, in the environs of Hevedia at Costa-

Rica.
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These specimens were accompanied by a full mineralogical notice
of each, and a letter addressed to M. Elie de Beaumont, by M.
Domeyko, announcing that he has sent two cases of fossil-bones,

found in the same locality he had explored the preceeding year at
Taguatagua. He also gave a description of a recent valley containing
bones of Pachyderms, situated at the foot of the Andes, and presenting
the same featui'es as the great formation two or three hundred leag-ues

on the other side of the range. This circumstance will, perhaps,
throw some light on the true epoch of the relationship of this district

to the last changes of the Andes M. Domeyko also sends a note
on the valley of the ancient lake of Taguatagua on which new light

has been thrown by the study of the region above mentioned.

On Detisity atid Hardness considered as distinctive characters of
Metalloides and Metals.

M. Marcel de Serres has communicated an important paper to the

French Academy on the above subject. " The classes, orders, and
families, which have been established in the classiiication of simple
bodies, considered in regard to their hardness and density, appear
to be founded on sundry rules, which the comparison of these proper-
ties has furnished.

" The metalloides are divided naturally into gases, hquids, and
solids, the latter into soft (apalides) and hard (schlerides)

.

" The sol't metalloides, with one exception (phosphorus), are denser
than the hard ones : it is principally by the degree of hardness that

the two orders may be distinguished."

M. Serres then proceeds to inquire whether the difference between
the density and hardness of the metals is as decided as in the case of

the metalloides. For this purpose he divides the metals into—1.

Heteropsides, which are the lightest bodies among the metallic sub-

stances, being in some cases less dense than water. 2. Allopsides,

which comprise the hardest bodies in nature, often the schleride

metalloides, indicated by the No. 10, in the scale of Mohs. 3.

Autopsides, which are again divided into perfect metals and common
metals.

From the tables we learn that among the metalloides phosphorus
is the least, and tellurium the most dense ; and that phosphorus, again,

is the softest and diamond the hardest.

Among the metals stilbite is the least, and iridium the most dense;

while asbestos is the softest, and emerald the hardest.

On the Extinct Genus Thecodontosatcrus.

M. P. Gervais has communicated a notice of the first discovery of

the remains of this animal in France. M. Dumortici, of Lyons, who
forwarded the specimens to him, found them at Chappon (Ain) . M.
Gervais refers to the characters of the genus, as stated by Messrs.

Riley and Stutchbuiy in their memoir on the Th. autiquus of the
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Bristol dolomite (Trans. Gool, Soc. of London, 2 ml scries, vol. 5,

p. 35t)) ; and concludes that the animal found at Chappon belongs to

the same species, or, at all events, the same genus.

Mineralogy,—Anahj.ns of the " GlossecoJite Shepard,'' hy M. F. Pisani.

This substance, which resembles the " Halloysite" in its formation

and properties, was found at Dade in the province of Georgia: M.
des Cloiseaux, the discoverer, gives the following desci iption of it.

" The glo.ssecolite shepard is compact, and breaks with a conchoidal

fractiu'e ; it is dull looking, but with rubbing it becomes bright ; it

is white and sharp to the taste ; it does not soften in water, but
becomes transparent on the edge and opaline, throwing off bubbles

of air, and giving out a strong clayey smell. Soft and very fragile,

water is disengaged in the " matras," and the mineral becomes a

bluish grey. It is infusible with the blowpipe, and gives a beautiful

blue with nitric of cobalt : sulphuric acid attacks it, heat being

aj)plied.
*' The glossccolitc shepard is composed of

—

Silica Uri
Aluminum 37'8

Magnesium ()'5

Water 218

100-5

Some Nev.i Geological and Mt)icraloglail Discoveries in the Five

Principal Volcanic Departments of France.

M. liertrand de Lorn, in a memoir under this title read lieforo

the French Academy gives some interesting details tending

to show the great richness of these districts in gems and
crvstals, especially corundum and crysolife, twelve tbou.sand

specimens of the former having been found by him previously to his

lost exploration, which we may remark, ha.s occuj)ied him six yeai's.

Geological RcshUs of a Voyage of Discovery along the Coasts oj the

lied Sea.

ttl. CfUirbon, surgeon on board a French frigate wiiicli has been sur-

veying the coa.sts of the Red Sea by order of the Emperor, has sent in

a very valuable report of the natural history part of the expedition,

the geoli)L'ic;d pfirtion of which, illustrated by numerous sections and

five large maps made from notes tiiken on the spot, will form a very

valuable addition to our knowledge of the strata of the districts

Jwrdering thereon.

The localities which appear to have been more particularly studied

arc the bay of Adulis and island of Dis.see, Edd and llaycok, Perim
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and Doomaii'ali. The island of Dissee, formed of a great number of

gentle prominences, composed of nearly vertical beds of gneiss, mica-

schists and other like rocks, sometimes impregnated with gTanite, is

highly interesting ; and M. Courbon's description of it and the

neighbouring shore will well repay perusal.

M. Courbon thus describes Perim :

—

" Perim is the result of a volcanic eruption below water. The lavas

and other erupted matter have first of all raised the coral bed, which
formed the bottom of the sea, leaving in its substance some of their

remains, and have then forced a passage to appear above the sea-

level. This volcano, of which the vast crater corresponded to the

whole bay of Perim, has been some time in activity ; and has covered
the island with mud, cinders, scoria3. puzzuoloni and, lastly, with the

trachytic rocks, which now cover its surface.
" The volcanic action then ceased, and the calcareous sandstones

formed : at length a gentle upheaval elevated them, in their turn,

above the water ; and the island has since that time presented the

same appearance that it now does."

The facts collected by M. Courbon, taken in conjunction with those

of his predecessors, prove that the Red Sea, which forms one ofthe most
marked localities on the sui'face of the globe, and of which the eastern

side in particular is aligned wdth a wonderful precision on the great

primitive circle of Thuringerwald, which passes Aden, bears traces

throughout all its length of eruptive phenomena of immense ex-

tent, and of an age certainly not very remote from the present epoch.

On the Age of Fossil Bones, as determined hi/ their comjjosition.

M. Delesse has furnished a paper on this subject, from which we
extract the following remarks :—

" When animals are buried their fleshy parts soon decay, whilst

the hard part, which forms the skeleton, resists decomposition.
Nevertheless, the latter undergoes some alterations that are easily

discoverable in comparing the same parts of the skeleton of fossil,

with living animals. If one considers particularly the bones, their

alterations are shown by the changes in their density and their chemical
composition. First of all, it is very easy to prove that in fossil bones
their density always augments with age. This augmentation is very
sensible, not only in the bones belonging to different geologic epochs,
but also those of the present time. In the bones of a man, more par-
ticularly, it rises sometimes thirty-four per cent. It is generally higher
in the tusks of elephants and mastodons than in their bones. This
arises from the destruction of the organic matter or bony substance,
and also from the introduction of new mineral substances.

" When fossil bones are impregnated with oxyde of iron, or pyrites,

their density rises very rapidly, and is only limited by the density of
those minerals. It is difficult to compare the carbonate of lime in a
noimal and fossil bone ; for it varies not only in each bone, but also

in each animal
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In consequence of the destruction of the bony substance, the car-

bonate of lime ought to augment in a fossil bone, but this does not
always take place. In certain fossil human skulls it falls more than
three per cent, although it is at least double in a normal skull : the

quantity of carbonate of lime diminishes, therefore, occasionally, in

fossil bones, more particularly in the first period of their decomposi-
tion, that is, when the bony substance is being destroyed.

But most frequently the carbonate of lime augments in the fossils

prior to our epoch. One can easily prove this in those which arc

cellular, because their cavities are filled with it in a crystallized form.

It also increases in the most compact bones, even the teeth and tusks.

As the carbonate of lime is found in most rocks and waters of infil-

tration, it is easy to understand why its quantity increases in fossil

bones. The phosphate of lime sometimes diminishes considerably,

as low as twenty-five in one hundred, as M. Fremy has proved

;

sometimes, on the contrary, it rises as high as eighty in one hundred,
although on the average it is little over sixt}' in the normal state.

The bony substance is present in fossils, and the azote they contain
enables us to arrive at the proportion. Nevertheless, but little remains
in the bones found in formations older than the tertiary. The bones
which belong to the recent formations, or to the diluvium, contain, on
the contrary, a good proportion.

The quantity of azote in a fossil bone deponds on co7ni>lcx causes.

Firstly, it varies with the bono and the animal. Nevertheless, when
one compares the bones of mammals, birds, and reptiles, the difference

in the proportion of bony sub.stancc does not exceed many hun(b'edth

parts, consequently the difference of proportion of azote is reduced
to .some thousandth parts.

When the bones arc fossilized, the azote depends on their exposure
to the atmosphere before they were covered up; for the afm()S]ih('?"o

destroys organic matter pretty rapidly. It depends also upon the

dampness or dryness of the beds in which they lie, and upon the salt

or fresh-water which they imbibe. The mineralogical composition of

the rock in which they are found must again be considered, because

it tends to varj' the substances contained in the water of infiltration.

Tiastly, the azote in a fossil bone varies with the age. To be con-

vinced of this fact it will be eiuiiivrh to test it in bones belonging to

different epoehs, and especially in liuinan bones. Although a normal
bone contains alx)ut fifty-four thousandths of azote, there are but
32'3 in a human bone more than a century old,; 22rt in one of the

time of .Inlius Cn\sar ; 185 in a liuman skull found by Sir C. Lyell

in the Denisc beds ;
16'5 in a human jaw-bone, which has been for-

warded to me by M. de Vibraye, as coming from the grotto of Arcy,

and l.'Vft in a human cubitus di.seovered by M. Lartet, at Atirignac.

The human remains last mentioned have been the subjects of much
geological discussion ; tliey are regarded as very ancient, and, as wo
have seen, contain Imt little azote. Nevertheless, in other human
bones which have undergone changes, either by exposure to air or by

fosailization, the proportion of azote is still less. A human skull, of
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w'liicli tlie exact age is unknown to me, and which was found in a
marine conglomerate of Brazil, has but 1'6 thousandth of azote.

When bones have been buried under the same condition the quantity
of azote becomes better corapai-able ; and then it varies, especially in

relation to their ao-e.

According to the obser\-ations of M. Lartet, the human bone of
Aurignac, above mentioned, was associated with extinct species of ani-

mals, especially of the reindeer and rhinoceros. It therefore became of

interest to discover the quantity of azote in the bones of those animals,

I have obtained 14'8 for the reindeer, and 14' 5 for the rhinoceros

of Aurignac. That is to say, nearly the same proportion as for the

human cubitus found in the same deposit. Hence, analysis seems to

indicate that these extinct animals were contemporaneous with man.
In the grotto of Arcy, M. de Yibraye says there are three deposits

of bones, which are very distinct. The upper and most recent one
contains unmistakeable traces of the habitation of man, and of animals
still represented in the vicinity. In a human bone which came thence,

I found still twenty-four thousandths of azote. The middle deposit

contains bones of extinct species, particularly the reindeer, in which
there is 14'3 of azote : these last ai-e enveloped in a red clay, with a
great number of celts and of flint implements. The lower deposit con-
tains bones of JJrsus spelceus, which contain no more than 10"4 of azote.

It is therefore very evident that the azote varies in the bones from
these deposits according to their age ; and that it successively

diminishes as the age itself inci'eases.

The caverns and osseous breccias contain bones of the hyena, stag,

ox, horse, and rhinoceros, which have an equal, or nearly equal,

proportion of azote to those of cei-tain human bones of great antiquity.

Analysis proves, consequently, that these animals, belonging to

extinct species, have lived on our earth at an epoch not fai removed
from our o^vn.

To sum up : a fossil bone is subject to very complex alterations.

The porosity and density augment ; its bony substance is destroyed
;

and the proportion of calcareous salts is more or less modified, or

altogether destroyed. In the first phase of decomposition, a bone
retains a great part of its osseine, effervesces slowly in acid, and loses

a little of its carbonate of lime. In the last phase the bony substance

has almost altogether disappeared : it is sharp to the taste, and effer-

vesces violently in acid. At this period its carbonate of lime tends

generally to augment more rapidly than the phosphate. Sometimes
it still undergoes other metamorphoses, which completely alter its

chemical composition, although its form remains unchanged.
The testing of azote, then, contained in a fossil bone, permits us to

control and verify the assertions of archaeology and geology. It can
even afford us, within certain hmits, indications of its age ; and
famishes us with another means of determining relative age in the

different epochs of our globe.
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PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Gkologists' Association.—On the 20tli ult. (Wliit-!Nronday), about fifty

members made an excursion to Oxford. The party left tliePaddiiif^ton Station

at eight a.m., and, assembling at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, proceeded to Sliot-

over Hill, examining en roulf the Oxford Clay, Calcareous Grit, Coralline

Oolite, Kimmeridge Clay, Port laud Sands, and the so-called Lower Grcensand,

which foiTus its summit.
On the return to Oxford the new museum was visited, under the guidance

of Professor Pliillips, who pointed out the chief objects of interest in it. The
shafts of the columns round the iuterior of tlu' building are composed of speci-

mens of all the most important British rocks and marbles.

. The party next retired to the theatre of the museum, where the Professor

gave a short but interesting lecture on the beds at Shotover Hill, which he

considered, from tiic presence in some of freshwater-shells, tobe rather^Voaldcu

tlian Lower Grcensand. Admission was then kindly given by Dr. Acland to

the Ilatclifle library, in which there is a fine collection of foreign m:irl)les.

This was not only the largest muster of the Association for a field-clny, but

the most iiuportant and best conducted excursion yet made ; and wc record

with the highest pleasure any symptoms of improvement tending to raise this

Society to the position it ought to occupy at the head of the Field Clubs.

lliCMMoM) Institiition.—Duriug the last month our esteemed friend and
correspondent lulward AVood, Esq., F.G.S., of llielnnond, Yorkshire, has

delivered two highly interesting ana iustnictivc lectures on the Formation of

the Earth, to audiences on each occa'iion of not less than one hundred and

seventy persons, at his own residence, the whole of whom, after insjieeting the

treasures of his choice museum, were hos]»itably entertained in the most
sumptuous manner by the lecturer. The local papers speak highly of Mr.
A\'ood's lectures. One of them says .

—

" The lecturer purposely abstained from technicalities, and by the use of the

ordinary' phraseology rendered his thoiights with so much per.snicuity as to be
intelligible to the most ordinary capacity. This is a rare (juality in lecturers,

who, as a general rule, care less about instructing their a\ulienccs than amiearing

learned themselves. Mr. Wood's departure from this ostentatious display of

unneccs.sary learning is well worthy of imitation; and his modesty has been

contributory to the information of his hearers. The hctuier spoke for upwards
of an hour, with the greatest llueney, though entirely without notes, and was
warmly applauded throughout."

Happy, indeed, are (fur York.thire friends in being first entertained with

excellent mental food, and then hospitably bampietcd on the delicacies of the

sra.son. Doubtless, geology will be a very jiojiular science, treated in this

manner.
Gla-sgow Geoi/)gkal Society.—On the 4th of May upwards of twenty of

the members of this society proceeded by the Caledonian ]{ailwav on their

second exeursion of this season. The localities examined were I'raidwood Gill

and Nethan valley, in the Upper Ward of Jjanarkshire. At Uraidwood station

the party were jonied by Mr. Forest, who had kindly come from Edinburgh to

art as guide, Dr. Bankine, of Carluke, having also sent an escort. On entering

the "gill," a wooded ravine, the hammers of the excursionists were soon bu.sy

on some transported blocks of very fine greenstone and felstoue-porphyries.
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The banks of the stream which winds tlirough the glen exhibited various

sections of strata consisting chiefly of sandstones and impure limestones ; and
on arriving at a steep bank of shale containing narrow bands of the latter rock,

one of the vice-presidents called the attention of the party to the circumstance

that these deposits rested upon Old Red Sandstone, wliich appeared in the bed
of the stream, and were evidently the lowest members of the Carboniferous

system in the district ; at the same time remarking the strong resemblance these

thin-bedded strata presented to the "Ballagan beds," immediately succeeding

the Old Red Sandstone of the Strathblane and Campsie districts, so well

described by Mr. Young in the first number of this Society's Transactions.

In one part of the " gill" an extensive fault was observed, crossing the stream

at right angles, producing a vertical displacement of the strata to the extent,

probably, of one hundred and twenty fathoms, so that there is a sudden transi-

tion from the Old Red Sandstone to the Coal measures, with their characteristic

organic remains. Further down the stream a thick bed of limestone, containing

Trodudus giganteus, indicates the base of the Carboniferous system, and a

relative depth of nearly four huudi'ed fathoms below the " ell coal," which
occupies a position near the upper stage of the Lanarkshii-e coal-field. They
then took the shortest route to Crossford, where the Nethan Water unites with

the Clyde. Here they were joined by Laird Templeton, an enthusiastic local

geologist, who led the way up the valley of the Nethan. On either side of the

river fine sections presented themselves, and it soon became apparent that the

rocks to be examined were chiefly of marine Limestones and clay ironstones,

with shales and sandstones, some of the deposits being evidently of estuary

origin, and in all likelihood equivalents of the strata in the neighbourhood of

Lenuoxto^vn, on the north-west margin of the great coal basin. The only

igneous products observed were some rolled fragments of a light-coloured fel-

stone porphyry in the bed of the stream, with a similar rock used as road metal,

indicating a trap-area at no great distance. In the lower part of the Nethan
hills the strata formed precipitous banks, at one point attaining an elevation of

about three hundred feet above the bed of the stream—a fault causing a down-
throw to the extent of several fathoms. Further up the river an exhausted

opencast coal-pit was observed. Doubts were soon removed as to the true

position of the strata, for before long the fossils of the Lower Limestone series

presented themselves in the form of various Brachiopoda, the Lingula ii'ou-

stone indicating a higher stratigraphical order than the Productus limestone of

the Braidwood giU. Under a projecting mass of strata a fire was kindled from

coal supplied by a seam on the spot, and coflee was prepared and seiwed out to

the wilUug recipients, who had been under the necessity of making considerable

exertion in threading their way among the numerous blocks of stone strewn on
the banks of the stream. At the base of the lofty eminence on which

Craignethan castle stands, a bed of shale was pointed out by Mr. Templeton as

containing numerous fossils ; and here the party left the course of the river in

order to visit the famous archetv-pe of Sir Walter Scott's castle of TilUetudlem.

A great portion of the edifice has been removed to build the neighbouring farm

houses ; but two towers still remain, with part of a solid wall of hewn stone

perforated with loop-holes. From the commanding position, the prospect was
interesting in the extreme. Round the base of the cliff on which the castle

stands winds the Nethan, fringed with leafy verdure, and away in the distance

beyond an undulating district the eye could embrace the south-eastern limit of

the great coal-field of Scotland. The excursionists then retraced their steps,

and on returning to Crossford examined Laird Templeton's collection.

VOL IV. 2 E
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NOTES AXD OFEKTES.

SAXDriPES AT Grays Tiiurrock.—A sliort time since I visited the chalk
pits at "Grays Tluirrock," and found the chidk of that distriot to contain a
number of very interesting fossils) especially a large variety of sharks' teeth.

The occurrence of numerous sandpipes there is very remarkable. These vary
in shape, but the majority are more or less corneal. 1 noticed two, and
part of a third, which, from their peculiar form, and other circumstances,
causes a ditBcidty in my mind as to the mode of their formation.
The chalk in the pit ni which these arc seen has been excavated to a depth of

seventy feet, and on all sides can be detected either perfect sandi)ii>es, or tiu'! re-

mains of some partially cleared away. Those to which 1 wish now particularly to

draw your attention arc on the north side of the working ; they are almost close

to each other, not being above twenty feet apart. 1 have traced their d(M)ths,

one to thirty-five feet, another to forty-live feet below the surface of theeiudk,
on wluch the bed of dark red clay containing green-coated Hints reposes (No.
iu the sections, &c.). Their diameters are only about twenty-four inches, and
the sides of each are almost parallel, the deviation throughout the whole length
not exceediujj two inches. It is remarkable that a layer of Hints, traceable all

round the pit, passes through these pipes (see diagram, fig. 1, b b). Por-

Fiir. 1.

—

", the juitchw of rlny mrpnaM by »h<. fflli of chnlk ; h, the Iftvcr of flinto pnwing
through the pipes ;<".•' ' "! it« RurronndinK rjay was procured.

The d'
•

.' Illation of the piiH»,
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tions of the pipes have fallen down, giving the patched appearances seen in the
illustration. I could not trace tlie pipes lower than the depths given above,
owing to their disappearance in the talus and rubbish at the base of the chalk-

platform, which has been left to support the planks on which the workmen
wheel the barrows to the lime-kilns. I have preserved a specimen of tlie sandy
clay taken from the lowest attainable depth in one of the pipes (fig. 1, c), with
a flint that was embedded in it. This mass seems to be a mixture of clay from

6 inches.

1 ft. 6 in.

5 feet.

1 foot, igij

7 feet.

4 inclies.

J-J .xx
ZTZJ

Vegetable mould.

Angular flint gravel.

Coloured sands, finely laminated.

Band of small pebbles.

White or grey quartzite sands, rather darker
than those seen at Charlton.

Band of red ochreous sand and clay containing
green-coated flints.

Chalk.

Fig 2.—Section above the sandpiijes, showing the strata through which the water
percolates.

No. 6, and sand from the superincumbent strata No. 5 (fig. 2) ; but the white
grains of the sand are much discoloured by the oxide of iron contained in the clay

No. 6. The flint is not in the least degree water-worn, but has one of its pro-

jecting portions broken off, showing the fracture clear and distinct : it is not
tinged by the red clay which surrounded it, and still preserves the outer white
coating characteristic of chalk-fiints. The chalk forming the sides of the

pipes is invariably disintegrated for about two inches into the solid mass of

chalk forming a cellular or spongy substance, and may by slight pressure be
reduced to fine powder.

The extreme depth and uniform width of these pipes, although frequent

examples are met with, are not the common characteristics of sandpipcs

occurring in cretaceous stiata, which are generally more or less triangular or

funnel-shaped (fig. 3), and this led me for the moment to imagine tliat they might
be fissures into which the clay and sand had been washed or had fallen ; but the

stratification of the chalk in their neighbourhood being nearly level and quite
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undisturbed shows this notion not to be tenable; besides, tlio hiyer of flints

referred to passes completely through the pipes.

Fig. 3.—General form of the sand- and pravel-pipes at Grays Tluurock, being more or
less triangular or funnel-slinpcd.

There have been two theories advaneed to account for the formation of these

singular phenomena. 1. The mechanical theory by Mr. Trimmer, which sup-

poses tlicm to be produced by the wearing action of one or more stones, put into

rotatory motion by water, at a period wiicn tlic chalk region in which they occur
formed a sea-sliore, the waves ncing the prime moving power, and (hat (lie holes

thus drilled afterwards fdled with gravel or sand. Tins theory is evidently in-

suflacient to cx])lain these very long pipes, on account of tiic occurrence of flints

throughout the whole depth, and not strewn merely at (he bottom, as they

would be if the pipes had been worked out by mechanical abrasion ; at times

flints are found at or near the bottom of sand- and gravel-itipes, but they are not

water-worn, and still retain their original shapes, and even their calcareous

coatings.

The other theory is the chemical, namely, that (he ]>ipcshave been gradually

dissolved to (heir present shape by the action of water highly chartred with car-

bonic and other acids, subsequent to the deposition oif tdc sands and gravel

above them.
Snppo.se slight hollows or depressions to be formed on the surface of (he

chalk, (lie acidula(ed water wo\ild eolleet there, and (inding the easier passnge

downwards, there would soon become fixed water channels, and these smaU

Fig. 4.—Udunl dpr^nrwice of the »urfBee of the chalk, allowing Might de| resaioDR and
incipient nandpipos.
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depressions gradually iacreasing in size by the continuous action of the acidu-
lated water, would grow in proportion to the activity or duration of the errosive

action. This action woald also be exerted in equal portions round th? cii"-

cumference of the hollow, provided that the sands or gravel above were of a
moderately uniform texture, and its result would be to give the pipes a more
or less circular, funnel-shaped, or cylindrical form, depending greatly on the
solidity of the chalk and the duration of the errosive agent in action. The
longer this action continued, the greater would be the tendency to deepen
vertically, or in other words, to pass successively from the "cup" to the
"funnel-shape" (iig. 3), and lastly to the cyliudi-ical form presented in the
diagram (fig. 1).

Mr. Prestwich explains the gradual formation of these pipes in the following
manner r

—

Fig. 5.—Horizontal sectioa of sandpipe. Fig. 6.—Vertical section of one in course of
formation.

Pig. 7.—^Vertical section in a more advanced state, showing where the action ceases,
except in a vertical direction towards "P."

" If we divide a line di'awu through the centre of the liorizoutal section of
the top of a pipe into three equal parts {A a, a b, b B, fig. 5), and carry

down two perpendicular lines from a and b until they meet the sices of the
pipe at c and d in the vertical sections (figs. 2 and 3), it is evident that in

(fig. 2) the relative dimensions of ^ c, c d, and d B, are very nearly the same,
the line c d being very little less than c A ox d B ; stUl the diiference is suffi-

cient supposing equal quantities of water to pass in equal time through the

equal widths A a, a b, b B, to make the relative quantity supplied io c d
greater than that supplied io Ac and B d ; consequently in (fig. 3) the water-

wear between c d wotild be sUghtly greater (aided also by the tendency of the

water to converge at p) than between A c and B d, and the cavity of the incipient
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pipe would iiicrease in magnitude more rapidly in Ihc direction of c d than of

A c, B d, or in other words, would decpeu more rapidly than it widened.
Further, Jis the dimensions of the pipe increased, so woidd ihe disproportion

between A a and A c, and between b B and B d, constantly increase ; and as

only the same relative quantity of water would pass over the surfaces ,/ r, B d,

whatever their dimensions mij^ht be, its eftcct would be one gradually dimi-

nishing, and consequently the ktcral growth of the tube w-ould teud to become
less from day to day, whilst as the proportion of r d with regard to a b would
continue witii little variation, whatever the size of the pipe."

By this explanation we may to a certain extent understand the method in

which these singularly long narrow pipes were produced. The ))ipes that we
have been describing in many points seem to accord with tiic theory of chemical
errosion ; in their extreme depth, the occurrence of flints indiscruninately

throughout, by the uninterrupted passage through them of bands of flint-

nodules, and in the disintegration ol the chalk surrounding and fornung the

sides of the pipes.

The jKitchcs of clay shown in the diagram (fig. 1) would also prove the

disintegrating power of the water on the sides, and that a certain jjortion of

the water escajied in that direction; the inclosed sandy clay, assisted by the

oxide of iron, would, as it became dry, attach to itself the powdery chalk, and
when, as was the case, masses of the chalk fell down, portions would remain
adhering to tiic clay, while others would fall with Ihe mass of chalk, causing

the patched a]>pearance nuuitioncd above. The erosive action was ajiparcntly

80 gradual that the flints were kept in their right position; and so gently has

the chalk in the interior of the pipe been removed, that the projecting portions

of the flints have not been broken olT.

—

Edmund Jones.

REMArNSOy AmERICVN "MlSSOrKlUM".\SSOCIATEn WITH FuNT-lMrLEMEXTS
("Notes and Queries," p. 217).—As it is very desirable that any matter con-

nected with the assumed contemporary existeucc of man with the great extinct

animals should be cleared up as tar as ]U'aftical)lc, I wish to apiK-iid to the jiaper

by Dr. Koch, which your correspondent, Mr. Bensted, obligingly transcribes,

an abstract of an article by Dr. Wislizenus (Trans. Acad. Sciences, St. Louis,

vol. i., p. 108), in which, after noticing the discovery of the Mastodon f/it/aiitms,

as an upright skeleton in clay, partly consumed by fire, and associated with

stone weapons, lie takes exception to the conclusion of Dr. Kocli, that the

animal, whde thus mired, was Icilled by a human onslaught.

After showing that the discovery of Mastodon skeletons in an upright poitUion

is far from an unusual event, he suggests the following combination of circum-
stances, as a more natilral and likely way of solving tiie question :

"An Indian family, attracted by the springs, .-elected centuries ago that place

for a residence, and fixed their tent or wigwam on the very spot below wliieli,

unknown to them, the bones of the mastoclon rrsted. The ground covering and
hidinp the bones formed then b\it a superficial laver, perhaps a foot in (h-pth.

The household fire made in the centre of the lodge, as is the Indian custom,
and kept uj) for weeks or mouths, would be (luite sulTicient to form the hollow

in the ground wherein a layer of ashes would be collected, the heat from which
woidd \w qiiilc suflicieut to bum, to some extent, the und(T-lying buried bones.

The presence of stones in the ashes may also be accounted for bv rcmemb«'ring
that amon^r primitive nations a common mode of cooking is tfiat of burying
meat in rarth-ovens, dug a foot or more in dejjth and partially covered by a

layer of stonf«. wliicli would, when healed by the fire at the bottom, a,ssist the

cooking-pn >' Vnothcr Indian custom, that of placing stones upon the

lowrrcndot tniiit'nts to keep them closer to the pronnd, may also be citrd. If

such an ancient lodge was left undisturbed :dlu>ial deposit would accunuUatc
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over it in the course of centuries to the depth of eight or nine feet, burying
alike mastodon boues and Indian traces."

°

The discovery of stone arrow-heads mingled with the bones of a mastodon,
elsewhere related by Dr. Koch, is of very little value in determining the original
question; for these weapons, which are widely distributed over the state of
iMissouri, have no doubt owed tlieir spread to water-agencies, during the generally
accepted human period.

—

George E. Roberts.
We are much obliged to oiu- friend, Mr. Roberts, for this note. We had been told

that the supposed association of man and the " Missourium" had been explained
away in this case, but we did not know by whom. We think, however, the
original opmion of Dr. Koch, as supported by the traditions of the Indians, at
any rate is quite as good a theory, and as much entitled to credence as the other,
—the latter seemingly being an attempt to explain away the circumstances
noted by Dr. Koch. In all these matters the evidence should be scrupulously
examined for the sake of truth, and we must ever be on om- guard against the
nusleadmgs of prejudice.

—

Ed. Geol.
GONIOPHOLIS AND SUCHOSAURUS REMAINS IN WeALDEN StRATA

TJH^°^^'^^
^^^"^'^ ^ ^^^^^ ^'^^' y""'' inspection are from the Wealden strata

roiuid Cuckfleld, Sussex, and I should be much obliged if you would, throuo-h
the medium of "The Geologist," inform me, 1st, whether I am right in the
supposition that all the teeth with cylindrical bases belong to the genus
Goniophohs ?—[Yes]. And 2nd, the one which is compressed to S^fc/wsa/irNs .^—

I
les.J (3rd). Does the vertebra, which was found associated with the teeth

belong to either of these two ?—[Yes]. (4th). Do not aU the osseous plates
belong to GomopIwHs .^—[Yes]. And have any dermal boues of the Sucho-
saurus been found ?—[Yes]. (6th;. What is the cause of wide irregular
grooves on three of the teeth ?—[Varietal condition]. If you will kindly
answer these queries you will deeply oblige me.—Youi's trulv, J. C. Ward
Clapham Common, Surrey.
The fossils sent are teeth of Suchosaurus cultridens and Goniopholis crassidens;

bones and scutes of G. crassidens; fragment of bone of Tretosternon Bake-
welh (?) and indeterminable fragments of bones.

These fossils are from the " calciferous sandi-ock" of the upper portion of the
Hastmgs sand.—Ed. Geol.
Errata IxN Eoreign Correspondence.—Page 196, line 28, "pressure of

the steam = one seven-eighth" should read "one and seven-eigths."
Errata in Geol. of Newport Pagnall.—Page 215, line 17 (from the top),

lor "it takes the place of the Cornbrash of the South of England," read "it
apparently takes the place, &c.—p. 215, for "Lethburv" read Lathbury. In
the bst of fossils, p. 21 6, for " Modiola plinaba" read M. plieata—iox " Cardium
globosum" read C. cognatus—iox " Pecten globosum" read P. arcuatus—-n. 210
lor "Hantwell" read Hartwell, aud for "Stoke Goddington" read Stoke
Goldmgton.—J.H.M.
Extracts from Magazines.—Dear Sir,—Would not a few selected facts

and memoranda from the monthly and quarterly scientific magazines relating to
geology and mineralogy be acceptable to many of yom- readers, as there are
otten discoveries, &c., that occur which are almost unnoticed, at least by many
who have not time nor opportunity to glance over the journals that may contain
such xutormatiou, and which is sometimes very valuable? These memoranda,
when brought together in such an excellent magazine as the " Geologist "
would prove of much interest to those studying the kindi-ed sciences of
mineralogy and geology.

I notice in the Philosophical Magazine for April, an interestmg paper on the
existence of a new element, discovered by the spectrum analysis, by Mr. W.
Crookes, among some seleniferous deposits at a chemical works at Tilkerode,
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in the llartz, wlicrc, it is well known, many minerals are found in which selenium

and son\e other elements are combined, such as selcniuret of lead, of silver, of

mercurv, and of mercnrv and lead. Tliere are also several other seleniurets in

(hat locality.—Yours, &c., James R'. (iREcuHY.

Fractvre of Flknt-Pebrles,—Dear Sir,—In reference to the fradure

of tlint -pebbles from Charlton, p. 73, I would ol)berve tiiat the bed, No. 1,

from whicii they were taken mav be considered as having been drifted,

from the confused manner in which the ])ebl)lcs and saiul are heaped

to£^ether; indeed, we may infer, from the resemblance both of the sand auil

peoblcs to No. 2, that they were derived from that bed, probably at some dis-

tance off, where it appeared at the surface; and which after being denuded was

again deposited and strewn over a large area, part being the locality

w-liere our section was taken, and some distance above its true position, whicii

would be No. 2. We may presume (if this took place during tiie drift-period)

that the pebbles were for some time surrounded and ^usp(•nded by ice, long

enough to cause the water they contained, however minute its cpiantity, to

become thoroughly frozen, which, when the mass was thawed, would cause

the flints to be traversed by numerous imperceptible lissures. These stones,

imbedded in tlic sands, would hold together, mit when extracted, a "tap"
with the hammer proves their existence in the shattering of the Hint.

In all the specimens broken nearly the whole of the fragments assumed a defi-

nite form. Tlie concave and convex sides of each fitting on to the convex

and concave sides of its neighl)our; and so perfect is this arrangement, that

with a little troiible the peblde may be put together by replacing tiie fragments;

and if held firmly in the hand will exhibit scarcely any traces of the numerous
cricks.—Yours truly, Edminu Jdne.s.

Crenate of Ammo.ma in ax Oligist ok Devonian Age.—Dr. I'liijison

has communicated a note to the Comptex ReniluH for Mav, on the occurrence of

an organic matter in an oligist of Devonian age in Belgium. Its oolitic struc-

ture caused him to think that it had been formed by incru.slatioii in marsliy

tracts of the eggs of a(piatic insects, asintheca.se lie deseril)ed in a former

volume of this magazine, of the oolitic limestone in the great lakes of Mexico

;

and it was this character which, in spite of the antiquity of the rock, lead iiim

now to examine t.iis oligist to find if it had any any organic matter that could

be regarded as the debris of plants or of aquatic insects.

The result of this chemical analysis was that the oligist was found to con-

tain more than four per cent, of ereiiate of ammonia, an azoti/cd organic salt

discovered by Uerzclius, and tiie juoducts of the decomposition of vegetable

and animal matters floating in water. Tiie mineral contained, moreover, traces

of phospiiorie acid, whence it is very proliable it was formed like the modern
ochres, and tliat it may owe its oolitic stniriiirf to the eggs of aquatic insects.

V.VJIIATIUN OK TEMrERATTRE EXHIIMTEI) IN DlKKERKXT 0e<i1.OGIC ErAS.—
Sir,—Are there any evidences of similar alterations of general terrestrial

climate in any of the older geologic perio<ls, sueii as occurred in the (ilaeiai

eweh, namely, periodic alterations of hotter and colder general elimatal condi-

tions? Your kind rrjdy would oblige a young student wiio is much interested

in the subject of fonner elimatal clianges.— E. Wei-P, I)onca.ster.

This matter ha-sjusr been very nicely treated in Mr. Page's new book "Life
on the Earth," where he gives a diagram of iindiilations in wiiich (he

Silurian, Carboniferous, Oolitic, Tertiary, and Recent Eras are made to repre-

sent the rvcles of wanner temperature; and the Camlirian, Old Ked, I'crniian,

Chalk, and Boulder drift (he al(eni;i(e colder periods. This idea of colder and
wanner cycles a.s afTert in? (he nor(hem hemisphere was hroiigh( some years

ago under (he no(ice of (he St. Andrews I'hilosophical Society, and has .since

been variously discu.tsed, and somi- goodgiounds urged for its acceptance.
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Opercula from the Paludina-bed at Peckham.—Dear Sir,—The accom-
panviug figm-es represent some impressions which occur in the Paludiua-bed at

Peckham, to v>-hich deposit reference has before been made in " The Geologist
(see vol. ii., pp. 151 and 208). Figure 1 is the most abundant variety, and
is of a roundish form, with a sub-central nucleus and concentric markings.

Opercula from the Paludina Bed, Peckham (natural size).

Having, by the kindness of Mr. Pickering, compared this with recent
examples, I think there can be little doubt that it is the operculum of Paludina
lenta, which is present in such vast numbers in this stone. I have lately found
one with the horny matter preserved.

Figure 2, of which 1 have seen but one specimen, and that one not quite
perfect, resembles figure 1 in the sub-central nucleus and concentric markings;
out differs ranch from it in shape, being oblong, rounded at one end, and
becoming narrower (almost pointed) at the other. 1 imagine that this operculum
must have belonged to a shell with an elongated aperture. Two species of
Paludina occur in this bed, but aU the specimens I have seen have rounded
mouths.

I have not seen a figure of P. aspera ; but P. Besnoyerdi, to which the
other species is considered to be related, is figured with a rounded mouth by
Deshayes.

It being very difficult to obtain Paludinae with the mouth perfect, either at
Peckham or Dulwich, I cannot state for certam that the specimen, fig. 2, is not
the operculum of Paludina aspera.

The only other univalve that I have met with in the Paludina-band is tlie

Pitharella Rickmanii. The operculum No. 2, will correspond with the
aperture of that shell; but I find that the Auriculidse, AchatinidEC, and
Lymneidse, to which families ^Mr. Edwards considers Pitharella is related, have
no opercula.

At a recent meeting of the Geologists' Association, Mr. Pickering expressed
doubts as to the correctness of Mr. Edwards' views, and considered Pitharella
to be more nearly allied to Ampullaria. This question, however, I must leave
to more experienced conchologists than myself.

While on this subject 1 should like to know whether Mr. Edwards described
Pitharella, after a comparison of specimens, both from the Paludina-band at

Peckham and Dulwich, and also from the shell-rock at the latter place. The
shells that I have seen from the Dulwich sheU-rock differ so much (being longer
in proportion to their breadth) from those of the Paludina-band which occurs
above it, at bothPeckham and Dulwich, that I should have thought they belonged
to two distinct species of the same genus.

I may add that I think some public notice should be taken of the fact that
the first specimen of the Peckham Pitharella was discovered by Mr. Edmund
Jones, in the strata at Cow-lane, Peckham, and was by him submitted to
several geologists (who then considered it to be Volutii denudata), some time
before the excavations for the main drainage were commenced.—Yours truly,

C. Evans.
That Mr. Edmund Jones has not had the credit of being the original finder

[Supplement to the " Geologist," No. 42]
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of the Pitherella Rickmanii is due to my own casual negligence. The specimen

found by Mr. Jones was placed bv liim In my hands months before the Uulwich

drain:iiro-works were beijun ; and I ronuostcd Mr. Jones to show it to Mr.

Elhrridi,'c and Professor Morris, which, 1 believe he did ; and by whom I also

believe the sliell was called a Vohita. Not beintr satisfied with the Viiguc kind

of opinion given to him, and tlie doubts expressed regarding it by those eminent

palaeontologists, Mr. Jones agiiin left the specimen ui my liands, and I placed

it aside for careful examination and study ; but numerous professional engage-

ments, as well Jis domestic matters, at that moment engrosmg my thoughts, it

remained unattended to by me ; and was not, sin":ular to say, recalled to my
mind, even when making the drawings (which I did mvself) of Mr. Hickman's

specimens, both for this journal and for the Illustrated News. I am sure this

frank acknowledgement of my " sin of omission" will be a suflieient apology to

my young friend, Mr. Jones. The indefatigable per>>everenec of Mr. Riekmaa

in working out not only the fossils, but the stratigraphical details of that portion

ofthc drainage works well deserves the little honour that is attached to tiie tririale

twiiu'ii of a new shell, of which honour I am sure neither Mr. Jones nor myself

would wish to sec him deprived, especially as Mr. Rickmau's discovery was

perfectly distinct from Mr. Jones': the former not having any knowledge, as

far as I know, of what the latter had done.

Mr. Jones is an active geologist, willing to do good work, and our regret is

Uiat he was not more encounigedto continue his researches by those imturalists

to whom he showed the original specimen.

I am not clear that there may not be two species of this new genus, and I

have just sent two specimens liauded me by Mr. Arthur Bolt of Peekham,
to Mr. F. E. Edwards, for his inspection and decision, lu this case it would be

fair Mr. Jones should be honoured with the specific denomination—a slight

gl'irifiration as rightly due in his case as in Mr. Hickman's— more than usually

can be said w hen per'^onal names arc so commonly attached as mere compliments

to naturalists who have never seen the objects named after them; or in com-

memoration of amateur-geologists, who have bought their specimens of working
collectors.— S. J. Mackik.
New Species of Tkilobites.— Sir,—I saw some weeks ago an advertise-

ment by Mr. Gregory, on the cover of The "Geologist," stating that he had
manv specimens of Jjnoxtix rrnu/ositx, from the Lingula (lags ; but I shuuld

not have noticed the blundering use of a mere MS. nanie, given by nie tu a

friend for his collection, had I not seen (in p. 212 of your last number) an

article by Mr. (Jregorj-, giving three or four other MS. names in the

same wav— all of which are wrong ; and certainly they ought not to have been
publi.sheu, whether right or wrong, for they have not yet ajipeared in any sliape.

Le?Ht these mischievous advertisements should be re|)eate(l, I must correct the

reference so far as to say that the species of Asaphus, and the shells referred

to, are from the " Lower Tremadoc slates"— not from the Lingula flags, in which
no true Asaphidir occur.

I shall take this op|K,Hunity of advertising in a *o>«///7c .sense, requesting
tlii.ur. f. Mtlemen not personally known to me, who may be possessed of good
r > of trilobites, to communicate to me their willingness to lend

s, for il' II in the Palironlological Society's Transactions.

I ,
I iii.iy taki ans of becoming further acquainted with collections

of this beautiful groun of fossils. As only a few genera will be illustrated at

a time, no unreason.iblc detention ofthc specimens will occur.— J. W. Salter,
Geological Suney Office, Jcmiyn Street.
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REVIEWS,

Proceedings of the Geologists' Association, No. 6.

Since our last number this part ofthe Association's proceedings has been issued.

It commences wdth a very good paper by the Rev. Walter Mitchell, on " Crys-
tallography." This is followed by one on a " New Red Sandstone Quarry,"" at

Stourton, in Cheshire, by Mr. Mitchener ; and by another on " Brickfields,

&c.," by Mr. Pickering. There is another paper on wjiich we can bestow an
equal meed of praise, although its main features have previously been presented
elsewhere—that by ilr. Rickman on the Dulwich and Peckham beds.

There is one paper, however, to wh'ch we cannot help referring in a special
but dilfereut manner, that on the " Geology of the Isle of Slieppey." We
do not know why it should be necessary to print such a paper in fiill, when
neither the geology, the natural histoiy, the English, nor the spelling is

at all accurate ; while one is so bothered with italics in the printing, that it is

difficidt to understand and appreciate sentences so fuU of points.

In the opening sentence we are told of Sheppey that " The island itself is an
outlyer, having been split off and pushed mcay to the northward and eastward" (!).

We do not know by what rule in orthography outlier is spelt with a y ; nor do
we comprehend how, if it be an outlier, it could be pushed two ways at once.
We could understand a mass of rock being pushed to the north-eastward ; but
even then we should stop to enquire who or what it was that pushed it in that
direction. As little can we tmderstand the second sentence, namely, that :

—

"t.iese (the Sheppey) strata were undoubtedly formed below the waters of the
Eocene period (!) of our theory, though now raised high above the ocean."
We know there were Eocene seas, on the shores or bottom of which certain

strata were deposited; but "the water of the Eocene period of our theory" is

a novel liquid of which we were not previously aware of the existence. We are

also in some little confusion of ideas as to what it is that is " raised high above
the ocean." The text does not clearly explain to us whether it is the strata,

the waters, the Eocene period, or "our theory," which has been thus con-
spicuously elevated. We do not wish to go into the question of the division of the
tertiary beds into crag, Bagshot sand, fresh-water formation, and lower tertiary

;

nor to argue against the decided preference the author thinks this divisional

arrangement possesses over "the rather awkward names oi pliocene, miocene, and
eocene;" and there are numerous other matters of which we refrain from speaking. -

Some one said of a book that was praised by our cutting contemporary, the
Saturday Review, tliat it must be a good book indeed when that journal praised
it ; so, on the other hand, when we, who prefer to leave unnoticed what we
cannot conscientiously praise, say there is one passage in this paper which we
intend specially to condemn, our readers will, no doubt, think that passage very
bad indeed. The author speaks of Septaria—those great argillaceous nodules
of the London clay—as being concentrated round an organic body. We do not
want to quarrel with this idea ; but when we read that " indeed, is it not
probable that some mollusc or jelly-fish origintdly formed the nucleus of every
septaria ; and that the septa were produced after the creature was, perhaps
suddenly, enveloped in soft or semi-liquid clay by gases evolved from the
decomposing animal matter, causing the conglomerate to crack in virtiml (? sic)

lines, till other chemical changes taking place the chinks became filled with
calcareous spar, often bespangled with crystals of pvi-ites," we can scarcely

refrain from grimiing like an ogre, throwing our arms about like a windmill, and
with Dominie Sampson in Scott's novel, shouting "Prodigious," tiU the roof rings

with our raptures. The nucleus of that great septarian table-top in yonder
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conirr of tlio room—so hard, and beautiful, niul polislicd— orifriiiatinp in tlio

nuiuKil matter of a jflli/-fixh (.'), a ton of wliich creatures would not leave an

ounce of solid material, lias the author of the paper ever seen a jelly-fihh?

Has he ever seen those shoals of "slutter" melting into water and eva-

]>oratintr on our beaches, without even stainiuir tiie stones on wliicii tliev rested?

l)f all tilings to form a nucleus—a jelly-tish ! the largest of which, weighing

three or four pounds, does not leave as many grains of mutter; and this too,

jirinted under the sanction of a London conunittee of a London society, mus-

tering F.G.Ss, and F.C.Ss, and M.M.Ss, and F.H.A.Ss, with one of the

council of the Geological Society as president, and an M.A. as honorary

secretary. The only excuse we can make for them is, that they must have left

this paper on Sheppey to its fate at the jirintcr's, who, certainly, was not a

naturalist, much less a geologist.

On the Festiffea of Extinct Glaciers in (lie neit/hioitrliuod of Great Britain and

Ireland. By Edward Hull, F.G.S.

In the early part of last year a paper ou this subject was read before the riiilo-

sophical Society of Manchester, by Mr. Kdw. Hull, of the Geological Survey.

"As far back as the year l'^ 21 M. A'eiu-tz lir.**t announced hi.s o|»inion,

founded on amjile testimony, that the glaciers of the Alps formerly extended

far beyond their present limits. These views were subsecpiently confu-mtd i)y

MM. Charpentier and Agassi?,, and are now universally received, lint it wa;s

not until the year \S\-2 that Dr. Uuckland i>ul)lished his reasons for believing

that the mounlains of Creruarvonshire gave birth to glaciers which descended

along .seven main valleys; and that to these agents are to be attributed the

polislied, fluted and striated rock-surfaces which may be traced at intervals

along the pa.ss of Llanhcrris and elsewhere. This opinion, at first received

with iiicreuiJity, was subscfpiently confirmed by Mr. I)arwiu and I'rofessor

Kanisay.

"The grounds upon which Dr. Buekland rested his conclusions were prc-

riselv those upon wliieh .M. Venetz inferred formed extension of the Alpine

glaciers. The efTecIs of these streams of ice moving along their channels have

now been repeatedly observed not only in central Europe, but in the Arctic

region."*, where they descend into the sen and give origin to icebergs. These

ettects consist in the ])olishing and moulding the bottoms and sides of the

valleys into smooth oval bosses, or rorhes mnutonnrex—the production of stria;,

flutings and scratches (which are generally parallel in a given locality); also,

perched blocks and nuiraines. Tlic comi)iiiali(m of the.se phenomena in any

region can (mly be attributed to the agency of glacial ice, as tliere is no otiier

known iM)wer capable of i)rodueing them. \Vlien to these is added the dispersion

(if erratic blf>cks, or bouldens of large size, over a district extending many miles

from the parent masses to which they may be traced, wc cannot liesitale to

refer the transi)ortntinn of these blocks to floating icebergs derived from glaciers

in a manner smiilar *otliat which is in o|>eration along the coast of (ireenland,

or amongst the tiords of Tierra del Fuego."

The only lUitish district where, as far a.s I am aware, a detailed survey of

the glacial stria- has b<en aceoninlished, is that of Snowdon by I'rofcsfor A.C.
Hamsay. The author gives in this pajier a short sketeh of the ghwial vestiges

which are to be found amongst tlie mountains of Killarney in Ireland, of

Caemanron in North Wales, of the Lake district in England, and the ScottLsh

Highlands.
I'rofessor Agatsir, in giving a general sketeh of the ancient glacial centres

of the British Islands, includes amongst them the mount ainous district of Kerry,

at the southern extremity of Ireland, at the entrance to which arc situated the
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far-famed Lakes of Killaniey. On approaching this region from the east, it is

impossible not to be struck -with the vast accumulation of detritus, with large

boulders derived from the rocks of which the mountains are composed. This
deposit of the age of the northern drift is spread over the low-lying district of
Carboniferous'limestone which extends to the lower lake. On the western and
southern sides of this lake the mountains rise abruptly and attain at Cam Tual
an elevation of three thousand four hundred and four feet, and here the glacial

phenomena are as strongly pronounced as in any part of Wales and Scotland. The
Black Valley, one of the most wild and striking, which stretches from the head of
the lower lake to the base of Macgillycuddy's Reeks, exhibits these appearances
in then- most marked form. The surfaces of the rocks are here worn into smooth
oval bosses, lying with their major axes in the direction of the valley, and ex-
tending several hundred feet up the sides. These polished roches moutonnees,
however, assume a singular appearance when traced into the upper lake. They
rise above the surface in the form of small oval islands, lying parallel to eac^
other, and, though frequently clothed with luxuriant vegetation, are generally
smooth and bare. It is impossible to give an idea of these ice-moulded bosses,
protruding their naked backs above the calm waters of the lake, bearing some
resemblance to a number of up-turned hulls of ships, or to a shoal of whales
swimming half out of the water."

Nearly all the main valleys present similar appearances. The rocks, wherever
freshly exposed, are grooved and striated : the picturesque valley of Glengariff
being specially remarkable for the freshness of the ice-gi-oovings and scratches.

These striae point west-south-west, stretching along the valley till it is sub-
merged in the sea at Bantry Bay.

The years 1S41-42 appear to have been remarkably prolific in researches inio
the glacial phenomena of our islands, for we find Professor Agassiz, Dr. Buck-
land, and Sir C. Lyell announcing consecutively their convictions of the former
existence of a state of things in these islands, which have theii* analogues only
in Greenland, South Georgia, or Tierra del Fuego, at the present day. M.
Agassiz pointed to the Caernarvonshire mountains as one of the centres* of dis-

persion of glacial and erratic detritus ; and L)r. Buckland speedily followed
with details tending to prove that the seven valleys of Snowdonia were once
occupied by as many glaciers, discharging loads of boulders and gravel over the
lower grounds or into the sea, and covering the bottoms and sides of those
valleys with flutings and furrows. He also shows that on the northern flanks

of this district, boulders and marine drift coming fi-om Anglesea, Cumberland,
or Ireland, and containing, as sho%A-n by Mr. Trimmer, marine shells, have been
deposited at an elevation of one thousand three hundred and ninety-two feet ou
Moel Tryfane.

The observations of Dr. Buckland were followed by those of Mr. Darwin,
and more recently by those of Professor A. C. Ramsay. This author has shown
that many of the tarns, such as Llyn Llydaw and Llyn Idwal, have been pro-
duced partly through the damming up of the waters by moraines, as Agassiz
had previously shown to be the case in the Alps, and Lyell in Forfarshire. The
same author, in order to account for the fact that several of the mountain tarns,

as those near the summit of Cader Idris, Moel Wynne and Snowdon, are in the
form of basins hollowed out in solid rock, has suggested an explanation which may
be called " the scooping theory." These tarns are generally surrounded tlfl-ough

half their circumferance by precipitous walls of rock ; and Professor Ramsay
supposes that solid masses of ice, descending from these heights, charged with
imbedded fragments of rock, have actually scooped these hollows, which are so
numerous in all mountain districts.

But there is one interesting fact brought out by Professor Ramsay, and
which, according to my own observation, is repeated amongst the valleys of the
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Lake distrirt. TakiuEr the moraine of Llyn Iihval as one of several examples,

he shows that it is situated at about one thousand feet below the elevation

attained by the Northern Drift. Now if this moraine had been formed previous

to the deposition of this marine dejiosit (whieh attains an elevation of two
thousanil three hundred feel), it would must certainly have been entirely

obliterated. It is, therefore, evident that moraines of this kind belont^ to a

period subsenuent to the Northern Drift. Bearins:^ this in mind, and reeolleeting

the clear evidence which the rve/irx miitiionnvex, frequentlv enclosed by marine

drift, afl'ord of having been formed 1)y f^lacicrs before the deposition of the same
formation, we have here a sequence of three distinct, though c(mncctcd, periods:

the lirst, in which the glaciers descended down the main valleys ; the second,

when the land of AVales had sunk at least two thousiuid three hundred

feet, during which the till or drift was spread over tiie Hanks of the m()untain^•,

and the third when the land had been elevated, and glaciers again descended

from the heights ploughing out the drift, and forming moraines for embankments
to lakes and tarns.

The strialions of the rock-surfaces of Anglesca appear to be altogether dis-

connected with the glacier svstcm of Caernarvonshire. The stria; and griX)ve8

f

generally range west thirty degrees south, and arc probably the result of ice-

)ergs stranding and scoring the bottom as they floated from the mountains of

Westmoreland.
The existence of former glaciers amongst the mountains of Westmoreland

and Cumberland have been announced l\v .\trassi/, and Huckland. Both these

authors, notice in several localities on the southern and eastern sides of the

district, examples of scored ami grooved surfaces, and the mamniilar bosses

which occur at Penrith <ind Windermere. The author thinks, however, that

Dr. Huckland has extended the glacial th'-ory frcfiuently beyond its true limits,

and has mistaken, in the valley of the Kdi ii, Waliiey Island, and elsewhere,

remarkable formsof drift -gravel and boulders for glacial moraines; and altogether

dissents from the astounding suppo-sition that a glacier stretched from tiie

skirts of Shan Fell across the valley of the Eden, by means of which the granite

blocks were distributed over tlu; iiigh table-land of Stainmorc Forest, and the

valley of the Tees.

The rocks of a large district surrouiuling the interior mountains are remark-

ably ice-moulded, polished, and striated, as far as the head of Morecombe Hay
to the south, and the vale of the Kden to the north ; and tlu" drift, a marine

Iwulder-cLiy, rises to tlie height of one thousand two hundred feet on the

.sotithcrn slopes of the hills.

Several well-marked moraines nifiy be observed at elevations considerably

below the upjier limit of the drift. y\ll those occupying this j>osition must, in

consequence, be of more recent date than this marine deposit. Of examples of

this class, the most remarkable is the large terminal moraine at the lower ex-

tremity of (Jrisedale. This gorge, one of the most desolate and savage in

Cumberland, rletcends from the lieart of ilelvellyn towards the head of I lles-

wnter. The rocks of porphyry which form the bottom and Hanks of the valley,

up to an elevation of about five luindred feet on cither side, are remarkably
irc-moiildrd.afTordinir numerous examph's of perched blocks and lateral moraines.

Striafions are nf»t, however, of frequent occurrence, owing to the nature of the

rocks. On descending towards the mouth of the valley, the terminal morainn
nrrer«ts the nttmlion, and appears like a congeries of large rounded hummocks,
strewn with boulders, rising up the sides of the valley to aboiit one hundred
and fifty feet ,ibovc the bed of the river. After the melting of the glacier, this

moraine, in all probability, produced a lake. I'ut the torrent has hewn a

channel and levelled the ground over a breadth of about one hundred yards.

The position of tlus moraine is not more than six hundred feet above the sea-
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level, or two hundred and twenty feet above the Ulleswater ; and it enables us
to measure with exactness the dimensions of the glacier which formed it. Taken
from the tarn at the head of the valley, this glacier was three miles in length,
about five hundred feet in depth at its centre, and from two hundred to four
hundred yards in width. On the eastern side it was bounded by a continuous
and nearly vertical escarpment of bedded trap ; but the western side was very
irregular and indented. The phenomena of this region appear to show: first, a
period when "laciers protruded far down the main valleys ; secondly, an interval
when the land was submerged about one thousand two hundred feet or more,
during which the boulder-clay was spread over the flanks of the hills and valleys;
tliirdly, a period when the land had been a^ain elevated, and glaciers extended,
some distance down the minor valleys and ploughed out the drift. It was a
glacier of this third period which has left the terminal moraine of Grisedale.

The glacial vestiges of the Highlands of Scotland are on a scale more grand
than those of the lake district or Wales, in proportion to the greater extent and
loftiness of the mouutams, and their higher latitude. Ben Nevis, in lat. fifty-
six deg. fifty ram., attaining an elevation of four thousand three hundred and
sixty-eight feet, falls only a little short of the snow line, and is said to liave
patches of snow all the year round in the fissures near the summit. The
observations which have been recorded regarding the direction of the stria, go
to prove that the Highlands formed a centre of dispersion, from which the 'ice-
streams and bergs radiated in every direction from the central range.
The southern slopes of the Grampian Hills in Angus and Forfar have received

a detailed exammation at the hands of Sir C. Lyell. The striations follow
the lines of the main valleys south-south-east, and several fine examples of
lateral and terminal moraines are mentioned. Of these the great transverse
barrier of Glenakn seem to be the most remarkable. The valley of the south
Esk here contracts from a mile to a half a mile in breadth, and is flanked by
steep mountains. Seen from below, this barrier resembles an artificial dam
two hundred feet high, with numerous hillocks on the summit. Its breadth
from north to south is half a mile. Sir C. Lyell considers this to be the ter-
minal moraine of the receding glacier, and considers it probable that it once
banked up the river so as to form a lake, which has since been drained by the
Esk having cut a channel for itself thirty feet deep on the eastern side.

The Sidlaw Hills claim particular attention on account of the examples of
transported boulders which they afford. Separated by the great valley of
Strathmore from the Grampian range they reach an elevation of one thousand
five hundred feet. They are formed of Old Red Sandstone, and on their flanks
at elevations of seven hundred and eight hundred feet are strewn blocks of
gneiss and mica-slate, which have been floated across the intervening space over
a distance of fifteen miles. One of these blocks on Pitscanbv Hill is tliii'teeu
feet long, and seven across. This is an example, on a much "smaller scale, of
the erratic phenomena of the Alps, where enormous blocks have been trans-
ported across the great vallev of Switzerland from the Mont Blanc rano-e and
stranded along the flanks of the Jura hiUs. The Pierre a hot, one of these
boulders, is one of the noblest monuments in the world of the transporting
power of ice. ,

i &

\, '^i^k
^^^^^'^^ °^ Perthshire have been examined along their southern water-

shed by Bucklaud and Agassiz, who detail numerous examples of glacial tracesm the shape of morames, roches hioutonmes, striae, and perched blocks.
The wild district of Inverness-shire and Ross-shire remain yet to be described,

as far as its glacial history is concerned. From what we know of the adjoinin<^
regions, however, we may surmise that its long channel-shaped valleys and arms
ot the sea, stretchmg from the coasts far into the mountains, must have presented
a series of physical conditions very similar to that of Norway, where the glaciers
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•ppcar to have descended into the sea during the glacial period. The phe-

nomena of Sntherlandsliirc appear to have forced such an analogy on the mind

of Sir K. Murchisun, when lately exploring this region. Gilacuil vestiges are

uo less marked over the rugged and inhospitable island of Skye.

Professor Agassiz is of opinion that the parallel roads of (ilenroy, near the

foot of Ben Nevis, are attributable to a lateral glacier having been projected

across the valley, near Bridge Roy, and another across the valley of Gleu

Speane.
• i /i j

By this means glacier lakes were formed, along whose margm the stratified

terraces of gravel were produced, which are now seen to line the flanks of the

valley at a perfectly horizontal level through several leagues. The subsequent

melting of the glaciers has entirely obliterated any traces of the agent by means

of which the waters were pent up. Mr. Darwin, however, takes a different

view of the subiecl, considering that the narullel roads arc marine terraces,

formed during the submergence of the land to a dei)th of one thousand two

hundred and ilftv feet, llicir present elevation.

Professor Ag;issiz and Dr. Buckland considered not only that glaciers once

existed in the British Islands, but that Urge sheets of ice (ha/j;?^*) covered all

the surface of the districts surrounding the Highland groups. This opinion

is founded on the wide extent to whieli unst ratified gravels, perehed blocks,

and polished sitr/uces in situ are distributed over the districts adjacent to the

centres of distribution. It is now generally aUowed that floating ice, or rather

siriiiimiiir/ ice, h:us i)lav«'d a more important part in producing these phenomena

than was supposed bv the founders of the glacial theory. It is, indeed, an

almost unsolved problem, how we are, in all cases, to distinguish between tiie

effects of icebergs charged with stones scraping along the sides and bottoms of

the channels tiii(mtrh which they float, and the eflects of subaenal glaciers

if of large size, ami impi-llcd by prevalent winds or currents m one general

direction, they would produce polished, grooved and rounded surfaces on flu;

rocks with which thcv would come in contact, and leave behind blocks and

dtbri* strewn so as to 'resemble t he matter of moraines. At the same time there

are several classes of objects which could onli/ have been i)roduced by sul»-

at-rial glaciers, and others which bear the unmistakable impress of acpieous

deposition." The great object to be accomplished is the production of maps

showiiii,' tlw direction of the striir, the positicju of the moraines, and the limits

of the drift, amongst the higldands of Britain.

Remarkt upon Ihe Flint-Implements found at Amiens and Ahhrrille in connection

irlHi the Glacial Theory. By Adm). Wauchope. Sweeter : Penrith.

In this pamphlet Admiral Wnuehope attempts to co-relate the flood of

N(«di with the Glacial i)erio<l; and L. show that the siil)sidence of East

Florida, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Lal)ra(lor, by divert mg the Gulf

Stream, W11.S the e^inse of the dispersion of icebergs over Europe. ^'"^ "7^-

imorkable statement is made at pa^e 7, which it is highly desirable should be

elucidated by a rm.re particular statenunt of Ihe facts,—the piussage we allude

to runs thus"" All these events would pr.iduee a clinuite of eipial cohl with the

Polar reirion-s. Thi-s would cause a rajiid, and all but total extinction of the

huge Mammalia that browsed in llK>us;in(ls in the valleys and wooded plains.

The Irish Elk w;»s also most likely destrf>yed at this time; for I can prove its

having Iwjen contcuijM)nineou.s with man, hariiu/ seen a stone hammer stickinr)

in the okiill of our, and also the heads of others which had been perforated liy the

tame kind of veapnny
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Aiiahuac ; or, Mexico and the Mexicans, Ancient and Modern. Bv Edw. B-

Tylor. London: Longman and Co , 1861.

It is really a treat to read a book like Mr. Tyler's. Free, easy, Uglitly and
pleasnutly written, and yet containing really solid information and material.

In the spring of 1856 Mr. Tylor met another traveller, Mr. Christy, acci-

dentally, in an omnibus at Havanna. Mr. Christy had been wandering in Cuba
amongst the sugar-plantations, and copper-mines, and coifee-estates, descend-

ing into caves, and botanizing in tropical jungles ; Mr. Tylor had been for the

best part of the year in the United States, and had just left the live-oak forests

and sugar-plantations of Louisiana. So the two travellers agreed to visit

Mexico, and heartily glad will everybody be who reads the book which their

adventure has produced that they did so.

It opens pleasantly with this incident, takes us on a delightful excursion to

the Isle of Pines, off the Southern coast of Cuba. Then the two travellers

proceed from Havana to Vera Cruz, and from Vera Cruz to Mexico. Our old

English authors of the seventeenth century used to make their books as short

as possible ; they never said in six words what they could say properly in five,

and they always tried to say what they had to say properly. They were pithy,

curt, quaint, often laconic.

Mr. Tylor always says everything he has to say properly ; more than this,

he says it pleasantly, correctly, wittily, amusingly, concisely. Politics, religion,

the habits of people, the characters of individuals, political economy, statistics,

warfare, physical geography, geology, and scenery, are all treated with a mas-
terly hand. As he walks through Vera Cruz, he describes the white coral-

rock houses, mildewed and dismal-looking. You feel the melancholy plague-

stricken look of the place
;
you see the great turkey-buzzards, with their bald

heads and foid dingy-black plumage, sitting in compact rows on parapets of

houses or churches, and thence leisurely swooping down on the offal in the

streets, one after the other. Palpably the sentry, with his old flint-lock, stands

at the city gate, and when you step outside you feel yoiu'self amongst the high
shifting sandhills that stretch away for miles around Vera Cruz. And so it is

throughout the journey : you understand exactly what Mr. Tylor and Mr.
Christy are doing

;
you know perfectly well who they met and what they saw

;

you know even exactly what time they got home to dinner, or who they dined

out ^vith, and you do not feel the least angry with Mr. Tylor for telling you.

In fact, you do not know that he has told you
;
you have been one of the party,

and of course you know what you did when you were with the travellers. ]Mj.

Tylor is a consummate word-painter of incidents and scenery—a witty, cheerful,

agreeable narrator.

Matters geological tbere are plenty of in this charming volume, from shift-

ing sandhills to lava-currents ; from silver-mines to Umestone-quarries. It

well suits us to give a long extract from Mr. Tylor's book. The obsidian

knives were not likely to be overlooked by two such well-read and observant
travellers. The subject at the present time cannot fail to interest our readers.

" Soon after nightfall we got back to the English imi, and went to bed with-

out any further event happening, except the burning of some outhouses, which
we went out to see. The custom of roofing houses with pine-shingles (' tacu-

meuiles'), and the general use of wood for building all the best houses, make
fires very common here. During the few days we spent in the Real district, I
find in my note-book mention of three fires which we saw. We spent the
next day in resting, and in visiting the mine-works near at hand. The day

[supplement to the " GEOLOGIST," No 41.]
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after, an Enplislinian who liad lived many years at the Real ofTercd <o take us

out for a dav's ride ; and the Company's Adininistrador lent us two of his own
horses, for tlic jJoor l)ciusts from I'aehiica could hardly have gone so far. The
lirst plaee we visited was Penas Cargadas, the ' loaded rocks.' Riding through

a thick wood of oaks and pines, we came suddenly in view of several sugar-

loaf peaks, some three hundred feet liigh, tapering almost to a point at the

top, and each one crowned with a nuiss of i-ocks which seem to have heen

balanced in unstable e(iuilibrium on its point—looking as tiiough the lirst putf

of wind would bring them down. The pillars were of ])orphyritic conglomerate,

which had been disnitegrated ami worn away by wind and rain ; while the great

masses resting on them, probably of solid porpliyry, had l)een less atTected by
these influences. It was the most curious exami)le of the weathering of rocks

that we had ever seen. From Penas Cargadas we rode on to the farm of Gua-
jalotc, where the Company has forests, and cuts wood and burns charcoal for

the mines and the relining works, Don Alejandro, the tenant of (he farm, was
a Scotchman, and a good fellow, lie could not go on with us, for he had
invited a party of ueighboui's to eat up a kid that had been cooked in a hole

in the ground, with embers npou it, after Sandwich Island fashion. This is

called a harhacou—a barbecue. We should have liked to be at the fea.st, but

time was short, so we rode ou to the top of Mount Jacal, twelve thousand feet

above the sea, where there was a view of mountains and valleys, and heat that

was positively nu'lting. Thence down to the Ccrro de Navajas the ' hill of

knives.' It is on the sides of this hill that obsidian is found in enormous
quantities. Before the conquerors introduced the use of iron, these deposits

were regularly mined, and this place was the ShelUeld of Mexico.
" We were curious to see all that was to be seen ; for Mr. Christy's excellent

collection, already large before our visit, and destined to become mueh larger,

contained numbers of implements and weapons of this very peculiar material.

Any one who does not know obsidian may imagine great masses of bottle-glass,

such as our orthodox uglv wine-bottles are made of, very hard, very brittle,

and—if one breaks it with any ordinary implenu-nt—going, as glass does, in

every direction but the right one. ^^'e saw its resemblance to this port-wine

bottle-glass in an odd way at the Oio de Agua, where the wall of the hacienda

was arnu'd at the ton, after our hiiglish fashicm, apparently with bits of old

bottles, which turneu out to be chips of obsidian. Out of this rather unpro-

mising stuff [he Mexicans made Icuives, razors, arrow- and snear-heads, and
other things of great beauty. 1 say nothing of the polished obsidian mirrors

and ornaments, nor even of the curious masks of the human face that are to

be seen in collections, for these were only laboriously cut and polished wit h

jewellers' sand, to us a common-place process.

Cortes found the barbers at the great market of Tlalelolco busy shaving the

natives with such razors, an<l he and his men had experience of other uses of

the same material in the flights of obsidian-headed arrows which 'darkened the

sky,' a.s they said, and the more deadly wooden maces stuck all over with
obsidian pouits, and of the priests' saerilieial knives too, not long after. These
things were not cut and polished, but made by ehipying f)r cracking off j)ieees

from a lump. This one can sec by the traces of coachoidal fracture which they

all show.
" The art is not wholly understood, for it perished soon after the Conquest,

when iron came in ; Init, as far a.s the theory is concerned, 1 think I can give

a tolerably sati.sfaetory account of the process of manufacture. In the first

place, the workman who makes gun-flints could probably make some of the

simpler obsidian im|ilfments, which were no doubt chipped off in the sanu; way.

The .section of a gun-flint, with its one side flat for sharpness and the oiher

aide ribbed for strength, is one of the characteristics of obsidian knives. Tiiat
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the flint knives of Scandinavia were made by chipping off strips from a mass

—S IV-

1. Flame-shaped arrow-head ; obsidian : Teteohuacan. 2. Arrow-head ; opake obsidian

:

Teteohuacan. 3. Knife or razor of obsidian, shown in two aspects ; Mexico. 4. Leaf-shajied
knife or javelin-head ; obsidian ; from Real del Monte. 5. Spear-head of chalcedony ; one
of a pair supposed to be spears of state ; found in excavating for the Casa Grande, Tezcuco.
(This peculifir opalescent chalcedony occurs as concretions, sometimes of large size, in the
trachytic lavas of Mexico.)

is proved by the many-sided prisms occasionally found there, and particularly

by that one which was discovered just where it had been worked, with the
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knives cbipped oft" it lying close by, and fitting accurately into their places

upon it.

" Now to make the case complete,

we ought to find such prisms in

Mexico ; and aceordhigly, some
mouths ago, when I examined the

splendid Mexican collection of Mr.
Uhde, at Ileitlclberg, 1 found one

or two. No one seemed to have

suspected their real .nature, and

tliey had been classed as maces, or

the handles of some kind of weapon.

I should say from memory tluit they

were seven or eight inches long,

and as large as one could conve-

niently gra.sp ; and one or both of

tliem, as if to remove all doubt as

to what thev were, liad the strip-

ping oft" of ribbons not carried quite

round them, but leaving an inter-

mediate strip rougii. There is ano-

ther point about the obsidian knives

which requires confirmation. One
can often sec on the ends of the

Scandinavian (lint knives the bruise

made bv tiie blow of tlic hard stone

with which they were knocked off.

I did not tliink of hiokiiig to this

Coint when at Mr. Uhde's museum,
ut the only obsidian knife J have

seen since seems to be tlius bruised

at the end.

"C)ncc able to break his obsidian straight, tlic workman has got on a long

way in Jiis trade, for a large proportion of the articles he hjis to make are

formed bv planes intersceling one another in various directions. But the

Mexiean knives arc generally not pointed, but turned up at the end, a.>^ one

may bend up a druggist's spatula. This |)eeuliar shape is not given to answer
a purpose, but results from the natural fractiire of the stone.

" Kvcn then, the way of making several implements or weapons is not

entirely clear. We got several obsidian maces or lance-heads—one about leu

inches lung -which were taper from base to point, and covered with taper

flutinirs; and there are other things which present great dithcullies. I have
heard on pood authority that somewhere in iVni the Indians still have a way
of working obsidian by laying a bone wedge on the surface of a piece, and
tapping it till the stone cracks. Such a process may have been used in

Mexico.
We may sec in museums beautiful little articles made in this intractable

material, such as the mirrors and masks I have mentioned, and even rings and
cups. But, as I Lave said, these are mere lapidaries' work.

The situation of the mines was picturesque
;
grand hills of porphyritic rock,

and pine-forest evervwiiere. Not far off is the hroad track of a hunieaue,

Mhieh had walked through it for miles, knocking the great trees down like

ninepins, and leaving them to rot there. The vegetation gave evident proof

of a severe clin^atc ; and yet the heat and glare of the sun were more intolerable

Ftuted prism of obsi-
dian ; the core from
"which tlako.s have
been atmck off.

Aztec knives or razors.
Iion^ narrow flakes of
oboidiiui, tutviiiitr a sin-

gle fnfo on one side, and
three facets on the otli«r.
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than we had ever felt it in the region of sugar-canes and bananas. About
here, some of the trachytic porphyry which forms the substance of the hills

had happened to have cooled, under suitable conditions, from the molten state
iato a sort of slag or volcanic glass, which is the obsidian in question; and, in
places, this vitreous lava—from one layer havmg flowed over another which
was already cool—was regularly stratified.

" The mines were ^nere wells, not very deep ; with horizontal workings into
the obsidian, where it was very good and in thick layers. Round about were
heaps of fragments, hundreds of tons of them ; and it was clear, from the
shape of these, that some of the manufacturing was done on the spot. There
had been great numbers of pits worked ; and it was from these " minillas,"
little mines, as they are called, that we first got an idea how important an ele-

ment this obsidian was ia the old Aztec civilization. In excursions made since,
we travelled over whole districts in the plains, where fragments of these arrows
and knives were to be found, literally at every step, mixed with morsels of
pottery, and here and there a little clay idol. Among the heaps of fragments
were many that had become weathered on the upper side, and had a remarkable
lustre, Hke silver. Obsidian is called bizcli by the Indians, and the silvery sort
is known as bizcli platera. They often find bits of it in the fields; and ^^^
with great secrecy and mystery to Mr. Bell, or some other authority in mining
matters^ and confide to him their discovery of a silver mine. They go away
angry and unconvinced when told what their sUver reaUy is ; and generally
come to the conclusion that he is deceiving them, with a view of throwing thein
off the scent, that he may find the place himself, and cheat them of their share
of the profits—just what their own miserable morbid cunning would lead them
to do under such circumstances.

" The family-Ukeness that exists among the stone tools and weapons found
in so many parts of the world is very remarkable. The flint-arrows of North
America, such as Mr. Longfellow's arrow-maker used to work at in the land of
the Dacotahs, and which, in the wild northern states of Mexico, the Apaches
and Comanches use to this day, might be easily mistaken for the weapons of
oar British ancestors, dug up on the banks of the Thames. It is true that the
finish of the Mexican obsidian implements far exceeds that of the chipped flint

and agate weapons of Scandinavia, and still more those of England, Switzer-
land, and Italy, where they are dug up in such quantities, in deposits of allu-
vial sod, and in bone-caves in the Limestone rocks. But this higher finish we

may attribute partly to the superiority

of the material ; for the Mexicans also

used flint to some extent, and their flint

weapons are as hard to distinguish by
inspection as those from other parts of

the world. We may reasonably suppose,
moreover, that the skiU of the Mexican
artificer increased when he found a better
material than flint to work upon. Be
this as it may, an inspection of any good
collection of such articles shows the
much higher finish of the obsidian im-
plements than of those of flint, agate,

and rock-crystal. They say there is an
ingenious artist who makes flint arrow-heads and stone axes for the benefit

of English antiquarians, and earns good profits by it. I should like to
give him an order for ribbed obsidian razors and spear-heads ; I don't think he
would make much of them.

.
" The wonderful similarity of character among the stone weapons found ia

Mexican arrow-heads of obsidian.
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clifFerpnt parts of the world has often been used by ethnologists as a means of

sunporliug tlic theory that this and other arts were earried over the world by

triues migrating from one common centre of creation of the human species.

Aztec knife of chalcedony, monnted on a wooden handle, which is shaped like a human
fitfure, with its face appearini? tlirouKh an C!i(;lc-hcad mask, and has been iulaiil wirli

mosaic work of malachite, shell, and turquoise. Length 12^ inches.

The argument has not much weight, and a larger view of the subject quit-e

supersedes il.

" We may put the question in this way. In Asia and in Europe the use of

stone tools and weajioiis has alwavs characterized a very low state of civiliza-

tion ; and such iniplomcuts are only found among savage tribes living by the

chase, or just beginning to cultivate the ground, and to emerge from the condi-

tion of mere barbarians. Now, if the Mexicans got their civilization from

Europe, it must have been from some people unacquainted with the use of

iron, if not of bronze. Iron abounds in Mexico, not only in the state of ore,

but occurring nearly pure in aerolites of great size, as at Cholula, and at Zaea-

tccas, not far from the great ruins there; so that the only reason for their

not using it must liave been ignorance of its qutilitics.

"The Arabian Nights' story of the mountain which consisted of a single

loadstone finds its literal fullihuent in Mexico. Not far from Iluetamo, on the

road towards the Pacifie, there is a conical hill composed entirely of mrignetio

iron-ore. The blacksmiths in the neighbourhood, with no other apparatus than

their common forges, make it directly into wrought iron, which they use for all

ordinary purposes.
" Now, in suj)|)osing civilization to be transmitted from one country to ano-

ther, we must measure it by the height of its lowest noiiit, a.s we measure the

strength of a chain by the strength of the weakest linlc. The only civilization

that the Mexiraiis cm have received from the Old World must have been from

some people whose cutting implements were of sharp stone, consequently, as

we nuiat conclude by analogy, some very barlxirous and ignorant tribe.

" From this point wc nnist admit that the inhabitants of Mexico raised thcm-

.selvc's, indfixMidcutly, to tlie extraordinary degree of eullure which distin-

guished them when Knropeans lirst beeaiue aware of their existence. The
curious distributir)n of their knowledge shows plainly that they found it for

thi ' >, and did not receive it by transmission. AVe find a wonderful

a< .fc with !Lstr(mc)my, even to such details a,s the real cause of eclipses,

and tlie length of the year given by intercalations of surprising accuracy ; and,

at the same time, no knowledge whatever of the art of writing alphabetically,

for their hieroglyphics arc nothing but suggestive pictures. Thev had carried

the art of pardeninp to a hitrh decree of perfection; but, though there were

two kinds of ox, and the buffalo at no great distance from them in the coun-

tries they had already pa.ss<'d through in their migration from the north, they

Iiad no iSea of the employment of oeaata of burden, nor of the use of milk.
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They were a great trading people, and had money of several kinds in genci-al

use, but the art of v eigliiug was utterly unknown to tliem ; while, on the
other hand, the Peruvians habitually used scales and weights, but had no idea
of the use of money.

" To retm-n to the stone knives. The Mexicans may very well have invented
the art themselves, as they did so many others ; or they may have received it

from the Old World. The things themselves prove nothing either way.
" The real proof of their having, at some early period, communicated with

inhabitants of Europe or Asia rests upon the traditions cui-rent among them,
which are recorded by the early historians, and confirmed the Aztec picture-
vTitings ; and upon several extraordinary coincidences in the signs used by
them in reckoning astronomical cycles. Further on I shall allude to these
traditions.

" On the whole, the most probable view of the origin of the Mexican tribes

seems to be the one ordinarily held, that they really came from the Old World,
bringing with them several legends, evidently the same as the histories recorded
in the book of Genesis. This must have been, however, at a time when they
were quite a barbarous, nomadic tribe ; and we must regard their civilization

as of independent and far later growth.
"We rode back through the woods to Guajalote, where the Mexican cook

had made us a feast after the manner of the country, and from her experience
of foreigners had learnt to temper the chile to our susceptible throats. Deci-
dedly the Mexicans are not without ideas in the matter of cookery. We
stayed talking with the hospitable Don Alejandro and his sister till it was all

but dark, and then rode back to the Real, admii'uigthe fire-flies that were dart-

ing about by thousands, and listening to our companion's stories, which turned
on robberies and murders—as stories are apt to do in wild places after dark.
But, save an escape from being robbed some twenty years back, and the history
of an Indian who was mui'dered just here by some of his o^vu people, for a few
shdlings he was takmg home, our friend had not much reason to give for the
two huge horse-pistols he cai-ried, ready for action. His story of the death of
a German engineer in these parts is worth recording here. He was riding
home one dark night with a companion ; and, trusting to his knowledge of tlie

country, tried a short cut through the woods, among* the old open mines near
the Regla road. They had quite passed all the dangerous places, he thought,
so he gave his horse the spiu', ana plunged sheer down a shaft, hundreds of
feet deep. His friend pulled up in time, and got home safely."

From this interesting subject we pass on to a discourse on numerals and
counting ; then to the siege and capitvdation of Puebla ; to miracles, rival

\argius, Indian canoes, water-snakes, salt and salt-pans, fried flies'-egq;s, Aztec
pictures, the mammoth bones in the Mexican museum, bull-lazoing and cock-
fighting, gambling and fortunate miners, travelling companions and Mexicans
who live by their wits, artificial lightning, the future destinies of Mexico, cuiii

nmltis aliis, which are, as the pufiiug advertisers say, " too numerous to men-
tion." With them we do not meddle ; luckily for us, our province is conlbied
to the geological : we do not say aU we could say about that ; but if we were
tempted out of our course, eight pages would not suffice for this review.
We linger only to add a valuable note which Mr. Tylor gives us in an

appendix, on the manufactui-e of obsidian knives.

" Some of the old Spanish writers on Mexico give a tolerably full account of the manner in
which the obsidian knives, &c., were made by the Aztecs. It will be seen that it only modi-
fies LQ one particular the theory we had formed by mere inspection as to the way in which
these objects were made, which is given at p. 97 ; that is, they were cracked off by pressure,
and not, as we conjectured, by a blow of some hard substance.
Torquemada {Monarquia Indiana, Seville, 1616), says (free translation) :

" ' They had, and stiU have, workmen who make knives of a cei-tain black stone or flint.
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which it is ft most woiulcrrul nnd ixlniiraMc tliinp to see ihom n.nkc out of the stone ; nnrl the
inpoir.iity nbicli iiivctitfd tUii> art is mucli to he pmiseil. They are made and got out of the
F'one (if one enn explain it) in this miuiner. One of these Indian workuieii sits dow-n iinod
the (rroiind. and takes a piece of this black stone, which is like jot, nnd hard n« lUnt, nnd is a
Btone which niiirht he called i)rccions, more beautiful and briUiant tluui alabaster or jasper,
BO much so that of it arc made uililets and mirrors. The piece they tivkc is about eipht inches
Icnir or rather more, and as Uiick as one's Icpr or rather less, and cylindrical ; they have a
etick as large as the shaft of a liuice, nnd three cubits or nither more in length ; and at tho
end of it they fasten firmly another jiiece of wood, eight inches long, to give more weight to
this part; then, pressing their naked feet together, they hold the stone as with a jiair of
pincers or tho vice of a carpenter's bench. They take the stick, which is cut ofT smootli at
Uie end, with both hands, and set it well home against the edge of tho front of tho stone

fy ponrnlo aretar con el canto df la frenle de /<; piedraj which also is cut smooth in that part;
and then tliey press it against their breast, and with tlie force of the pressure there flies off

a knife, with its point, and edge on each side, as neatly as if one were to make them of a tnr-
nip with a sharj) knife, or of iron in the fire. Then they sharjien it on a stone, using a hone
to give it a very fine edge ; and in a verj' short time these workmen will make more than
twenty knives in the aforesaid manner. They conic out of the same shape a.s our liarbers'

lancets, excejit that they have a rib up tho middle, and have a slight graceful cun-e towards
the point. They wUl cut and shave the hair the first time they ore used, at the first cut nearly
as well as a steel razor, but they lose their edge at the second cut; and so, to finish shaving
one's beard or hair, one after another has to be <ised ; though indeed they are dieap, and
spoiling tliem is of no conseriuence. Many Spaniards, both regular and seciilar clcrgj-, have
been shaved with them, espcciallj- at the beguming of the colonization of these realms, when
there was no such abundance as now of the necessary instniments, and pBojtle who gain
their livelihood V)y j)ractising this occupation. But I conclude by saving that it is an admira-
l)le tiling to sec them made, and no small argument for tlie capacity of the men who found
out snch an invention.' "

?sow \vc take our Icavp of "Anahuac;" wc liarc read it from br!:,'iMnin£r to

end and liavc been delighted ^^ith it. Our readers will be the same if they

buy it and read it right through as we liarc done.

AVe liave to thank Mr. Tylor for the use of some of the excellent woodcuts
withwhieh his book is copiously illustrated.

Primeval Man. By the llcv. Dr. Axperson, F.G.S. Edinburgii

:

Paton and Ritchie, 1861.

This small Pamphlet, a report and address to the Graduates' Association at

St. Andrew's, has been sent to us by its author, the Rev. Dr. Anderson of Dura

Den, who lakes views on the subject of Qint-implcinenls and their bearings ou

the question of the great antiquity of man like those expressed by M. Robert in

his late correspondence wiih M. Boucher do Perthes, namclv, that there had been

niueh commingling by diluvial or torrential action of the bones and debris em-

bedded in the more ancient pleistocene beds, with more recent renuiins and

more modem sediments and deposits.

Gcologiad changes are dailv falling within our own obscnat ions, and scarcely

a year elapses without souu-lhing oeruning worthy to be noticed. The .Murray

hen in il

s

siiire floods of \^i'.) ; then in the spring of Is.jO, at the breaking up of the,

ice in the river Spcy and its tributaries, and the vast acetimulation of sand ant)

gravel ne.ar the junction of the Ya\v\\ with the Cerecs Burn, are quoted

bv Dr. .\ndl•r^fm whf> deduces from these and similar modern instances

that the mcxv pnnitinn of the beds of gravel and silt in which the flint weapons

are found does not ncccs.sariidy determine their time, or even relative ages one

with another. Many of them may not l)e in their original places, but have been

shifted and earried to other loe.nlitw-s, either suddenly by river-flooding, or slowly

anri gradually by the eroding action of rains and runlets of streams,

;\ It hough these opinion3 arc not in strict accordanee with our own, we arc

always ready to eoneede a ])ortion of our pages in stating the opposing views of

others, whenever tho«e views have any merit.

We are sorry, however, that Dr. Andi-rson shotild hare misinterpreted and

mi.s-stated some of our thoughts expressed in a former volume of " The Gk(ji/j-

r.i.sT," but as we feel quite sure this was not intentional on his part, we refrain

from further comment on that subject.
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ON METALLIFEROUS SADDLES.

By Dr. R. N. Rdbidge, of Port Elizabeth, South Africa.

In the number of jour journal for October, 1860, I read with great

interest a paper by Dr. Watson " On the Metalliferous Saddles of

Derbyshire and Staffordshire." The Doctor says that, though well

known to the miners, he believes these saddles have not hitherto been

described by any geologist. If he will refqr to the Journal of

the Geol. Soc, 1857, p. 233, he wiU find a paper "On the

Mines of Namaqualand," in which I think he will recognise

a description of these deposits under the name of " metallic axes."

With such modifications as the difference in the strata and their

metallic contents requires, his description would nearly apply to what

I said.

The strata in which my axes occur are gneiss and gneiss-granite

with occasional beds of magnesian and micaceous rock at Springbok

Vonteia and Concordia, and micaceous and calcareous rock, with

gneiss at Kodas. The saddles (a better name than mine) in all the

productive ruines were folds in the strata, with fissures of various

sizes and dii'ections intersecting them. The one was in some cases

more abundant in the planes corresponding to the original bedding

of the rock: this was strikingly the case at Concordia, where the

VOL. IV. 2 F
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main dip was north and the disturbed one south—the strike of the

rocks being nearly east and west. (Sec. 1 and 2).

Dip South. Dip North.

Fig. 1.—Spring Bok Vontein.

Dip South.

Dip North.

Fig. 2.—Concordia.

The ore is chiefly copper, with a good deal of iron, a little molyb-

denum (sulphuret), an occasional film of gold, and in one instance a

lump of tungstate of limo. Oxides, silicates, and carbonates occupied

the fissures and the upper parts of the pipc-vcius, those, viz., where

the surface-action was greater. Black, purple, and yellow sulphurets

succeeded at first in good quantities; but lower in the excavation the

gneiss became mere felspathic, less fissured, and at length assumed the

form of a felspathic granite, in which only specks of pyrites were

obser\-able here nncj there. Meeting these saddles, whose anticlinal

line coincided, or nearly did so, with the stinke of the rocks, were

twi.sts of the strata, figs. 3 and 4, crossing the strike at various angles,

one of which, a horizontal section, appeared on the surface near its

junction with the metallic saddle of Koperberg, and had the appearance
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in fig. 3. The points a and c, were not three feet apart; the line

/. g., about an inch thick, was micaceous rock with large crystals

of felspar. The richest deposits of ore seemed to me to occur at

Line of Strike.

Fig. 3.—Koperberg.

h i, direction of tlie metallic axis ; k I, strike of the rocks ; dip towards h i.

spots on the saddles or axes where one or more of these twists met

them. There was generally no metal in the twists. The axes too

were traceable for miles through the country, but were only metalli-

ferous, to any considerable extent, at intervals. Thus, I believe the

mines of Springbok Vontein and Koperberg were on the same run

—

a good section of which was visible on the side of a ravine crossing

it nearly at right angles near Koperberg. This showed that these

disturbances were not produced by, nor essentially connected with,,

granite. The meeting of a twist with the saddle of Koperberg I

have mentioned. I believe more than one crossed that of Springbok

Vontein, though the surface was so decomposed and so scarred and

fissured in various directions that it was impossible to make it out

clearly. This mine had not been worked to any great depth when

I visited it. The observations on the succession of ores, though I

believe it applies equally to this, was made at Concordia and other

places.

At Nababeel, a spot which has not produced so much ore as its

appearance promised, was observed the structure shown in fig. 4.
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When the saddles were traced down to any considerable depth

the gneiss seemed gi*adaally to lose its laminated character, and

assume the form of a highly felspathic granite, which lower down
lost all traces of metal.

It was evident to me, as I stated at the time, that the deposits of

ore were due to the surface-actions of water, with what aid from

electro-magnetic agency I know not. Some of the rocks acted

strongly on the magnetic needle ; but, as most of them contained iron,

it might have been owing to that, though all the ores that I tried in

one or two mines had no such effect.

I beHeve that what I then stated still holds good—that at whatever

depth (and it varied considerably) surface- action ceased, the ore

disappeared, I mentioned several circumstances to show that even

the less soluble ores were acted upon by the water of the district,

and that in the case of Van der Stell's mine the surface of the excava-

tion has been coated with silicate of copper by permeation through

the solid gneiss rock since his time,—1680, 1 believe.

Your interesting periodical, though ordered tkrough an agent as

soon as I heard of it, only reached me last mouth. I find that views

which I entertained on the nature of granite years ago are fast

gaining ground on the continent. I wrote about this to members

and officers of the Geological Society at intervals for several years .

and, though I did so with the diffidence of one whose position did not

entitle him to hold an opinion adverse to those ofthe leaders in science,

1 believe that I said enough to show that, if the igneous theory of gra-

nite is abandoned by most geologists ere twenty years elapses, as I

believe it will be, I was among the first to give it up, and to show

good reasons for doing so. That if the metamorphic theory was

true, as applies to gneiss, mica-schist, &c., it was equally true of

granite, syenite, and greenstone, I felt quite sui'e in 1855. That clay-

slate passed quietly into mica-schist, chlorite-schist, gneiss, &c.,

without eruptive rock of any kind, I stated as early. That rocks

were changed into quartzite by surface-infiltration, I wrote as my
opinion to Sir R. Murchison in the same year. In 1857 I showed

good reason to believe that the oversight of this fact had led to great

error as to the super-position of our strata. Since then I have

proved that strata set down as primitive and separated from the
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Devonian on the evidence of theii' mutual relation with horizontal

and inclined quartzite are all of one formation ; all contain the

same fossils, and all have the same relation to the quartzite in

different localities. See Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc, vol. xv
, p. 196,

<ibc.

C R R E S P N L) K ,N C E .

DIFFICULTIES OF DARWINISM.

Sib,—In the article on Mr. Darwin's theory that I contributed to yonr maga-
zine in April and ^lay last, I contented myself with stating the scientific argu-

ments both for and against it, as they presented themsclvos to me. I did not

touch on any of the points connected with theology, as I mistrusted my ability

to deal properly with them ; and now, if Mr. Grindley's attack had been directed

afrainst myself alone, I should not hare troubled you with any remarks on the

Rubjcct ; but a.s he has stated that this theory is opposed to the truths of Revealed
Religion, I feel that I ought to do my best to show that I believe such not to be
the case.

In his first paragraph Mr. Grindley says that " its direct effect would be to

shut the Creator out of the world ofHis o^m creation, and to set up instead what
the Rev. Baden Powell calls the ' self-evolving powers of nature.' " Now in this I

cannot agree with him. Tliey who speak of this theorj- as "shutting out the

Creator from the world of Hi.s own creation," seem to imagine that its advocates

dispense with the necessity of a Creator altogether ; and they talk of the " theory

of creation and the •' theory of development" as if the one were the exact con-

trary of the other. But the theory of development, or of natural selection, is

merely a theory of the vny in u'/nV/i tlif Crcntor has carried on His v:ork nf crea-

tion ; not a denial of a Creator, nor of cr<>ation. J cann<it understand wliy natural

selection has been so often mistaken for a cause, when it is evidently the effect of

the " struggle for life" acting on variations in species, which variations are the

efTcrts of an unknown law ordained and guided, without doubt, by an Intelligent

C'ntise " on a preconceiveil and definite plan." I have neither time nor space to

go into any of the proofs nf)W, but 1 must refer Mr. (irindley to a most ablo

pamyihlrt calle<l " Nattirnl Selection not inronaiHtont with Natural Theology," by
Dr. Asa Gray, publiHhe<! in the " Atlantic Monthly" for July, August, and Octo-

ber, and reprinted in Kngland by Triibner and Co., fiO, Paternoster-row, which I

would alfio recommend to your other remlers who tnke an interest in the subject.

Ti no notice. I leave it to your readers to judge
whet ..' l)een, or can be, given to most of the state-

ments by any other hypothesis.

With reference to the third paragmjdi, I must protest against Mr. Orindley

saying that I profcRS " to have answered the principal objections to the Danvinian

theory." If he lo<->ks at my article again, he will see that I merely stat« the

objortions anrl the answers thnf have hrrm given to tht^m (the answer to No. 4
brinp the only original one), and leave it an open question. It is not until I have

stated the arguments in favour of the theorj- that I say that, on the whole, the

evidence seems to be in favour of it. He also puts four queries to me, upon
which I must make a few remarks.
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1. It seems that he had only read one-half of my paper when he wrote this.

He has by this time, I hope, foimd my opinion on it in the second half.

2. I most confess that I do not tmderstand what Mr. Grindley means by " no
specimen in the transition state has ever been found ;" although it cannot be a

mistake, for he uses the same words again.

According to Mr. Darwin's theory, all species are in a transition state. Mr.
Grindley cannot have formed very clear ideas on the subject, if he thinks that

we ought to find animals of half one species and half another, like mermen or

centaurs. K he means connecting links between species, any elementary work
on natm-al history or palaeontology will point out many to him.

3. I have not the slightest doubt but that Professor Owen is quite right, and
that it is a fact that " no knov:n cause of change productive of the varieties of

mammalian species could operate in altering the size, the shape, &c., &c. ;" but
I do not see how Mr. Grincfiey obtains from it the conclusion which he implies,

viz., that therefore the variations could not have taken place. We do not know
the causes of many things. Besides, it is not at all necessary to Mr. Darwin's
theory to suppose that man has been developed from the gorilla ; on the contrary,

as they are recent species, the parent stock of both is most likely extinct.

4. Mr. Darwin does not pretend to adduce direct evidence of one species

changing into another ; although, when we see two fonns so different as to have
been at first classed by all naturalists as distinct species, and afterwards, on the
discovery of connecting Unks, obliged to be referred to one and the same, I think

that we might faii'ly take that as an instance of one species having passed into

another. For even if one of them shotdd not be a lineal descendant of the other, .

yet, as they are allowed to be of the same species, they must have had a common
progenitor, which cotild not have been like them both. Among species, I need
hardly say, instances of this kind are innumerable, and in the case of the forami-

nifera, Messrs. Carpenter, Jones, and Parker have been obUged to acknowledge
that many forms, previously considered not only as of different species, but as of

different genera and even orders, " must, in all probability, have had a common
origin."

Mr. Grindley says that, tmtil direct evidence can be produced, it is no " true

physical law," but a " mere dream." I am sorry to have to refer him again to

my paper, but, if he will take the trouble to look, he will see that I do not say
that it is a true physical law, but that at present it must be considered as a very
probable hypothesis. A probable hypothesis only becomes a true theory when
the probabilities in its favour amount to certainty ; and it then becomes one even
if no direct proof can be given. The first law of motion itself has not been, and
cannot be, proved by direct experiment

;
yet who disbeUeves it ? The theory

of the undulation of light, and even the very existence of ether upon which it

depends, cannot be proved dii-ectly, yet it is believed to be true on account of the
immense number of phenomena that it explains ; and, although I do not mean to

say that the proof of the transmutation of species is at all equal to the proof of

the tmdulatory theory of Ught, still it easily explains a great ntimber of

phenomena.
With regard to paragraphs 4, 5, and 6, I am willing to admit that Adam may

have been " a noble specimen of man, and Eve a soft Circassian beauty," though
I do not know that "the Scriptures of Truth" anywhere" assert" this ; but I am
sorry to see Mr. Grindley wasting the best and most eloquent parts of his letter

on shadows. Ko advocate of the Darwinian theory, to the best of my knowledge,
ever said that " the mental and moral powers of man" were developed from the
instincts of the lower animals. On the contrary, I see many reasons for beUeving
that, when the time was come that man was fitted to receive them, they wei'e

given him by a special interposition of the same power that created all things.

The Rev. J. Kenrick, in his essay on Primeval History, published in 1&^ has
remarked that " it is impossible to define the time which he (man) occupied in

advancing from his primseval condition to that in which he appears at the com-
mencement of history ;" and we must remember that it is the mental qualifi-

cations of man, and not the physical strength of his body, which gives him
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"dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of tlio air, and over every
livinp thini^ that niovcth upon the earth." Tho only nrjruineiit, us far as I know,
against this view is that there are races of men, as tlio Zulu Caffres, who seem
to liavo no more sense of right and WTong than the beaats, and no belief in or

knowledge of a God.
As for Mr. Grindley's indignation at the "humility" of those "who would link

themselves with brutes," I feci no more disgraced in supposing that our present
bodies ai'c the noblest result of creation's work, perl'octod through countless

ages, and through countless form.^, than in the fact that our actual bodies, in

which we ai"e now living, are formed of the food wo eat, which, in its turn, must
shortly before have existed only ob inorganic elements—as, in fact, " the dust of

the ground."
With regard to the last paragraph, I stated in my paper that there is nothing

like a total absence of intermediate forms ui the goologicnl record ; and if Mr.
Grindley does not mean them b}' his "species in a transition state," I do not

know what he does mean. I do not remember where Sir C. Lyell " proves the

theory that nil the ijreat classes of organic life were created at ovcc," and I do not

think that he is likely ever to have attempted to do so ; but I have never seen

the third edition of his " P'-incij)lps." In the ninth chapter of the ninth edition,

he shows that, owing to tho great imperfection of the geological record, "we
must not too hastily infer that the highest class of vertebrated animals did not

exist in remoter ages," and also that we ought to be on our guard against " taking

for granted that the date of creation of any family of animals or plants in past

time coincides with the age of the oldest sti-atified rock in which the geologist

has detected its remains," and I suppost^ it is to this that Mr. Cirindley refers. In
my paper I said that I thought the geological argument was in favour of Mr.
Darwin's theorj', l)ecause all known fossils are intermediate to living forms— that

is to say, they fall natundly into the mo<lem classification, and help to fill up the

gn]is in it, and because, a.s a general rnle, the older a form is, the more it differs

from living ones. I cannot, therefore, imagine what made Mr. Grindley think

that my conclusions were opposite to those of Sir C. Lyell, or that they were
drawn from the same facts ; but as ho says that he only received his copy of tho
" Geologist" on the morning th^t he WTote his letter, I dare say ho read it rather

hastily.

I do not wish to t^ke up more of j'our space than I can help, or I would make
some remarks on the numerous inconsistencies nnd absurdities in Mr. Grindley's

letter; such as " thoori(!S which now-n-dayq take the jilace of facts." Compare
" to bring fonvard a number of isolated statements is simply absurd" with " this

single statement is weighty enough to decide the whole question.". .

." If it cannot

trace the sequence of the development of the mammal into man.".. " But if they

cannot point to the possession of a moral nature beyond the pale of humanity,
then I contend that their whole theorj- fails," Ac, &c. Hut as none of these bear

directly on tho question at issue, I leave them for tlie amusement of your
readers.

Vours truly,

Staff College, Juno 7. F W. TIitton.

DF.KR'S HORNS FN BRIXHAM CAVERN.

Df.ar Sir,- -The impirtant communication which apjioared in the last (.lune)

numlxT of tho " Geoi.ooist," from yonr correspondent Mr. Drake, contains tho

folloT^Ag pa.«Mat"'. which Hcems to require a little attention, namely: "The
arrow^iead found fntan^rlfd in the horns of the stag by Mr. Prngolly, at Urixham,

was va«t in importance." I cannot nnrlerstand how the idea of an " arrrjw-head"

beinp: found so " entanglcfl" has got abroa<l. A similar pa«sago occurs in Pro-

ffc-or AnHtefl's " Geological Gossip," and is possibly the original of Mr. Drake's.
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Be tliis as it may, it is certain that no arrow-head, or worked flint, or other stone

of any kind was so situated. The antler of the rein-deer was found lying on

the floor or cake of stalagmite which covered the bed of bone-eai-th with all its

contents, and all the worked flints lay at the base of this bone-bed, and therefore

at a considerably lower lerel than the antler.

The relics of the cave mammals, with the evidences of man's existence and
(as I beheve) high antiquity, had all been deposited and hermetically sealed up
before the introduction into the cavern of that fine rehc of the rein-deer.

So far as Mr. Drake's inference is concerned, this correction is unimportant,

but it seems right to prevent, if possible, erroneous statements respecting Brix-

ham Cavern Irom becoming cun-ent, especially as no authorized report on it has

yet been given to the world.

I am yours, &c.,

Lamoma, Torquay, June 4. W. Pexgelly.

FOREIGN OORRESPONDENCE.

M. Gaudry has communicated another interesting paper on his

researches in Greece, in which he states that, although his researches

in 1855 furnished him with the remains of a great number of rumi-

nants, they never brought to light any tooth or skull belonging to

one of the goat tribe. So in a note which M. Lartet and himself laid

before the Academy in 1856, they stated their opinion that the

amalthee might be an antelope. At the present time M. Gaudry
possesses eighteen skulls, and most of them have their posterior part

whole, two among them being furnished with their teeth and the

bony axes of the horns. These fossils confirm the supposition that

the amalthee is not a goat, but an antelope. M. Owen says that the

grinders of the antelope are distinguished from those of the goat in

not having interlobular columns, their covering of enamel being

longer, and the external surface of the superior grinders having the

fun-ows more marked and the depressions not so plainly limited by-

straight longitudinal borders. M, Gaudry has remarked also that

with goats the superior front grinders are cut at right angles, instead

of being rounded and sinuous as with antelopes ; it seems that they

ai'e halves separated from the back grinders. They have not any
distinct tops like those of antelopes, so much so that one cannot mark
the part where the enamel begins upon the shaft. These characters

give the front grinders of the goat, seen on the external surface, a

look which reminds one a little of the teeth of a horse. In goats the

thi-ee front grinders are very straight, the space which they occupy is

far from being the third of the total length of the series of grinders,

whilst in the antelopes they attain, and sometimes go beyond, the

third of that length. It is true that these various characters are sub-

jec't to exceptions, but at least they are more constant than those

furnished by the horns, and certainly they are of greater generic

value. The amalthee has not any of those characteristics enumerated

VOL. IV. 2 G
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as peculiar to goats ; it has, on the coutrary, those belonging to the

autcliipe.

The teeth of the upper jaw bone, and particularly of the lower one,

have the interlobular tubercules jutting out, becouiing in son)e speci-

mens real columns. The principal part of the skull does not i*ecedo

behind the horns as does that of the goat. It is straight and massive,

and forms a right angle with the occiput. As there is no existing

sub-genus of antelope in which this conld be placed, the name of

tragoceras {rfjayos goat, and x^P^^ horn) has been proposed for it,

and Trag. Auudthceus in the name M. Gaudry would give the above
described species.

In a small skull of an antelope, still furnished with its teeth and the

bony axes of its horns, the extremity of the nasal and intermaxillary

bone is still preserved. This discovery allows him to determine a
gi-eat many axes which, up to the present time, had been found sepa-

rated, and which M. Wagner had included under the name of Antelope

hrevicornis. The skull discovered can be cla.ssed in the sub-genus

gazelle. It resembles the general form of the head of the common
gazelle in the direction of its horns, their point of insertion, their

spread and the orbital depressions at their base.

Some specimens of the Antelope Linderma>/eri have also been dis-

covered, which much resemble the Oreas canua, though differing in

detail. M. Gaudry, therefore, proposes to name it Falueoreas

Lindermayeri.

Entire skulls of all the antelopes found at Pikermi are now in the

possession of M. (Jaudry. An undescribed one, much resembling the

sub-genus Antidorcas has just been f(jrwarded to him.

Two skulls, found in 1855, resembling Tragoceras amalthani^ ap-

pear sufficiently distinct to constitute another specie", which M.
Gaudry names Trag. Valcncienmsi, in honour of the distinguished

savant to whose good counsel in paheoutology M. Gaudry owes so

much.

On Flint Implements. By MM. Boucuer dr Perthes and Robert.

In our number for May we gave a resuine of a paper by M. Robert on
the suV)3tance3 worked by the primitive Gauls, in which he stated his

opinions on the age of the Celts, ic, which have been discovered in

several parts of France.

IVL Boucher de Perthes, in a memoir read before the Paris Aaidemy
of Sciences, replies to this jiaper, and, having arrived at a very different

result from M. iiol)ert on the sultject, proceeds to state the grounds

for so doing.

In the fii-st place he says, that recent bones have never been found

at St. Acheul, Abbeville, or indeed in any d(?posit of diluvium mi^^cd

with fossil bone.s. This statement differs toto cndo from that of M.
Rol)ert, to which we again refer our readers.

Secondly, be states that M. Robert is in error in saying that the
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bones of extinct species of elephants, rhinoceros, &c., found at St.

Acheul and Meuchecourt, are much worn and water-rolled, and that

those of the horse, aurochs, &c., are not ; they are very rarely water-

rolled, and those that are belong as often to existing species as to

extinct ones. (See Cuvier " Oss. Foss., Boeufs Fossiles," tome iv.,

p. 1G2, edition 4to, 18^13.) No palaeontologist, since Cuvier, has

endeavoured to draw a chronological distinction between the bones of

the elephant, rhinoceros, horse, stag, and aurochs, mixed pell-mell in

the same beds of diluvium, from which the hatchets and worked flints

have since been obtained. The bones found at the above-mentioned

places bear no comparison, either in colour or weight, with those of

the turbaries or those belonging to existing domestic animals.

M. B. de Perthes then asks, why the flood, which destroyed the

habitations of man, and washed the bones of extinct species from the

diluvium to mix with the drowning carcases of animals, did not wash
up the bones of man also, and, supposing they burned the dead, the

urns which contained the calcined dust ] Why, too, does not the

resulting bed contain remains of dwellings, bricks, glass, metals, or

indeed of any index of the first stage of civilization presented by the

lacustrine deposits of Switzerland 1

M. B. de Perthes then argues on the age of the flints as shown by
their own colour, &c., and by the accompanying beds always being

exactly similar, and then proceeds to ask, if the men of those days

inhabited the deep vallies and were surprised by inundations which
washed away their habitations and all they contained, how it is that

these hatchets have been found more than thirty metres above the

level of the vallies, found, too, associated with elephantine remains

;

and how is it, again, that only these have been so carried ? He con-

cludes his paper in these words :
—" If the diluvium whei'e the bones

and hatchets have been found, is not the veritable diluvium, where is

it 1 Cuvier, Brongniart, M. Elie de Beaumont himself, and more
recently Verneuil, Lartet, Collonib, Prestwich, Lyell, and Murchison,

have been strangely deceived, since they have mistaken that for it

;

and stranger still, have recognized as virgin soil that which, according

to M. Robert, is but a modern twice deposited alluvium.

To the above communication of M. Boucher de Perthes, M. Robert
has replied at a subsequent date, to the following effect.

He considers the most serious objection raised by M. de Perthes

to be contained in the following question :
—" If the men of that time

inhabited the deep valleys and were thei'e sui-prised by the flood

which washed away their dwellings and all they contained, hatchets

among the rest, how comes it that these hatchets are found thirty

metres above the level of those valleys, and how have they been
carried there with the bones of elephants, &c. ?"

M. Robert submits the following explanation :

—

" At the time of the first appeai'ance of man in Europe, many ages

after that great cataclysm which destroyed every breatliing thing on
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the earth, at least in our hemisphere, and with a violence snfficiently

powerful to snatch from the ocean the immense body of a wliale and
deposit it in the Paris basin, where now is situate tlio Faubonrp^ Saint

Germain. The vallej's were filled with materials prejiared by this

grand bonleverseraent, and spread confusedly over all the continent.

For a lonij time tliey seem to have been occupied rather by chains

of lakes and marshes than by rjvers. The tirst inhabitants of these

countries established themselves near these lakes, and when the

inundations came, as come they do in the present day in the same
valleys, they naturally left all they cared for least, such as hatchets,

and sought the uiiland. Their burial grounds always having been
put out of the reach of these overflows, one never finds human bones
mixed with the bones of other animals. As to the vases, which accord-

ing to M. Boucher de Perthes contained the ashes of their dead, and
might have been carried away by the waters, one can easily under-

stand why no vestiges are to be found as they were simply dried in

the sun, and would not .stand the slightest shock without being

reduced to powder."
Thus it is that objects of human industry are mixed up in tho

alluvium with the remains of animals of extinct and even new species;

some more or less rolled, others scarcely : and if some depots

exist above the present level of the rivers, it is that those rivers have
liewn out for themselves a bed deeper and deeper, year by year, in

the deposits with which they were in the first instance surrounded.

^r. Kobert adds that these valleys have not been filled up very

violently, for most of the flint-implements found in the valley of tho

Somme have a very new look about them which does not admit of

their having been much w;iter-\vorn, although they are side l)y side

with rolled stones from which they might have been cut.

In alluding to the bone-caves in which, human remains are asso-

ciated with ancient pottery and the bones of extinct animals, Af.

Kolxji't refers to tl)e labours of At. Desnoyers, who has pretty well

proved that the caverns in which tliis singidar association is offered

were iidiabited by the Celts, or used as a place of sepulchre by them,

ages after they had .served as a place of retreat for wild beasts,

especially the Ursm upcltviis, the bones of which are always found
under the superficial deposit which contains the traces of man.
Ctrsar, Florens tells us, ordered his lieutenant, Crassus, to shut up the

cmffy inhabitiint.H of Arjnitaine in the caverns in which they hid

them.selves, many thus perished. As to the suppo.sed skulls of

Cnril)s, or of African race, found in the caves of Afailet, in Belgium,
they are found as.so<-iated with other skulls, which by their configura-

tion Ix'long to the Circassian race, according to M. Desnoyer, who
considers that the anah>gj' sugtrcstt'd by the others is due to an
artificial depression, or to an individual peculiarity.

Touching these bone-caves, M. Robert asks M. Boucher de

Perthes in his turn how it happens that these primitive inhabitants

of (laul made no ornaments, or amulets, with the bones of the elephant,

rhinoceros, d'c, or that they have not endeavoured to make u.se of
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the ttisks of the former for weapons :—is it not because these hones,
of which they could not ignore the existence, were fossils in every
sense of the word, in their time, that is to say entirely deprived of
animal matter and reduced to the nature of stone, and consequently
improper (one must, however, except the Silurian mammoth preserved
in ice) for the use they wished to make of them. It is impossible to
say what period of time was necessary to change this organic matter
which constitutes the solidity and tenacity of the bony substance,
since the well authenticated remains of early Celtic inhabitants,

which we can only allow to have been buried six thousand years,

contain it still. In the supposed diluvium of the borders of the
Somme one easily understands that objects of this kind are never
found, as in the caverns of Aquitaine, where have been discovered
so many remains of Celts and the lower animals.
M. Robert concludes his paper with a quotation from M. Desnoyers,

" The Gauls would not have failed to make ti-ophies of the remains
of elephants, hj^enas, and other grand mammifers, if they had been
contemporaneous with man."

On the Cretaceous Deposits of Central Bohemia. By M. Lipold.

The Quader or Cenomanian group prevails in the south and central
regions of this district, while the Planer or Turonian gi'oup, appearing
in isolated hills as far as near Mezeritch, is mote exclusively repre-
sented in the north-east region. The strata of both, having suffered
no disturbance, lie perfectly horizontal, or with a scarcely perceivable
angle of inclination. Organic remains are of rare occurrence in them,
except in tlie case of the limestones with Hippurites ellipticus, appear-
ing in the south-east, either as isolated coral-reefs or associated with
sandstones of the Quader group.

On tJie Tertiary and Diluvial Deposits of Central and Eastern Moravia.
By M. Wolf.

The tertiaries between Briinn and Olmiitz, belonging to the marine
deposits of the Vienna Basin, occupy a narrow zone running from
Steinabrunn north-eastward between therangesof the Austro-Moravian
hills into Moldavia, and filling up, towards Olmiitz, several bays, cut
into deposits of older date, as, for instance, in the Zevittawa Valley
and around the Mahrisch-Triiban. This northern bay near Briinn was
a branch of the north-eastern arm of the sea extending, during the
Miocene period, in a north-eastern direction, and connecting, after
having passed over the anticlinal of Weisskii'chen, the tertiary basins
of Vienna and Gallicia. Fossiliferous localities are rather numerous, and
among them Rausnitz and Ruditz are conspicuous for numbers and
variety of organic remains. Of twenty-four species collected at the
second of these^places, fifteen also occur at Baden (S. of Vienna), and
fourteen at Steinabrunn (N.N.E. of Vienna), so that, as far as evidence
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at present goes, the faunaj of the.se three localities may be considered

as nearly, ifuot conipletely identical.

Riulitz and Ilausnitz also, sep:irated only by a distance of three

Austrian (between fourteen and tifteen English^ miles, possess in com-
mon only two species of Gasteropods. Ruditz is one of the highest

fossiliferous localities in the Vienna basin, lying about 1 tOO feet above
the level of the Adriatic. Leitha limestone and the sandstones con-

nected with it, appear only as isolated but well-characterized hills,

rising above the surrounding plain.

Four subdivisions may be distinguished within the diluvium of the

region here in question :— 1st, Erratic blocks and boulders ; 2nd, In-

ferior loam (Loss) ; 3rd, Terraced detritus ; and 4th, Upper or valley

loam (Loss).

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of London.—Jpnl2\, 1S61.

1. "On the 'Syinon Fault' iu the Coalbrook Dale Coal-Gcld." By Marcus
TV. T. Scott, Esq., F.G.S.

This coniniunication was based on observations made during many years on
a section through a part of the Shropshire Coal-field in nearly a straight hue
from north to south, commencing at the Greyhound Pit, near Oakcngates
Tunnel of the Slircwsbury and Birmingham Ilailway, and terminating at John
Anstice and Co.'s Haleslield Pits near Madcly. Particular reference was made
to tlio explanation of the nature of the Great East or Symon Eault. The
author commenced making his observations on the Malinslcc and Stirchlee

Royalties in 181-3 ; and in 1845 he came to the conclusion that what the miners

termed in tliis locality the " Symon Eault," that is the successive dying out of

certain coal-seams, ironstones, &c., at various depths underground, was due to

an old denudation wliicli had produced an inchned surface at the e.xnense of

some of the l)eds before the u))per measures were deposited. Having obtained,

in course of time, correct sections of several pits situated iu the N.— S. line

above mentioned, the author, taking the "Little Flint" (the lowest workable

coal) as a b;use-line, plotted the several shifted segments of the coal-field in a

vertical i)lan, and thus restored the original outline of the denuded area (one

side of a valley) as seen in a transverse section. Six sinkings in the N.—S.

line having indicated the successive disappearance of five workable coal-beds

in a distance of 24S4 yards, a seventh pit, 2000 yards further south, was found
to yield all the coals again, and the author thinks that between the sixth (the

Grange) and the seventh (Haleslield) pit the coals re-occur successively on the

opposite side of the old valley of denudation, and that they may here be sought
for and worked advantai,'roiis]y. The line of the old valley of denudation

apparently strikes the Great East fault, .'us laid down on tlic Geological Survey
Map, at a considerable angle.

2. " On the Occurrence of Tyr^wff fluminalis associated with Marine Shells

in Sand and (iravel above the Boulder clay at Kelsey Hill near Hull." By
Joseph Prestwieh, P>sq., F.K.S., Tre.us. (i. S., <S:e.

The author's observations tended to show that the Ci/reiuiJluminalLi, instead

of being limited, in its occurrence, to beds beneath the Boulder-clay (under

whirh circumstance it is found in Norfolk), occurs in deposits of newer date;

and that the argument, that the well-known beds at Grays, in Essex, are older

than the Boulcler-clay, depending much on the presence of this shell, would
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lose mucli of its force if this Cjjrena were proved to belong also to the newer
geological horizon. The question is now the more important, as this shell has

been found by Mr. Prestwich in. the beds that contain flint implements at

Abbeville.

The author proceeded to show that some gravels and sands near Hull in

Yorkshire, formerly described by Professor Phillips, contain abundance of the

Cyrena fluminalis, associated with twenty-two species of marine shells, two of

which have Arctic characters, the others being common littoral forms. These
gravels and sands were proved,>by well-sections and other exposures, especially

by borings and trenches made by the author and Mr. T. J. Smith, F.G.S., of

Hull, to overlie the Boulder-clay.

J%8, 1S61.

1. " Description of two Bone-caves in the Mountain of Ker, at Massat,

in the Department of the Arriege." By M. Alfred Poutan. Communicated
by M. E. Lartet, Por. Mem. G. S.

_

The valley of 3Iassat, on the northern side of the Pyrenees, is of triangular

shape, its northern angle being narrowed by the projecting limestone mountain
of Ker. Among the fissures and grottos that traverse this mountain in every

direction are two caves in particular ; one is situated near the top, at about
100 metres above the valley ; the other is near the base, at about 20 metres

above the river. They both open towards the north. In the upper cave M.
Fontan found a sandy loam with pebbles (the pebbles being of rocks different

from that of the mountain), extending inwards for 100 metres, and containing

a large quantity of bones of Carnivora, RuminanUa, and Rodentia; those of the

great Cave-bear, a large Hycena, and a large Fells being the most numerous.
On the surface some fi-agments of pottery, an iron poignard, and two Roman
coins were found, with a quantity of cinders and charcoal ; and at a depth of

more than three feet in the ossiferous loam another bed of cinders and charcoal

was met with, and in this M. Pontan found a bone arrow-head and two human
teeth ; the latter were at a distance of five or six metres one from the other.

In the lower cavern a blackish earth, with large granitic and other pebbles,

was found to contain bones of the Red-deer, Antelope, Aurochs, and Lynx

;

also worked flints and numerous utensils of bone (of deer chiefly), such as

bodkins and arrows ; the latter have grooves on their barbs, probably for

poison. Some of the bones bear marks made of incisions by sharp instruments

in flaying or cutting up the carcases. In each cavern a chasm crosses the gal-

lery and terminates the deposits ; in the upper cave at 100 metres, in the lower

one at about seven metres from the entrance.

The author argues that, from the facts which he has noticed, these caverns

must have been subjected simultaneously to the effects of a great transient

diluvial cataclysm coming from the N.N.W. or West, in the opposite direction

to the present course of the waters of that region ; that man and all the other

animals the remains of which are buried in these caves existed in the valley

before this inundation ; and that the greater part of the animals inhabited the

caves, but that man was not contemporary with all of them.
2. " Notes on some further Discoveries of Plint Implements in the Drift

;

•with a few suggestions for search elsewhere." By J. Prestwich, Esq., P.R.S.,

Treas. G.S.

Since the author's communication to the Royal Society last year on the

discovery of Plint Imjilements in Pleistocene beds at Abbeville, Amiens,
and Hoxne, similar implements have been found in some new localities in this

country.

In Suffolk, between Icklingham and MUdenhall, Mr. Warren has met with
some specimens in the gravel of Rampart Hill in the valley of the Lark.

This gravel is of later date than the Boulder-clay of the neighbourhood. In
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Kent, Mr. liCocb, Air. Evans, ajul the author found sonic specimens at the

foot of the clilfs between Heme Bay and the lleculvers. The autlior believes

tliem to have been derived from a freshwater deposit tliat caps the clifl', aud
which has been found by A[r. Evans and himself to yield similar specimens
at Swale ClitT near Whil'stable. In Bedfordshire, Mr. J. W^att, F.Ci.S., has
found some specimens in the gravel at Biddenham, near Bedford ; this gravel

also is of freshwater origin, aiul is younger than the Boulder-clay. In
Surrey, u specimen found in the gravel of reasemarsh twciitv-livc years ago
has been brought forward by its 'discoverer, Mr. "Whitburn of Guildford, lu
Herts, Mr. Evans has founci a specimen in the surface-drift on the Chalk
Hills, near Abbots Langley. Lastly, the author recommended that diligent

search be nuide in the rrravel aud briek-earth at Coj^ford and Lexdcn near
Colchester, at Grays and llford in Essex, at Erith, Brentford, Taplow, Hurley,
Reading, Oxford, Cambridge, Ciiippeidiam, I3ath, Blandford, Salisbury,

Chichester, Sclsea, Peasenuirsh, Godiilmiug, Croydon, Hertford, Stamford,
Ortou near Peterborough, &c.

3. "On the Corbicula (or Cyrena) Jluniinalis geologically considered." By
J. Gwyn JeflVeys, F.R.S., F.G.S.

Mr. JclVreys has identified the species of Corbicula found by Mr. Prestwich

m a raised sea-beach at Kelsey Hill in Yorksiiire with that of the Grays de-

posit, as well as with the recent species from the Eui)liratesand the Mile. He
mentioned the great tendency to variation in freshwater shells, and the distri-

bution of the same sj»ecies throughout ilill'erent and widely separated parts of

the world ; aud he therefore considered that there was no uiHiculty in sup-

posing that the Corbicula was contemporaneous in this country with Arctic

shells found wiih it at Kelsey Hill. According to Mr. JelTrcys, specimens

of Tcstacea from the north arc larger tjiau those of the same species from

southern localities.

3///V22, 18(31.

1. "On the Geology of a part of Western Australia." By F. T. Gregory,

Esq. Communicated by Sir It. I. Murehison, V.P.G.S. &c.

The author first described the granitic and gncissose tract of the elevated

tablc-laiul ranging northwards from Cape Entrecastcaux aud comprising the

Darling Downs. The igneous rocks and f|uartz-dykes, the clays, sandstones and
conglomerates ca])])ing the table-land; aud tlie carboniferous, cretaceous (r'),

and pleistocene rocks were described, and some evidences of the rceeut eleva-

tion of the coast brought forward. Tiic following fossils from Western Aus-
tralia were exhibited: Carboniferous fossils and eauuel-coal from the Irvin

Kiver; Fossils of secondary age (Trii/onitr, Jmmuiiile*, ami fossil wood) from

the Moresby Range; fossil wood from the Stirling Rangi' and from the I pper

Murehison Itiver ; Ventriculites in tliiit from (iingin ; and Brown-coal from the

Fitzgerald Kiver.

2. " On the Zones of the Lower T.i.'is aud the Avicula contorta Zone." By
Charles Moore, Esq., F.G.S.

R<'ferrin^ to a juiper on this suijjcel, by Dr. Wright, vvhieh appeared in

the sixteenth voluuu- ui the Society's Journal, the author slated tliaf details

of the section at Iker-Crowcombe (near Ilminsti-r) in Somersetshire are now
more fully known than they were when the Rev. P. B. Brodie, after having

bccu taken to sec that section by the author, communicated to Dr. Wriglil.

the notes on it that are published in the i)ai)er above referred to. In the

first place, Mr. C. Moore described the cliaracters of the Liassic beds at

Ilminslcr, and their relations to the Atirula contorla beds and the Kcuper as

seen in passing ff T'
'

!] lU'cr-Croweonibe to Curry-]{ival and
North Currv,—adi He then tre.'ited of the subdivisions of

the Lower Lias and the true position of the " White Lias ;" and stated that,
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although Dr. Wright had proposed the following classification—5. Ammo-
nites Bucklundi zoue ; 6. A. Flanorbis zoue (including the White Lias and
the Ostrea beds) ; aud 7. Avicula contorta zone, yet he preferred to group
them thus—5. A. Bucklaiidi zoue; 6. A. Flanorbis zoue; 7. Eualiosaurian

zone; S. White Lias; 9. Acicuhi co7itortazo\\t: 8 aud 9 being equivalent to

the " Kossener Schichten" or " Rhaetic beds" of Giimbel and other Conti-
nental geologists.

The arguments in favour of his views the author based chiefly on ob-

servations made at Beer-Crowcombe, Stoke St. Mary, Pibsbury, Long Sutton,

and other places in Somersetshire ; and on a critical examination of the sections

at Street, Saltford, &c. as given by Dr. Wright.
The communication concluded with descriptions of upwards of sixty species

of fossils belonging to the Rhietic beds of England (including their thin re-

presentatives discovered by the author in the Vallis near Frome) ; twenty-eight
of these species are new.
June 5, 1S61.

1. "On the Occurrence of some large Granite Boulders, at a great depth, in

West Rosewarne Mine, Gwinear, Cornwall." By H. C. Salmon, Esq., F.G.S.
The boulders of granite referred to were found in the 50-fathom level below

the adit, the adit bein^ 24 fathoms from the surface. One of the boulders
was 4 feet 2 inches, and another 3 feet 10 inches in diameter; there were five

other smaller boulders or pebbles also met with in the level. The boulders are
in the killas close to the lode, aud both the lode and the " country" near the
lode are made up of brecciated killas. After quoting the details of somewhat
similar phenomena formerly observed at Relistian and Herland Mines, the
author treated of the probable origin of the boulders in question ; and al-

though lodes are regarded by some as having been formed from below upwards,
yet in this case the author thinks that the boulders must have had a common
origin with the lode, and have been introduced by a fissure from the surface.

2. " On an erect Sigillaria from the South Joggins, Nova Scotia." By Dr.
J. W. Dawson, F.G.S.

This specimen, presenting the external markings of leaf-scars and ribs with
more than usual clearness and with some instructive peculiarities, has afforded
to the author the type of a new species, Sigillaria Brownii. 01)sei'vations on
the probable style of growth, on the structure, and on the classification of

Sigillaria, were also given in this paper, together with a resume of the obser-

vations previously published regarcling Sigillaria by Brouguiart, Corda, and
others.

3. "On a Carpolite from the Coal-formation of Cape Breton." By Dr.
J. W. Dawson, F.G.S.
Numerous Trigonocarpa belonging to a new species {Trigonocarpum Hookeri)

occur in a thin calcareous layer in the coal-measures near Port Hood, Cape
Breton. The autlior tliinks it higlily probable that, though some Trigonocarpa
may haVe belonged to Conifers, yet in this case they were the seeds of Sigil-

laria.

4. " On a Reconstructed Bed on the top of the Chalk." By W. Whitaker,
Esq., B.A., F.G.S.

At some places near Reading (Maidenhatch Farm, about six miles to the W.

;

and Tilehurst, two u\iles to the S.W.), aud also near Maidenhead, from 18 to

twenty feet of broken chalk overlies the true chalk ; and in places is overlain

by the bottom-bed of the Reading Beds, and therefore must have been recon-

structed before the deposition of the Tertiary strata. For the most part, how-
ever, in Berkshire the Woolwich and Reading beds rest on an undisturbed sur-

face of the Chalk. In Wiltshire, also, the author has observed similarly con-
structed chalk, probably there also underlying Tertiary beds ; and he suggests

VOL. IV. 2 H
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that possibly the local recoustructioii of the Chalk may have been contempo-

raneous with tiie formation of the Thanet Sands furtlicr 1o ti\e ciust.

5. " On some of the His/her Crustacea fruui the British Coal-measures."

By J. W. Salter, Esq., F.G.'S.

In this ])aj)cr were described, (I) a new Macrnrous Crustacean, under the

naii\e of Anthrapahcmon Grossarti, from the slaty band of the black band iron-

stone of the coal-measures, Goodhock Hill, Shotts, LanarkNiiire. (2) Tlie

Macrurous Crustacean of which aii imperfect specimen was ligurcd iu ilr.

Prestwich's memoir on the Coalbrook Dale Coal-field (plate 41, (ig. 9, Jpiis

duljiu.f) : this is referred to a subgenus {Paltcocarabiis) of the genus Anthra-

pahemon; and another specimen from Uidgcacre Colliery was referred to.

(3) A specimen from the Carboniferous Limestone of Derbyshire, (-t) A small

Crustacean, from the Mountain-limestone of Fifeshire, figured and descril)ed

bv the author in the ' Transact ious of the Koyal Society of Kdinburgh,'

vol. x.\ii. p. 39i, as Uronectes socialis, but now regarded by him as belonging

to the Macrura.

Royal Institution.—^furrli 22, ISGl.

"On the Origin of the I'arulhl Roads of Lochabcr (Glen Roy)." By Pro-

fessor H. D. Rogers, F.R.S., P.G.S., &c.

The speaker prefaced his account of these curious features in the scenery of

Lochabcr, by stating that he was induced to recall attention to them from

having, during four recent visits to the ground, discovered certain phenomena
not hitherto noticed or theoretically considered by any of the able and dis-

tinffuished observers who have preceded him. Though nearly all the more
proniinent peculiar rliaracters of the scene have been very skilfully described

and discussed by Dr. )»lacCulloch, Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Charles Darwin,

Esq., David Milne Home, Esq., Professor Agassiz, Sir George S. Mackenzie,

Robert Chambers, Esq., and others, Professor Rogers has been led by a careful

study of the structure of the so-called Parallel Itoads, and a perusal of the

views of those eminent geologists, to reject all the hypotheses thus far oiTered

in explanation of the terraces as inadequate, and to recognize in the facts about

to be developed, a key to a solution of the problem of their origin which he

thinks may ])rove sati.>»factory.

The geographical area of the parallel roads mav be defined as embraced be-

tween Loch L.iggan and Loch Lochy, east of the Great Caledonian Valley.

Th<v are chiellv restricted indred to Cilen Spean, Glen Roy, ami two or three

immediately adjacent sm.dler ghus. One belt (if thrm ranges from near Spcaii

Bridge up the Spean Valley, to beyond the head of Jjoch Laggau ; another up
Glen Hoy to the water-sheds at its very hejid, and a third through Glen Gluoi

to its head.

The " Koads" or Shelves themselves are of various heights above the sea,

the lowest of the three conspicuous ones in Glen Roy having an elevation of

about H50 feet, the middle one a height of about lUfiO feet, and the hrghest a
Itvi 1 of nearly 11 t" feel. Other inurh fainter, still more elevated shelves are

di.seernible in Glen (jiuoi, but ail hitherto seen lie below a horizon of 1500 feet

above the ocean. These I'arallel Roads, as they are called, arc apparently level,

and f' ^ .r.dlel, but further instrumental mejisuremenls are necessary

befrii' -n of their absolute horizontality can be regarded as satis-

factorily settled.

They constitute a most impressive feature in the scenery of the lonely,

treeless glens cont.iining them. Winding into all the reces.ses and round

the shoulders of the mountains which they imprint, they present at first

view a striking likeness to a succcssioa of raised beaches deserted by their

waters.
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Seen in profile, as when looked at liorizontally, they resemble so many arti-

ficial hill side cuttings, the back of each terrace lying within the general profile

of the mountain slope, while the front or outer edge is protuberant beyond it.

Each is indeed a nearly level, wide, deep groove, in the easily eroded boulder
drift, or diluvium, which to a greater or less thickness everywhere clothes the
sides of tliese mountains. They vary greatly in their relative distinctness,

being in some places vaguely discernible, while in other spots they indent the
surface very plainly, just as they happen to be narrow and to coincide in sh)pe
with the hill, or to be broad and apparently level from front to back. Where
most indistinct they are frequently not discernible at all when we stand upon
tiiem ; though we may in a favourable light have detected their position and
course from the opposite side of the glen, or, better still, from the bed of the
valley. The conditions which influence this fluctuation in distinctness promise,
if carefully observed, to dispel much of the obscurity which has hitherto in-

vested the origin of the terraces. The modifying circumstances seem to be all

referrable to one general condition, that of exposure to a current or inundation,
supposed by the speaker to have rushed through tliese glens from their mouths
to their heads, or upper ends. Thus it would appear : 1st, With scarcely an
exception, that each terrace or shelf is most deeply imprinted in the hill-side,

and is broadest where the surface thus grooved has its aspect dotcn the ylen or
towards the Atlantic, and is faintest where the ground fronts towards the head
of the valley on the German Ocean. 2nd, While conspicuous on the open
sides and the westward sloping shoulders of the hills, the terraces disappear
altogether in the recesses or deeper corries which scollop the flanks of the
mountains. 3rd, Each shelf, or " road," grows usually more and more distinct

as it approaches the head of its own special glen, until those of the two oppo-
site sides meet in a round spoon-like point.

A fact obviously material to a true theory of the origin of the terraces is,

that each of them coincides accurately in level with some water-shed or notch
in the hills leading out from its glen into some other glen or valley adjoining,

a coincidence suggestive of the notion that they were formed by the grooving
agency of a flood pouring through the ^lens while it was embayed at the re-

spective levels of these natural waste weirs. In confirmation of this view that

they were transiently caused by erosive currents held successively at the
heights of the barriers on whose levels the terraces terminate, we have as

another interesting general feature, a remarkable ruggedness of the bed of each
external glen just outside the water-shed or barrier closing the glen whicii con-

tains the terrace. These rough and deep ravines, contrasting strikingly with
the smooth spoon-like terminations of the terrace-lined glens which head
against them, strengthen the suggestion already awakened by the marks of

horizontal erosion in the terraces themselves, that the notches or passes which
determined the grooving of the hiU-sides on their one hand were extemaUy the
sites of so many stupendous cataracts.

The internal structure or disposition of the matter composing each terrace,

affords a further and striking corroboration of this hypothesis of the passage of

an erosive flood. It consists in an " oblique lamination," or slant bedding of

the constituents of the shelves—\az., the layers of gravel, sand, and other
sediment, such as geologists familiarly recognise as the result of a strong
current pushing forward the fragmentary material which it is depositing, and
which is held by them to indicate in the direction towards which the laminae

dip, the direction towards which the current has moved. Now, it is a most
suggestive peculiarity in the oblique bedding of these terraces, that the "dip,"
or downward slant, is almost invariably up the glen, or towards its head, and
not dotcn the glen, oi towards the Atlantic, as we must suppose it would have
been, had the glen been a bay of the sea, and these materials but portions of
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oniiimrv sca-bcaclics. Indeed, tliis feature is of itself enoiiEjh to suirgest an

origin due to a strong current sweeping inward from the Atlantic, and across

tlio water-shed of the island to the opposite sea.

The speaker next proceeded to examine tlie rivpothcses of his predecessors in

this inquiry respecting the orijrin of Parallel Koads. They all assume the

agency, iii one form or another, of standing water, cither the ocean in its

ordinary state of repose, or lakes pent within the glens.

The notion that a quietly resting sea has fashioned these level shelves is

refuted hy the fact that they are n6t true marine beaches ; they exhibit none
of the distinctive features of genuine sea-shores, not a vestige of any marine

organic remains, no rippled sands, no shingle, and no sca-clills. They display

in like manner a total aosencc of the distinctive m.irks of lake sides; not one

lacustrine organism, neither fresh-water plant, nor auim;d having ever been

discovered imbedded in them. A further difficulty attends the lake-hypothesis

in the necessity it imposes of discovering a feasible cause of blockage of

the glens at diH'erent stations above tiieir moutlis, to pond the waters to the

respective heights of the terraces. Though much ingenuity has been expended
upon this part of the problem, no suggestions yet ollered of barriers of gravel,

accumulated by currents or glaciers trom Ben Kcvis, can be regarded as ad-

missible, inasmuch as there arc no traces of any such in any of tJiose localities

where alone we can assume them to have existed to produce the required

embaving of the waters. In this entire absence of all remnants of the sup-

posed natural dams across the glens, it is most unj)liil()soi)hicul to take for

granted their total obliteration, where no cause has or can be assigned which

can have so effaced them.

On the other hand, the hypothesis of successive "sea-margins," or sea-

levels, is overthrown by the now wellestaldished deduction from the professor's

own recent measurements, that none of the several shelves, or "roads," of

Glen Itoy correspond in level w ith any of those seen in the adjacent valley

Glen Gluoi, a marked discrepancy separating the two groups of terraces into

two independently produced systems. It can be shown, moreover, that these

discordances of interval between the shelves of the glens respectively, are such

as cannot be accounted for on any supposition of " faults," or dislocations of

the earth's crust, in the ground between the two glens. Equally incompatible

are all tlic facts of the relative levels of the shelves, with tlie notion tiiat they

are possibly sea-beaches which may have nndergf)ne an unrijual amount of ele-

vation by an oblique secular rise of the land, sucii a.s is known to be very

gradually taking place on some coasts at the present day. The individual

terraces are too nearly level to admit of this explanation, since so wide a

warping of tlie crust irom horizontality within so limited a snaec as separates

the two glens, would have left them conspicuously sloping, liesides, the two
svstems of shelves are wholly insulated from each other, and the notion of

tlieir origin as sea-beaehes gradually elevated im|)lies a continuity between
them, together with certain agreements in their directions of derivation from
Icvelncss which we wholly fad to perceive.

In conclusion, the sjxakrr prf>eeeded to sketch the action to which he
ascribes the formation of all the.se shelves or parallel roads, lie suppo.sc3 the

several terraces to have been cut or grooved in the sides of the hills by a great

inundation from the Atlantic, engendered by some wide earthquake disturbance

of the oeean's bed, and forced against the western slf)pe of Scotland. 'J'lic

features of tlir- eoimtry indieatc that, while a portion of such avast sea-tide

entering the Firth of Linnhe nished straight across the island through the

deep natural trench. Glen Mor, or the great Caledonian valley, a branch

current was deflected from this, and turned by the Spean valley and its tiibu-

tary glens, Glen ]{oy and Glen Gluoi, into the valley of the Spey, and so across
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to the German Ocean. In this transit, the deflected waters first embayed in

these glens, and then filling and pouring through them, would, upon rising to

the levels of the successive water-sheds, or low passes, which open a way to

the eastern slope of the island, take on a swift current through each notch,

and as long as the outpour nearly balanced the influx, this current, temporarily
stationary in height, would carve or groove the soft " drift" of the hill-side.

But the influx increasing, the stationary level and grooving power of the
surface stream would cease, and would only recommence when the flood rising

to the brim of another natural dam, a new temporary equilibrium would be esta-

blished, a new horizontal superficial current set in motion, and a second shelf

or terrace begin to be eroded at the higher level. So each of the parallel roads
is conceived to have been produced in the successive stages of the rising of
one vast steady incursion of the sea. Tlie lapsing back of the waters, unac-
companied by any sharp localized surface-currents, through the passes, could
imprint no such defined marks on the surface, nor accomplish more than a faint

and partial obliteration of the terraces just previously excavated during their

incursion. This procedure was elucidated by likening it to what takes place

when we allow a steady but grudiiallij increasing jet of water to flow into a
tank, perforated laterally with several orifices at successive elevations, the
outlets permitting a somewhat less rapid rate of discharge than is equivalent

to the influx. If such a tank be smeared internally with soft clay, the iupour
can be so regulated in respect to its acceleration, that the water, as it rises

successively to the levels of the several orifices will take on a horizontal motion
or current, through, first the lower hole, and then the second and so on, and,

remaining approximately stationary for a brief while on the level of each, will

groove the soft clay as it passes out, until it swells above the orifice to reach
the next. Some such process as this at the notches which terminate the glens
will, it is believed, account for the terraces and aU. the features which belong
to them.

Glasgow Geological Society.—On Friday, May 2'lth, the Queen's
birthday, a large party of the members of this important society, accom-
panied by a number of ladies, took advantage of tiie holiday by making a
lengthened excursion to the far-famed chasm of tlie "Whangie," Finnich
Glen, and the Spout of Ballagan, all on the south-western borders of Stirling-

shire. The excursionists, numbering about sixty, left Glasgow at 10 a.m., by
two of Menzies' omnibuses, each drawn by four fine horses. The road led by
Canniesburu and New Kilpatrick, towards the localities to be explored. The
weather proved favourable, and the scenery by the way was much admired,
the verdure of the fields having been heightened by the refreshing showers of
the previous day. Emerging from the low-lying districts of the Lanarkshire
coal-field, the delighted party quickly passed into a rich undulating tract of

country, interestiag to the eye of the geologist, and leading his imagination
back to the time when the whole surface before him lay at the bottom of a
stormy and ice-laden sea, when numerous currents, in their irresistible pro-

gress, scooped out the valleys, and the unequal denudation of the harder and
softer strata contributed to impart to terra firma its present configuration.

Such was one of the functions of the " drift-period." Passing the terraced

fronts of the eastern termination of one of the ridges of the Kilpatrick range,

a quarry at the roadside exposed the columnar structure of the trap-rock, not
unusual in other parts of the district, as at the Pillar Craig above the village

of Strathblane, and in the isolated hiU. of Dunglass, opposite the Spout of

Ballagan. In this instance the columns are arranged at various angles to the

horizon. The finely-wooded heights bounding the Strathblane Valley ou the

south now came into view, while on the north were observed the conical height
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of Dungovne, and tlip loncf, unl)rokcn front of the Campsic fells, risincf, terrace

upon terrace, stretching iVoin the Earl's seat on the west towards Kilsyth on
the east, and forming one of the princip;d features of this pari of the country.

The numerous glens with which the Hanks of these hills arc scarred exhibit

much picturcscpie beauty, and atl'ord not a few interesting sections of the

stratitlcd rocks and overlying trap, wiiilc, in their deep recesses, nestle many
fine specimens of holanieal rarities.

On rounding the wooded heights of Carbeth-Guthrie, the road pursues a
westerly direction, when wc get a glimpse of the distant Grampians through

the valley of the Blanc, checrnig us with the anticipation that by the time

we reach the brow of the hill overlooking the Whangie, wc shall have a mag-
niticcnt view of that tumultuous sea of mountains, stretching from the Argyll-

shire coast on the south-west through rerthsiiire towards the distant north-

east. Having arrived at the gamekeeper's lodge, the party put themselves

under his guidance, and were conducted over the swelling heights of Auchenedeu
by the shortest route to the Whangie, permission having been kindly granted

by the proprietor, John Wilson, Esq., of Auchcnedcn, to visit the singular

chasm. The excursionists at length reached the western brow of the hill, and
were amply rewarded for their toil by the magniticent prospect spread out

before them, lu the foreground the fertile valley of IStrathendrick is seen

extending from Lochlomond on the west towards Fintry valley and Stirling ou
the ea.st, while in the rising ground towards Callander and Aberfoyle a tine

view is obtained of the Menteith district, with the lake of the " I'ort," and
its three verdant islets reposing on its placid bosom in calm seiiuestcred beauty.

The most prominent expanse of water seen from this point is Loehloniond

;

and there is perhaps no other locality from which a more interesting and ex-

tensive view of the queen of Scottish lakes may be obtained. No intervening

heights obstruct the eye, and lighted up as it was by the bright rays of the

noon-day sun, its numerous isleLs, and objects on its surface even more minute,

although at a considerable distance, were distinctly visible to the unassisted

sight ; and while the party w;us looking down upon them, the steamer, with its

long line of smoke, was perceived tlireading its devious course with its living

freight of plcjisure-seekers. Among the lofty mountains that form the back-

ground of this magnificent land-scape, lienlomond stands out in bold relief,

bearing on its summit lingering |)atehes of the snows of winter. The rich

tract of lowland in the foreground, with its verdant pastures and cultivated

fields, dotted with comfortable farmsteads and snug mansicms, formed an agree-

able contrast to the rugged grandeur of the distant hills, melting away in the

far north into those .lerial tints that artists love.

The winding recesses of the Whangie were explored, many of the party

havim; traversed the chasm several times, remarking the exactness with which
the f ' rrespond, and olTcring opinions as to the cause by which

tills I' ic lias l)een produced. The greater number then pro-

ceeded to rcfrrah themselves at a cool and ghissy spring that issues from the

foot of a verdant slope below the Whangie, while a second party took exact

nn'.'i.siirnncnts of its dimensions and bearings. Having done so, they found

that the results corrc.siionded very closely with those given in the " Statistical

Account" of the pari.sli of Killearn. The Whangie may be described as a con-

siderable chasm or rift running parallel with the face of a cliff, in a slightly

tortuous line, from north to south, through the western shoulder of one of the

ridges of the Kilpalriek range, which consists of a splintery greenstone over-

lying old red sandstone, here forming the base of the hill, and cropping out a

little farther to the north. The force which has produced this terrible fissure

has rent from the main body of the hill a huge wall of rock, varying from

ten to twenty feet in thickness at the base, and gradually narrowing towards
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the top. The width of the chasm, at the northern extremity, is about ten
feet and a half, and it gradually narrows to about four feet at the other,

widening out a little at the top. The length is about 350 feet, but may
have been originally about ten feet more, as the extremities of the wall

appear to be considerably disintegrated. Its depth was found at one point
to be forty feet, but it contains a large quantity of debris from the upper
part of the hill. The opposite walls are on the same level, and many of the
angles are as sharp as if the rent had been the work of yesterday. This is,

no doubt, owing to their sheltered position. On looking outside the main
wall of the chasm, which is broken through in one or two places, a line of
huge blocks of rock is seen extended along the face of the cliff, and tumbled
together in rugged confusion. Yarious conjectures have been advanced as to

the cause of the fissure, some supposing it the result of a convulsive movement
of the earth's crust, while others, who have never visited the Whangie, have
suggested the idea that it may originally have been a crevice containing, in the
manner of a gash vein, softer rock matter which has been carried off by aqueous
.or atmospheric agency. The Whangie might, no doubt, have been the result
of local convulsion, but there is no evidence in the appearance of its opposite
walls of a violent upthrow or downthrow of either, or of any such matter ever
having been present. It seems from the first to have existed as an open
fissure, and its position forbids the idea that it ever formed the channel of a
flow of water. The most tenable hypothesis is that tlie subsidence of the
sandstone, which appears, where exposed, to be of a thin-bedded and friable

nature, may have left a long ledge of the overlying bed of trap without support,
causing it to part gradually from the main body of the rock by its own weight,
the accumulation of water in the fissure probably contributing to the result;

but while it is evident that a large mass of the rock has been rent from the
main body of the hill, it does not appear, from the corresponding sides, to have
sunk to a much lower level, and this can be well seen near the middle, where
the fractured sides are most perfect. A little farther to the north, on the
same side of the hill, several other fissures of inferior dimensions are said to
have existed ; but they have been filled up to prevent sheep from falling into
them. One, however, is still partially open, and may extend about 100 feet

along the hill-side, with a width of about four feet at its northern end. Like
the large rent, it lies north and south. It is difficult to account for these
fissures, even by attributing them to subsidence, for the hill is in no place very
precipitous, and the party could see no evidence of the rock having been
undermined either by aqueous or atmospheric agency. Leaving the grey,
weather-beaten rocks of the Whangie and their speculations as to its origin
behind, the excursionists wended their way to a point where the omnibuses
were waiting, and proceeded to Finuich Glen. To those who have never seen
this romantic glen, it would be difficult in words to convey an adequate idea
of the grandeur of its scenery. It may be doubted if there"^be another glen in
the West of Scotland that can at all compare with it. The mountain stream,
in its descent to the valley of the Blane, has, for a long succession of ages, been
gradually cutting its way, till it has attained a depth of about 100 feet. The
walls of the glen are nearly vertical, and it would have been next to impossible
to descend safely to the bed of the stream, had not the proprietor, Mr. Black-
burn, of Killearn, considerately made a stair of about ninety steps through a
rift in the rock for the accommodation of the visitors who frequent this romantic
glen. The walls are in many places not more than from ten to twenty feet
apart, and clothed with beautiful ferns and other cryptogamic plants of greenest
hue, which harmonise delightfully with the bright red colour of the sandstone.
The stream has scooped out a series of deep round cavities in the softer layers
of rock all along its course, adding to the fairy-like features of this charming
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raviiip. At one point, where divorgiii{» currents had formerly existed when
tlic bnl of the stream stood at a liic^lier level, a large mass of the saiulstono lias

been separated from the walls of tlie trlt'ii, and now stands in the middk- of the

stream. It has been named the "Devil's Pulpit," and is the prineinal rendez-

vous for pie-nic parties. Our geologists, however, duly exoreised this Satanic

region, and havin"; spent a pleasant hour in this seehided spot, proceeded by

their onuiibuses along the valley of Strathl)lane, aiul by the wooded hill of

Duugoich, and the towering heigiit^ of Dunfoync and Dungoync.
Passing on the right the old ruin of Duntrcath Castle, with its ivy-clad

walls, anil the " big oak" of Rlairwhush, they arrived at Strathblane. Here
the teams were utdiarnessed for an hour, and most of the excursionists pro-

ceeded on foot to visit the Spout of Ballagan, a short distance to the east, on
the north side of the valley. The niagnihcent section of thin-bedded strata

seen at the Spout proved extremely interesting. After procuring several

varieties of gypsum and other specimens, the party returned to Strathblane,

and proceeded to Glasgow bv ^lilngavie, highly delimited with the day's pro-

ceedings. Indeed, this has oeeu the most successful of all the excursions the

society has yet had, whether we consider the number who joined in it, or the

interest manifested in the localities visited.

It being the first to which ladies have been admitted, their cheerful presence

added much to the general enjoyment, while they were not behind the gentle-

men in h>eomotive jiowcr. It is to be hoped that frciiuent opportunities may
be afforded them of joining in future excursions of the society.

The Woolhope and Malvern Naturalists' Field Clurs.—The mem-
bers of the Woolhnpe and Malvern Naturalists' Field Clubs met at Ludlow on

May 23rd and 21-th, for two held-davs. The first excursion was tu examine

the Caradoc beds up the Onny Valley, and at Marsh Brook and Acton Scott.

The Malvern members arrived on AVednesday night, proceeded by train next

morning \tx Marsh Brook, and from thence walked to a quarry near Acton Scott,

in the middle Caradoc formation, which is rich in fossil remains. From thence

the mend)ers retraced their steps to Alarsh Brook, and examined the sections

along the Ilordi'rley Road. Ihose nearest the railway station are Caradoc,

and a little further on arc the beds of the Loiigmynd or Bottom Rocks, all the

beds of which were considered to be unfossiliferous until Mr. Salter, about two
vears ago, discovered worintraeks, and a portion of a Crustacean, in the grey

l)eds immediately overlying the olive shales. A little fnrthrr along the road is

a large quarry of Jiala limestone, the beds of which arc tilted up nearly vertical,

and on the lower side of the quarry the lowest beds of Caradoc formation lie

f oiiforniably to it, containing several scarce and new organisms, such as 7V/-

inirUux courriitricux, a new Aaaplim, a new Venr^lrUa, and several other remains;

from the \\\\\',\ limestone were procured several specimens of a new Liiir/iila.

From thence, cro.ssing the River Onny by the stepping-stones, and proceeding

by the side of the river, they examined the loose stones that are thrown df)wn

from several quarries of the Horderhy Hags or Middle Caradoc, amongst which
the beautiful oakfeni {I'<i/i//m/ii/i/i ^/n/'y/Zcm) grows most luxuriantly. About
a mile further down the stream (though up the beds) the celebrated Onny
Hcetion " 'n'd, showing the Purph- Shale or Lower Wenlork, the IVnfa-

mcnis li. . and the uppermost beds of the Caradoc, all in one continuous

section. From the Caradoc were procured some fine specimens of Trinitnleus

rnnrrnlriruf, and from the J'urple Shale OrHiis Ijiloha, Encrinurux piinrtatux,

bj'>rnti Urriijata, AIn/pa rrtinilari*, and Pcfrairi hina. The I'entamerus lime-

stone is here a verv thin band, containing only Prntamcrus undatm ; thence a

walk of about a mile and a half to Craven Arms and back to Ludlow per train,

concluded the first day's excursion.
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The second day's trip was first, to Mocktree. After examining tlie fine

sections of Aymestry limestone, and Lower Ludlow rock, the party proceeded
to Leintwardine, where they separated for a short time, Mr. Symonds and Mr.
Lightbody going on further to Pedwardine, to examine the small upheaval of

Lower Llandeilo flags, containing BicUjonema sociale in abundance, and a small

species of Lingidella. The remainder of the party went on to Church Hill. The
Church Hill quarries have been more productive ofnew organisms than any other

section in this locality ; twelve new species of Star-fish, several Encrinites, a
few Ceratiocarides, and two or three specimens of Limuloides, an organism
allied to the king-crabs of our existing seas, have been found there. It was in

these beds of the Lower Ludlow formation that the oldest known Pferaspis was
found. After Mr. Lightbody joined again the party, they continued on towards
Ludlow, through the beautiful grounds belonging to Downton Castle, in which
are some fine sections of Upper Ludlow rock. At the lower end of the Walks
near Downton Castle Bridge, the Upper Ludlow Bone Bed is well exposed,
and immediately overlying it is the Trochus bed, from which several small, but
perfect, fish-heads have been obtained. A short walk from here to the Forge
Bridge, and back to Ludlow by carriage, concluded the second day's excursion,

thi'ough a most interesting locality both to the geologist and the botanist.

Worcestershire Nattjraxists' Club.—The first meeting of this Club of

practical observers was held May 15, at Malvern, when a large number of
members responded to the hospitable invitation of Dr. Gi'iudrod to breakfast

with him at ToAvnseud House. The officers of the club for the ensuing year
are as follows :—The Rev. David Melville, rector of Great Witley, President

;

Rev. A. H. Winnington Ingram, F.G.S., and Edwin Lees, Esq., F.L.S., Vice-
Presidents ; and WUliara Matthews, Esq., A.M., F.G.S., Hon. Secretary. Dr.
Grindrod exhibited his unique collection of Silurian fossils, which had been
arranged and classified according to the rocks in which they had been found
purposely for the occasion. He indicated his intention to display his exten-
sive collection in a building about to be erected for the purpose, which at

certain times would be freely open to the public. The party proceeded up
the hills to the pass of the Wych, descending the western declivity to the
Great Winnings quarry. In the way down, an ancient coral-reef in the
Wenlock deposits attracted much attention, andboth here and at the Winnings
numerous specimens of fossil corals and testacea were collected, and some
good trilobites. The interest of the day was chiefiy for the geologists, a [larty

of whom stayed behind at the Winnings, being loaded too much for further

progress. The botanists then made a traverse to Brockhdl Wood, where,
breaking through the briars, they found themselves in the romantic PurUeii
Lane, a place of double interest, botanical and geological. Dr. Grindrod
called attention to the " bone-bed" at the end of the lane, and the succession
of strata from the Ludlow Rocks to the Old Red. The next advance was to
the deserted mansion of the Cliffes, where ruin and decay suggested that the
estate was or had been " in Chancery." The party next made a traverse to

Mathon Church.
After the dinner at West Malvern, Dr. Grindrod then made some ob-

servations on geological matters, ending with the advantages to be derived
from constant devotion to any pursuit, and proposed to enrol in their number
a clever working man, of Cradley, Jacob Gill, who had been of great service

in collecting and securing valuable fossils, which was done.

VOL. IV. I I
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

The CoMriTATiox of the ^IosaIc Chkoxology.— Sir,
—

"Will you inform

mc in your next number on what data the comjiutation of the Mosaic fhrono-

lojry is made to give a period of some 5,000 or t»,000 years since ? I think we
ought in the present state of relationsliip between peology and tlie bible to

look carefully at both sides of the question in every aspect.—Yours truly,

Edw. Allen, Bridport.

The President of the Geologieal Society, 'Mr. Leonard Horner, in the last

annual address, treated at souie length on this subject. Wc give his remarks

without comment of our ovra.

"Modern discoveries in ethnology and philolofr^' afford cumulating proofs of

the very remote antiqiiitv of the human race. Tlie iiev Dr. U illiams, in his

review of Bunsen's ' ]iiblic;d llesearches,' observes :
—' There is no point in

which arcluroloiiists of all shades were so nearly unanimous as in the belief

that our Biblical chronology was too narrow in its limits; and the enlargement

of our views, deduced from Egyptian records, is extended l)y our author's

reasonings on the development of connncrce and government, and still more of

langiiagcs, and physical features of race. How many years arc needed to

dcvelopc modern French out of Latin, and Latin itself out of its original cnidc

forms I How unlike is English to ^Velsh, and (ireek to Sanscrit, yet all indu-

bitably of one family of langujigcs ! What years were required to create the

existing divergence of members of this family ! How many more for other

families, separated by a wide gidf from this, yet retaining traces of a primeval

aboriginal aflinity, to have developed themselves, either in priority or colla-

terally ! The .same consonantal roots, appearing cither as verbs iullectcd with

great* variety of grammaticjil form, or as nouns with casc-cndings in some lan-

guages and with none in c)thers, j)l(ad as couvinciiigly as the succession of

strata in geology for enormou.s lapses of time'
" Tlierc undoubtedly exists a widespread belief that the first existence of

man belongs to a period not ver^- remote from liistoryor tradificm. Every dis-

rover*- whieh threw a doubt on the correctness of that l)elief was, until very

reeenilv, regarded, even by well-instructed gcolofjists, as an imperfect ob.serva-

tion, in which concomitant circumstances have been overlooked, which would

have shown that the inference of a great antiquity wa" errojieous ; nor have

those who were led to make such inlercnces been always cxemjit from the

charge of irreverently maintaining opinions at variance with Sacred Writ.

To what cause can we ascribe thi.s incredulity ? How does it arise that, while

thi'
''

' ' ists that other organic bodies existed millions of ycara

npo I, thrir conclusions as to man having existed many
thousnnd.H of years ago should be received with hesit.it ion by some geologists,

and be altogether repudiated by no inconsidcniblc number among other edu-

cated cla-Hses of society? It is true that neg;»tive proof is brought forward

that human bones have never been fotind associated with those of extinct ani-

mals ; but granting this to be correct, which recent discoveries show tiiat it in

not Cand the rarity of their occurrence is capable of being accounted for on

mail
'

'
'

"
iieh merely negative evidence we have

unii'
, ;

' the existence of such an associalitm

with man's works, and r\-m many instAnccs of his having applied the bones of
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such auiuials to his wants. My owii conviction is, that this wide-spread belief

of the recent existence of man is to be ascribed, so far at least as this country
is concerned, to the impression made by the lesson taught in early youth, the

soundness of which is not questioned in after life, by that marginal note in our
Bibles over against the first verse of the first chapter of the Book of Genesis,

that ' In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth' [four thousand
and four years before the birth of Christ]. It is more than probable that of

the many millions of persons who read the English Bible, a very large propor-

tion look with the same reverence upon that marginal note as they do upon the

verse with which it is connected.
" It wLU be useful to look into the history of this date of four thousand and

four years, given wit h so much precision for the creation, not of this our earth

only, but of the universe, and to iuquii'e into the authority by which an addi-

tion of so much import is made to the sacred test.

" The author of the chronology given in the margin of om- Bibles was Usher,
Archbishop of Armagh. I make no allusion to any part of the learned prelate's

system, except the date he assigns for the creation of the world : that date

comes properly within the province of the geologist ; for, as the almost reli-

gious belief in its accuracy is an obstacle to the acceptance of the conclusions

to which he is led by a careful study of the facts which the striicture of the

earth exhibits, he is fairly entitled to deal with it.

"In the eighth volume of the Archbishop's works, there is a treatise with
the following title:

—'Anuales Yeteris Testamenti, a prima mundi origine

deducti,' and in p. 13 of that treatise we find the following sentence :
—'In

principio creavit Deus coelum et terram, quod temporis principium, juxta nos-

tram chronologiam, incidit in noctis iUius initium, quae vigesiinum terBum diem
Octobris praecessit, in anno periodi Juliange 710.' Then follows :

—
' Primo

igitur sseculi die, Octobris vigesima tertia, feria prima, cum supremo ccelo

creavit Deus angelos : deinde summo operis fastigio primum perfecto, ad ima
niundanae hujus fabricse fundameuta progressus m'irandus artifex, infimum hunc
globum ex abysso et terra conflatum con&tituit.'

" In the eleventh volume of the same edition of the prelate's works there is

a treatise with the title ' Chronologia Sacra,' in the second chapter of which
the Archbishop thus settles the number of years, before the birth of Christ,

for the creation of the world :
—

" Ita a vespera primum mundi diem aperiente,

usque ad mediam noctem initium prisbentem, 25, quidem diei Decembris, quo
Christum natum supponimus amios Julianos 3999 menses TpiaKovBijfupovg 2. dies

4. et horas 6. Kalendis vero Januariis auni periodi Julianae 4714. (a quibus vul-

garis serse christianse exordium deducimus) annos 4003. menses 2. dies 11. et

horas 6. decurrisse coUigimus.' This, therefore, is the authority upon which
the confident belief is founded, that man could not possibly have existed upon
the earth for a longer period than considerably less than four thousand
years b. c.

" But this determination of the Archbishop is only one of many dates which
chronologists, in their vain calculations, have presumed to assign to this the

most stupendous of all events, to attempt to form a faint idea of which, in

anything relating to it, wiU ever be gross presumption and folly. In the well-

known work, ' L'art de verifier les Dates,' the following passage occurs :—
' Les chronologistes sont loin d'etre d'accord sur le nombre des annees du
monde. Desvignoles (Chronologic de I'Histoire Sainte, preface) assure qu'H a

recueiUe plus de 200 calculs differents, dont le plus court ne compte que 3483
ans depuis la creation jusqu'a I'ere vulgaire, et le plus long en suppose 69S4.'

There then follows a ' Table des annees ecoulees depuis Adam jusqu'a la

naissance de Jesus Clirist, selon le calcul des principaux chronologistes,' num-
bering 108, beginning with
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' Alolioiisc X, roi de Ciistillp, mort le 21 Avril, l-2Si, daus Ics

'lables de Jean Miiller, appele aussi Regionioiitamis GOSi,'

aud fiulinir with

'Louis Lippoinan, savant V^^Miitieu, mort eu 1554 3G10.'

"The Rev. Dr. Hales, in his ' New Anidysis of Chronology,' pives a similar

list of ' Epoehs of the C^reation,' and adds :
—

' Here are ujnvardh of one'

hundred and twenty different opinions, and the list niiglit be swelled to three

hundred. This specimen, however, is abundantly sutlieieiit to show the dis-

graceful discordance of chronolopers even in this prime eni.'

" I have endeavoured, by incpiiries at Oxford, Camljridge, Edinburgh, aud
at the Queen's printers in London, to ascertain by wliat spccillc authority,

royjJ or ecclesiastical, the date of -iOOi was added to the first verse in Genesis

in tiic authorized vertiou, and I liave not been able to discover tliat any record

exists of such an authority. In Ijcwis's ' Coumletc History of the Transla-

tions of the Holy Bible into English,' it is stated, in p. 319, that, to an edition

in folio of the Hible, published in 1701, under tiie direction of Archbishop
Tenison, Dr. Lloyd, Bishop of Worcester, added chrouolocical dates at the

head of the several columns, aud ou the margin of tiie title of (Jenesis the

following:— ' Year before the common year of Clirist, 4()Ui.' This edition is

to be seen in the British Museum : it was printed by Charles IViW and the

executrix of Thomas Ncwcomb, deceased, printers to the King's Most Excel-

lent Majesty.

"The copy of the Bible in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, in wiiicli that date

first appears over against the first verse of Genesis, bears the date of ]7'27
;

but there is no doubt that for more than a century and a half tliat uiuiutiiorized

marginal note has been added, up to the present time.
"1 have thus hiid before vou the origin of this settled point in Sacred His-

tory as taught at this day m our schools, and, from its juxta-jiosition to tiie

text of the Bible, held in veneration by millions, there is every reason to

believe, as an ujidoubted truth. Tiic study of geolot;y has become so general

that those who are instnictcd in its mere elements cannot fail to see the dis-

crepancy between this date and the truths wiiich geology reveals. The youtli

is told in the nioniing at school, probably by his own minister of religion, as 1

myself have witnessed, that not more than about six thou.sand years have
elaj)sed since the creation of the world. In the evening he may at1«'nd a lec-

ture on geology, very possildy by (Uic of the ninety-three clergymen who arc

Fellows of this Society, and hear that, in a work just issued from the press (a

Lecture by a Professor in tiie University of Oxford, delivered bcfon* flic Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Cambridge), it is .stated that 'the probable
K-'upth of time rcfpiired for the jiroduetion of the strata of coal, sandstone,

shalf, and iroiislonc in South W ides i.-t half a million of years.' It is thus

easy to sec what a confusion must be created in the youth's mind, and that he
wiIlinvoluntarilya.sk himself, 'Which of the two statements am 1 to believe?'

There can be very little doubt what ids decision would be; for he found the

lecturer renting his ht.itenient on unmistakeable records preserved in the great

book of Nature, the genuine incorruptible register of (iod's works ; whereas
his school instructor had adduced no evidence from the sacred text for his

averment. To remove any inaccuracy in notes accompanying the authorized

vepiion of our Bible is surely an imperative duty. The retention of the mar-
ginal note in question is by no means a matter of indifrcrcnec : it i."? untrue,

and therefore it liievous. If in future editions this erroneous date be
removed, the oi,, ,f any other will best express that entire ignorance of
' The IVgiuning' which no hunuin power wdl ever be able to dispel.

"I cannot conclude hi.s subject better than by quoting the elomient words
of one of the most able and accomplishes! of our Associates, the Rev. Adam
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Sedc;wick, wlio, in the Appendix to his Discourse on the Studies of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, thus expresses himself :

—

" Between the first creation of the earth and that day in which it pleased

God to place man upon it, who shall dare to define the interval ? On this

question Scripture is silent ; but that silence destroys not the meaning of those

physical monuments of his power that God has put before oiu- eyes, giving us,

at the same time, faculties whereby we may interpret them and comprehend
their meaning. In the present condition of our knowledge, a statement like

this is sui'ely enough to satisfy the reasonable scruples of a religious man.
But let us for a moment suppose that there are some religious difficulties in the

conclusions of geology. How, then, are we to solve them ? Not by maknig
a world after a pattern of our own, not by shifting and shufiiing the solid strata

of the earth, and then dealing them out in such a way as to play the game of

an ignorant hypothesis ; not by shuttiug our eyes to facts, or denying the evi-

dence of oui* senses, but by patient investigation, carried on in the sincere love

of truth, and by learniag to reject every consequence not warranted by direct

physical evidence. Pursued in this spirit, geology can neither lead to any false

conclusions, nor offend against any religious truth."

Evidences of Deluge—'Geology of Stonehaven.—De.ui Sir,—May I
trouble you with the two following queries ?

—

1. What evidence have we, geological or othei^wise, apart from the history

of the Bible, of the existence of the Deluge ? The traditions of all nations,

whether in the new or old world, would seem to point to it ; but are they con-
firmed by direct evidence from the surface of the globe ? If so, are we to

suppose its action to have been local or general over the whole world, and what
date can we assign to it ? In no book can I find any clear answer to these

questions.

2. Can you inform me whether there is any special interest in the geology
of the country aroung Stonehaven, in Kincardineshii'e, and whether I coidd
find any published account of it ? Hoping you will excuse the trouble, believe

me respectfully yours, S. M.
1. As the Biblical Deluge is supposed to have taken place ui the East, it

has been looked for in the valley of the Euphrates, and other great valleys,

and such evidence with regard to the Euphrates valley as seems to bear on the
subject, has been brought forward, if our memory serves us rightly, in Mr.
William Ainsworth's " Reseaches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldea," pub-
lished in 1838.

In Mr. Vernon Harcourt's work on the Deluge a great deal of iafonnation

is brought together on the subject of the Mosaic Deluge.

Geological evidence generally tends to disprove the Universality of the
Deluge. Thus we have cones of volcanic ashes of early tertiary date still

existiag in central Erance entirely undisturbed, and modified only by
atmospheric agencies.

2. Stonehaven stands on the northernmost extension of the Old Red of Eorfar
and Kincardineshire. The general stratigraphical features of the Old Red of

tliis district, and a notice of the chief localities of fossUs, have lately been
given by the Rev. Hugh Mitchell, of Craig, in the Journal of the Geological

Society (No. 66, p. 45, 1861). Some papers also on this subject have appeared
in the " Geologist," namely, " On the Flagstones of Eorfarshire," by Mr.
Mitchell (vol. ii., p. 149, 1859), and " Notice of New Eossils from the Lower
Old Red Sandstone of Scotland" (vol. iii., p. 273), by the same author ; and
"On the Old Red Sandstone and its Fossil Fish ui Forfarshire, by Mr. J.

PouTie (vol. iii., p. 336).

Balruddery, Tealiug, Glammis, Carmylie, LeysmUl, Carsegowrie, Brechen
and Cauterland, are noted localities in Kincardine and Forfar for fossil fi.shes.
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The coast from Stonehaven to Aberdeen aftbrds a most interesting cxposnre

of the stnirture of the (inmipians. The OKI Retl Sandstone of Stonehaven

is suceeeded by the ehiv -shite of Carron Point and that in tnrn by uiiea-shitc

and i^noiss, all of them freqnently traversed bv dykes of trap, porph\ry, quartz,

and tjmnitc. This subjeet is noticed in Nieol's "Guide to tlie CJeolopy of

Seotlaud," p. ISO, &c., and in the Geoloijical Society's Journal, vol. xi., p. 5U-.

Sterkognatius OoLiTicis KiioM Stdn KSKiKLD Sl.vte.—DearSir,— 1 think,

that most of your readers will be ^lad to hear of the discovery of a second

specimen of the hitherto unique jaw of the Sterco^nathus Ooliticus. Such a
speeimen I lately had brought to mc by a young friend among other fossils for

naming. On obtaining it from him, 1 showed it to my friend Professor Huxley,
who very kindly worked the specimen out from the enclosing matrix. At lirst

he believed it to be a new species altogether; but he tells me now, from

further examination and comparison with the oidy other known speeimen tiiat

he considers this ;dso to be tiie Stereognatlnis Oolitieus. It sho\dd be re-

marked tliat my specimen has one more tooth than the original fossil, although

the crowns of the little molars are not in quite so perfect a state of preserva-

tion. There is about the same amount of tlie jaw-bone preserved, wliich is

clearly exposed, and in wliich the double fangs of the teeth (so cliaractcristic

of the mamniidian class) may be seen embedded. Tlic locality from which my
specimen comes is rather uncertain; but shells and other fossils which were

associated with it, and the ap|)earance of the matrix itself prove it to be from

the Stonestield Slate.—1 remain, sir, yours &c., E. Hay, Lanbeatcr.

Geology of Araiiia.—Sir,—Could you kindly inform mc, through the

medium of your invaluable " Notes and Queries," what tlu^ principal geological

features of Arabia consist in ; or refer mc to any book, paper, or pamphlet

where I could iind anything on tlic geology of tliat country 'i Also wiiether tlie

deserts in the interior are of tertiary for-nation or not ? If you could answer

me these questions you would much oblige me.—Yours, &c., M. H. A., New-
port I'agnall.

In tlie Journal of the Koyal Gcograpliieal Society, vol. iv., p. 10:?, 1S;VI, is

a paper on the Southern Coast of Arabia and the shores of the lied Sea, in

whieh geologieal observations are plentiful.

The south-cast coast of Arabia iias been treated of geologically (by Dr. IF.

J. Carter), in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society, for

January, 1S52.

With respect to geological maps of Arabia, we uiay mention the " Geotfuos-

tischc Kartc des Petraischen Arabieu (by J. Uus.segger, 1h47, Schweizhart,

Stuttgart).

The chief geological features in Arabia appear to consist of— 1, granitic and

metamorphie roeks (espeeially near the co.i,st-line and in the Sinai district);

2, sandstone of un<letennined age; 'A, eretaceous rocks of considerable extent;

4, nummulitic and other tertiary .strata in abundance ; 5, post-plioeenc saiuLs,

some of them lich in shells and foraminifera : some at least of the desert-sands

belong to the last.

(jE'iUK.v op YoKKSniRE. Df.ar Sir,— It is a regidar custom for a few of

us in this di.strirt, durins; the summer season, when we are favoured with a

week's recTeati«m, to visit some district in search of its geologieal treasures.

We are tliis year anxious to visit the east-coast of Yorkshire, but more parti-

cularly Whitby and Sc.irborough ; none of ns, however, are acquainted with

the formation of that district, and from the books which we have we can obtain

very little infonnation.

If you or some f)f vour learned ef)rrespondents could, through the medium
of your most valuable pubUeation (whicn is taken by several, and re;»d by

every member of our .society), give us some information as to the rocks of the
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coast I have mentioned, and a short account of the fossils which they contain,

it would, to our young society, be a very great favour and a very great boon
;

and if you could recommend to us some cheap geological guide to that district,

every one of us would be greatly obliged to you.—Yours truly, A Young
Geologist, Huddersfield.

The coast of Yorkshire is full of geological interest ; and, indeed, supplies

typical sections of the oolites, and types of the oolitic fossils, which, though
they bear a close relationship to those of the south-west of England, have their

special characteristics. Prof. Pliillips's work on Yorkshire (Illustrations of

the Geology of Yorksliire, 2 vols., ito) is the text-book for geologists visiting

that coast. It contains a map, sections, and several plates of fossils. It was
first published in 1S29 ; and there was a new edition two or three years since.

A larger and far better geological map of Yorkshire was published by Prof.

Phillips in 1853, and can be got o^ Moukhouse, York ; this must be the

tom-ist's pocket-companion. Another work by the same author gives much
information of the same country, namely, "The Rivers, Mountains, and Sea-

coast of Y'orkshire," 1853; it is weU illustrated.

In 1822, Messrs. Young and Bird published "A Geological Survey of the

Yorkshire Coast" (Ito, Whitby), and this is stiU referred to for the sake of the

figures and fossils in it, and other information.

In the Journal of the Geological Society of London (vol. xv., p. 4, plates

1, 2, 3), Mr. Leckenby gave an account and figures of the fossils of the Kello-

way Rock of Yorkshire ; and in the loth vol. of the same Jommal (p. 1, &c.),

Dr. T. Wright compared the oolites of Gloucesterslure with those of York-
shire, and gave several sections, lists of fossils, and much information, with
references to other writers on the same subject.

The east coast of Yorkshire consists chiefly of oolitic and cretaceous

strata, with a large quantity of boulder-clay on its southern portion, just north

of the Humber. On acconut of the richness of its fossils and the good deve-

lopment of its beds, the oolitic strata of Yorksliire have been regarded as type
sections for many years.

The northern portion of the Yorkshire coast consists, for a few miles south

of the Tees, of New Red Sandstone. This is soon covered up by the Lias,

rich with iron-ore and full of fossils. The Great or Lower Oolite covers the

Lias, and, together with it, is to be seen in the coast-sections along by Whitby
to Robin Hood's Bay. The Oolite continues south of this along by Scar-

borough, sllo^ving its different stages ; and the Middle Oolite then comes on,

and in its turn is, at Filey Bay, covered np by the Kimmeridge Clay (of the

Upper Oolite). The Speeton Clay, the Red Chalk, and the White Chalk, can
then be seen in succession ; and for an account of these we refer our cori-e-

spondent to the " Geologist," (vol. vii., p. 262, &c.), where the Rev. Mr.
Wiltshire has given a detailed account, more especially of the Red Chalk and
the Speeton Clay of Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and Norfolk. The Tertiary Crag
of Bridlington, and the Boulder-clay of Holderness, are other objects of

interest to the geologist, but are not so easily studied, perhaps, by the tourist

as are the Oolitic and Liassic strata of "Wliitby, Scarborough, and their

respective neighbourhoods.

New Trilobites.—Sir,—In the last month's number of the " Geologist,"
Mr. Salter accuses me of publishing several of his MS. names of new species

of trilobites, which had not been described. 1 was not aware that they were
undescribed, and that the names were not published, or most certainly 1 should

not have drawn attention to them in the mamier I did, and for which 1 offer

him apology.

!Mr. Salter speaks, in the same communication, of the " blundering" use of

MS. names by me, all of which he says are wrong, but not having seen the
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specimens referred to how is it possible that lie can know whether they are

wninp or not.

'I'lie above specimens, togptlior with many other species, I received from a

gentleman residing in the inmicdiate locality, who is a very enthusiastic col-

lector of the Lower Silurian fossils, and who I believe was the discoverer of

most of the species found in that part, many <jf whicli I am aware have been

described by Mr Salter.

Mr. Salter's styling the communications from me in your "Notes and Queries"

advertisements, is another mistake; but others know as well as myself how
posit ivelv you close the pages of your journal against any transactions of a

mercantile character.— 1 am. Sir, yours, &e., J.\me.s R. Gukoory.
New Minkraxs.—The following seven species or varieties of minerals were

described iu the ninth s\ipplomont to Professor Dana's Alineralogy, by Prof.

G. J. Bush, and publishod in the May number of Sillinians' .\uu'rican Journal

of Science.

Dianite (Von Kobell). This new mineral described by Von Kobell is a

variety of tantalite, found at Tamela in Finland: the specific gravity of dianite

is 55, and that of tantalite 7;iS to To. The colour and streak of dianite is

blackish grey, and of tantalite dark browniish red. Von Kobell distinguishes

a new metallic acid, which he proposes to call dianic ac'd, in this new mineral;

and he also tinds it in excnite, a'seliinite, and samarskite.

Jljflmite (Nordenskiold). This is a new tantalite from Kararfshof in

Sweden, and is described by Nordenskiold—the colour jet-black; lusirc metallic;

fracture granular; specilic gravity 5S2; hardness 50; streak blackish grey.

Uorriifixile (llaid.). A new hydrated arseniateof magnesia fion\ the Banat.

It was first recognised by Dr. Keungott on a specimen ni the luiperial cabinet

of Vienna. It occurs in talc-like, stellated, columnar, and snow-white pearly

ma.sses, transparent, and optically bi-axial ; the lustre on cleavage pearly;

flexible. Specific gravity 2't7t; hardness <>•.') to lO.

M''lanh;filrH>\ A new uiiueral found in a decomposed wacke, from Schmel-

zerthal, near Hounef, on the Rhine, and first aescribcd by Krantz. It is

found amorphous, in irregular nodules, having a conehoidal fracture. Opaque;
colour velvet-blark to brownish black; streak blackish brown: it does not

fall to pieces in water, and in small fragments adheres to the tongue; in com-

position near pelagonite.

Piititoiil {\. Knop). This is a new name to a rock-spceimcn from Chenmit/,,

in Saxony. Colour leek,- oil,- and greenish-grey, passing into white andred :

.«»|)ecific gravity, '27SS ; hardness 2 o : very closely allied to pinile.

Pimnite (Ivenngott). Dr. Kenngott describes this as a cupreous variety of

copperas.

I'rnHophane (WebskyV This new mineral is from a copper-mine at Kupfer-

berg, in Silesia ; compact and amor|thous. Colour honey- yellow to siskin-

preen, in microscopic crystals. Sj)ecific gravity "i?*^ ; hardness less than iVO;

lustre vitreo\is to j>early.—J.I^.fx,

New Cavekns ix YoRKsniRK. Dear Sir,— It may be interesting to many
of vour readers who arc likely to visit Yorkshire during the ensuing vacation,

to Vnow that two new caves have recently been di.scovered in the mountain-

Iimr'<tone distrirt of that county- one at Greeidiow Hill, near Pately Rridge,

and thr other in Litfondalr, near Kilnsea Crag. The former contains .some of

the finciit specimens of .-ttalaet it es ever met with in this county, which have

fortunately been to a great extent preserved from the ruthless dcstniction of

curiosity-seekers. Thr eavem in Littondale ha.s little to boast of in stalactites,

but in form and extmf it far exceeds tliat of fireenhow Hill. It lia.s already

been traced seven hundred feet into the hill, through the greater part of which

di-itanee it averages upwards of twelve feet in heiglit, with a splendid tunnel-
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like shape,—indeed, through the whole length it is only necessary to stoop at

one place.—Yours, &c., H. C. Salmon, Keigliley.

Fruits fkoii the Chalk.—Sib,—Do you know if any vegetable remains
beyond mere fragments of wood have been found in the English Chalk ?

—

Ed.
Drake, Chatham.

Eossil-fruits have recently been found in the chalk near Rochester ; and the

Editor has coiled ed some from the Lower White Chalk of Dover.

REVIEWS.

Seasons with the Sea-Horses ; or, Sporting Adventures in the Northern Seas.

By James Lamont, Esq., F.G.S. London : Hurst and Blackett, 1861.

It is not often that we get much geological information from the authors of
*'Wild Sports'* in the north, east, south, aud west, many as they are now-a-
days. In this case, however, Mr. Lament, though confessedly an amateur in

science, knew how to use his eyes and hands, not only in stalking, harpooning,
and such like, but in seeing, noting, aud collecting whatever he met with of
interest to the zoologist and geologist. The lively narrative of sporting
adventures among the seals, walruses, bears, and reindeer of Spitzbergen, with
which Mr. Lamont here supplies us, is fuU of natural history information,
ranging from the jelly-fish to the progressive-developmeut-theory ; but geology
seems to have especial charms for him—next to rifle-shooting.

' Without enter-
ing into all the details of the geological materials which our author has brought
together, and the results obtained both by his own observations tJiereon, and
by the exact determination of his specimens by more practised geologists, as
shown in the appendix to his work, and in the Journal of the Geological
Society for November, 1860, we may point out the following as the more
interesting points in the work before us, as far as relates to our favourite
science.

The size and conditions of some of the great glaciers are noticed, as well as
the effects produced by them to some extent ; the nature and relative position
of the trap-rocks and carboniferous rocks (sandstone, shale, coal, and fossili-

ferous limestone) of the southern "part of Spitzbergen ; and especially the
occurrence of drift-wood and of bones and skeletons of the whale, walrus, &c.,
on the dry land, at considerable elevations above the present sea-level ; some-
times a hundred feet above the sea, and half-a-mile inland. Mr. Lamont
remarks that on one of the Thousand Islands four or five miles east-south-east
of Black Pomt, besides a great deal of drift-wood lying " far above high-water-
mark, and in positions where it could not possibly have been driven by storms
in the present relative levels of land and water, numbers of whales' bones also
lay upon this island, from the sea-level up to the top of the rocks, which may
have been thirty-five to forty feet in height. Those bones lying high above the
sea-level were invariably much more decayed and moss-grown than those lower
down. Some were of enormous size. In one slight depression of the island,
about ten feet above the sea-level, I counted eleven enormous jaw-bones, all

lying irregularly, and mixed indiscriminately with many vertebra, ribs, and
pieces of skulls. Of course it will be understood that these bones which 1
mention in different parts of this narrative were not fossilized. We found
them in many parts of Spitzbergen, and at all elevations up to that of two

VOL. IV. •:> K
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hundred feet above the sea. I broiiglit home many specimens, which are now
in the museum of the Geological Society. Could an approximation to the age

of these bones be in any way arrived at, they would give some clironoloijical

data for determining the time which the land whereon they are found has oeen

in emerging from the sea and attaining its present level. My own imi)ression,

for many reasons, is that the whole of Spitzbcrgen has been gradually rising

within the last few hundred vcars, and that this upheaval is still continuing.

It is, perhaps, impossible to judge of the length of time which such enormous
bones may endure in a climate like this, where they are bound up in ice for

eight or nine months out of the twelve ; but allowing, at a guess, four hundred
years for bones lying at an elevation of forty feet (wliieii is about tiie higliest

at which I have found entire skeletons), and adding twelve feet of water for

the whale to have floated in when he died there, wc shall arrive at thirteen feel

per centuri/ as the rate of elevation. From the position of the eleven jaw-

bones, iSrc, which 1 have just mentioned, and from the fact of so many lying

together in a sli":ht hollow, I am inclined to believe that these arc the remains

of whales killed by men, and that they were towed into this hollow (thou a

shallow bav) for the purpose of being flensed there. We learn from the

accounts of the early whalc-fishers that their usual practice was to flense their

whales in the bays ; and, in fact, that the whales were so abundant close to the

shore that the ships did not require to leave their anchorage in the bays .at all.

It was about the year lO.'jO that the whale-fishery in the nays of Spilzberpen

was in its ))rime; thus, supposing these whales to have been killed in th:it nay

two hundred years ago, idlowing three fathoms (the very minimum) for the

ship to have anchored in, and adding the ten feet which the bones are now
above the sea-level, wc have twenty-eight feet of elevation in two hundred

years, or verj" nearly the same rate as I arrived at bv the other example."

(Piige 200, et seg.)

With regard to the disappearance of the whale (Mystirctus) from the shores

of Spitsbergen, -Mr. Lamout remarks: "
I believe the principal reason to be

that the seas around Spitzbcrgen have become too shallow for them : this is

the general belief of the sealers frequenting the coast, only th(y generally 'put

the cart before the horse,' by saying that the 'sea is going back.' 1 have

heard the same remark made by the sailors and fishermen on the west coast of

No^^vay, where Sir Charles Lyell (' rrineiples of (tcologj-,' p. 500) has sliown

to demonstration that the eoast-linc is rising at the rate of four feet per cen-

tury. On this island I observed a further ukisI int crest ingprof if of its elevation.

This was a sort of trench or furrow of about a hundred yards Umg, three or

four feet deep, and about four feet broad^which was plouglied up amongst the

boulders; it was al)out twenty feet above the sea-level, and extended from

north-cast to south-west, being exactly the line in whieh the current-borne ice

travels at the present day; so that I presume there is no doubt it must have

In-en caused by the passage of a heavy iei-berg while the island lav under

water." 'finis far has M. Lamont contributed information towards tfic eluci-

dation of the problems connected with the recent uiiheaval of the European

area- a subject of high ihtere>t now-a-d'us, especially in connection with the

qnestion of the relative antiquity of the stone implements of human manufac-

tnrr found in eave.s and trravel above the present .sea-level.

The soulhrni half of Spitzbcrgen ap|>ears to rvmsisi chiefly of Carboniferous

rocks (Coal-inca.surrs (?;and Mountain-limestone), of which M. Lamont brought

numerous f'—'•rihfie •.pccimens to England (now in the museum of the

Geological ; and, from a comparison of his observations with the col-

Ifction of rwks made in the southeni part of Spizbergen by Parry and Foster,

in 1S27, it would api)ear that the trap-rrx-ks, sandstones, shales, and limestones

nf the south are reprevtitrd in the north by marble and compact limestone,
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hard saudstone and quart zite, mica-slate, diorite, porph\'ry, and granite (see

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. xvi., p. 442).

Of the PeiTuian strata Mr. Lamout found but little evidence (one roUed
fossiliferous boulder), though M. Robert some years ago brought to France
many fossils determined by M. de Koninck to be of Permian age. On the

other hand, M. Robert's collection seems to have been very poor in Carboni-
ferous specimens.

We obsei've in the list of errata belonging to vol. xvi. of the Geological

Society's Journal that, in the list of specimens brought by M. Lamout from
Spitzbergeu, "Ammonite (?)" should be substituted for " Aviculopecteu (?)"

in one instance. This specimen, though doubtfully determined, appears to

indicate the existence of strata of Secondarv ac-e in this arctic island.

M. Lamont's mteresting and instructive book is dedicated to Sir C. Lyell,

with a warm acknowledgement of the pleasiu-e derived from the '•' delightful

'Principles of Geology' my unvarying and instructive companion during
ten years of adventurous wonderings,"—and with a modestly expressed hope
that the author's abservations may in some way add to the strength of the

arguments and demonstrations of that masterly work. That they do so, we
think can be readily shown, and Mr. Lamout has our thanks for what he has

already done, and our best wishes for the success of his future journeyings
among the wUderuesses of nature where his love of sport may lead him. To
his friend, the author of the 'Principles,' also, M. Lamont's work must be one
of many agreeable evidences of the goodly harvest of facts gathered by well-

educated amateurs in all parts of the world, that come in from time to time a>j

the result of geological knowledge obtained by a careful study of the 'Princi-

ples of Geology.'

SPIRIT OF GOOD BOOKS.

Private copies have been sent us of two very important papers by Mr. Evans

and Mr. Prestwich, printed in the Transactions of the Antiquaries and of the

Royal Societies. !Mr. PrestM-ich's paper was read in May, 1859, and our private

copy from the author reached us about a month ago. To say that it had not

lost some of its interest by the long delay would not be true ; for these valuable

papers, instead of coming fresh in subject before the world, fall comparatively

dead and flat upon the public ear, and are sought for only by the learned, who
are anxious to see what emendations the authors have made in their passage

through the press—what additional materials they have gathered and added

between their reading and their publication. Mr. Evans was somewhat more for-

tunate than Mr. Prestwich, his paper behig read somewhat later, and printed

somewhat sooner.

We do not make these remarks to detract from the value of what these

gentlemen have done, or the real worth theii" papers possess at this moment,
but it is well to observe the misfortune to the authors themselves that by the

common and general discussing of the subject during the long interval of two
years, their labours originally the first and the most reliable should have thus

lost the attraction they justly merit, and should be fated to be put amongst

the heavy quartos on the library shelves, instead of being souglit for and read

in the family circles and homes of the inquiring and educated classes.
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The grcjit value of Mr. rrcEtwich's paper is iu the minute details of the

sections luul pcoirraphical areas of distributiou of the lliut iinj)l('incut beds at

Amieus, Abbeville, aud ILoxue. The scctious at Abbeville aud iViuieiis aic

tirst accurately described.

'^^^^^ ^^

Map of the Amiens' District.

" Abbrviilc and Amiens arc botli situated in the valley of tnc Sonimc, (hp

first at a distance of about fourteen mdcs, and the second of forty-one miles,

from the sea. The surrounding district consists of pcntly undulatuig elevated

jilains of chalk, ca])ped here and there by outliers of terliarv strata, and else-

where partly bare and |)artly covered by a few feet of tine light red or yellow

loam and clay, iu places mixed with angular fragments of flints. The river

valleys are narrow, often exhibit on their flanks thick deposits of loam and

gravel, while the middle is usually a flat level of marsh aud peat overlying

gravel. The loam, brick-earth, or loess, forms a very marked feature in this

usually bare eh:dk district, being iirineipally accumulated in thick irregidar

and local masses on the sides and flanks of the valleys. This i^ especially the

case for some distance both above and below Amiens, as well as up the greater

nund)cr of the lateral valleys. It extends to variout elevations. A Wd of

gravel also spreads over some of the lower hills flankinp the valley of the

Sommc. For full mrticulars of the geology of the district, 1 beg, however,

to refer to the works of M. Buteux and Dr. Havin.
" Tlic fall of the Sonmu- valley is verj- gradual, its elevation at Abbeville

above the level of mean tide of the sea being eighteen feet, at Amiens sixty

feet. Between these towns the mean width of the valley, which varies but

little, is rather less than a mile. The hilLs ri.se gradually to heights generally

of from two hundred to four hundred feet, and nowhere exceed six hundred to

six hundred and fiftv feet above the sea-level, and that more in the interior of

the department. Tfie pits in which the flint implements have hitherto been

obsened arc all in or near the main valley of the Sommc.
" Ahhrrillr.— According to M. Boucher dc rerthes, the ])rincipal localities

where flint inmlements nave been found are, the vUlage of Menchecourt, a

suburb at the loot of the hdl on the north-west side of Abbeville, the town of
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Abbeville, the risiug

ground on the south-

east side of the town
on which is situated

the Champ de Mars, the
Moulin Quignou, and
the suburb of St. GiJles,

and Mautort on the
west.

" There are two pits

at Mautort where flint

implements iiave been
found, one a shallow
one, no longer worked,
in the vaUey near the
church, and another one
on the side of the hill

g on the road leading to

I MoyenvOle, and at a
3 height probably about

equal to that of Moulin
Quignon, or about 90
feet above the valley.

The section, which was
badly exposed on the
two occasions when I
was there, consists pro-
bably of— 1. Brown
sandy clay and a few
angular fragments of
flint, 6 feet. 2. Sub-
angular ochreous and
ferruginous flint-gravel,

4 feet. 3. White and
yellow sand, irregular,

3 feet. 4. Coarse hght
sandy, chalky, and marly
flint-gravel ; no bones :

flint implements said
to be met with at a
depth of six to eight
feet ; reposing upon an
irregular surface of
chalk, 12? feet. The
flint implements here
are remarkable for their

bright wliite colour.

The bed of gravel ceases
at this elevation, but
the hill rises to a height
of two hundred and
fifty-two feet, showing
chalk with a shght cover
ing of redclayand flints.

I also visited Druca
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aud St. Ki(|uicr. Near the foniier place there is a bed thirty feet tliick of

sand and srravcl, but wo could hear of no flint ini]ileinonts or fossil bones.

Nor were we more successful at St. Kiquicr, but our visit there wat too sliort.

" Meuchecourt has been long celebrated for its nianinialiau rcinaius, of whicli

n large collection was made by M. Baillon. Many of these specimens were
examined and described by Cuvier. The chalk hills rise immediately above

the village to the height of two hundred and fourteen feet. They are cajiped

to the depth of a few feet by drii\-louia and clays; the upj)cr part of their

slope is bare, and the lower part is covered by the deposit we nave to describe,

ana t.iis passes under the recent peat and silt deposits of the valley. One of

the largest of the Meuchecourt pits is that of M. Dufour, towards the further

end of the village, and on the right hand side in ])roeeeding from Abbeville.

An extensive section of the upper beds is there exhibited. The variation

in the thickness of the strata is shown in the section of M. Lereille's pit (lig.

3), situated on about the same level, and at the further end of tlie village.

-r^^C^g^ '-::x^^-^

Fig. 3.—8«jction of n pit nt Monclioconrt, near Al»l>eviUc. IIciKht of Bcction 32 feet.

" Tlie gravelly clay b becomes more persi.stcnt and thicker as it slopes down

into the valley.' The loam r, on the contrary, is cut off gradually by A, and

thin-* out ; its maximum thickness is from twenty-five lo twenty-eiglit feet

The sand d varie-* from twf) to eight feet, and is thickest about the middle of

the pit The gravel r is of a nearlv unifonn thiekuess of lialf to one foot
;

it

apparently dors not range up to the chalk, which, at the end of M. Dufour s

pit ha.H been met with direct Iv under the sand d. Of the marl/ I examined

but few sections, as the diggings do not go deeper than r: it appears to be

rather local. The gravel g was rciiched only in the trench opened. On the
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opposite side of the road to the other pit, a well was dug through twenty-

five feet of gravel and saud, but no exact particulars of it were kept. A few

yards beyond this the gravel passes under tlie great mass of silt and peat

mUng the valley of the Somme. In the other direction (/. e., up the hill), the

chalk comes to the surface at the distance of a few yards beyond and above

the pits ; but whetlier it forms a cliff against whicli the pleistocene beds abut,

or whether it passes by a rapid slope under them, there is no evidence to show.
" No organic remains have been found in the upper clay and rubble, b b

;

The loam c contains a few mammalian remains. The only specimens, however,

collected at present are teeth of horse and bones of ruminants and of Ele-

phants, all much decomposed. Some flint implements are recorded from th

bed, and shells of CJausilia nigricans, Helix orbustorum, Helix hispida, and

Pi(pa muscorum. Of these the Helix and Pupa are common, and the Clausilia

very rare.
" To the sands and gi-avels d and e, which may be considered as one bed,

tlie greatest interest attaches, on account of the flint implements found in

them, and the abundance of mammalian remains, laud, freshwater, and marine

shells. The bones mostly occur in or on the seam of flint-gravel e : they are

often entire, but the bulk are in fragments. The land and freshwater slieUs

are most abundant in the sand d ; while the marine shells are more common in

the gravel e, although a few are scattered through d.

" Retm-ning back through Abbeville, and ascending the gently sloping

ground on the east of the town, Moulin Quignon is shortly reached, where, at

a height of a hundred and six feet above t!ie mean level of the sea at St. Valery,

is a bed of gravel showing this section.

Fig. 4.—Gravel-pit adjoining the Moulm Quignon, near Abbeville.

"Jmiens.—On the verge of the hills, and at a distance of three-fourths of
a mile south-east from the railway-station, are situated the very interesting and
extensive pits of St. Acheul. According to the measurements of M. Pinsard,
the mean height of the ground here is a hundred and forty-nine feet above the
mean tide level at St. Valery, and eighty-nine feet above the Somme valley,
towards which it slightly inclines, till, as it approaches the valley, the ground
falls by a more rapid and sudden slope, while southward it stretches with a
gently midulating and gradually rising surface for many miles. The site of
the pits is not, however, commanded by any immediate high groimd, but, on
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the contrary, possesses an open and imobstnictcd view of some distance

around, and is tlicn separated, by a sli<rht depression, from the higher liilJs to

the souUnvard. The pits arc of considerable extent, and have been long

worked for briek-earth, sand, and gravel. The total tiiickness of all the beds,

whieii repose upon a very irregular and eroded surfaee of ehalk, varies from

about twenty to thity feet. The worked Hints are found chiefly in the lower

bed of gravel, more particularly in the lower part of it or near the chalk, where
also the greater nnniner of bones are found, but this is by no means a general

nile. A considerai)lc number of teeth and bones are ;dso met with in the

sand and marl above the gravel.

' '^'^L Vjj^^jjfe
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Fig. 5.—Section in n pit nt St. Achcul, on the side ncnrost the diRny roml.
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Fig. 6.—'Section in n pit nt 8t. Aclinil, on the oirtp nearest l.lio Cntniv nmrl
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" The blocks of sandstone are very numerous and large, especially in the

{)its nearest the high road, some measuring as much as three to four feet ui

eugth, and weighing half to one ton.

b-\

Fig. 7.—Section at St. Acheul: side of the field adjoining the Monastery.

"In the east of the field the sand c thins out, and is replaced by the gravel

d, as shown in section fig. 7, where a good many remains of the elephant have
been found, and but few flint implements. The beds here and throughout the

field, although varying in thickness, have the same general composition as

described in figs 5 and 6. {d is a local sand seam).
" One chief object in visiting the pits was to discover fot myself, if possible,

flint implements in situ, or failing in that, to be able to certify to their dis-

covery by the workmen. The long fresh faces of gravel afford, together with
the digging for gravel in daily operation, ready and convenient sections for

observation. On my first visit, notwithstanding a careful pei'sonal search, I

found neither bones nor worked flints. I, however, obtained a number of the
latter from the men, some of which were dug out whilst I was there ; and in

the overlying sand I found numerous land and freshwater shells.

" Entire bones are comparatively rare in these pits, but fragments, more or

less worn, are tolerably common. The greater nurfiber of the bones are soft,

light, and friable, and without any addition to their own earthy constituents

;

and having lost their animal matter, they mostly adhere strongly to the tongue.

Some, however, have received an additional portion of carbonate of Hine,

whereby their weight is considerably increased. The enamel of the teeth is

generally biit little changed. Some of the fossils are more or less bleached

;

others are coloured by the peroxide of iron present in some layers of the

gravel."

[Supplement to the " Geologist," No. 42]
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In his resiimi^ of the nature and valur of the evidence, ^Ir. Presl wich says :

—

" It is essential, as a proliminarv step, to recollect that the arcrnnient does

not ret upon the evidence of skUl, but upon the evidence of design. The
skill being rude (for the flints are only chipped into form and in no degree

ground down) is not always evident at first sight, and hence the existence of

design has been sometimes denied. Flints .from the chalk hills of the district

itself rcndUy suiiplied the material of which the flint implemeuts are formed.

The exterior of all chalk-flints invariably presents a white earthy crust, from

which small fossils fre(iuently project, wliih- the iuteriorof the flint is i)laek or

dusky, but clear or semi-transparent. The fracture is conchoidal or splintery,

and there is no tendency to break in one direction rather than in another. It

may happen that a shattered flint (by whatever natural cause jiroiluced) should

{pve flakes or sjdinters clo.sely rescnd)ling simple forms produced by one or two

)lows applied artificially. But here the coincidence must cease ; for it is ob-

vious that blows ajiplicd by hazard and resulting from natural causes, as in a

vielt'e of gravel, would necessarily multiply their direction of strike in propor-

tion as t lie blows themselves were multiplied, and eon.setpiently the shape of

the flint would tend, up to a certain point, to become more and more irregular

;

whereas, on the contrary, blows ajiplied by desipi, and with a given object in

view, would tend to give to the flint more and more finish, ft)rm, and evident

art. So with respect to the flints in the gravel the more broken the more
irregular, whereas, on the contrary, with the flint implements the more they

are chipped and broken the clearer is the design.
" "Witli regard to the possibility of tlie flint-im|)lements resulting from

natural wear, 1 have already mentioned that in many of the specimens the

outer coat of the flint is frctiuently adapted and left, when possible or con-

venient, in the finished instrument, and siieh original surfaces show so little

trace of wear that small delicate fossils, so often found projecting on them,

still remain untouched. If the flint had been so extensively fashioned by wear,

how could one portion, and always a prominent nart, have remained ninvorn,

while other portions have been so largely abraded? Besides, the tendency of

wear, if sutticiently lf)ng continued, is idtimatcly to reduce the flints to the

rounded form of jiebbles, a condition of things incompatible with the retention

of the sharj) points and cutting edges of these implements.
" Finally, we have to consider whether it is i)o.ssil)li' for the flint implements

to have been introd\iced into their present position witiiin some comparatively

recent period, or whether they arc contemporaneous with the aceninulation of

the gravel ; and further, whether the remains of the large extinct mammals
could have been derived from some older beds, and therefore be of anterior

date to the flint inqdements.

"Tliese implements migiil have got embedded in the gravel— I si, by artifi-

cial exravatious; 2ndly, l)y rents in the ground. To anybody aeeu.sloined to

the ' 'Ion of drift dcjiosits, there is little diflieiilly in distingiiishing

betw' fresh and niiiform appearance of undisturbed beds, and the mixed

nnd confused n)akc of made ground, independently of (he occurrence of any

charrr d materials, prf '
, and of bones in a comparatively fresh condition.

The lines of origin;il it ion once broken cannot be sf) restored as not to

show the break of continuity. In the St. Acheul jiils, the sevi-ral divisions of

the gravelly clay, b Higs. h, fi, 7, 10, 11 ), and the two of the underlying sands

and gravel, r d, each present distinct divisional lines and difl'erences in cohmr.

Now these lines anfl thix beddir.g continue uninterruptedly over the portioti of

the lower gravel where the flint imjilements are found. There is no break, no

di.sturbance, and the small delicate f^ossils in the sand c remain uninjured, except

at such places where the ground hat been dug for brick-earth rir otherwi.se

excavated, and then the di.Hturbanee is snfliciintly np[inrcnt. At St. Acheul
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part of the field was occupied for several centuries as a Gallo-Roman buryiug
ground. But the old sculptures rarely extend deeper than the brick-earth and
gravel b. Some fine specimens of stone coffins (of the hard and sandy lower

chalk) remain on the ground, the surrounding brick-earth having been exca-

vated. Of the wooden coifius nothing but the ii'onwork remains. Roman
coins, and fragments of old pottery are found on or near the sui-face, and the

new ground is, in places, strewed with human bones. The following sections

m M. Freville's pits, show how distinct the line is between the disturbed and
undistui'bed groujid.

Fig. 8.— Section in the pit near the high road at St. Achenl.

" The remaining question is whether the fossU bones may have been derived
from an older deposit, presents a contingency requii-ing especial notice. That
such a case is possible is evident from the circumstance of fossils and debris of
various tertiary strata being found in the gravel. Still tliere are, I think, valid
objections to this supposition. 1. The fragments of bones, although constantly-

found with their sharp angles worn and blunted, never assume a rounded
pebble -form, or exhibit an extent of wear materially differing from or exceeding
that to which the flint-implements have been subjected ; while, as a general
rule, the entire bones and the teeth are either not roUed at all, or are so slightly
so, as rarely to be in any way injured by attrition. If the bones were really-

derived from an older bed, then consequently they would in general be worn as
much as any other materials derived from such a som-ce,—a wear necessarily
in excess of that of the newer portion of the gravel,—whereas, on the contrary,
the bones are amongst the least worn substances in it. 2. Neither do clie

bones or teeth show any mineral character, nor is there any mineral substance
adhering to them, different to that which would be imparted by the matiix in
which they are now imbedded. Nor, if they had only been originally subjected
to their actual extent of mineral change, would they have been in a better
condition to resist destruction by subsequent exposure and wear than they are
now. The teeth of the Elephant are mostly much decomposed, and tend,
without great care, to fall to pieces on exposm-e. Many of the bones are also
very friable, the greater number being porous and free from any foreign matter.
3. No older beds that could have furnished such mammalian remains are
known to exist in the district. 4. The delicate and friable shells found
associated with the bones at St. Acheul and Menchecom-t, and that could not
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jHJssibly bare withstood any transfer, are such as are associated with similar

remains elsewhere in France auil in Enphnul, where we have no rea-son to donbt.

the e<tnleni|>oraneity of the two sets of organisms. 5. At St. Aehnil part of

the lower jaw with the teeth, and considerable lengths (four and live feel) of

the tusks of ^. »r/////(7^;////.« havKj been found. At. Meneheeonrt the bones of

the Icfr, lying in their natural position, and nearly the m hole skeleton of a
R/ihiocerox, were found entire,— the first being an iniprul)able, and the see(md

an inipossible contingency, had the Remains of the aniuud been washed out or

removed from some older deposit. 0. Lastly, the extinct niaiunudia are of

species which occur, both in England and France, only iu the latest geological

deposits, whereas if these remains were here extraneous, we should expect to

find some species peculiar to deposits of anterior date.

Mr. Prestwich continues, in his geological considerations of the question:

—

"1 should not wish, until after fuller study of the district, to enter on the

question regarding the mode of fonnation of the above-described deposits of

Abbeville and Amiens, beyond [minting out, that, at the former place, the

evidence of the lower beds of Menelieeourt having been deposited partly in

fresh water, and partly in salt or brackish water, seems sulHeiently clear and
distinct. Apart from the latter condition, the St. Achcvd sands (r), as Avell as

the lower gravel [d) containing the flint-im])lenients, may also be attributed to

a like accumulation under fresh water. The upper beds (//) in both eases arc,

1 believe, of entirely dillerent origin, and belong to a class of jilienomena of far

wider extent and generality. At the same time, while j)Ostponing the more
theoretical questions, the one concerning the relative age of the deposits can,

to *a certain extent, be considered independently upon the evidence of the

organic remains and of correlation; and certain general conclusions maybe
ventured upon.

"It is probable that subsequently to that phase of the Glacial period marked
by the Boulder elay, the area of dry land became more extended, and on it there

lived the Klrphns primif/niiiis and E. f/z/fioi/i/.i, Ixliinoreros liclioriinis, Ih/nna
speltra, with species of Deer, Hone, and other animals, mostly of extinct, b\it

some of species not to be distinguished from the recent ; wlidst the wafers of

both sea and land were tenanted almost exclusively by shells of recent species

still common in tliis and adjacent countries. The remains of this old surface

we find in deposits, whieli everywhere contain a similar group of organic

rcmain.s, and occur mostly in old valleys or at moderate elevations. They arc

never overlaid by other fossiliferfuis (leposils, aiul 1 believe them all to i)eIong

to a state of thing*; which iuriu-diately jireeedcd the present order. One fea-

ture of these deposits is, that althougli closely related to the present configura-

tion of the surfaee, yet they are always more or less independent of it. They
arr often near ])r(sent lines of draniage, yet could not, as a whole, possibly

have been formed under their operation. The deposits described in the pre-

ceding pages are, there is little donbt, of this age, and they have many ana-

logues in France and England. The Menelieeourt beds bear a very close resem-

blance (the marine characters apart) to those of Fisherton, near Salisbury.

The deposit at St. Achcul is like, iu many respects, the llford and tlic Hrent-

ford bfils, whilst that of Moulin Quignon and St. Gillcs closely resembles the

gravel-beds at Croydon, Wandsworth Common, and some other places near
Lonilon.

" The gravels of Moulin Quignon and St. Acheul arc placed respeetively

eight v-eight and eichty-nine feet above the valley of the Somme, are not com-
man(fed by any highrr ground immediately adjacent, and are out of reach of all

ninning water, or of any possible interference from agents at ])resent in acticm.

At Menchecourt and St. noehe, on the contrary, the beds are placed .'.gainst

the side of the chalk hiU.s, and slope from a height of about sixty feet down to
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the valley. Still these lower-level deposits arc, althougli not to the same
degree, (jiiite beyond the agency of present river action, and are independent

of recent changes.
" It is probable that the varions beds, altliough on these different levels,

belong to the same general period, and may be nearly synchronous. Had I,

however, been asked to deeiife u])on jihysical evidence alone, 1 might have been

disposed to consider the gravels on the low hills of Moulin Quignon and St.

Acneul as a stage anterior to tjiose of Menciiccourt and St. Koch; but

although 1 throw out the suggestion for the purpose of directing attention to

the pouit, as one not to be overlooked, it is one which could not be decided

Mithout further evidence, and wliich I should hcbitate at ]MTsent to adopt.
" On my return from France, my attention was directed by Mr. Evans to

another case of a very remarkable character, described, so far back as the first

year in this century, in a paper of great value for tlu' independent and corrol)ora-

tive evidence it ailbrds, and for the bold and suggest.ive views of the author.

Although known to antiquaries, its geological bearings liad escajied notice. It

relates to a discovery made, and conimuiiicated to the Society t)f Antiquaries,

by Mr. Joliu Prerc,' F.K.S., F.S.A., under the title of " Account of Flint

Weapons discovered at Hoxne in Suffolk."

Map of tbo Hoxnc district

"I lost no time in visiting Ho:«ne, a pretty village five miles eastward of

Diss (Map, riatf xi.)- The old brick pit is 'about half a mile south of the

Tilinpr, f.n the road to Kyr, adjoining the park and on the propeity of Sir

Edward Kcrrison. It is'&tiU worked, but the section ia necessarily in some
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(For section of pit, seedegree altered from what it was in Mr. Frere's time.
Fig. 11.

" The present diggings show :

—

a. Sarface-soil, traces of sand and gravel.
h. Brown and greyish clav, not calcareous,—used for brick-earth; with an
irregular central carbonaceous or peaty seatn. Two Hint implements are marked
in the

_

position assigned to them by the workmen, by whom they were found
last winter, c. Yellow sub-angular flint-gravel, with a certain proportion of
small chalk pebbles, and a few pebbles of siliceous sandstone, quartz, and other

d

e

f

Fig. 11.—Section in south-west comer of Hosne brickfield, 1859.

old rocks. Bones of Mammalia. The matrix of this bed, in places, consists of
clay like /i, It tliins out to the westward, d. Bluisb and grey calcareous clav,

in some places very peaty ; lower part with seams or partings of sand. Wood
and vegetable remains. Land and freshwater shells. Bones of Mammalia,
e. Gravel like c, but smaller, more worn, and with more chaDc pebbles. /.

Calcareous grey clay, more or less peaty, with freshwater shells (I had a boring
made in this bed to a depth of seventeen feet, but no bottom was reached).

" I was fortunate in meeting with an old man who had worked in the pit

since 1801. On showing him a small ovoid flint-implement from AbbevUie, he
stated that many similar stones were formerly met with here, but they were
larger and more pointed. Such specimens were now rare ; only two had been
found, at a depth of seven and ten feet from the surface in the clay {b), in the
course of the preceding winter, and they had not been kept. However, after

a short search in a rubbish heap, the men recovered one specimen. On a
subsequent visit with Mr. Evans we were more successful. We had a trench
dug on the east of the field to the depth of eleven feet, and in examining the
ground as it was thrown ont by the men, Mr. Evans discovered in the bed
of gravel, No. 4, a flint-implement perfect except the point, which had been
broken off by the pick of the workmen and could not be recovered. This
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trench, which was of further importance as proving the superposition of these

beds to the Boulder clay, gave the following section:—
1. Oclireons sand and gravel, passiug down into white

sand 4 9

2. Scams of Gne white and oclircous gravel 1 3

3. Light groy sandy clay 8

•4. Coarse Yellow gravel in which ihcjlint-implement was ^10 feet.

found '.

1

5. Grey and brown clay with abundance of Bithinia ... 2 4

6. Boulder clay 1 0_

Both in the gravel c and in the clay d bones of mammalia are still not unfre-

quently met with. I obtained a fragment of a rib of a deer and part of the tooth

of a horse, <ind I afterwards saw, in the collection of Mr. T. Amyott of Diss,

the astragalus of an elephant, which fromtlie matrix in its interstices evidently

came from the bluish calcareous clay d. Pieces of wood, some of considerable

size, are found in this latter bed. Amongst them may be recognised species

of oak, yew, and fir; together with small seed-vessels. In the lower part of

this bed are thin scams or partings of sand full of sliells, porfccl but very friable,

of the foUowmg recent land and fresiiwater species :

—

Ci/clan cornea, Pisidium

amnicum, Unio (fragmentary), Bithinia tentarulata, Udix nitidula, II. hispida,

Limnen.^ jtnhtstris, L. truncatulus, Plaiiorbis albus, P. spirordis, Succinea piUris,

Valcata piscinalix.

According to Mr. Frere, the flint-implements were discovered in gravelly

soil underlying sand with shells and bones, and overlying a neaty clay. This

would seem in some, but not in all respects, to agree with eitluT c or e oi the

present section. Both overlie peaty clays. The men, however, say that it is

not in those beds, but higher up in {h) that thev now find the flint-implements.

The gravel e is below all the beds worked. 1 liad an excavation made in it,

but without success ; nor was my search in the other beds more successful on
my first visit.

" The general evidence of this case certainly wants the completeness wliieh

the Frenrh deposits afford, but still there is every rciuson to believe it to be an

analogous c;ise. Unfortunately the old part of the pit is now worked out and

overgrown, but it is to be honed that a full and elheient exploration of this

interesting spot may some day oc made. ^Ir. Evans and I had several trenches

dni;, but much more is yet required. In one on the soulii side of the iield,

the briek-earth {It) was only four feft thick, and was overlaid by three to four

feet of oelireous drift-sand and gravel, and underlaid by two and a-lialf feet of

small gravel feomiMJsed in great part of small chalk |)ebbles) resting upon a

grey clay. The other trcneli, on the cast side, exhibited a bed of yellow sand

with a few Hints, tliree and a-half feet thick, passing into oclircous gravel one

foot, and under it a seam of grey clay one foot thick, and then another bed of

f

gravel, at the top of wliich we were stopped by water. At a distance of a

lundred and fiftv yards from this spot, and on the other side of the small

stream, is a pit in which the boulder clay is dug, and where no other beds are

exposed."

(To be continued.)
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SUGGESTION-S ON THE PRACTICAL UTILITY OF A
COMBmATION OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

By the Editor.

We aU know that whatever we do to do well we nmst do earnestly.

It is not a thing taken in hand now and then, by fits and starts, that

ever reaches the perfection necessary to give it prominence and raise

it above things ordinary.

A London society, simply because it is a London society, is not

therefore composed of more talent than a provincial society ; nor, if

it be, is that talent necessarily more efiectually applied than it would

be by any other society whatever. But as the metropolis is the centre

and focus of the English ordinary population, so we think its learned

societies ought to be the centres and foci of all the provincial

societies. By this we do not advocate that the London societies

should at all control the actions of any of the other societies ; but we
can not but think that the greatest good would arise from a com-

biaation of all the provincial Geological Societies and Field Clubs

with that which ought to be their natural head—the London Geolo-

gists' Association. If the Geological Society itself could be made

the great centre of attraction, so much the better ; but the exclusive

VOL. IV. 2 L
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natoi'e of that institution, and the antique system upon which its

laws and regulations are founded, seem to prohibit, at least, for the

present, any hope of its giving that invaluable help which it has all

the materials ip its hands for doing. Those means are confined as

unused jewels within a strong casket by the obstractive bonds of char-

tered regulations. The intentional puii^ose of the Geologists' Asso-

ciation is, however, more in accordance with the wants and wishes

of the Provincial Societies and Field Clubs, and it is more than pro-

bable, that had the London Association shown itself more energetic

and worthy of leadership, some proposition for union and combina-

tion might have emanated from geologists in the provinces ; but a

comparison of the labours accomplished by the Glasgow, the Dublin,

the Liverpool, Manchester, Cornwall, and Malvern Clubs would dis-

play such superior energy and talent on their parts as would rather

entitle any one of them to such pre-eminence. They have done

mu<:h good work. "What has the London Geologists' Association to

show ? Sui'ely it woidd not be too much at this season to expect

loeekhj xcorhing excursions by the London Society ? Cheap trains leave

to'vvn on Saturdays in numerous directions ; and even if excursion

trains were wanting, ordinaiy fifires to most of the interesting points

which would be selected for a single day's work would be within the

compass of the poorest of the present members, or any that are likely

to join. They are such as any working man could afford. There

arc Grays and Ilford, New Cross and Croydon, to work at for mam-

malia and flint implements ; Woolwich and Erith, Duhvich and Read-

ing, for tertiary beds ; Reigate and Rcdhill for Lower Greensand

;

Charlton and Gravesend for Chalk. At further ranges there are Far-

ringdon, Hastings, Bedford, Northampton, HanArich, Dover, Herno

Bay, cummullis aliis. But such lalx)urs miist be continuous and pur-

poseful, not desultory. Setting a.side propositions for excursions such

as these, would there not be a great advantage in establishing rt/ujHaZ

meetimjs of all the provincial clubs under the direction of the London

Association, such as the British Archaeologists have instituted for the

votaries of their science. The place of meeting might be selected

amongst the lr)calities of the Field Clubs themselves, say Malvom,

or Glasgow, or ilanchcstcr, or Chester, or Canterbury, or the

Isle of Wight—anywhere where there was a provincial society
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in combination \vitli the metropolitan head-quarters. Take Mal-

vern first as an example. There the London Association would

go, and would be joined by the Worcester, Cotteswold, Leicester,

and other Societies around, and by the members of those more
distant societies, such as the Kent, the Cornish, the Scotch and L-ish,

who felt interest in the geology of that instructive region.

Mr. Salter is now pointing out in our columns good work to be

done on the Longmynds. If the London Association inaugnirated

an excursion there under efficient leadership, sa,j even, perhaps, under

that of Mr. Salter himself, would there not be a hundred or more

geologists from all parts of England who would be ready and willing

to enjoy a week's work on the mountains of Shropshire ?

The constitution of the Geological Society is framed for the pub-

lishing of accomplished results, and there is an inherent dignity in

the fixity of its meetings ; but the geologists of the Association com-

bined, if we understood their original purpose rightly, for mutual

instruction and active work.

Let it not be understood that we are advocating mere gatherings.

A concourse of people accumulated at one spot for the purpose of

strolling over a country and dining together at the end of their

ramble, does no more than promote good fellowship. It does almost

nothing for science, not even so much as one stalwart arm would do

in sohtude by itself. But the work on such occasions should be con-

templated and designed beforehand, and the geologists of the party

should, like trained soldiers, he each put to his proper duty. Suppose

a party of geologists at Dover, what good would they be likely to

do scrambling along the cliffs one after the other ? Give each mem-
ber of the party a particular duty to do—a particular stratum to

examine, a section to measure and draw in detail, a tract of country

to examine and map. Send out an exploring party to find cuttings

or sections, faults or fissures ; another party to level and take dips.

With such an organized party surveying the ground, marking every

bed, and labelling every fossil, no field-day would be a dies nan, but

each would be " a red-letter day" for geology. If the Geologists'

Association has been slothful, let them buckle on theii' annour and

set-to even this summer. There is yet time for them to work out

their proper destiny and attain their proper position. The last meet-
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ing was devoted to the consideration of the best kinds of hanimera,

let the next produce some scheme for using them to some pui-pose.

We wish the Society well, and it is therefore in tme friendship wo

nrge it to assume the proper dignity of laboiu' for which it is so

admirably suited.

ON THE DEVONIAN AGE OF THE WORLD.

By W. Pengellt, F.G.S.*

The rocks composing the earth's crust contain a history and re-

present time—a history of charges numerous, varied, and important

:

changes in the distribution of laud and water ; in the thermal

conditions of the world ; and in the character of the organic tribes

which have successively peopled it. The time requind for these

mutations must have been vast beyond human comprehension,

requiring, for its expression, units of a higher order than years or

centuries. In the existing state of our knowledge it is impossible to

convert geological into a.stronomical time : it is at present, and
perhaps always will be, beyond our power to determine how many
rotations on its axis, or how many revolutions round the sun the

earth made between any two recognised and well-marked events in

its geological history. Nevertheless it is possible, and eminently

convenient, to break up geological time into great periods : it must
not be supposed, however, that such periods are necessai'ily equal in

chronological, organic, or lithological value ; or separated from one

another by broadly marked lines of demarcation ; or that either their

commencements or terminations in different and widely separated

districts were strictly synchronous.

One of the terms in the chronological series of the geologist

is known as the Devonian, that which preceeded it the Silurian, and
the succeeding one the Carljonifcrous period ; and these, with some
others of less importance, belong to the Palaeozoic or ancient-life

epoch, or group of periods. The Devonian is, therefore, a chapter

—

it may Ix) called the middle chapter—in the first volume of the

organic history of the enrth. It is this chapter, containing the

history of the " Devonian Age ot the World," which is to furnish

material for this article.

The period takes its name from the fact that it represents the era

• Beinff the tmbstiUQCO of six loctorcs delivered at the Royal Institution from
May to June, 1861.
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during -whicli tlie limestones, slates, and associated sandstones of

IS'ortli and South Devon were deposited. As nearly as can be

detei'mined, contemporary rocks occur in Cornwall, Herefordshire,

Wales, Scotland, Ireland, France, Belgium, Germany, Russia, Turkey,

Siberia, Tartary, China, Central and South Africa, Australia,

Tasmania, Falkland Isles, Brazils, and various parts ofNorth America.

The history of the period has Ibeen largely and ably illustrated by
Hugh Miller, De la Beche, Lonsdale, Sedgwick, Murchison, Austen,

Phillips, Rogers, Bigsby, and many others.

It appears to have been a period in which red deposits prevailed,

the colour being due to the presence of the peroside of iron. In this

respect it is contrasted strongly with the Silurian beds below and
the Carboniferous limestone above ; the change, however, is in

neither case uniformally sudden, so that by the test of colour alone

it is not easy to draw a sharp line of separation between the

Devonian and the more ancient or more modern system. The red

colour is less prevalent in Devonshire,—this is especially the case in

South Devon, where the deposits are chiefly clay-slates, and lime-

stones, commonly grey or more or less blue. The characteristic red

rocks are well developed in Herefordshii'e and many parts of Scotland,

where they have been carefully studied under the name of " Old Red
Sandstone," a term now generally regarded as a chronological

synonyme for " Devonian."
Red colours, however, are by no means confined to the period now

under notice ; this, indeed, is implied by the epithet •' Old Red,"
used for the purpose of distinguishing the deposits to which it is

applied from others of the same colour above, and therefore more
modern than, the Carboniferous formation ; and which were formerly

known, as they are still occasionally, as the New Red Sandstone. Here,

again, it was necessary to speak of the Upper and Loiver New Red,

now the Triassic and Permian systems.

Nor are still more modern deposits destitute of this hue, as has

been pointed out by Su- C. Lyell, when speaking of the Upper Eocene
formation of Auvergne.*
The thickness of the Devonian rocks has been estimated at ten

thousand feet in Herefordshire ; at least twelve thousand feet in

Ireland, and eleven thousand nine hundred and fifty feet in North
America.

Considerable variety of opinion has prevailed respecting the age
of the rocks of North and South Devon and Cornwall ; nor is this

surprising, since they are completely isolated, frequently display

great metamorphism and mechanical violence, and have very few,

if any, fossils in common with rocks, now known to be, of the same
age elsewhere in the British Isles. Thanks, however, to the labours

of Mr. Lonsdale, Professor Sedgwick, Sir R. I. Murchison, and
others, they have been determined to be, as has been already stated,

* Manual, 5tli Edition, page 109.
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tliccliroin)lonric>;il equivalents of tlie " Olil Red" of Herefonlshirc and

Scotland—much as they diHer lithologieally and paheonloloj^ieally.

Scotland does not yield the shells, corals and sponges so abundant in

DevDnshirc ; nor are the ichthyolites, with which the iScutch rocks

teem, found in the latter district: this, however, has ceased to be a

c/t/-'j«o/o(;/ca/difIiculty, since the author of" Siluria" found the fossils

characteristic of each of the areas lying together in the same Devonian

beds in Russia.*

It is but right to add that many geologists well acquainted with

the Devonshire rocks have accepted this chronological decision in a

more or less modified form. Thus, the late Sii- H. de la Rcche

regarded " The bulk of the Devonian and Cornish rocks as at least

in part equivident to the lower beds of the Carboniferous limestone,

to the passage-beds between the Old Red Sandstone and Carboni-

ferous limestone of Ireland. South Wales, Ac, and also to some

portion of the higher part of the Old Red Sandstones of Hereford-

shire and adjacent districts."t 1'he late Rev. David Williams

considered the Devonian system as occupying "an enormous interval

between the Old Red Sandstone and the Mountain-limestone.":}:

The late ^Ir. D. Sharpe, Professor Jukes, and Mr, Austen, have

advocated the view that the rocks of Banistaple in North Devon,

and South Pethorwin in Corawall, belong to the Carboniferous

system ; wliilst Mr. Salter would modify tliis, and class the ujiper

portion of the Barnstaple group only as Carboniferous. The chro-

nology of the Barnstaple and Pcthcrwin beds will again come under

notice, when discussing the distribution of the fossils of Devon and

Cornwall.

That life existed on the earth during the era of the Devonian

rocks is evidenced by the fossils they contain; unless, with the

author of " Omphalos," we hold them to be prorhrmuc. Indeed,

the introduction of life dates very much eailier than thi.s, since no

fewer than very ncai-ly one thousand species of organisms arc

recorded a.s having become extinct in Britain alone, in j»rc- Devonian

times. The following table exhibits the amount and variety of life

in the period under consideration, as compared witJi the fauna and

flora now existing.

The figures in the 1st. 2nd, and t'.tli columns arc copied from

Bronn's " Index Palrc-ontologicu.s," Quart. Journ., Geol. Soc, vol. i.,

p;ii:o \\\ and those in the :?rd, 4th, Tth, and ^i\\, are compiled

fioni ProfcHsur Morri.s's Catalogue of British Fossils. It has been

thought l)cst to take no liberties witli the originals, so that the

authorH alone are responsible for the correctness of the figures, whic"h

though pnssiblv incorrect in a few cases, are on the whole the best

that can be commanded.

• " Silnriii," 3nl Edition, pago 3«2.

t Mem. GpoI. Survey, vol. i., p. 1"3.

X Roi>ort Royal Geol. Soc. of'ComwaU (1813), p. 123.
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origin ; that tlioy have not been thoroufjhly explored ; and also that

the occuiTcuce of toiTestrial organisms in niarint'-dcposits must bo
the exception, and l)y no means the rule; still, it is not easy to

explain away the facts that nothing analogous to the oceanic mam-
malia of the existing fauna, or the marine reptiles of the mesozoic
epoch, occur in these old rocks ; that even fish arc not met ^\^th

below the very uppermost beds of the Silurian S3-stem;—the "passage-
beds" between it and the Devonian series—that below the middle
Silnrian rocks arc poor in fossils, both specially and individually, in

proportion as they are ancient ;—fossil-poverty b"iiig in fact a function

of antiquity—tliat the Longmynd rocks, in no respect ill-adajited for

the preservation of organic remains, have, in all their vast thickness,

yielded no more than some nine or ten species ; that whilst the

presence of phosphates may be fairly expected in strata in which
organisms were once entombed. Professor Daubeny failed to detect

the presence of any such salts in the Welsh slates ; unless we suppose
that the most ancient fossdiferous rocks with which we are acquainted

were coeval in their origin with the earliest introduction of life on
the globe ; that life was at first, and for a very lengthened period,

represented in the world by ijivertebrate animals and compai'alively

humble plants exclusively; and that there has been, on the whole, a
* progression" from simple to complex forms as wc pass from ancient

towards modern times.

But even if we provisionally adopt this doctrine of organic pro-

gression, it must be with important limitations and qualifications.

Admitting that the evidence at present before us is to the effect that

the invert ebrata appeared on the stage of life long before the verte-

brata ; and that, of the latter fish, were introduced earlier tlian reptiles,

which in their turn licld sway in tiie world for a considerable period

antecedent to the advent of mammals : still the humblest representa-

tives of each class were not always the first to appear, as, ff)r exanq)l(',

in the class Pi.sces. Amongst the invertebrates, also, the lowly clas.ses

do not invi'iriably rip])ear earlier, or in greater specific or individu.al

develojuiient tlian those of higher rank, as will hereafter be shown.
It must bo rcmcmliercd also that the argument for progression is

entirely negative, and would be valueless in the presence of an
op]M)sing j)ositive fact; so that, aOer all, ]H'rha])s the only safo

verdict in the great rase of Progression trrvw Uniformity, is "Non-
proven."
Of the classrs ri|iiTscutt(| in the Devonian series, Amorpho/oa,

Annelida, ( 'irrijiedia. and I'teropoda, seem io have been specifically

unimportant, whilst the remainder were comparatively rich in species.*

Efpialify in s])erific wealth in the various classes, however, by no
mean.s obtains now any more thou in the earlier age under con-

sideration.

In some cases it appears that classes poor then arc stilL poor, as

• Sco Table 2nd colamn of figiircB.
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Amorpliozoa and others ; others rich then are poor now, as Brachio-
poda and Cephalopoda : whilst Gasteropoda, Lamellibranchiata, &c.,

abounding in species in existing seas, were formerly by no means
thus characterized.* In order to show this numerical relation of
the Devonian and existing species, the fifth column of figures, headed
Vev. Spe., Liv. Sj)e., in the table, hag been calculated thus :—the
number of species in each class in the existing fauna, has, for the
present purpose, been regarded as normal and put = 1,000, and
the number in each of the Devonian classes equated to this ; so that
when compared with the specific development of the classes of the
present day those ofthe Devonian age ofthe world stand, in ascending
order, thus :

— Cirripedia, Annelida, Pisces, Gasteropoda, Amor-
phozoa, Lamellibranchiata, Crustacea, Bryozoa, Echinodermata,
Zoophyta, Pteropoda, Cephalopoda, and Brachiopoda. It will be
seen also that the number of species in the two last exceeds, and in

a high ratio, those of the same classes in existing seas ; whilst those
of Gasteropoda and Lamellibranchiata are more than correspondingly
abnormally small. Here we have an example of a high class

—

Cephalapoda—preceding a lower one—Gasteropoda.
Though when the general fossil census was last taken, the Devonian

rocks throughout the Avorld yielded so many as one thousand four
hundred and sixty-eight species ;t yet if this number is considered in

relation to the great thickness of the deposits of the period, the
Devonian strata are poorer in species than either the Carboniferous
or Upper and Middle Silurian ; for example, for every one thousand
feet in thickness the British Middle Silurian beds contain seventy-nine
species ; Upper Silurian ninety-six ; Devonian forty-four ; and Car-
boniferous one hundred and twenty. As a rule, deposits charged
with peroxide of iron are poor in fossils ; the red limestone of

Petit Tor near Torquay, however, is an exception to this, as it is

frequently crowded with Orthoceratites and other Cephalopods.
It is usual to divide the Devonian system into Lower, Middle, and
Upper groups, and this triple division has been applied to Devon
and Cornwall, especially by Professor Sedgwick, who recognizes the
first, or lowest, in the slates and limestones extending from Plymouth
to Torquay, in the limestones of Ilfracombe and Linton, the red
sandstones of the north coast, and in the slates of Looe, PolpeiTO,
and Fowey, in Comw^all. This he designates the " Plymouth group."
The middle division consists of the slates extending from Dart-

mouth to the metamorphic schists of the Start and Bolt and the
slates and purple and greenish sand-rock, stretching in North Devon
fi^om Morte Bay, east and west across the country : this is termed
the "Dartmouth group," and is probably without fossils.

The upper includes the rocks ranging from Baggy point by
Barnstaple, and the limestone beds and fossiliferous slates of South
Petherwin in Cornwall : this is known as the '' Barnstaple or

* Ibid., 1st and 2nd column of figures,

t See " Total" Table 2nd column of figiu'es.
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was first announced by Mr. Lonsdale a quarter of a century ago.

The evidence, therefore, of the fossils on the chronology of the rocks

in which they were inhumed is, first, that they are of an age inter-

mediate to the Silurian and Carboniferous,—that is, they are the

equivalents of the Old Red Sandstone, second, that they ai-e

organically connected with both these periods ; and third, that the

connection is closer with the last than with the first. It seems

probable, therefore, that whilst there is an ample development of

Middle and Upper Devonian beds in the two counties, the lower

group is less fully represented, and that the lowest beds of the district

do not constitute the basement of the system.

Assuminsr that the South Devon beds are more ancient than those

of Petherwdn or Barnstaple—and probably no geologist entertams a

doubt on this point—^it follows that all the fossils common to the

first, and either or both of the others, must be regarded as contribu-

tions from it to them : now this number is both absolutely and relatively

greater in Petherwin than in Barnstaple. Again, of the two, the

latter area has contributed the greatest number of species to the

Carboniferous fauna. Hence, tried by either of the above as tests of

relative age, Petherwin and Barnstaple are not strictly contemporaiy,

but the former is more ancient than the latter ; which is in unison

with the opinion of Sir R. Murchison and Mr. Salter, based on other

and, perhaps, more reliable data.* Indeed, Barnstaple has a smaller

number of forms in common with South Devon than with the Car-

boniferous beds ; hence it may be considered as rather belonging to

the latter than to the Devonian series; or, possibly may have

to be regarded as " Passage beds" between them.

The Devonian fossils of Devon and Cornwall belong to ninety-

seven genera, as has been already stated. Of these, twenty-four are

(in Britain) peculiar to the Devonian era ; fourteen common to the

Silurian and Devonian; forty-one to the Silurian, Devonian, and

Carboniferous ; and eighteen to the two last only. Hence thii-ty-

eight genera die out, and forty-two commence existence in the

Devonian age of the world. Several of the genera of the two last

divisions pass upwards into Neozoic, and even recent times. Twenty-

seven genera are recorded in British Silurian and Carboniferous lists

which do not appear to have been represented in the Devonian fauna;

an indication, perhaps, ofthe " imperfection of the geological record."

Few of the genera, not restricted to it, have their maximum specific

development in the Devonian era, and the period is remarkable for

the specific poverty of its genera ; it faUs below both the Silurian

and Carboniferous period, and especially the latter, in both these

respects. Generically, as well as specifically, the Devonian fossils of

Devon and Cornwall have rather Carboniferous than Silurian

affinities.

According to the catalogues Devon and Cornwall have yielded

nine species of sponges, belonging to four genera ; there is reason to

* Silui-ia, 3rd Edition, page 300.
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believe that a greater number really exists. No fossils belonging to

this class apju-ar to have been found at Petherwin or Barnstaple
;

nor are any of the species known to belong to the Silunan or Carboni-

ferous series. Polished sections frequently show these organisms

surrounding foreign bodies, in most eases corals.

In 18 to, ^Ir. I'each brought certain fossils, which Mr. Couch had

then recently discovered in slate-rocks near Polperro in Cornwall,

before the Geological section of the British Association, during its

meeting at Cork. They were pronounced to be ichthyolitcs ; and
this, perhaps, the more readily from the fact that whilst the con-

tempoi"ary rocks of Scotland had yielded fossil-fish in great numbei'S.

No more than, if so much as, the faintest trace of organisms of this

class had been found in Devonshire and Cornwall; and this without

the appearance of any reason for such absence.

^Ir. Peach traced these fossils from near Fowey harbour to Talland

sands, about two miles west of Looe. Subsequently they have been

found, at by no means wide intervals, along the entire coast of Corn-

wall from Talland sands to Rame Head, near Plj-mouth sound. They
have also been met with, but in small quantities, at Clitf on the left

bank of the river Fowey, at Bedruthen on the north coast of Corn-

wall, and at Mudstone Bay, near Brixham, in South Devon.
Specimens were sent to the late ^Ir. Hugh ^filler, who, at first

inclined to confirm their ichthyic claims,—stating, indeed, of one

specimen, that •' If he had found it in the Lower Old Il<.'d Sandstone

of Cromarty, he would have no hesitation in regarding it as a frag-

ment of some dermal jdate of Asterolo])is ;" but on receiving a larger

and more complete series, he prepared a paper on them, which was
read before the Royal Physical Society of Kdinburgh, in which he
" doubted whether their true place in the scale of being had been

determined," and pronounced them " the most puzzling things he

had ever seen ; riddles on which to exercise the ingenuity of the

palieontologist." Soon afterwards Professor McCoy and Mr. Carter

subjected them to a close microscopic scnitiny. which resulted in the

fossils Ix'ing pronounced to be sponges merely. A new geims,

SteganoJictyum, was established for their reception, of which they

were found to constitute two species, .S. coniubicnm and S. Corlcri.

These fo.ssils are foand in slate-rocks oidy.

The remarkal)le fossil formerly known as Sjihfi'i'onHes te-aschtlvHy

has also experienced a variety of foHune among systematists.

Rumour says it has Iwen assigned to Imnrfa. In a note to Sir K.

T. De la Beche's paper on "Tlie Cieology of Tor and Babbacond)e
Bays," ihe late Mr Bro<lerip says " It ia not impo.ssible that the

fossil here referred to may have belonged to the Tnuiratn* Professor

Phillips, after Mr. Austen, placed it, provi.sionally, amongst the

Sphceronitcs, a genus of the family Cystiden?, l)elonging to the

Cystoidea, an extinct order of Kehinodermata. Sir R. 1. Jlurchison,

more recently, says, '" It is not, however, a Cy.stidean, that family

• Trans. Geol. foe., 2nd eeriee, vol. iii., part Ist, p. Ifil.
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being confined to the Silurian rocks ; but is, perhaps, a complex
sponge."* The fossil is, accordingly, catalogaied at present tmder
the name of SplicHrospongia tesselatus. It occurs in the limestone

beds at Lummaton, near Torquay, and at Woolborough Quarry, near

Newton ; one fine specimen recently found at the latter locality, shows
that it is cup-shaped, the calyx, which unfortunately is somewhat
broken, is elliptical,—having, at the top, its gi'eatest diameter, about

two and three-foui-ths inches, the least two inches, and narrowing
almost to a point at the bottom. The depth of the cup is about one
and a quarter inch. The walls are about one-twentieth of an inch

thick ; the inner sui'face is divided into a net-work of quadrilateral

meshes, by the interlacing of, what may be termed, vertical and
horizontal ribs. The former are, with sHght variations, about three-

twentieths of an inch apart, and are oftwo kinds,—primary, extending

from the bottom to tlae top of the cup ; and secondary, springing

li"om varioiis heights in the side or wall. The primary cycle consists

of sixteen ; the secondaries occur in pairs one on each side of a

primary, of which they seem to be two branches issuing from the

same node ; these, in like manner, occasionally give ofi" similar

branches. The horizontal ribs are less prominent, somewhat thinner

and closer than the verticals ; they are abo ut one tenth ofaninch asunder.
JS^ot unfrequently some irregjJarity is observable in their aiTange-

ment, being occasionally more or less out of horizontal, and not

always at quite the same level on the opposite sides of the same
vertical ; so that as often as otherwise, they are not in one and the

same straight line. In fact they sometimes remind one of the

"bridging-pieces" which builders insert transversely between the

flooring joists in houses for the pui'pose of securing stability. The
sui-faces of both sets of ribs, as well as the interstices, are covered

with granules. Imagine the cup to be a gigantic calyx of some
species of coral belonging to the sub-order Zoantharia tabulata, as,

for example, HelioUtes porosa ; then do the vertical ribs represent the

rudimentary septa, and the horizontal ones the tabulae, which must
be considered as rudimentaiy also.

J

The beautiful specimen of this fossil figured in the Transactions of

the Geol. Soc, vol. iii., part 1st, plate xx., fig. 1 ; and also in Professor

Phillips' " Paleozoic Fossils," plate lix., is lodged in the Jermyn
Sti'eet Museum.
The genus Stromatopora, formerly regai'ded as belonging to the

corals, but now removed to the sponges, contain five Devonian
species, all of which appear to be confined to British localities, with
the exception of S. concentrica, which occurs also in the Eifel. It is

extremely abundant in the South Devon limestones, and not unfre-

quently attains a very great size.

* Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 135.

t Siluria, 3r(l Ed., p. 298.

X This is merely meant as illustrative, and not as a suggestion that the

fossil is a coral.
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In the Devonian deposits throughout the world :ibout one hundred
and tifty species of fossil eoi-als have been found, forty-nine of which
occur in Devon and Cornwall. Twenty-three of these are found in

continental Kurope, and six in America; live of the six are included

in the European twenty-three, and one ot the live has been met with

in Australia. The IJrilish Devonian corals belong to twenty genera,

six families, and the three sub-orders, ZoaiUhana tabulata, Z.jifi'forafa,

and Z. rnijofni.

The genus Favositcs, belonging to Z. tahalata, contams five species,

all of which have a wide geographical range. F. UohlI'liasii irei[uvni\y

attains a very large size ; masses upwards of two feet in diameter are

sometimes met with. It is al.«;o remarkable for its great distribution

in space, occuring in Devonshire, at Nehou and Vise in France, at

at ^lillar in S])ain, in the Oural, in the states of Ohio and Kentucky
in America, and in Xew South Wales ; yet it was conlincd to the

Devonian era. It was formerly confounded with F. GotMaiulica, a
Silurian species. F. cervicornis-ia remai'kable for its gi*eat abundance
in certain localities : at East Ogwell, near Newton, a very consider-

able mass of limestone seems to be entirely composed of it, to the

almost total exclusion of other fossils. F. fibrosa occurs also in

Lower Silurian rocks in South Wales, and in Upper Silurian in

Shropshire.

Plcurodictyum prohlematwum is the only species, not only of tlie

genus, but also of the family {PorH'uln;), and even the sub-order

(Zoanfhuria iicrfaratn) which occurs in Pala'ozoic rocks, all its aflinitics

are with organisms of much later times: it is a snuill islet of vitality,

separated by a vast ocean of time from the organic continent to which
it belongs. Iti Britain it occurs in the slate rocks at ^feadfoot, near

Torquay ; at Ogwell, near Xcwtcni ; and in great aliundance, and of

great size, at Looe in Cornwall; but has not been found anywhere in

limestone.

The genus Ciiufhujihi/Ilinn, belonging to the paheo/.oic sub-order

Z. rmjusa, contains fourteen species, that is, two-sevenths of the

entire series. A small reed-like variety of 6*. civ^jiUnsum occni-s in

sucli nuniliers at one locality known as the Tiniid's Kml, near T<»r-

qtiay, a.s to furnish a very faithful example nf a c«>ral-reef of the

Devonian period. G. JJiicIiUindii is the only Bintish Devonian coral

not found in South Devon.
CluynnjthijUum pirJulUitniti is recorded as occurring in Uppc-'

Silurian rocks aa well as in Devonian ; its great vertical range sug-

gests tlic l)elief that it pos.sessed a hardy pla.stic constitution, seeing

it had livf<l through changes such as must have been introduced

during lap-'fs of tinu' great as tho.se represented by the terms
" Silurian" and " Devonian ;" and fi*om such a constitution it might
be supjMjHed to have had a wide geotrra])hic.il distribution ; never-

theless, it seems to liave been particularly limited in this latter

respect, thus contrasting strongly with FnroKltrs frdhlftuiiiii, which, aa

ha.s been stated, circumnavigated the glolx; during the Devonian age,

to which it was confined ; whilst Chniii^i/njlluui pi:rfiAlatiim, wlii^li
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formed part of botli tlio Silurian and Devonian faunas, was confined

to a veiy limited district in each period.

Blastoidea and Orinoidea are the only orders of Ecliinodermata

found in Devon and Cornwall ; the first is represented by a single

species, Pentremites ovalis, and this is only met with in the Barn-
staple area ; it occurs also in the Carboniferous period, as do all the

other species of the genus.

Fourteen species of Grinoidea belonging to five genera and two
families have been found in Devon and Cornwall ; two of these occur

also in continental Europe in rocks of the same age, and five in car-

boniferous beds ; but not one seems to have been derived from the

Silurian series. Parts of the stems are extremely numerous occa-

sionally, both in the slates and limestones ; bodies are very much
less frequently found, and arms seldom if ever. Good examples of

the body of Hexacriiius interscajnda'ris, but without stem or arms,

have been found in the Woolborough quarry near Newton.
Excepting Guprlduia serrato-striata, found at South Petherwin, all

the Crustacea of the two counties are Trilobites. I^o traces of Ptery-

gotus, Euryj^terus, or Estheria—found in other British Devonian
localities—have been met with. The trilobites belong to ten species,

seven genera, and six families ; hence the genera and families are very
limited in specific development. With the single exception of Pha-
cops granulatus, found at Petherwin, they all occur in South Devon,
and are all confined to the Devonian era excepting Plidlipsia Brog-

niartii, which is also met with in car-boniferous beds m many and
widely-separated European localities ; this was eminently a carboni-

ferous genus having no Silmian representative, biit in all other cases

the generic aflS.nity was with the Silurian age. Indeed, the trilobitic

form of life had passed its culminating point befoi-e the commence-
ment of the Devonian age of the world—the evening of the group
had ab'eady begun : no fewer than a hundred and seventeen species

had previously become extinct in Britain alone ; of these, ninety-

eight belonged to twenty-one genera and seven families, which had
also entii'ely disappeared from the earth.

Plmcops latifrons occurs in the calcareous slates at Roseland Vale,

near Liskeard, in Cornwall, where it seems to have attained consider-

able dimensions : in many cases the eyes, though somewhat flattened,

are otherwise well preserved, not a facet being scratched. It has
also been found at Croyde and Barnstaple in !North Devon, and in

clay-slate at Black Hall, near Totnes.

The tail of Bronteus flctbelUfer is by no means rare in the limestone

of Woolborough, near Newton, and Lummaton, near Torquay ; no
part of the thorax seems to have been met with, but one example of

a tolerably distinct head with eyes was found at the former locality.

Trimerocephalus Icevis, the only British species belonging to the

genus, occurs under somewhat remarkable circumstances. So far as

is at present known, it has been found only in one locality, namely,
on the flanks of a hill called Knowles, near Newton, and no other

fossil of any kind has been seen there. On this point our knowledge
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is expressed by sayinpf there is but one locality for (lie A^ssil, and but
one fossil for the locality. Many hundreds of specimens have been
found, and but two instances are known to have occurred in which
the head wa.s attached to the thorax. On splitting a stone, and
thereby disclosing one of these tnlobites, except in the two cases

just named, the head is not visible; or what is much more frequentlv

the case, one half the stone, is found to contain the thorax and tail

Tinited, and the imjtressinn of the head, whilst in the other half are

found the head and the impression of the body, and always in such a
way as to show that the head had been .severed frnni the body,

removed a short distance from it, as if drawn or pushed forward,

and inverted. In the ca-ses where the head has not been visible, it

has generally happened that it has been concealed by a mere film of

the imbedding matrix, and can be found with a little care. When
so found it tells the same story. There are never any indications of

eyes ; not unfrequently the tail appears somewhat tnincated, as if its

terminal margin were .slightly folded or tucked imder. It is clear

that an inversion of the head might have been efl'ected by a semi-

rotation either at right angles to the axis of the body or in the direc-

tion of that axis ; but as the anterior margin of the head is always
found nearest the thorax, it is clear that the motion must have lieon

of the latter kind. The rock in which the fo.ssils occur has been
pronounced by Mr. Sorby and others to be a volcanic ash, and this

without reference to, or knowledge of, any speculations respecting

the facts connected with the trilubites. Knowles Hill, on the flanks

of which they occur, is a mass of greenstone, and is marked as such
in the map published by the Geological Sm-vcy.

Accoi'ding to Hurmeister. it is probable " that these animals (trilo-

bites) moved only by swimming; that they swam close beneath the

surface in an inverted position, the belly upwards, and the back
downwards, that thry made use of their power of i-olling them-
selves into a ball as a deience against attacks from .above; and that

they lived gregariously in va.st numbers, chiefly of one species."*

The facts connected with this fossil seem capable of ex]»lanation

by supposing that a shower of volcanic a.shes. falling into the ancient

Devonian .sea in the Newton area, alarmed a shoal of these trilobites

jnst then swimming by, and thereby caused them instinctively to roll

tl up for defence: that the continuation of the .shower, and
]v ... • presence of noxious ga.'<es, killed the unfortunate crusta-

ceans in the roUed-up posture; that their centre of gravity was so

situated as to eau.se them to sink to the lioltom on their backs ; that

they were inhumed in the heap of ashes, which, by accumulating
very rapidly in great rjuantity, produced a pressure sufTicienl to

flatten the body. and. with verj* few and slight exceptions, the tail

also ; to dislocate i' ' ' fhe line of union of the head and body
l)eing the line of h nee), and, after the manner in whicli

nlaty cleavage in rocks is probably produced, to thrust it some

• nnrmeistcr's " Tii'.obitca," Roy. Soc. p. 52.
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little distance forward from the body. By such a process, the head
would be inverted, and in such a way that the severed parts would
take the relative positions wliicli have been described.

All the British Devonian Cephalopoda ai-e Tetrahranchiate, and
every family of the order occurs amongst them. Nantilidce is repre-

sented by two genera, Ch/meida {indXautihis. The former contained

eleven species, all confined, in Devon and Cornwall, to Pether^vin.

The genus appears to have been resti-icted to Devonian times.

Orthoceratidce also had two genera, Orthoceras and Ci/iioceras. The
first contained twelVe species, of which one is recorded as occurring

in continental Europe, and three in carboniferous rocks. It does
not appear that any have been found in Lower Cornwall or Lower
IN'orth Devon. They differ much in the inclination of the sides, the

septal distances, the situation and character of the siphunculus, and
the inclination of the septa to the sides of the shell, though it is

possible that the obliquity of the septa may have been caused by dis-

tortion, it is scarcely prohoMe, seeing^ that in different specimens
from different localities the amount or degree of obliquity appears
to be constant. In one species the siphunculus is remarkable as

forming a discontinue as line in passing from chamber to chamber.
This genus was richer in species, and many attained a larger size in

the Silurian and Carboniferous, than in the age under consideration.

Cyrtoceras had thu'teen British Devonian species, all of which, ex-

cepting only C. rusticum, probably a synonym for Orthoceras arcuatuni,

are in Britain confined to South Devon. Species belonging to this

genus occur before and after, but it attained its maximum specific

development in, the Devonian age. The family Ammonitidce was
represented by the single genus Goniatites, the first bom of the family,

and which dates its advent in this period, when, in the British isles,

it numbered ten species, all of which are met -with in Devon and
Cornwall : one of them occurs in continental Europe, and three

passed upwards into Carboniferous times, when the genus attained

its maximum development ; it outlived the Palaeozoic epoch, and
finally disappeared in the Triassic period.

Want of time has rendered it necessary to i)ass over the other

classes of mollusca, as well as the entire flora of the period ; and
from the same cause attention has been mainly given to the Devo-
nian beds of the South of Britain.

Though, with the exception of a scale of Holoptycliiiis, found,

according to Professor Phillips, at Meadfoot, near Torqiiay, and ano-
ther at Baggy point, in IN^orth Devon, ichthyolites are not recorded
as occuiT-ing in the Devonian rocks of Devon and Cornwall, it is

nevertheless certain that fish did exist within the area during the
period under consideration ; as a fossil found a few years since in

the Steganodlcfyum beds near Looe, in Cornwall, has been pronounced
by Sir Philip Egerton and other eminent palaeontologists to be an
ichthyodoiTilite, or defence-spine of a fish ; and it is probable that
other, though less well marked, specimens have been met with in

the same district.

VOL. IV. 2 N
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The acfc of the world, Ihen, wMcli wo liave bren considcrinrr, was
comparatively a vtM-y early one ; ]>rior to the growth of that llora of

unparalleled luxuriance whieh has been transmuted into coal, antl ihe

di'position of the iron-stone so fi'equently, and in such alnindanee,

found interstratified with the coal-beds; a period earlier than that

in which were elaborated and localizetl so very much of the materials

containing that force, and strength, and durability which give a form
and character to the ci\nlization of our own times ;—anterior to those

pages, at once historical and predictive, in which was pro-written so

much of the history of countries and nations theh very remotely dis-

tant in the futui'o, and seen only by the eye of Prescience.

Yet it was by no means the infancy o^ the world ; it had been pre-

ceded by times of vast duration, represented by miles, in thickness,

of sedimentary rocks ; all necessarily presupposing denudation, and,

therefore, an equal amoxmt of still more ancient rocks ; eai'lier times

so great that in the area of modera Britain alone very nearly one
thousand organic species—.^ thousand distinct forms of life— liad

pei-foiTued their parts and passed into utter extinction ; not only

species, but genera, families, and even orders had entirely passed

away ; the world liad already become old to, and for, them ; the ex-

ternal conditions to which they were ada])tod had disappeared, and
had compelled their withdrawal also—gradually, slowly, and succes-

sively ; whilst their vacated niches were, one after another, occupied

by new forms adapted to the new circumstances.

That tlie age was itself one of incalculable duration is evidenced

by the facts that in some localities it is measured by fully two n>iles,

vertical, of sedimentary matter, eminently and unmistakably detritai

;

and in others by vast piles of limestone, the residt of the slowly

constructive lal^ours of the small coral polype. If we may assume
that then, as now, reef-building corals did not labour in <lopths ex-

ceeding from twenty to thirty fathoms, we are furnished with a

sounding-line that enables us to fathom Soas that no longer exist
;

and since, in some instances, those limestone bods nuike uj) an aggre-

gate thickness very greatly exceeding this, yet every stratum clearly

the product of long-continued jiolype lalK)ur and industry, it aj)j>ears

that the Darwinian hypothesis of areas of slow and long-continued

subsidence which so felicitou.sly explains the phenomena of the coral-

reefs of the Southern ocean, is equally apjdicable to, and e(|ually

required for, similai phenomena in the Hnti-sh area during the Devo-
nian age of the wf)rlil.

That it was a distinct organic period is seen by its fossils, for the

most part peculiar and characteristic, yet intermediate in general

r • ' of the Silurian and Carlx-iniferous ages; but it was
! M»m either, as some of its fonns of life wore derived

fnim the former and a still greater number transmitted to the latter :

the three great Palieozoic periods graduate into one another, l)lendiiig

n.s softly as do the tints of the rainbow, and emphatically deny that

from the commencement of the first to the termination of the last
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there was any universal sjnclironous catastrophe or cataclysm such
as to depopulate the entire world.

From some cause, at present unknown, and perhaps even un^essed,
it was not an actively vital period ; in fact, it fell below what may
be called the normal degree of oi'ganic productiveness. Compared
with those above and those below, its sti'ata are poor in fossils in

proportion to their thickness, and the genera are similarly sterile in

species.

Possibly the climate was somewhat warmer than now, though the
evidence of this is very treacherous. Exogenous trees existed then,

and by their rings of woody matter, implying activity and stimulus,

and the separability of those rings, indicating rest and the suspension
of the force which causes growth, suggest the idea of changes of
temperature characterized by periodicity—in fine, a change of sea-

sons ; the earth travelling round the sun under the influence of his

attraction, and having then as well as now her axis inclined to the

plane of her orbit.*

The beautiful patterns of the coral genera, Heliolites, Acervidaria,

Smithia, Siiongo]jhulluin, and others ; and the exquisite forms of the

Cririoidea, are so many revelations of the existence of beauty in those

eaxly pre-hiornan times. So far as man is concerned

—

" Full many a flower is bom to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."t

And then, too, animals were furnished with weapons and other

means of defence, implying the co -existence of organs of offence.

Violence, Fear, Terror, and Pain occupied the earth ; the threads of

Death were from the first inwoven in the web of Life, and the com-
mission " to kill and eat" is as old as the organic creation.

FOSSILS m THE "AZOIC" EOCKS.

SiK,—I hasten to communicate a new and most interesting fact

resrarding: the oldest rocks ; and I do so for the sake of securing: the

credit of its discovery to the excellent Keeper of the paleontological

collection of the Royal Bohemian Museum, Prague—Dr. Antonio
Fritsch, who well known on the continent as an authority on birds,

is also an ardent paleontologist. Three summers back, he

went over with me the old Silurian ground of Shropshire and the

Malverns, and he convinced me that he knew his own rich district well,

by the frequent compai'isons he made between the difiereut parts of

* Dr. Dawson, Quart. Joui\ Geol. Soc, vol. xv., p. 485.

t Testimony of the Kocks, p. 241, &c.
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it and our British strata. Except M. Barrandc, indeed, the prince of

palt'ontoloprists, no one has entered more lieartily into Bohemian
geolop^', especially of its older rocks, than ray friend. We visited all

the principal silurian localities together, Dr. Fritsch commenting as he
went, till we came to the venerable " Stiper Stones" and the overlying

Tremadoc rocks of Shelve in Shropshire. Even these last, though
they have not yet distinguished them by a separate name in liohemia,

he recognised as identical with the lowest bands of their second

fauna T>. and in the main I believe he is quite right

The Liugula flags we were unable to visit, but Church Stretton

was within reach ; and when, on the very last half-day we had to

spare, we walked up the Carding ^lill brook and found the Amielides

in ])lacc, he could scarcely believe his eyes.

There they were, liowever,—the certain records of a sandy shore

gone by. And we obtained enough to convince him that it was
worth while to search his own " azoic" rocks. He has lately been

appointed to a new office in the Mu.scum, but has used the little leisure

accorded him to search carefully for these old traces. In a letter

received to-day (July 8th) he tells me " In our Cambrian stratum 7>

I have at length found marks of annelides ! and I beg you to write

me in what book you have publisiicd the A rculcolitrn simrsus {rom
Church Stretton."

Dr. FriUch's Sketch of Bobcniiun Arcnicoliic.

All doubt is set at rest by the slight sketch lie has sent. There

are the double holes characteristic of these old worm burrows. The
tubular hollows loading to them are seen on the sides of the slab, and
are identical with those of the N'"/////'/-* or Arrtn'ridifott figured in

Hall's American P.aleontologj-, or in the last edition of " Siluria."

So certain is it. that steady research will be rewanled in the most
barren formations. Now the same diligence must be given by our

Canadian cousins to the Hnronian rocks of Lake Superior. In fjict,

wo mnst leave off calling rocks azoic. They only want hunting, in

proportion as they are f)ld.

I Ix'lieve most fullv that these coincidences in orrranic remains

over wide area."? are not accidental. The fauna of the " zone primor-

di.'ilf" or Lingula flag's, has turned up the sfime great group of trilo-

bit( s wherever it has Ix-en searched ; and this, which is an older

formation still (perhaps much older), has shown, wherever it has
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been carefully examined, an extraordinary abundance of worm-bur-
rows, to the exclusion almost of all other forms. I expect, however,

to hear of Oldhaniia and Palmopi/i/e next, for Dr. Fritsch is not the

man to leave a stone unturned. It is altogether a most welcome
piece of information. .

Now the summer months are faii'ly in, and the holidays beginning,

may I put in a plea for the Cambrian rocks of the Longmynd ? The
more hammers the better ; and if every piece of rock on the top of

Round Hill, just beyond Callow Hill, were examined for the Palceo-

pyge, it would be worth while ; or better still, the neighbouring

gullies on the line of strike. The old marks of hammers will easily

guide explorers ; and the establishment or refutation of the existence

of this, the oldest of all crustaceans, would be alike desirable.

J. W. Salter.

HUMAK REMAPS IN THE DRIFT OF THE VALE OF
BELVOIR.

Dear Sir,—In accordance with my promise, I send you all the

particulars I can glean relative to the human skull said to have been
found in the valley of the Trent, near Newark, many feet down in

the drift, and mingled with bones of extinct mammals. Of the vast

importance of such a discovery I was fully aware, therefore imme-
diately my friend W. Ingram, Esq., of Belvoir Castle, laid the cir-

cumstances before me, I, perhaps somewhat too hastily, sent off an
account thereof for your m.agazine. Of that, however, youi' readers

must judge. I knew that M. Boucher de Perthes has, in the editions

of his descriptive woi'ks on the " Flint Implements," repeatedly said,

in answer to the taunting question of his theoretical opponents,
*' How is it you never find the bones of man with these flints and
bones ?"—" Wait ! They must be present somewhere. Wait and
they will yet be found." During the last few years numerous results

have issued. Mr. Horner's researches in the valley of the Nile suffi-

ciently prove the great age of man, and the large extension required

beyond the six thousand years of Archbishop Usher. If the story

of the flint-implements be true, the history of man upon the earth

must date back to a period immensely remote. Moreover, the length

of time indicated by the heiroglyphics of Egypt and the calculations

of the Chinese is by these discoveries verified. After years of pooh-

poohing, facts have transpired in quick succession, establishing what
before was for the most part theory founded upon inferences ; and
now, upon the same old inferences, theories are drawn out and built

up in a new way to prove the lowness in the scale of intellect of the

makers of the flint-implements ; in other words, that that race of

men was in the scale of being the step between the gorilla and the
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" nigger." And Avliat for ? Simply to prove the development
theory of the " Vestiges," Lamarck, and so on back to the time of
Denioci-itus ; for these devolojimcnt theories are not new to the
world : they are the okl hypothesis dressed up in a new ftishion.

However, as it is not my purpose at present to dispute the ancestry
some modern authors have chosen for themselves, I pass on, espe-
cially as [ have a strong personal objection to any such lineage for

myself.

On !Monday the 17th inst. I set out in company with Mr. James
Plant, of Leicester, for Bclvoii* Castle. We walked across the coun-
try from Melton to Croxton, where a friend met us for the purpose
of di'iving us to some of the localities in the neighbourhood best
adapted for geological observation, the Aveather being all a geologist
could desire. We were tolerably astounded at the immense mass of

typical Lias fossils which we saw near the village of Kedmile ; Ahimo-
nites, Tcrehratula, RlvjnconeUa, Plagiostoma, Pecten, Modiola, Belem-
nites, Gri/phea, Aricida, and fossil wood and coprolites being met with

in abundance. Hugh ]Miller has told us how he was enchanted with

and enchained in the Wren's-nest at Dudley by a slab of Silurian

limestone crowded with the remains of palaeozoic life. So similar

sensations crept over myself in this liassic burial ground. Thence
we passed to another interesting locality at Woolsthorpe brickyai'd,

where some beautiful specimens of Ammonites, Pentacrim'tes, and a

variety of other fossils may be found in the Lias clay. These are ex-

ceedingly delicate and small, but not friable. We visited other places

more or less interest not necessary to describe here, and the next

morning proceeded to Newark, to inspect, if possible, the bones and
skull refeiTcd to in my last communication ; but in this we failed, as

their o\^^ler, Dr. Beevor, had sent them to be made into a hat and
cloak stand for his hall, placing the skull on the top. A singular

appropriation, which can only be accounted for by the fact that the

doctor takes no interest in geological matters, and was not aware of

the scientific value of the bones.

He has, however, promised to fonvard them to Mr. Ingram of

Bclvnir. who will forward them to you for inspection.

The paHiculars 1 give below are well substantiated, and not the

slightest doubt can by any means be tlirown on them, as tlie facts

are all well attested. The following is a rough sketch of the district,

showing the bends of the river. The Cheat Northern Railway

diverted the coarse of the river to the channel shown by the dotted

lines, and in digging for the foundation of the bridge over the new
channel flie workmen came upon the remains in question.

The whole of the operations were on ^fr. ('howler's farm, at Mnsk-
ham, near Newark, and I ought, in justice, to remark that Mr.

Chowlcr wa.s exceedingly kind and polite in affording us all the

information we ref|niretl.

The section show.s the depth at which these Ixtnes were come u]«in,

to be much greater than was stated in your June number, being

twentj'-five feet instead of twelve feet.
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Plan of the district at Muskham, near Newark.

River,

!5>

Section across the locality where the bones and hviman skull were found.
a, loam ; 6, clay ; c, pulpy sUt, very soft, and gravels.

The pit sunk was about fifteen feet square, and at the bottom a
ten feet rod could be driven in with the hand alone, so soft was the
material. The divisions between the loam, clay, and silt had never
been distui-bed from its lirst deposition. This was particulai-ly noted.
Within a few yards of the spot this soft stuff gave place to fine
gi-avel and sand, the clay and loam continuous as before. In some
portions of this valley the gravel and sand comes up to within a few
inches of the surface, and the clay is wanting; but this is not the
ease in this immediate locality. This soft, pulpy matter indicates a
percolating connection between the " reaches" and the river. Suffice
it then to say that at this depth of twenty-five feet, the antlers of
a reindeer were found four feet long, sundiy other large bones, sup-
posed to be those of Bos Eleplias, Equus, &c., and numerous copro-
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lites (?), or more probably fossil fruit ; also a very rude ehrtlioiiwaro

vessel, ill size about a ])int and half, and a liunian skull, wliich Dr.

Beevor pronounces 'o be that of a leniale. ^Vhat is very u uiarkable,

he says the organs of caution and tinuness were very larfjely deve-

loped, and the forehead was lofty, evidently betokeniufj a hifih degree
of intellectual ])0wer. Now this is the most imjiortant thing in the

whole matter, because it clashes so discoidautly with the tluorv that

man of the tlint-implement period of the " dnft" was so lew in the

scale as necessarily to come in between the gorilla and the negro.

Alas ! for the theory, if this, the only human bone yet found, so tlatly

contradicts it.* We can still exclaim with Burns, that

" A man's a man for a' that."

And furlhermoi'e, let the grand saying ot Terence ring in our ears

:

" ITomo sum, nihil humanum a mc alicnuin puto !"

And it will come out, I believe, clearer and clearer that through no
" natural selection" iu the " stniggle for existence," can nuin by any
means be a splendid development of some anterior existence refer-

able back to the monad, thence to the combination of certain ele-

ments, and so on backwards ad injinHiDn.
• FiaNCIS DiJAKE.

F0SS1T> DEER'S HORN AT Ci.ACTON, SHOWING M.\1?KS

OF HUMAN OPERATIONS.

By Rev. 0. Fisuer, F.G.S., of Elmstead, Colchestei?.

Di;. I'UEE, the well-known naturalist and author of " Species not
Transmutable," has kiiully entrusted to my care a very interesting

specimen, bearing with much force upon the f|nestion of the anti-

cpiity of the human rare. It is the base of an antler of the red-deer,

hiiDwing unmistakeable evidences of human operations upon it 'J'lie

Kpccimen wa.s dredged uj) alxmt two months ago off Clncton, in Essex,

in the cfuir.'-e of dredging for cement-stones. Dr. Brce has a ])or-

tion of the tusk of a mastodon (': ) and some li.sh-bones and teeth,

apparently derived from the red crag, from the same source. The
spot is two miles from the shore, and i.s called " The Wallet."

The horn in que.Htion was not shed, but hns a portion of the bone
of the skull adhering to it. It ha.s been cho]>2"'<f away from the skull,

showing a clear mark or cut on each side. But this is the lea.st

n '
' ' ''

lire. The most interesting point is tluit the three

br;! Iioni have Im-cu «(/»'•» otf with peH'ectly clean cuts per-

pendicularly to their axes, the polished surfaces of the sections being
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quite uninjured. When it was shown to mo, it was suggested that
it had been dredged up before, the horns sawn off, and the base
thro\ra back into the sea ; but, on applying a lens, T perceived on
the sawn surface a portion of the peculior sandy matrix bound toge-
ther with oxide of iron, which adheres to all the fossil bones from
Clacton.

Of course it would be very difficult to prove a geological antiquity
for these saw cuts, because a film of iron left in. the process of a recent
sawing might, in undergoing oxidation, have cemented some grains
of sand together ; but the general condition of the surfaces, leads

me to think that we have before us the work of an ancient man, and
he not very unskilled in the use of his tools. The girth of the base
of the bone is nine inches.

When I called upon you on the 10th inst., to leave with you the

specimen of the deer's-hom for making an illustration, you were so

good as to point out to me an incision and hollo\ving out of one of

the cut faces with the apparent intention of fixing a flint inaplement
of some kind in it, and at the same time you directed my attention

to some specimens in the British Museum. As these illustrate the

possible use for which Dr. Brees' specimen may have been intended,

I will shortly describe them. The specimens are four in number.
None of them are so old as the drift. The first is from the Lake
dwellings recently discovered at I^eufchatel in Switzerland ; it is a

portion, of deer's-horn of a very remarkable form. From a to b is

three and a half inches, and from c to d
thi"ee inches. The hole to carry the stone

axe at c reaches upwards into the portion,

d, which was intended for insertion into a

stout wooden handle, so that the axe would
stand at right angles to the handle, and
the shoulder, a b, would resist the momen-
tum of the blow.

The other three specimens are from superficial deposits of the

valley of the Somme. From a to & is

four inches, and from cZ to e two and a
quarter inches. & c is a flint celt rubbed
perfectly smooth inserted in a hole at b.

tZ is a branch of the horn cut off, and
the stump pierced with a small hole to

carry the handle of the axe.*

The other two specimens are from the same locality, and of a very

similar form. The flint celts have fallen out. They appear at pre-

sent with rude flake-shaped implements inserted into them, but these

are evidently not the original ones, and the plaster of Paris into

which they are fixed is easily discernible. In all these axes it is

* This specimen is figured at p. 22 in vol. iv. of this magazine.

VOL IV. 2
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remarkable that the holes for the handles ai-e verj- small, as if the

handles had been pliable like the hazel-stiek handles they use in some
distrieis for stone hammers to craek ilints for road mending.

It has occtuTed to me that the smooth faces of the surfaces in Dr.

Brees' specimen may have been cut after havMng becu chopjicd idf,

and that they do not iirrfsanriJi/ imply the use of a saw. They were
not rubbed down. The marks of cutting are ]»lain, and they arc a
little hollowed out in the direction of the edge of the instrument
with which the cuts were made, as you would almost inevitably

hollow the end of a stick if you attempted to cut it Hat with a common
knife.

I nmst not omit to mention the kindness witli whicli the curator

of the Antiquities department of the Museum supplied the information

I required respecting the specimens there.

C R R E S P NM) i: X C E

ON THE DISCOVERY OF MACRAUCHENIA IN BOLIVIA.

Sir,—Aa you inserted a rej)ort of the lecture by rmtessor lliLsley, on wliich

the foUowinj^ remarks are fdundetl, perhaps you will not oliject to give place to

them also ; they appeared in the last number of the " Annala of Natural
History."

In tiic Februfuy nuniborof the "Quarterly .Icnirnal of the Oenloprical Society,"

R report of a paper ap|K:>ared, road by I'mf. Huxley on Novendjer 21, iKfiO,

respecting "a new species of Marraucheiiia {M. fc"h'nVii»i'^), obtained by Mr.
Forl)es from the mines of Corocoro, in Bolivia." In this paper the following note

is inserted :

—

" .\8 the Guanaco ranges into the highl.'inds, it may not be a toi) sanguine
expectation to ho})e for the future tliscoveiT of reniains of thogn-at Mnrmuchi-nia
also in Bolivia" (p. H3).

As this statement, unaccompanied by any reference to the corroborative testi-

mony of otl»er pnlji-ontologists, is calculate<l to leave the rcatler under the im-
pri'-^MJon tliat renudns of Murrnnrhruia juitarhxvim nre yet UTulincovercd in

r.c.livia, I must reH]n>rtfnlly indicate to those readers of your valunble periodical

who are unarquaiMfsl with the fact, that Mr. Wcddell, wnting in Cnstelnau's
•' Ex|H'dition dans les i'artii*s centrales de rAmrri(|ue dn Sud," Ito, Paris, lh."j5,

states, on pngo 3(lth of the 7th I'artie (ZfKjlogic), and on page 203 of the (ith

%(.liime of the " Hixtnirr du Voyage," Hvo, Paris, 1851, that bones of ^/'/rniK.

rh, i.'Vi wore f<ititnl nf Tnriiii, in S«iuth Bolivia, indiedded in the soil with Mnnlmliiit

/
' ''icni/»/i, three sjiecies of tnie ,'liif/i(»n'<i, J!iV/i(i/.>)

/ , Ac. Ho dix-8 not specially distinguish them
from M. poifirhontr'i, anfl ligiires them under that name on plate 8 of the 7th
part. If the remains descrilK-d by Prof. Huxley slmuld prove to 1x5 of a distinct

1.(1. < ins, the fact would be not merely that "a small and a large species of .,\uche-

TM.i.l mammal rans.-'^d the mountains and the j)lains of South America rcspec-

tiv< ly," but tliaf two nearly simdar sjieciefl of Mumnirhrnia co-existed in tho

highlands of Bolivia during the Post -pleistocene epoch. As Tarija, on the eastern
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slopes of the Boli\dan Andes, is almost beyond tlie limits of the geographical

range of Guanaco, which is by no means such a denizen of the plains as Prof.

Huxley would infer, the existence of a fossd Auchenoid mammal (a so-called

hueso de gigante") at that place is a fact of much more importance than the

existence of a similar animal at Corocoro, in the elevated valleys of the Aym.ara

country, at the foot of the enormous IlUmani.

As ilr. Forbes, in the memoir preceding Prof. Huxley's, mentions at great

length the Salinas, the volcanic origin of common salt, and the physical geography

of Peru and Bolivia, I may be permitted to indicate that much valuable informa-

tion on these subjects is to be found in Mr. W. Bollaert's " Antiquities and Eth-

nology of South America," 8vo, London, 1860, and in his paper in the " Journal

of the' Royal Geographical Society," vol. xxi., 1851, with a map. Apparently the

researches of both MM. Casteluau and Bollaert have been imknown to Messrs.

Forbes and Huxley.

The speoiiic name holiviensis, applied by Prof. Huxley to the smaller form, wUl
no doubt be abrogated by succeeding naturalists, as founded on a misconception

of the geogi-ajshical distribution of the genus.

Prof. Huxley, impugning the philosophical laws of " correlation of structure"

as detined by Cuvier and Owen, suggests that, upon the Cuvierian method of

induction, a palEeontologist, reasoning alone from the cervical vertebra of Macrau-

chenia, would have confidently predicted its Cameloid affinities. But when Prof.

Huxley founds an argument, put hypothetically into the mouth of an ideal adver-

sary, upon a structure so liable to variation as the perforation by a blood-vessel of

a cervical vertebra, it can hardly be accepted as a correct exemplification of the

principal which Cuvier has so successfully appUed. The non-perforation of a

cer\ncal vertebra by an artery is certainly not such a character, subserving an

important purpose, and depicting ordinal distinction, as the presence of a mar-

supial bone in an opossum, vrith which Prof Huxley compares it. The analogy

which it is attempted to deduce, as adverse to the ijrinciples of correlation, there-

fore totally fails, whilst this high law of comparative anatomy, " aussi certaine

qu'aucune autre en physique ou en morale," remains unimpaii-ed by the re-dis-

covery of Macrauchenian remains in the Andes.

Your obedient servant,

Judd-street, Brunsw^ch^sq^l(M•e, June 24. Chahles Cakter Blake.

GEOLOGICAL :i:VIDENCES OF THE DELUGE OF NOAH.

Devk Sib,—Although it is a rule with me to abstain from mixing up biblical

and geological questions, beUeving it to be tmwise, and by no means calculated to

be of service to either, I am for once induced by the first query of your corre-

spondent S. M., in the last number of the " Geologist," to depart somewhat
from this rule.

The query to which I refer is, " What evidence have we, geological or other-

wise, apart from the history of the Bible of the existence of the Deluge ?" Now,
waving the question of the universality of the Deluge, I would ask. What geo-

logical evidence of this event does the Biblical narrative wan-ant om- expecting ?

True, we are told that " All the fountains of the great deep were broken up, and

the windows (flood-gates in the margin) were opened ;" but these, I apprehend,

are poetical—what if I say hyperbolical—expressions simply intended to convey an

idea of the rapid and great rising of the waters.

When Noah sent forth the dove the second time, we learn that " The dove came
into him in the evening ; and, lo, in her mouth was an oUve-leaf plucked off ; so

Noah knew that the waters were abated from off the earth." Now the olive-leaf
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could only warrant tho inforonco Noah clrow from it—and, as tho scquol showfl

correctly—on tho supposition that tho dovo had not found it tloatinj;, a waif, on
tho dihu'ial waters, but had pluckod it from a troo still standing in its plaoo and,
indpod, urownt;. Tho Delu?o, thon, wag not equal to tho uprooting, broakinp,

or killiiiiT an olive troo ; a fnrtlofi, it was not equal to tho production of ftoolo;;ioal

phcnoinona such as nun would ho likoly to recognize many yoara afterwards ua

its cUi'cts, and tho proofs of its oxistence.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

Lamorruiy Torquay, July 3rd, 1861. \Vm. I'enoei.ly.

SPIRIT O F a U IJ Ji U U K 8 .

MR. PIIESTWICH'S AM) ^\R. EVANS'S PAPEIi ON FLINT
IMPLEMENTS.

(Cuntiiiiied from page 328.)

This Boulder clay caps all tho hills around and forms a low table-land, through
which the valleys arc cut. Its very uncvcu base rests on white and yellow

sands and gravel (5). In some places, however, thick beils of oelueous and
ferruginous subangular fliut-f^ravel, wi<h subordinate beds of sand, form low

hills subtending the main plateau along the valley of the Waveney. This

gravel (2) is newer than the Bouldi-r clay against which il usually slopes off,

running, in thin patches, up some of the lateral valleys.

"The top of the freshwater deposit of Iloxne reaches within six or eight

feet of the summit of the hill, of which it forms an unbroken and uniform part.

The adjacent hills are of aliout the same height, and there is no ground aixivc

a few feet higher for some miles around. No existing drainage, nor any
possible with this configuration of surface, could have formed these clays and
gravel beds, at the relative level they now occupy.

"Since writing the above, 1 have had the pit and the intermediate gi-ound

to the Waveney levelled. The top nf the pit proves to be forty-two feet above
the adjacent brook, fifty-three feet above the Waveney, and one hundred and
twelve feet above the sea. With Sir Edward Kerri.son's courteous permission,

we had nl.so several trenehes dug in the park to trace the extenlion of the

freshwater deposit.* Altogether thrre have been sixteen trenches and borings

made in and around the pit.—(October, ISGO.)
" The presence and abundance of perfect shells f)f Vdlrafn and BUhiiiia, and

the quantity fif vegetable matter render it probable that these beds were aeeu-

mnlated by a slow stn-am, or a small marshy lake or mere, into which land-

shells, the remains of land-animals, and drifted wood were carried down. 'Jlie

materi.ils of this freshwater deposit are mainly such as wotild l)e produced and
sorted by the slow wearing away of the Koiihler clay. The clays and marls

and the a.s.sociatcd flint -gravels, with the pebbles of chalk, of quartz, and of

hard ?andstonc. arc materials just such as the artificial washing of the adjacent

IJoul ' '

'

., (),p same field—a pure calcareous clay on the

one li
,

il travel and flints, and older rock pcbi)les, on the

other. The level of the Boulder clay in the adjjiceut field is lower than the

• Tho rrjniltM of thmo npomtions arc ctnlxxliod in tho pluns and sections

plate X. of Mr. Prcstwich'n paper.
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brick-pit, whilst elsewhere around it rises higher. The irregular patchs of sand
and gravel ou the top of the whole are not of local origin, but belong, I believe,
to the general supcrlicial drift of the district. A portion of the freshwater
deposit has suffered denudation,—a denudation evidently of tlie date of that
which formed the small valley running down by Hoxne to the Waveney, and
connected with the general valley system of the district.

"This Hoxne section furnislies us with an important clue to the relative age
of these several Hint-implement bearing deposits. As far as we can now jud°e
It IS clearly newer than the Boulder clay, and is probablv older than some
portion of the superficial sands and gravels. Probably of the same age, and
much resembling the Hoxne deposit in many of its detads, are the deposics at
Mundesley, Copford, Lexden, and others in the South of England. They were
all formed before the country had assumed exactly its present form of surface,—
before all its variety of hill and dale had been fashioned to their present shape
-Lveu should tlie exact position of the worked flints at Hoxne prove to be above
ail the bone-bearing beds, and not in them, still they are contemporaneous with
an old condition of surface, and that over the whole is spread a drift concomi-
tant With a modification of that surface, and giving the stamp to some of the
present uunor features of the country, is in either case a very remarkable fact

"
in his general conclusions, Mr. Prestwich states that " The flint-implements

occur associated with the remains of land, freshwater, and marine Testa(*a, of
species now living and most of them yet common in the same neighbourhood,
and also with the remains of various Mammalia,—a few species now liviu"- but
more of extinct forms;" and further, that "the period at which their entomb-
ment took place was subsequent to the Boulder clay period, and to that extent
post-glacial

:
and also that it was amongst the latest in geological time,—one

apparently immediately anterior to the surface assuming its present form so
tar as it regards some of the minor features.

*-n ? u
^\^^ *^^* '^° remains of man himself have yet been found—that is

stiU to be desired; but if it be admitted that the flint-implements are his work
tJie^negative point becomes an argument of less value.

" Whilst abstaming from any general hypothesis in explanation of the plie-
nomena there is, however, one point to which I must refer before concludiiio-
although I cannot, at present, venture beyond a few generalities respecting iT
it mi^ht be supposed in assigning to man an appearance at such a period, it
would ot necessity imply his existence during long ages beyond all exact
calculation; tor we have been apt to place even the latest ofour geolo"-ical
ciianges at a remote, and to us, unknown distance. The reasons on which such
a view has been held have been, mainly,—the great lapse of time considered
requisite tor the dying out of so many species of great mammals,—the circum-
stance that many of the smaUer valleys have been excavated since they lived —
the presumed non-existence of man himself,—and the great extent of'the latter
and more modern accumulations. But we have in this part of Europe no
succession of strata to record a gradual dying out of the species, but much, on
the contrary, wluch pomts to an abrupt end, and evidence only of relative not
ot actual time; while the recent vaUey -deposits, although often indicating con-
siderable age, show rates of growth which, though variable, appear on the
vv hole to have been comparatively rapid. The evidence, in fact, as it at present
s ands, does not seem to me to necessitate the carrying of man back in pasttune so much so as the brmgiug forward of the extinct animals towards ourown time

;
mv own previous opinion, founded on an independent study of the

superhcial drift or Pleistocene deposits, having likewise been certainly in favour
ot the latter view. There are numerous phenomena, which I can only consider
as evidence ot a sudden change, and of a rapid and transitory action and modi-
ncation ot the surtace, at a comparatively recent geological period—a period
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which, if the foregoing facts are truly interpreted, would sccni never(licles8 to
have l)ccn marked, bofore its cud, bv tlio presence of Man on a land clothed
witli a vegetation a|)parently very similar to that now lluurisliing in like

latitudes, and whose waters were inluibitcd by Testacea also of forms now
living'; while on the surface of the land there lived ]\fammalia, of which some
species are yet the associales of man, although accomjKinied by others, many of
them of gigantic size, and of forms now extinct."

Mr. Prestwich's paper contains,much more valuable matter, and much more
minute detail, tiiau we can all'ord space to give. It is more fiillv illustrated

with excellent plates, maps, sections, and woodcuts, of more linish aiul detail

thiui the merely characteristic sketches we have made from them. ^Ve have
given enough, however, to bring before our readers the important features of

his valuable paper. ^Ve now pass to that of Mr. Evans, printed iji the

Areliicologia.

" It ha.s been generally supposed that the last of the great geological changes
took place at a period long antecedent to the appearance of man u|)on the earth,

and tliat the modilieations of the earth's surface of which he has been a wit-

ness have been—with the exception of those due directly to volcanic agency

—

but trilling and immaterial.

"Tlic subject of the lu'cscnt paper, the discovery of (lint implements wrouglit

by tlTh hand of num, in what are certainly undisturbed beds of gravel, sand,

and clay, both on the continent and in this country, tends to show that such

an opinion is erroneous ; and that in this region of the globe, at least, its sur-

face lias uiulergone far greater vicissitudes since man's creation than has

hitherto been imagined. A discovery of tiiis kind must of necessity be of

great interest both to the geologist, as afl'ording an approximate date for tlic

formation of these superlicial beds of drift, and as exemplifying tiie changes
wliieh tiic faniia of this region has undergone since man a])i'pared among its

occupants; and also to the antiquary, as furnisiiing the earliest relies of the

human race with which he can hope to become acquainted—relics of tribes of

ai)parenlly so remote a period, that

—

Antiquity aj)poar8 to linvo begun
Long after their primeval race was run.

But beyond the limited circle of those peculiarly interested in geology or arclin'-

ologj-, this discovery will claim the especial attention of all who, Mhether on
ethnological, philological, or theological grounds, arc interested in the great

question of the anlirniily of man upon the earth.

"The question whether man had or had not coexisted with tlie extinet paehy-

dermatou.s and other mamnuds, whose i)oncsare so frequently found in the more
recent geological deposits, had indeed already more timn once been brought
under the notice fif seiintilic in(|uirers by the discovery of flint flakes and
imjdemcnts and fragments of rude pottery, in coninnction with the remains of

these animals in several ossiferous caverns both ni England and on the conti-

nent. \ - 'he former may be mentioned Kent's Cavern near Torquay, and
among i

; those of I'.i/.e, of Pondres, and Souvignargues, and those on
the banks of tin- Mruse, near Liige, exiilored by Dr. Seiimirling, where human
bone.H were also found, npj)arentiy waslied in at the same time as the bones of

the extinet qu.idniprds. In some ossiferous eaves in the Brazils similar dis-

f

....
by Dr. Eund and M. f'lausseii, niul, from the con-

«. itiinian remains, Dr. I.uiul eonebided that they had

belonged to an ancient tribe that was coeval with some of the extinct

mammalia.
"But it was always felt that there was a degree of uncertainty altuchiug to
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the evidence derived from the deposits in caverns, owing to the jDOssibHity of

the relics of two or more entirely distinct periods becoming interinixed in snch

localities, either by the action of water or by the operations of the primitive

human occupants of thi caves, which prevented any judgment being firmly

founded upon it.

"At the end of April, 1859, I joined Mr. Prestwich at Abbeville, and with

him inspected the collections of M. de Perthes, to whose courtesy and hospi-

tality we were largely endebted, and also visited in his company several of the

pits worked for gravel and sand in the neighbourhood of both Abbeville and
Amiens, in which the flints in question were asserted to have been found.

" The drift-beds occurring in ditferent localities in the neighbourhood of

Abbeville and Amiens, do not appear to have been all deposited at the same
time, but to be of at least two distinct ages ; the series on the lower level

being distinguished by the occui-rence within it of the bones and teeth of the

Elephus primigeiiius, or Siberian mammoth, and of other extinct animals. These
maminaliferous beds of sand, loam, and gravel extend over a considerable tract

of country on the slopes of the valley of the Somme, and are worked in several

localities for the repair of the roads and for building purposes.
" One of the pits at St. Acheul occupies the site of a Gallo-Eoman cemetery,

which appears to have continued in use for some centuries : large stone coffins,

and the iron cramps of those in wood, are of frequent occurrence, but personal

ornaments are rarely met with. Roman coins are found from time to tiuie,

some as early as the reign of Claudius, and I purchased from one of the work-
men a second-brass coin of Magnentius, with the letters AiiB in the exergue,

showing that it had been struck at " Ambianvm," the name given in late Roman
times to the neighboming town of Amiens, which by the Gauls was known as
" Samarobriva."

" Let us now turn our attention to the flint implements alleged to have been
discovered in the drift in company with the remains of what has usually been
regarded an older world ; aird consider, first, how far in material, form, and
workmanship they agree with or differ from the stone weapons and implements

so commonly found throughout Europe ; and then enter upon an examination

of the evidence of the circumstances of their finding, and the means at our
command for ascertaining their degree of antiquity.

" That they really are implements fashioned by the hand of man, a single

glance at a collection of them placed side by side, so as to show the analogy of

form of the various specimens, would, I think, be sufficient to convince even
the most sceptical. There is a uniformity of shape, a correctness of outline,

and a sharpness about the cutting edges and points, which cannot be due to

anything but design ; so that I need not stay to combat the opinion that might
otherwise possibly have arisen that the weapon-like shapes of the flints were
due to some natural configuration, or' arose from some inherent tendency to a

peculiar form of fracture.
'' The material of which they have been formed, flint derived from the chalk,

is the same as has been employed for the manufacture of cutting implements
by uncivilized man in all ages, in countries where flint is to be found. Its

hardness, and the readiness with which it may be fractured so as to present a

cutting edge, have made it to be much in request among savage tribes for this

pui'pose ; and in some instances flint appears to have been brought from a dis-

tance when not found upon the spot. There is, therefore, nothing to distin-

guish these implements from the drift, as far as material is concerned, from
those which have been called celts, except, perhaps, that the flints have not

been selected with such care, nor are they so free from flaws as those from
which the ordinary flint weapons of the Stone period were fashioned. There
is, however, this to be remarked, that the aboriginal tribes of the Stone period
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made use of other stones beside flint, such as greenstone, syenite, porphyry,
clay-shite, jade, &c., M-hercas the weapons from the drift are, as far as'has
hitherto been ascertained, exehisively of flint. As to form, the imphMiients
from tile drift may, fur eonvenienec saice be ehissed under tlirce heads, though
there is so mueh variety among iheni tiiat the ehisses, esj)ceially t lie second and
third, may be said to blend or run one into the other. The ehissilicalion I

j)roposc is as follows :

—

" 1. Flint flakes, apparently infended for arrow-heads or knives.
"2. Pointed weapons, some i)robal)ly lance- or snear-hcads.

"3. Oval or almond-siiaped implements, presenting a cutting edge all round.

" Li M. de Perthes' museum, and in the engravings of his "Antiquites Cel-

tiqncs et Antediluviennes," many other forms of what he eonsulers to be
implements may be seen, but upon them the traces of the hand of man are to

my mind less certain in character. The flints resembling in form various ani-

mals, birds, and other objects, must, I think, be regarded as liie eil'eet of acci-

dental concretion and of the peculiar colouring and fracture of flint, rather

than as designedly fasliioncd. This is, however, a question into which 1 need
not enter, as it in no way afl'ects that now before us. Sutliee it that there exists

an abundance of implements found in the drift which arc evidently the work of

the hand of man, and that their formation cannot possibly be regarded a.s the

eQ"eet of accident or the result of natural causes. When once their degree of

antiquity has lieen satisfactorily proved, it will be a matter fur further investi-

gation whether there are not other traces to be found of the race of men who
laahioned these implements, besides the implements themselves.

"These objects I must now consider in the order proposed, with reference

to their an
'

ud dilTcrenees in form, when compared with those of what,

for conveii, ..c, I will call the Stone period.

"There is a considerable resemblance uetwcen the flint flakes apparently

intended for arrow-heads and knives (the first of the classes into wiiieli 1 have

divided the implements), and those which when found in this counlry, oron tlie

continent, are regarded as belonging to aiit-riod but sliglitly prehistoric. The fact

is, that wherever flint is used as a material from which iiii|)lem(nts are f;ishioned,

many of the flakes or splinters arising from the chipping of the flint, are certain

to present sharp ))fiinls or cutting edges, whieli by a race of nu-n living jirinci-

pally by the ch.'is<' are equally eerlaiu to be irgardcd as fitting points for their

darts or arrows, or as useful for cutting purposes : tliey arc so readily formed,

nnd so well adapted ffir such uses without any further fashioning, that liiey

have been employed in all ages just as strueL from off the flint. The very

simjilieily of their form will, however, prevent those fabricated at the earliest

period from being distinguishal)le from those made at the present day, provided

no change iia.s taken )»Iaee in the surface of the flint by long exposure to .some

chrmical influence. .\s also they are produced most fre(pienlly by a single

blow, it is at all times diflicult, among a mass of flints, to distinguish tho.se

flakes formed neridtntally by natural causes, from those Mhich have been mode
by tin- hanil ' ' • will indeed .urive at an approximately

correct ju' 1 have mentioned, mere flakes of flint,

however anidogous to wiiat we know to have been made by human art, can

never be ar • ^ ts conclusive evidence of the work of man, uidess found in

sufficient rj or under such circumstances, as to prove design in their

formation. Iiy ; or jKisition. Flint flakes aiiparently intended for

arrow-heads am; ... .c been found in the sands and gravel near Alibeville,

and some were dug out of the sand at Menchecourt, in the presence of Mr,

Pr- ' quite at the bottom of the beds of sand. One from this locality is

htl< ed.
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" Occasionally they are of

larger size, and have been

chipped into shape at the point,

so as nearly to resemble the

implements of the next class.

"An argument may be de-

rived in favour of the majority

of these aiTOw-head-shaped flakes

having been designedly made,

not only from their similarity in

form one to another, but also

because the existence of more
carefully fashioned flint imple-

ments almost necessarily implies

the formation and use of these

simpler weapons by the same

race of men who were skilful

enough to chip out the more
difficult forms. But though pro-

bably the work of man, and

though closely resembling the

flakes of flint which have been

considered as affording evidence

of man's existence when found

in ossiferous caverns, this class

of implements is not of much
impoi'tanceiuthe present branch

of our inquiry ; because, grant-

ing them to be of human work,

and not the result of accident,

there is little by which to dis-

tinguish them from similar im-

plements of more recent date.

"The case is different with

the implements of the second

class, those analogous in form
to spear- or lance-heads. Of
these there are two varieties, the

one with a rounded cutting point,

its general outline presenting a

sort of parabolic curve (PI. 1,

jS'd. 1) ; the other acutely

pointed, with the sides curved
slightly inwards (PL 1, No. 2).

These have received from the workmen of St. Acheul the name of

langues de chat, from their fancied resemblance in form to a cat's

tongue. The sides of both kinds are brought to an edge by chipping,

but are not so sharp as the point, and altogether these weapons seem better

adapted for piercing than for cutting. In length they vary from about four

inches to eight or even nine inches. Both shapes are generally more convex on
one side than the other, the convexity in some cases almost amounting to a

ridge ; they ai-e usually truncated at the base, and not uufrequently at that

end show a portion of the original surface of the flint ; in some specimens the

butt-end is left very thick, as if to add impetus to any blow given with the

implement. The remarkable feature about them is, their being adapted only

VOL. IV. 2 K

FUnt from Menchecourt, Abbeville (fuU size).
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to cut or pierce at the pointed end ; whereas in the ordinary form of stone

h;i'oliet or celt, the cutfinj? edge is almost without exception at thr broad end,

whili- the more pointed end seems intended for insertion into the handle or

socket, and the sides are generally rounded or flat, and not sharp.

"These spear-shaped weapons from the ilrift arc, on the contrary, not at all

adapted for insertion into a socket, but are better calculated lobe tvedtoashaft

or handle, with a stop or bracket behind their truncated end. Many of them,

indeed, seem to have been intended for use without any handle at all, the

rounded end of the flints from which they were formed having been left un-

chipped, and presenting a sort of natural handle. It is nearly useless to specu-

late on the purposes to which they were applied ; but, attacln-d to poles, they

would prove formidable weapons for encounter with man or the larger animals,

either in close conflict or thrown from a distance as darts. It has been sug-

gested by M. de Perthes, that some of them may have been used merely as

wedges for splitting wood ; or, again, they may have been employed in grubbing

for esculent roots, or tilling the ground, assuming that the race who formed

them was sufliciently advanced in civilization. This much 1 think may be said

of them with certainty, that they are not analogous in form with any of the

ordinary implements of the so-called Stone period.

" The same remark holds good with regard to the third class into which I have

divided these implements, viz., those with a cutting edge all round (pi. ii., No. 3).

In general contour thev are usually oval, with one end more sharply curved than

the other, and occasionally comin^'to a sharp point, but there is a considerable

variety in their form, arising pnJbably from defects in the flints from which

they were shaped ; the ruling idea is, however, that of the oval more or less

pointed.

"Thev arc penerallv almost equally convex on the two sides, and at length

vary froin two to eight or nine inches, though for the most part only about four

or five inches long.
.

" It is to be remarked that among the implements discovered in the cavern

called Kent's Hole, near Torquay, were some identical in form with those of

the oval tvpe from Abbeville.
" As before observed, in character they do not resemble any of the ordinary

stone implements with which I am actpiaintcd, though I believe some few of

these also present a cutting edge all round, but at the same time are much

thinner, and more triangular than oval or almond-shaped in their form.

•'As to the use which this class of flint-implements from the drift was origi-

nallv intended to fulfil, it is hard to speculate. The workmen who find them

usually consider them to have been sling-stoncs, and such some fif the smaller

sizes iin 'ly have been, whether propelled from an ordinary sling or from

the end • ' stick ; many, however, seem to be too large for such a purpose,

and were more probablv intended for axes cutting at either end, with the handle

securely bound round the middle of the stone, and if so I here would be a rea.son

whv it'miirht i)e desirable to have one end more pointed than the other, so that

one' instniment could be applied to two kinds of work. M. de Perthes has

suggested, that thev might al.so have been mounted as hatchets by insertion in

a socket scooped out in a handle. But all this is conjecture. In point of

^c,y\
• • •

"'
, rived tliat the weapons or implements now

lijxdr ,ly from tho.se of the so-called 8tone-pcriod:

of these latter, by far the greater number (with the exception of the arrow-

I
' -1 - Mid, and even polished; some with the utmost care

,1 sufliciently to ensure a clean cutting edge. The

The implements from tin; drift are, on the contrary, so far as has been hitherto

observed never ground, but their edges left in the rough state in which they

llave been chipped from the flint.
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"The manner in which they have been fashioned appears to have been by
blows from a ronnded pebble mounted as a lianimer, administered directly upon
the edge of the implements, so as to strike off flakes on either side. At all

events I have by this means reproduced some of the forms in flint, and the

edges of the implement thus made present precisely the same character of

fracture as those from the drift.

i:>^--

All :^mk^

Oval-shaped flint implement from the valley of the Somme.

" In instances where (either from having been left accidently unfinished, or

from never having been intended to be ground) the weapons of the Stone
period have remained in their rough-hewn state, it will be observed that, with
very few exceptions, they are chipped out with a greater nicety and accui-acy.
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and witlj a nearer approach to an even surface, than those from the drift, and,

rude as thov may appear, point to a liigher decree of civilization tlian that of 1 he

race of men hy whom these primitive weapons or imph-ments were formed.
"1 think that enough has been said to make it apparent to all who have

made a study of the stone implements usually found (those of the so-called

Stone period) that the spear-heads and sling stones, or axes, or by whatever
name tliey are to be called, which are now brought under their notice, have but

little in common with the types alrejidy known; they will therefore be prepared

to receive with less distrust tlie evidence that they are found under circumstances

which show thai, in all probability, the race of men wiio fashioned them must
have passed away long before this ])ortion of the earth was oceujiied by tlie

primitive tribes by whom the more polished forms of stone weapons were fabri-

cated, in what we have hitherto regarded as remote antirpiity.

" In the cultivated soil and made ground above, and at much less depth from
the surface, ground and polished instruments, evidently belonging to the so-

called Stone period, have indeed been found ; but this again only tends to prove
that the shaped flints discovered at much greater depth belonged to some other

race of men ; and inasnuieh as they certainly are not the work of a subsequent
people, we have iiere again a testimony that thev must be reti.rred to some
antecedent race, which had perished perhaps ages before the Celtic occupation
of the country. The similarity in form between the flint -implements from the

drift, and those found in the eavc-deposits that 1 have previously nuutioned, is

jdso a circumstance well worthy of observation."

Mr. Evans then goes over the geological evidence furnished by .Mr. rrestwich,

and details the tiudiug of one implement, »';/ silii, by Mr. Flower, whieh ground
it would be superfluous for us to go over again, as the chief part of Mr. Evans'
geological data is derived directly from Mr. Prestwieh.

PROCEEDIXCS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

GEOLOGiCAii Society of London. ^—June 19, \^CA.

1. "On the Lines of Deepest Water around the British Isles." I'-v the

Kev. 1{. Kverest, F.fJ.S.

By drawing on a chart a line traversing the deepest 8o\indings along the Eng-
lish Channel and the P^-kstern Coast of England and Scotland, confiuuiiig it

along the hinulrrd fathom-line on the Atlantu- side of Soutland aiul Ireland,

and eoiuneting with it the liur of deepest sfiundings along St. (ieorge's ("hannel,

an (incrpial-sidi'd hexagonal ligure is described around thc! liritish Isles, and a
pentagonal figtire amund Ireland. A hexagonal polygon may be similarly

(Ictlmd around the Isle of .Vrran. These lines were deseribrd in detail bv the

aiitiior, who pointed out that they limited area.i simil.-u- to the polygonal form
that stony or earthy bodies take in shrinking, cither in the process of cooling

or in dryuig. The relations of the hundred-falhom-line to the ju-omonlories,

the iidets, and general contour of tlie coast were dwelt upon ; and the bearings

that certain lines drawn across the British Isles from the jirojecting angles of

the polygon appear to have on the strike and other conuitions of the strata

were described. After some remarks on the probable effect that shrinkage of

the earth's CI u the ejection of molten rock, the author observed

that in bis >

,
"U of shrinking is the only one wc know of that

will aflbrd any aolution of the phenomena treated of in this paper, namely,
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long lines of depression accompanied by long lines of elevation, often, as in the

case of the British Isles, Spain and Portugal, and elsewhere, belonging to parts

of huge polygons broken up into small ones, as if the surface of the earth had
once formed part of a basaltic causeway.

Several cliarts, plans, and drawings were provided by the author in illustra-

tion of the paper.

2. " On the Ludlow Bone-bed and its Crustacean Remains." By J. Harley,

M.B. Communicated by Prof. T. H. Huxley, Sec. G.S.

Of the two bone-beds occurring near Ludlow, the lower one (seen in Lud-
ford-lane and on the north-east slopes of Whiteclilf ) is that which has supplied

the author with the materials for this paper. Besides spines, teeth, and
shagreen-like remains of fish, the author tinds in the Ludlow bone-bed three

kinds of minute organisms : 1st, conical bodies, the same as the " Conodonts"
of Pander ; 2ndly, bodies somewhat like the crown of a molar tooth ; Srdly,

oblong plates. All these bodies possess the same chemical composition and
microscopical structure, whicli is decidedly Crustacean. Witli Pteri/gotus they
do not appear to have any relationship, unless some are the stomach-teeth ; nor
do they show any alliance with Trilobites ; but with Ceratiocaris they have a
great resemblance as to structural characters, and some of them were probably
the minute secondary spines of the tail of that Phyllopod. The plate-like

forms might have belonged to SquiUoid or Lirauloid Crustaceans. To facilitate

the recognition of these bodies Mr. Harley places them aU in one provisional

genus with the name of Astacoderma. A letter from Dr. Volborth to the
author was also read in confirmation of Mr. Harley's opinion that these bodies
are identical with Dr. Pander's " Conodonts." Numerous original drawings
illustrated the paper.

3. " On the Old Red Sandstone of Porfarshire." By James Powrie, Esq.,
F.G.S.

The author described the series of stratified rocks belonging to the Old Red
Sandstone, upwards of three thousand feet in tliickness, stretching southward
from the Grampians to the coast of Pifeshire. 1st. Dark red grits (with corn-

stones and flagstones) equivalent to the English " tilestones." 2ndly. Thick
conglomerates and the Arbroath paving-flags. Fterygotus anglicus, Stylomirus,

Parka deripiens, Cephalaspis, Biplacanthus gracilis, and other fossils belong to
this part of the series. 3rdly. Thick-bedded red sandstone (with cornstone)
Cephalaspis and Pteraspis. Itldy. Soft deep-red sandstones. Sthly. Spotted
marls and shales : these beds are the uppermost, and may be the equivalents of
the Holoptychian beds of Clashbiunie. The author showed that between the
Grampians and the trappean hills of Bunnichen and Bunbarrow the series forms
a great syncline ; and between these hills and the sea the older beds are twice
again brought to the surface ; and he believes that the marls and sandstones at

"Whiteness are not unconformable, as Sir C. Lyell has represented them in his

published section.

4. The Secretary gave a brief account of the discovery of an exposure of
sandstone strata with two bands of clay full of calcareous' nodules contaiuing
plentiful remains of Coccosteus, Ghjpiolepis, and other fishes belonging to the
Old Red Sandstone, in a burn about two and a half miles from the Manse at

Edderton, Ross-shii-e, on the south side of Durnoch Pirth. This information
was contained in a letter from the Rev. J. M. Joass, of Edderton, communicated
by Su- R. I. Murchison, Y.P.G.S.

5. " On the Outburst of a Yolcano near Edd, on the African coast of the
Red Sea." Bv Capt. R. N. Playfair, R.X. Communicated by Sir R. I.

Murchison, Y.P.G.S.
At Edd, lat. 13 deg. 57 min. north, long. 41 deg. 4 niin. east, about half-way

between ilassouah and the Straits of Bab-el-Mandel, earthquake-shocks
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occurred on tlic night of the 7th of May, or the morning of the Sih, during

about an hour. At sunrise fine dust fell, at first white, afforwards ml; the

day was pitch-dark ; and the dust was nearly knocderp. On the '.)ih llie I'all of

dust abated ; and at nisjht fire and smoke were seen issuing from Jebel Dubbcl,

a mountain about a dav's journey inland, and sounds like the firinpr of cannon

were heard. At Pcrim these sounds were hoard at about iwo a.m. on the Sth,

and at long intervals up to the 10th or 11th. The dust was, also met with at

sea; and along the entire coast, of Yomon the dust fell for several days.

Several shocks were felt on the Sth at Mokha and Hodaida.

6. " Notice on the occurrence of an eartliriuakc on the 20th of Mareh, 1801,

in Mendoza, Argentine Confederation, South America." By C. Murray, Esq.

Communicated by the President.

At about a qiiartci to nine o'clock, the first shock, preceded by a thunder-

clap destroyed the city of Mendoza, killing (it is said; two-thiids of its sixteen

thousand inhabitants.' Altogether there were eiglity-five shocks in ten days.

The land-wave appears to have come from the south-east. Several towns south-

cast of Buenos Ayrcs felt slight shocks. No earthquake took place at Chile;

but travellers crossing the Upsallata Pass of the Cordilleras met with a sh(jwer

of ashes ; the pass was obstructed by broken rocks, and chasms opened on all

sides. At Buenos Ayres, three hundred and twenty-three leagues from Mendoza,

and elsewhere, it was obsened in watch-makers' «ho])s that the pendulums

moving north and sout h were accelerated ; those moving east and west were

not afl'ected.

7. ' On the increase of Lnnd on the Coromandel Coast." By J. "W. Pykes,

Esq. In a Letter to Sir C. Dyell, F.G.S.

In the districts of the Kistna* and Godavery, the land presents a parallel series

of ridges and hollows near the coast, not m relation to the rivers but to the

const -line. Thc.>e may now be formed by sedimentary deposits similar to what

are now taking place on the Coromandel coast. By the strong ciiiTcnts

alternately running north and south, according to the monsoons, lines of sedi-

ment parallel with the coa.st are formed; and by the occasional interference of

winds and tides dams are thrown across the hollows, and the latter soon become

filled up. These parallel bands of coast-laud become, in time, upheaved and

more or less affected by atmospheric agencies.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Ptkraspis Bemaixs at Craiii,e\.— Dear Sin,— Since the appearance of

Mr. Roberts' interesting paper in "The Geologist," on "The Geographical

Distribution of Ptcraspis," &e., I have visited one of the qiiarries mentioned

by him, namely, at Cradley. I cannot coincide with Mr. liobcrts, when he

!tay» tliat " from f'radliy only fragments of scutes may be obtained," and that

"good scutes are of rare occurrence." On the contrary it is my opinion, and

that of a celebrated eeoloeist who is well acnuainted with all the Herefordshire

'lied me to this spot, that this quarry, if not the

A productive (|uarrirs of Herefordshire. The
number of Ptera.spis there is something astonishing. Every block one turrs

contains three or four fine speeimens. Not only can "good scutes" be

obtained, but specimens with both the rostrnm and lateral cornea attached are
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not uncommoa. Mr. Roberts' remarks also led me to infer that the specimens

he had obtained or had seen from Cradley were either P. Lloj/dii or P. Lewisii.

Now I obtained some twenty specimens or more, and all these were P.
rostratm ; in fact I did not meet with one specimen of P. Lewisii or P. Uoijdii.

I woald farther remark that with regard to Cradley, Cephalaspis is by no means
so abundant as its cousin, Pteraspis, though I did obtain three or four tolerable

heads. Let me also inform those who are about to visit this quarry (and I

hope many are), that if they are not content with the pi'oceeds of their own
labour they may obtain specimens both of Cephalaspis and Pteraspis from one,

Jacob Gill, a respectable Scotchman residing on the spot, and who has obtained

many fine specimens. I hope now that I have shown that Cradley is a little

more worthy of a visit than Mr. Roberts makes out. Its situation, too, is so

convenient, that many ought to visit it from Malvern, the distance between the
two places being barely seven miles.—I remain, yours, &c., E. R. Lankestek.

Geology of Huddersfield.—In reply to your question of a " Young Geo-
logist" in the July number, I may mention that along the Yorkshire coast

from Spurn Point to Hartlepool the strata belongs to the Secondary Division,

except a small portion called the Bridlington crag, discovered by the late Mr.
Wilkinson, of Bridlington Quay. The strata above alluded to are overlaid by
Drift ; the greater proportion of which consists of a purple clay, mixed with
fragments of " almost every kind of rock," both water-worn and sharp and
angular, and varymg from pebbles to boulders of large size and weight ; along
with these are sometimes found bones of Mastodon, Elephant, Irish Elk, &c.,

and here and there implements offlint.
At Spurn the beach is low and shingly. Kilusea crag and a new cave are

great attractions between Dimlington Hill and Holmpton, where is a freshwater
deposit ; and the like occurs at Witheningsea, Saudley Mere and Grinston Garth.
Near Hornsey there is a submerged forest. At Skipsey, Barmston, and
Auburn, various bones, of extinct animals are met with, as also are freshwater
shells in abundance. When the tourist arrives at Bridlington he can exa-
mine the chalk in the various quarries at that place, and freshwater shells

are to be found in the cliff on both sides of Bridlington Harbour.
The Bridlington crag is met with near the north side of the north pier ; but

this deposit can seldom be worked, owing to its being covered by sand and
gravel thrown up by the sea. Some good specimens of the fossils'^are in the
museum of Arthur Strickland Esq., at Bridlington Quay. Two miles north-
east of Bridlington Quay is Sowerby, where, in the chalk, a little below high-
water-mark, the collector wiU be rewarded with a fine series of fossil sponges,
&c. This locality must be visited from Bridlington, that being the safest
road to Sowerby Cliffs. The next point of attraction is the great cave at
Elamborough, called " Robin Lythes Hole," and three hundred feet long by
and ninety feet high ; besides which, there are to be seen large pillars of
chalk, which once formed the entrance to other caves of even larger dimensions.
Prom Plambro' the geologist must retrace his steps to Marton station, and pro-
ceeding to Speeton (four miles), will there find the far-famed Speeton Clay, some-
tinies considered as equivalent to the Gault, very rich in most beautiful fossils.

Skirting the " beck," will be found red clay and chalk overlying a bed of greenish
grey chalk ; the red chalk rising from the sea shore at about three miles from
Speeton, &c. No more can here be stated about this singular stratum of
Red Chalk, but much more may be seen and found by a careful examination
than has hitherto besn reported in the Rev. Mr. Wiltshire's account. Yet that
gentleman's paper will be a guide. The Speeton Clay is succeeded by the
first member of Middle Oolite, the Coral Rag, and Calcareous Grit, which
rocks form that remarkable and dangerous rock called Filey Brig. Prom
'•his point northward the strata continue to rise above the level of the sea, and
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are siicccodod by thick bods of Oxford clav, restinc: on hard, sandy, and ferru-

ginous bfils called Kclloway rock, fonniu? tlic bold romantic clilts on which
stands Scarborouejh castle. ]u conclusion we state that the young
gentlemen from lluddcrsficld may, when they arrive at Whitby, for one

shilliiu; and sixpence, purchase a hook called " The Fossils of the Yorkshire

Lias Described iVoni Niiture," which book contains a short outlin^'' of the

geology of the Yorkshire coast, illustrated with sections, and intended as a

guide for strangers. There is aUo a map, by Mr. Simpson, price sixpence, to

may be had at l>ilvcstor Heeds', Whitby, or in London of Whittaker and Co.,

Ave Maria Lane.— I am. Sir, yours, &c., E. Tinoall, Bridlington.

Old Rkd Corxstoxe.—June 5th.—Keccived a visit from ^lessrs. Powrie
and Page, whom 1 accompanied to the Park-kill Cornstonc, and red and grey

sandstones. The cornstonc is overlaid by a coarse yellow-coloured sandstone,

with intermediate stripes of red ai.d l)luo marls, and strikingly, as remarked by
Mr. Powrie, resembles the Dura Den beds, in coniirmation of my own views.

The true Ilolopfifcliian Reil, like Clashbinnie, indicates and abounds in the

scales of this typical lish. The Parka ticcij>iiii.s tilcstoue, the first discovered

habitat of this fossil, was next examined ; wlicrc amongst the debris I suc-

ceeded in finding a beautiful specimen of I'lrn/ffotus ancilicux, the first of

the kind ever detected in this portion of the deposit. The Balruddery and
Tealiug beds constitute the extension of the formation ou the opposite slopes

oftheTay.
June 19th.—Visited ^fr. Powrie's hospitable mansion, and was tnily

delighted with his rich colleelion of the grey .w//'/.v/'o//c- fossils. All the quarries

around, in a circumference of tiiirty miles, were examined during my stay, and
many interesting sjweimens obtained, especially from Farnell, so rich in .\can-

thodus, Climatius, Diplocanthus, iVc. 'I wo new and undeseribed fossils enrich

Mr. Powrie's collection, obtained lately in the riuarries of Turim Hill, and one

of them with its long tapering tail and caudal tin intermediate to, but strik-

ingly resembling the Pfn-axjiis and Cfhhalaxitis of the same rock.

July 6th. ^—Had an interesting ana successful day at Dron, in Strathearn,

and about nine utiles to the westward of Park-hill. The tilcstoue deposit here

dips <inder, and is also interposed among the traps of the Oeliil range. Thin
marly beds of a bluish and whitish colour, of very loose texture, arc mixed up
with hard laminated beds of tilest(.ne, and there is one thick bed of half-

indurated clay of twenty feet nearly in thickness. I have not observed this

mud aceum)dation in any c)lher locality of the grey sandstone series, and which
indicates perhaps peculiar littoral conditions in the estuary or sea in which it

was deposited. Shells in the grentest abundance arc cmlx-dded in the mud ;

many of them arc very minute and mieroseopje. others arecpiitc cognizable by

the eye, and some are fiilly a rpiarler of au ineh in length. I regarded them
at first as cnislacca, but am now convinced they arc true shells, probably of

the
''

lia, or some allied form. The importance of this discovery

in < niian svsiem is great, as the first of tlie concliiirra found

anywhere in tlie Old Idd north of the Tweed, to explore it fully will be

nn I I- '

' -f interest. Mr. H. H. Howel, of t.ic Geological Staff of Surveyors,

ac 1 me on the occasion, and concurred in the views expressed above.

—iron* Dr. Anderson's (Newburgh) Notulo! Geologica.
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THE TORBANE HILL MINERAL.

By the Editor.

" Not many years ago," Mr. Salter tells us in his admirable "Lecture

on Coal," printed in this volume, " the ' bigwigs ' in England were

assembled in conclave, and the elite of science was called before

them" to determine what certain " lumps of a blackish brown sub-

stance" were. Was it carbon ? "Was it shale ? Was it cannel ?

Was it COAL ? Now it was on Friday, the 29th July, 1853, that

these " bigwigs" were assembled at Edinburgh to give evidence or

opinion in the great trial of Gillespie against Russell. The issues

put to the jury were, " Whether the defenders are tenants of cetiain

minerals in the lands of Torbane Hill belonging to the pursuers

under a missive of agreement ? and whether in the course of the

period between the term of Candlemas 1850 and the month of May
1852 the defenders wrought and put out from the same lands of

Torbane Hill a valuable mineral substance not let to them by the

said missive, to the loss, injury, and damage of the pursuers ?" and

the damages were laid at ten thousand pounds.

This, in simple language, amounted to this : Gillespie had let to

the Russells certain lands, with the right to dig coals; but the

RusseUs, after they got their lease, extracted another substance pre-

VOL. IV. 2 Q
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fertible to coal, for the distillation of parafTin. Mr. Gillespie con-

siilorc'il natiinilly enough that ha\'ing let the land with the right to

dig for coals, the extracting of another mineral for the purpose of

making a mineral oil was the taking away of a property belonging

to him ; while, on the other hand, the Russells, knowing the value of

the substance, and the large revenue it was producing, claimed a

right to it as being a kind of coal. Thus ten thousand pounds and

a great revenue rested on the answer to the simple question. What

IS Coal ? This was the question the " bigwigs" were called upon to

answer, and on the whole a pretty mess they made of the attempt.

It may seem an easy question to answer, and it may seem an easy

thing to call things by their right names. We know, however, it is

a very easy thing to call things by ^^-Tong names, and so many things

have been called coal wrongly, that it is not surprising that the " big-

wigs" were at sixes and sevens in their replies, and that the jurj'

founded their verdict oh a reason totally irrelevant to the case. As

the " big\vigs" could not agree as to what coal was, the jur}'men

went on the broad principle that everything black that would burn

was coal, and decided that as the Torbane hill substance was black,

and had been sold in the market as Cannel coal, that therefore it

must be coal. They found for tlic defendants accordingly. But tho

Russels and the Gillespies could not agree even after this lucid deci-

fiion, the one calling it coal, the other persisting that it was not, and

so, after several years, they concurred at last on one point—the only

one, we believe, they ever have concurred in— tli:i( thcnnrdi'tli it

should bo called '* TlIK TOIUIANE-HILL MlNKUAL."

Our friend Mr. Salter .seems to call it coal still. We do not. And

if any of our rejulers feeling an interest in the ((uestion will glance

over Mr. Salter's able Ixjcture on Coal, they will learn, if they did

not know it before, How coal was made. They will see that the

old forests grew rank and luxuriant, that the swamps and great

Bhallow estuaries of the carlxjniferous lands were densely filled with

gigantic marshy plants and trees, and that it was from the fallen

leaves commingled with broken and uprooted stems—in short, from

the accumulated decay of a liinv/f vegetation that the coa/-beds were

formed. Those masses of vegetable matter which we call coal have

always xinder them a Ix'd of muler-clay

—

-the ancient subsoil on which
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they grew ; always over them an over-clay or roof, or a stratxun of

sand or sandstone—some kind of stratum or other to show they

have been covered in. If we bear in mind Mr. Salter's teachings of

their origin, we see at once how necessarily these conditions must

be associated with true coal-beds. Xow the accompanying section

will show that while every bed of coal has an nnder- and an over-

stratum, the Torbane hill mineral has neither. Jfo snbsoil for the

vegetation that formed it to grow in ; no roof of shale or sand

to cover in any mass of decaying leaves and tree-stems.

We well remember the qnestion being discussed at the Geological

Society, and the witty reply of poor Edward Forbes, then president,

when asked What in his opinion was coal ? " That is a qnestion for

my Lord Coke to answer," was far nearer the truth than most people

at that moment supposed. In the ash—coke or cinder—of coal

there are traces of vegetable structure—the proofs of its origin. In

the residue of bituminous shales and petroleums after burning there

is no vegetable structure to be seen—a proof that the origin and

constitution is not the same. In geology at least the proof of every-

thing is in itself, and had coal and all other bituminous subtances a

common origin, they would all give iie same results. It is interest-

ing, then, to consider whether there are not beds of other mineral

bituminous substances than coal, the history of which may be not

Only entertaining but instructive. For the question naturally arises,

If the Torbanehill mineral is not coal, what is it ? Anthracite is

fossil coke. It is not coal because it is often called Welsh " coal,"

any more than coke from the coke-oven is coal. It was coal once,

but it has lost its gas, and is not coal 7ioip. The Torbane Hill

mineral is not anthracite, neither is it culm nor lignite. It may be

a shale (we do not even think it is in the proper sense of that word)

but shale, however bituminous it may be, is not coal. Shale is a bed

of laminated clay, and a bed of day is^ng^ a deposit of vegetable matter

"Kimmeridge shale, highly bituminous as it is, is not coal. Xeither

can any shale, however impregnated with bitumen, be coal. Are the

Caithness flags coal ? " Of course not." And yet they are so highly

impregnated with bitumen that they are used for distillation in the

same way as the Torbane Hill mineral. Some geologists say the

bitumen in the Caithness flags is derived from fossil fish ! True it
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is the substance of the Caithness fish in the Caithness flags, as black

and shining it lies on the surface of the split stone, is bitumen. But

may not these fossils be bituminous casts of the moulds left in the

flagstones by the fossil fish after their decomposition ? In limestones

is not the substance of the fossil fish carbonate of lime ; in sand-

stone is it not sUex—flint. . And were flint and carbonate of lime

the constituents of the bones of those fish when they lived and swam
in the ancient seas ?

Were the bones of the living fish of the Caithness-flag period

formed of bitumen ? If so, what a singular fact is revealed to us—
" that in the ancient geological periods the fish formed their osseous

skeletons, and the scales of their bodies sometimes of bitumen, some-

times of carbonate of lime, sometimes of flint, and perhaps occa-

sionally of other mineral substances, as they appear to have used any

material which came to hand with utter indifference, while modern

fish, on the contrary, have become excessively fastidious, and make

their bones only of phosphate of lime."

The Torbane Hill mineral is certainly not Caithness flagstone, and

if it be a shale it is certainly not coal, Neither is it " Cannel-coal
;"

and, if it were, we might question that term, is Cannel " coal"

coal?

" Cannel-coal" means candle-coal, and was so called because the

miners cut the substance into strips, and used them as candles in

their works. It is, however, very different in structure, appearance

and fracture from common coal, and frora which it is also distin-

guished by the products of its distillation.

There are large cannel oi7-works at Kannaha, in Virginia. There are

cannel oiZ-works in England, in France and many other places. But

this use which " cannel" coal is put to is very difierent from any of

the general uses of coal. It is more in accordance with the use of

bituminous shales, petroleums, Rangoon tar, and other substances

which nobody dreams of calling coal.

But to return to the Torbane Hill mineral. It does not look like

coal ; does not burn like coal ; is not bedded in the earth like coal

;

never was made like coal. And, assuredly, it is not coal.

K we wanted further aid than Geology to show the distinction

between them we could call in the chemist, who would tell us that
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coal nuptha consists of liydro-carbons, of the benzol class and the

paratViu class : the greatest proportion being of the former, which has

been extensively used for aniline and other dyes. He would tell us,

too, that for a long time the paraflin series was too difficult to extract

in any quantity, and was, therefore, suffered to remain in the pitch and

tar ; that subsequently, however, an Edinburgh chemist stated that

he had found a means of obtaining large quantities by the distillation

of coal at low temperatures, but that when his method was tried com-

mercially in Scotland it was found that the only mineral which could

be used profitably by his process was the Torbane Hill mineral

!

Hence there was an additional reason for the Russells attempting at

the great trial to prove that substance to be coal, because it was the

only substance commercially usable in the patented process, for which

ordinaiy cual was wholly unfit. If we inquire further as to the pro-

ducts resulting from distillation, we find that coal gives off at low

temperatures chiefly benzol oils, with a small proportion of paraffin,

whilst from the Torbane Hill mineral there are three series of hydro-

carbons, the benzol, the paraffin, and alcohol, of which the proportions

are large of paraffin and alcohol, but small of benzol. Indeed the

two latter are the chief constituents in the products of all the similar

minerals to the Torbane Hill such as the Rangoon tar, the Trinidad

Lake pitch, the Pen.sylvanian well-oils, and native petroleum and

bitumen, while, as we have said, benzol products are characteristic of

coal.

As the Torbane Hill mineral is not COAL ; as it is pruhahly not

bituminous shale even, it must have a history of its own, and

would it not be an interesting intpiiry for geologists to make it out to

Ih; a deposit nf tlie hardened bitumen of a gi'eat pitch-lake like the

great pitch lake of Trinidad ?

Geologists have never compared the i)liinonRna of such disti icts

A8 that of Trinidad, the Rangoon tai-s, or the oil-well region of Pen-

sylvania, in their bearings on the origin of various bituminous nhales,

flagstones, asphaltos and other bituminous substances certainly not

COALS, ajid, whenever the inquiry is gone into, many extraordinary

revelations will he made in geological physical geography, and of

the operations of nature in her secret and deep-seated laboratory.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
FISH REMAINS.

Sir,—^In the last number of the "Geologist," some observations were added to

yom- interesting pages by Mr.E. R. Lankester, on the Pteraspis remains at Cradley;
ho would lead geologists to believe that perfect plates of this fish are found there
as plentifully as blackberries in the hedgerows. To use the words of your
correspondent, " three or four fine specimens in every block that one turns."
This is a little too strong ; and diners totally from our experience of the spot.

The proper clue to the discrepancy would consist perhaps in an appeal to the
" respectable Scotchman " who presides over this laisciferous domain, who would
probably enlighten us in this instance ; and certainly provide us vnth as rich a
haul as Mr. Lankester had, and at the same rate, viz., in exchange for that
carrent coin of the realm that Scotchmen are not a whit behind the rest of Her
Majesty's lieges in loving. We should be much indebted to Mr. Lankester if

he would inform us on what authority he calls these Cradley fish, P. rostratus,

as we poor ignorami always thought them to be P. Lewisii and P. Lloydii.

It is well that this note should appear, if it only save anv young enthusiast from
instantly betaking himself to Cradley, fresh from your last number, and pro-

vided with too large a bag for the occasion. I beUeve, and the Quarry to us is

familiar ground, that he would have his expectations clipped, and his temper
tried. Still, do not, young geologist, turn aside fi-om Cratlley, but repair tliither,

with thy dinner in thy satchel, and thy hammer in thy pouch, prepared for a
long day ; and though thou verifiest not Mr. Lankester's account, forsooth,

thou wilt not be disappointed.

Malleus.

ANNUAL MEETING OF GEOLOGISTS.

D/.AR Sir,—I am deUghted to see the suggestions you have thrown out

in last month's Geologist, and in order that something tangible may come of it,

I would propose that a British Geological Association Meeting be held next year
at the ancient city of Hereford ; on the same plan as the British Archaeological

Association Meetings. From the number of railways, and readiness of access,

Hereford is advisable for the London geologists, as also for the members of the

Liverpool, Manchester and Oswestry Clubs who could reach it in four hours time,

while the Cotswold, Malvern, and Warwickshire Clubs are close by. If the

members of these associations alone would join, a very respectable meeting would
be the consequence : and I need not say that the Wooihope members, who have
their headquarters at Hereford, would leave no stone unturned to welcome their

brethren of the hammer. Excursion-ti-ains might be run each day to places of

well-known geological interest : to Church Stretton and the Longmynd Hills ; to

Pontypool and the South Wales Basin ; to Newnham and the Triassic cliffs of

the Severn ; to the Malverns ; to the Wooihope Valley of elevation ; to the

Usk Silurians ; to the Ludlow district and the Clee Hills. I will venture to

say that no place in the kingdom could offer a more varied or interesting neig;h-

bourhood in which such an association might inagui-ate its annual gatherings.

Last, but not least, Hereford offers plenty of accommodation for any number
of geologists that might attend.

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

Beaufort, August 19. G. P. Bevax.
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THE BIBLIC.1L DATE OF MAN'S CREATION.

SiK,—A cnrrosiwiulcnt's cnquiiy in your July nnmbor, ns to the nutliority for

the date of man's creation on the earth being placed at about 4,(X)0 years l)efore

the Christian era, deserves, 1 huinlily tliitik, an answer rather clearer anil more
to the point than is contained in Mr. L. Horner's somewhat lenj,'thY discourse

on this subject. That gentleman does not seem to be aware that there have

been later commentators and critics on the chronology of the Bible than Arch-

bishop Usher : such as Ffjnies-Clinton, Brown, and others, whose industry as

well as acumen on such subjects it is simply ridiculous to ignore. As tlieso

authors jjlainly show, any one may, without much trouble, verify for himself the

period of 4,000 years, or thereabouts, from tho dates and notices often supplied

1)1 the Bible itself. I give Ffynes Clinton's conclusions ; but there arc more
modem works on the subject :

—

From tho creation (of man) to the flood 1,G5G years.

From the flood to the call of Abraham 352 „
From this call and the Exodus from Egypt 430 „
In tho Wilderness 40 „
Time of Joshua and Judges 457 (a.) „
Time of Samuel 32 (n.) „

Time of the Kings and the captivity in Babylon 191 ,,

Duration of the captivity 70 „

Total 3,528 years.

The return from this captivity took i)lacc soon after

the conquest of Babylon by Ci/rus, King of Persioy

which is fixed, from profane history, at B.( . 536 „

Therefore, adding these together, we have, B.C. 4,064 years,

for the ajiproximate date of the creation of man on Ihe earth ; I say apjiroximate,

because there are two slight gaps in the chronology, (marked a. and B. above),

which cannot be filled uj) wif h absolute^ accuracy ; but from internal evidence

these could not have been much more than M j-ears in duration ; they loni/have

been even less ; I have here allowed tliat period for them. I may add that the

first two periods in the above list are obtained by adding together the ages of tho

jtatriarchs before and after tho flood, when the eldest son of each was horn.

The other dates are su])]ilied, jnore or less, directly from the Bible itself.

It is also to bo obsei'ved that some of the other .ancient manuscrijits of tho

Scriptures give somewliat difiicrent fieriods from these : such e.g., as the Septna-

gint version, which adds CiW years more before tho flood, and 6fM) more after it

;

making therefore altogether between 5,200 and 5,3(K) years from tiie creation of

man and tho birtli of Christ; and rather over 7,( KM) years to the present time;

and other manuscripts give, I believe, even a more extended term that this ; but
tho difference between them all is not very great, as compared, at least, with
geological computations and estimates of time ; and the question would turn on
the comparative authority of the several nianu8crij)ts.

I do not sec, therefore, that any one ha.^ a right to treat the received jieriod of
4,fKK» years, or thrf,:ih,,ut!)^ ns a mere fiirTiient or imagining of Usher, or any
one else. .\8 far as the nuthnrity of the Bible poes, (which is, at any rate, the most
ancient irritten histon* in the world), J,(MM» or 5,0OO years (or on the largest

compotation not inucn more), scorns clearly fixed as tho period which elaj)8cd

between man's first nppcaranco on the earth, and the l)eginning of the Christian

era.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

Av "ID Slbschibek.
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PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of Loxdox.

In the report of the proceedings of the Geological Society of London,
given in our last number (p. 365), we inserted the abstract of Mr.
Powrie's paper on the Old Red Sandstone of Forfarshii-e, in which it was stated

that the author " believed that the marls and saudstoues at Whiteness (near

Arbroath) are not unconformable, as Sir Charles Lyell has represented them
in his published section."

We are requested by Mr. Powrie to state, that having revisited Arbroath
since his paper was read to the Geological Society, he has ascertained that Sir

Charles Lyell's section was correct, and that the newer strata alluded to are

uncomformable.

—

Ed. Geol.

H.iLF A Day with the Cotswold Clttb.

Field natural history excursions diffuse a knowledge of nature's fair creation;

they are not vain pursuits ; the sedentary professional man, who is fond of

natural science, can therein counteract that strain, stress and tension of the

brain, which the wear and tear of life imposes. Besides, are they not agree-

able vehicles of a mode of instruction not to be despised in these bookish days

;

of a kind of teaching, the value of which we can scarcely overrate, namely, of

that peripatetic species that the " stout stagp-ite delighted in." Perhaps we
are not rash in suggesting that even Aristotle may have been the first founder

of tield-clubs !—He certainly, it appears, lectui-ed while walking; the members
of his club were dubbed " the walking philosophers," or peripatetics, and as to

their president's kuowleclge of natural history, why " rela va sans dire :" since

Cuvier, Porbes, Huxley and many another s^rtY/^ vouch for his careful study and
sagacious insight ; and have we not his " History of Animals" and other

treatises akin to testify this. Whether further resemblance to our Pield-clubs

can be traced or not, it is not too much for us to indicate that perhaps they

had their annual subscriptions, their dinners " a la carte" and their ladies'

days. The latter is at least problematical. The Athenians possessed their

accomplished hetaerias, and surely it is not too mild to conjecture that

ladies may have been admitted to the lecturing saunters of that age I—Be that

as it may, field-clubs are an ancient institution, and, with this powerful sanction

for them as such, it was not without a heightened pitch of expectation that

we determined to get off for a day's ramble with one of the West of England
Societies. We were told by a member that they usually reckoned on doing
from twelve to fifteen miles at a tajn ; this much is not an inordinate dose,

thought we, and will well oxygenate the blood. So we prepared to start
* over the hilLs and far away," and join the Cotteswold Society. This society

does not rank among the ephemerals ; it is of some standing ; its transactions

are quoted ; and it has inscribed on its list some choice names, such as

Daubeny, Buckman, Strickland, Voelker, Wright, Brodie, and Symonds.
Even compared witli the Tyne Club, if not superior, it may certainly be
bracketed with it. And then, what a noble field for these explorers, leaving

out for the nonce the ecclesological, archaelogical, botanical and entomological

richness of the shire and only regarding the cathedral city of Gloucester. Nort h,
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south, cast and west of it lies work for the hammer. Hay Hill silurians, Forest

of Dean eoal ticUl, lias sections at Wainlodc and Westl)ury of unsuri)as.sal)lc

interest, and that superb ranee of oolite that so aplly and euplioniousiy dcsicj-

nates the club in question, the " Cotteswold." Silurian, Oolitic and Liassic

deposits, not mere patches, all stand witliin rfacli ; and, as an invitation from

Mr. A. Holland, M. P. for Eversham, had been accepted fur tlie club to dine

at his mansion, Uumbletou House, it was considered that the Middle Li.-is would
form a " piece de rrsisft/tire," witJi the " nitreex" of Upper Lias. Nor was
this the whole of the bill of fare. It would be tediotis and egotistical on our

part to intrude mere personal incidents ; siilfieient is it to recount that, at starting,

early in the morninc, one of fair promise, and all things looking " couleur dc

rose''' we reached the station in good time, but not the train. For while in-

quiring for the right carriage, on one platform, like Professor Owen inquiring

for the /-/////Mvliale, we learned to our mortitieation that our train had just

glided off from the other platform, there being two stations at Gloucester.

Chewing the cud of disapiK)intnient for three long hours was penance enough,

and a degree worse than a Mediterranean lazaret te. It came to an end at last.

Dejection ceased—a start about noon enlivened our torpidity, and wc beffan to

look about us. Soon sped wc, from Ciloucestcr's fair tower " ye prule of

(rlostyre and ye Westyrne lande," and rattled along the iron road. The Mid-

land rail from Gloucester passing .Vshehurch a tVw miles beyond Chellenliam,

traverses the Vale of (ilouecster, with its line breadth of corn-land, its varied

scenery, and comfortable well-to-do looking farm lif)mesteads. AVe soon left

behind us Robin's Wood Hill, then neared Chosen Hill fso called in the ver-

nacular) a similar eminence but with a quaint little turretted eliureh on the top,

perched amid trees, making one wonder how the parson gets up there, for we
could almost presume nobody else ever goes. Looking out of the carriage

window one coidd now readily fall in with the idea of .Nfurchison as being no

fancy, that the Severn was once a strait of the sea, that Breda, Dumbledon and
Churchdown were islands, Leckhampton a lofty cliff, and the Cheltenham
gravel beds ancient shingle beaches. After a call at Cheltenham we got to

Ashchnrch, and left the rail. Immediately outside the station, spoilt in effect by

its nearness, is a pretty ivy clad church. Our destination now wa^^ Dumbleton
Hill, one of the northern outliers of the Cotteswold region in the Vale of

Evesham. Through losing the moming train we had seven miles of ground to

get over before we could join the party. Setting off on foot, with a good will,

albeit somewhat damped in ardour by the thought that this now would only be

finlf a day with the Cotteswoldians, we took the turnpike-road ahmg the

valley. .\ group of mills extended to the right, more or less clothed, some
with belts of larch, some with young ash Cf)ppicc ; while, looming t<i the

left, lay Bredon Hill, dividing the vales of Gloucester and Evesham, and the

largest isolated hill in the di.strict ; its outline sharp against the sky, forming

a gentle elliptical curve, and the base occupied by a cordon of farm-houses
rmboson)rd in firehards. \ well made road of Lias marlstone faced with

Bristol stone (/. r. carboniferous limestone) 'gave us good walking, while

rottatres of the fnie English character were dispersed along the roadside with

clumps of the homely hollvhoek in dark puce or lemon coloured blooms,

Rcrcenintr, perhaps, a view of straw capped beehives and with mostly a vigorous

well trained plum or apricot against the south end of the hoti.se, betokening,

B.S wc thought, a kind and considerate landlord. We trust we arc not wrong.
Travellin!? onward, certain stone-heaps arranged by the roadside, were examined;
the materials nronoinued to be of Drift, and I'lcistocenc age, large pebbles

they were, oval, smooth and hard, breaking with schistous fracture, and show-
ing tnie crystalline structure. They seemed to be collected for road repair-

ing, but whence thcj were brought we did not ascertain, Pdes of marlstone
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from the neighbouring quarries on the hill now appeared alongside the road

;

these -were quite a treat to look into, but sadly tantalizing withal. We
anxiously peered at the semi-enshrined fossils, and reluctantly left them, our
small trimming hammers were unequal to the fray, which required a tool with
at least a three or four pound head, to shiver such refractory stuff as tough
marlstone rock. A pleasant sight was it to see busy teams and men in every field
" carrying the wheat," some of these swarthy sons of the soil we descried under
a hedge reposing; they were discussing, in an interval of labour, their cider

and bread and cheese. Accosting them, we inquired the way to Beckford Inn.
"Three mile," said one, a stalwart reaper ;

" will'ee lend us your hammer?"

—

" What to do," rejoined we, " to cut our bahyt (/. e. bait or food) wi'," said

the fellow, good humouredly. It could not be spared, so we pushed on, not
omitting to entertain the inference that the dairy produce must be very hard in

those parts, and reached Beckford Inn. This well known hotel stands near the
cross roads. Here, we thought, some track of the Cotteswoldlians must be
detected. .A young crinolined and ringletted daughter of Boniface appeared,
and soon alleviated hopes and fears with news, " that the gents were gone up
to Alderton stone quarry." Resuming our way—we had not gone far, ere we
learnt from a cow-boy that the people were " up in the brickyard;" and [there

they were sure enough, near upon thirty of them, scrutinizing mother earth, and
intent upon their work. A very large " brick pit" it was, extending into the
very base of Dumbleton HiU. This, as I said before, is one of the outliers,

moored as it were off the northern chain of the Cotteswold. The others are
Bredon, Stanley, Oxeuton, Churchdo%vn and Robin's Wood Hill, aU truly iso-

lated ; a few others partake of the peninsular character. Their formation is

identical; and what we shall say of Dumbleton wiU apply to the rest.

At the "Brickfield" they were excavating a fine stiff clay, making part of
the Upper Lias, called " the A. raricostatus Zone," after the ammonite of that
name, which pervades it. Some good Lias fossils were here turned ap, among
which we noticed ammonites, crenatulse, cucuUeae and gryphites ; it also yielded
to the explorers' havresacs some admixture of fossils of' " marlstone type, in-

dicating, as some thought, the presence of true " passage-beds" between the
Lower and Middle Lias, To this fast growing use of the expression " passage-
beds" we venture to take exception, unless it be used with proper restriction.

Every formation, every bed almost, is, in a certain sense, a " passage-bed."
" Natlira nonfacit salturn" Ascending the spur of the hill we quit the Lower
Lias beds that form the lower floor of the vale and basement of the hill, thence
passing over the marlstones of the middle Lias, near the top of which the marl-
stone rock is exposed by frequent quarrying for road-metal, we come to the
Upper Lias entablature of the hill. This consists of blue and yellowish shales,
through which, with irregular course, runs the "Tish-bed," a band of "cement-
stones," not worked in these parts, but of considerable economic value. Thev
are worked m Yorkshire, at Boulogne, and particularly at De Yasroy, in France.
Also in Canada and in the States of America. Roman cement is fabricated
from them : they are first burnt, then groimd to powder, and packed closely in
air-tight barrels on account of their strong affinity for the moisture of the
atmosphere. Tertiary concretions, it is well kno^-n, are also used for the same
purpose.

Some of the party were now at the marlstone, of which I wiU say a word.
The under zones .of Middle Lias, from being destitute of value, are never
excavated, and are, therefore, only to be got at in a chance di-ain, or deep
ditch or lane cutting. Concealment is the rule till we come to the marlstone.
This material is of undoubted toughness ; the quarrymen call one bed of it

the " Leather Bed ;" still, unlike leather, it gives out a clear ringing sound
from the impact of the hammer. Here the company, encotiraged by the sight
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of ammonites, bclcmnites, myacites, and lima;, ostrcte, nionotidte, modiola; auil

li! iiliinjiinla, toiled awav at the rock; and the click, click of the hammer
iTMmiulfd througli the coppice.

Meanwhile, many of the older hands, shutting their eyes to the blandish-

ments of the marlstonr, piish upward and attack the " Fish Bed" of the I'ppcr

Lias, wiiich they well know contains the choicest specimens of iish, crustacean,

and insect, nay, even of reptilian remains, for this is the " Saurian Zone."
I^ptoh'pix rniiceiilricux was now (ound by Mr. Norman ; a line Puchi/curmis

by Mr. Holland, and a series of vertebrrc of a species of Icthi/osaurus by Mr.
^loore. As a " Saurian Zone," it is well known all through Eurojie, since

nothing can be niorc constant and persistent than the course of the Upper Lias

formation. Indeed, nowhere can Geology point to a truer or more extended
horizon. Under the Siialcs we detect tlic Lipticna Bed, a band of but few

inches m thickness yet embracing numerous tiny shells, mostly brachicmods,

but some Nuculie, &c. Under and over the Fish Bed are shales remarkable

for their perfect lamination ; splitting them open with a clasp knife wc have

under our eye, a table of contents, curious to note, and deeply nistructive.

Ripplc-markcd furrows, sea-weed, ever and anon disposed in places only

whither the eddying of the current had drifted it, just as we may sec any day

on the strands of our own sea-girt isle. To feea on these alga pastures are

the cnistaccans") prawn-like in form and size, in no contemj)tible number ; and,

as a final exemplilicatiun of the cyclical law of life, here lurk the rapacious

fish and nredaceous ccphalopod, the armed cuttle and bcleninile, with other

such tlesii-eaters, allured by tiie tempting biiit. A fish that marvellously re-

sembles many Liassic forms is the capelin {Malhtiix rilloso/t) of our i)rr:»kfjist

tables, alike palatable to us as to the stunted Esquimaux or Greenlander.*

So fossiliferous and ])rolific are these sludes and nodules, that one could

never tire of working at them, and when the companv retired to Dumblcton
House there was still a treat in store ; they were deliglitcd with the unrivalled

collection made by Miss Holland from tlie quarries adjaceu},— a scries of

Liassic forms of rare perfection and value, an-anged, too, with that peculiar

neatness and accuracy that ladies alone possess. This exquisite suite of fish-

bed fossils was the theme of admiration. It conipr'?ed good reptilian remains,

fish, Crustacea and insects, the latter of transcendent delicacy.

We were much stnick with a cf)llection mjulc bv Mr. Ilolliind at Mount
Lebanus, in Syria. Many of the fossiLs were of the Jimissic caste, and almost

looked like intimate acquaintances.

The naturalists now assembled in the library included some distinguished

men, besides the president of the " Cotteswold,' Captain Guise, were Mr. S. P.

Woodward, of the British Mtiseum. the l{ev. W. S. Symonds, President of the

Malven Club. Charles Moore, of l?ath, who so surprised the " savants" of the

British A.ssociation some time since by his foretelling what organism each fish-

bed no<lule '
—

' 'tied, ere, with a blow from his hammer, he hiid open
before his ,i d auditory the fossil he had predicted as its nuelevis.

Drs. Writrht, I'.ciK h, f?ird and Wnnu-r, the Hevs. Norwood, At wood. Hep-
worth, MaJ'.r I'.iin III! MfK^i>, Dint, (if Siidclcv, Bowley, Copeland and

Walker.
Mr. Holl.iiiii u'iu.^ repiLst for his brfither n.aturalists, of

which about tv u partook. The after dinner the reading

of papers took place after the usual prelimin.irj" toiusts. One of considerable

interest was by the Hcv. W. 8. Svnionds, F.G.S, on the Drifts of the Severn,

Avon, Wye and Usk, eoin? well info the |ihysical geolog}' of the district, and

• I-. f. <.i, r f kt.:!, --.I :• - .1/ ' » is Tonud in clsy nodales of unknown iigu iu

Grtt! m;,>i
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recognizing with Prestwich, and working out the distinction between the high
level and low level drifts of the Pleistocene era, with pertinent observations on
lacustrine and river action. Mr. Symonds strongly appealed to his fellow
members to aid him with their individual observations, by noting particularly
the organic contents of the drifts ; a clue might thereby be obtained that
would elucidate many of the pleistocene phenomena.

Thereon ensued a discussion, sustained in a lively and erudite manner, by
Messrs. Moore and Woodward, the latter contributing a just and discriminating
account of the palaeoutological differences between high level and low level
" mammalia," with geological remarks on the habits of the tropical Bison an
the larger Pachyderms, such as Elephas antiquus and E. primigenius, glanciu
at their aptitude for enduring the rigor of the glacial epoch.
Another paper was communicated by Mr. Frederick Smithe on the Upper

Lias of Churclidown Hill, a similar formation to Dumbleton, the writer, after
giving a brief resume of the divisions and sub-divisions of the Lias and the
synonyms of the subordinate zones as used by the chief European authors,
restricted his attention to the "^Ammonites communis Zone" of the Upper
Lias, which reposes on the marlstone, and treated this zone in its development
at Churchdown—first lithologically, then palaeontologically.

As to the included beds, the A communis Zone comprises (1), on top the
Laminated Shales

; (2), the Fish Beds within them
; (3), the Leptseua Bed

lying beneath the " Alga-bed ;" (i), the Marlstone upper beds, embracing a
course of siliceous nodules. The author had exhumed remains of Teleosaurus,
and Pterodacfi/fics, Colcpia, a not uncommon Lias crustacean, Tachycormiis,
Teiragonalepis concentricus, Lepiclolepis ovalis and dapediiis ; also, Belemno-
sepia. Ammonites, and such molluscan forms as Ostrtea, Nticula, Area, Modiola,
Monotis and Posidonomi/a.

Rostellaria bein^ nearly the only gasteropod in the catalogue. In short,

for a locality considered so poor in comparison with the Somersetshire deposits,

not a bad harve.''t.

The president, at the close of a most enjoyable day, admitted to be one of
the most delightful meets of the season, invited the members to attend, on the
17th of September, at "Worcester, when Sir Charles Hastings, the Bishop of
the diocese, and il. ChaiUu, the African traveller, are expected.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Stone Weapon in a Fossil Deer's Skull.—Sir,—In the notice you took
of my pamphlet in the "Geologist" of June last, entitled "Remarks on the
Flint Instruments found at Amiens and Abbeville in connection M-ith the
Glacial Theory," you consider that it would be highly desirable for me to elu-

cidate one remarkable statement made by a more particular statement of the
facts. The' statement you allude to 1 consider to be that in italics :

" 1 can

Erove that the Irish Elk was contemporaneous with man, having seen a stone
ammer sticking in the skull of one, and also the heads of others which had

been perforated by the same kind of weapon."
I can now give you full satisfaction on that subject, having 7iow in my pos-

session the identical stone hammer, or rather stone axe, or celt, which was
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found in the frontal bone of that Megaeeros Ilibernicus ; the head itself, I am

Fi(r. 1.—Stone linuliot foiind in mIciiII

of Iribh Elk. Scale, half naturul size.

Fig. 2.—Section of celt, showing: the way it

slopes at the large end.

sorrv TO sav, was sold scparafolv to the late

Dr. "Bali, of' Trinity CoUegc, Dublin.

I beg to send you a sketch of the stone

axp, or celt, and a copy of the crrtincatr from
Mr. Cilennen, tiic person who found it, who
also mentioned to me that the late Colonel

Bruin of Oak Park, county Carlow, had
found upon his property the lu-ad of a Mega-
ceros having the frontal bone perforated by a

stone celt which weighed seven and a-lialf

pounds, and was found sticking in the skull.

Copt of Mb. Gi.kwxov's Cbbtificati.

TliiH fine Bt/ine celt wn» fountl by nit-liorrl Glriinnn niid Jnnips Nnlnn, fif UnlohclorB-wnlk,
nulilin, Htuilc ir, tl,.- fr, iitjil l„,i,.. <.f the female Giniit Deer of Irelnnd, at a place called I/ougli
<;iir. t<-ii I the (Virk rond. Tliin in Mr. Glciiiioirn arcriimt of thehatclict,
'r ri^. .

• — IlH lentnh is ci>rht inrlie« and flvp-eiLththH ; lirendth at
' ATI tliitf iiiiln." mid llve-ei(,'liths : it \vci(fh» three and u-lialf pimnds ; the
k '•«" is at the dfitte<l hue n h, whieh i» one inrli and Heven-eitflitliH, when it

Kr.i'l iH.i;. « n t'l a nharji cdjfe ; JtK (jrealr"*! thirkne(<i« at tlie Hinall end is at Ihedotted
line r H, \^ Miie inch and tlirce-nuartero, wlieii it idnjicH U) a jxiint.

M r. fjlennon lives at No. 3, Suffolk-street, Dublin, and is a dealer in

I

'

. Sec. I believe he has now two tine heads of \\\v Mrr/arrroti JliL, niicus

< would be glad l<> stll to any (if vour readers who might have a desire

to pnreha.se tlirm.— I remnin, Sir, your onedient .scnant, B. Waithope.
A MnvF.n Mc)s,s AT KAi.KinK.—Very recently a moss hill, sittiated about

two miles from the Slomanan |{ailwav station, and measuring in extent abo\it

30 arres, was lifted bv a tl(Ktd, which carried it to the distance of 500 yards.

Heaps of the deposit lie about in every direction, which for the time being has

blocKcd up (he road. The hill was overt unied and broken up by the water,

whieh had Ixen accumulated to an extraordinary' degree, by the heavy rains of

the previous four or five days. The strangeness of the occurrence has attracted

crowds to vitncss the effects of so gigantic a removal.
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Geology of Stoneuaven.—Sir,—Observing an

enquiry as to tlie nature of tlie geology of the neigh-

bourhood of Stonehaven in the " Notes and Queries"

of your number for July, by some one subscribing

himself S.M., I send you the annexed section ex-

tending across the Old Red formation of the county
of Kincardine from the schists of tlie Cairn O'Mount,
in the G-rampian range, to the sea at MUlton of

Mathers, with a brief description of these forma-

tions as there found, hoping it may be useful to

S.M. in aiding his researches there, as although t le

rocks at Stonehaven are identical both in character

and order of sequence with those of the section, yet

several unexplained irregularities exist, renderiug

this a very interesting field for research.

It will be discerned from the section that the

sandstones of Kincardineshire are twice brought
up for the inspection of the geologist. Uncon-
formably overlying the schists and clay slates of the

Grampians from which they are cut off by consi-

derable trappean outbursts, they first dip at a very
hisrh angle towards the south-east. Descending
from the Grampians we rise in the series of rocks
iintil we reach a synclinal line, crossuig which we
again pass over the same formations, until, on
reaching the sea at Million of Mathers, the very
lowermost beds of the series are again exposed.

At that part of the section where tlie syncline exists

the rocks are quite hidden by the overlying Boulder
clay—its exact position, I am, consequently, unable
to point out ; but from my knowledge of its direc-

tion in the neighbouring county of Forfar, where
the same series of rocks are formed, I should expect
it to pass along a little south of Fettercau-n, Phaesdo
House, &c.

In describing these formations we will commence
with the loweimost beds as fou.nd at either end of

the section, ending with the uppermost at the syn-

clinal line. Thus first we have at the upper part of

any line of section, a series of dull deep red grits,

a, more or less indurated, represented at MQlton
of Mathers by soft sandstones and marls. Very
low in these gritty beds is found a bed of concre-

tionary Limestone, y, which has formerly been
wrought to some extent both at Clattering Brigg
and Million of Mathers. I am not aware that any
fossil has yet been found in these grits or lime-

stones, near to the Clattering Brigg ; but in a

quarry from which rather indurated red flagstones

have been taken, the surfaces of these flagstones

are occasionally found covered with the impressions
of rain drops, the traUs seemingly of Crustacea and
annelids, and often finely ripple-marked. Similar

flags and occupying the same low place in these

rocks, many beautifully covered with similar mark-
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incrs, wore some time ago saved from destructiou by the care of the Rev. Tlut^li

Milclirll, from a road then in the cours(M)f hoiiiirmade in the vill.it^c of F( rrulcu

iu FortarNliirc. These prits, or tlieir reprcsoutatives, pass ujjwards into an cntir-

mouslv developed eonplomerate, r, immediately east of the line of section. The
Fi-nalfa ranpe of hills is almost entirely roniposed of tliis ; and to the sout h it is

aijain iiphcavcd in very throat mass in the (iarvook rani^c, wliere, however, it is

considerably broken up by i<:fneons irruptions. The grey, flairpy beds^ with thrir

shales and thin-bedded llagstones, h, from which the Arbroath ])aveincnt hiis

been so largly obtained, are intercalated in the lower portions of this conglo-

merate; and altiioiigli not so largely developed in the conglomerates of

Kincardineshire as in that of the county of Forfar, yet these tlaggy beds are

not unrepresented there; the fossilifcrous deposits of Canterland Den, which

the Rev. Hugh MiteheH's explorations have made so well known, belong to

these beds- they are also found in the rocks in tlie bay of Stonehaven, where
T have dug out ])ieces of slude similar to that of Cauterland Den, with Parka
dfripienm, &c., here, however, they arc only to be reached at low water. Those
beds are particularly interesting as the only part of either the Kincardineshire

or Forfarshire rocks that have proved undoubtedly, in some instances, riclily

fossilifcrous—to them belong the Farnell shales, with their beautifully preserved

small ganoid and other fishes, erustaeca, &c. The Yealing and Sidlaw shales,

wliich .Mr. W. McXicoll's acute researches have proved to be almost erpially rich

in iehthyic remains, the LeysniiU llagstones, with their unequalled specimens

of Cephalaspis, the Carmyllie Quarries from which the finest of all the specimens
of rffn/f/odi.t Atii/lifii.t has been obtained, all form part of these intercalated

flagstones and shales. The conglomerate is again overlaid by, or rather pa^ses

into, reddish, generally highly micaceous sandstones, d, from which occasional

specimens of Cephalaspis may be obtained; and these again by dull coloured

deep red sandstones and shales, e, whose disintegration has again given the

peculiarly red colour to the soil of that part of Kincardineshire known as the
" How of the Mearns." These formations are l)y no means of an uniform depth,

but may in all reach a thickness of not less than three thousand feet.

In eoncbiding this short sketch of the Old Red Sandstcmcs of Kincardine-

shire, I would point out a few of the localities where, these may be most

profitably examined. First iu importance is the section by the coast ; the

well-defined strata in Stcmchaven Ray, in almost every instance dipping at

nearly right angles from the coast, contain a record not even easily read. To
the south the true position of the conglomerate, as exposed in the elitfs along

by that fine o'd ruin, Dunnoton Castle, is perhans more dillicwlt to ascertain—
cvcrj- ravine and rivulet along the coast woidd tliercfore require carefully to be

followed up, and wherever tiie rock may be exposed, its character, position,

and dip, if this can be observed, carefully taken down. The bed of the Carron

ought fully to be explored, and none of it's small tributaries left unvisited,— the

railway-cut lings alTord several fine sections. Following the coast -line to the

south-west, the bed of the stream falling into the sea, near by Kattcilim;

Harbour, may contain much valuable information ; and lastly, the Hervie water,

althcnigh affording no continuous section, shows the vliole .series in detached

portions. All quarries should be visited, the sandstones and shales fully exa

inined, and, above all, the workmen encouraged to preserve any curious looking

markings that mjiy be found.

To the mere fossil-coUecfor the Forfarshire aiul Kincardineshire rocks olTcr

an nr' ''
.' field, and many an hoiir's hard work will often yield barely a

recfc trganism; but to the true geologist, an abiindant return of pro-

fitable niformation may be found in studying the nature, sequence, and relation

of these rocks as they are exhibited in tlic bold cliffs and picturesque ravines

along the coast.—Yours, &c., J. I'owrik.
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New Fossil Locality of Mollusca in the Scottish Old Red.—The
new deposit of fossil organic remains in tlie Old Red Sandstone at Dron, as

noticed by me in the last " Geologist," becomes, upon further examination,

of the greatest interest as well as theoretic importance in a scientific point of

view. I shall, therefore, in a few details give the substance of the discovery,

showing the general bearings, relations, and character of the rocks in the dLs-

trict, and furnishing materials, whether of controversy or agreement, for future

investigation among geologists.

The district in question occupies a central position in Strathearn, skirting

the OcliUs on the south, and trending northerly towards the hiU of Moncreiffe,

which forms an outlier of the Sidlaws. The intermediate space of nearly three

miles in breadth, is filled with deep alluvial clays, peat, and gravels, and forms

an extension of the Carse of Gowrie deposits intersected by the river Tay.

An elevated ridge occurs at Dron, near the church, which rises steeply towards
the west ; it is about a mile in length, terminating in the red sandstone quarries

of Pitkeathly, and separated by a deep hollow from the OchU range of trap-

porphyiT. The outcrop of the new fossil beds is on the slope to the south of

this hollow, forming an insulated little basin of blue marly clays, interlaminated

with hard micaceous flagstones, and showing aU round indications of great

denudation.

Extending the view eastward, the basin-estuary of the Tay opens up widely,

enclosing the various members of the Old Red Sandstone series—the con-

glomerate of Glenferg, the yellow-spotted beds of Abernethy, the comstone of

Clunie and Newbigh, the tilestones of Parkhill, and all of which have their

correspondents at Clashbennie, Meurie, Inchture, Balruddery, Tealing, Carmy-
lie, and Forfar. The intermediate space westerly, from the Ochils to the Gram-
pians, averaging fifteen to twenty miles in breadth, is occupied with the lower

Devonian series, embracing all the rich fossiliferous rocks of Forfarshire, the

deep-red beds towards Birnam, Grief, Donne, and Dumblane ; and which, in

some of the members near Gleneagles and Dalmyatt, contain specimens of

Parka decipiens, Pteraspis, and Cephalaspis. The outgoing of the whole, east

and west, from the terminating shores of Arbroath and Montrose, being the

environs of Lochlomond and Dumbarton.
The relation of every one of the above series of rocks, forming one geo-

logical group, may be traced in the vicinity of Dron in juxta position each to

each in an easy forenoon walk. The depth of the deposit, as exposed at the

mill-dam, varies from twenty to thirty feet. The newly-discovered fossU-bed

—so attractive yet to be to science—forms the centre-point which underlies

the whole. It stretches along the narrow ravine to the foot of the Ochils,

where it becomes enclosed among the trap-porphyries, and where a fine water-

fall (the Ramheugh) plunges over its induratea edges. The "comstone" of

the series is not now oDservable, being covered up by the improvements of

modem husbandry ; but it has been long known as existing, in situ, in the

neighbouring fields. A few hundred yards distant the quarries of Pitkeathly

—tne Iloloptychian red—shows the position of these beds. And, last of all,

an insulated section of what I regard as the Dura Den yellow sandstone, and
ferruginous marls, crowns all the underlying strata ; it is exposed to the depth
of thirty to forty feet in the woods of Wester-Dron farm, and the nearest con-

tinuation of which is ten miles ofi", at Glenvale, on the Lomonds. When
fossils were not sought after, or formed no attraction to the curious, these

upper rocks have been extensively worked, and all their ganoid treasures, if

ever exhumed, lost to science.

The organic remains just discovered in the lower grey sandstone of the series

consist of shells and microscopic Crustacea, and are, so far as I am aware, the

first specimens of conchifera yet detected in any of our Scottish Devonian
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rocks. The discovcrj' is all tlic more iiui^Mirtaut tluit so few of (he class have

been found in anv of the nuiiierous localities of the Old Red—one or two iu

EiiijliUid, more anuiulautlv in Russia, and even there of coniparativelv rare

oceurreuce. ' One shell, however, the Jlri/pa rrfint/i/ris" yd\s the author of

Siluria, " ran^s even to the furthest known geographical linuts of the Devo-
nian rocks; to Armenia, the Caucasus, and Chma on the east, and to the

Devonian deposits of Anu>rica on I he west.*"

I forwjirded a small slab of the deposit to Mr. Salter, who has returned for

answer, as the result of his examination, " Thoufjh very obscure, there cannot

be much doubt of the bivalve shell being a Mudiula or related genus; but it is

so imperfect that I should not like to say whether this very thin shell is a

marine one or not. The same with the Entomostraca. They may be cyprit,

but are quite as likely Cythere 1 may further mention that a shell somewhat
like is found in the Lower Old Red of Shropshire, accompanied by marine

genera of Entomostraca. The species is probably new." This interesting

lossiliferous slab is now placed in Jermyn-street Museum.
There are, in addition to the above, several other forms of mollusea, one of

which resembles the genus Atrypa, another is like the typical Spirifer, and
some are so thin and oroken as scarcely to present their true characteristics.

They are, however, sufficiently numerous, and to be easily extracted from their

soft marly matrix. Better specimens arc therefore to be looked for, and prol)ably

also various new genera in a deposit otherwise so rich in organic forms of

marine life. Some of the shells are smooth, and others dec|ily and beautifully

striated. Some are so extremely lilmy as to be almost detached by the breath,

or bre;ik by a slight impression of the nail.

The P>ntom()strae^i are exceedingly numerous, some microsconieally

minute, and otliers large enough to be examined l)y the naked eye. A oed of

fully an inch tiiick is entirely composed of myriads of these organisms, fresh

in colour, and perfect in outline and structure as when they sported in the

waters and shallows of the Devonian seas. The mass is cxtrenu-ly friable and

brittle, as consisting chielly of these minute bodies themselves, and a soft cal-

careous or aluminous matrix of a light bluish colour. Organisms of the same
family are distributed up and down in the thirty feet of exposed rock, as if

floating everywhere in the turbid water, they had dropped at random into the

muddy silts. The richer portion is towards the base of the clilf, and consists

almost exclusively of the creatures bodies themselves, agglutinated by a thin

paste of calcareous shale.

I shall now conclude with a few general remarks, as serving to show the

relations and theoretic value of this new fossil locality, and the bearings more
esneeially upon our Scottish nalwontology, some recent northern conclusions of

which may w thrrebv disturoed.

1. Do these grey tlapslones and indurated shales form part of the Devonian
BYSteni, or tnie Srotti-^h Old lifil sandstone ? I have in my own mind no) the

slightest doubt about the answer that must be given to the question. The
other members of the series are all in the immediate vicinity ; and from Park-

hill to (ihneagles—tliirty miles in linear distance along the slo|)e of the Oehil

range—the grey and blue ro|f)ured tilestones can be distinctly traced through-

out, feathering out and in among the traps and in various places exhibiting the

same te^ 1 marly character as the T)ron deposit. At the same time it

has to b. : that some regard this as the undrr lUirhonifrrom series. Mr.

Powrie, upon a short insnection, all but concluded that it was; and in corro-

boration of these views, i have to mention that pits in search of coal have been

Siluria, 3rd (xlitioii, p. 2«7.
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successively sunk for upwards of a century, and the belief generally prevails

in the district that the combustible substance is there.

2. What, and where, are the correlates of the fossils now detected here for

the first time? I have lying on the table while I write a specimen from Links-

field, near Elgin, of the " Cypris globosa bed" of marls, and which, from these

and other organisms, are generally regarded as belonging to the Triassic and
ihe Wealden. My eye detects no diiference in either the character of the

matrix or the forms and contour of the Crustacea organisms in the Drou and
the Elgin specimens. Both are of the same thickness, the same colour, the

same shelly texture, and the Entromostraca are numerically the same in the

composition of the respective deposits. Further researches may possibly unfold

more resemblances.

3. The student of physical geology will find much to interest him in the
district ; in the general structure and variety of the trappean formations, the

vast accumulations of drift in the strath, the boulder clays along the slopes of

the hills and in the lateral valleys, and the various ravines formed by the moun-
tain streams by the incessant and ever-wearing action of ages. But Glenfarg
wUl form one of his chief attractions, from its many natural beauties and ex-

uberant richness in many rare minerals. The entire family of Zeolites are

there :

—

Thomsonite, Stilhite, DatJiolife, HeiilancUfe, Analclme, Prelmite, and
the newly analized Fargite, long described as Galeatite from its extreme
whiteness.

—

Dk. Anderson, Newburgh, Fifeshire.

Fossil Trees at Haughland.—A short time since when Mr. William Young,
builder, BishopmiU, was digging a well at Haughland, near Palmercross, a very

unexpected discovery was 'nade. First, in digging the well, the workmen cut

through two feet of good mould, a depth of soil of which many of our farms

would be glad. There was then soft sand mixed with some clay for other five

feet downwards. This was followed by six inches of moss, then six inches of

sand underlying the moss, and these three strata were followed by a bed of

strong blue clay eighteen inches or so in thickness. Next came two feet and
a-half of black moss at the depth of nearly ten feet from the surface, and here

was found a birch tree with its branches, some of them four inches in diameter,

embedded in the moss, lying along as they had been laid when the tree was
uprooted. A great part of the tree was in a comparatively good state

of preservation, and when pressed the water oozed through it like a sponge.

It is hard, black, and of course very heavy. We may remark that this fossil-

tree grew ten feet beneath what is now the river Lossie, which flows within

two hundred yards of the spot where it was found. Geologists are agreed that

the great plain extending from Aldroughty to Birnie was once covered by a
lake, but the tree found beneath the bed of blue clay shows it was a forest

before it was a lake, and the bed of sand both above and beneath the moss in

which the tree was found strongly favours tlie belief that the land in the plain

mentioned has been oftener than once submerged by the sea.

The Minerals or the Metallic Veins of Frieberg. (Extract in the

Aimales des Mines, by M. Delesse, from the article " Die mineralien der Frei-

berger Erzgange Zusammengestellt, von C. Weiss, mit Bemerkungen von Bern-
hard Cotta," in the Bergund Hi'dtenmannische Zeitung,\%&Q. Translated from
the French by H. C. Salmon, F.G.S., F.C.S.)—I have proposed to myself to

compare the mineralogical composition of the metalliferous veins of Freiberg
•—a task which has been accomplished by the aid of the numerous documents
posse.''sed on this subject, and by the assistance of one of my pupils, M. Weiss.
It is summed up in the following table, which gives the mineralogical composi-
tion of our four- systems of metalliferous veins. The minerals most frequently

met with are inserted in italics.
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If we now search out what are the chemical elements of the four systems

of metalliferous veins of Freiberg, we have the table following. In it the

elements are nearly arranged according to their frequency. Those which are

found at the head of the list are the most abundant, but there is some uncer-

tainty in the classification of those which are in the middle. Although Oxy-
gen, Hydrogen, and Carbon play an important part, they are placed at the end,

as not being characteristic.

I.
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silicate of magnesia accumulates, A smart blow shivers the mass, and leaves

the nucleus bare. Great abundance of talc in various forms strews the shore
resembling leaves, flat plates, &c.

The tusks and bones of the Elephas primiqenius are found here when the
cliff falls down—a circumstance which frequently occurs when the sea under-
mines it.

Nearly opposite tliis place, when the spring-tides recede, a number of trunks
and branches of large trees are seen at low-water mark, partially buried in the
mud, and evidently the denizens of some ancient wood which has been sub-
merged when the sea encroached on these shores. The wood is

black, and when dry as hard as ebony, making good posts for gates, iield-

roUers, &c.

I may also mention that about a mile out at sea, off Hampton, is the Pan
sand, where large quantities of Roman pottery have been dredged up. Several
fine paterae of Samian ware have been found, and lately a mortarium in good
preservation. This last was seut to the British Muse'im. It is a little ccrious
that within these few weeks some paterse and other Roman utensils quite
similar to those found on the Pan sand have been dug up at St. Sepulchre's,

Canterbury. In some instances the same makers' names were stamped upon
the articles dug up at Canterbury and upon those found at sea.

I send you these rough sketches of incidents occurring in my rambles, pre-

suming they may be of some slight interest to your readers.—I am very faith-

fully youi-s, John Brent, Barton.

[The marks noticed in the sand are probably the old tubes of Sabellae, if the
sand is of marine origin ; or worm-tubes if a freshwater deposit. It would
be worth while for the observer to compare the tubes formed now by the
Sahella common in the sands of the Kentish shore with tlie objects he describes.

I have seen what I believe to be Sabella-tubes in the Lower Greensaud in a
cutting on the camp-ground at Shorucliffe, near Folkestone ; and if the sand
at Hackiugton, near Canterbury, be a Tertiary marine sand, as I suppose it to

be, it is probable that Sabella-tubes woixld occur in it. These tubes being
held together only by glutinous matter, would not be very solid, and probably
in a fossil state, would exhibit the puzzling conditions referred to by Mr. Brent.
The sand in which they would occur would most proloably be incoherent, and
they are therefore very like to be exposed by wind action as stated.

—

Ed. Geol.]

The Earthquake at Mendoza.—Mendoza was a city containing twenty
thousand souls, and presented all the appearance of a flourishing and increasing

place. There remains to-day but a small chapel, the only building tliat with-
stood (perhaps owing to its foundation not being deep) the fearful earthquake
which reduced the city in five minutes to a heap of ruins, under which were
buried more than two-thirds of its population. Of those that were able to

make their escape, some were seriously hurt, others lost their senses in the
terror created by this awful phenomenon.

The earthquake declared itself on the 20th of March last, at half-past eight
o'clock at night ; the shock was so violent, the fall of the houses so rapid, that

the inhabitants had not time to effect their escape, and were crushed to death.

The hour of the night in which the catastrophe took place, being a time when
the city was in repose (for the inhabitants were an industrious race, of

simple habits, and the town devoid of the amusements of large capitals)

tended to increase the confusion and the number of victims.

The earth continued to open in several places, emitting violent streams of

water, and then immediately closing up again.

A singidar circumstance is related, namely, that this lamentable occurrence
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was predirted a montli before by a distinguisheil French geologist, named
Bravard, wlio, nevertheless, is believed to have perished in the ruins.

M. Bravard oeeasionally visited Mendoza, ancl wrote to a friend residing at

Parana, that, having examined tlie city in a nieteorologic.d and geograjihieal

point of view, he had ascertained that it was situated between two extinct

volcanos, and in the centre of a double current of electricity, from which he
concluded that probably before ten years Mendoza would disappear.

Many distinguished men perisiietl in this earthquake, among other.s, Martin
Zapata, an orator of note.

On THK Clytia Leachii, a long-tailed decapod of the chalk for-

M.1TIUN. By PuoF. Kevss. From tiie Transactions of the Imperial Academy,
Vienna, vol. vi.—In the chalk-formation of Uoheniia, next to the ('(illiaiinxsa

aiilitjua, of Otto, which is found in (pmntities in the sandstones of north-eastern

Bohemia, belonging to the upper chalk, the above-named species, Clytia

I/'achii, is the most numerous of tiie few crustaceans as yet found therein.

This species seems to belong to the chalk beds known by the name of Planer

Kalk, which belong to the middle qauder-marls of Geinitz (Terrain Turonien
of d'Orbigny). At least, as yet, I have never been able to discover them
elsewhere.

Mantell, in his "Fossils of the South Downs," 1S22, p. 221—3, pi. xxix.,

figs. 1—4, pi. XXX, figs. I and 2, pi. xxxi., tigs. I—I, figures and describes the

earliest known specimens of this sj)ccies, discovered in the wiiite chalk of Lewes
and Houghton in West Sussex, and gives it the name of Aslurus huichii.

Plate xxix, figs. 1— 4, represent the most distinct specimens, wholly

corresponding with the remains discovered in Bohemia : they are claws. Plate

xxix, hg. 4, shows the claws of a very large specimen. Plate xxx., fig. 2, and

PI. xxxL, fig. 4, show the claw of each side opposite one another. Of the

othej limbs nothing distinct can be leanit from the drawing.

Tliat fig. 5, of pi. xxix, really belongs to this species is improbable, on account

of the crookedness of the claw.

Philc xxxi., figs. I—K represent the cephalothorax, which, however, .seems

to have been very incompletely j)reserved, and is al.>>o very indistinctly drawn,

so that one cannot say with certainty whether it really belongs to the Astacux

I/'achii. PI. xxxi., fig^ 3, which shows n)ost distinctly the erossline of the

cejihalothorax, most probably l)elongs, I fancy, to Astactis I/'achii.

In fig. 2 of pi. xxxi. we have a line running lengthways, which is not to be

seen in the much better preserved snceinu'n of P.ohenua ; and it would seem,

if the specimen represented really belong to the same species, that the line was
accidental, and caused by the ])r(ssure to which it may have been subjected.

In PI. 31, fig. 4, is represented one of the outside feelers, and a very indi-

stinct claw of our. of the forefeet. Nothing decided can be learnt from either.

Plate xxx, fig. 1, renresents the ver^- incomplete hinder end of the body, in

which can be wen the three jtenultnnate bodv-rings very much srpieezed,

and the inner tail-pin.s of the right side in pairs. Whetlier these really arc

derived frf)m the AfUinix I/'achii, the totfll insulation of this part and the

di.Hcovery of other Astacides in the same .s|)ot do not allow us to say with

certainty.

Some time after Geinitz again discovered this crustacean in the

Planer of Strchlen and \\ j-inbohla. Saxony, and gave a description of a

fragment from the former of these places, under the name given it by Mantell,

((."hararlers of the ( halk Koeks of Sjixc-I^diemia, p. 3'.), pi. ix., fig. 1). This

fragment consists of a cephalothorax which has been subjected to mucli lateral

prrssure, and is incomplete in the frrmt part, and a elaw of large dimensions.

Homer in his work on the fossils of the ehalk of Northern Gcnnany (^pl05),

gives a short diagnosis ; but without adding anything new or raentiouing any
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fresh place of discovery. His description of the animals named by him Glyphm
Leachii, is confined to the cephalatliorax and the chelate limbs. He
conjectures, however, that though the second pair of feet may have been
provided with claws, the other three pair were not so. He moreover renders
prominent the relationship between this animal and the CJijtia of Meyer (New
Species of Fossil Crabs, ISiO). This relationship was acknowledged by me still

more fully in my " Fossils of the Chalk Formation of Bohemia," so that I have
found myself induced to connect this fossil with Meyer's species, under the name
Clytia Leachii. I discovered it in the chalk of Kutschlin, near Bilin, and of
Hundorf, near Toplitz, and also in the sandstone of Hradek and Tribitz.
Those parts drawn and described by me (pi. vi., fig. 1 and pi. xlii., fig. 3), are
the breast-shield (incomplete), feet with the great claws, fragments of walking
feet, of masticators and a part of the edge of an outside feeler, the last three
body-rings, and lastly some fragments of the tail.

I afterwards became acquainted with numerous fine remains from the Wliite
Mountains, near Prague, and the description of them forms the principal
motive of this treatise.

Geinitz, in his work on the Quader-formation of Gennany (1849, p. 7),
names also the upper Quader-marls of Quedlinberg, as the place where the
Chjtia Leachii was found. As, however, I do not recognize by their appearance
those remains as coming from the salt mines of that place, I am not convinced
that they really belong to the species, and feel the less inclined to do
so from the fact of Quenstedt in his Handbook of Paleontology
giving a representation of a claw named by him as belonging to the
Astacus Leachii, which does not in any way belong to the species, even if it

belongs to an Astacide at all. Moreover, through the kindness of Dr. Geinitz
I liave received the claw of a real Clytia Leachii, from the Quader-marl, for

examination. I learnt nothing more from the fact of its having been discovered,
as Geinitz says in his work on the Quader of Germany, near Osterfeld and
Diilmen.

Lastly, McCoy "On the Classification of some British Fossil Crustacea" ua the
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 1849, p. 93, elevates the crustacean
in question to the rank of an independent genus, distinguished from Meyer's
Cji/tia by the superior size, the long spike of the breast-shield, toothed at the
side, and with bunches of spines thereon, and on the claw-feet. From this

character of the shell he names it Enojjloclytia, and mentions two other kinds
belonging to the same species, E. Lmagei, McCoy, from the white chalk of
Burwell and Maidstone ; and E, brecimani, McCoy, from the lower chalk of
Cherry Hinton in Cambridge.

In his short description of the characteristics of the species Euoploclytia he
describes all the parts of the animal, with the exception of the claw-feet, feelers,

and incomplete walking feet. These last gave rise to an erroneous conjecture
on his part that all four paii-s of feet end in a single claw.

Of the E. Leachii, however, he seems to know no other parts than those
already described by Mantell. At any rate he does not mention any, and the
cliaracter of the species seems to be only copied (as regards the after-part of
the body) from the two other species, as it little accords with our species. But
how McCoy could regard the Eaophchjtia Leachii, except in relationship to
the living species, the Galathea, is incomprehensible. He seems to have been
misled in this case by the strong tooth-spike, the small hinder part of the body
(which is not correct as re.^ards the E. Leachii,) and the undivided outside
lappets of the tail, without duly taking into consideration the other very different
parts represented. Our species approaches much nearer to the Stomarus and
Nephrops families, without entirely resembling either of them. I will after-
wards more clearly prove this from given descriptions. My description treats
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of numerous specimens, more or less perfect, received from three different
localities, besides several details before unkno^Ti.
The most numerous come from the beds of the White Mountains, near

Prague, and are now partly in the collection of Herr Von Sacher
;
partly in

the collection of Herr J. Barrande (figs. 5, 6, 0) ; partly in the Mineral Cabinet

im &^ University (fig. 1),) and partly in the Bohemian Museum (figs.
2—10). The specimens sketched in pi. xxxviii, from the beds of Strehleu in
baxony, were kindly lent me by Dr. Geinitz. The original of fig. 7, from the
beds of Hundorf, near TepHtz, belong to the collection of Prince Lobkowitz in
Biiin, from which, through the kindness of Herr Rubesch, I have repeatedly
had it for examination.
Ox THE OCCURKEXCE OE HuMAN ReMAIXS IN StRATA CONTEMPORANEOUS

WITH Extinct Animals.—When Cuvier, in the year 1824, was asked whether
human remams had ever been discovered unquestionablv of the same ao-e as
extinct ammals, the cautious and philosophical character of the inductive mind
of the great founder of palaeontology was illustrated by his replv. He said
Not vet

"

•! f J '-^^ ^tiivi

The object of the present communication is simply, by offering a brief sketch
of the most remote examples of human remains in geological time, to place
your general reader in a position to appreciate more correctly the recent gene-
rahzatious of various natui-alists as to the origin and genesis of the human
race.

I shall avoid all the instances of the occurrence of the evidences of human
art m ancient deposits, as the subject of the "celts" of Abbeville has been
already satisfactorily treated by Mr. Mackie in this magazme, and as an able
writer in the " Westminster Review" for October, 1860,' has summarilized all
the evidences of the coutemporauity of man with the extinct elks, &c. I shall
confine myself to the evidences of Jiuraan bones in the prehistorical age of the
world.

_

I shall, however, treat with the greatest possible brevitv those well-
known mstances which have been before the eyes of the public for many years,
and lay most stress upon those neMiy-discovered facts which have recently
attracted so much attention, even in general circles.

Many years ago, at K5stritz, in Upper Saxony, human bones were disco-
vered in an undisturbed stratum eight feet below the remains of hya;na and
rhinoceros. These specimens have been in the British Museum for many years
and consist of the parietal bone and part of the femur.

'

In America, Dr. Usher, of Mobile, has pleaded hard for the existence of a
JVlississippi backwoodsman fifty-seven thousand six hundred years ago, and we
confess we can detect no flaw in his reasoning, however we may distrust his
conclusions.

Dr. Dickeson, of Natchez, produces a human pelvis from the same geological
age

;
but Su- Charles Lyell, with characteristic sagacity, doubts its legitimate

association with the strata m sif/i at the foot of the cliffs.

Dr. Schmerluig, whose magnificent Ossements Fossiles des Environs de Liege
have thrown such light upon extinct carnivora, brings various instances of the
occurrence of man's bones with extinct bears and elephants.

Dr. Lund, whose valuable paloeontological researches are unfortunately inac-
cessible to many, on account of their being written xo. the Danish lan'"-uage
discovered human remains coupled with those of forty-foui- extinct animals at
Mmas Geraes, Brazil ; and at a cave on the borders of Lake Lagsa Santa, he
found bones of thirty different human individuals, together with the large
extinct monkey, Calli.ihri.r primeevus.

1 shall pass over, completely, without comment, the Guadaloupe skeleton in
the British Museum, as it certainly is not more than two hundred years old.
The earliest Celtic and Germanic skidls all unite in exhibiting a prominent
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.^upraciliarv dovclopnicnt, and a iLittciiino; of the frontal hones, so as to form a

low tv|)L- of cranial conformation, exhibiting sonicwhat an approximation to tlic

negro races. The antiquity of these skulls is, however, of a far later tLitcthan

that of tlic deposition of the carved tlints in tlie valley of the Somme ; and I

have myself observed several Briton and early Saxon skulls fully equal in pdiut

of grade of development to the Greek or Caueiisian skulls, idealized by Blu-

mcnbach as the sununit of everything which could be predicated of virtue,

intelligence, and beauty.

Prof. Owen has well pointed olit the almost impossibility of laying down
general rules respecting the skulls of the various races of mankind, and has

declared, " I believe it would be rash to pronounce on the negro nature of any
single skull, save among some of the lowest races of Westeru Africa." After

sueli an authoritative decision, I hope that those palrcontologists or geologists

who draw conclusions m favour of the " Negro " or " Caucasian " nature of t he

skulls which they discover, will learn the lesson of caution, and give a more
necurate and intelligible description of any human skulls which may be here-

after discovered in a semi-fossilized state.

The most important, because the most recent, and the most generally can-

vassed human relic is that which Dr. SchaufTliauscn, of Bonn, has recently

piihlished, with remarks by Mr. George Busk, F.R.S., in the ' Natural History

Uevicw" for April 1801. According to this statement "in the Ciirly part of

1S57, a human skeleton was discovered in a limestone cave in the Neaiulerthal,

near Iloelulal, between Diisseldorf and Ellifrfeld. The opinioiLs of geologists

in (icrnany seem united to corroborate Mr. Busk's conclusion, that there «m
be no doubt of the enormous antiquity of this skeleton (found under a deposit

of four or five feet of mud on the floor of the cave), and of the probability of

its having belonged to what has been termed the (juat(;rnary period. As,

however, I know of no English geologist who has stepped forward to corro-

borntc this theory, I hope that some of the many and intelligent readers of the
" Geologist" may be led to consider the question.

To the palrrontologist this skull offers a source of interest, ina.smuch as it

exhibits a singular character, hitherto supposed to have been peculiar to the

highest apes. All those persons who have seen the gorilla in the British

Museum, fir who have read M. du ("haillu's descri])ti(ins of its habits, must
have been struck with the large and prominent supraeiliarv ridge which makfs
a development from the frontal bone, ami which gives to \\\c animal that nenl-

house-like scowl over its eyes, and in which a crest of black prominent liairs

i.H in.serted, which greatly eontril)ules to enhance the terrilie appearance of the

old male gorilla. This sujiraeiliary rid;^e is eharart eristic of the genu.s

Troglodytes; and in the ehim|ian7.ee it is also present, l)ut to a less extent than
in the gorilla. In this hitter species a large amount of this elevation is due to

the development of the space cillcd by a\\:i\nun>t»/ro///fi/ .sitiux, which is a

large Civiiy, divided into two portions by a perjH-ndiiJular osseous partition,

antl lined with a continuation of the pituitary membrane, secreting the lubri-

cating mucus di.sehargcd into the nose. This frontal sinus, Prof. Schauff-

haus>cn thinks, is the main cause of the product ion c)f the enormous sujiraciliary

ridg(> in the Neanderthal erannim, as it is in the gorilla. Mr. George Busic

di.Hsents from thi.s theory, and jjoint.^ out that in many recent crania of savage
and barbarous men a eon.>iilcrable frontal elevation exists, in wliieli no extra-

ordinary exjiansion of the sinuses occur; and Sir William Hamilton (Meta-

physics, ii. p. J2.'i, asserts, "it is an error of the gro.sscst, that the extent of

the sinus is indic^ited by a ridge or crest, or blister in the extenial bony plate.

Such n pr"' ' ' h no certain, or even probable, relation to the extent,

drpfh, or i - •• of any varinity benealli." in the Papuan and Austra-

lian races of men, wluch approach nearest to the ape in their cranial couforma-
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tiou no frontal sinus whatever exists, whilst a ratlier considerable frontal eleva-

tion is exhibited ; whilst in the chimpanzee in wliich a reinai'kable supraorbital

development exists, no frontal sinuses have been discovered.

Professor Schauffhausen pcives the measurement of a humerus, and radius,

two femora, in a perfect condition, and of part of ulna, humerus, ilium, scapula,

and ribs ; and it appears from his statements, that tliey exhibit characters of a

human race, far transcending the pi-esent as regards power of muscle, as indi-

cp* :!d by the thickness and rugosity of the bones.

he presence and degree of development of the frontal sinus in the haman
and simian forms, are as follows :

—

1

2

3

4

5

European

Papuan

Neanderthal skull

GorUla

Chimpanzee

Superciliary Arch.

Small

Rather large

Large

Very large .,

Large

Frontal Sinus.

Large.

None.

Large.

None.

The above shows the difficulty of predicating the amount of the frontal sinus

by the development of the supraciliary arcli.

The author of the article in the " Westminster Review," which announces
Dr. Schauffhaussen's discovery, describes his specimen as " the ruin of a soli-

tary arch in an enormous bridge, which time has destroyed, and which may
have connected the highest of animals with the lowest of men. But, even
though the frontal bone of this remarkable skuU constitutes a link intimately

uuitiug the cranial conformation of the ancient human inhabitants of Eiu-oiie

with the simial, there is no evidence that in respect to size, the brain which
that skuU once contained approached more nearly to them than do the brains

the AJfourian and lowest negro races.

It seems, therefore, that the party who have affirmed man's descent from a

1 ransniuted ape affect to find in the recently discovered human bones transitional

links between the human and simian forms. The more cautious reasoner on the

genesis of man, whilst affirming his origin by secondary law, gives due weight
to those remarkable discrepancies between the structure of the lowest man and
the structure of the highest ape, which would appear to auger for the human
subclass a more exalted origin than the gorilla or hri/opithecus.

We find in tlie Neanderthal cranium a very fair development of brain, and
in the general shape of the skull, (the supraciliary ridge ajjart), we find nothing
which approaches to the gorilla. No interparietal crest, obliterating the sagittal

suture, extends along the head ; and although the hinder part of the skuU is

broken away, we cannot infer anything which approaches to an occipital or

lambseoid crest. None of the other characters wliich so prominently differen-

tiate the human from the simian sub-kingdoms are to be found in tliis ancient

skull. It is not cerebrally inferior to the Papuan or Negro races.

Was this man from the Neanderthal of the same species as that which now
dominates over the animal creation ? Dr. Latham, in his Ethnological Apho-
risms, says, " that aU existing varieties of man may be referable to a single
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species, but there may be certaiu species, wliich have ceased to exist." Should

tins Neanderthal man have proved an intermediate species between the pajiuau

and the gorilla, a fjreat point of controversy would be gained by the trausmu-

tationists; but the failure of the proof which Dr. yohaulViiaussen has i)rough(

forward, leaves the human species as far from the apes, as it was when ihe

author, who founded the genus, ])laeed it apart from the other primates.

It seems, therefore, irrefrably proved tlie the human sneeies existed in

Europe in the post-plioccnc age, in as well as we can judge Irom the "cells"

of Abbeville, a state of semibarbarism. llowever, sparse the population, he

still found some enemy to contest with him the products of the forest, and the

spods of the chase. His vast solitude, compared with the ))re.scnt activity aud

teeming millions of modem Europe, reminds the contemplative observer of tiie

beautiful exclamation of the patriotic cspronccda.

" Cuau solitaria la uaciou que un dia Poblara inmcusa gcnte !"

We have thus evidence of the existence of man-man, the highest-brained

(archencephalate, Owen) individual of the highest sub-division of known Mam-
malia, in whose inuige the most specialized adaptation of structure to fixed

purpose is superadded to the original type of created animal life, which great

Arcnctype was conceived by a Divine Mind, millions of years prior to the

advent of the human race.—I remain, Sir, your obedient servant, Charles
Cakter Blake.

Destkuctiox of Deer by Cold.—Keysler, in his "Travels in "Wurt em-

burg" (1750), has this passage :
—"At Ijondon, Paris, and other large cities,

the number of inhabitants is calculateil i)y the bdl of mortality; m like

manner a conjecture may be formed of the multitudes of deer in this country

by considering that in one single hard winter above seven tho\isand of them

expired." In a note he adds, "The two winters of 1731 and 1733 carried off

above ten thousand head of deer and boars."

Is it not probable that the cold during the great mamnudian age may at

periods of iinusual intensity have exercised a like influence in the destruction

of life, and that to this cause may be attributed some of the great local accu-

muhitions in drift dcjjosits which seem dillieult to aceoinil for?

A Salt Sj-ring in a Coal Mine.— Mr. Charlton, mining engineer and

manager for the coal company, has connimnicaled an unusual occurrence that

was recently met with in the Dunkirk Coal Company's Astley Deep Pit, at

Dukinlield. He states that ineuttini.' a tunnel fmm the Black Mine Coal in a

horizontjd line towards t lie Cannel Mine, a bt;autiful s|)ring of sdt water or

brine issued from a fracture in the rock, lhr)ugh remote from the trias and

saliferous or salt bearing strata, and at the deplli of 7"n yards in the carboni-

ferous mcisures. Mr. Charlton also states that in a careful analysis there were

found in every 100 grains of the water

—

Chloride of Sodium 450 grains.

Chloride of Calcium .. . 037 „

Chloride of Magnesium 26 „

Total 513 grains.

Or about seven ounces, (nearly half a pound) of common salt per gallon. The

sjiecitic gravity is l.t>37, and the boiling point 214'' Fahrenheit. Another re-

'
' ' * • *

I is that a fine sjiecim(*n of petroleum, containing naphtha

i on the sJirface, accompanied with a small ipiantity of car-

buretted hydrogen.

The pit alluded to is very deep, and the flow of brine from the spring dis-

covered amounts to above 300 gallons in every 21 hours. The Cheshire

I
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deposits of rock-salt occur in the neighbourhood of Nortli-u-ich, lying in patches

along the vaUey of the River Weaver, in the Triassic formation. There are

two beds—tlie upper one is reached at about 45 yards, and the lower at 80
yards from the surface. The brine or salt-springs which often issue from those
deposits contain from three and a half to six. and a half per cent, of salt, the

saline property being undoubtedly derived from the solid masses of salt by sub-

terranean waters.

A question naturally arises as to the origin of the saline spring at Dukinfield.

Northwich is at least twenty-five miles distant from it, even as the crow flies.

Dukinfield stands upon the Lower New Red Sandstone (Permian), which in

that locality appears to be developed in an extraordinary degree as to its depth.

At Macclesfield, which is distant aljout sixteen miles from Dukinfield, and is

located on, or contiguous with the same coal-field—the mineral is reached at

sixty yards below the surface.

Now the nearest point or boundary of the true saliferous strata (Keuper) of

tliis county does not lie less than twenty miles from Dukinfield; and a solution

of the problem may probably be found in tlie following suggestions :

—

First, that water containing chloride of sodium in solution might possibly

find its way from the above named strata to the newly discovered outlet in the

Dukinfield mine,—for it is of sufiicient depth to admit that possibility and
even to drain tlie Trias in that part of Cheshire provided there were suificient

capacity or outlet for such drainage.—Again, there may be some adventitious

deposits of saliferous shales, marls, or rock-salt, incorporated at a shorter dis-

tance than the Northwith rock-salt in the New Red strata, the solution of

which by drainage reaches the pit.—Or, there may exist by a fortuitous circum-

stance or otherwise, deposits of rock-salt saliferous shales or marls in the

superincumbent coal-bearing strata of the mine.—This latter, perhaps, is

the most reasonable proposition. The question, however, is at present a
purely tJieoretical, altuough a very interesting one. At all events the fact of a
" Salt Spring in a Coal Mine" may be coiisidered a geological phenomenon.

—

J. D. Sainter. Macclesfield.

REVIEWS.

Memoir of Edward Forbes, F.R.S., late Regius Professor of Natural History in

the University of Edinburgh. By George Wilson, M.D., T.R.S.E. (late

Regius Professor of Technology at Edinburgh), and Archibald Geikie,

E.R.S.E., F.G.S. of the Geolomcal Survey. MacmiUan and Co., London
and Cambridge; Edmonston and Douglas, Edinburgh, 1861.

Painful it is indeed to review the life of one passed away into the regions
of Futurity whom we had wished to number long amongst our valued friends.

To us the name of Edward Forbes will be ever dear as that of one of our
earliest and kindest encouragers in the paths of science, while by the woild
that name wiU ever be repeated with respect in memory of the genius and
talent he brought to bear on the sciences of geology and natural history. The
book before us has more than double interest. Not only is its subject matter
of high interest as the personal history of a master mind, and that interest

enhanced by the memoir being commenced by another eminent man of

science, like Forbes, beloved for his amiable qualities and respected for his
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tulpnt, but it has boon continued and finisbrd by a young author of no sliplit

merit and of risiner fame, Mr. Archibahl (ieikie. "We all know Mr. Geikie's

pretty "Story of a Bouhh^ ;" we know, too, the pood work he has hitdy been

doing with Mureliisou amongst the Scottish liighhnnds ; and we know, from

othir works and other labours, that Mr. fitikie can both write well and irirk

well too. Forbes' Life by ^\ ilson and Geikie must have many renders if the

book stood alone on its literary merits ; but when it has so wide-spread an

interest as is still felt throughout .o»ir own land and abroad in the short and,

so to speak, nnjuiislifd life of its amiable and aeeomi)lished subject, it is one

that is sure to be generally read.

Whenever a great man dies, we all want to know something about him.

Perhaps it is that wc want to know how he l)ecanie so much esteemed. I'er-

liaps we silently, although it may be hopelessly, hope to be emiueut too. Is

it a lesson how to be so that wc try to learn from the records of t.ic lives of

others? God grant it may, and that the pattern in every CJise may be as

worthy as Forbes' of imitation.
" Edward Forbes was born in 1815, and died in 1S51. The years of his

life were thirty-nine : the years of his public labours as ne.'irly as may be

twenty-live. Into that quarter of a century he crowded more work than nu)st

nu-n accomplish even when their snan of days stretches beyond the allotted

three score years and ten; and yet liis work was but h.df done. He was cut

off in the midst of his days, with his jjowers, so far as others could discern

them, but partially evolved, and his purposes but half fullilled."

The most beaulitul of many others, "Doticrlas \\;\s lies (Mubeddcd, like a

crescent moon, in the south-west shore of the Isle of ilan. The tip of either

horn is a headland, the soulhcni one crowned by a lighthouse. As it Hits

past, the crescent o|>en.s, and reveals all the objects which it defends from the

open sea. in the centre of the ])ay a peculiarly picturescjue tower of refuge

stands on a reef, a beacon and shelter tor the .sador. (Jn the srnilh-wcstern

cune of the crescent lies the towii of Douglas, dear to us as the birthplace of

Edward Forbes. Its foundations are laid in the delta of a small river, but it

has elindied the heights encircling the l)ay, and spread itself gracefully over

the gentle terraces iind broad undulations which overlook the sea. 'Jhc more
stately eminences are occunied by stately castellated buildings ; and behind ail

the lofty domes of Sinaefell and the sister hills stand in array against the hori-

zon. And, besides sand and fern, headland and haven, here and there, as the

island passes before him, valleys opening on the sea allow the spectator to gaze

far iidand. The brooks that make them green are seen glittering in the sun,

with the flicker of the leaves, whose shadows nuirble their waters. The white

suiokc f)f hidden cottages rises like a veil in front of the ]iiirple hills. The
fragrance of wild flowers comes down the breezes, and the tinkling of sheep-

hells, and the hiw nnirmurs of di.stant waterfalls. An island so varied and so

beautiful was the belilting birthplace and cradle of one destined in future life

to prove him«elf alike naturalist, artist, philosopher. While yet a child, the

wild plants of its vnllcys had made him a botanist, and the spars and fossils of

its shfires had taiiL'ht him sonu thing of geology. Hut the sea had the chief

charm for him, and in the bays of l)ouglas and Kamsay he caught, whil.st yet

n youth, the first glimpse of those ocean revelations which have made him

famous."
Edward Forbes was the second but eldest surviving child of Edward Forbes,

Esq.. of Oakliill aufl C'ronkbanc, near l)o\iglas, by Jane, daughter and lif iress

of William Teare, Esq., of the Conalla and Hallaby, HallanL'h, Isle of Man.
His great grandfather, David P'orbes, was implicateij in the Jiicobitc troubles

of 17J5.

The inunediate paternal auccstors of Edward Forbes were characterized by
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{!:reat activity and energy. Fond of travel, of society, and social pleasures,

freehanded, and better at spending than at saving money. His grandfather

was for some time at sea in command. One uncle died at Demerara ; another

in Snrinam ; a third travelled into the interior of Africa, and was last heard of

some twenty or thirty ycai's ago as king or sultan of some native African tribe.

One of his own brothers perished by drowning in Australia ; another was killed

in America; a third, who resembles liimself in genius, has seen many adven-

tures in Norway and in South America. " A love of roaming," says his bio-

grapher, " certainly runs in the blood of the Manx Eorbeses, and in none of

them was it stronger than in Edward, whose happiest houi-s were spent in

travelling in strange lands and dredging in unfathomed seas." His mother,

by the universal testimony of all, was a singularly gentle, amiable, an'd pious

woman, devoted to her children, and beloved by rich and poor. The childhood

of Edward Forbes was a happy one. His father's affairs for a long season

were prosperous, and his mother also possessed property in her own right,

which, by Manx law, was under her own control. He remained at his father's

house till 1831, when he had reached his sixteenth year, and it was thought
time to select a profession for him. His mother wished him to be a clergyman

;

his father a physician. His own wish was to be a naturalist, but, with the

consent of all parties, a compromise, curiously iliustrative of his versatility,

was entered into, and he was sent to London to become a painter. The com-
promise failed in its j^urpose ; but he did not again make the Isle of Man his

residence, except at vacation: intervals.

In the volume before us we ai-e next passed on through lus false start as an
artist, his residence in London, his student life in Edinburgh, his abandonment
of medicine as a profession, and then we come to tlie time when he adopted
natural history as a permanent vocation. "When he returned to the Isle of Man
in 1S32, he spent the three autumn mouths of the year in diligent work. He
had brought back from Ediubui-gh greatly enlarged views of natural history,

and a greatly increased acquaintance with its recorded facts. Fui-nished %
his framing at the University with a knowledge of the means by which great
naturalists had observed nature, he discovered new riches every day in the ter-

ritory of Man, and he formed the resolution to write a work on the entire

natural history of the Island, including some reference to its civil his-

tory, and a full account of its antiquities. In the end he partially

carried out this intention. His " Malacologia Monensis" was published at

Edinburgh in 1838. Four years later he contributed to ^Mr. Cumming's work,
" Notes on the Flora of the Isle of Man, and a chapter on i1 s Natural History
and Geology." He did not live to achieve a complete account of the Isle of
Man, but the uncompleted investigations which he made in reference to its

physical features, and especially his dredgings along its coasts, furnished the
starting points for some of the widest generalizations with which he em-iched
the whole science of natural history. The doctrine of Specific Centres
of Distribution of Plants and Animals, if not suggested to him, was at least

in his apprehension strikingly illustrated and confirmed by the characters of
the Fauna and Flora of liis native island as compared with those of Great
Britain and France on the one hand and of Ireland on the other. To take an
example which has lorn? been of popular and even superstitious interest, the
absence of poisonous reptiles from Ireland and the Isle of Man was explicable
on the hypothesis that they originated on the continent, and spreading from
their centre of birth there, reached England in the course of their western
divergence, when Great Britain formed part of the now adjacent mainland.
Before, however, they had travelled to Ireland, or even to Man, these had
become islands, and could no longer be reached. On the other hand, the great
El k {CervHs Megaceros), whose bones are found both in Ireland and Man, may

VOL TV. 2 U
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be assiiinoil to have crossed from Europe to both at a time when tlie Irish sea

ami the British Channel were oeeupied bv land whieh has since disa]>poared.

His doctrine' also of zones of submarine life ditfcrinir in cliaraclcr aecordimr to

the depth of the sea in which they showed themselves, has been referred to

b\' writers jus tirst adopted by him in the Mediterranean; but it is cjuitc cer-

tain tliat it dawned unon him during these early drcdi^ings along Ins native

shores, anil it was reduced to writing years before he visited the ^Egean.

In November, ls:i2, he rc-commi-nced the study of medicine, which was not

finally abiuuloucd until lS3(), and after that, his uninterrupted vocation was
that of a naturalist. It would have been strange if he had been a zealous

medical student, and in Liter years he deprecated all com]tliment to himself i\s

a model student. His note-books of that period are full of those grotes(|uC

but pointed drawings which he was ever so noted for making. " Here and
there are copies of diagrams shown by the lecturer, such as the conviJsed body
of a suiVerer from hjck-jaw, a banda;,'ed or ulcerated liml), or the branches of

an important artery. Mingled with these, however, and quite overpowering
them, arc likenesses of professors, lecturers, and students; Dr. Knox, who
appears in many attitudes, being the favourite subject of portraiture ; sketches

of shells, llowcrs, crystals, imitatiohs of eiiildrcn's drawings, and fanta.stie

imaginary tigures innumerable. AVhimsically various thoiigh these drawings

are, a certain medical tone prevails among them. A pedantic doctor flourishes

a stethoscope. A grim anatomist 'opens' a body in an uidieard-of fjishion.

A sick man makes wry faces over a physic bottle. Skulls abound. Skulls

Liughing, weeping, wearing spectacles, looking wise, looking foolish, displaying

every human passion. Skeletons are not less abundant, and in the most lively

attitudes; gesticulating, dancing in couples, fencing, perandjulating ; more
like living men and women who had adopted tiu^ Ke\*. Sidney Smith's recipe

against very hot weather, aud for coolness' sake had undressed to their bones,

than the grim relics of the dead, at home only in the grave,"

In 1 **:«), the death of his mother took away one strong motive for taking a

medical degree. He knew that his elevation to the rank and title of physician

would greatly please her, and he loved her too well to grudge the effort to give

her that plciisurc. For five years he had nominally oecn training himself to

win an honorary title, and just when it was within his grjisp, he flung away
his weapon and folded his arms.

"To most but himself he seemed to have made shipwreck of his genius. He
had tried two professions and failed. Art disowned him ; medicine disowned
him. To be a virtuoso man of the world appeared the goal of his and)ition.

"So it seemed, but so it was not. His genius had reached its nadir, and
though none knew it less than himself, half its course was spent. It was from

this moment daily to mount higher and higher above the visible horizon, till it

reached, and for too brief a sea.son shone forth from, the zrnitli.

" When he parted from line Art, lie uttered a good bye, not a farewell, and
in token thereof he took his pencil with him. When he parted from Medicine,

he asked to retain his scalpel as a memorial of the art of dissection which she

hati taught him. With thi-se two simple tools alternately in his hands, and as

a guide and interpreter of both, the microscooc at his eye, he had such a triad

of things as pleased his fancy and occupied iill his faculties."

His bioirrajihers nf»w give us accounts of the student clubs he formed, and

of his vacation rambles, with details of his lirst years as a professed naturalist.

We have then his trip to the itlgean Se^; after which his connection with the

Geological Suney began, and continued until his election to the chair of

Natural Historv at Kdiiibiirgh—the city where two and twenty years before he

had been a student of merlirine.

" Measured by what he aetuidly did in natural history, his name cannot be
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placed where some of his warm friends would inscribe it, along with those of

Aristotle, Linnaeus, Cuvicr, Owen, and Goodsir. But it would be unjust so

to estimate him. It must be remembered that he passed away ere reaching

his prime, and he must be tried, not merely by what iu his short life time he

did himself, but by the ideas wliich, scattered by him broadcast over the world,

have sprung up aud are bearing fruit in many lands. He did more, perhaps,

than any other man of his day to spread abroad a love for natural history

;

more undoubtedly than any one of his contemporaries to indicate how natural

history and geology must be woven together. The name of Edward Torbes will

go down to posterity inseparably Itoked with the history of palaeontology, as one

of the greatest naturalists that ever strove to bring his knowledge of the living

world to elucidate the physical and organic changes of the past history of the

earth.
" He attained this high eminence not as a solitaiy worker. In nothing was

his career more marked than in the power he possessed of interesting others

in his field of labour. His broad philosophical spirit enabled him to appreciate

the researches of the chemist and the physicist, and in return he drew their

sympathy with him into his own domain. In bearing down all jealousy and

envy among his fellow naturaHsts, and enlisting their active co-operation in the

common cause, he stood forth conspicuous among the scientific men of his

time ; and this he accomplished not so much by the weight of his authority as

by the influence of his manly, true-liearted nature. On no phase of the life

of Edward Eorbes does it seem needful to lay greater stress than on this ; for

on no other ground can we account for the great influence which he exercised,

not in scientific circles only, but in society at large. It was not his mental

powers, great though these were, nor his vast knowledge of those branches of

science which he made his especial study, that gained him the love and respect

of all men, but a smiple, kindly heart that knew no selfishness, and embraced

in its wide and generous syinpathv all that was honourable and good."

Handbookfor Travellers in North Wales. London : John Hurray, 1S61.

Of Dr. Sevan's Handbook for South Wales we have already spoken in terms

of praise, and we are not less disposed to accord to the present work a less

mead of just enconium. The Handbook of North "Wales contains not only

information for the general traveller or excursionist, but also useful matter for

the geologist. Within the last two years the district has been made more
accessible to the tourist by the construction of new railways, which, although

not so numerous as in the southern portion of Wales, have already been, and
are likely to be stiU more, instrumental in developing the resources of the

country. Dr. Bevan arranges his book very much in the same way as his

former one, commencing with an introduction, in which he first describes the

physical features ; then devoting a section to its geology ; after which, com-
merce and manufactures, antiquities, communications, and a glossary of Welch
words (the last highly necessary for the stranger Englishman). The doctor

then devotes another section to " Points of Interest for the Geologist," and
one to the " Comparative Heights of Mountains," concluding the introduction

with " Chief Places of Interest" and " Skeleton Routes." Then of course

follows the main mass of the hand-book, giving the routes and the descriptions

of the places which travellers are likely to visit. Everything worth seeing

or knowing, from the curious Elizabethan pigeon-house at Llanengrad to the

manner of raising the famous Menai Bridge, is most curtly and concisely jotted

down by our indefatigable and pleasant author.
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The Past and Present Life of the Globe, being a Sketch in Outline of the World's

Life Si/xtem. V>\ David Page, F.G.S. London and Edinburgh : A\iii.

lll;wkwood & Suns, ISGl.

TilKUK is little doubt that the heading of the papers on popular geology,

which we conmicnccd in this Magazine, have been, at least, suggestive of titles

to more than one author ; if, indeed they have not been suggestive of the sub-

ject matters of some books. We are not jealo\is of, nor sorry for this. If we
liad desired the credit of doing the work ourselves, we should have kept our

own by our own activity. We have not abandoned that series, although fate

has denied us the opjiort unities of carrying them on rapidly. Wc hope shortly

to be able to go on again with them, and then, from time to tiuie, we sh.ill

have the means of giving our o\ra views on matters now under discussion by
geologists. Whether Mr. Pa"^e has caught an idea or two from the "Geologist"
IS of little moment ; and if he has, he is quite welcome to them for the good
use he has tumed them to. Tn the charming little book before us, he has

under the title of "The Past and Present Life of the Globe," discussed in very

moderate terms the great question of the day introduced by Darwin's very

memorable book—the uniform development of creation. He has not pro-

fessedly done this, but in reality, this is what he has done; ami the liook is

well worthy of the student's attention. The introductory chapter eoimiiences

with a peroration on the interest attaching to the studv of tiie Past in natural

as in human history: fossils or petrified rcnifiins of pfants and animals are, of

course, regarded as the alphabet letters of the great book of creation, by

which its interesting chapters arc to be read. Then Mr. Page brings his

readers to the Present. Ue describes broadly the great groups and eliaracteristie

features of its fauna and flora and their co-adaptations, lie thinks properly

that before wc can rigiit compare the Past Life, of which these (fossil) relics

give evidence, with that which now peoples the globe, we must glance at the

conditions under which plants and animals at present exist, ana know some-

thing of their nature and the functions they have to perform. " AVc can only

rca3on," he says, "respecting tlie Past from our knowledge of the Present;

and the more intimate our acquaiut.-ince with the various phases of existing

nature, the sounder our deductions relating to those whicli have long since

passed away. We say the rarloiis phases ofexixtinr/ nature for the jtlanis and
animals that peojdc the surface of any given latitude may differ in eliaracter

from those entombed in the strata beneath, and the organisms in the several

formations below may now find their nearest analogies in the flora and fauna

by distant and difl'erent regions. If we arc familiar, hoMcrer, with the

general conditions under which jilants and animals now live ami flonri^h, and

if we can establish a relationship between tho.«e existing and those long .•'incc

extinct, then wc can recall the conditions under which the latter grew and
r • • , ,^j ^jjp ^„j iiif.

.. )|y jj„(j pliipnte of the primeval world, as

t ii-r now map>ont is of sea and land, and (lepiels the various

r.'ircs of lifi, the belts of stcniify and exuberance, and the creative centres

from which peculiar familir-s have emanated to perform their functions in the

great economy of nature." .\nd so, on these principles Mr. Page takes us

through the flora and fauna of the present age, beginning with plants and the con-

ditions under which thty exist, theirtypical forms and characters, their primal

plan and patterns, the systematic arrangement of their forms, and the persistency

of plan in time pa-st. ,\nimal life is now taken up, and its typical forms and their

functions, its primal plan and |iatterns, the systemmatie arrangement of its

forms, and the identity of plan in time pa.st arc considered, and then wc are led

to the co-adaptation of plants and animals in one preat lifp-sehemc.

!>>riic might think the treatment of these suhjeetf slitfliliy antiquated, but
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everyone is not yet cmbiied with Darwinian doctrines; and indeed of
those that are there are many not honest enough, or too timid to confess their
faith. No doubt it is safer and more prudent to go in the highway of the world,
and to follow the ordinary traffic, even in science.

For our part, we are rather erratic, and being good pedestrians, we jump
over a fence, step over a style, take footpaths in preference to turnpikes, and
have more 1 han once lost ourselves in a wood. It is true by so doing we have
suffered some inconveniences, we could not always find an auberrje when we
wanted refreshment, we have more than once been attacked by thieves, been
benighted, and have met with other mishaps ; but then we have often been
rewarded with such glorious views from the hill top, such picturesque scenes
in dell and valley, that the advantages of freshness, truth and beauty, have
far outbalanced all evils, aud we are as ready as ever to take the cLaace of a
deviation, as if we knew not of attendant inconveniences.
Mr. Page takes the more legitimate roads, and will consequently avoid many

of the scrapes into which we might have got, had we attempted what he has done.
" In attemptmg this (botanical) arrangement, numerous varied and complex as

vegetable life may at first sight appear, the botanist has happily a few great fixed
principles in nature to guide him ; type and order run unswervingly throughout
the whole : and thougli the Creator might easily have constructed'each species
after its own type, aud rendered plants as varied in their individual forms, as
they are numerically abundant, yet He has thought fit to restrict himself, as it

were, to a few types, and humanly speaking, like a skilful inventor to pro-
duce an almost endless variety from the co-adaption of a few simple elements
and complexity of design by the elimination of a few primal patterns. As in-

numerable hues can be produced from a few primitive colours, as endless strains
of music flow from the touches of a few simple words, or as the ideas of all

times and nations can be expressed by the combinations of some twenty
or thirty letter-sounds ; so in the structure of animals and plants every
variety of form, every conceivable adaptation of structure, proceeds from
the modification of a few elementary forms and types in nature. Without this
uniformity of plan and design, the study of nature by man's limited faculties
would have been impossible. In summing up the co-adaptations of the flora
and fauna, these are the views which the author takes : "Perfect as the exist-
iiig flora and fauna may appear each in its own proper line, they are only con-
stituent portions of a greater life-system bound together by numerous co-
adaptations and adjustments. As each is adapted to, as well as dependent on,
external conditions, so both are dependent on one another, and as at present
constituted, neither could possibly enjoy a separate existence."
Having laid before his readers a sketch of the Present Life of the Globe, its

plants and animals ; the causes which effect their growth ; the conditions
which govern their geoOTaphical distribution; their ordinal characters; and
the functions they are destined to perform in the economy of creation, our
author turns to the extinct—the geological record. The chronologv or the
arrangement of the world's Past into rock-formations, and life-periods is the
first subject ; the continuity of natural law, the second ; and these are followed
by a disquisition on palaeontology, the problems it has to resolve, its progress
and prospects. The more detailed considerations of the geological subject are
divided into the Par Past, the Middle Past, the Recent ; the last includes the
Terteary period, the age of great mammals, existing forms and distribution of
life, general and local extmctions, MAJf-prehistoric and historic, and the muta-
tions of the human race.

Mr. Page then lays down " The Law ;

" and this, of course, must be re-
garded as the prmciple chanter of the book ; and some of the subjects treated
are amongst the grandest that can occupy the mind of man.
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The grand law of naliirc, Mr. Paije sets forth as orpkr. So it is. In
traciiic; tliis order, the first subject would naturally be the dawn of life. While
admitting that, as wc deseend into the roeky crust of our planet, we reach a

stape in the sub-Silurian inctaniorphic rocks, where life docs iiot seem to have
existed, Mr. Page wdl not argue for the restriction of life to the Cambrian
period; but he considers we must have something more certain than fanciful

analogies to carry our convictions any distance beyond these strata, lie thinks

too, that the evidence of fossil life is greatly in favour of the belief that in this

stiige ' we have reached, or all but reached, the dawn of organized existence."

All but reached! Sometimes in our erratic way, wc arc tempted to ask. Yes!
I)ut Wiiat is w//cAv the granite ':' And someday this will not seem so mad a

question as it docs now. It would be slow work to hunt over the old (inei.ss,

so the hunting is not done. Someday, some |)aiiistaking local geologist will do
it, and then perhaps life-forms will be found down there.

However, we now let Mr. Piige speak for himself.

"As we ascend in the geological scale, we liud life increasing and spreading

stage by stage into newer and higher forms ; and as we deseend, we find it

decrcasnig and narrowing to simpler and lowlier aspects; and surely we are

justified in the inference, that in the few scattered or":auisms of Cambria we
nave all but attained the ultimate limits of vitality. Were matter and life co-

dependent, we migiit reasonably argiic for their co-existence ; but as neither

can exist without the manifestation of vitality, and as life appears oidy in sub-

ordination to the material forces, so the one may have existed forages without

necessarily im|)lying the presence of the other. And further, if untold e|)ochs

have been spent in the evolution of life from its earliest to its present asj)ccts,

it is equally coneeival)le that evele after cycle may have rolled by in the

elimination of the purely material structure of the world before it seemed to

the Divine Mind a fitting habitat for the plants and animals with which He
had destined to adorn its surfHce." * * "Starting from this point, we may
fairlv inquire, how, and by what means this earth became the "procreaut

cradle " of organized existences? * « Science cannot even indicate the

line of inquiry ; our highest philosophy is the humble recognition of the fact;

the chemist and the j)hysiologist may resolve the vital organism into cells and
granules, and nuclei, but here their efforts stop: they cannot endow these cells

and germs with life. * * » "This i)resent ignorance, however, can form no
plea for the absence of future effort ; everything unknown is not to be held iis

a miracle."

The next subject is the uniformity of tvpe and nattern in past and present

time ;
" the plants and animals of the ancient world, tiiough difl'ering widely in

genera and species were neither ' abnormal ' nor ' monstrous ; ' but liolii in

point of size and form and structural adaptations were very nnich alike to

those of the present day. So much so indeed, litat could we recall liieni to

mingle in the busy scenes of life arouncf us, they wruild neither startle us by
their a|)pearance, nor alann us l)y their habits, one whit more than the existing

flaru and fauna of distant and ilitTerent regions. The great types remain the

."-aine throughout all time and space; and though tlur niodiliealions have bein

innumerable; these modifications, even in their agreement, have never amounted
to an obliteration of any imjmrtant primal distinction. Aerogenous, endo-

genous, and exogenous, radiate, articulate, inollu.scan, vertebrate range side by
.side as distinctly now, each v it bin its own tyjiical idea, as when they first

ehithrd the laiiil, and peophd the waters." * * * " As io///nc/ion ; •arlh

and water ever .teem to have had their varied tenantry. * * In the mutual
dependencies of existence, demand has ever jiressed on supply, decay trodden

closely in the wake of reproduction, and sulfering been commensurate with

enjoyment. An ide:d Cosmos of painless bentitnde is a dream and n delusion,"
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* * * " With regard to distribution * * * from the beginninsf different

regions have been peopled, partly by identical, and partly by representative

species."

Admitting that external conditions hare never been uniform, Mr. Page goes on
to the iutro'luctionof new life-forms. Here the question naturally arises, as each

geological epoch is characterized by its own peculiar plants and animals,
" Whether there are iudepeudant creations, or whether there is in nature some
law of development by which, during the lapse of ages, and under the change
of physical conditions, the lower may not be developed into the higher species,

the simpler into the more complex ?" Mr. Page thinks '* geology is not in a

position to solve the problem of vital gradation and progress." We think

diif^rently from that gentleman, at least to this extent, that geology has already

collected considerable materials indicating che reply which, to our minds, un-

doubtedly it ultimately will give. Of course it is a delicate point to deal with,

and the highway here is a far easier road than the famtly-tracked path we might

be inclined to pursue. We do not hint even that Mr. Page is not sincere in

what he writes, but his logic is not quite as good on this topic as it might be.

Why we do not pretend to say, but certain it is that modern geologists do not

always—cannot, or will not, perhaps—write logically. Perhaps they think one

way and write the other in deference to popular opinion ; if so, we are not

surprised at their logic being bad ; but whatever the cause, as a rule they ai-e

eminently not good logicians. We do not understand how Mr. Page can

logically insist on "new creations" of organized forms on one page, and on the

opposite repudiate the terms " extinction" and " ci'eation" as applied to the

races of organic beings of geological periods. " We must not," he tells us,
" fall into the common but mistaken notion that the flora and fauna of one

period were utterly extinguished before the commencement of the next. There
are no such extinctions and re-creations in natiu'e."

These reflections lead our author to the " Development Hypothesis," which
in this present review is a subject that we will leave alone. As we will also

the " acceptance of vital hypothesis." The pages, however, which we skip

may be read with profit and interest. We pass over also the "Advent
of Man," as the details of flint-implements and other items of this

topic have been, and are being, fully dealt with in the pages of this magazine.

Neither will we go into other questions which Mr. Page eloquently discusses—"Time Geological," "Course of Creation," "Creation still in Progress,"

"Duration of Species," "Term of the Human Race," "Influence of Man on
the Future," " Progression or Succession," although we give their titles to

show what interesting subjects he has selected, but we pass at once to the last

of his work before he writes its conclusion—" Onward and Upward," and in

the sentiment of which we fidly concur.
" Ignorant of the teachings of geology and the great progression it unfolds,

mankind have hitherto regarded the scheme of life as culminating and termi-

nating ^vith their own race. All or nearly all the hopes that give colouring to

their thoughts and direction to their actions proceed from this belief, though
in strictest science the belief itself rests on no logical foundation. It is true,

one of our highest biological authorities (Professor Agassiz) ' thinks it can be
shown by anatomical evidence, that man is not only the last and highest among
the living beings of the present period, but that he is the last term of a series,

beyond which there is no material progress possible in accordance with the

plan upon which the whole animal kingdom is constructed ; and that the only

improvement we can look for upon earth for the future, must consist in the

development of man's intellectual and moral faculties.' This, however, is a

mere plausible assertion ; the ' anatomical evidence' is not produced ; and every

one cognisant of the historv of man knows that intellectual and moral deve-
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lopnient has ever been restricted to the newer and advancing varieties of our

race. It is true that man at present stands the crowninf;: form of vital exist-

ence, but tlie facts of the past pivc no countenance to the believe that he shall

remain the erowninj^ form in future epochs. iVom its dawn until now the

great evolution of life has been ever upward, geologically speaking (and be it

borne in mind we are treating the fpiestion solely from a geologicjJ staiul-

point), shall it not continue to be upward stiJl? We see no symptom of decay

either in the physical or vital forces of )iaturc; and so long as these forces

continue to operate, mutation ard jirogrcss must inevitably follow. Man's
own history, physical and moral, has been one of incessant change and ]irogress.

Tiie features of difTerent races, their mental qualities, civil systems, and reli-

gious beliefs, have all less or more jjartalccn of this mutation ; and the diffcr-

enoi' that now subsists between the most intellectual, city-dwelling, machine-

making Anglu-Siixons and the men of the old tlint-implements ;uul bone-caves

may be iniinitrsimully small, when compared wit 1> that which may exist between

tlie noblest living nations and races vel to be evoked. Unless science has alto-

gether misinterpreted the past, ami the course of Crc;ition as unfolded by
geology be no better than a delusion, the future must transcend the present, as

the present transcends that which has gone before it. Man present cannot

possioly be man future. Noble as he may appear in his highest aspects, it

were to limit creative jiower and arrest its protriTss to aver tliat man may not

be superseded by auotncr fonn still nobler and more divine. Physiologically,

we cannot suppose that the homologies of the vertebrate skeh-ton have been
exhausted in the stnictural adaptations of man: psychologically, we dare not

presume Jigainst the correlation of a noliler inlelleet with aliigher organisation.

On the contrary, in these ascending forms tlie divine idea of moral perfection,

though unconeeivably unattainable by created existences, may be nearly and
more nearly approached, and stage by stage the loftiest and holiest aspirations

of the present may become the rmlisations of the future. To speculations such

as these, though lying fairly in the way of geological inrpiiry, .science can do

little more than merely indicate the line of reasoning; and if the^ shall be

thought to involve any question as to man's religious beliefs and his hopes of

a future lite, on this point also science is mute, and defers with humility to the

teaehiuffs rif a higher philosophy."

Long ;is this review may ap|)ear, there is much more we should have liked

to have extrartcd, nnich more wo should have liked to have said. Excellent

and much appreciated as .Mr. I'ajje's other eleiiK iilarv books are, this is the

chastest, the most pojiular, and tlic best of anything he hiia yet jirodueeil for

the student of our glorious science.
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OCTOBER, 1861.

WHAT HAS BECOME OF THE LUNAR SEAS?

Was there a deluge ? It is not to advocate any new reconciliation

theory we ask this question ; it is not to urge afresh some supposed

contact with a comet (if we have just passed through the tail of one,

at most the harm we got was a few heavy showers) ; nor is it to show

that periodical inundations or oceanic overwhelmings of each hemi-

sphere—north and south—alternately take place eveiy few thousand

years. Probably they do. But neither fifty deluges, nor ten thou-

sand, nor a hundred thousand, would make one deluge—A deluge.

Our purpose then is, to inquire whether there might not have been,

once upon a time, a physical natural cause for a deluge. As the crime

of the sinner is often the cause of the amendment of the law, so the

bold speculator, breaking out from the trammels of established dicta

and the fashionable propriety of a safe reserve, may, as Macdougal

Stuart m his daring ride across Australia opened out a luxuriant

country where geographers predicted a sandy desert, likewise break

iu upon glorious fields before unknown. We have so many safe

respectabilities in geology that an erratic notion now and then cannot

do much harm, if it do no good. When we look up to the moon, what

do we see 1 Great ocean cavities and no water in tliem. It is of no

use to say it is all gathered up on the other side. We cannot believe

thai. The moon always presents one side to our earth, and, therefore,

VOL. IV. 2 X
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her ocean waters ought to be dmwn up ou this, and not the other

side. Wo do not' mean to say there is no water there, because all

the water and nearly all the air which is left on the moon, some

astronomers tell us, is there, kept back by the mountains. Thus

—thefeatures of our moon being very highly exaggerated, of course,

—

that is to say, the water (.shaded in the diagram) on the invisible face

of the moon, and the atmosphere (dotted) above, do not exceed in

height the level of the lowest valley in the mountain-ridges which

keep them back. There may be a little water remaining in the ocean-

cavities on the side we see (a little air also), retained by the angular

position of other ridges, which keep them back (as at a 6, c </). Such

are the views some take, while all map out gi'eat spaces and call

them seas,

—

Mare Nubiuni, Mare Iluinoriim, Mare TranquiUitatis,

Mare Serenetatis, Mare Imbrium, and Oceanus Procellarum, But

they do not tell us what has become of tfie water that once was in

them. " Gone to the other side." Gone against attraction 1—No. Will

Professor riiillips, who is doing Lunar Geology as well as Terrestrial,

tell u.'* ? Will any Oxford scholar tell us—divine or .scientific?

When Mr. Airy lectured at the great Manchester Hall, a few weeka

since, he said

—

"The following diaj^ms (Nos. 2 .in<l .3) are l>y ProfesBor Plantamore, who
went from Geneva to the east coast of Spain. As the moon entered on the right,

rig. 2 riff. s.
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three of these rays occurred on the left ; and when the moon was leaving the sun's

disc, rays were seen on the right. This seemed to show that the appearance was
produced by a cloud or cloudy atmosphere between us and the moon. In our atmo-
sphere there were sixty or eighty miles of darkness all round, and these appearances
could not be formed by refraction there. Is there, then, an atmosphere all the way
to the moon ? There is nothing else to explain them, as far as I know, and I think
this does. Polarization supports it also. When light is not reflected, it is vulgar
white light; but when reflected from the surface of a transparent medium, it puts
on that modification known as polarization. When, therefore, we see it polarized,

we have strong reason to think that the light has been reflected, and hence,, by
something like an atmosphere between the earth and the moon."*

A little chink will let in much light. Is this a chink to let some in? It

is the only support for a long-retained, and perhaps it may be visionary,

idea. When some one praised the Astronomer Royal, in the section

of the British Association meeting over which he presided, for the

boldness of his views on terrestrial magnetism, he justly said, " When
he believed he was right, he could holdly state his views; but he could

be bolder still, he could retract them when hefound them wrongs We
do not like to risk our reputation, but we can be bold enough to

speculate if we think there be but a grain of truth in our day-dreams.

Beyond doubt, modern geologists do not countenance the idea of a

single or particular deluge, much less an universal one, mountain-

high, all over the globe. Even divines have sought to limit and restrict

the Noachian deluge to certain geographical areas, and otherwise to

modify or do away with the universality spoken of in the Holy Writ.

Unlike the genesis of man, it is a subject we can discuss without

offence to any religious prejudices. It is a question purely of tra-

dition—not of inspiration at all—and we may discuss it as an histo-

rical fact, or as a physical fact, with the utmost freedom and licence.

Take it first, then, as a tradition. The flood of Noah, the flood of

Deucalion—every nation has its tradition of a flood. There are few

traditions, surely, without some foundation in truth ; and while it

would be impracticable to reconcile a universal deluge overwhelming

the peaks even of the mountains some few thousand years ago, with

the present physical aspect of our globe, and the geographical distri-

bution of animal life, or to find any geological phenomena that would

give countenance to it at all, the antiquity which the discovery of

flint-implements, and other relics, and even bones, in Pleistocene

strata, and in turbaries, have given to man, entitle us to extend

* An excellent illustrated report of Mr. Airy's lecture is given in the London
Beview, No. 64, for September, 1861.
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greatly backward in time the epochs of remarkable events, of which

the traditions have reached us from a very remote antiquity indeed. It

is even possible that such traditions may extend back to the Pliocene

period, in which seemingly, if not before, the age of man began. But

we leave this subject alone, and return to the question

—

What has

become of tlie toaters of the moon i The ocean-cavities, if they were

once filled, must have been emptied. What emptied them? We
know that year by year the moon gets nearer to \i3 ; it may be only

half an inch, and astronomere even dispute whether it is more than a

quai'ter ; but nearer, we believe, it does come. We know also that

such changes are said to correct themselves, but we cannot say there

is not a residual balance in favour of approach. There is good reason

to consider that nothing in the whole universe is stable, although the

changes are so slowly grand that centuries of observation are insuf-

ficient to prove their rate. Still we may believe the moon has come

nearer the earth. If it comes nearer, it has once been farther off

;

no doubt it has—very much farther off ; and tlien it was it had its

atmosphere and its oceana Then the great Oceanua Procellarum

was a rolling sea, and the Mare Serenitatis lay glittering under the

golden streaks of our earth's bright beams, and clouds floated in, and

storms disturbed the encircling atmosphere. But when the moon,

gradually diminishing her distance, came sufliciently within the

influence of the earth's attraction, did its superior gravitation draw

off her moist atmosphere towards its own, and make a roadway of

thin air, along which clouds of the ui«»st highly rarifiod watery vapoura

might travel earthwards ? With the diminished pressure, consequent

on the partial loss of atmosphere, the water on the moon's proximate

surface would more and more quickly evajKjrate ; for just as water

boils on one of our mountain peaks with less heat, as the pressure

of our air diminishes, or as warm water boils in a vacuum, so

would the reduction of atmospheric pressure by the earth's attraction

of her atmosphere, and the continued loss of vapour Ciiuse a most

rapid evaporation of her seas, and clouds of hvjhly rari/ied water would

roll along the aerial way, and mingle with those in our skies. The

waters of the moon might thus be transported to our globe, and

carried by strong and 8weej)ing currents all around, while the lunar

vapours, in condensing, would fall in torrential rains over the whole
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face of the earth. Whether the transference would be in "forty

days and forty nights," or not, we do not pretend to say. Sudden

and rapid might be that of the last remaining portions of the moon's

oceans, when the atmospheric pressure was reduced to its minimum,

and torrential rains might be thus produced on our earth—not a

total submergence of the land beneath one uniform sea of waters, but

such a condition of inundations and torrents as might well be regarded

as a universal flood.

Mr. Downes has shown, with good reason, that comets may be

frozen-up worlds of water-ice and solidified air, the effect of the intense

cold of the vastly distant space to which in their excentric courses

they reach out, and where the sun can seem no bigger than a point

or a tiny twinkling star. Comets, therefore, might bring watery

vapour and air to our atmosphere ; but comets are not one, but many.

Every year or every century might, if comets were the cause, witness

a deluge. What might have happened once could happen twice or

fifty times, and comets hence can be no more regarded as the cause of

AN univei-sal deluge than the regular cyclical oscillations of the earth's

poles in 20,000 years. The transference of the moon's water to the

earth could happen but once. The torrential nature of the final rains of

such an occurrence might well produce on the ten-or-stricken minds

of men, or the imaginative mind of the historian, the idea of the

" windows of heaven being opened, and the fountains of the deep

broken up." If Mr. Airy be right, that an atmosphere extends

now to the moon, we can scarcely consider that our own atmosphere

extends as a regular enveloping sphere up to the moon's surface,

because if it did so, one would think the moon would wrap herself

up in a mantle of it; but rather should we not presume that the

moon raises by her attraction up to herself the apex of a vast atmo-

spheric tide ? and if so, the roadway of the lunar rains is still extant.

Nor do we wish to assign any particular period to the supposed

transference of the moon's waters to the earth. It might as weU
have happened in the carboniferous age as in the tertiary or re-

cent. It might have occupied millions of years, and have influenced

for ages the meteorological conditions of our atmosphere. But if

geology points specially to any particular time we think it does so to

the Loess and loam-period, when the deposits seem to give evidence
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of a very long-continued raiu-fall. If this be so, and it were due to

the cause that we have been considering, it would bring the period

within the era of man, and the tradition of a flood may have a deep-

seated origin of truth in remotest antiquity. Hence the only reason

why we have connected the subject of the Deluge with the almost

purely hypothetical .speculation we have been guilty of. In the later

tertiary dej)Osits there seems almost everywhere evidence of the

torrential action of water, and apparently tumultuous accumulation.

The rain-fall of lunar vapours might have produced such numerous

simultaneous local floods and inundations as to give comparatively an

appearance of universality to the ])henomeua, and the final rains

might have been rapid and cataclysmal.

Knowing as we do how readily men scoff at " far-fetched notions,"

it has required some amount of courage to put even the simple ques-

tion—What has become of the water of the moon ? Doubtles-s the

moon had once ocean and air ; if so, What has become of them ? is a

question not to be avoided by the geologist in the consideration of

the past, because if those waters have not been amalgamated with the

earthy and metallic substances of the moon, nor driven ofl" into space,

nor attracted to the sun, which are not likely, their transference must

have taken place under the natural laws of gravitation to the earth.

When this was, matliematicians or astronomers may work out ; and

geologists may confirm their results from the recording pages of the

earth's crust.

We beg, however, these remarks may be viewed as they are in-

tended—as a speculation. We do not attempt to prove that the

attraction of the earth would have been sufllcient to draw away the

water of the moon in the form of highly rarifled vapour. The idea

is not projK)unded as a theory. We know if not all, at least far

too many, of the diflicidties to be opposed to even a general torrential

rain, to sec our way clearly to surmount some of them. One thing,

however, in certain, there are waterless ocean-cavities on the moon,

and the question is well worth asking, or considering, Where have their

waters gone to 1
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CORIIESPON'DENCK
To the Editor of the Geologist.

Sir,—When a subject of so much importance as the antiquity of the human race
is being discussed, there is a liability to the production of fallacious facts, as well
ati the possibility of " true facts" being pressed beyond their legitimate value.

A correspondent has furnished you with some particulars concerning the disco-

very of a human skull in the valley of the Trent, near Newark—a very different

locality from the vale of Belvoir.

I am of opinion that some caution is necessaiy before this discovery can be taken
in evidence upon the subject in support of which it is brought forward. There are
facts associated with the locality which, I conceive, do not support the apparent
testimony—that the skull in question belonged to an individual who lived in the age
of animals now extinct. The position in which it was discovered—so near to the
river Trent—would give a degree of suspicion to its being a genuine witness ; besides,
its being so near to a bend in the river would make its value additionally question-
able. The horns of deer, and bones of extinct animals, with which it was found, do
not supply a sufficient reason in this particular instance for its being produced in

evidence of a high antiquity.

Any one who is familiar with the geological phenomena of the Trent Valle
would regard with considerable doubt the claims which this skull should have in

bearing testimony upon so important a question, because an apparently undisturbed
condition of the drift could not be relied upon as a safe criterion by which to judge
of the antiquity of its animal remains, in localities near to the present channel of
the river. The Trent, in various parts of the valley, is ever changing its course,
especially at the curves. In the course of a few centuries, therefore, it is possible
the stream might deviate considerably from its original channel. This fact has been
observed in several instances. In one example, a few miles from the place at which
the remains alluded to were discovered, the gradual erosion of the land from one
side at a bend in the river, and an equivalent deposition on the opposite margin,
has continued until several acres have been transferred from one side of the river to
the other, within the memory of living individuals. The river, moreover, does not
continue at the same depth at any particular place

;
places which were once

fordable are now too deep to pass over, and vice versa.

If human remains were discovered at a depth of twenty-five feet in these drift
gravels, over which it was known the river had passed in recent times, it is certain
they could not supply any satisfactory evidence of a high antiquity.

The diagram at p. 351 represents the locality of the discovery. The sharpness of
the curve in the river would undoubtedly in a few centuries cause the stream at
this place to deviate more or less from its original course. This skull may, there-
fore, have been in the first instance at the bottom of the river with the bones of
animals and horns of deer washed out from the drift gravels, and as the stream
gradually removed from the channel in which it then flowed, they would be covered
by its deposits. In course of time the river would have removed to a distance from
its former bed in which the remains were found.

The association of pottery with the other relics in so limited a space as fifteen
feet would seem to indicate a depression in the bed of the river, into which they
would be collected by the current.

The river's deposition of sand and silt would also assume that natural form which
would have the appearance of an undisturbed stratification, because it had been
formed by natural causes.

If those who have inspected the locality have fully estimated these facts, it may
be the discovery is as valuable as your correspondent appears to consider it.

I am, dear Sir, yours respectfully,

Nottingham, 13th Sept., 1861. J. H. W.
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THE CRADLEY PTEl.'ASPJDES.

Dear Sir,— In answer to your coiTcsponilent of last month, who signs himself
'• MiiUa'Us," I merely stjite aji^rain that when I visited the quarry at Cradley,

in June last, tliere was a large heap of stone in Mocks of about a foot to a foot and
a half square, which had been worked out of the quarrj-, and that most of these

blocks when carefully examined, contained three or four good specimens (some

more) of P. rostra'ns. I had in my jjossession one piece of sandstone from Cradley
half a foot square, in which were imbedded five Pteraspides an<l one Cejihalaspis.

Part of tliis specimen is now in the ISritish Museum. I should not have called my
specimens P. rostratus unless I had \iad good authority for so doing. As your corre-

B{K>ndent inquires as to what or whose it is, I beg to inform the " poor ignoramus,"
as he styles himself, that I have shown all my specimens of Pteraspis to Professor

Uuxley, who has had others from tiie same locality under examination, and it was
upon Ilia authority that I called them P. roMratus and not Lcwisii or Llnydii.

In conclusion, I would say with your correspondent, "Do not, young geologist,

turn aside from Cradley, but rcfiair thither," &c., and mind to provide thyself with

the larycst bag thou canst lay thine hands on.

I remain, dear Sir, yours truly,

8, SaviU-row. E. R. Lankestkb.

THE DARWINIAN THEORY.
Sir,— In replying to Lieut. Hutton's article on the Development Theor}* of Mr.

Darwin, I understood him to advocate the Development Tlieory as usually pro-

pounded. I find, however, from his explanation in your number for July, that

Buch is not the ca«e ; that he clain)s for his theory what the theory claims for the

various foMns of life, namely, the ability in the *' struggle for life"—and a hard

BlruU-le this " thfory " has lia<i for i't life 1—to modify itself according to circuiu-

stances. And hence arises the fact that wiiat seemed " shadows " to him possejwed

all tlie characteristics of reality to me. The "Development Theory," as I knew
it licfore Lieut. Hutton published his views concerning it, is thus epitomized by
Professor Oken <*' Elements of Physio- Philosophy "—quote<l by Hugh Miller in

"Footprints of the Creator"):— "No organism has been created of larger size

than an infusorial point. No organism is, nor ever has been, created which is not

microscopic. Whatever is larger has not been created but developed. Man has

not been created but developed." Do these sentences contain I^ieut. Hutton's ides

of the Development Theory !

As thus laid down the Development Theory s.-vys, "Man was not created

but develo|ie<l." The Bible says, " Gi>(\ rraikd tnan in his otni imor/e." Again,

the new "variation" f)f the thcor^•, as "developed" by Lieut. Hutton, 8a\8,

"Man" was develojied from the Ijrute until "the time was come that he was
fitted to receive his mental and moral powers "—when can a brute be " fitted" to

recoive a rc«p'>n«ible soul ? —and that then " they were ^'iven him by a special in-

terpokitioii of the s.-inic power that created (developed all things." 'Ihat is to say,

one night tl i'* Ailani lay down to sleop a brut<\ with the irrational mind,

brutiNh pr>'|' . and i-resiKinsible nature of a brute, and awoke the next

morning a man, with the <><Hilike intellect and untainted holiness of uiifallen

humanity! This is "development" with a vengeance ; and the faith that can

wallow this camel nf transmutation need never strain at the gnat of creation. To
mo it iiecms very little different friuii what the a<lvoci.tej» of creation by direct act

claim, at I'-a."* "o far as man is roncfriied, for we win neither say that Adam the

man wa^ lb lividual with A<lam the brute, nor yet that the one was a de-

velopment • • r. Therefoie it is evident, from Lieut. Hutton's own a<lnii«-

•ion, that the "Theory of Development" faila, in the case of man, to account for

the variotm forms of organic life.

Put let US punnic this admitsion to another of iU reaultj). While it ia undeniable

th.T f m.in prc-eniinrntly distinguish him above every

otir liable that most, if not all, of the other fonna of

life jKi-tscM tiieir vari<>u- of ment,al power, and that they are not more

diatingoiahed by their p- ..j. ica of form and structure than by their varied
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degrees of intelligence and sagacity. Now, either the higher natures are develop-

ments of the lower, or they are not. If they are mere developments, why may we
not regard the nature of man as a development too ? What special reasons are

there for supposing the nature of man to be a creation, while we regard the varied

and distinctive natures of the other animals as mere developments? We perceive

in the old proverb, "Necessity is the mother of invention," the popular recog-

nition of the fact that circumstances have a certain modifying effect upon the

intellect of man, and that, too, in cases where, in all probability, they would fail to

exercise any modifying effect whatever upon the mental powers of the brute. If,

therefore, the developing power of circumstances acts in certain cases with even

greater effect upon the man than upon the brute, why may we not suppose that

these modifying causes might act duiing an almost infinite succession of ages and

through an almost endless chain of being, and the accumulated result be the mind

of man as we now find it
'

Further, if mind of any degree can be developed, I certainly see no greater

difficulty in supposing that an animal, under the pressure of circumstances, might

modify its mental powers (as in fact is done daily in education, both in man and

many of the lower animals), than in supposing that it might acquire a new member
or a new faculty. If, for example, the mussel can develope into the fish, as Oken
says it can, why may not the nature of the mussel develope into the nature of the

fish ? Or, if the fish can develope into the land animal, iclnj may not the nature

of the fish develope into the nature of the land animal ? Or, finally, if the brute can

develope into the man, why may not the nature of the brute develope into tlie

nature of the man ? From a careful perusal of Lieutenant Hutton's article and

explanation, it appears to me that he supposes the various natures of the inferior

animals to be mere developments, the higher of the lower ; but how he can at the

same time consistently maintain that the nature of man was " given him by special"

act of creational power, T confess I cannot make out. Perhaps he found himself in

one of the "dilemmas" he speaks of, and wished to hai-monize his theory with the

facts before him. If, however, I misapprehend his "Theory," and if, in reality,

he means to assert that mind cannot in any cane be developed, then in effect the

"Theory of development" becomes the "Theory of creation," for a continuous

series of " special interpositions " is assumed, and the idea of development becomes

a new and very comprehensive idea indeed.

But to return for a moment to the theological aspect of this theory. Lieutenant

Hutton says, that "man" was developed from some inferior animal (he does not

know which), but that his "mental and moral powers," that is, his soul, were

bestowed upon him at the proper time by a "special" act of creation. The
Bible says (Gen. i. 26, 27; ii. 7, &c.) that God created man both body and

soul. I am aware of the use which Lieutenant Hutton makes of the word "cre-

ated," but I reject that use of it in this place as evidently inappropriate. I have

not as yet seen the pamphlet by Dr. Asa Gray, but I have read my Bible, and
whether I interpret it aright or Lieutenant Hutton, I leave your readers to decide.

For a further discussion of the theological bearings of the Development Theory, I

must refer your readers to Hugh Miller's " Footprints of the Creator," a work
containing some very good arguments on the subject.

I have already occupied more of your space than I originally intended, and con-

sequently feel loath to trespass further ; still I cannot close my letter without a

remark or two on the actual position of geology with reference to this theory. I

will endeavour, however, to be vei-y brief ;
and if in consequence of this enforced

brevity, my arguments or illustrations should seem to any incomplete or inconclu-

sive, I trust they wiU ascribe such defects to their true cause, and not to any
uncertainty in the teachings of geology, which, to me at least, are plain and
unmistakeable.

In my former letter, inserted in your number for June, I quoted from Darwin

the statement that, if his theory were true, then before the deposition of the lowest

Silurian strata there elapsed periods of time '

' probably longer than the whole interval

from the Silurian age to the present day," during which " the world swarmed with

livino- creatures ;" and I put to Lieutenant Hutton the question which had already

been put to Mr. Darwin— " What has become of the records of these vast primor-

dial periods V In reply, Lieutenant Hutton simply refers me to his very elaborate

VOL. IV. 2 Y
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jiicture of the in,-»nifol(l pliortcomiiigs of j;i.-ulogv—shortcouiings wliich, if they

really exist to the extent he wislie.s to make out, must go a ;;reat way towards

iiivaliilntii'.g nearly the \\ "lole of llif facts of rahennlolnyy. I'or example, what
reliance can be placed upon the teiMjhingH of a science anyone of w hose /Lvioirn facts

may be successfully denied by a reference to soraeother of its supjiosed avd unknown
facts, and of which it is a.-scrted, by even its own cultivators, that we can at tho

best only hope to obtain a few fragments of its latter half? We shall return again

to the suliject of these alleged delects in the geological records ; meantime be it

remembered that these "primordial periods" are altogether hypothetical—that

they are assumed in direct opposition to tlie opinion of the most eininent geologists

—that they are admitted by Darwin himself to be " quite unknown," and that they

are assumed by the advocates of the Develo]>ment Theory solely because the exist-

ence of their theory n quires it. The dictum of Johnson strikes me as peculiarly

applicable to such ingenious speculators. " He who will determine against that

which he knows, because there may be sometiiing which he knows not— lie who will

set hypothetical possibility against acknowledged eerUunty, is not to be admitted

among reasonable beings."

Again, to test the "theory" still further. " What," asks Hugh ililler, "in order

to esUtblish its truth, or even to render it some degree probable, ought to be the

geological evidence reganling it ? The reply seems obvious. In the first place, the

earlier fossils ought to he very small in »ize ; in the second, very low in onjauiza-

tion" (" Footprints of the Creator," p. 21). Every student of geology knows how
completely the/cw^a of geology contradict the " theory" on these points. "The
earlier fossils" of every formation, from the lowest to the highest, are, iis is wtll

known, neither " very small in size," nor " very low in organization." The lowest

found fossils of each form of life are not foetal or inqierfect ; when they make their

firstapptMrance thev are alw.ays found fully fornieii, ;ind perfect in their organization.

Nay more, so far from the fossils of the ditl'erent formations appearing imperfect in

form or organization on their first appearance, and then exhibiting a gnvdually-

incrtasing perfection of fonn and organization as we ascend from the lower to the

higher betls (as they ought to do according to the ''theory"), we find that in many
re^iiects the contrary is actually the case—that "the ni;iL:nates of each race walk

first," and that if geology furnishes no "realms for di^ll('lieving tho theory" ol

development, it furnishes many nndouhUd J'actg in favour of an opponite theory ol

degradation. Many of these facts are very ably set forth in Hugii Miller's "Foot-

f)rint« of the Creator," an excellent work, and to which I again refer the reader. I

eave to Lieutenant Ifntton the tawk of harmonizing the tiei/adre n-idrncr. which he

considers geology to furnish in support of his Theory of Development with the

poyitire evidence adduced by Hugh Miller in support of his theory of degnulation.

I am aware tli;it in opposition ti> these staten)t'nt«i Lieut. Hutton will refer mo to

that part of his article in which be descril)es the imjterfcction of the geological

record, and assutnes that we have not yet reached, ami that we ought not toex|)ect

ever to re.ich, the horizon of any fonn of life. But to this I reply—first, by asking

him if he meang to tippo.so to aeknowlcd^cd fact hypothetical probability, and if so,

I refer him to my (piotatii.n from .Joliusiii. I'.ut I P-ply still further, that, thin

ar;'umont ndini'tnl to it^fuUiKi r.rffnf, is very far from being con' iusive. Admitted

that we are not to assume tliat lb"' lowcHtfoiind fossils of any form of life coincide

with the dawn of that ]iartic(dar organism, still if it is an admitted fact that that

form of life makes iti first appearance pnfrri and fully formed and comparatively

hiyh in •'/. orriani:'i'i''n, tlie " D< vdopmenl Theory" jilaitdy asks too much of lis

when it

'
' < form could • •'••• on rieveloping itself from

aonioot' "hundreds" mds of years, " until it h.-wl

ao«()ni<*«i its most p<T ., n.id no rtrord iriiah ii r of itt condition ihiriii'i all

tkU cHormotu period _, ...,, bf prfscrvtd. And this too, be it remembered, not

merely in the ca^c of one particuhw form of life, but of all the forms of life I If

the n-ronU'' ' lly as imperfect a^ this amounts to, their testimony is

certiinly of either for or against the development f»r any other

theory.

But this leads me to remark, that I have cnui-c to believe that the geological

records are not n&irly co imperfect, nor the results of what inijierfcction actually

does exist nearly no intportant, as some naturalists to suit certain puqwses attempt

to make it apjK-ar.
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The readers of Owen will no doubt remember the paragraphs on the distribution

of the Mammalia in his " Palaeontology," in which he asserts the value of even
the negative portions of geological evidence. Objecting to the '

' conjecture that the
mammalian class may have been as richly represented in primary and more ancient
secondary as in tertiary times, could we but get remains of the terrestrial fauna of
the continents," he insists that the negative evidence furnished by the total absence
of mammalian remains Irom the primary, and "the scanty and dubious" traces of
them in the secondary beds, is sufficient to carry conviction to the unbiassed mind
that this class did not exist at all during primary times, and only began to exist in

secondary times, and says that, " to the mind that will not accept such conclusion,

the stratified oolitic rocks must cease to be trustworthy records of the condition of
life on the earth at this period." The appUcability of this to the case in hand is

obvious.

Again, as we descend into the crust of the earth, the animal kingdom gradually
loses its present high and diversified ciiaracter— first, one great class and then
another disappears from the stage of existence, until as we approach the lowest of
the fossiliferous beds, the evidences of former life become not only confined to the
lowest forms, but gradually more and more rare, and finally they cease altogether.

This is the lowiest zone of ancient life, and hdow it no trace of organic life isfound.
And this too, be it remembered, in situations not at all ill-calculated to preserve
any fonns of life whicli might have been committed to their charge, many of tliese

rocks being in fact much less metamorphosed than many others higher up in the
geolOi;ical series, which actually do retain impressions of the organisms originally

buried in them. From these facts the conclusion naturally follows, that if we have
not in these lowest fossiliferous strata actually reached the dawn of life on the earth,

we have approached sufficiently near to warrant our forming an opinion respecting

it, and to make the expectation of further discoveries in this direction all but hopeless.

Here again we find additional proof of the trustworthiness of the geological records.

In them we find an almost complete history of the progress of life on the earth
from its dawn millions of ages ago down to the present day. In them we find

breaks certainly—breaks sufficient to show us that our history of life on the earth,

full as it undoubtedly is, is not perfect ; and to stimulate the diligent inquirer with
the hope of occasionally adding a new link to the chain—but as certainly we find

nothing in them to warrant the idea of such breaks as the Development Theory
demands—breaks of thousands of centuries, at least as often as the commencement
of each geological formation, and probably of much more frequent occurrence.

On these and many other ground.s, therefore, I arrive at the conclusion that the
facts of geology do not support the Theory of Development, and in concluding this

communication, I would urge upon your readers the duty of a thorough and im-
partial examination of the bearings of geology upon this " theory" before its

claims are admitted or even temporized with. It is evidently, as Professor Owen
expresses it, a "chance aim of human fanc}', unchecked and unguided bj' observed
facts;" and further he says respecting it, that "observation of the effects of any
of the hypothetical transmuting influences in changing any known species into
another has not yet been recorded."
The "inconsistencies and absurdities" Lieut. Hutton speaks of are merely

imaginary. For example, I believed, and still believe, that if I could show one of
the links of the supposed chain of development to be defective, the whole theory
would fail as a theory attempting to account for the conditions of life on the earth,

because insufficient to account for the phenomena of life. Well, did I not show
the defectiveness of the supposed link between man and the brute ? And did not
Lieut. Hutton acknowledge this defect by attempting to patch it up with an act
of "special interposition?" Did he not, therefore, by this act acknowledge that
his theory was, by itself, insufficient to explain the conditions of life ? Then let

Lieut. Hutton show itA ere the "inconsistency" or "absurdity" of my assertion

lies, and having done that, let him next explain his own inconsistency in intro-

ducing creational acts into a "Theory of Development."
His other objections are about equally well founded, and as my communication

is already far too lengthy, I therefore pass them over in silence.

I am, &c.,

Glossop, July 2Qth. T. Geindley.
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FOREIGN CORKESrONDENCE,

General Consideraliona on Meteorites. By Dihectou W. Haidingek.

(Vienna Imperial Academy of Sciences, Marcli 14, 1861.)

The sjKJcimen of the meteorite which fell May 19, 1858, at Kakowa
(Banat), and which Count Coronini, then governor of the province,

transmitted to the Imperial Geolor;ical Institute at Vienna, and which

afterwards was transferred to the Imperial Museum, gave the lirst

impulsion to a renewed study of these highly interesting substances,

and to the completion of the collection of meteorites in the Imperial

Museum, by exchange and otherwise. By this way S])ecinien3 were

obtained from Eurojic (Tula, St. Denis-Westraui, Treuzano), from

India (Allahabad, Assam, Pegu, Segowlee, Shalka), and from North
America (NeVjraska), together with valuable information concern-

ing these jihenomena, while MM. llaidiuger and Reiclienbach made
them a subject of theoreticiU investigation, the results of which

were published in the " Proceedings of the Vienna Academy," and in

several German ])t'rindicals. Numerous and jjartly accurate as the

Htatements on this matter are, the establishment of a complete theory

of meteorites, and of the phenomena attending them, would still be

premature.

Several of Director Haitlinger'a theoretical views have been lately

stated independently by Professor Lawrence Smith, of Louisville,

Kentucky ; others have met with more or less positive contradiction.

Two objects offer themselves for scientific consideration. 1. The
phenomena connected wHh the appeai-ance of meteorites within the

iioundaries of our globe. 2. The consequences to be deduced from

the stuily of the metallic and stony meteorites in themselves, esjKJcially

as to their more or less crystalline structure.

The meteor observed by Dr. Schettczyk on November 28, 1859, at

Strakonitz (Bohemia), appeared at first in the form of a star, and
gradually increased to the size of a fiery ball, which at last exploded

without (at Iea.st .so far as hitherto known) being followed by the fall of

any solid stibstance. At New Conc<ud, Ohio, on May 1, 18G0, <a similar

phenomenon was very accurately observed ; but no mention is made of

its first a]ip<'arance in the shape of a star. The resistance op])osed to

the igneous gloiies by the atmoRj)heric air, compressed during the

whole cotu-se of their rapid paa.sjige, is particularly worth consideration.

A twisting hurricane moves at the rate of 02 English miles per hour

(131"72 feet, Vienna meaflure, in one second) ; apoint of our globe's sur-

face under the equator, under perfect calm and ]ioriz<jntal atmospheric

pressure of above 1800 Vienna pounds jht square-foot (wliilc the

same prej'sure in the above mentioned liurricanecloes not exceed .3l'8I

pounds), acconipli.-hes its rotatory njovcment at the rate of 14G47 feet

per second ; whih^ in the same time, the meteors pass generally through
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a space between 4 and 23 and more miles ; the pressure, at an average

velocity of seven miles per second, being 22 atmospheres per square-

foot. Benzenberg has already pointed out the analogy of this process

wath the apparatus for lighting matches by sadden and violent com-

pression of air; and indeed the psissage of a body through air at such

a rate cannot be conceived without an enormous compression, and

consequent development of heat and light. The air is forced on

every side out of the meteor s orbit, in directions perpendicular to it,

and must round itself in a spherical or ovoid manner from behind the

rapidly progressing meteor. As Professor Smith supposes, the sound

is not a consequence of explosion, but the clash pi'oduced by the air

suddenly tilling up tlie vacuum left by the meteor behind it, and
renewed every moment as it continues its career. Dr. Haidinger and
Professor Smith, with many other naturalists, agree in the supposition

that meteorites are fragments of larger solids pre-existing in the

cosmic spaces ; the hypothesis of their existing originally in a state of

igneous fusion being in open contradiction to the generally accepted

hypothesis of an extremely low temperature (100° C.) of these spaces.

The tufaceous aspect of meteorites seems rather to indicate an oi'igi-

nally pulverulent state, in which crystallogenetic forces were called

into activity, and modified or counterbalanced by external circum-

stances, in a mode analogous to the formation of the sphserosideritic

septaria occurring in argillaceous strata. The first effect of pressure

from without must have been the formation of a solid, supei-ficial

crust, during whose complete solidification lateral pressure, and the-

descending movement of heavier particles, would call into action

thermal, electrical, and chemical influences. A similar process going

on within the external crust may possibly occasion real explosions.

The chapter on meteorites has been most ably and profoundly treated

by M. E. E. Schmidt (" Lehrbuch der Meteorologie"), G. Karsten
(" Algemeine Encyclopisedie der Physik," Leipzig, 1860), and F. C.

Naumann (" Lehrbuch der Geognosie.")

DEEP SINKmG FOR COAL IN THE WTRE FOREST
COAL-FIELD.

By Geoege E. Roberts.

Mextion is made by Mr. Hull, F.G.S., in the second edition of his

usefal work on the coal-fields of England, of a deep sinking for coal

on the estate of the Arley Pottery and Fire- brick Company, situated

at Shatterford, five miles north of Bewdley. This work, though

unfortunately ending in failure, and leading to the abandonment of

the enterprise, deserves a prominent position in the annals of coal-

mining, chiefly because the section obtained may be regarded as an

index to nearly the whole of the coal measures of the forest of Wyre..

Through the courtesy of Mr. John M. Fellows, manager of works to

the late company, I am enabled to place on record the particulars of'
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the sliaft-sinkiiiq;. To illustrate it, I have sketched tlie geological

construction of the district for three miles in a line north-west to

south-east, adding a section due north and south of the near-lying
uulii'line of Triiiipley, where the U|)per tilestones crop out. While
the work of sinking was in progress, I obtained daily intelligence

either through visits or by communications from Mr. Fellows, to

wliose obliging conduct in giving me every facility for scientitic

investigation 1 am greatly iudobled.

Tlie specimens obtained from each bed were particularly examined
by me, and the tiro-clays, which, from their number formed an im-
portant part of the series, were of a highly interesting character.

The fossils obtained do not reijuire special notice, no uew fern being
met with, and the Sigillariaa, <fec., being few in number and badly pre-

served. These in every case lay prostrated in the strata, and
appeared to have been drifted.

PAETICUL/UIS OF SEAFT-SIX KINGS AT ATU,EY WORKS, NEAR
BEWDLEY, STAFFORDSUIiiE, OCTOBER 30, IbUU.
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n
15
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21

22
23
24
25
20
27
2.S
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31

Soil

Clay
Ho<'k buids
Blue

Coal

Mottled rod ground...

Nearly same ...

Lig'lit, having appearance of fire-clay

Mottled pink gTcnind

Mottled with yellow ground
Ciiarse fire-clay

Mine binds

Thin coal

lllue hind-if, dark
liight blue bind.H

Diu'k shale, nearly bUu-k
Coal

Inferior fire-clay

nine bindfl

Light rock
(•..al

Ithie bindfl

Colli

Ti.;n

! i<i wiiite rock
I •mtn

Dirt or Bofl thill

Red and ycUow mottled ground

1
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32
33
34,

35
36
37
38
39
4(J

41
42
43
44

Same
Blue binds

Cakes of ironstone

Coal
Fire clay

Dark binds

Nearly same
Thin rock, brown
Dai-k binds

Roof clay

Roof coal

Holing clay ...

Coal
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St Red, blue, and strong white mottled ground
35 Stronj; p'oy roi'k

36 Rwl uiul blue and brown and blue mottled ground
37 Lij^ht -coloured marl
38 Red and blue rock ...

39 Blue and red marl (rocky)

40 Red rock

41 Hlue rock

42 Cii*oy, red, and blue strong rocky pround
43 Blue rock (mingled with red at top) ...

44 Blue binds „ „ „
45 Coarse conirlomerate rock ...

46 Green and brown ruck

47 Blue and red ground
48 Bastard tire-clay

49 Red and blue rock

50 Strong blue rock

51 Red and blue rock

52 Blue and red rock binds

53 Grey conglomerate rock ...

b-l Black and pink groiind

65 Coarse fire-clay

66 Red and blue n>cky grounds
57 Blue and red <iitto

58 Coarse tire-clay

59 Blue and red and dark shaly ground ...

60 Blue rock

61 Red and pink rock

62 Blue rock and dark binils

63 Dark binds, shaly, with impression of fossil plants

64 Grey rock

65 Dark binds

66 Hard light rock

67 Blue and red rock

68 Red and blue mottled ground ...

69 Strong red and blue ground
70 Light -coloured shale

71 Dark ditto

72 Strong common fire-clay

73 Dark n>ck

74 Crmrse rock ... [stone and bit h of eoal

75 Dark grey and blue rock, mingl<'<l wit li piti.s of inui-

76 Conglomerate rock

77 Rock mingleil with black shale ...

78 Light-coliinrtKl firt- elny nick

79 Brown and red coarse rock

80 Red and blue ground
81 Blue rfK-k

82 BInrklwvt

83 Fire-rlay, mingled with pins of ironstono

84 Hard mf>t tied nxk
85 Dark yellriw marl

86 Dark and red marl

87 Fire-clny (goo<l)

88 Dark fire-clay rock

1
ce
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Dark red and blue rock
Strong grey rock ... ... . .

.

Blue binds
Dark gritty and sbaly rock
Dark binds mingled with red ...

Fire-clay (good)

Mottled rock
Common fii-e-clay and black bat
Grey rock mingled with coal smuts
Binds and shale

Brown, blue, and grey rock, with a smutty parting
Dark binds ... ... ... „.
Dark blue and brown rock
Blue and red ground
Grey and red rock ...

Green and pink marl
Blue and red marl ...

Red rocky ground
Grey rock
Red and blue ground
Fire-clay (good)

Fire-clay stained with red and yellow. .

.

Dark binds
Hard bro'WTi fire-clay rock
Red, blue, and grey rock
Grey and dark shaly rock, mingled with fossil plants
Dark binds and bat
Coal long grained (batty)

Strong fire-clay (rocky) ...

Strong rock, mingled with fire-clay

Strong gritty rock
Dark binds

Eat with sheds of coal ...

Dark brown rock
Blue and red rock
Grey gritty rock (shaly)

Dark binds

Blue and red rock ...

Mottled ground
Dark binds
Dark brown rock
Blue and red rocky ground
Dark grey shaly rock
Dark binds
Coal (good) ...

Dark fire-clay rock ...

Light-coloured sandstone rock, coarse and gritty...

Strong blue binds ...

Dark binds, with cakes of ironstone ...

Bat and coal

Fire-clay rock...

Grey and brown rock
Sheddy rock bind
Grey and brown rock
Blue rock bind and dark bind

VOL. IV.

IS
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145
146
147
148
149
15(.)

151
152

153
154
155
156
157

Black bat

Coal (good) ...

Strong fire-clay rock

Hani gritty rock (like limestone grit)

Dark gritty rock

Blue binds

Blue and red ground
Dark fire-clay clod

Hjird light blue and grey rock ...

Black bat, dark clod, and rock bind .

Bat 4 inches, coal 4, bat 4
Fire-clay

Blue and green rock

Bed and mottled ground ...

}
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION MEETING.

The British Association Meeting was held this year at Manchester, and was
marked by an unusually large attendance of members and associates.

The President's Address.

The President, Mr. Pairbairn, in his opening address, dwelt but slightly on
the progress of Geology—the chief portion of his speech being devoted, as

was to be expected, to manufactures and applied mechanics. We give that

part of his speech which relates to our science.

" It is little more than half a century since Geology assumed the distinctive

character of a science. Taking into consideration the aspects of nature in

different epochs of the history of the earth, it has been found that the study

of the changes at present going on in the world around us enable us to under-

stand the past revolutions of the globe, and the conditions and circumstances

under which strata have been formed and organic remains embedded and pre-

served. The geologist has increasingly tended to believe that the changes
which have taken place on the face of the globe, from the earliest times to the

present, are the result of agencies still at work. But whilst it is his high

office to record the distribution of life in past ages and the evidence of physical

changes in the arrangement of land and water, his results hitherto have indi-

cated no traces of its beginning, nor have they afforded evidence of the time
of its future duration. Geology has been indebted for this progress very largely

to the investigations of Sedgwick and the writings of Sir Charles Lyell.
" As an example of the application of Geology to the practical uses of life, I

may cite the discovery of the gold fields of Australia, which might long have
remained hidden, but for the researches of Sir Roderick Murchison in the

Ural Mountains on the geological position of the strata from which the Russian
gold is obtained. Prom this investigation he was led by inductive reasoning

to believe that gold would be found in similar rocks, specimens of which had
been sent him from Australia. The last years of the active life of this dis-

tinguished geologist have been devoted to the re-examination of the rocks of

his native Highlands of Scotland. Applying to them those principles of classi-

fication which he long since established, he has demonstrated that the crystal-

line limestones and quartz-rocks which are associated with mica-schists, &c.,

belong by their embedded organic remains to the Lower Silurian Rocks.
Descending from this well-marked horizon, he shows the existence beneath all

such fossiliferous strata of vast masses of sandstone and conglomerate of

Cambrian age; and, lastly, he has proved the existence of a fundamental
Gneiss, on which all the other rocks repose, and which, occupying the North-
Western Hebrides and the west coasts of Sutherland and Ross, is the oldest

rock-formation in the British Isles, it being unknown in England, Wales, or

Ireland.
" It is well known that the temperature increases, as we descend through the

earth's crust, from a certain point near the surface, at which the temperature

is constant. In various mines, borings, and Artesian wells, the temperature

has been found to increase about 1° Pahrenheit for every sixty or sixty-five feet

of descent. In some carefully conducted experiments during the sinking of the

Dukinfield Deep Mine,—one of the deepest pits in. this country,—it was found
that a mean increase of about 1° in seventy-one feet occurred. If we take

the ratio thus indicated, and assume it to extend to much greater depths, we
should reach at two and a half miles from the surface strata at the temperature

of boiling water ; and at depths of about fifty or sixty miles the temperature
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would be sulTicient to melt, under the ordinary prcssiarc of the atmosplierc, the

hardest rocks. Keasoning from tlicsc facts, it would appear that the mass of

tlie plobe, at no great depth, must be in a fluid state. But this deduction

rcquirts to be modilied ny other considerations, namely, the influence of

pressure on the fusing point, and the relative conductivity of the rocks wiiich

form the earth's crust. To solve these questions a series of important experi-

ments were instituted by Mr. Hopkins, in the prosecution of which Dr. Joule

aud myself took part ; and after a long and laborious investigation, it was
found that the temperature of fluidity increased about V Fahrenheit for every

5001bs. pressure, in the ca.se of spermaceti, bees' wax, and other similar sub-

stances. However, on extending these experiments to less compressible sub-

stances, such as tin and barj'tes, a similar increase was not observed. But
this series of experiments has been unavoidably internipted ; nor is the scries

on the conductivity of rocks entirely tinished. \Jntil they have been completed

by Mr. Hopkins, we can only make a partial use of them in forming an opinion

of' the thickness of the earth's solid crust. Judging, however, alone from the

greater conductivity of the igneous rocks, we may calculate that the thickness

cannot possibly be less than nearly three times as great as that calculated in

the usual suppositions of the conductive power of the terrestrial mass at

enormous depths being no greater than that of the superficial sedimentary

beds. Other modes of investigation which Mr. Hopkins liiis brought to liear

on this question appear to lead to the conclusion that the thickness of the

earth's crust is much greater even than that above stated. This would require

us to assume that a part of the heat in the crust is due to supcTlicial and
external, rather than central causes. This docs not bear directly against the

doctrine of central heat, but shows that only a part of the increase of t,em})era-

turc observed in mines and deep wells is due to the outward flow of that heat."

ADDRESS TO THE GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

By Sir R. I. Murchison, D.C.L, LL.D., F.R.S.

Although I have had the honour of presiding over the geologists of the Briti.sh

Association at several previous meetings since our first gathering at York, now
thirty years ago, I have never been called upon to open the business of this

section with an address ; this custom having been introduced since I la.st occu-

pied the geological chair at Glasgow, in 1855.

The addresses of my immediate predecessors, and the ]ant anniversary dis-

course of the President of the (Jeological Society of Lf)ndon, have embraced so

much of the receut progress of our science in many branches, that it would be
superfluous on my part to go again over many topics which have been already

well treated.

Tlins, it is needless that T should occupy your time by alluding to the

engrossing .subiect of the most recent natural operations with which the gcolo-

g'at has to deal, and which connect his labours with those of the ethnologist,

n this head I will only say, that having carefully examined the detrital accu-

mtilafions forming the ancient banks of the river Somme in France, I am as

complete a believer in the commixture in that ancient alluvium of the works of

man with the reliquia; of extinct animals as their meritorious discoverer, M.
Boucher de Perthes, or as their expounders, Prestwich, Lyell, and others. I

may, however, expres.^ my gratification in learning tiiat our own country is now
affording proofs of similar iutcrouxturc both in Bedfordshire, Lincohisiiire, and
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other counties ; and possibly at this meeting we may have to record additional

evidences on this highly interesting topic.

But I pass at once from any consideration of these recent accumulations,

and, indeed, of all tertiary rocks ; and as a brief space of time only is at my
disposal, I will now only lay before you a concise retrospect of the progress

which has latterly been made in the development of one great branch of our

science. I confine myself, then, to the consideration of those primeval rocks

with which my own researches have for many years been most comiccted, with

a few allusions only to metamorphism, and certain metalliferous produc-

tions, &c.

There is, indeed, a peculiar fitness in now dwelling more especially on the

ancient rocks, inasmuch as Manchester is surrounded by some of them, whilst,

with the exception of certain groups of erratic blocks and drifts, no deposits

occur within the reach of short excursions from hence, which are either of

secondary or tertiary age.

Let us, then, take a retrospective view of the progress which has been made
in the classification and delineation of the older rocks since the Association

first assembled at York, in 1S31. At that time, as every old geologist knows,

no attempt had been made to unravel the order or characters of the formations

which rise from beneath the Old Red Sandstone. In that year Sedgwick was
only beginning to make his first inroads into those mountains of North Wales,

the intricacies of which he finally so well elaborated, whilst I only brought to

that, our earliest assembly, the first fruits of observations in Herefordshire,

Brecon, Radnor, and Shropshire, which led me to work out an order which

has since been generally adopted.

At that time the terms of Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, and Permian were
not dreamt of, but acting on the true Baconian principle, their founders and
their coadjutors have, after years of toil and comparison, set up such plain

landmarks on geological horizons that they have been recognised over many a
distant land. Compare the best map of England of the year 1831, or that of

Greenough which had advanced somewhat upon the admirable original classifi-

cation of our father, William Smith, and see the striking ditfereuce between
the then existing knowledge and our present acquirements. It is not too

much to say that when the British Association first met, all the region on both

sides of the Welsh border, and extending to the Irish Channel on the west, was
in a state of dire confusion ; whilst in Devonshire and Cornwall many of these

rocks which from their crystalline nature were classed and mapped as among
the most ancient in the kingdom, have since been shown to be of no higher

antiquity than the Old Red Sandstone of Herefordshire.

As to Scotland where the ancient rocks abound, though their mineral struc-

ture, particularly in those of igneous origin, had necessarily been much developed

in the country of Hutton, Playfair, Hall, Jameson, and McCuilocli, yet the

true age of most of its sedimentary rocks and their relations was unknown.
Still less had Ireland, another region mainly palseozoic, received any striking

portion of that illustration which has since appeared in the excellent general

map of Griffith, and which is now being carried to perfection tlirough the

labours of the Geological Survey under my colleague Jukes. If such was our
benighted state as regarded the order and characters of the older formations at

our first meeting, great was the advance we had made, when at our twelfth

meeting we first assembled at Manchester in lSi2. Presiding then as I do
now over the geological section, I showed in an evening lecture how the palaeo-

zoic rocks of Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous age, as well as those rocks

to which I had assigned the name of Permian, were spread over the vast region

of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains. What, then, are some of the

main additions which have been made to our acquaintance with the older rocks

in the British Isles since we last visited Manchester ?
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Commencing with the oldest stratii, I may now assume, from tlie examina-

tion ot scvi'ial associates on whose powers of observation as well as my own I

rely, that what 1 asserted at the Aberdeen meeting, in 1859, as the result of

several surveys, and what 1 lirst put forth at the Glasgow meeting of 1855, is

substantially true. The stratilieu gneiss of the north-west coast of the High-
lands, and of the large island of Lewis and the outer Hebrides, is the fumlu-

nicntal rock of the British Isles, aud the precise equivalent of the Laurentian

system of Canadii, as described by !Sir W. Logan. The establishment of this

order, which is so clearly exhibiteej iu great natural sections on the west coa.st

of Sunderland and Koss, is of great importance iu giving to the science wc
cultivate a lower datum-line than we previously possessed, as first propounded
by myself before the British Association in 1855.*

For hitherto the order of the geological succession, even as seen in the

Geological Map of England aud Wales or Lcland, as approved by Sir Henry
de la Beche and his able coadjutors, Phillips, Ramsay, Jukes, and others,

admits no older sediment than the Cambrian of North Wales, whether in its

slaty condition iu Merioneth aud Caernarvon, or iu its more altered condition

iu Anglesca.

The researches in the nighlands have, however, shown that in our own
islands, the older ])ahpozoie rocks, |)ropcrly so called, or those in which the

first traces of life have been discovered, do repose, as in the broad regions of

the Laurent iau Mountains of Canada, upon a grand stratified crystalline foun-

dation, in wiiich both limestones and iron ores occur subordinate to gneiss. In

Scotland, therefore, these earliest gncissic accumulations are now to be marked
on our maps by the Greek letter alpha, as prcccdiner the llomau a, whicii had

been previously a|)plied to the lowest known deposits of England, Wales, and
Ireland. Though wc must not dogmatise and alFirm that these fundamental

deposits were m their jtristine stale absolutely unfurnished with any living

things (for Logan aud Sterry Hunt, in Canada, liave suggested that there they

indicate traces of the former life), we may conclude, tliat in the highly meta-

nior|)hoscd condition iu which they are now presented to us in North- Western
Britain, and associated as they an; with mueii granitic and hornbleiidic matter,

they arc for all purposes of the practical geologist " azoic rocks." The Cam-
brian rock.s, or second stage in the ascending order as seen reposing on the

fundamental gneiss of the North-West of Scotland, arc purple and red sand-

stones antl conglomerates forming lofty mountains. These resemble to a great

extent portions of the rocks of the same a^e which arc so well known in the

il range of Shroi)shire, and at llarlec"

Head iu Ireland.

Loiigmynd range of Shropshire, and at llarlech in North Wales, and Bray

At Jiray Head they have afforded the Oldhamia, possibly an Alga, whilst at

the Longniynd, iu Shropshire, they have yielded to the researches of Mr. Salter

some worintraeks and the trace of an ob.scurc erustaeean.

The Highland rocks of this age, as well as their eqnivaleuls, the Huronian

• See I'ej»ort« of British .^Vflsociation for ISr).*! (Glangow Meeting). At that time

I waa not aware that tlio Bamfl order wait deveinpi.-d on a gr.inrl Hc.ile in Canada, nor

do I now know when that order wax tliere finit ol»»crve<l by Sir W. I/Og:iii. 1 then

(1S55) Riniply put forward tho factn a* exhibited on tho north- west coast of .Scot-

land ; viz., I Mf what I termeil a lower or " fund/imental gnciiw," lying

far beneath • -o and cryHfaihn<' xtrata, containing reniaiiiH which 1 even

th'-ii «iigg&<«t«.-d were ot Lower .Silurian age. Sul)Hc<iiicntly, in IS.IP, when accom-

panied l>y I'rofeMor Itamiay, I adopted at hiH HUgge«tion, the word " Laurenti.'tn,"

in oomp"'Qient to my friend, Sir William Logan, who had then worked out the

onler, and mapped it on a ntupcn'! !<•. I Htated, howfVtT, at the same time,

th;it, if a Itntidh nynonym wrm t>> i w taken, I Mh'>ul<l linvi? pro))OHr:d llie w.>rd

" Lewiaian," from the large inland uf the Lewia, almost wholly coni|>oBe<i of tbi*

gneiM.
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rocks of North America, have as yet aiforded no trace whatever of former life.

And yet, such Cambrian rocks are in parts of the Longmynd, and specially in

the lofty mountains of the North Western Higlilands, much less metamorpliosed

than many of the crystalline rocks which lie upon them. Rising in the scale of

successive deposits, we find a corresponding rise in the signs of former life on

reaching that stage in the earlier slaty and schistose rocks in which animal

remains begin clearly to show themselves. Thus, the Primordial Zone of M.
Barraude is, according to that eminent man, the oldest fauna of his Silurian

Basin in Bohemia.*
In the classification adopted by Sir Henry De la Beche and his associates,

the Lingula Flags (the equivalent of the Zone Primordiale of Barrande) are

similarly placed at the base of the Silurian System. This Primordial Zone is

also classed as the Lowest Silurian by De VerneuU, in Spain ; by James Hall,

Dale Owen and others, in the United States ; and by Sir W. Logan, Sterry

Hunt, and Billings, in Canada.f

Li the last year, M. Barrande has most ably compared the North American
Taconic group of EmmonsJ with his own primordial Silurian fauna of Bohemia,

and other parts of Eui'ope ; and although that sound palaeontologist, Mr. James
Hall, has not hitherto quite coincided with M. Barrande in some details, § it is

evident that the primordial fauna occurs in many parts of North America.

And as the true order of succession has been ascertained, we now know that

the Taconic group is of the same age as the lower Wisconsin beds described

by Dale Owen, with their Paradoxides, Dikelocephalus, &c., as well as of the

lower portion of the Quebec rocks, with thek Conocephalus, Axionellus, &c.,

descrioed by Logan and Billings. Of the cx'ystaUine schists of Massachusetts,

containing the noble specimen of Paradoxides described by W. Rogers, and of

the Vermont beds, with their Oleni, it follows that the Primordial Silm-ian

Zone of Barrande (the lower Lingula-flags of Britain) is largely represented in

North America, however it may occupy an inverted position in some cases, and
in others be altered into crystalline rocks.

In determining this question due regard has been had to the great convul-

sions, inversions, and breaks, to which these ancient rocks of North America
have been subjected, as described by Professors Henry and W. Rogers.

* I learn, however, that in Bohemia, Dr. Fritsch has recently discovered strata

lying beneath the mass of the Primordial Zone of Barrande, and in rocks hitherto

considered azoic the burrows of annehde animals similar to those of our own
Longmynd.
+ In completing at his own cost a geological survey of Spain, in which he has

been occupied for several years, and in the carrying out of which he has determined
the width of the sedimentary rocks of the Peninsula (including the Primordial
Silurian Zone, discovered by that zealous explorer, M. Casiano de Prado), M. de
Vemeuil has in the last few months chiefly examined the eastern part of the king-

dom where few of the older palaeozoic rocks exist. I am, however, informed by
him, that Upper Silurian rocks with Cardiola interrupta, identical with those of

France and Bohemia, occur along the southern flanks of the Pyrenees, and also

re-occur in the Sierra Morena, in strata that over-He the great mass of Lower
Silurian rocks as formerly described by M. Casiano de Prado and himself. Tlie

southern face of the Pyrenees, he further informs me, is specially marked by the

display of mural masses of Carboniferous strata, which, succeeding the Devonian
rocks, are not arranged in basin shape, but stand out in vertical or highly inchned
positions, and are followed by extensive conglomerates and marls of Triassic age,

and these by deposits charged with fossils of the Lias.

J The Silurian classification wa.s proposed by me in 1835, and in the following

year, 1836, Dr. Emmons suggested that his black shale rocks, which he called

Taconic, were older than any I described.

§ Nor are the writings of the Professors W. B, and H. D. Rogers in unison with

the opinions of the authors here cited.
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In an nble review of this subject, Mr. Stcrry Hunt thus expresses himself:
*' We regard tlie whole Quebec group, with its uuderlyiiig primordial hhales,

as the greatly developed representatives of the Potsdam and Caleifcrous groups
(into part of that of Chazy), and the true base of the Silurian system." "The
Quebec ^roup, with its underlying shales," this author adds (and he expresses

the opinion of Sir AV. Logan), "is no other than tin- Taconic system of Em-
mons;" which is thus, by these authors, as well as Mr. James llall, shown to

be the natural ba.se of the Silurian rocks iu America, as Barrande and Do Ver-

neuil have proved it to be on the continent of Europe.

In our own country a valuable enlargement of our acquaintance with the

relations of the primordial zone to the overlying members of the Silurian rocks,

has been made through the personal examination of Mr. Salter, aided by the

inde|)endeut discoveries of organic remains by MM. llomfray and Ashe, of

Tremadoc.
It has thus been ascertained, that the lower member only of the deposit,

which has been hitherto merged under the name of Lingula-flags, can be eou-

sidered the equivalent of the primordial zone of Bohemia. In North Wales
that zone has hitherto been mainly characterized by Lingula and the crusta-

ceans Olcnus and Paradoxides. Certain additions having been made to these

fossils, Mr. Salter finds that of the whole there are live genera peculiar to the

lower zone, and seven which pass upwards from it into the next overlying band

or the Tremadoc slate. But the overlying Tremadoc slate, hitheito also

grouped with the Lingula-flags, is, through its numerous fossils (many of them
of recent discovery), ur monstrated to constitute a true h)wer member of the

Llandeilo formation. For, among the trilobites, the well-known Llandcilo forms

of Asaphus and Ogygia ranirc upwards from the very base of these slates. Again,

seven or eight other geneia of trilobites, which appear here for the first time,

are associated with genera of mollusks, and encrinites, which have lived through

the whole Silurian series. Such, for example, are the genera Calvmene, llla:-

nus, among crustaceans; the Lingula, Orthis, Bellerophon, ancl Conularia,

among mollusks, together with encrinites, corals, and that telling Silurian

zoophyte, the Graptolite. By this proof of the community of fossil types, as

well as by a clear lithological p;issage of the beds, these Tremadoc slates are

thus shown to be indissolublv connected with the Llandeilo and other Silurian

formations alnjve them ; whilst, although they also pass down conformably into

the zone primordialc, the latter is characterized by the linguloid shells (Lingu-

lella, Salter) and by the genera Olenus, Paradoxides, and Uikclocephalus, wKirh

most characterize it iu Britain as in other regions.*

I take this opportunity, however, of reiterating the opinion I have expressed

in my work, " Siluria," that to whatever extent the primordial zone of Barrande

be distinguished by peculiar fossils in any given tract from the prevalent Lower
Silurian types, there exists no valid ground for difl'eriufj from Barrande, de

Verneuil, Ijogan, James Hall, and others, by separating this rudimentary fauna

from that of the great Silurian series of life of which stratigraphically it con-

stitutes the confornial)le base. And if in i)urope but few genera be yet found

which are common to this lower zone and the Llandeilo formation (though the

Api M(l Orthis are co' it and all the Silurian strata), we may not

unrt.- ,y altrib'jte the (

.

i nee to the fact, that the primordial zone

of no one country contains more than a very limited number of distinct forms,

Maj wc not, therefore, infer that in the sequel other fossil links, similar to

those which are now known to connect the Lower and Upper Silurian series

—

which I myself at one time supposed to l)e sharply separated by their organic

renmins—will be brought to light, and will then zoologically connect the prim-

• In the last edition of Siluriji the n waa drawn l>etween the lower and

upper Lin^ia-flagB, but the fauna of i r is now much eiUarged.

M
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ordial zone with the overlying strata into which it graduates ? Let us recol-

lect, that a few years only have elapsed since M. de Verneuil was criticised

for inserting, in his table of the Palaeozoic Fauna of North America, a number
of species as being common to the Lower and Upj)er Silurian. But now the

view of the eminent French Academician has been completely sustained by the

discovery in the strata of Anticosti, as worked out by Mr. Billings under the

direction of Sir W. Logan, of a group of fossils intermediate in character be-

tween those of the Hudson River and Clinton formations ; or, in other words,

between Lower and Upper Silurian rocks. In like manner, a similar inter-

lacing seems already to have been found, in North America, between the

Quebec group, with its primordial fossils, and the Trenton deposits, wliich are,

as is well known, of the Llandeilo age.

I have thus spoken out upon the fitness of adhering to the classifications de-

cided upon by Sir Henry de la Beche and his associates long before I had any

relation to the Geological Survey, and which places the whole of the Lingula

flags of Wales as the natural base of the Silurian rocks. For English geolo-

gists should remember that this arrangement is not merely the issue of the

view I have long maintained, but is also the matured oj)inion of those geolo-

gists in foreign countries and in our colonies, who have not only zealously

elaborated the necessary details, but who have also had the opportunities of

making the widest comparisons.

On the continent of Europe, an interesting addition has been made to our

acquaintance with the fauna of one of the older beds of the Lower Silurian

rocks or the Obolus green sand of St. Petersburg,* by our eminent associate,

Ehrenberg. He has described and figured f four genera and ten species of

microscopic Pteropods, one of which he names Fanderella Silurica ; the

generic name being in honour of the distinguished Russian palaeontologist,'

Pander, who collected them. It is well to remark, that as the very grains of

this Lower Silui-ian green-sand seem to be in great part made up of these

minute organisms, so we recognise, in one of the oldest strata in which aiumal

life has been detected, organisms of the same nature, and not less abundant,

than those which constitute the deep sea bottoms of the existing Mediterranean

and other seas.

Before I qiut the consideration of the older palaeozoic rocks, I must remind

you that it is through the discovery, by Mr. C. Peach, of certain fossils of

Lower Silurian age in the limestones of Sutherland, combined with the order

of the strata, obseiTcd in the year 1827 by Professor Sedgw-ick and myself,

that the true age of the largest and overlying masses of the crystaUine rocks of

the Highlands has been fixed. The fossils of tlie Sutherland limestone are not,

indeed, strictly those of the Lower Silurian of England and Wales, but are

analogous to \hose of the calciferous sand-rock of North America. The
Maclurea is indeed known in the Silurian limestone of the south of Scotland

;

but the Ophileta and other forms are not found until we reach the horizon of

North America. Now, these fossils refer the zone of the Highland limestone

and associated quartz-rocks to that portion of the Lower Silurian which forms

the natural base of the Trenton series of North America, or the lower part of

the Llandeilo formation of Britain. The intermediate formation—the Lingula
" flags" or " zone primordiale" of Bohemia—having no representative in the

North-Western Highlands, there is necessarily a complete unconformity between
the fossil-bearing crystalline limestones and quartz-rocks with the Maclurea,

Murchisonia, Ophileta, Orthis, Orthoceratites, &c., and those Cambrian rocks

on which they rest.

A great revolution in the ideas of many an old geologist, including myself,

* See Russia and the Ural Mountains.

+ Monats-Bericht d. Konig. Akad. der Wiss. Berlin, 18 April, 1861.

VOL. IV. 3 A
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hiis tlius liccn effected. Strciig;tliened and continncd as iny view has been by
tlio conronlant testimony of Kanisay, llarkness, (ieikie, James, and others, I

have bad no liesiiation in considering a very large portion of the crystalline

strata of the Highlands to be of the same age as some of tiie older fossiliferous

Silurian rocks, whetiier in the form of slates in Wales, of grevwackc-scliist in

the southern counties of Scotland, or in the conditions of mud and sand at St.

Petershurir. The conclusions Jis respects the correlation of all the older rocks

of Scotland have now indeed been summed up by Mr. Geikie and myself in the

Geological Sketch-Map of Scotlaixl wiiich we have just piiblished, and a copy

of which is now exhibited.* Isdt the least interesting part of that production

is that which explains the age of all the igneous or trappcan rocks of tlie south

of Scotland, as well as all the divisions of the Carboniferous formation, and is

exclusively the work of my able colle;igue.

But if, through tiic labours of hard-working geologists, we have arrived at a

clear idea of t he tirst recognisable traces of Ufc and their sequences, we arc

yet far from having satisfied our minds as to the modus operandi by which whole

regions of such deposits have, as in the Highlands, been transmuted into a

crystalline slate. Let us therefore ho])e that, ere this meeting closes, we may
receive instructions from some one of the band of foreign or British geologists

who have by their experimental researches been endeavouring to ex|)lain the

processes by which such wonderful changes in the former condition of sedi-

mentary deposits have been brought to light, such as that by which strata once

resembling the incoherent Silurian clay which we sec in Russia, has been

hardened into such rocks as the slaty grauwaekc of other regions, and how hard

schists of the south of Scotland have bet n metamorjihosed into the crvstalline

rocks of tiic Hitrhlands. But why are British geologists to see any uiflieully

in admitting what I have proposed, that vast breadths of tiicsc crystalline

stratidcd rocks of the Highlands are of Lower Silurian iige? Many years ago

1 suggested, after examination, liiat some of the crystalline rocks near Chris-

tiana Ml Norway were but altered extensions of the Silurian deposits of that

region; and, since tiien, Mr. David Forbes and M. Kjerulf have demonstrated

the tnith of the suggestion. Again, and on a vastly larger scale, we know that

in North America all the noted geologists, however they may differ on certain

details, agree in recognising that the vast eastern seaboard range of gneissic

and micaceous schists is made up of metamor])hosfd strata, superior even to

the lowest of the Silurian rocks. Logan, liogers, Hail, and Sterry Hunt arc

decidedly of this o])inion ; and the point has been most ably »nd clearly set

before the public by the last-mentioued of these geologists.f who, being him-

self an areomi)li^hed ehcinisf, has given us sfniie good illustrations of the pro-

bable iiiodn.i iijieriindi in tiie bringing about of lluvse ehanges.

The imjiortanco of the inrpiirics to bo made by chemical geologists into this

branch of our .science was not lost upon the earlier memDcrs of the British

Association. Kven in the year I'iH.'i, a commit ter wa.s appointed to endeavour

to illustrate the phenomena of the metamor|)hism of rocks by experiments car-

ried on in iron-funiaci's. After a series of trials on various mineral substances,

the Rev. W. Vcnion Harcourt, to whom we owed so much nt o»ir foundation,

has, a* the reiK>rter fif that committee, been enabh-d to present to the ,\ssocia-

tion that lucid report on the actual effect of long-continued heat which is pub-

lished in our last volume. In referring you to that document, I must, as an

old practie-'il field-geologist, express the gratification I feel in seeing that my
eminent friend has, in the sj)irit of true iiiduetive philosophy, arrived, after

much ex|KTiment and thouglit, at (he same conclusion at which, in comuiou

with Sedgwick, Buekland, Dc laBcche, Phillips, and others iji my own country,

• Tliifi m.np in alrea'Iy on (wIp in MaiiclieHtcr.

t "American Journal of Science," May, 18C1.
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and with L. Von Bvich, Elie de Beaumont, and a host of geologists abroad, I
had long ago arrived in the field. I, therefore, re-echo their voices in repeating
the words of Mr. W. Harcourt, " that we are not entitled to presume that the
forces which have operated on the earth's crust have always been the same."
Looking to the only rational theory which has ever been propounded to account
for the great changes in the crust which have taken place in former periods

—

the existence of an intense central heat which has been secularly more and
more repressed by the accumulation of sediment until the surface of the planet
was brought intoits present comparatively quiescent condition—our firstGeneral
Secretary has indicated the train of causes, chemical and physical, which resolve
some of the difficulties of the problem. He has brought before us, in a compen-
dious digest, the history of the progress which has been made in this branch of
our science, by the writings of La Place, Fourier, Von Buch, Fournet, and
others ; as well as by the experimental researches of Mitscherlich, Berthier,
Senarmont, Daubree, Deville, Delesse, and Durocher. Illustrating his views
by reference to chemical changes in the rocks and minerals of our own country,
and fortifying his induction by an appeal to his experiments, he arrives at tlie

conclusion, that there existed in former periods a much greater intensity of
causation than that which now prevails. His theory is, that whereas now, in
the formation of beds, the aqueous action predominates, and the igneous is only
represented by a few solfataras, in the most ancient times the action was much
more igneous, and that in the intermediate times fire and water divided the
empire between them. In a word, he concludes with the expression of tiie

opinion, Mhich my long-continued observation of facts had led me to adopt,
" that the nature, forces, and progress of the past condition of the earth cannot
be meamred by its existing condition."

In addition to these observations on metamorphism, let me remind you that,

on the recommendation of the British Association, other important researches
have been carried on by Mr. William Hopkins, our new General Secretary, and
in the furnaces of our President., Mr. Fairbairu, on the conductive powers for
heat in various mineral substances. Although these experiments have been re-
tarded by a serious accident which befel Mr. Hopkins, they are still in progress,
and I learn from him that, without entering into any general discussion as to
the probable thickness of the crust of our planet, we may even now affirm, on
experimental evidence, that, assuming the observed terrestrial temperature to
be due to central heat, the thickness of tliis crust must be two or three times
as great as that which has been usually considered to be indicated by the
observed increase of temperature at accessible depths beneath the earth's
surface.

Of the Devonian rocks or Old Bed Sandstone, much might be said if I were
to advert to the details which have been recently worked out in Scotland, by
Page, Anderson, Mitchell, Powrie, and others ; and in England, by the re-

searches of the Rev. W. Symonds, and other members of the Woolhope and
Malvern Clubs. But confining myself to general observations, it may be stated,
that a triple sub-division of that group, which I have shown to hold good over
the Continent of Europe as in our own country, seems now to be generally
admitted, whilst the history of its southern fauna in Devonshire has recently
been graphically and ably elaborated by Mr. Pengelly, in a paper printed iu
our last volume.

In Herefordshire and Shropshire the passage of the upper members of the
Silurian rocks into the inferior strata of the Old Red group, has been well
shown by Mr. Lightbody, and the fossils of its lower member have been vigo-
rously collected. Whilst in Scotland Mr. Geikie and others have shown the
upward passage of its superior strata into the base of the Carboniferous rocks

;

and Dr. Anderson announces the finding of shells with Crustacea in the lower
or grey beds, south of the Tay. I may here note, that the point which I have
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been for some years endcftvouring to establish as to the true position of the

Caithness tlags witli their numerous ielithyolites seems to be admitted by uiy

contemporaries. The himented Hugh Miller considered these iehthyolites

as belonging to the lower member of the group, and had good grounds for his

views, since at his native place, Cromarty, these tish-beds appear very near the

base. But, by following them into Caithness and the Orkneys, 1 have shown
that they occupy a middle position, whilst the tnie base of the group is the

equivalent of the zune with Cephalaspis, Pterasnis, and rterygulus.

And here it is right to state, that the Upper Silurian rocks which arc clearly

represented in Edinburghshire, and which in Lanarkshire seem to graduate

upwards into the Lower Old Red or Cephalaspis sandstone, are wanting in the

Highlands; thus accounting for the great break wliirh there occurs between
the crystallized rocks of Lower Silurian age and the bottom beds of the Old
Red Sandstone.

Of the Old Red Sandstone of Scotland and Ilerefordshirc I may be permitted

further to observe, that its downward passage into the uppermost Silurian

rock, and the upward passage of its higher strata into the Carboniferous strata,

has been well developed, the one near Ludlow, chiefly through the labours of

Mr. Lightbody ; the other in Scotland, through the researches of the Govern-

ment Geologists, Howell and Geikie, as well as by those of Mr. D. Tage, and
other observers. On this head 1 may. however, note, what my contemporaries

seem now to admit, that the removal of the Caithness tlags and their numerous
included iehthyolites from the bottom of this group, and their translation to

the central part of the system, Jia first proposed by myself, is correct, lu

truth, the lower member of this system is now unequivocally proved to be the

band with Cephahuspis, Ptera.snis, &c., as seen in Scotlanci, England, and

]{ussia. The great break whicii ha.s been traced in the south C)f Scotland by

Mr. Geikie between the lower cind upper Old Kcd, is thus in perfect harmony
with the zoological fact that the central or Caithness fauna is entirely wanting

in that region, as in England—as it is indeed in Ireland, where a similar break

occurs.

It gratifies me to add that many new forms of those fossil fishes which so

peculiarlv characterize the Old Red Sandstone, have been admirably described

ny Sir Piiilip dcGrev Egerton in the " Memoirs of the (ieological Survey," and

1 mu^ remark that it is most fortunate that the eminent Agassiz is here so well

represented by my distinguishe.t friend, who stands unquestionably at the

head of tlie fossil ielithvologists of our country.

Very considerable advances have lieeii made in the development of our ac-

quaintance with that system—theCarl)ouiferous— whicli in the ?*orth of England

—Yorkshire—has been so well described by I'rofe.ssor Phillips, and with which

all praetical geologists in and around Manchester are nec('ssarily most intirested.

The close researches of Mr Pinney, who ha."*, from time to time, thrown new
lights on the origin and relations of coal, and the component parts of its matrix,

established proofs so long ago as 18K), that great part of our coal-fields was

ncrnmnlated under marine conditions ; the fossils associated with the coal-beds

being, not as had been too generally sujiposed, of fluvijitile or lacnstrine cha-

racter, but the spoils of marine life. Professor Henry Rogers came to the same

conclusion with regard to the Appalachian coal-fields in America, in 1842.

Mr. Piiiiuy Ulieves that the plant Sigillaria grew in salt water, and it i.s to be

remarked that even in the so-called " fresh-water limestones" of Ardwiek and

Lc liotwood, the Spirorbis and other marine shells are frequent, whilst many of

the shell.i* termed Cvpris may prove to be s]>ecies of Cythere. Agtiin, in the

il!
'" the fossils uhicii occur in the bands of iron ore in the Sf)uth

Ml .; 1(1. Mr. Salter, entering particularly into this question, has shown

that in the so-called " l-nio beds" there constantly occurs a shell related to the

Mya of our coasts, which he terms Autliracomya; whilst, as he has stated iu
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the "Memoirs of the Geological Survey," just issued, the very Unios of these

beds have a peculiar aspect, difl'ering much from that of true fresh-water forms.

They have, he says, a strongly wrinkled epidermis, which is a mark of the
Myadae, or such burrowing bivalve shells, and not of true Uuiouidse ; they also

differ iu the interior, as shown by Professor W. King. Seeing that in these cases

quietly deposited liuicstones with marine shells (some of them iudeed of estuary

character) rest upon beds of coal, and that in many other cases purely marine
limestones alternate frequently with layers of vegetable matter and coal, may
we not be led to modify the theory, founded on the sound observation of Sir

W. Logan, by which the formation of coal has been rather too exclusively re-

ferred to terrestrial and freshwater conditions ? May we not rather revert ta
that more expansive doctrine, which I have long supported, that different ope-
rations of nature have brought about the consolidation and alteration of vege-

table matter into coal. In other words, that in one tract the coal has been
formed by the subsidence i/i situ of vast breadths of former jungles and forests ;

in another, by the transport of vegetable materials into marine estuaries ; in a
third case, as iu Russia and Scotland (where purely marine limestones alternate

with coal), by a succession of oscillations between jungles and the sea ; and,
lastly, by the extensive growth of large plants in shallow seas.

The geological map of Edinburghshire, prepared by MM. Howell and Geikie,

and recently published, with its lucid explanations, affords indeed the clearest

proofs of the frequent alternations of beds of purely marine limestone charged
with Producti and bauds of coal, and is in direct analogy with the coal-fields of
the Donetz, iu Southern Russia.*

In sinking through the extensive coal-tracts around Manchester (at Dukin-
field), where one of the shafts already exceeds in depth the deepest of the Dur-
ham mines, rigorous attention will, I hope, be paid to the discovery of the
fossils which characterize each bed passed through, not merely to bring about a
correctly matured view of the whole history of these interesting accumula-
tions, formed when the surface of our planet was first furnished with abundant
vegetation, but also for the practical advantage of the proprietor and miner,
who, in certain limited areas, may thus learn where iron-ores and beds of coal

are most likely to be persistent. In carrying out his survey-work through the
north-western coal-tracts of Lancashire, to which the large, or six-inch, Ord-
nance-map has beeu applied, one of the Secretaries of this Section, Mr. Hull,
has done good service in accurately defining the tracts wherein the elevated
coal deposits are covered by drift only, in contradistinction to those which are
still surmounted by red rocks of Permian and Triassic age. In seeing that
these are eagerly bought by the public, and iu recognising the great use which
the six-inch survey has proved in the hands of the geological surveyors in

Scotland, our friends in and around Manchester may be led to insist on having
that large scale of survey extended to their own important district. By re-
ferring to the detailed delineations of the outcrops of all the Carboniferous
strata in the cities of Edinburgh, Haddington, Pife, and Linlithgow, as noted by
Professor Ramsay and MM. Howell and Geikie, the coal-proprietors of Eng-
land will doubtless recognise the great value of such determinations.

Concerning the Permian Rocks, which were formed towards the close of the
long palaeozoic era, and constitute a natural sequel to the old Carboniferous
deposits, it is to be hoped that we shall here receive apposite illustrations from
some of our associates.

When Professor Sedgwick, thirty-four years ago, gave to geologists his

excellent Memoir on the Magnesiau Limestone of our country, as it ranges
from Durham, through Yorkshire, into Nottinghamshire, he not "only described
the numerous varieties of mineral structure which that rock exhibits, noting at

* See Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains. Vol. I.
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the snmctimp its clmractoristic fossils, hut lie also correlated it, and its uiuicr-

lviii<j l)ids, witli the Zt-ehstein, Kupft-rscliicfcr, and R(jtlic-todtc-lirg('ntie, of

(icriimnv. Hut whilst tliis is the true order in both eouutries, there is this

considerable difl'crencc in Kni,'land, that along the zone where the Magnesian
Limestone exists as a mass, and where Sedgwick described it, the inferior

member of the grou|i is a thin band of sandstone, usually of a yellow colour

(the Pontefract rock of William Smith), which in its souiiiern extremity, near

Nottingham, is almost evanescent. In many parts of Germany, on the con-

trary, and notably in Thuringia and Silesia, the same lower band, with a few
intercalated courses of limestone, swells out into enormous ihickncsses and
even constitutes lollv ridges.

In Rvissia the scries of this age puts on very different mineral arrangement.

There the calcareous bands, containing the very same species of shells as the

magucsian limestone of Germany and liritain, are intercalated with pebble-beds,

sandstones, marls, and copper-ores, so that, although the same lilhological order

does not prevail as in the Saxon or typical Permian country of the elder Ger-
man geologists, the group is, through its fossil types, unfjuestionably the same.

It was from the observation of this fact, and from seeing that these dejiosits,

80 mixed up, yet so clearly correlated by their animal and vegetable relics, and
all supirjiosc(l to the Carl)onifiTous system, occupied a region twice as large as

the IJritish Isles, in which the varieties of structure are best seen in the

fovcrnnieut of Perm, that I proposed in 1811, that the whole group should
ave the name of " Permian."

Of late years various British authors, including King, IIowsc, and others,

have ably (lescril)ed the fossil shells of this deposit as it exists on the easti-m

side of the iVnine chain; and recently .Mr. Kirkbv has produced a carefidly

written and well-considered memoir, showing the relations of the whole group,

by eomparintr its structure and paheontological contents in Durham with those

in South Yorkshire. Whdst, ni addition, my associates of the Geological

Survey, i)articularly Mr. Aveline, have been carefully delineating the area of

these beds in their northern range from Nottingham through Yorkshire, nmch
yet remains to be done in correlating the Permian rocks Iving to the west

of the Penine ridge, or where we arc now assembled, with their eastern

equivalents.

Already, however, great strides have been made towards this desirable end.

Thus, Mr. Binney has indicated the succession in the neighbourhood of Man-
chester, and has shown us that there some of \\w. characteristic fossils of the

eastern magnesian limestone exist in red marl and limestones subordinate there-

to, and that these are clearly underlaid l)y other red sandstones, shales, and
limestones, which he terms Lower i'crmian. He has further followed these

Lower i'crmian beds to the west and north-west, and fiiuls them expanding
into considerable thicknes-ses at Astley, Scarisbrick, and other jtlaees where
they overlie the coal-measures, and he has also traced them into VV est moreland,

Cnmbf-rland, and Dumfries-shire. In the la.st ea.se he went far to prove that

which I .Huggcsted many years ago, that the red sandstones of Dumfriesshire
containing the large footprints of chclonians, as described by Sir VV. Jardinc,

are of Lower Permian age.

This view of the relations of the Permian rocks of the north-west has been

also taken by Professor Darkness, and this summer he has succcssfidly worked
it out, and has definitely applied the Permian classification to large tracts in

Cuml)erland, as explained in a letter to myself. He (inds that the brreeias and

sandstopea of Kiriiy-Sfrphen and Appleby, which at the latter place have a

thickness of three thousand feet, extend northward on the west side of the

Eden (ihc breccia being replaced by false-bedded sandstones with footprints^,

1 in near Carlisle the enormous tliiekness of about five thousand feet,

i .. _ cds he Classen uuhcsilaliugly && Lower Permian, because he tiuds tiieiu
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to be overlaid (near Ormsby) by a group of clays, sandstones, and magnesian

limestones, containing peculiar plant remains and shells of the genus Schizodus,

representing in his opinion the marl-slate and magnesian limestone of Durham.
These again support beds equivalent to the Zechstein, and the last are covered

by the Triassic sandstone of the Solway.

A very striking fact, noticed by Professor Harkness, and corroborative of

earlier researches made by Mr. Binney, is the existence of foot-prints, in the

Lower Permian of Cumberland, similar to those of Corncockle Moor, in Dum-
fries-shire, where, from my own observations, including those of last year,

these Lower Permian sandstones have, I am convinced, a greater thickuess

even than that which is assigned to them in Cumberland.

Notwithstanding these discoveries, we have still to show the continuous ex-

istence of the Lower Red Sandstone of Shropshire, Worcestershire, and Staf-

fordshire, which I have classed as the lower member of the Permian rocks, and
to decide whether it be really such lower member only, or is to be regarded as

the eq'iivalent ot the whole Permian group, iinder differing mineral conditions.

With the extension of the Geological Survey this point will, doubtless, be satis-

factorily adjusted, and we shall then know to what part of the series we are to

attach the plant-bearing red beds of Coventry and Warwick, described as Per-

mian by Ilamsay and his associates. We have also to show that, in its northern

course, the lower red sandstone of the central counties, with its calcareous con-

glomerates, graduates into the succession exhibited at Manchester, thence ex-

panding northwards. Already, however, we have learned that in our own
little England, which contains excellent normal as well as variable types of all

the palaeozoic deposits, there exists proofs that the Permian rocks, according

to the original definition of the same, present to the observer who examines
them to the west as well as to the east of the Peniue chain, nearly as great

diversities of lithological structure, in this short distance, as those which dis-

tinguish the strata of the same age in Eastern Russia in Europe from the ori-

ginal types of the group in Saxony and other parts of Germany.
Geological Survei/ and Goveniment School of Mines, Mineral Statistics, and

Colonial Surveys.—As I preside for the first time over this Section since I was
placed at the head of the Geological Survey of Britain, I may be excused for

making an allusion to that national establishment, by stating that tlie public

now take a lively interest in it, as proved by a largely increased demand for our
maps and their illustrations—a demand which will, I doubt not, be much aug-

mented by the translation at an early day of many of our field-surveyors from
tlie south-eastern aud central parts of England, where they are now cliieliy

employed, to those northern districts where they will be instrumental in deve-

loping the superior mineral wealth of the region.

The Government School of Mines, an offshoot of the Geological Survey, is

primarily intended to furnish miners, metallurgists, and geological surveyors
with the scientific training necessary for the successful pursuit and progressive

advancement of the calling which they respectively pursue ; but at the same
time, the lectures and the laboratories are open to all those who seek instruction

in phjsical science for its own sake, or by reason of its important application

to manufactures and the arts. The experience of ten years has led the pro-

fessors to introduce various modifications into their original programme—with
the view of adapting the school as clearly as possible to the wants of those

two classes of students ; and at present, while a definite curriculum, with
special rewards for excellence is provided for those who desire to become
mining, metallurgical, and geological associates of the school ; every student

who attends a single course of lectures may by the new rules compete, in the

final examination, for the prizes which attach to it only.

Throughout the whole period of the existence of the school, the professors

have given annual courses of evening lectures to working men, which are
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always fullv attended, as a part of tbcir regular duty; and during the past

jcar, several of tliem have delivered voluntarily courses of cveuinj? lectures, at a
fee so small a^ to put {\\vn\ within the reach of workintj men, iiupil-tcachers,

aud schoolmasters of primary seliools. Tiic professors ihns hope to suj»nort to

tlie utmost the great impulse towards the dilTusion of a knowledge of |)liysical

science through idl cliisses of the community, which has heen given tiirough

the Deiiartmcnt uf Science and Art by the Minute of the Committee of I'rivy

Council of the 2nd June, 1859.

A body like tlie British Association for the Advancement of Science should,

I conceive, not bo unaware of a stcj) of such vast imporlance, aud tending so

entirely towards the same goal as that to which its own eiforts have been and
still are constantly directed.

Kow, inasmuch as I can trace no record of the teachings of the Government
Scliool of Mines in tiic volumes of the British Association, and as 1 am con-

vinced that the establishment only requires to be more widely known, in order

to extend sound physical knowledge not merely to miners and geologists, but

also to chemists, metallurgists, and naturalists, I have only to remind my
audience that this School of Mines which, owing its orii^in to Sir Henry Dc
La Beche, has furnished our colonies with some of tiic most accomplished

geological and mining survcvors, and many a manufacturer at home with good
chemists and mctallurt.'ists, has now for its lecturers men of such eminence
that the names of Ilotrmaii, I'ercy, Wariiigton Smyth, ^VilUs, Kaiusay, Huxley,

aud Tyndall are alone an earnest of our future success.

In terminating these few allusions to the Geological Survey, and its appli-

cations, I u'lailly seize the opportunity of recording, that in the days of our

founder. Sir Henry l)e la Bcchf, our institution was greatly benelited in pos-

sessing, for some years, as one of its leading surveyors, such an accomplished

naturalist and skilful geologist, as the beloved Assistant General Secretary of

the British Association, I'rolVssor I'iiillips, who by his labours threw much new
light on the paheontology of Devonshire, who, in the Memoirs of the Survey,

has contributed an admirable nuMiograph on the Silurian aud other rocks around

the Malvern hills, and who, by his lectures and writings, is now constantly ad-

vancing science in the oldest of our British universities.

There is yet one subject connected with the (ieolngical Survey to which I

must also call your attention, viz., the Mineral Statistics of the United King-

dom, as compiled with great care and ability by Mr. Bobert Hunt, the keeper

of the Mining Kccord.'s, aud published annually in the memoirs of our esta-

blishment.

These returns made a deep impression on the statists of foreign countries

who were assembled last year in London at the Liternational Compress, 'i'he

Government and members of the JiCgi-slature are now rei:ularly furnished with

reliable information as to our mineral ore produce, which, uutil very reccntlv,

was not obtainable. By the labours of Mr. Robert Hunt, in sedulously coV
leet '

. from nil (piarters, we now become aware of the fact that wc arc

c<ni nd exporting about eighty millions of tons of coals annually (a

prodigious recent increa-e, aud daily augmenting). Of iron ore we raise and
smelt upwards of right millions of Ifms, producing H, 820,000 tons of pig iron.

Of copper ore wc raise from our own mines 2;i<">,<i'.M) tons, which yield 1.).908

tots of metallic copper; and from our native metallic minerals wc obtain of

tin 0,095 tons; of lead, 0:i,5*25 tons; and of zinc, 4,1157 tons. The total

annual value of our minerals and coals is estimated at 2G,99H,573/., and that of

the metals (the produce of the above minerals) and coals at :i7,121,.'J]8/. !

When wc turn from the consideration of the home survey to that of the

geological surveys in the numerous colonies of Great Britain, I may well re-

flect with pleasure on the fact that nearly all the leaders of the latter have
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been counected with, or have gone out from, our home Geological Survey and
the Government School of Mines.

Such were the relations to us of Sir William Logan in Canada, of Professor

Oldham in India, with several of his assistants ; of Selwyn in Victoria, of my
young friend Gould in Tasmania, as well as of Wall in Trinidad ; whilst Bar-

rett, in Jamaica, is a worthy pupil of Professor Sedgwick. Passing over the

many interesting results which have arisen out of the examination of these

distant lands, we cannot but be struck with the fact, that whilst Hindostan

(with the exception of the higher Himalayan mountains) differs so materially

in its structure and fossil contents from Europe, Australia, and particularly

Yictoria, presents, in its palseozoic rocks at least, a close analogy to Britain,

Thanks to the ability and zeal of Mr. Selwyn, a large portion of this great

auriferous colony has been already surveyed and mapped out in the clearest

manner. In doing tliis he has demonstrated that the productive quartzose

veinstones, which are the chief matrix of gold, are merely subordinate to the

Lower Silurian slaty rocks, charged with Trilobites and GraptoUtes, and pene-

trated by granite, syenite, and volcanic rocks, occupying vast regions. Mr.
Selwyn, aided in the palteonlology of his large subject by Professor M'Coy, has

also shown how these original auriferous rocks have been worn down at suc-

cessive periods, one of which abrasions is of pliocene age, another of post-pli-

ocene, and a third the result of existing causes. All these distinctions, as well

as the demarcation of the carboniferous, oolitic, and other rocks, are clearly set

forth. Looking with admiration at the execution of these geological maps, it

was with exceeding pain I learnt that some members of the Legislatui'e of

Victoria had threatened to curtail their cost, if not to stop their production.

As such ill-timed economy would occasion serious regret among all men of

science, and would, I know, be also deeply lamented by the enhghtened
governor, Sir Henry Barkley, it would at the same time be of lasting disser-

vice to the material advancement of knowledge among t!ie mining classes of

the State ; lei us earnestly hope that this young House of Parliament at Mel-
bourne may not be led to enact such a measure.

Whilst upon the great subject of Australian geology, I cannot avoid touch-

ing on a qucestio vexata which has arisen in respect to the age of the coal-fields

of that vast mass of land. Judging by the fossil plants from some of the car-

boniferous deposits of Victoria, Professor M'Coy has considered these coaly

deposits to be of the oolitic or Jurassic age, whilst the experienced geologist of

New South Wales, the Rev. W. B. Clarke, seeing that where he has examined
these deposits, some of their plants are like those of the old coal, and that the

beds repose conformably upon and pass down into strata with true Mountain-

limestone fossils, holds "the opinion that the coal is of palaeozoic age. As Mr.
Clarke, after citi ig a case where the coal-seams and ])lantswere reached below

Mountain-limestone fossils, expresses a hope that Mr. Gould may detect in

Tasmania some data to aid in determining this question, I take this opportunity

of stating that I will lay before this meeting a communication I have just re-

ceived from Mr. Gould, in which he says that in the coal-field of the rivers

Mersey and Don, one of the very few which is worked in Tasmania, he has

convinced liimself that the coal underlies beds containing specimens of true old

carboniferous fossils. Remarking that these relations are so far unlike those

which he observed on the eastern coast of the island where the coal overlies,

yet is conformable to, the carboniferous limestone, he adds that in Tasmania, at

least, the coal most worked is unquestionably of palaeozoic age.

Now, as Australia is so vast a region, may not much of the coal within it be
of the age assigned to it by Mr. Clarke : and yet may not Professor M'Coy be

also right in assigning some of the mineral coal to the same oolitic age as tiie

coal of Brora and the eastern moorlands of Yorkshire ? In his survey of

VOL. IV. 3 B
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Tasmania, Mr. Gould has also made the important discovery of a resinous

Bhulc, termed Dvsudile, and which, like the Torbanc mineral of Scotland, pro-

mises to be turned to great account in the production of miratline.

There are, indeed, other pro\inds for bclieviu!^ that coal, bolli of the meso-

zoic as well of the old carboniferous aj^e, ma^' exist in Australia. Thus putting

aside the fossil evidences collected in Victoria by M'Coy and Sclwyu, we learu

from the researches of Mr. Frank Gregory in Western Australia, that mesozoic

fossils (probably cretaceous and oolitic) occur in tliat region; whilst the Rev.

W. B, Clarke informs me in a letter just received, that he is in possession of a

group of fossils transmitted from Queensland, 700 or 800 miles north of

Sydm-y, which he is disposed to refer to the age of the Chalk ; there being

among the fossils Belemnites, Tentacrinites, Pcctens, Mytili, Modiola, &c.

Again, the same persevering geologist has procured from New Zealand the re-

mains of a fossil Saurian, which, he thinks, is allied to the Plesiosaurus.*

It would therefore appear that in the southern hemisphere there is not

merely a close analogy between the rocks of pala;ozoic age and our own, but

further, that, as far as the Mesozoic formations have been developed, they also

seem to be the equivalents of our tynical secondary deposits.

This existence of groups of animals during the Silurian, Devonian, Carboni-

ferous, and even in Mesozoic periods in Australia and New Zealand, similar to

those which characterize these formations in Europe, is strongly in contrast

with the state of nature which began to prevail there in the younger Tertiary

period. We know from the writings of Owen that at that time the great con-

tinent at our Antipodes was already characterized by the presence of those

marsupial forms which still distinguish its/aitna from that of any other part of

the world.

In relation to our Australian colonies, I must also announce that I have re-

cently been gratified in receiving from Messrs. Chambers and Finke, of Ade-

laide, a collection of the specimens collected by McDouall Stuart, in his cele-

brated traverse (the first one ever made) from South Australia to the watershed

of North Australia. Having had occasion to address the Royal (Jeograjjliical

Society on this point, and to award its gold medal to that most adventurous

and successful explorer, with observations on the main geographical results of

his labours, including the discovery of trees and plants unknown in other parts

of that continent, 1 may here say, in addressing myself to geologists, that a col-

lection of rocks has been submitted to me which may tend to illustrate the

ptnicturc of the interior of that great continent.

These specimens are soft white chalky roeks, with flints, agates, saline, and

ferruginous incrustations, tufa.s, breccias, and while quartz rocks, and a few

specimens of qnasi-volcanicrock, but with scarce a fr.igment that can be referred

to the older stages of Lower Silurian age like those of Victoria.f Again, the

only fossil shells collected by Mr. Stuart (though the precise latitude and longi-

tude is unknown to me), are Mytiloid and Mya-like forms, seemin^jly indicating

a Tertiary age, and thus we may be disposed provisionally to inter that large

tracts of the 1
' ior between East and W<!st Australia have in very recent

geological per n oeenj)ied by the .sea.

CoHcluiiioH.— in concluding this address, I may assure the section that, as one

of the original memlx-rs of the Association, it gives me infinite satisfaction to

return to my old friends in this great and thriving centre of our national in-

dustry. In common with many of my associates who come from a distance,

well ao I remember bow cordially we were received here in the year 1812;

• In another part of thin Number we give tlie paper of Professor Owen, describing

thi.<« interesting fossil as PUtio»aur\ui AutlralU.

t It must, however, be noted that the coUoction sent to me cousista of small

Rpecimeoi of rock forming ao imperfect seriea.
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and never can I forget how admirably we were presided over by a nobleman*

as distinguished by his ability and learning as he was beloved for his philan-

thropy and public spirit, and who had upon his right hand the illustrious

Dalton. Looking to the character and influence of that philosopher, 1 may
truly say that, as he was one of our founders when we first met together

at York, we owe through him a deep debt of gratitude to Manchester ; for

Dalton was one of the few eminent men who at our birth stood sponsor for our

future career, and who supported us at many a subsequent meeting.

In our present visit we are most happy to see placed at our head one of the

scientific men of Manchester, who exhibits in his own person the cheering ex-

ample of the great success wliich can be attained by the steady and judicious

application of science to the improvement of our manufactures. And if Eng-
land is to hold her own lofty position in great measure through the superior

strength of the metal derived from inexhaustible masses of iron-ore which occur

in many of her geological formations, we cannot but regard William Fairbairn

as the individual who, united at first with the late Eaton Hodgkinson, through

a long series of ingenious experiments, as detailed in the volumes of this

Association, not only laid the basis for the erection of the Menai Bridge, and
such tubular constructions, but who is now directing the manufacture of those

iron plates which may best resist the most powerful artillery, whether in casing

our ships, or in strengthening our fortresses.

I need not re-afiirm that all the men of science who have flocked hither from

distant places rejoice with his townsmen in serving under such a man.

Lastly, let me say that we of the Geological Section, who are gathered toge-

ther from remote parts, have solid grounds for satisfaction in being greeted here

by so many good and active brother workmen of the Geological Society of

Manchester, who have done such honour to their town, not only by the esta-

blishment of a rich and instructive Museum, in which many of the subjects we
are met to discuss are thoroughly illustrated, but who have also, by their pub-

lications, contributed much to advance our science.

GEOLOGY OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF MANCHESTER.

Mr. E. W. Binney, E.R.S., E.G.S., described the several beds of gravel, sand,

and till, forming the superficial covering of the district :—1st. The valley gravel,

with its successive terraces ; 2nd. The widely-distributed upper sand and
gravel ; 3rd. The great deposit of boulder-clay or till, which is at some places

ninety feet thick ; 4th. A lower bed of gravel. The underlying rocks kno^vn

chiefly by boring operations, were— 1st. The trias, or upper red series, about
five hundred feet thick ; 2nd. The lower new red or Permian series, six hun-

dred feet. These overlie the coal measures, and have been pierced in search

for coal at Medlock Vale and elsewhere to the lower Permian beds of York-

shire. The lower bed of conglomerate is found to thicken out northward in

Cumberland and Scotland to some thousand feet in thickness. 3rd. The coal

measures of the Manchester coal field, as proved by borings, and by the few
local exposures at Ardwick and elsewhere. All of these are exceedingly dis-

located, one fault having certainly a down-thi'ow of one thousand and fifty

yards.

* Lord Francis Egerton, afterwards the Earl of Ellesmere.
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ON THE REMAINS OF A rLESTOSAURTAN REPTILE (PLESIOSAU-
Rl'S AUSTRALIS) FROM THE OOLITIC FORMATION IN THE
MIDDLE ISLAND OF NEW ZEALAND.

Bt Professor Owen, F.R.S., &c.

The author, premising a quotation from his "PaliTontology," that "tlie further

we penetrate into time for tlie rceovcrv of extinct auiinuls, tlu' further we must
go into spaee to tind ihfir existing auah)gues ;" and that " in pasbiug from the

more recent to the ohler strata, we soon obtain indications of extensive changes

in the relative position of hmd and sea ;" cited some striking examples in proof

of these propositions from the rcjitilian class. The Mosasaurus of the creta-

ceous series occurs in that scries in England, Gcrmauv, and the I'niled States.

The Polyptychodon occurs in the same scries at Maidstone and at Moscow.
Toothless Lacertian reptiles have left their remains in triassic deposits at Elgin,

in Shropshire, and at the Cape of Good Hope. Dieynodont re|)tilcs occur in

the same formation at the Cane and in Bengal. The Plesiosaurus, with a more
extensive geological range tlirongh the Jurassic or oolitic series, has left re-

presentatives of its genus in those mesozoic strata in England, and at her-anti-

?odc3. Evidence of this extreme of geographical range had been submitted to

'rofessor Owen bv Mr. J. H. Hood, of Sydney, New South Wales, obtained by
him from the .Middle Island of New Zealand. This evidence consisted of two
vertebral bodies, or centriims, ribs, and portions of the two coracoids of the

same individual, all in the usual petrilied condition of oolitic fossils. Their

matrix was a bluish grey clay-stone, efferveseing with acid; the largest mass
contained impressions of pans of the arch and of the transverse processes of

nine dorsal vertebra', and of ten ril)s of the right side. Portions of five of the

right diapopliyses and of six of the ribs remained in this matrix. The bones

had a ferruginous tint, contrasting with the matrix, as is comnvmlv the case

with specimens embedded in the Oxfordian or the liassic clays. The impression

of the first diapophysis and of its rib show the latter to have been articulated by
a simple head to its extremity, as in the Plesiosaurus: but the succeeding rib

had been pushed a little behind the end of its diapophysis, and the same kind

of dislocation had placed the live following ribs with their articular ends oppo-

site the interspaees of their diapophyses. The ninth rib had nearly resumed
its proper position opposite the end of the diapophysis, but at some distanee from

it; the impressiouof the tenth rib shows the normal relative position of thcpleuro

and diapophyses. The ribs are solid, of compact texture, eyiindrieal, slightly

curved; the l"r:igments looking more like coprolites than bone; they arc about

an inch in diameter, with but small intervals of (say) one-third of an inch,

slightly expanding a.s they recede from the transverse process, and slightly

contra^'ting to the lower end. The first terminating in an obtuse end, of half

an inch di.imfter, is seven inHies long; the second is eight inches long; the

third is eight inches and a half; the fourth rib is nine inches long. The ex-

tremities of the others arc Voken ofT with the matrix. The separated fossija

sent from New Z<-aland included the mesial ro-adjiisted ends of a pair of long

and hroml bones, thickest where they were united, and bceomiiig thinner as

they extended outwards, and also towards the fore and hind parts of the bone,

both of which ends were broken away. On one side, the surface of the bone

is convex lengthwise, and slightly concave transversely. On the opposite side,

the contour undulates IcuLrthwise, the surface being concave, then risint: to a

conrexity, where a protuberance has been formed by part of the coadjusted

mesial margins of the bone ; transversely, this surface is slightly concave. A
similar, but less developed, median proiniiic.nec is seen at the middle of the

medially muted margins of the coracoids in the Plesio.saurus llawkinsii, and I

4
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regard the above described parts of the New Zealand fossils as being homo-
logous bones. But a more decided evidence of the plesiosaurian nature of this

autipodeal fossil is afforded bv the vertebral centrums. They have flat arti-

cular ends, with two large an5 two small venous foramina beneath. The neura-
pophysial surfaces, showing the persistent independence of the neural arch,

are separated from the costal surfaces by about half the diameter of the latter.

These are of a fuU oval figure, one inch three lines in vertical, and one inch in

fore and aft diameter. Ou one side of one of the centrums the rib has coalesced
with the costal surface. The following are dimensions of this centrum :

—

Length, one inch nine lines ; depth, two inches two lines ; breadth of articular

end, tliree inches six lines. The non-articular part of the centrum offers a fine

silky character. The shape and mode of articulation of the cervical and dorsal

ribs, the shape and proportions of the coracoids, concur with the more decisive

evidence of the vertebrae in attesting the plesiosauroid character of these New
Zealand fossils, and, pending the discovery of the teeth, the author provi-
sionally referred them to a species for which he proposed the name of Plesio-
saurus Australis. The specimens had been presented by Mr. Hood to the
British Museum.

ON THE GEOLOGY OF KNOCKSHIGOWNA OR FAIRY HILL, CO.
TIPPERARY, IRELAND.

Bt a. B. Wynne, F.G.S.

In this paper the author described Knockshigowna as a conspicuous hill.

the sea, and 400 above the

and being situated at a dis-

stance of six miles S.S.W. of Parsonstown, which is well known on account of

rising to a height of 701 feet above the level of

average level of the surrounding limestone plain,

Knockshigowna Hill—from the West.

being the place where Lord Rosse has erected his great telescopes. The hill

is a narrow ridge about three miles long, in a S.S.W. direction ; its base in-

creasing in width towards the S., at which end its most elevated point occurs.
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Tl»e eastern and soutliern slopes of the hill are jrc»tlc, but its more abrupt

north-western face forms a bolil feature in the landscape.

The rocks of which the core of the hill and this steep slope are formed
bclon;^ to the Silurian scries, and consist of grey and bluish hard prits and
sandstones, iuterstratilied with coarse conglomerates and line flaggy and slaty-

shales.

The eastern and southern slopes of the hill are formed of the Old Red Sand-

stone, which is represented here by wliitish conglomeratic beds, dipping at low
angles from the higher Silurian ground towards and undenieath the overlying

limestones of the surrounding plain. One of the most interesting points in the

structure of the hill was statcu to be the disappearance of tiu" Old Red Sand-

stone along its W. or steep flank, in consequence of the occurrence of a fault

running along the base oi the high ground at that side, nearly parallel to the

direction of its crest. By this lault a displacement of the rocks was caused,

amounting to more than SOU feet. This fracture does not seem to have been
the cause of the occurrence of a hill here, for as the Old Red Sandstone shows
a tendency to curve round the N. end of the hill, and actually does so at the

S., it seems likely that the hill wjis originally formed by an anticlinal, the axis

of which was arched at this j)lace, and afterwards very oblirjuely crossed by
the fracture, along which the beds to the W. received an opposite or downward
cunature. Along the W. side of this fracture the limestone is let down so as

to come into juxtaposition with the Silurian rocks, and here, as is frequently

Diagrammatic Cross-section of the Hill of Knocksliigowna.

A, Fault; B, Silurian ; c. Old red sandstone ; D, Carhoniferous limestone.

the case along lines of fracture in limestone beds, the rock is converted in

places into a fycllowish) crystalline dolomite. In other places where the
sequence is undisturbed, the lowest beds of the limestone series immediately
overlying the Old Red Sandstone are found to consist of the usual dark
earthy limestones, and cleaved, olive, calcareous shiUcs, both being highly
fossiliferous.

A peculiar group of red calcareous beds occurs in the Silurian rocks, close to
the unconformable boundary of the Old Red, and they may be traced along
their strike p.issing gradually from the ordinary bluish grey into a deep red
colour jnsl before they disappear beneath the Old Red Sandstone; a circum-
stance which is in other places very common along the unconformable boundary
between this Old Red Sandstone and the adjacent Silurian, particularly when
the latter is composed of shaly l)eds.

Fo.ssii.s.—These calcareous red rocks do not appear to contain fossils, bnt in

the vicinity of a remarkable band of conglomerates in the Silurian, near fairy-
mount -gate-lodge, and also in the conglomerate itself, and in the neighbouring
shaly flags, fossils were stated to have been found by the author and W. H.
Baily, Esq., F.G.S., by the latter of whom the following list was prepared :

—
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ZOOPHYTA.

Petraia elongata.

Stenopora fibrosa.

EcHIXODERilATA.

^Crinoid stems and joints.

Crustacea.

Calymene Blumenbachii.

Phacops caudatus.

Encrinurus punctatus.

Proetus latifrons.

Trinucieus concentricus.

MOLLUSCA.

Graptolites priodon.

„ Nilsoni.

Ptilodictya lauceolata.

Brachiopoda.

Orthis elegant ula.

„ testudiuaria.

„ calligramma.

Strophoniena depressa

„ alternata.

Spirifer trapezoidalis.

Atrypa crassa.

Discina (?).

COXCHIFERA.

Ctenodonta obliqua.

Pterinea tenuistriata.

Anibonychia Triton.

Modiolopsis modiolaris.

„ Nerei.

„ expansa.

Orthonota nasuta.

Gasteropoda.

Cjclomena. Sp.

Holopella. Sp.

Trochonema. Sp.

Bellerophon bilobatus.

Ecculiomphalus (?).

Cephalopoda.

Orthoceras filosura.

„ angulatum.Leptsena sericea.

The discovery of these fossils is interesting, on account of the scarcity of
organic remains in tlie Silurian rocks of this part of Ireland, and their palae-

ontolo^ical evidence fixes the age of the beds in which they were found as
belonging to the Lower Llandovery period.

Although the rocks containing these fossils are obviously of Silurian age,
the author felt called upon to mention incidentally, upon the authority of the
discoverer, J. Darby, Esq., that an old Caoibrian fossil, Oldhamia radiata, had
been found upon the hill, and the specimen itself was laid before the section.
A strong probability certainly exists that it might have been found in situ

here, but unfortunately, as its locaHty could not now be pointed out, the fact
remained to be decided by future discovery.

EECENT ENCROACHMENTS OF THE SEA ON THE SHORES OF
TORBAT.

By W. Pengellt, F.G.S.

If, as some masters of our science tell us, and as I venture to believe, the
geological changes which have passed over our world dui-ing the unmeasured
ages of the past, were due to the direct and indirect operation of existing

causes, acting, perhaps, with intensities not greatly dissimilar to those they
now display, it can scarcely be out of order to call attention, from time to time,

to changes taking place under our immediate observation, even though they
may be slight in themselves, and, regarded as isolated facts, of little worth or
importance.

Requesting the Section to keep this apologetic preface before them, I wiU
now proceed to narrate a few facts respecting the recent encroachments of the
sea on the shores of Torbay,
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The rocks composing the horns of the bay, from Hope's Nose to Tor-Abbey
Sands on the north, and from lirrry Head to CJooth'inpt on Sands on the south,

are slates and limestones. The former differ much in colour, texture, and One-

ness of material, and frequently pass into sliale. As a whole the limestones

overlie tlie slates; they are sometimes seliislose, and are not unfrequently

coarse and impure. Both the roeks arc subject to divisional planes of various

kinds, not fewer than three distinct and definite systems of joints are recog-*

nizahle, whilst fine and varied examples of cleavju^c are numerous.

In many cases the limestone strata are strangely contorted, being bent, in

more than a few instances, into folds too sharp for the ridge-tiles of the roof of

a house, and plunging from top to bottom ot cliffs a hundred and fifty feet in

height. Though these contortions manifest a certain, perhajis a considerable,

degree of plasticity, yet the numerous fractures which a careful scrutiny

detects, especially where the folds are sharpest, are so many proofs that the

rock was not incapable of breaking at the time of the contortion. Both the

slates and limestones are fossiliferous, and l)elong to the Devonian system.

The central shores of the bay, from Tor Abbev to Goodrington sands inclu-

sive, are made up of red sandstone and conglomerates of probably lower

Triassie age. The red rocks do not appear to have sufferetl so much from

mechanical violence as the slates and limestones; nevertheless, joints are by

no means rare in them, nor arc they exempt from faults. False or diagonal

stratification occurs in sonie of tiie beds, beuig chiefiy seen in the sandstones,

bat sometimes met with in the finer conglomerates also.

As might have been expected, the sandstones and conglomerates have yielded

more than the other rocks to the destructive agency of the sea ; indeed, they

have so rapidly retreated before it as considerably to change the outline of the

coast, and deprive the proprietors of the soil of much valuable land within

the memory of manv ])ersons still living. Men who have scarcely completed

half a century, spe.ik of having ridden, when far advanced in their teens, from

Torquay to Paignton, by a road that has been totally ini|»assable for many
years, and of which the merest fragments, "few and far between," at |)rcsent

exi.st ; useful only its proofs of the rapid inroads of the sea. One of these

remnants crosses the low headland known as the Carbons, which separates Tor

Abbey Sands and Livcmiead Sands ; it is two hundred and eighty feet in

leugtli, and at its lowest or northern end, twelve feet above the present strand.

The coast-line hits retreated to about a hundred and fifty feet within it, or

landward ; not, however, to find a resting-place there, except through the skil-

ful and laborious services of the engineers of the Torbay and Dartmouth turn-

pike and railroad.

Fig. 1.—Map of Coast of Torbay.
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Pig 1 is a i-ude map of the coast, ou the scale of oue inch to one hundred

feet, extending from a little north, or the Torquay side, of the Carbons (/) to

liiverraead Head {(j) ; the small iuteijacent bay {p) is known as Livermead

Sands ; a b and c d are the Torbay and Dartmouth tuj-npike and railroad

respectively ; e is the fragment of the old road I have mentioned. Tig. 2 is a

vertical section of the north end cliff («/) of the Carbons, on the scale of one

inch to ten feet, where, as iu Fig. 1, e shows the situation of the old road, and

a the Torbay and Dartmouth turnpike-road.

Another fragment extends from the southern end of Livermead Sands to

Preston Sands, where it terminates at what is locally known as " Broken Cliff,"

a philological testimony to the fact that the inhabitants of the district have

long recoguised the retreat of their coast before the waves. The situation of

the Livermead portion of this remnant is shown by the dotted Lme c b m Fig.

1, but the other extremity is not shown in the figure.

Not many years since a breach was made by the sea through the Carbons,

and its north-eastern portion thereby converted into a tidal island (» u. Fig. 2)

;

Fis. 2.

prior to this, a fi^ne natural arch existed iu a now perished north-easterly pro-

longation of this detached mass, a drawing of it was made by a daughter of

the late Mrs. Griffiths, the eminent algologist, who kindly allowed me to copy

it for a diagram (Fig. 3) ; its situation is indicated by the dotted line i. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

I am informed by Lord Churston that the Rev. Mr. Edwards, for fifty years

vicar of Berry Pomeroy, but who has long been deceased, told him that he
remembered two distinct roads, successively made and abandoned, outside,

that is, farther seaward than, the road I have just spoken of as existing now
in fragments only.

The Torquay and Dartmouth turnpike-road {a b, Fig. 1), about twenty-four

feet wide, runs in front of Livermead House (o), which undoubtedly owes its

continued existence to this fact. A sea-wall boimds this road on the outer

VOL. IV. 3 c
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side all the way from Torquay to the soiithcni extremity of Livermead Sands,

cxeopting only the small portion of it below the Carbons. Not twenty years

Bgo there stood a eninfortahle eoltape in front of Livermead House ('), Fig. 1),

outside this wall, with an extensive garden still further seaward; outside this

again wius the old road 1 have mentioned, and still beyond this a broad margin
of elift', where I have frequently seen children, inmates of the eottagc, at play.

Clifl", road, garden, and cottage are gone, the sea has swallowed the whole, and
well-rounded pebbles now cover a tidal strand, above wliieh they once stood.

Kay, more, Neptune too suceess/uUy assails the sea-wall every winter; more
than once has he been known to have entire possession of the turnpike-road at

this point, and to lay claim, witli no empty, unmeaning threat, to Livermead
House itself; and though, hitherlo, the engineer has succeeded in expelling

him, it has always been at a considerable expense of skill, labour, and money,
and, after all, l)y what may be termed a sort of compromise. So continually

is the wall undergoing reparation, and so great the quantity of limestone

quarried somewhere in the interior for this purpose, tnat I have frequently

thought the contending parties must have come to an arrangement somewhat
of this nature: "Neptune agrees not to waste the eoa.st on condition that the

engineer shall waste the interior to an almost eoual amount, and, further, that

if tile latter allow the smallest crevice to occur in the sea-wall, the former will

feel himself at liberty to take opportunity thereof to re-oiicu his claim on the

coast."

At the southern extremity of Livermead Sands stands a large house (r, Fig.

1^, known as Livermead Cottage ; it is out.sidc both the turnpike-road and the

old road so frequently mentioned ; it beetles over the low red clifl" faced by ;.

sea-wall, on which it stands in jeopardy every hour. The sea hius several limes

made abortive attempts to insulate it, but it is in all probabUitv a qucstioa of

time only.

A terrace, or platform, of denudation (o w. Fig. 2) extends two hundred and
sixty feet from the insular extremity <jf the Carbons to low-waler-mark, the

ordiuiiry level of which is indicated by the dotted line tc j/, as is the level of

ordinary spring-tide high-water by the line r d. This terrace may be taken as

a rough minimum mejusure of the amount of the retrocession of the coa.st here

since the sea and land stood at their present relative level ; a minimum cer-

tainly, as in this part of the bay the water is very shallow, and a continuation

of the platform, constantly covered by the sea, yet within the grinding action

of the waves, probably extends at least fully live hundred feet further.

The folhtwing seem to be tiie successive stages Ihroiigli which the work of

erosion commonly |)iusses in 'i'orbay. The sea fonns a series of small holes at

some little dLstance from one another uear the base of the existing clilF; most
of the.se, as might be expected, occur where joints or other lissures afi'ord

facilities for the operatif>ii; nevertiiele.ss, such IidIcs, and not a few, are met
with where no point.s or lines of weakncHs of this kind exist; some other pecu-
liarity in the roek, for example, the di.Mlodgenient of a large pebble from the
r»)iigIomerate, or some peculiar <'XiH>sure to the action of iIk- waves, niav have
determined the situation. When large enough to attract attention, an observer
griillyof very absurd eompari.son.s might call them ill-formed, gigantic, un.soeial

pigeon-holes. A few years at mfjst eidarges them in every direct i(m, and con-

verts them into "ovens," whirh, in pmeess of time, are in like manner con-

verted into chambers and galleries; the latter especially, when^ pre-existing

divisional planes influence the direction of the work of excavation. Lat^ind

enl 1
• i' takes j>laee necessarily at the expense of the partitions between

thi rs, until a breach is efl'eeted and rapidly enlarged in them, and the

whole clilF is found to be honeycombed into a labyrinth of lialls and galleries,

the roof being sun[K)rt(d by ma'-sive and fantastic pillars. In this state many
of them receive tfie name of " thundcr-holcs," from the bellowing uoisc of the
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waves rushing into them duiiug storms. More or less rapidly the pillars

waste ; at leugth, during a heavy gale, one or more of them snaps across, the

superiucumbcut fabric, if such it may be called, trembles, totters, falls ; a new
cUtf is revealed, protected awhile from the fate of its predecessor by the natm-al

breakwater which the fallen mass forms. This, however, is merely a question

of time ; the materials are needed where constructive agencies are forming new
strata, every tide carries oif a portion of the debris, the whole is at leugjth

removed, an attack is made on the new and unprotected cliff, and the entire

process is repeated with but little variation.

In some cases, however, the mode of attack differs from the above ; the

w'aves first proceed to detach a large mass of rock by eroding the cliff at two
somewhat distant points, and in no long time convert the interjacent portion

into a sort of peninsula ; by continually wasting the isthmus is gradually nar-

rowed, until at last the devoted mass is completely insulated, after which its

destructiuu is more rapid. It is astonishing, however, to observe how very

long many extremely thin fragments of such islets endure as relics of an ancient

coast-line. Those who have visited South Devon will probably call to mind
many such fragment between Dawlish and Teignmouth, where this mode of

encroachment is more common than in Torbay.

Though, as has been already stated, the other rocks of the district are not

wasted so rapidly as those we have just mentioned, nevertheless the destruction

of the slates is by no means inconsiderable ; their comparatively soft material,

and their fissile and jointed character, render them incapable of a very pro-

tracted resistance ; and when carefully noted, even the hard lunestone itself is

found to perish more rapidly than might have been expected. The geologist

who systematically, and in something like orderly succession, visits and revisits

the various parts of the coast, will rarely fail to detect changes in the features

of even his limestone haunts ; a fresh' scar will probably be found graven on

the face of the cliff since last he saw it.

Several cu-cumstauces concur to bring about this result. Beds composed of

small fragments or scales of argillaceous matter, interstratified with

the limestone, especially in the Hope's Nose district, waste under the ordi-

nary action of the sea much more rapidly than the calcareous strata, and thus

leave considera])le vacuities or interstices among the latter. During tempests

the sea rushes into these recesses or excavations, and being forced by the

enormous pressure of the waves which tower above into the numerous crevices

formed by the joints, cleavage, and fissures of other kinds, which, as has been

already stated, abound here, rips the rock to an extent scarcely to be credited

by those who have never examined such cliffs after a violent storm. Again,

between Meadfoot beach and Torquay harbour, the limestone beds are in some
places vertical, and reach a considerable height ; here, too, similar interspaces

are found, caused, however, in this instance by the destruction of the ordinary

coarse calcareous shale of the district, which is so frequently found lying

between the limestone beds. The sea, driven like a wedge into these openings

by the resistless waves which heavy south-easterly gales produce occasionally

on this coast, tears off masses of limestone many feet in length and breadth,

and of considerable thickness. This was remarkably seen during the violent

and too fatal storm of October 26th, 1859, when the limestone cliffs suffered

in this way to a very great amount.

The storm I have just mentioned was unusually destructive on the coast of

South Devon. The day from its commencement was raw and gusty, the clouds,

threatening and ominous, hurried hastily along ; a sea, heavier far than the

existing force of the wind would account for, fell on the shore, and was ex-

plained by seafaring men as the result of " a heavy gale in the ofiing, which
would come home by and by." They prepared accordingly, and " made ail

snug." The moorings of the shipping in Torquay harbour were carefully
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rxaniinccl and rondcrrd secure, and the lioats wore lianled up high and dry on
the quay. As tlic day advanced so did tlic ^torni ; early in tlie afteruonn it

\ras blowing a heavy gale from the soiilli ; about four o'clock it veered round
to the south-cast—almost the only wind that can do the bay much mischief-

-

and blew a hurricane for about two hours at the critical juncture of an un-

usually high spring-tide high-water. The waves were awful ; evervtliing seenu'd

to be helplessly abandoued to their fury, and sa\agely they used their opportunity.

The turnpike-road between Torquay and the railway station was not only

impassable during the tempest, but all but totally destroyed. As an early

intimation that an unustial attack on the road was in prospect, the waves leaned

across it, tore up a somewhat temporary wooden toll-house, rushed with it

over a wall, across a tield, and (inally lodged it near the barn at Tor-Abbey.

In some places a breach was tlrst nuide in the sea-wall, and huge masses of

limestone thus dislodged were used with terrible effect as missiles to aid in the

work of demolition, and were idtimately thrown, in wild confusion, on such

parts of the road as remained otherwise uninjured. In others portions of

every wave rushed through crevices between uncemented eyelopean blocks of

limestone forming parts of the masonry, and spouted in fearful jets un through

the road where a moment before it seemed firm, compact, unimpaired, and un-

yielding, whilst in other parts, where there were no such indications of sub-

terranean mischief, a heavier wave than usual would spring over the parapet,

violently crush what mav be called the floor of the road, and reveal huge

cavities beneath ; the road having been undermined and litenilly sucked through

interstices in tlic wall built for its protection. In one place a portion of the

parapet nine feet long by three in breadth and depth, and, therefore, containing

eighty-one cubic feet, wa.s removed m nia-rsr twenty-live feet horizontally, land-

ward, across the road, where it was found, after the storm in an inverted posi-

tion, the cement still finuly holding the parts tf>get her. By careful experiment

I found that a portion of thi.s nuufis, weighing ninety-nine and a half ounces

avoirdupois, displaced seventy-one cubic inches of water, consrquently the

entire block of masonry thus transported must have weighed about five and

a-half tons Before its dislodgement, the ba,se of this mass was six feet above

the level of high-wafer equinoctial spring-tides.

At Livermcad the greater part of the wall and road were completely swept

awav, and a shingle-beach put in possession of the site.

Tlie whole of the damage above described is now nearly repaired, that is to

say, the labour of two years at a cost of live or six thousand pounds is

required to represent the mischief cfTectcd by the sea in two hours.

The sea-wall has been rebuilt very much on the same plan as before. In

reply to a suggestion that it should be constructed on sounder principles, so as

to provide ag.iinst a recurrence of so much damage and inconvenience, it was

stated that the eo.^t would at least be double, and that, judging from the past,

it may be hof>ed that the wall put up will last twt nty years, whilst at tive per

Cfnt. r .
, , p,f„„.y double* it.self in fourteen years.

The^i. iiiplctelv destroyed a sea-wall and road extending nearly

the whole lenjfth of Meadfoot Vaeh, on the cast of Torquay, constructed at a

great eosf, ' ' ' '
. that no attempt has been made to restore

It, but a r<' i in a less exposed situation.

At the northern comer of Goodrington Sands there is a cottage standing in

a quadr- '— garden, the eastern or se.iward wall of which is twenty-live fe<;l

from ti. , three feet high on the inside and seven feet on the outside, .so

that the terrar-e on whieh the cottage and garden are is about four feet above

the highest level of the bearh. In still weather there is ample room between

this wall and the marein of sprine-tide hijrhwater to allow carts to pa.ss.

During the storm, '

'

'

i over the wall, ran across the

garden, smashed tli' mplctely rc-arrunged the fumi-
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ture in the room, transported a very heavy piano from one side of it to the

other, and then departed, taking -with them most of the articles of furniture of

a light character.

Facts of this kind forcibly show how great the encroachments of the sea

mu^t have been within a comparatively short time. Men do not usually build

houses in situations thus exposed; the encroachment of the sea has rendered

their sites perilous. And though it is happily true that such storms are not of

very frequent occurreuce, nevertheless many of us can remember so many of

them that we cannot but look for them in the future ; that is to say, we recog-

nise them as part of the system of nature, not necessarily destructive on every

coast, but by no means of very limited range, and certainly an important part

of the machinery now modifying the crust of the earth.

ON THE EXCESS OF WATER IN THE REGION OF THE EARTH
ABOUT NEW ZEALAND ; ITS CAUSES AND ITS EFFECTS.

By James Yates, M.A., F.E.S. and G.S.

(Member of the Geological Society of Manchester.)

The author, adopting from Professor Guyot (" Earth and Man," translated

by Mr. Clarke, of Battersea) the terms " land-hemisphere" and " water-hemi-

sphere" to distinguish the portion of the earth which includes " the four quar-

ters of the globe" from that portion which consists mainly of Avater, observed

that instead of the old distinction between the northern and southern hemi-

spheres, the cultivators of physical geography have now made a much more

accurate statement of the facts by assuming a point in the South Pacific Ocean,

not far from New Zealand, as a centre, around which the entire waters of the

globe appear to be collected. He referred to the Pliysical Atlas of Berghaus,

publishea in Berlin, as containing the most accurate representation of this view

of the subject, and thought that this has the highest authority, because, in

constructing it Berghaus was assisted and directed by two of the most eminent

of his fellow-citizens in this department of science, Alexander von Humboldt
and Professor Karl Bitter. The author mentioned that English geographers

have prepared maps which give the same general view, but take London and

the antipodes of Loudon as the two centres, in order to accommodate English

conceptions. He exhibited the beautiful Training-school Atlas, just published

by the Messrs. Philip, of London and Liverpool, as containing the largest and

best examples of representation. It appeared necessary, however, instead of

regarding the waters as ramified in every possible way by their distribution

into oceans, seas, bays, and straits, to collect them in imagination into one

;

hence, preserving Berghaus' centre, which is situated in the meridian of a

hundred and seventy degrees east longitude from Paris, and in about four hun-

dred and thirty south latitude, the author presented on a diagram " an Ideal

Section of the^ Earth in the Meridian of New Zealand." Two points in the

circumference of this section, named A and B, represented the division between

the collected land and the collected water, and the author produced statements

from Professor Rigaud of Oxford, Professor Link of Berlin, Alexander von

Humboldt, and SirJohn Herschell, all tending to show that the entire amount

of land on the surface of the globe being taken as a hundred, the entire amount

of water will be two hundred and eighty-nine, or nearly so. He took the exact

number, two hundred and eighty-nine, because it is the square of seventeen,

one hundred being the square of ten. He thought that by the adoption of

these numbers, the points A, B in the diagram might be exactly fixed, and that

the chord joining them would divide the laud (in the section) from the water
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with a prwit approach to accuracy, ami, moreover, that this chord miglit be

easily ilrawu on his diagram, because twouty-scven, i.e., ten and seventeen,

bein;j: also ecpial to three times uiue ; it is cxtrcnuly easy to divide the ciicle

in the manner required by usin^ its radius in the ordinary way. A diameter

bisecting this chord ut right aiides, aud drawn to the supposed centre of the

water-lu'inisi)here, forty-three degrees south latitude, necessarily j)as3es both

through the geometrical centre of the earth, and through its centre of gravity.

As the basis of this constructiou of the diagram, it was assumed that the two
constituent areas of tiie earth's surface, consisting of land and water, arc as

the squares of the ares by which they arc bounded.

The author briefly controverted the statements of Petermau and Sir Johu
Ilcrschell, "who ascribe the appearance in cjue.st ion to " tumefaction," or the

"sujierior intensity of the causes of elevation iu northern latitudes, and iu

former geological epochs," observing that if eartluiuakes and volcauos arc evi-

dences of such superior intensity, tlie elevated laud ought to be on the oppo-

site side of the glol)e, since the volcanosare three times more uumerous iu the

water than iu the land-henjisj)hcre3. lie wisiied to ground his specnlatiims oa

existing facts, aud regarded them as proofs that us one half of the moon is

probably heavier than the other half, so the earth is heavier on the water- than

on the laud-side. He supposed the greater weight on the water-side to be

produced partly by an excess of mineral veius, beds of ironstones, and basaltic

rocks, with others of high sijecitie gravity on that side, and |)artly by an excess

of hollows and cavities filled with water on the other side. Hence would

result the conclu.sion, admitted by Sir J. Hersehcll, that the eailh's centre of

gravity is different from its centre of form, or gconu'trieal centre. The author

wfLS proceeding to show how the amount of this eceeutrieity might be computed
with some apjjroach to accuracy, but the President expressed the opinion, iu

which the author cheerfully conrurred, that a subject, the treatment of whieh

n-quired so much of malhcinatieal dt'mnu.-,tiatioii, was better adapted to bo

pursued iu another section.

Besides the diagram already referred to, the author showed another contain-

ing a list of ten of the highest mountains dispersed through the laud-heini-

bphere, and of ten dispersed in like manner through the water-hemisphere, for

tne purpose of illustrating the fact that the inount;uus of the laud-hemispliere

arc unitormly of a much greater elevatiou above the sca-lcvel than those of the

water-hemisphere. The lieiglils of all these mountains were given iu metres.

The sums of the heights of the one group and of the other, by striking otF

a cypher at the end of each, gave the average heights of the mountains in each

group. Kcijarding them as gauges for measuring the depth of the oceau, and

presuming tliat the mountains, which rise above submerged continents in the

w.iter-hemis|)heri', and present their summits iu the form of innumerable islands,

are, generally speaking, and relatively to the solid sphere of the earth, equal in

elevation to the mountains of the land-hemisphere, the author drew the coii-

rluflion that tlie general depth of thr ocean (its central ]«)rtion) may be taken

as appro.ieliing to two kilometres, and that tiie depths much exceeding this

must be attributed tu local disturbance.

ON ISOM?:THir USES, AND THK IMCLATIVK DISTHIHUTION OF
THK CALCAREOCH AND SEDIMENTAliY STKATA OF TilE CAK-
BONIFEUOUS KOCKS OF BlilTAlN.

Br EnwARD Hi'r,L.

As it is intended that this paper shall be laid before the Geological Socictj of

London, only a short abstract can be presented here.

The author endeavoured to show that during the Carboniferous period a barrier
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of land stretched across central England from Wales to the German Ocean. To
the north of this barrier, or isthmus, the coal-fields of Salop, Staffordshire,

Warwickshire, and Leicestershire, and all the Carboniferous strata of the north

of England were accumulated ; while on the south of the isthmus were found

the coal-fields of South Wales, Forest of Dean, Somerset, and possibly of the

Thames Valley.

. It was then areued that a broad distinction is to be drawn between lime-

stones and all seHimentary strata, the former having been the production of

living animals, which generally required clear water for their proper develop-

ment, the latter being due to deposition from more or less muddy or sandy

seas. The agencies in each case have been in some degree antagonistic ; and
where the ocean has been, or is at present, highly charged with sediment, lime-

stones cannot be found to any great extent. This view—which is exemplified

by many of our seas—is borne out by the relative distribution of the calcareous

and non-calcareous members of the Carboniferous group. The sedimentary

strata (sandstones, shales, and clays) -were shown to attain their greatest ver-

tical development in Scotland, the Borders, and Lancashire, and from thence to

thin away towards the south, till they finally terminate against the barrier. On
the other hand, it was shown that the Carboniferous limestone reached its highest

development in Derbyshire, and from thence thins away westward and northward
into Scotland, where it is almost entirely replaced by sedimentary strata. Thus
where the one group of beds is most fully developed, there the other is least.

These phenomena had long since been pointed out by Professor Phillips in York-
shire, but are applicable to the whole of Britain north of the barrier. On the

south, it was shown that the sedimentary strata are in greatest force tow'ards the

W.S.W.—thinning away northwards and eastwards—while the limestones be-

come most fully developed towards the east.

Reverting to America, the author reminded the Section how similar pheno-
mena had been shown by Professor Rogers, Sir C. Lyell, and others, to hold

good in that country, but under somewhat different circumstances. They all,

however, indicated the existence of land in the North Atlantic during the Car-

boniferous period. The thickening of the sedimentary strata in Britain to-

wards the north-west, Mr. Hull attributed to the prevalence of a great current

(an old Gulf-stream), carrying the sediment from the shores of this North
Atlantic continent, and spreading it over submerged Britain. The sea thus be-

came purer as the distance from the source of the sediment increased—that is,

towards central England—and here, on the other hand, the criuoids and corals

w^ere most active in forming limestones.

The variations in the thicknesses of the two kinds of strata were represented

by curved lines drawn on maps (tenned isometric lines), each of which marked
a given thickness from 1000 to 10,000 feet. One set of lines showed the
development of the sedimentary beds, the other of the calcareous. There
were thus two systems of concentric lines intersecting each other from opposite
directions, and gradually dying out like waves emanating from a focus of

disturbance.

The author had previously shown that the sedimentary strata of the Lower
Mesozoic series reach their greatest development towards the north-west of

England, and thin away in the direction of the estuary of the Thames, where
they are altogether absent, as proved by the Harwich boring. Ail this showed
that the sediment had been drifted from the north-west—the waste of pro-

bably the same continent which had furnished the materials for the Carbo-
niferous Rocks. Here, then, we have evidence of a great North Atlantic con-

tinent existing throughout the Upper Palaeozoic and Lower Mesozoic periods,

whose shores were swept by an oceanic current, which carried off the sand and
mud of its shores and rivers to form the materials of future geological for-

mations.
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ON A SECOND NEW BONE CAVERN RECENTLY DISCOVERED AT
BRIXHAM, DEVONSHIRE.

Bt W. Pengelly, F.G.S.

About the end of last March (ISGl) information was brought mc of the dis-

covery, at Brixham, of a second,new cavern, ricli in fossil bones. I lost no time
in visitin^ it, and, at this aud several subsequent visits, made myself acquainted
with the facts which form the subject of this paper, aud which, though they
may add but little, probably nothing, to our knowledge, it is hoped may not

f)rove uninteresting to the section, more especially as the district has become
amous iu its connexion with "Bone Caverns."
The greater part of the (ishingtown of Lower Brixham, or Brixham Quay,

as it is conuiionly called in the neighbourhood, but which 1 shall call Brixham,
without any qualilication, occupies a valley, running nearly east and west,
which is separated from Torbay on the north by a limestone hill, reaching the
height of 150 feet above the sea, and known as Furzeham Common. The
southern boundary of the valley consists of four hills, forming a chain parallel

to Furzeham, but extending fully a mile further eastward, where it terminates
in the promontory of Berry Head, the southern horn of Torbay. The first,

that is, the most westerly of these hills is known as I'arkham Common, the
second is Windmill Ilill—in the north-western angle of which the now celebrated
cavern was discovered in 1S58; the third is Ileath Hill, or Common, which
contains, near its north-eastern corner, the well-known "Ash-Hole," partially

explored, many years ago, by the Rev. Mr. McPhicry and the Itov. Mr. Lyte; the

fourth, that is, the most cjiitcrly hill of the chain, is that of which Berry Head
is the almost |)recipitous termination.

Considerable limestone quarries have been worked iu the Torbay slope of

Furzeham Hill ; one of these, known as Bench, but a short distance from
Brixham harbour—indeed, it is within what is legally considered to be the

limits of the harbour—had been all but abandoned for upwards of twenty
years ; recently, however, quarrying operations, ou a limited scale, were resumed,

and led to the discovery just named.

Though the axis of the hill has an almost east and west direction, its coast-

line at Bench runs nearly west and south, and the quarry has been worked at

right angles to this. Fig. I represents a vertical east and west section of the
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hill, on the scale of -jL of an inch to the foot, drawn from careful measurements.*
The bottom of the figure is supposed to be the level of low water spring-

tides. The dotted line, a, m, o, e, g, indicates the original profile of the coast

on the assumption that at this place it resembles the general contour where it

still remains untouched by the hand of man. The outline, a, b, c, d, e, g, of

the coloured portion of the figure shows the artificial cliff produced by the

quarrying operations; consequently the space between this and the dotted line

shows the amount of rock which has been removed.
An attempt is made in Fig. 2 to show, at one view, a portion of the back

and left-hand, that is the west and south, walls of the quarry, on the scale of

\ of an inch to the foot. Near the top of the west or back wall, and almost

Fig. 2.

at the angle formed by the intersection of the south wall with it, is a dike {a, hi

in Fig. 2) of breccia made up of bones, reddish clayey earth, and angular pieces

of limestone ; the last evidently derived from the immediately adjacent rock,

and varying in size from the merest fragments to slabs fully a foot square and
six inches thick. The earth is in all respects similar to that in which the bones
are imbedded in the caverns of the Torbay district generally. The dike is

vertical, has a north and south direction, is 27 feet high, 12 feet long, and
2 feet thick at its southern end ; it thins out at its northern extremity, so

that it is wedge-shaped ; its base is about 96 feet above the level of low-
water spring-tides, so that its summit, which reaches the unquarried surface of

the cliff, is about 123 feet above the same level. It may be stated here that

the base of this mass of breccia is on the same level as the " bone bed" in the
famous Windmill Hill Cavern already alluded to. The situation of the dike is

seen at a, b, in Fig. 1, which shows a vertical section at right angles to its

length so as to show its thickness, i.e., -^^ its real thickness.

There can be no doubt that this mass of bone-breccia filled a north and south
fissure, or, possibly, a portion of such fissure ; whether it formerly extended
further northwards cannot now be determined, the limestone having been too
far removed there to leave any means for forming an opinion on this point.

* The measurements refer to the diagrams exhibited at the meeting, which were
in size, 2 feet, by 1 foot, 7 in. The woodcuts are, of course, much reduced, and
their scale is about ^ of tlie hnear measurement of the diagrams.
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Originally, then, the dike must have been situated somewhat as is shown at

a b, in Fitr. 3, which is drawn on the seale of half an inch to the foot. The
limestone iu front, that is on the left in the figure, is supposed to be restored.

"t"^^^

^y.M'sk

Fig. 3.

It happens that a considerable part of the outer, that is the eastern, or shall

I call it seaward, wall of the fissure was removed, in the ordinary course of

?|uarrjinp, upwards of twenty-two years ago, so that the northern end of the

ace of the dike, or more correctly, every part of it, excepting about three feet

in width, of its southern end, was revealed at thit time, and in its face, thus

exposed, lay several fiuc bones quite open to the day ; one in particular, the

left ramus of a lower jaw bristling with teeth, a most tempting-looking relic of,

probably, the cave-hyiena, not only failed to attract the attention of the work-

men at the time, but all its cfTurts to bring itself into notice were utterly

fruitless during twenty-two years. We will hope, for the credit of all whom it

may concern, that it was somewhat less conspicuous before it was washed and
bleached by the rains and sunshine of nearly a quarter of a century.

/. ---

an^<TV(tt
'^, r

Fig. 4.
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It is attempted in Fig. 4 to represent the condition of the dike during the
period I have mentioned ; the figure is supposed not to show its entire height,

but the lower portion only, and the mass of limestone, u w, must be understood
to conceal about three feet of its southern end.

Soon after the workmen recommenced their labours in the quarry last March,
the removal of this remnant of the outer wall caused the fall of an unce-
mented portion of the dike which it had previously supported ; loose stones,
earth, and bones came down together, and thus compelled attention. An invi-

tation of this kind could not be resisted ; the principal workman collected
the bones, and in a short time found he had got together a considerable number,
probably several hundred, consisting of teeth, jaws, skulls, vertebrae, portions
of horns, with a large quantity of unidentifiable bone-debris.

Should it be asked—Is it certainly known that that which has been called a
dike was really one ? Instead of a thin slice of bone-breccia filling a narrow
slit in a limestone hill, may it not have been a remnant of a much more consi-
derable accumulation, which ouce occupied a large chamber or cavern, all but
entirely destroyed by the workmen during their former workings ? It may be
answered, that workmen, however incurious and uninformed, could scarcely, by
any possibility, fail to discover that they had broken into a bone cavern, espe-
cially in the very neighbourhood of the famous " Ash Hole," and within a very
few miles of the more celebrated '• Kent's Hole," both of which had about
that time attracted much attention, and had taught quarryraeu that cave-bones
were convertible into gold ; whereas a mere fissure would be very likely to pass
unnoticed, or, at most, with but little remark, since they are extremely nume-
rous, and constantly met with by the workmen. Moreover, as has been already
said, a portion—about one-fourth—of the outer wall of the fissure was still

standmg in situ when the workmen resumed their labours last March. Further,
the exposed surface of the breccia itself gave conclusive evidence on the ques-
tion ; it is so perfectly wall-like that it is difficult, if not impossible, to believe
that it could have been formed otherwise than has been supposed. The hand-
writing of the departed limestone wall was still legible on the broad sheet of
breccia that had been so long exposed.

It may be remarked here that almost all the very numerous joints and frac-

tures in the Brixham limestone have a north and south (magnetic), or nearly
east and west direction or strike. A considerable number of these, of both
sets, are filled with red sandstone, varying from mere thread-like veins, to dikes
three teet wide, occasionally containing angular pieces of limestone, and some-
times traversed by veins of carbonate of lime. It is, perhaps, somewhat
darker and harder ; but in all other respects it so closely resembles the red
sandstone of the central shores of Torbay, as to suggest the idea that the
fissures existed and were filled in the early age represented by these sandstones,
probably the triassic ; whilst others, having the same directions, remained open,
or were re-opened to be filled, amongst other things, by the remains of animals
which were contemporary with man himself. Several questions present them-
selves here

; but, being foreign to the purpose of this paper, must be left with-
out further notice at present.

Very near the left or southern foot of the dike is the mouth of a small
tunnel (r. Fig. 2), having a stalagmitic floor ; its extent is not known. In the
left or southern wall of the quarry two somewhat large chambers occur {ii and
s in Fig. 2) ; they are partly filled with the same reddish clayey earth and
limestone debris, the ordinary cave deposit of the district. They are known to
be connected ; but whether they have any communication with the tunnel just
mentioned is uncertain ; no attempt whatever has been made at exploration

;

but it is extremely probable that they are all parts of one considerable
cavern.

AU the materials composing the dike undoubtedly fell, or were washed in
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from above ; furnisliinp a clear and good example of what probably occurred at

Ori'stoue, near Plyinoutli, where tlic observed phenomena appear to compel the

belief tliut the fossil bones must have fuuiul inj^ress, in this way, to the cham-

bers in the heart of the limestone, thoupjli traces of an o))cn lissure have not

alwavs been so distinct there as could have been wished.

\\'^liether at Bench a passage from the tunnel was the channel through

which the chambers received their contents, is not at present known ; excava-

tions would probably soon determiue this.

At my first visit an etfort was made to purchase the right of taking down
the remainder of the dike and thoroughly exploring the chambers; for some

time there was a prospect of this being secured, but the i)roprictor, Mr.

Wolston, has at length decided on sooner or later investigating it himself;

and though this may oe regretted, it is but just to add that he has at all times

allowed me the freest access to his premises, has promised to keep me fully

acquainted with the progress of the investigation, to allow me to note every

fact that may be disclosed, to be used, at my discretion, for the purpose of

science, and has favoured me with the loan of the specimens exhibited.

No opinion can be given as to whether or not llint implements or other indi-

cations of human existence may be found in the cavern ; nothing whatever is

known about its extent or contents at present, and the only apology I can ofl'er

for having brought so immature a subject before the section is, my desire to

keep it fully acfpiainted with every fact that discloses itself in the district in

connexion with these interesting mausolca.

Every one acquainted with the Torbay limestone will be prepared to hear of

the discoverv in it of new caverns at any time and in any number. Three or

four, at le.L>5t, can at this moment be pointed out within a short distance north

and south of Bench ; one at Freshwater quarry is known to be upwards of forty

feet in length ; neither it or either of the others has yet been explored ; they

may be rich in organic remains, replete with evidence on the great question of

the antiquity of the human race, or they may be tot<illy void of scientific fact.

The discoveries made at Brixham in 1S58 gave a stimulus, both to those

•who hope to gain knowledge and those who hope to gain money, which will

not soon be lost. Quarrymen will not in future be so blind to their own
interests as to lay open a dike of osseous breccia without discovering that they

have done so, nor will proprietors hereafter be likely to use the language with

which one replied to a question I put to him some time ago res|)ecling a

cavern which bad been traced into his property. At first ho knew nothing

about it,
—"There wa* no cavern in his ground, certainly." At length, bri^'ht-

eniug up, he exclaimed,
—

" Now you mention it, 1 do remember that 1 once saw

a very large hole in tlu; rock, and 1 fdled it up by throwing twenty cartloads

of rubbish into it." The fear nmy now be in the opposite direction. An
unreasoning love of gain may induce an ignorant activity to exhume the bones,

to the great lo»s of science.

NOTICE OF THE EI.SWORTH AXO OTHER NEW ROCKS TX THE
OXFonn CI.AV, AM) OF THE BLUNTISHAM CLAY ABOVE TilEM.

lir IIarbt Seelev.

The Elsworth rock i.s a dark blue orgillaceous limestone full of deeply feriu-

finous oolitic grains, and to some extent interlaced by thin veins of iron-pyrites,

t consists of three subdivisions, a lower rock seven feet thick, a middfe clay

of about tive feet, and an upper rock of nearly two feet, making a total thick-

ness of fourteen feet. The fossils are such tliat the upper rock is readily dis-
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tinguished from that beneath, while, by the same means, the middle clay is with

equd ease separated from those clays above and below it. The rock dips

down to the south, and at a distance of three miles the middle clay is replaced

by sand.

Five miles north of Elsworth the St. Ives rock comes to the sui'face, and
dips to the east. It is a hundred and thirty feet beneath the Elsworth rock,

and very similar to it in mineral character. Its thickness is three feet, often

divided into two beds by a parting clay. It is brought up by an anticlinal, so

that on high ground four miles north the Elsworth rock is again met with.

Six. miles west of Elsworth is found the St. Neotts rock, which is deep down
beneath the St. Ives rock, though not so low as the zone of the Kelloway

rock.

But for the breaks by these rocks, the lowest beds of Oxford clay would
graduate up, without any perceptible change in life, into the highest beds of the

Kimmeridge clay, the coral-rag being absent as such, but represented by a clay.

This clay contains a mixture of the fossils of the clays above and below, and
is met with above the Elsworth rock at Elsworth and Bluntishara. From the

exhibition at the latter place it is named the " Blunt'sham clay." The clay

beneath the Elsworth rock is the Oxford clay, so that the Elsworth rock is-

intermediate in position between that subdivision of the great clay formation

and the coral-rag. The fossils unnustakeably show it to belong to the clay

rather than the limestone formation, and hence it will be regarded as the

highest zone of the Oxford clay, while the St. Ives, St. Neotts, and Kelloway
rocks will serve to mark the several zones into which the formation is naturally

divided by its fossils.

Thin rocks have also been met with in the Bluntisham clay in positions

which render it probable that they indicate divisions corresponding to coral-rag

and calcareous grit.

ON THE PLEISTOCINE DEPOSITS OF NOETH AMERICA.

By Dr. Hectob.

The author stated, that his recent researches in that country afforded strong

grounds for supporting the view, that the diffusion of the erratic drift must have
resulted from the submergence of the north-east part of the Continent beneath

an arctic sea to a depth of nearly 3000 feet, and that the surface of the country

has received much of its present form by denudation during its re-emergence,

at first along sea-coast lines, and latterly along the shore lines of inland lakes,

which still exist, but of much smaller size than formerly. By the steppes which
have thus been found these deposits may be divided as follows :

—

Bordering the lower part of the valley of the St. Lawrence and extending
southwards through the valley of Lake Champlain, a marine deposit of boulder
clay has been described with moUusca, more arctic in their character than those

existing in the neighbouring seas at the present day. This deposit has not

been observed at a greater altitude than 6iJ0 feet,* and in its nature it would
seem to resemble those deposits that must be forming at present in Hudson Bay
and in the Arctic inlets and sounds, where the shore ice, kept in motion by the

winds and tides, acts like a pug-mill in reducing the previously deposited drift

to the condition of tough clay.

On the shores of Puget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia, in latitude 49° N.,
on the west side of the Continent, there are drift clays with boulders and
scratched rock s\irfaces, which, like those clays in the St. Lawrence Basin, do

* Lyell, Rogers, Desor, &c.
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not occur at a preat altitude al)ovc the present sca-linc, and in this deposit Mr.

Bauruian has also found marine shells.

Next in point of altitude, although prolial)ly altoirether more recent than the

Grst group, come the Lake terraces which surro\ind Lake Sui)erior and the upper

part of the St. Lawrence Basin, at au altitude of from 500 to 800 feet. At
nearly the same .Utitude fresh-water deposits are f((uud in the Lake Winipeg

Basiu, showinp; that there also the hikes have decreased in size as tiieir waters

created channels of escape through the eastern belt of rocky country. These

depo.sits form the level prairies round the Red River settlement, and constitute

the first or lowest prainc steppe.

The belt of rocky country which divides Hudson's Bay from the St. Lawrence

Basin, but is traversed by the rivers that flow from the Wiuipeg Basin, has an

altitude in some parts of 1400 to 1000 feet, and its highest portions are covered

bv deposits of coarse sand with crraties. Tiiis drift deposit does not aj)pear in

situations only when sheltered by rocky high grounds, but forms a swampv or

wooded plain, the eastern margin of which has been water-worn into deep

pulleys and polholen, or circular depressions which have no outlet. The rock

surfaces in this region arc found to be furrowed by scratches which have a

southerly trend.

l'a^sing to the west across the low plains formed of the lake deposits which

were before mentioned, we find that they are bounded to the west by an

escarpment which marks the eastern limit of the second prairie ste))pe, which

slopes froni 1000 to IGOO feet above the sea-level, and is covered often to tho

de[)th of several hundred feet with drift similar in character to that that covers

the eastern rocky district. The third prairie steppe, which bounds these heavy

drift deposits to the west, ranges from 2000 to ."iOOO feet above the sea-level,

and is composed of cretaceous strata, but still with a sprinkling of erratics on

its surface. The escarpment which the third steppe presents is often an abrupt

slope, 500 or GOO feet in hcii'ht. It follows a line N.W. and S.E., which was

seen well marked to the north of the Saskatchewan, and thence sweeping in

the above direction with large bays and indentations, but keeping on the

whole parallel to the rock tract to the east, and thus forming a trough, through

which swept the currents that dispersed the erratics by means of icebergs.

In the centre of this trough there occur hills which arc coniposed of nuisscs

of the cretaceous strata thai have remained undisturbed, and which display the

feature known as "Crag and Tail," having the one aspect, generally the N.or
N.K., furrowed and water-worn, and covered with a profusion of boulders,

while in the opposite direction they form a gently sloping plain comparatively

free from erratics, the " tad" being in this case without loon blocks, owing to

the soft nature of the "crag."

It is not improbable that the rate of elevation of the cast and west sides of

this trough ha-s been unequal, for along the liase of the escarpment that forms

its western margin, enormous l)oulder3 of magnesian limestone are deposited

at an elevation of not les.s than ^l^S feet above the sea, which so far as is

known could only have been drrivcd from strata which form the eastern floor

of the trouph at an elevation of not more than 800 feet.

r '
' '

' r elay nientioned as occurring on the Gulf of Georgia,

the western slojie of the continent are very difTerent from

thfwe on the cjist, as they consist of well-worn shingle, with sand and calca-

reous clay tilling all the valleys on both sides of the Rocky Mountains from au

altitude of 5000 feet to the sea-level. These deposits have generally been

biouldcd bj lake and river action into terraces whicn skirt the valleys.
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Mineral Feins: an Inqidry into their Origin, founded on a Study of the

In this pamphlet of five chapters, containing about fifty pa^^es Mr Eeltseems to imagine that he has solved the most complicated q^ueSfonVkhb thewhole range of geological science. It is difficult to know how to tilt surhan extraordinary pretension; for. while the writer is palpably Tncon detent Sdeal with the subject, he cannot be classed among those presumptuoTSwwho continually infest it, and who have succeeded, in L sn all decree in re^dering any discussion on the origin of metalliferous deposits distaltefJl to rfpr'
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^\'- ^^^* i^ ^^identlv a p^ainstki g man heEmade himself acquainted with the best known elementary books onSoA heexpresses himseli in a bec<)ming manner; and is doubtless a moK thy'andhighly respected personm lus station in society. But these resDectabrnn«Hfl«although pleasmg in themselves, and entitling their possessor to'^„ 11 ^,'1';'*'"','

consideration, do not constitute 'a man of scieVcf tLTdT^ot iuSy a^S'rsLwhdy unacquainted with the great metallic mining districts L^ any mZf theworH even m his native country (which, according to his own^showit isMr Belt's case), from dogmatizing on the entire plienomena oT metaEuveins from a cursory experience in the gold di-..in-s of Australia Tl^hnKi^
observer, provided he brings but one clearly-d"i^, "b d and tellS^^^act IS welcome as a true labourer in the Afield of science ; Ind if even u, onthis fact he should attempt to build an unwarrantable supe^ tructure of
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° coin-the fact-for which we are indebted to him ButMr. Be t can plead no such palliation. In his whole namnhlet tliprff

last rechauffe oi any notorious book-maker-except that hannilv ,-f ?=. u
shorter. The collation of observations and fact Jn any s'cientffihubi ct'aL
yl^^'t^'T'^'-f ' '^'^Vt'"'^'^ «" t^^'^^' i^' «f colrS a labour of ^i^atvalue; but then it can only be usefully undertakpn t,-1,p^ tL f„ V i ?
va-ionsare sufficiently .u.^erous and s„&tu'™eu\\Vhemta^ld°f„ atd"

known knowledge on anv particular branch of spiptipp ;V,t^
b^neraiizing all

great harm, and is deserving of scant consideration
^ generally does
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idea of its contents. It would, tlierefore, be a waste of space, and an unfair in-

fliction on our readers, to go seriatim tluotigh its pages. In a few words, we
may say that Air. Belt considers the auriferous quartz veins of Atistralia to be

due to pure igneous action—to have been injected in a nmlten state as wc
now sec them. The ditliculties which every ciieniical geologist has suggested

to this now entirely exploded view—of wiiich it is only fair to say the writer

has some notion—he sets aside, in a few ofT-liand sentences. The great ques-

tions of the comparative action of heat with regard to other agencies in the for-

mation of the earth's crust, which arc at present actively occupying the attention

of the greatest living natural pliilusopners, he disposes of ni a very summary
manner—so summarily, in fact, ihal he may be said to "polish them oil'." He
resuscitates that form of complacent sentence with which writers of former

years were wont to dispose of any objection to the most ultra-i^ncous doc-

trines ; and no doubt feels himself secure under this imitation of tlie style and
views of eminent authorities. He should remember, however, that geology is

the most progressive of sciences, and that what was considered very sound

and orthodox a dozen years ago may, in the present day, be a gross anachronism
;

indeed, a more familiar acquaintance with the recent expressions of these emi-

nent Nestors of our science, would have taught him that they are now content

to express themselves in much more guarded language.

As ordinary metalliferous veins were evidently not injected in an igneous

condition in the state we now see them, Mr. Belt accounts for this discrepancy

between observed facts and his hypothesis by afTirming that all the phenomena
giving evidence of aqueous and other actions in veins, are iluc to causes subse-

quent to their origin, and thus di3po.ses of these phenomena:—"having sepa-

rated from the inquiry the facts due to secondary agencies, we find the residual

phennmena strictly such as might have been produced by igneous action."

Such is Mr. Belt's theory, according to which quartz gold veins arc n.etallife-

rous veins in their normal unaltered condition, while ordinary metallic lodes arc

the same things altered by secondary action. Wc are not so very much sur-

prised at such an extraordinarv hypothesis from a man who has admittedly no
knowledge of ordinary metalliferous veins ; but may we not fairly ask how a man
80 unacquainted with his subject could feel iustilicd in rushing into print upon
it ? The ins|)eetion of half a dozen Cornish lodes must have scattered such a

theory to the winds; and surely if the subject was worth writing on it was

worth this slight preliminary trouble.

As we have said before, wc have no doubt Mr. Belt is a most painstaking

man, and a highly respectable person, who expresses himself very decorously

in an excellent imitatif)n of the ])onderous scientific style. But he is evidently

a man of but one idea. He got the idea in Australia that quartz pold veins

were ca.siest accounted for by assuming their igneous injection, and, lu accord-

ance with this ansumption, he endeavours to compress the whole phenomena of

metallifernujt lodes, picking his data out of rather old books, a large propor-

tion of which are no great authority themselves. In former days, we had

"theories of the earth"—Huttonian theories, Wemerian theories—written

exactly in this spirit, and we know how injurious their elTeet was on the pro-

gress of geology. In the domain of science, small men must, at least at present,

be satisfied with the rnlr. of observers of facts; big men can alone u.<»efully

attempt to grapple general theories—even they often enough burn their fingers

there. At any rate, before Mr. Belt again favours the world with his views on

metalliferous lodes, or on gold quartz veins, wc recommend him to see a lode

—

if it be only one—in some great mining district ; and to study some recent and

really valuable work on auriferous deposits, such as that of Oscar Liebcr.
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SOME BITS OF HORNS FROM FOLKESTONE.

By the Editor.

Old bones, ttat would be worthless to anybody else, become valu-

able to the geologist. There may be nothing picturesque or strikingly

singular in their appearance. They may be too rotten or too fragile

for the manufacturer ; too sapless for the agriculturist ; nay, too few or

too far between to be of any commercial value at all. And yet hits

of bones may be inscriptions of much value to the palceontologist. As
every letter in the few lines incised on the famous Rosetta stone was

a key to some passage in a forgotten language of the past, so every

new bit of bone may be the key to some passage in that greater history

of a greater past which geology unrolls. Many years ago—how time

flies past—I met with a little patch of mammaliferous drift at Folke-

stone ; I gathered every fragment of bone, every tooth, every shell,

which the workmen's picks and spades exhumed, and most of what I

could not determine myself at that time, Professor Owen, and my
then living and active friend, Mr. Turner, looked over and named.

Amongst the bones I then collected were two of form to me before

unknown, and which I often since brought back to mind. Two

—

both fragments of horns—flat at the basal part, perfectly round

towards the tip ; no goat, nor antelope, nor deer, that I knew, had

horns like them ; and so those fragments were laid aside (not carelessly)
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for future thought and comjiarison. Shortly since in walking through

the gallery of the British Museum, I visited the cases containing

deei-s' remains, and there, at once I saw, not the counterparts, but

what seemed to me the fac-similes of my bits of honis.

The specimens referred to are those purchased about 18o3, of the

talented, but unfortunate Bravard, who was killed at the earthquake

at Buenos Ayres a few months since. Bravard, as is well known, left

Fi-anco shortly after the memorable cmip iFctat, having been much

mixed up with political matters ; and the collection of Auvcrgne fossils

which he, the Abb6 Cloizet, and M. Pomel, had formed, were brought to

England, and sold to the trustees of oiir National collection. The horns

and bones of the deer I have referred to, have neither been figured nor

described anywhere that I know of, and I believe the only right they

have to their name is the inscription on the tablet on which they are

placed, " Cer^us ietracroceros. Brav." They are all from Pliocene

deposits at Perolles, Puy de Dome. The principal specimens are four

horns of more or less adult animals, each characterized by, when fully

developed, at most four antlei*s, projecting in front and coming ofT

from the horn remarkably direct, so as to form almost a right angle
;

a young horn, probably the second year's ; some upper and lower

molar teeth
;
portion of maxillary bone with a series of milk teeth

;

portion of left maxillary bono with the two last milk molars
;
penul-

timate upper left molar; portion of right ramus of lower jaw, with

all the njolars (three molare, three prcmolai's) in situ ; lower portion

of femur
;

portions of tibi;e ; left metatarsal ; calcaneum ; four

astragali
;

jiiccc of scapula
;

piece of humerus ; and a portion of a

sacral vertebra.

Horn of Ccrviu Iclracroccrof, Brav. ; in liritish Musouin.

In the same case is a portion of deer's horn from the mammal ifcrous

crag of Norfolk, whicli is pl.'iced with these remains, but wo doubt its

identity. The horns of the Cervus lelnicroceroa are also characterized
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by a peculiar flatness, while the tip portions of the antlers are nearly

or quite cylindrical. It was this feature which so much struck me in

the Folkestone horns, and which is a character peculiar entirely to the

Cerviis tetracroceros and the rein-deer, C. tarandus, to which Mr. Water-

house inclines to think the Folkestone fragments belong. The com-

parison of the horns of the large collection of recent individuals

of the latter in the British Museum has been made, and certainly

in some the bach antlers present striking similarities. But the

horns of the rein-deer are so extraordinarily various, that in the

determination of mere fragments it is almost impossible to ac-

quire anything like certainty. Moreovei", in the fragments from

Folkestone there is a peculiar sulcation, or deep grooving in the

central pai-t, which is seen in all the horns of the Cervus tetra-

croceros, but which I have not noticed in any rein-deer. Geolo-

gists might not hesitate to determine the species from such fragments,

but no naturalist would. Still, we may be pretty certain that the

Folkestone fragments are either Cervus tetracroceros, and so examples

of a deer, of which the only known examples belong to a much older

age—the Pliocene—than is usually assigned to the other mammals

with which they were associated ; or they are those of the rein-deer,

examples of which, in a fossil state, are extremely rare in British

deposits. Either way they are interesting and worthy of record.

Hundreds of fossils are thrown aside and forgotten, lost and

destroyed, because their finders do not know vjhat they are. Pleased

am I that these bits of horns did not share such a fate, for their evi-

dence is valuable. Lying in the same bed with bones of the primi-

genial ox and ancient mammoth, red deer, hippopotamus, and Irish

elk, we can now add another rare species to the list, if not a new kind

of deer, to the number of the great beasts of that remarkable age.

And these bits of horn have thus proved worthy of their saving, as

many more bits of fossils might have done, had their owners kept them

till they found out what they were.
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DEEP SINKING FOR COAL IN THE WYRE FOREST
COAL-FIELD.

ADD1TI0N.VL NOTESj BY GeOROE E. ROBERTS.

Some other memoranda which I fnid among my papers relating to

this woi'k (for a section of which, with particiihirs of shaft-siukiug, see

" Geologist" of last month) may not be unacceptable to your coal-

mining readers.

The spot where the shaft w;\3 sunk was 47G feet above the level of

the Severa Valley Railway at Eymoor, and about 510 feet above the

ordinary height of the River Severn, from which it was distant about

two miles. The coal seam met with and worked at the dejith of 17G
yards, has in other i)arts of the coal-lield a thickness of four feet. The
colliei-3 regard it as a Flying Reed (red ?) coal. Two of the thin coal-

seams afterwards sunk through were entirely made up of the remains

of SigillariaB ; the coal, in consequence, was " long gx'aincd" and .slaty.

These Sigillarian coals have a considerable range through the Wyre
Forest field, and in common with most of the other seams, crop out

along the western border. At the Baginswood pits, in the north-west

corner of the coal held, the up[>(n- coal, two feet four inches in thickness,

worked by hand-draw, being only ten yards from sarface, is a most
interesting seam, made up entirely of compressed Sigillariaj.

I liave lately paid these pits a visit, and recommend any one who
is studying the structure of this ubiquitous coal-plant to get a block

of the Baginswood coal. At tho Blakemoor and Gibhou.^e pits, iu

another part of tho AVyre Forest coal-field, a layer of black slaty coal,

half an inch in thickness, is seen to be whcjlly made uj) of the

compressed spore-cases of Lyctjpodiaca?, j»robably belonging to Lepido-

deudron. Concerning these, Dr. Dawson, in his lately j)ublished

8Up|)lcmont to " Acadian Geology," thus s])caks, while relating their

occuirencc in the I^ower Coal mea-sures of Ni>\!i Scotia :
—

" There are also immense quantities of spherical or flattened car-

bonaceous bodies, resembling small shot, which T at one time suj)po.sed

to l>e sj»awn of fishes, but Dr. Hooker regards them jus the sporc-ca.se3

of Lcpidodcndra." (p. 41.)

Tho grey conglomerate (No. 5.3 of tho sinkings) was a hard

Comi)act rock, madi^ \\\> of variously sized ang!ilar fragments of green

and purple Cambrian Sandstones. This is the bfd wliich lit'S imme-
diately above the " thick" or ten-yard coal iu South Stuftbrdshiro ;

Imt the i>laco of that much-wished-for soani at Shattcrford wiis tak(>n

by twenty inches of anomalous "black and pink ground," followed l)y

/» feet of coars«! fire-clay containing very few ]ilant- remains. The
fire-clays sank through evidenced many distinct siu'faces of estuarine

jungle ; but if f«in-st-spoils were ever laid ujK)n the argillaceous

deposits, after floods swej)t them away ; little remained to be changed

into coal.
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The basalt, which at last ended the work, and caused the abandon-

ment of the enterprise, is a sub-crystalline gi'eenstone, rudely-

columnar at its near-lying outcrop, and containing in places vertical

series of spheroids, which show their progress of change, by com-
pression in a heated state, into columns. It may be called a horn-

blendic gi-eenstone. One interesting feature of it is the quantity

of unaltered calcite it contains, disposed in embedded amor-
phous masses in some cases as large as an orange. Zeolitic

crystals also occur in it. In the dyke, which is extensively quarried

for nearly a mile, these features are well to be seen ; but a \-isit

should also be made to the northerly limit of the outburst, Munster's
Hill, which the basalt has capped with " a wild-looking pile of rhoni-

boidal rocks, intensely black and hard ; a mass not concealed by dross

and rubble, as at other parts of the line, but lying naked to the

light, hid by nothing but the grey crust of lichens."* These amor-
phous, rudely-columnar masses have a great resemblance to those

which cap the Titterstone Hill, and there form the " Giant's Chair."

I do not know of a wilder spot in Worcestershire than Munster's

Hill A ckimp of immense yews are rooted at the feet of the basaltic

columns, and lie against them, clasping the rugged masses with
brown gnarled arms as ancient-looking as the rock itself.

Comparison of the Shatterford basalt with that of Kinlet, four

miles westward, is an instructive work. At the latter outburst the

Plutonic rock is . of the same general character, that of hornblendic

greenstone, bxit it contains crystals of augite and many vitreous

crystals of calcite ; weathers white, and is rudely columnar, like the

Shatterford rock.

ON THE DISTEIBUTION OF MASTODON IN SOUTH
AMEEICA.

By Chables Cabteb Blake, Esq.

One of the greatest and most significant laws which modern palaeon-

tology has unfolded to xis, is that principle by which it is definitively

ascertained that, as a general rule, the animals of the Post-Pliocene,

and indeed all the later Tertiary ages, were restricted to the same
great geographical provinces as their representatives in the existing

faima. Amongst the Pliocene Mammalia of South America, we find

the same preponderance of the Edentata, the same family of prehen-

sile-tailed Monkeys, and the same typical Llamas and Yicunas, as we
find in the present pampas of La Plata, forests of Brazil, or elevations

of the Andes.

* Eocks of Worcestershire, p. 29.
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But we also find iinimals wliidi, from all our previous prc-concoived

associations, wo had considered pecidiar to the old world. Tlic l']le-

phants, of which oue species (A*. Africmius) now exists in Africa, a
Kecontl (A', /tidiats) in India, and a third (A', •"^inii'ifram/s) in Sumatra
ami Ceylou, apart from the extensive and widely-distributed evidences

which we find of their fossil remains in Europe, India, China, and Aus-
tralia, extended their geogi'aphical province in the later Tertiary ago
over the whole of North A merica. The species of elephant which we lind

in Siberia [E. j)riniiycuin.-<) has also been found over the whole of the

space lately marked on our maps as the United States. South of the

30th degree of N. latitude it however gives i)lace to a totally different

species of true Elephant {Elepluis I'cxiaaus, Owen, E. Culu/nbi/ Fal-

coner), the molai's of which, by their less degree of complexity, were
more adapteil to triturate the soft succulent herbage of Texas and
Mexico. Lesidesthe.se true Elephants, there existed in North Ame-
rica many individuals of the genus Mastodon, to which the present

communication more particularly alludes. The Mastodon Ohioticus of

Blumeiibaeh {i/i//a)iteiis, Cuv.) has been found in Post-Pliocene de-

posits in North America, while iu the Southern part of that continent

the two species, Mastodon Andimn and llumholdt'd, sup])oscd to be

distinct, are found in various localitie-s, to which I .shall more ])arti-

cularly allude.

The Eilitor of the 13th volume of the " Quarterly Journal of the

Geological Society," page 291, states, that "the Mastod^m Andium
occurs in Peru, Cliile, and Tari ja ; and that the M. Ilumholdtii occurs

in Buenos Ayres, Brazil, and Columbia." Ho refers to Gervais and
Jjaurillard as proofs of this statement. The reference to Tarija, how-
ever, is a slip of the jien, as Gervais, in Castelnau's voyage, identifies

tlic species found there as llmnhohltii. We have thus two sj)ecies of

JNIastodoji in South Amcjica j and it is alleged by Laurillard that the

one {Aiidiuin) is confined to the elevated regions of the Cordillera de

los Andes, and that the other (^Uumhi ihltii) is foimd in the watersheds

of the Amazon, Orinoco, and La Plat:i. It will scarcely prove a

matter of surprise to the philo.sophical geologist, that the species

{^Aiuliuvi) which has the greatest vertical raugi' should also have the

greatest horizontal i-angc in space. The M. Andiuvi has Iteeii fmiid

at a further disUiuce from the e<piator than any other l*rolto.scidean

quadruped in tlie southern hemisphere, excepting in Austmlia. At
the lake Tagua-tagua, in about latitude S. 35 degi'ce.s, are found the

remains of this animal, aa well as of deer in great ]»rofusion. Tlu-y have
been describe*! to the worM by De lM;iinville (" Osteograjihie," art.

Eleph'is), by Claudio Gay (*' Historia P^isica y Politica de Chile," Ma-
malogiii F..«sil, pint.- S), and by Mr. W. P.ollaert, F.Pv.G.S. (" Geol.

.Journ.'il," xiii. \bol
, p. 201). It is a singxdar fact that tin; hist writer

nhould h.'ivo l>een fortunate enough to discover the first elephantine

remains in Texai*, showing the furthest southern limit of the genus,

EIrjihtis TcriannA in North America, and that he should al.so have
been a witn«;H3 to the furthest .southern limit in (Jhile of the contcm-

])orary form, MnModmi Am/tuvi, in South Americju The present
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polar limit of the Proboscidea is 32 degrees South ; and we have evi-
dence of an American Mastodon in nearly the same latitude. But,
upon the supposition that the state of the South American continent
was analogous to the existing one, ordinary readers can hardly realize
the fact that a species of elephant should have existed amongst an as-
semblage of high hills, at an elevation of 2300 feet above the level of
the sea. The numerous indications, however, of volcanic action in
the neighbourhood of Tagua-tagua afford us a clue to explain the
cause by which such alteration of the aspect of the country as has
been manifestly produced, must have been occasioned. The fragments
of bone which Mr. BoUaert was enabled to discover, consisted of por-
tions of a femur and tibia ; those which Don Claudio Gay figures, are
the atlas, tibia, calcaneum, fourth metacarpal, and, finally, the almost
entire mandible.

De Blainville is of opinion that evidence is wanting that the Mas-
todon Andium and the Mastodon Humboldtii are difierent species.
Laurillard (D'Orbigny, " Diet. Hist. Nat.," art. Mastodon) denies this
theory, and points out that the angle formed by the symphysis in
Humboldtii is short, and otherwise differs from the same structure in
Andium. I am aware of the fact that Cuvier founded the species
Humboldtii upon a specimen alleged to be brought from Con-
cepcion by Baron Humboldt, a place never visited by him ; but I
am inclined to think that some error or misapprehension exists as
to this statement. The Andes at present act as an eflfectual barrier
to prevent the migi-ations of large species of animals across them, and
unless the upholder of the theory that the La Plata and Chile species
of Mastodon are of the same species, accepts also the hypothesis of their
existence in South America antecedent to the present disposition
of the continent and upheaval of the Andes, he cannot hold the
possibility of accidental migration of elephants over the snowy range.
If, however, both Andium and Humboldtii are modified descendants of
some original progenitor, which existed in South America before the
upheaval of the Andes, the difficulty in some way disappears. But
upon examination of the specimens of Mastodon Andium in the
British Museum collection, the habitat . from which they are un-
doubtedly derived is Buenos Ayres. I have no doubt whatever of
the perfect accuracy of Mr. Gr. R. Waterhouse's statement as to their
being geographically derived from that country, and I cannot close
my eyes to the fact, that we have here evidence of the existence of
Mastodon Andium in a spot in which Laurillard, who so confidently
assigned the western side of the Cordilleras as its habitat, never
dreamed.

Are the differences between Andium and Humboldtii of specific
value ? I think not. From inspection of a large series of teeth of
Mastodon longirostris {angustidens) I can confidently declare that
thei-e is not greater difference between the teeth of Andium and
Humboldtii than between the many varieties of the narrow-toothed
Mastodon. When Cuvier founded the species Humboldtii, he thought
that there was a diffei-ence of size between the molar teeth of the two
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siKJCtes. This, wlicu a lai-gcr series of specimens is exaininr«l, pi-oves

to have beeu an imperfect and erroneous induction. Thero is no

appreciable dillVreuce between the two spucies in this respect. The
alleged sympliysial difference I cjinnot regard one of specific dissimi-

larity. The diilerences wliicli we observe iji the synipliysos of the

J-JU'jjhas priiniffenii's or in the Ehphas antiqinut are fully equal to

those between the .same bono in the two South American species.

Specific characters can never be founded on ])ai-ts which are so TiMblc

to adaptive change as the symphysial angle of a great trunk-bearing

beast.

From a careful consideration, then, of the whole aspect of this ques-

tion, I am uf oi)inion that the species J/as^O'^Awi Andbimawd Mastoilon

HamholfUii arc not specifically distinct. The Guanaco which climbs

the summits of Tufmngato, Aconcagua, or Tata-Jachura, is the same
animal as the Guanaco which manages to survive in the plains near

Puerto Deseado, in Ea.storn PatagouiiU I have alrejuJy pointed out

in your i)age3, in the " Geologist" for August, that the Tarija Macrau-
chenia, like that of Corocoro, was in all probability the same species as

the Macrai'cheiiia Darwin found at Port St. Julian. Professor Owen
sjiid a few weeks ago to the British Association :

—" The cardinal

defect of speculators on the origin of the human species is, the as-

sumption that the present geographical condition of the earth's surface

is antecedent to, or at lea.st co-existent with, the origin of such species."

The apj'lication of this en'oucous mode of thought has been by no
means limited to Ethnology, and it hixs been through an analogous

eiTor that the existence of two species of Mastodon in South America
has been asserted, upon ge(>graj»liical grounds alone.

The conclusion which I would wish to impress upon the minds of

your readers, is that one solitsiiy species of Mastodon existed in South
America during the Pliocene age. That the distribution of this

s[)ecies, for which the name oi Andhim is obviously inaj)propriate,

and that of Hundwidtii undeserved, took place long prior to the up-

heaval, through slow volcanic agency, of the Andes. Tliis s|>ccic.s, for

which a more ajipropriato name might be suggested, flo\irislu!d over

nearly the whole of South America, and like the A^ffii/aUieria, Afi/lodona,

CHffptodona, Mncraucftemcp., and Toxodons, has ji.os.sed away, and leaves

no evidence to appri.sc the geologist of the former cxi.stcnce of elephan-

tine nnimal.s in South America «'xcept a few scattered molaiM and
vertebra?, brotight down by alluvial dejiosits from the heights of the

mighty mountains in which, po.s.sibly, further remains may ]>e em-
bedded.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

Charles Cauter Blake.
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SKETCH OF THE GEOLOGY OF BIARRITZ.

Chiefly drawn from a Thesis* hy Monsieur Joseph Delbos.

Monsieur Delbos, after mv.cli research, has determined that the

cliffs at Bidart consist of the cretaceous rocks, and that these cease

going northward towai'ds Biarritz, and ai*e succeeded by beds of the

Lower Eocene. The very lowest of these, however, does not appear

on the coast, namely, that which he designates as " Marnes a

Terebratules." The tirst, which is found to the north, beyond the

chalk formation on the coast, is a calcareous rock, containing a species

of serpula. Mons. Delbos writes as follows :

—

" I now propose definitely the following divisions for the nuramu-
litic deposits of the basin of the Adour.

/, o 1 TT CI • f 1st. Operculine free-stones.
"3rd. Upper Series < r, ^ t •

i^ vi «.» ^ ^
'^ ^

( znd. Limestones v\^ith tupatcigus ornatus.

"2nd. Middle Series—JSTummuIitic limestone \f\t\\ Serpula spirulcea.

" 1st. Lower Series—Clays with Terchratula."

M. Delbos then gives an explanation of his section of the coast,

starting from the point a, and going noi'thward.

" North of the mass of siliceous limestone, of which I have already

spoken, and which belongs incontestably to the chalk formation,

there is an extensive depression, occupied by sands blown in from the

shore, and which interru[)ts the continuity of the escarpment for the

distance of rather more than a quarter of a mile. Beyond this

depi'ession the cliff recommences, and from the point where it first

appears abundant specimens of fossils characteristic of the nummulitic

formation may be collected from a large fragment which lies detached

at the foot of the cliff. (^Xummulina, Serpula spirulcea, Vulsella

falcata, &c.)

"Starting from this fallen fragment, the cliff is formed of a yellow
limestone, somewhat sandy in its texture, in which here and there

softer bands occur. These beds dip E.N.E. Further on, these yellow

beds alternate with blue ones of the same texture
;
presently, their

inclination suddenly changes, and they dip south at an angle of 25°,

and this continues to the end of this part of the cliff, where the blue
argillaceous beds gain tlie predominance. The calcareous rock has
been worked in several quarries which have been opened in this cliff,

and it affords a sufficiently good stone for rough building-purposes.

It is rich in fossils ; among the species which it contains, I may
mention Guettardia Thiolati, Serpula spirulcea, &c.

* Theses presentees k la Faculty des Sciences de Paris pour obtenir le grade de
Docteur es Sciences Naturelles. Par M. Joseph Delbos, Pieparateur d'Histoh-e
Naturelle k la Faculte des Sciences a Bordeaux. Soutennes le 4 Deceinbre, 18.54.
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" Facin'^ this clift", there aro some rocks wliich appear aliove the

sands of the shore; at Hi-st the yellow sandy Ihnestone Imt just dis-

covei*s itself above the surface of the s;\iid, and here it contains the

same fossils as the escarpment itself ; hut fui'ther on, and distant about
120 yards from the clit^*, there rises a lari^e wedge-shaped mass,

named ' I^a roche pointue,' composed of yellow sandy limestone, and
of white limestone containing Numnvilina spusa and Serpiila

spindxra.
" Anothf'r depression, travn-seil by the little stream which is desig-

nated ' liuisscjiu <lu Moulin d'Estaigli,' again interrupts the continuity

of the cliff. A sort of connexion between tlie two cliffs is kept xip

by a bluish argillaceoxis limestone containing many fossils,* and wliich

appears here and there above the surface of the sand. * * *

"Continuing the examination of the cliff, beds of bluish clay are

tirst observed, which dip at about 45° to the S.E.; these beds are

alternated with narrow baixls of limestone of the same colour, con-

taining Pygi)rIo/nr]ins sopidainis, &.C. These beds soon become
horizontal, and retain the same position to the end of the escarpment.

"The alternating beds of limestones are of a yellowish sliade (sec

Sketch of clitf). These and the associated argillaceous beds become
much disturbed and bent, then dip almost perpendicularly, and a

little beyond the ophite rock, soon to be mentioned, entirely disajtpear

under honzontal beds of alluvium.
" It is jireci.sely op]>osito this clilF that the large rock stands which

is called ' l^a roche qui boit :' it is an enormous block, ten or eleven

yards high, of extremely hard limestone, very white, and slightly

paccharoid. The action of the waves ha.s partially polished its sur-

face ; it contains an immense quantity of altered numniulites (iV.

apijina). The coloiir and the quality of this limestone, so unlike the

rocks of the clilf, are due unfjuestionably to the influence of the

ophite which appeni-s a>)out thirty-tive yards south of the ' Roche qui

Iniit,' under the form of a little rock, visible only at low water. This

ophite is of a beautiful green colour, anrl has gained a fairly good

]>oliHh tjnder the action of the waves rharged with sand, which l)eat

against it perpetually. It is girdled at the distance of about twelve

yards by a sort of semicircular belt of mngnesian limestone, notched

at its upper edge, blackish, and in sonie part red (also of a lovely

grev), trrtverj«e(l l)y threjidlike veins of sul]>hate of lime, hard enough

to bo partially polished. The seashore sand prevents the establish-

ment of the connexion whieh exists between the ruptured beds of

calcareous rock ami tlie opiiite."

TFere M. i)ellios omits entirely to mention that tlic remainder of

thi« e«o«rpm«»nt, till it sinks like the previous one, beneath drifted

Band-hills, is composed of horizoTital beds of modem cleposit, from

thirty to forty f-—* ''• el<\ :>( ion, nntl rieh in vegetable matter. Ho
continue*! tlm«-

" Beyond the last-mentioned interruption in the continuity of the

• Among othcra, I have found here rum.iina of a crustacean rcflenabling a crah.

—A. D. A.
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cliflf begins a long rectilineal escarpment, which extends to the' Port

des Basques,' marked out with great i-egularity to the N.N.E., for the

distance of rather more than a mile. Opposite the point where this

cliff begins, there i-ises in the sea a rock much more considerable

than those we have hitherto met with, and which is designated by
M. Thorent the * Rocher du Goulet :' it is formed of grey-blue lime-

stone, tolerably hard, and worked as building-stone ; it dips to the

N.N.E., and encloses a great quantity of fossils." (This rock has been

so much worked for building that it is below high-water mark, 1861.)
" The cliff itself, throughout its whole extent, presents a very uniform
appearance. It consists exclusively of altei'nate beds of bluish clay

and soft limestone of the same colour, dipping i-egularly to the N.E. at

an angle of about 40° or 45". The only fossil found thex'e is the

Serpula sjyirulcea." (As you approach the Port des Basques, the

beds become richer. On the shore, imbedded in the rock, I have
found several varieties of shells, and also a good deal of wood.)
" This long clay cliff terminates abruptly at the Port des Basques
against the promontory of Biarritz.

" Here begins a new system of deposits, harder than those which we
have hitherto described, and to this circumstance is due the singular

aspect of the whole of this mass of rock, fantastically worn, by the

sea, * * * It is composed of yellow arenaceous limestones to-

wards the south, intermingled with beds of arenaceous limestone of a

bluisli shade, which, advancing northward, become more and more
abundant. These limestones enclose an enormous quantity of small

nunimulites {X. intermedia), which of themselves almost form small

beds ; the Ewpatayus ornatus is also sufficiently plentiful ; finally,

round the ' roche percee,' the Scutella subtetragona is frequently met
with ; this fossil has, no doubt erroneously, been stated to be found

in the Dax beds. * * *

" In the regular strata, rolled pebbles of hard grey subsaccharoid

limestone, and also of black flint, may be frequently observed

;

they are the debris C)f the siliceous limestone of the chalk period,

similar to those in the escarpment of Bidart, and which must have

existed as rocks on the shore of the sea in which, the nummulitic beds

were in process of formation.
" The whole strata which form the mass of the rock at Biai-ritz ai'e

overlaid by a very modern deposit of yellow sand, which on the

Attalay attains the thickness of at least fifteen or twenty yai'ds.

(This modern deposit beyond the Attalay, beneath the Empress's

chapel, contains wood and great masses of vegetable matter.)
" Beyond the point of Biarritz begins the ' Cote du Moulin,' bor-

dei'ed at first by little escarpments, surmounted by some sand-hills.

These escarpments are formed of a very sandy bluish limestone, with

some yellowish bands containing an abundance of the Niommuliaa
Biarnlziana, also the Eupatagus ornatits, the Schizaster rimosus, &c.

Low sand-hills occixpy the space beyond, for a distance of 600 or 650
yards, after which follows a steep cliff, twenty-five or thirty yards high,

composed of bluish sandy limestones, with some yellow bands, con-
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fniiiin^ but few fosisils (/Vc/^», Ostrca (jigantea),a.w(i tliniting to tlie

2s. E. at !in aurjlc of 25" or 30^
"Below the liglithousc a very liard fine-grained limestone, or rather

a calcareous freestone, presents itself iutenningled with the other beda,

and containing Cijlhtrca Venieuilii, <tc. 8omc deposits containing
pebbles, ten or twelve yards thick, overlie the whole of these beds.

" Beyond the Point St. Martin begin tlie clifls of the ' Chauibre
d'Amonr.' Tliey are formed of somewhat soft sandy limestones, with
Oj^erculoia, Oalrca giyitnlco, and Venus (ra)isversa ; here also may bo

observed the same beds of liard bluish calcareous freestone with
Scalaria, <fec., as those beneath the lighthouse. At the extremity
north of the little bay, the hard freestone is scattered, a.s it "were,

through the softer Fwuidy rock in the form of flattened detached

nodules, disposed in somewhat regular beds. Advancing from the

lighthouse, these nodules increase in volume antl become blended

together in more continuous masses, till at last they entirely replace

the more friable rock, in which at first, beneath the lighthouse, tliey

only pai-tially appeared.
" The preceding description leads natuitiUy to the following conclu-

sions :

—

" 1st. The nummulitic strata of the cliffs of Biarritz dip regularly

to the N.N.M, excejjlfor a short space where their inclination is in a
reverse direction, op[)osite the o[)hite rock. Conserpiently, in follow-

ing the coast-line from the comineneement of the nummulitic cliff to

the point north of the Chambrc d'Amour, the strata are in regular

sequence from the older to the more moilcrn dc|)osiis.

":^ndly. Fron\ the commencement of the nummulitic cliff to the Port
des Basques, there is a vast system of calcareous deposits, first arena-

ceous, afterwards argillaceous, and chanictcrized princijially by the

Gueltardia I'/iiolcifi, jSuui. sjyl.sna, A^ coinji/niHifa, t<crpn/(i sjiinifoa,

(fee. At the Port des Ba.sqtics these beds disaii[>ear beneath the fol-

lowing deposits.

" 3nlly. From the Port des Basques to the 8t. Martin lighthouse,

that is to Sivy, through the whole mass of the ])oint of Biarritz, and a

part of the Cote du Moulin, yellow or blue sj\ndy calcareous dojMtsits,

with rolled pt bbhrs of flint or limestone, follow the strata previously

de.->cribf'd. Thf fossils of the former beds arc no longer found. Their

place i.s taken l>y tlio I'^npntaijun ornatus and the S aimnidiiia iiiter-

tneflia, which ajipcar for the first time.

"Ithly. Finally, from thelighthouse to the extremity at the Chambro
d'Amour, " -> -••mi of liard, tine-grained, calcareous freestone is de-

veloped, .' d with Oporculina sands. These rocks no longer

oonttiin the Kvpatn(jifs omnht-n, nor the Serpula ^nrrtlrca, but they

prf'sent a ccrt^iin ntimbnr of fossils, ff)r the greater part identical with

the sprcies found in tiie I'aris basin, and \in<pu'stiniiably characteristic

of the Tertiary period. The Oj>erculinC8 seem here to replace the

Nummulitcs."
• » • • •

The work from which I have quoted contains an elaborate account
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of all the formatioDS of tlie valley of the Adonr ; hut I do not wish

to extract details heyond those which relate to Biarritz.

With regard to the rich beds of well-preserved shells found near

Dax, and iu some other parts of tlie Laudes, the same author places

them iu the upper beds of the ]\Iiocene.

He writes on this point as follows :

—

"The shelly deposits of the Upper Miocene of the basin of the

Adour are represented at three points—one is in the Commune of

St. Paul, near Dax. * * *

"At St. Paul, the yellow sandy beds contain an enormous quantity

of fossils, and crop out at a great number of pouits from beneath the

sands of the landes." * * 55-

In the Upper Miocene of this region there appears to be one limited

deposit, but a well-defined one, of fresh-water origin.

" Upper group, Sand of the Landes." This he places decidedly as

the Upper Tertiary, or Pliocene.

He says, " This formation, which plays so important a part in the

valley of the Adour, is, except towards the south, most uniform iu its

composition. It covers all the JNIarensin with a thick mantle, re-

appeai's at the tojDs of all the hills, and on the central plateau of La
Chalosse, and traverses the river-bed (GauV), disappearing finally

under the form of ' molasse and macigno,' beneath the diluvial

deposits, from which it is often difficult to distinguish it."

Mons. Delbos' account of the diluvial drifts is very brief, and he

makes no mention of the modern deposits, rich in vegetable remains,

south of Biarritz. Xear the ophite rock they form a cliff from

thirty to forty feet high at lea.st. They lie perfectly horizontal, and
are composed of alternate beds of sand and gravel, the stratum of

vegetable matter appearing at its base, just above the seashore

sands.

Piirther on in his thesis, M. Delbos speaks of the Ophite. He
says that in general fibrous gypsum is found near it, but that this

does not appear to be the case at Biarritz.

Probably when M. Delbos examined this coast the seashore sands

were rather higher opposite the Ophite rock than they are at present.

Under the clitf, at about thirty yards from the Ophite rock, I found

a very good example of the fibrous gypsum. It lay—as he states it

generally does—"dans des argiles rouges." At the point where I

saw it, the gypsum, not miich more than an inch thick, lay iuibedded

like a wedge in clays of the most beautiful colours, veined g^rey, red,

and yellow, and of the texture of stiff paste,
rf *, „ .'-.

In concKision, there seems to be little or no question that the

Nummulitic rocks belong to the Lower Eocene period ; that is to say,

to the Lowest Tertiary, and that in general they repose directly on
the Chalk.

The researches of geologists seem to have established that the

K'ummulitic rock exists very exttnsively in Southern Europe. Mont
Perdu, in the Pyrenees, is composed of it, and also La Montague !Noire

de Corbieres. On the south of the Pyrenees it extends from Vittoria
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into the vuUoy of tlie Ebro. Again, in Langnedoc and Danjilnne.

Near isicv, in tlic iMaritiiuo Aljvs, and in Lonilianl}'. In Swit/orliind,

iu Sicily, ami in Turkey. Not to speak of l^gypt, where this rock

luLS loug becu kuowu to e^ist.

A. D. AcwouTii.

NOTES ON THE GLACIAL THENOMENA OF WASTDALE,
CUMBEKLAND.

By Edw. Hull, B.A., F.G.S.

1")ear Sir,—T had hoj^ed this year to have been able to extend over
the Nortliuni portions of the Cumbrinu mountains some observations

on Glacial Vestiges which I made in IS5[) over the southern slopes of

the same range, and comnninicated to the Edinbiuyjh New J'h'dosuphical

Journal* I Jiave only, liowever, been permitted to investigate a very
small tract along the western slopes ; but though limited to this, the

following notes may not be without value, as there are few observa-

tions as vet recorded of the evidences of extinct glacici-s in the
English Highlands.

I may i)ix'face my remarks l)y observing that the first notices of

glacial phenomena in the I^ake district were made by Aga^siz and
Buckland in their general survey of the evidences of extinct glaciers

in the British Islands ; but they were accompanied by very few
sj^cial examjtles. It is not, however, from any want of striking

instances that till lately they have been j)assed by almost without
notice. Eveiy valley which descends from the central watershed,

presents the features of a glacier-channel, and is well fvirnished with

mches montotinics, perched blocks, moraines, and striated rock-surfaces.

Even the lakes, which are the special feature of this region, are in

many iurtances due to the presence of terminal moraines, which have
acted a.s embankments to the watci"s. In addition to the in.stanccs

which I have already enumerated, I may now add that of Wiust

WattT, " the wildest, the deepest, the most imjiressiveof all our lakes,

over wliose surface the winter's frost c«nnot spread a crust."

Wastdale leads up from the undulating tract of New Red Sand-
stone which lines the cfMwt into the very heart of the highest moun-
tains. At its head stands Great Gable, an elevation cons[)icuous for

its pyramidal outline as seen from the west. On the right of this

rises Saiwfell, the < idminating j.oint of England, 316G feet, throwing
out some limljs, like great buttresses, with very giacefully curved

• Vol. ti. Olnrisl "tria- li.ive nlso l)ecn observeJ by ProfcPBor Phil)i)iH on tlie

lit 'n coait, .itid hy Mr. lirjce, nc.-ir KondaL In i» letter to

til' '
. .

' r. W. Ix>ii|{iii;iii f<t.it<>H Ikiw much lie was struck I'V Un:

glacial phenomcDa in several loailitics in the Lake district.
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outlines. Its western shoulder forms " The Screes," a range of preci-

pitous cliffs overtopping banks of shingle which sweep down in one

sheer unbroken plane into the deep waters of the lake. The position

of the rocks on each side of the lake, together with the straightness of

the southern line of cliffs, are in favour of the supposition that Wast-
dale has been formed along the line of a great fracture. Yewbarrow,
on the northern side, is one of the most picturesque hills I have ever

seen. Capped by vertical cliffs, which ascend almost to a point, its

sides fall away on either hand in exceedingly graceful outlines, to

which I would draw the attention of Mr. Ruskin, as they illustrate his

doctrine of the cui'ves of natiu-e. It is in vain for me to attempt to

describe the various aspects which the landscape here assumes, with

the most solemn and wild features she has also combined her most
graceful proportions.

On my former visit to the Lakes, I became convinced that this

mountain-chain had been a '' centre of dispei-sion," from which
glaciei"s descended in every direction seaward. In Grisedale, I liad

found striae ranging north. In the neighbourhood of Ambleside,

south and south-east ; but I had never an opportunity presented of

observing a westerly striation. I was therefore delighted (the less

enthusiastic reader will, I hope, pardon the use of the only word
expi-essive of my feelings on the occasion) on finding just above the

village of Sti'ands, near the western entrance of Wastdale, a boss of

syenite polished, and distinctly marked with grooves ranging out to

Svrfuc e oj Oilncicr

,0 \ ^ >

^trjrTT^. "f> "(^

sea. Further up the valley, I obtained at least six good observa-

tions, and the invai-iable direction was west, or nearly so. The
highest observation was made on poi-phj^ry, near the foot of Yew-
barrow.

The upper limit of the glaciation, along the centre of the dale, was
easily ascertained. The rocks, from the edge of the lake up to an
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elevation of about 800 feet above its waters (ostimatod), wore found

to be all clearly ice-mouKled, that is to say, svurn down into smooth

mamtnillated bosses, often showing striations or grooves ; but above

this line, which appeared very constant for a long distance, the rocks

assume the form of crags, sharp and precipitous. (See ligin-e.)

Tlie contrast here alluded to may be well observed on tlie flanks of

the rock-masses west of Creendale. And if we suppose that it marks
the upper limits of the glacier, we have a measure <>f the thickness

of the ice at this point. The level of the la!ce is IGO feet above the

sea, and its de])th 270 feet, or 110 feet below this. This would give

for the total tliickness of the ice 800 + 270 = 1070 feet, and for its

surface, 800 + IGO -^
'J GO, or 1000 feet above sea-level. By similar

admeasurements, it is proVnible the thickness of all the extinct glaciers

may be calculated.* The length of the glacier (measured from its

nevee, at Wastdale Head, to the point wliere the tirst traces of

glaciatiou were observed) appears to have been upwards of six miles,

and it had its source amongst the snow-clad heights of Scawfell, Yew-
barrow, Kirkfell, and Great Gable. From these reservoirs also pro-

ceeded, in all probability, glaciers into Ennerdale, Crummockdale, and
Borrowdale.

In Wastdale, there is a remarkable scaixity of some of the more
]>rominent jiroductions of glacier.-, at least as comjiared with many of

the neighbouring valleys. There is very little tlrift, or moraine

matter, with one exceptional ca.se presently to be n<jticed, ajid ixrehed

blocks are of rare occurrence. In general, the native rock is bare, but

invariably iceworn from the water's edge up to the limit already

assigned.

But the large moraine which has beeu thrown across the valley

near its entrance, and which forms the embankment for the lake,

amply compensates for the absence of these glacial monuments in other

parts of the valley. Viewed from above, it looks like an artificial

bank, as its ui)per surface has been levelled, and planted with tree^.

It is nearly .OOO y.irds in length, with a breadth varying u]i to 100

yards, and a height of sixty ftet above the surface of the lake. The
water finds an outlet in a channel between the southern end of the

moraine and the base of the Screes, which here tower aloft to a height

of about moo feet, a wall of beetling clilTs. I satislied mysc'lf, by a

careful inspection, that this bank, to which the lake, at lca.st partially,

owes its existence, is a tnie terminal moraine. It is either this or

man's work, nnd the latter it certainly is iiut. It is composcjd of

gravel and s\ib-anguhir or rounded pebldes in a clayey matrix, also

enclosing large blocks of jwrpliyry and other rocks. To the south, it

terminates, as already stJitcd, opposite tlie ba.se f)f the Screes, and its

northern extremity reposes upon ice-mouldcd bosses of syenite. The
jKjriod at which this moraine wjis thrown across the valley was pro-

bably that third stage in the changes of the Glacial Epoch, when, after

• SimiLir admeasurcmcntM li.ive been m-iilo in North Walt-B liy Piofeasor

Ramsay.

—

Prnkt, PiU4f*, and Glitcitri.
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the deposition of the Boulder clay around the flanks of the hills—to

an elevation in Cumberland of about 1000 feet—the land was elevated,

and glaciers again descended the valleys and " ploughed out the

drift." It is only on such a sujiposition, as deduced by Professor

Kamsay from his observations in North Wales, that we can account

for the existence of old moraines at levels so far below that attained

by the Boulder clay.

I remain, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

Edward Hull.

FOSSILS OF NORTH BUCKS AND THE ADJACENT
COUNTIES.

By J. H. Macalister.

As the geographical distribution of fossils is always an interesting

subject, it has occurred to me that a few words on the Oolitic fossils

of this part of England, not much visited by geologists, may be

acceptable to, at least, some of the readers of the " Geologist." It

will not be my intention in this paper to treat so much of the

geological features of the country, as to give complete lists of the

organic remains which have been found by myself and a few othei's

in the various strata of this district. The Oolites of North Bucks
and Northampton, though of course presenting, for the most part,

the usual character of the system as represented in other Oolitic

districts of England (being, as they doubtless are, merely a continua-

tion of those of Oxfordshire, ifec), yet possess several points of interest

peculiar to themselves. The identity of the " Northampton Sands"

(formerly classed with the Lias)* with the Stonesfield Slate of

Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire, and constituting the Lower Zone
of the Great Oolite, the importance of these " sands" as an iron ore

;

the occuiTence of land-plants similar to the Stonesfield specimens in

the F&rest-marhle of the neighbourhood of Wolverton ; the extensive

development of the Kimmeridge Clay at Hartwell ; and of the Great

Oolite further north ;—all these facts combine to invest these beds

with much interest, both to the geologist and the palseontologist.

The strata which I am about briefly to describe, and whose organic

remains I shall enumerate, are the following :

—

UPPER OOLITES. MIDDLE OOLITES.

Portland rock. Oxford clay.

Kimmeridge clav.

So classed by Dr. Wright, being separated by him from the Inferior Oolite,

which they formerly were supposed to represent.

VOL. IV. 3 Q
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LOWER OOLITES.

r'ornl>nisli.

Forost-nmrble.

Bath Oolite.

Northampton sand.

LIAS.

Upper Liaa clay.

!Murl stone.

liOwer Lias.

I cannot dwell on the lithology of tlicse beds, which differ not in

mineral composition from etpiivalent strata in otiier parts of England
;

but, before describing their fossil contents, I will content myself by
just tracing the boundaries of the various divisions as I go on.

The Upper Oolites

—

viz., the Portland rock and Kimmeridgeclay—
are greatly developed in the Vale of Aylesbury ; that fertile tract of
country lying between the Cretaceous ridge known a.s the East
Anglian heights and the Oolitic hills of Oxfordshire. Hartwell and
Stone (about two miles from the town of Aylesbury) are equally
renowned for the be-auty of their organic remains. The first for

Kimnioridge clay, and the .second for Portland ruck fossils. As the
clay and limestone are very useful for economic j)urj)o.se.s, several pits

and quan-ies are found in the neighbourhood. The Portland rock is

capped by a thin layer of Purbeck stone with a subordinate band of

carlionaccfuis earth, which represents the dirt-bed of the Isle of

Portland. In the limestone, remains of coleopterous insects wi-ro

fouml by the Rev. V. !'>. Iirodie; with the exception of these fossils,

which are now rarely met with, .scarcely any others are found. The
Portland rock, huwevei", ha.s organic remains in great abundance, but
not of great vaiiety : the following list will show the most common
of them :

—

A rca.

l'aiu)pa?a.

Lucina Portlaudica, Sow.
Pecten lamdlosuH. Sow.
Lima nistica, Soic.

Myacites recurva, Phil.

OstiTca expaiisa, Suw.

Fossil wood, t^c.

Ammonites biplcx. Sow.

(vnr. rotundus)

Pleiirotoniaria.

Natica elegans, Soio.

C'ardium dissimile, Soio.

Trigf)uia gibbo.sa, Sow.

„ incurva. Sow.

The Portland rock extends some way further north tiian Stotio,

and finally di.sappear-8 ne.ir IJletchlcy, The clay at Ifartwell is of a
dull h!.id<ii colour, an<l is very fossilifcrous indeed. Hut the bitu-

minous shales which occur in this formation in Doi-seLshire have not
been notice<l here, though lignite is pretty abundant. The following

is a li.st of fossils from the Kimmendge clay of IJucks :

—

Ichthyosaurus

PlesTosfturus f I'one.s,

Cetiosaunis ( Sic.

Plioaaurus

I

Ammonites biplex, Sow.
Ik'lemnites C)weuii, Pratt.

Plcurotomaria reticulata, S'oiff.

Plif)ladomya reqiialis, .'Sow.

Mvacites recurva, J'/iii.
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Cardium striatal am, Soio.

Astarte lineata, t'Sow.

„ Hartwellieusis, Sow.

Thracia depressa, Sow.

Ostraea deltoidea, Sovx

„ laeviuscula, Sow.

„ gregaria, Sow.

Piuna granulata, Sow.

Pinna.

Perna quadrata, Sow.

Trigouia costata, Park.

Modiola.

Pauopaea.

Pecten arcuatus, Sow.

Pecten.

Serpula socialis, Gold/.

Gryphsea rostrata (?) Fhil.

Trigonellites.

The extensive museum of Dr. Lee, of

Hartwell Park, contains many beautiful

fossils from the neighbourhood, and is

well worth a visit. The fossils from the

Kimmeridge clay are frequently spark-

ling with iron-pyrites ; and thus they

are almost uni'ivalled in beauty and de-

licacy; generally they are beautifully

perfect and entire.

The Middle Oolite represented in

this district merely by one member,
viz. the Oxford clay, next makes its

appearance. It is a bluish or leaden-

coloured clay, sometimes laminated,

and with frequent bands of concretions;

it contains fewer fossils than any other

formation in the district, with the ex-

ception of the Northampton sand, which
has very few indeed.

In a former notice* I have briefly

described the Oxford clay of the neigh-

bourhood of Newport-Pagnel and Wol-
verton ; so that very few words are

here necessary. The most important
point in its palaeontology is the occui'-

rence of marine reptiles (Ichthyosauri

and Plesiosauri) ; the other fossils,

with the exception of Cerithium Da-
ononis, being common everywhere in

this formation. This little shell,t which
is tolerably abundant in the Oxford
clay of Dorsetshire, but which, I be-

lieve, has not been found elsewhere.
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I have discovered in the Oxford cUiy at Newport-Pagnel. It is an
elejD^ant fossil, but hy no means common.

Intercalated with the Oxford clay, in some places, there are frag-

mentury portions of a hard limestone containing several fossils, and
among them Jiogtellaria trifida and Ammonites Calloviensis. This

stone probably represents the Kelloway rock of York-shire, ».tc.,but is

rarely found in this part of England. The following is a list of the

fossils which have been found in the Oxford clay of this district :

—

NiDiie.

lehtliyosaurus communis, Con.

Plesiosaurus

Ammonites Lambertii, Sdhk

„ Eliaibethas, J'ralt

BelemnitesOwenii, Pratt ...

,, breviatus, Miller

Rostcllaria trifida, rhil. ...

Cerithium

„ Daraonis

Ostrtea gi-egaria, Sow.
(irypha\a dilatata, Soio.

^Mixliola imbricata, Sow. ...

Thracia (?)

Localit;/.

Newport-Pagnel.

Little Liudford.

Wolverton

.

Newport-Pagnel.

Wolverton.
Stoke Goldington.

Newport-Pagnel.
Newport-Pagnel

.

Newport-Pagnel.
Wolverton.
Wolverton.

Wolverton.

Newport-Pagnel.

In addition to these, I have found certain doubtful forms, pro-

bably o])ercula of some mollusc; also an abundance of lignite, and

occasional impressions of small cones (/). The Oxford clay, flanked

by the Lower Green.sand and Gaidt on the one side, and by the liower

Oolites on the other, extends on towards Cambridgeshire and llun-

dington in a north-easterly direction.

Next in order appeal's the Cornbr.'i.sh, which is b>it insignificantly

represented. It consists of yellowish white limestones very fidl of

fossils. The ])rincipal localities for these are near Stoney-Stratford

(wliere, as Mr. I'rodic infiirms me, he observed many conils), Wol-

verton, Olney, and the neighbourhood of Northampton ; also Gaylmrst

(Bucks), where .several fossils have been found. A very eotnnion

shell here is Astarte aliena; also a small spcies of Ti-i(/onla, probably

T. imprMsa, which is also found near Wolverton. The following

fossils were also found :

—

Xame.

I'ycniKluH (teeth of)

Nucleolites clunicularis, Lfhnyd ...

IIolertypuH depressus, [jam.

Diadema I'ukeriie, Wriyfit

Ostrfpa gregaria, Sow.

Panojuea (a long sj»fci<!<)

ISlodiola imbricata

Lima duplicata, .SV<i«.

Mytilus sublaevis, iS'oir.

Locality.

G.ayhurst.

Gaylmrst.

Gayhurst.

Northampton.
Common everywhere.

Gayhurst.

liowloy pits.

Gayhurst.

Gayhurst, Grendon.
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Name.

Cyprina (?)

Natica

Placiiuopsis socialis, Lye. anil Mor.

Nerinaja Goodhallii, Sovj.

Opis sinualis, Desh.

Astarte aliens, Phil.

Terebratula obovata, Sow.

„ maxillata, Sow.

„ digona, Sow.

Isocardia coucentrica, Soio.

„ minima, Sow. ...

Trigouia impressa, *Sow. ...

„ costata, Park.

Locality.

Gayhurst, &c.

Gryhnrst.

Gayhurst, &c,

Gayhurst.

Gayhurst.

Gayhurst.

Gayhurst.

Gayhurst.

Yardley, Hastings

Gayliurst.

Gayhurst.

Wolverton, Jcc.

Gayhurst.

Next we find the Forest- marble, consisting of hard blue limestone

and clay, which, as it possesses land-plants, is of more interest than

the Cornbrash, which is much the same as elsewhere. The Forest-

marble does not in the least resemble the Stonesfield slate, as that of

Gloucestershire does, in lithological character, not being flaggy or

splitting into thin plates ; but is a massive and very hard limestone,

and very intractable. It is well developed aroimd Wolverton

station and town ; and the following fossils have been obtained

from it :

—

Name.

Pycnodus parvus, ^gr.

„ Bucklandii, Ag.

Strophodus tenuis, ^^.
Terebratula maxillata, Soto.

„ intermedia, Sow.

Ehynchonella tretrahedra, Soiv. . .

.

Astarte

Trigonia Moretonis, Lye. and Mor.
Modiola imbricata, aSW. ...

Myacites calceiformis, Phil.

„ recurva, Phil. ...

Cardium Buckmanii, Lye. and Mor.

Natica

Ostrsea gregaria, Soiv.

Nucleolites solodurinus, Ag.
Spines of Echinites

Thuytes cupressiformis, Brong. . .

.

Thuytes
Wood and cones ...

Locality.

Rowley pits.

Rowley pits,

Rowley pits.

Long-Street.

Wolverton station.

Rowley.
Rowley.
Long-Street.

Rowley pits.

Wolvex-ton.

Wolverton.
Haversham.
Plentiful.

Yardley, Hastings.

Rowley.
Wolverton.
Wolverton.

Newport-Pagnel.

The coniferous plants were found between Wolverton station and

Laughton, on the cutting of the London and North Western Rail-

way, or rather in the stone blasted for the purpose of building a
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bridce ovei* the line. We also find the coniferous wood near New-
portl'agnel associated with Terobnitulie, itc. ; l<ut frequently the

fossils are in a fragnicntax-y stjite and not easy of identification.

We now come to the Upper Zone of the Great Oolite, which

attains by far the greatest development of any fornuxtion in the

district, and by far the largest number of organic remains, as the

following list will testify. It consists, throughout, of hard white

limestone, freestone, and blue clay. The freestone is used for

building and other economic purposes, and when in this form, the

Great Oolite exactly corresponds with the " Bath Oolite," having

just the apj)earance of that stone as seen in the vicinity of Bath.

The Upper Zone of the Gieat Oolite extends over a large tract of

country, and is in many jdaces of considerable thickness, and has a

general dip towards the east. As it is found in large massive blocks,

in most places, it is, unlike the Cornbmsh and Forest- marble, well

adapted for building and other puri>oscs ; conserpiently there are many
more quarries opened in it than in the above-mentioned formations.

F0.SSILS FuoM THE Great Oolite {Upper Zone).

Kame. LocalUiea.

PISCES.

Hybodus grossiconu.s, Ag.

I'ycnodus parvus, Aij.

„ Bucklandii, Ag.

Strophodus magnus, Ag. ...

,,
tenuis, Ag.

Sphserodus

Strojihodus reticulatus, Ag.

CEPUALOPOD.\.

Nautilus Baberii, Lye.

Nautilus striatus, >iow.

gasteropoda.

Bulla undulata, Bean
Naticft Verneulii, Arch. ...

„ Sharpei, Mor. and Lye.

Natica, sp.

Nerita hcniis]iherica, Tjyr. and
Pleurotomaria (small sjiccies)

Nerinrea

Trr>chus fvjuamigcr, Ijyc. and
Trochotoma olitusa, Lye. and

CONCIIIFKKA.

Myacitcs <lecurt;ita, Gul'lf.

„ caiceiformi.s, J'/iil.

„ recurra, iVuV.

^for.

Mnr.

Mor.

Gayhurst, Bucks,

llorton, CJayhurst, «fec.

Piddington, Gayhurst, ifec.

Gayhurst, llorton.

Gayhui-st.

I'iddington, Northauts.

liaveustone, Buck.s.

fJayhurst quarry,

likely, Gayhui-st, itc.

Gayhurst quarry.

Near Kkely lanes.

Piddington, Gayhurst, &c.

Gayhurst.

(Jayhurst quarry.

Denton, Northants.

(Jonimon.

llavenstone, Bucks,

llftvenstone, Bucks.

Gayhurst quarry.

Denton, Northants,

Piddington, Northauts.
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Name.

Pholadomya deltoiclea, Sow.

„ Heraultii, Ag.

„ Eequalis, Sow.

„ MurchisoniEe, Sow. ...

Modiola imbricata, Sbi/.

„ bipartita, Goldf.

„ gibbosa, Sow.
Isocardia concentrica, Sow.

Pinna aiupla, Sow.
JT lllLlH* •• aaa ••• »••

Trigonia costata, Fark
Cardium globosara, Bean

„ dissimile, Sow. ...

„ Buckmauii, Lye. and il/or.

Ceroniya similis, Lycett

„ concentrica, Sby.

Lucina Bellona, D'Orh.

Area
Hinnites velatns, Goldf.

Lima duplicata, Sow.

,, impressa, Lye. and Mor.

„ proboscidea, Sovj.

Gryphsea subloba, Dest.

Pecten lens, Soto. ...

„ vagans, Sow.

„ arenatns, Soiv.

Ostrgea Sowei'bii, 3Ior.

„ acuminata, Sow.

„ gregaria, Sow.

BRACHIOPODA.

Rhyncbonella coucima, Sow.

Terebratula maxillata, Sow.

„ digona, Sow.

„ intermedia. Sow.

„ obovata, Sow.

„ sphseroidalis, Sow. , .

,

ECHINODEEMATA.

Acrosalenia Lycefctii, Wright

„ hemicidaroides, Wright

„ pustulata, Forbes

„ spinosa, Ag.

Hemicidaris Wrightii, Forbes

Nucleolites orbicularis, Fhil.

„ solodurinus, ^gr.

„ clunicularis, Llhicyd ...

„ sinuatus, Aust.

,,
Woodwardii, Wright ...

Loccdities.

Near Ekely lanes.

Blisworth, &c.

Stoke Goldington.

Piddington, Ravenstone.
Ekely, Long-Street.

Weston, Olney, (fee.

Denton, Noithants.

Near Ekely lanes.

Woolaston, Northants.

Hantwell, Northants.

Denton Stone pits.

Ekely, Bucks.

Bnllington, Bucks.

Culworth, tfec.

Cul worth, Northants.

Culworth, Northants.

Eavenstone, Ekely.

Several localities.

Culworth.

Gayhurst, Ekely.

Denton, Gayhurst.

Fragments in several places.

Culworth.

Ekely, <fee.

Ekely lanes.

Near Ekely lanes.

Blisworth, Olney, Stoke.

Ekely, Blisworth.

Salcey Forest, Blisworth, &c.

Culworth, Blisworth, Ekely.

Common everywhere.

Yardley, Hastings.

Piddington, Culworth, Gayhurst.
Gayhurst, Denton.
Gayhurst, Piddington, »fec.

Gayhurst qiiarry.

Gayhurst, Roade, Blisworth.

Blisworth, Culworth.
Culworth.

Stowe, Northants.

Gayhurst, Denton, &c.

Yardley, Ekely.

Denton, Gayhurst, <fec.

Gayhurst.

Middleton.
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^t\i)}u\ LocalUlea.

Efliinulirissus CJriesbachii, JVrigJU Blisworth.

Clypous riotii, Klein ... ... Bliawurtli, <kc.

„ Miillori, Wrigld ... ... Gayhurst qiKirry.

Coi-als, various. Bliswortli, Woolaston, &c.

Many of the mollusca occur merely in the form of casta ; some how-
ever, are well preserved, and generally entire ; but on the weathered
sides of many blocks of Great Oolite, jwrtion of shells, plates and
spines of Echiuites, star-like portions of the stems of Pentacrinites,

together with worm-tracks and Serpulse, ai-e common enough. In
many of the quarries, before reaching the good workable beds of

freestone or hard limostono, a marly bed has to be cut through : this

bed is lull of shells and Xitcleolites dunicularis and other cchiiioderms.

In a word, the Great Oolite is by far the most foaailiferous formation

of the district. Thoui;]i this is its general character, yet miles in

extent of hard bluestone, with scarcely a vestage of a fossil, save at

most a fevv oyster shells, extends over the high ground east of

Road station ; and what few fossils there are, are usually iu a

fragmentary state, bearing evi<lei)ce of having been drifted by currents.

The Lower Zone next claims our attention, " the Norlliiinipt<iu

sand" equivalent, as I before stated, with the Stoneslield slate, but
remarkably opposite to that formation in one respect, namely, that

whereas that is full of organic remains— [)lant3, molluscs, echinites,

and tish,—this can scarcely boast of more than a dozen species (found

at least as yet). The Northampton sands consist of ironstone, sand.s,

sandstones, and slaty limestf)ne-<, spreading over a large tract of

country west and south-west of the town of Northampton,
The Northampton sands arc used as an iron ore to a great extent,

as they are peculiarly rich in the hydrated oxide : 74,084 tons of this

ore were raised in the year 185.J, and sent into Stallbrdshire to be

smelted ; but since that time funmces have been erected near

Weedon for smelting. The flaggy Oolitic stone belonging to this

formation gre^itly rcsenibles in appearance (he Stonesfield slate, and
what organic remains have been found, resemble those of .Stonesfield

still more closely than those of the Lias or Inferior Oolite. Although
allied to the Great Oolite, there is no ]»a.ssage between them, but th<

ftaudstonc rests on the Great Oolite quite unconformably.

Li.sT OF Fossils from tfie Noutuamiton Sand.

Xamc. Loailiti/'ji.

Megalosaurns Bucklandi, JA.'/. ... J^ustou stone pit.s.

Bones of Din(>s.'iuria ... ... Duston stone [)it8.

Belemnites compressus, Snip. ... Duston stone j»it3.

Cnrdium Buckmanii, Zj/c. ... Duston.
Tliniiifes velatus, Gold/. ... Duston.

I'ecten (small sji.) ... ... ... Duston.

Trigonia Moretoni.s, Li/c. and Mor. Du.ston, Danes' Hill.

„ costata, Soiv. ... ... Gayt^n, Danes' J til I.
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Name.

Natica elegans, Sovi.

Lithodomus inclusus, Phil.

Pteroperna marginata, Lye.

Gervillia acuta, Sow.

Astarte

Ostrsea

Lima impressa, Soiiy.

Pecten vagans, Sow.

Localities.

Gayton.

Gayton.

Danes' Hill.

Danes' Hill, Gayton.

Gayton, Duston.

Danes' Hill, Gayton.

Gayton.

Duston.

The Northampton sand lies immediately above the Upper Lias
clay ; but as the three members of the Lias developed in this district

do not differ much, either in lithological character or in that of their

fossils, from the equivalent strata elsewhere, and as I have already

taken up, I fear, much valuable space with what I have already stated,

I must content myself by enumerating the most characteristic fossils

of the Lias without giving any description of the strata themselves.
I may add, that most of these fossils from the Lias were found by the

collectors of the Government Survey last year.

Fossils fro3I the Lias.—Upper Lias Clays.

Na/nie. Localities.

j Eydon and Kingthorn

I
Northants.

Ammonites serpentinus, Rein. ...

„ Raviquinianus, UOrh.

,,
bifrons, Brug.
Hollandrei, D'Orb.

Belemuites breviformis, Voltz

Leda ovum, Sow.

Myacites unionides, J^.

Ichthyosaurus communis, Con.

Marlstone.

Ammonites Noi-mianus, TfOrh ... Milton and Brockall.

Rhynchonella tetrahedra, Sov). ...

Terebratula Edwardsii, Dav.
Pecten cingulatus, Goldf.

Lima punctata, Soio.

Cardinia crassissima, Stuck.

Myacites unionides, Aff.

Marlstone at Hellidon.

Ammonites falcifer. Sow.

„ annulatus, Soiv.

„ Hollandrei, B'Orb.

„ communis, Soiv.

Terebratula punctata, Soic.

„ resupinata. Sow.
Phynchonella tetrahedra. Sow.

VOL. IV. 3 H
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The fossils of the Lower T.ias Clay are not very plentiful ; and the

course of this clay is mncli hidik-n by drift ; such shells as Jihi/n^honellifi,

•fcc, are not, however, uncommon.

CORRESPONDENCK
THE LUNAR SEAS.

To the Editor of the Geologist.

Sir,—When I commenced reading the first .article in the last (the October) number
of the Geologist—namely, that headed, "What has become of the Lunar Seas I"

I expected to firnl that some attempt would l>e made in it to show that it was, at

le.ast, probable that seas did formerly exist on the surface of our satellite ; and since

astronomers concur to tell us that the moon is destitute of water, I cannot but

think the expectation a reasonable one. I'ut, reasonable or otherwise, it was
doomed to disapjxjintment, .as the existence of such se.as is quietly assumed, not

only in the titular question but also throughout the paper. Thus we have (page 409),
" When we look up to the moon, what do we see? Great ocean cavities and no
water in them." (Page 410), " They do not tell us what hag become «f (he water

th.it once iras \n them," i.e., the so-called Lunar Seas. (Page 412), " Tlicn'" (when
the moon was further from the earth) " it w.-us it had its atmosphere and its ocean."

(Page 414), "Doubtless the moon had once ocean and air," and "One thing,

however, is certain, there are waterless ocean cavities on the moon." Now, I

confess I should like to have some reason for tiie belief tliat any of the " waterless"

cavities on the moon were ever " orean cavities," or that at any time " the great

Ocranus Prorcllanim was a rolling sea, and the Marc Sercnitatis l.-vy glittering

under the golden streaks of our earth's bright beams," before even speculating on
the question, " What has become of the Lunar Se.os .'"

But waiving this point, and a.ssuming tiiat thi;re were formerly "Lun.ar Seas,"

on the simple grounds tliat, as Sir .John Herschcl tells us, "there are large regions

perfectly level, and apparently of a decided alluvial character in the moon."* Why
is it " of no use to say it is am. gathered up on the other side" ? A statement of

the basis of this inutility woulil have been acceptable ; some reply to the reasoning

of Sir John Herschr'i on this point, for example. + Siiould wo not be informed why
" we cannot believe that /" Possibly, however, tlie brtsisof our alleged incredulity

is 8'ip|x)setl to be containel in the next pa.ssage. "The moon always presents one
Ride to our earth, and therefore her ocean waters ought to be drawn up on this,

an<l not the other side." Unfortunately, however, the fact stated will not carry

the infrrencc placed upon it. Even if tin; moon had been a perfect sj>lH're, with
its geometric centre cr)incident with its cent i-e of gravity— which has bei'n doubte<l

—

and having water distributed over it-s surface without any marked preference for

cither hemisphere ; all other things bting as now, the rurth's attraction could not
draw, or have a tendency to draw, her ocean waters all up on the side always pre-

sent»d to the earth ; at most it could produce two oceanic protuberances di.'inietri-

rally oppofUHJ, one on the point of her surface nearest the earth, and the other at

that moHt n-mote from it ; in fine, two high water points, which, omitting the

lilirafioni of thf moon, would l)e stationary ; sinco, in that case, the e.arth would
aii|>ear immovably fixed in the heavens, as seen from any ]ioint on the moon's
surf.aoe. WhiiNt, if the moon were so constructed that all her waters were gathered
up on that side alw,ayB turned away from us, the attraction of the earth would only

• "Ootlines of Astonomy," 6th Edition, Par. 430.

t "Outlines," 5th E<lition, Par. 430a.
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have the effect of slightly helping to keep them there, ceiiainly not to transfer them
to this side ; and this not because of the intensity of the earth's attraction on the
moon, but because of the difference in this intensity as exerted at her centre and at
the surface remote from us ; such difference enabling the earth to pull her satellite

slightly away from the water on the remote surface.

But to proceed. Supposing it to be a fact that " we cannot say there is not a
residual balance in favour of approach" (of the moon to the earth). Is it not
making an unusually bold use of inability to infer from it that there is such a
bidance ? But waiving this point also, and assuming, for the sake of applying a
test to the speculation, that the moon "has once been farther off—very much
farther off," it by no means necessarily follows that she has ever yet come "suffici-

ently within the influence of the earth's attraction" for " the waters of the moon
to be transported to our globe." According to the hypothesis, the moon is at
present nearer to the earth than at any former period, and, therefore, nearer than
at the time of the deluge of the ^^speculation." Now there can be no great diffi-

culty in determining whether the thing could happen at the present distance ; that
is, whether the earth's attraction on a body on the moon's surface, placed in the
straight line joining the centres of the two globes (the most favourable position for

the success of our world in the struggle), would be greater or less than the moon's
attraction on the same body. In short. Is the earth's power, at present, to steal a
" Lunar Sea " greater or less than themoon's power to keep it ? If less now, then,

a fortiori, according to the hypothesis, it must have been less in all former
periods.

Let E be the earth and K the moon, A B the line joining their centres A and b,

and c a body on the moon's surface in the line A B. Now the attraction of a body
varies directly as its mass and inversely as the square of its distance from the body
it attracts ; such distance being measured from centre to centre.

Putting the earth's radius = 1, the distance of the centres is 60 '2734, and the
radius of the moon '2729

; hence the distance of the body c from the seat of the
moon's attraction is, on this scale, = "2729, and from the centre of the earth
= 60-2734 — -2729 = 60-COOo.

Also, taking the mass of the earth as unity, that ofthe moon is •011364.

Then, if A and A' represent, respectively, the attraction of the earth and moon on
the body c, we have

A : A'= l X -27292 : -011364 x 60-00053

= -0744744 : 40-89375
= 1 : 549-12.

That is, in round numbers, the earth attracts the body 550 times less than the
moon does ; or whatever inclination our attractive influence may give a " Lunar
Sea" to precipitate itself on us, the moon gives it 550 times greater inclination to

stay at home ; and according to the hypothesis, this disparity of inclination was still

greater in earlier times, and the more so in proportion to the antiquity of the
time;

But suppose the organ of Stay-at-horae-ness—I think the phrenologists call it

" Inhabitiveness"—to be so feebly developed in a "Lunar Sea," that it would pro-

ceed on its travels, is it certain that it would go to the earth ? Why not to the sun ?

We are told (page 414) that " it is not likely." So I think. But let us see whether
the earth or sun would holdout the greatest attractions at present for a " Lunar
Sea" on its travels. It is simply the question, which of the two bodies attracts the

moon most powerfully ?
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TiCt S, E, and M be the sun, earth, antl moon rcsi)ectively ; ami the layt in con-

junction witli the first, as seen from the second. It will be sufficiently accurate for

our present purpose to tjike the distiince of the centres of the earth and moon
as = GO nidii of the former body, the distance of the centres of the sun and moon

£

^-o
as = 'j;i,l'S;4 times the same unit, and the mass of the sun at 3.')9,551 times that of
the earth ; then, putting S and K to represent the attractions of tlie sun and earth
on the moon, respectively, we have

a : E = 359551 x CO' : 1 x 23, 981*
= S0S99 : 35952
— 9:4 nearly.

So tliat the sun's claim to a visit from a " Lunar Sea" is greater than tlie earth's

in tiie ratio "f 9 to 4 ; and if tlie moon, according to the hypothesi.s, woe fornurly

fartlier from the earth, she would be, by so much, nejvrer to the sun, when in con-

junction ; and hence the attraction of the earth on the moon would bo less, and
that of the sun greater, at all earlier periods.

Apologizing for the length of this letter, I am, yours, &c.,

Torquay, Oct. 12^/i, 1861. William Pe.ngellv.

To the Editor of the Geologist.

,SiR,—Although the suliject of the introductory paper of the October number
of your justly popular journal more properly belongs to the science of Astronomy
than flcology, yet, as some few of your many readers may be led from it to form

unjust views of a by no means improbable rciuson which ha.s been assigneil for tlie

absence of both air and water in appreciable <piantitiesin th.it portion of the moon's

surface which has ever been sulijected to our observation, 1 think I may be excused

for offering a few remarks on this subject, niore csitecially as they may suggest an

answer to the query propounded, " Seeing there are waterless ocean (f) cavities on

the moon, where have these waters gone to ?"

Il h.-is long licen a well ascertained fact that the moon rotates on her axis, and
jKirf'inus her revolution round the earth in the .s.imc ]>criod of time ; it is also well

known that if a slick luadcd with a heavy weight at one en<l and a light one at the

other be swung round by means of a string attached to the centre of this stick, that

the heavy end will in the circulation assume a position further from the hand than

the light one (see Hcrschel's OullincK of AMronoint/, last edition, chap, vii.), hence

it has !)cen suggested by Professor Hansen, that the s.amc cause which makes the

heavier end of the slick describe the larger circle may in all probability be the

rea.s<>n why the moon always jircHeiits the same, or at least very nearly the same
face to our earth, or, iti other words, why the time of rot-ation on her axis and revo-

lution round our earth coincide, namel}", that in the moon, !i« in the stick, the centre

of gravity doea not coincide with the centre of symmetry. Let us now see what
etftct this would have on the distribution of water and air on the surface of a
jfloVio, a-t, althouirh neither our moon nor the earth are tridy circular, the difference

'•0 of ex.actly the same figure as the.sc bodies wouhl be
the tnith of our deduction'< or their applications

;

then, hrst, let us tak<; the casus of a glolie (fig. 1|, in which the true centre, or centre

of symmetry, and the centre of gravity coincide, in this case supposing the sur-
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Fisr. 1.

Fiff. 2.

face of the globe to be smooth, it would be surrounded by a stratum of water, B,

of equal depth all over, and this again by an atmosphere also of equal depth.

As soon, however, as the smooth surface gets broken up and converted into

heights and hollows, the water would betake themselves to the lower parts

—

that is, the parts nearest the centre of

gravity—leaving the higher or more dis-

tant parts dry, these again covered with

an atmosphere now of unequal depth,

this varying with the height, that is, the

distance from the centre of gravity of the

different parts of the surface. This may
be said to be almost the condition of our

earth, varied by tides in the sea, and winds,

&c., in the atmosphere : the cause of these

is no subject for discussion here. Let
us now suppose a globe (fig. 2) in which
the centre of gravity, B, does notcoincide

with the centre of symmetry, A. Draw a

diameter through these points (A and B)
and prolong it to C ; the laws of gravita-

tion will in this case make all the waters

belonging to such a globe concentrate

about the prolonged diameter on the side of the globe nearest to the centre of

gravity, and, provided the surface be altogether smooth, they will fonu a perfectly

circular sea, D, deepest in the centre, gra-

dually shallowing towards its circumfe-

rence ; this again overlaid by all the atmo-

sphere, E, assuming in its outline in like

manner a perfectly circular form and also

deepest in the centre ; inequalities in the

surface of the globe will of course modify

these appearances, but a sufficient dis-

tance between the centres will occasion

that side of the globe most distant from

the centre of gravity to be as destitute of

water or air is that portion of the moon's

surface which has ever been exposed to the

investigation of our telescopes. Unite two
such globes as in fig. 3. In which A,
representing the earth, has its seas distributed all over its surface, the whole
having an enveloping atmosphere, and B, the moon, having its centre of gravity, x,

more distant from the earth than its centre of symmetry, B, then its water and air

would take the form represented in the figure ; and the moon always keeping the

same side towards the earth, it is quite evident that her sea and her atmosphere
could never be seen by an inhabitant of the earth. It is thus clear that no moun-
tain ridges are required to keep the Lunar Seas from flowing towards the side next

our earth, nor in this case would any of the visible inequalities there ever be

able to retain the smallest appreciable quantity of either air or water.

The effect of gravitation, as exerted by the earth on the waters of the moon,
supposing it thus constituted, is by no means so readily understood ; but strange

as it may seem, it would only occasion such a tide iu the Lunar Seas as would tend

to increase their central depth ; in other words, to heap up their waters in that

part of the moon which lies most distant from the eai'th.

Even to the unassisted eye the surface of the moon showing different shades of

colour, may suggest the idea of heights and hollows existing in that planet ; the

telescope proves the existence of mountain ranges generally of a circular form, and
of large comparatively level plains, which at one time were supposed to be seas,

and hence their names, "Mare Nubium," &c., &c. Modern observation proves

that no waters roll in these seemingly arid wastes— in my opinion, the inquiry

which here naturally suggests itself to the observer is not, what has become of the

waters ofthese so-called seas ? but, did waters ever exist in them ? When examined
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Fig. 3.

I

by telescopes of great power, such as Lonl Rosse's magnificent reflector, the niovin-

taiu ranges seem almost without exception to bo of volcanic origin
;
generally cir-

cular, with a central valley, having again

in its centre a small conical hill, they re-

semble most womlerfully our terrestrial

volcanos ; even the lava currents and vol-

canic stratification are in some clearly

traceable, while neither on their rugged
sides, nor on the enonnous blocks which in

one or two instances are visibly strewed

over the flat bottoms of the central valleys,

does the abra<]ing pnwer of water aj)pear

ever to have cxerte<l its strength, even

although these central valleys are mostly

sunk below the level of the general sur-

face. At the same time it is but just to

stiite that large regions are also to be

found perfectly level, and seemingly pos-

sessing an alluvial character, and in one or

two cases mountain ranges which afl'ord

no proof of volcanic structure have also

been observed.

Another question naturally suggests it-

self. Allowing that at one time seas rolled

and rivera ran on the face of the moon
presented to our earth, and that by some
as yet unknown influence these waters had
been abstracted from their original aboile

and drawn down through the opened win-

dows of heaven in such enormous quan-

tities that "all tho high hills that were
under the whole heaven were covered."

What has now become of these waters ?

Why do they not yet prevail ? They do
not seem to have been returned to tho

moon.
Before concluding this short and imper-

fect notice, it may l>e right to st^tc that

even our earth, having, as nuiy be re.i<iily

seen by inspecting one of the common
terrestrial gloltes, one of its hemispheres

mostly covered with water, while on the

other, land is in large excess, wouM indi-

cate a slight difference between the true

pl.ace of its centre of gravity and centre of

symmetry. I may also slate that in the

enae of a glol»e of the size and constitution

of our moon (being ratln-r more than
211i> miles in diameter^ ailistancc of about

forty miles Ix.-tween these two ]>oints would

occasion the phenomena above n'ferre<i

to. It might also be n subject of no
—\,..'-'' small interest to inquire into the appear-

ances which a world constituted as tho

moon is thus Hn(.f>o<(od to 1x», would present to its inhabitants ; but this, with

maiiv oth'T interesting, and therewith connected discussions, belonging more

properly to Astronomy, cannot be here cntere<l int^^).

1 am, your obedient servant,

RenpoUit, \5th Oct., 1861. James PowaiE.

J
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CRADLEY PTERASPIDES.

Dear Sir,—On the part of Mr. Roberts I must be thankful, I suppose, for the

concession extracted from Mr. E. R. Lankester, whose "every' has now dimhiished
into "most," and whose "most,''' after another month's recollection, will probably
shrink into "a vanishing quantity."

At the earliest opportunity I shall submit the fish in question to the examination
of Sir P. M. De Grey Egerton ; meanwhile let it pass as P. rostratus. This note
will therefore close the subject. With many thanks for the kindness and coxirtesy

of the Editor,

Yours, &c.,

MALLiEUS.

HUMAN REMAINS IN THE VALLEY OF THE TRENT.

To tlie Editor of the Geologist.

Sir,—It was my intention to abstain from offering any opinion upon these

"remains," until Dr. Bevor, of Newark, had recovered them and given me an
opportunity for their inspection ; but the letter of J. H. W. in your last number
induces me to offer a few remarks.

The first account of these remains came from a mutual friend of myself and Mr.
r. Drake, residing in the Vale of Belvoir, and from some want of detail in the

communication, it was supposed they were found in the "Vale,' but on a visit

we found the true state of the matter, that they were found in an excavation made
for the foundation of a bridge built by the Great Northern Railway at Muskham,
a village about two miles from Newark. We visited the spot, and made notes from
Mr. Chowler's very clear and detailed account of the excavation, with which he was
familiar from its commencement to its termination, it being upon his farm. Most
unfortunately, in geologizing recently at Aust Cliff, on the banks of the Severn, I

lost my pocket-book containing these notes, but the details are yet so fresh in my
mind that I can recal them without difficulty.

The excavation, although surrounded on all sides by a very pure gravel of an
ochreous character, such as is common to the Trent valley, was not made in a
gravel, but in a succession of soft, unctuous, alluvial deposits, sometimes sandy and
pebbly, butall dark coloured, and so soft that a stick could be thrust into them with
ease ; the beds were so distinct as to give the appearance of being deposited at

different times ; at least, the impression produced was that the materials were not all

poured in together. It was at the bottom of these beds, and before penetrating

into the gravel beneath, that the remains were found : the conclusion I came to was,

that originally there had been a deep hollow or pit, either natural or artificial, which
had been filled up with river-silt by a succession of overflows of the Trent ; such
depressions in the Trent valley are common enough. I saw one opened in con-

tinuing the Great Northern line to Nottingham ; it was filled with a soft, black,

tenacious, peaty mud.
The character of the remains is somewhat against their being found in a " drift"

gravel ; elephant remains are common enough in the "drift" of the Soar valley,*

and they may easily have been brought into the Trent by floods washing them out

of the banks of the Soar, flowing as it does for many miles through beds of this
" drift gravel ;" and at the junction at Red Hill these would be poured into the

Trent stream, and mingling with modern remains, would be swept into these hollows

in the valley at the time of any great flood. This would account for the pottery, a

* Geologist, vol. ii. p. 174.
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very puzzling affair, if we suppose these remains conteinporaneous with the drift

gravel aiitl elopliaiit romains.

I should .sui)]io9e the drift pravel of the Trent valley was deposited when the

waves of a ti<lal river (possiKly reacliing xs far up as l$urton-on-Troiit) washed on
the one side the Buut-er Sandstone, on wiiich stands Nottingham Ciustlc, and on the

other the steep slopes of " Clifton Grove," and the long riilgc of Triassic hills ter-

minating at Red Hill, depositing the gravels found so aluindantly on their nortliern

sides, but tliat certainly would l)e an age far, very far back in time, compared with

the age of the deix).sits at IMuskham.
Leicester, I5lk Oct., 18G1. Jamks Plant.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

Abstractfrom Professor Sucss^s Paper

ON THE LARGE CARNIVORA FOUND IN THE
AUSTRIAN TERTI ARIES.

(Tmpcriul Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Proceedings, Vol, xliii, j>. 217,

Meeting, March 7, 18G1.)

(Translated by Count Marbcuall.)

Many years Lefore Darwin's celcliratod tlu'ory came tn litjlit, tlio

question whether the rejteated changes in animal and vegetable crea-

tion were the effects of changes in the external conditions of organic

lif»', had been dis(Mi.s.sod among many pal.t'ontologists.

The solution of tliis (luestinn having to bo sought for only within

those dcpo.sits the Fauna of which is so nearly allied to that of

present times that we can hope for a rather clearer idea of the condi-

tion in which these extinct forms were living, 1 have, a long time

ago, been gathering a store of materials for the history of the Vienna
TcrtiarieM, intending, in obedience to Bacon's jirccept—" Non dispu-

tando advcT-Hiirium, Sf(l opcrc nitnrani vinot-rc."

I have now to treat this matter,— first, in its stratigrapliical a.spect,

describing the changes in external physical circumstances, then as a

question of palajontology, inquiiing into the action of thoso changes

on the organic being coeval with them. I have previously jiad occa-

sion to p»il)lish some result of my investigations in both tlieso dinic-

tions (see Acad, Proc. 18G0, vol. xxxix, p. 1.58-lGG); and among
the most impf>rtant of them T m.ty number the se]>aration of the

Vienna tertiuries into an Alpine and Extia-Aljiinc basin ; the stati!-

ment of repeated tipheavings, of coevality of the apjiarently different

depoaita of Nussdoif, Grund, r.aden,itc. ; iiml lastly, the distinction oi'

several succcM,sive Kaunip of tcrr«',strial m.-immalla. Since that tiuie

the means liberally afforded to nie by ilis Majesty's Lord-Chaniber-
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Iain's Office,* have enabled me to visit during the summer of 1860
the whole western side of the Vienna basin, and to measure altitudes

fit for being made a basis of a tabular synopsis of the bathymetrical
distribution of our tertiary marine fauna. M. de Sohwabenau having
kindly informed me of the discovery of a Tertiary bone-bed at

Baltavar (W. Hungary), the Imperial Geological Museum entrusted

me with a mission to this place, where, by long-continued diggiugs, I

succeeded in finding, in an horizon which I think answers to the gi'avel

of Belvedere (Vienna), remains of species most chai'acteristic of the
well-known Fauna of Pikermi, in Attica,—such as Machairodus cvl-

trideiis, Hyceiut, Hipparionuni, Dinothermm sp., Rhinoceros sp., Sua
Erymanthius, Antilojje brevicornis, HelladotheHum Dunervoyi, Hippo-
therium gracile, &c.

A rich collection of Pikermi fossils recently sent to the Imperial
Museum by Baron Breuner-Felsach, then His Majesty's Ambassador
at the Court of Athens, came in due time to confirm me in the con-

viction of the identity of my Second Mammalian Fauna of the Vienna
basin (Inzersdorf, Belvedere) with those of Pikermi, Eppelsheim, and
Mr. Lartet's "Miocene superieur" (Cucuron, Vaucluse).t

Other remains of Mammalia, preserved either in public or in

private collections, have convinced me that our Vienua marine
deposits, including remains of Mastodon angustidens, Mast, tapiroides,

Anchitherium Aurelianense, and Listriodon splendens, answer exactly

to M, Lartet's " Miocene moyen," an horizon to which, as proved by
the specimens in the collection of the Joanneum at Gratz, the coal-

bearing tertiaries of Parschlug, Eibiswald, Wies, and Aflohtz (Styria)

must likewise be referred.

The coal of Zemlye, near Totis (Hungary), including remains of

Aiithracotherium magnum, together with the deposits of Zouercado
(Venetia), Cadibona (Piemont), and Bochette (Canton de Vaud),
represents another and lower horizon, answering M. Lartet's " Miocene
Inferieur," or the " Aquitanian strata " of the Helvetian Palaeontolo-

gist, and the Faima of which is anterior to the formation of the

Vienna Basin in the sti'ict sense of the term.

Before general results can be drawn from the comparison of

terrestrial Mammalian Faunae, the species of some of the most impor-

tant families must be duly determined and limited, to obtain (at least

partially) a basis such as has been obtained from the marine Fa\ina

by the distinguished researches of MM. Homes, Eeuss, d'Orbigny, &c.

For obvious reasons Carnivora ai-e constantly very inferior in

individual number to their herbivorous contemporaries ; and conse-

quently their fossil remains are comparatively scarce. Even in our

country the individuals of Ursus spelceus, buried in one single

cave under diluvian deposits, may in some cases be numbered by
hundreds, and the remains of badgers are said to be equally frequent

* Vienna Imperial Museum of Natural History, Antiquities, &c., as well as the

Imperial Gallery of Pictures, is under the control of His Majesty's Lord Cham-
berlain's Office, from whose funds they receive their allowances.

t BuUetin de la Soc. Geol. de France, 1859, Vol. xvi. p. 476.

VOL, IV. 3 I
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in the caves of N. Boliemia. One single cave near Theissholz (W.
Hungary) aftbrded remains of bears, wolves, foxes, martins, and
hyaenas

—

Imp. Geol. Institute, Jalirbuch, 1858, Verliandlumjen,

p. 147) ; another cave in Hungary contains a remarkable quantity of

Fdis spclcca. The real cause of these great nunibei-s is, however, that

these caves were once the retreats of these animals, where for a

number of subsequent generations their remains were accumulated.

Carnivora are notably scarcer in the diluvial Lcam (Loss) of the

plains ; and what I myself saw iu such localities is little better than

some few fragments.

Besides some loose teeth from the marine littoral deposits of

Nussdorf, near Vienna (i-eferable, as JNI. H. von Meyer remai'ked

many years ago, to four different species, one of them probably insec-

tivorous, but insufficient for accurate determination), and an anterior

half of a lower jaw from a Mammal (probably referable to the family

Canidce), out of the lignite of Eibiswald, kindly communicated to me
by Professor Oichhorn, I know only three species of Tertiary Carni-

vora existing in Austria, and these are MacJiairodns cultridens (one

individual). Hyaena Ilipparionum (two individuals), and Amphicyon
intermcdhis (one individual).

Macludrodiia cultridetis.

The only remains of this largo and powerful Carnivora known by
me to have been found in Austria is an up])or angular tooth from
Baltavar, perfectly agreeing with the previously dc'^cribed specimens

from Epplesheim and Pikermi. It may be, therefore, sufficient for

me to notice a ])eculiarity left unmentioned by other descriptions.

The ex-denticulated external edge is notalily inclined towards the

inner side of the tooth bi'neath the upper end of the crown, as indi-

cated in Professor Owen's British Foss. Mammalia, p. 180, fig. G9, on
the right. Isolated tubercles aj)p('ariiig first on the middle line of

the opposed side, at last join upwards in forming a second denticulated

edge ; a slight trace of denticulation is likewi.se traceable near the

middle line itself. The same jtarticularities have been noticed by
Profcs-sor A. Wagner in the teeth from Pikermi, prosfrved in the

Mu.seum of Munich. Thf localities of MachnirothLi adtridnis hitherto

known, are Kpi)elHheira, Pikermi, the Amo Valley, and Baltavar. Tho
tooth fotind in this last-named place is in M. do Schwabeuau's col-

lection at Oedenburg (Hungary).

llyaina Uipparionum, Gcrvais.

The remains <»f this species, the first representative of the genus
llyrnia on our globe known to occur, have been discovered some in

Austria, and two halves of lower jaws found at Baltavar ; the one is

in the Vienna Imperial Museum, tho other in M. de Schv/abenau's

coUectioa. Among the Pikermi fossils presented by Baron Breuncr-
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Felsach to the Imperial Museum is a left upper jaw, from a young
individual just changing its teeth ; a remarkable specimen, as almost

proving the identity of Ilycena Hipparionum, Gerv., with H. eximia,

Roth, and Wagn., and admitting a more accurate comparison of this

species with Hycena sjielcea and their living congeners.

The individual first described by M. Gervais {2ool. Pal. Frang,

p. 121, pi. xiL, f. 1) differs from the Pikermi specimen only by being

less in size ; another individual {loc. cit. pi. xxiv., f. 2-5), described by
him as being " equal in size to Ilycena spehea, and H. crocuta" leaves

no doubt as to the specific identity between the individuals of

Pikex'mi and Cucuron (Dept. de Vaucluse) ; affording at the same
time an argument for the diffusion of this species over the whole

of Middle Europe.

The tubercular tooth of H. Hipparionum surpasses in size those of

any other living or extinct congener ; and the shape of the root sug-

gesting the presence of an independent apophysis on the posterior

portion (somewhat damaged in our specimen), the form of the fossil

tooth stood next to the tubercular tooth of yoimg individuals of the

living H. fusca. There are still other analogies with the dentary

system of young individuals of living species.

Amphicyon intermedins, H. v. Meyer.

The fresh-water limest9ne of Tuchoritz (Bohemia), first described by

Professor Reuss {Vienna Imp. Academy Proc, 1860, vol. xlii., p. 56),

contains a certain number of Mammalian remains, among which, be-

sides those of Rhinoceros or Acerotherium, of Chcerotherium Sansas-

niense, Lart. {Sus Chcerotherium, Blainv.), and Palceomeryx Scheuchzeri,

H. v. M., mixed with some few impressions of leaves (Diospy/o-

brachysepala, A. Br., and Legmninosiles ProserpincB [?], Heer), Pro-

fessor Suess has recognised eighteen loose teeth, entire or fragmentary,

belonging to one and the same individual of a large carnivorous

mammal.
The laniary tooth of the left lower jaw, quite different from the

analogous teeth in the genera Felis, Hycena, and Ursus, belongs evi-

dently to an animal of the family Canidce, evidently of more omnivorous

habits than any other of this family, and larger in size than Canis

Neschersensis, Can. Issiodoretisis, or any other fossil species immediately

referable to the genus Amphicyon, Blainv.

The laniary tooth of the upper left jaw, far inferior in size to the

same tooth in the Wolf, and of a more omnivorous character, next

resembling Amphicyon minor, Blainv. (Tab. xvi.)

The fragments of molar teeth, minute and incomplete as they are,

prove the existence of at least three molar teeth (one more than in

the genus Canis), of which the third or hindmost is px-ovided only

with one root. The incisive teeth resemble those of Amphicyon as

figured by Blainville ; one of them shows conspicuously the com-

pressed and flattened shape characteristic of this genus. From all
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tlicse circumstances, the following constitution of the dental system of

tlie Cnrnivoro whose remains are found in the fresh-water limestone of

Tuclioritz may be iiiforrod. Incisors very nnicli flattened, without

Buperior apophysis, the outer upper ones canine-like ; canines strong,

nioderatoly incurved, of oval transverse section, each with two strong

vertical ridges ; Pre-laniaries very high, number unknown ; Laniaries,

esjiecially the upper ones, coini)aratively small, of evidently omni-

vorous character in V)otli jaws ; Uiii)er Molars more than two, the last

one rooted ; of the Lower Molars the last or penultimate, with single

root, is only known.
All these eharactei's concur in denoting a geuus of the Canidm less

carnivorous than the typical genus Cauls, and even less so than any
other form of the Tertiary genus Amphicyon as made known by

Blainvdle. Notwithstjinding certain analogies with Otocyon, the least

carnivorous genus of living Canithi', there is no reason for geuerically

separating the form here in question from Amphicyon.
Kone of the sjiecios established cither on Blainville's figures nor on

gen<Tally rather incomplete remains fo\ind in Tertiary deposits being

found to agree completely with the specimens from Tuclioritz, 1 thought

proper to consult JNI. H. v. Meyer, who had previously described some
species of Ampliicyoa from the Tertiaries of S. Germany. This dis-

tinguished Paheontologist answered me kindly in the following words :

" The species whose teeth you were pleased to send to me in figures, I

think t(j belong to my AinpJiicyon intermeiJiius. The transversal tooth

answers a comj)lete s])ecimen which I know to have coine from the

freshwater limestone of Kirchberg, near Ulm ; not quite complete
specimens of upper and lower laniaries, and outer upper incLsor from
the iNIolasae of Ermingen and ITeppbach, are only different from their

somewhat larger size ; they answer still better to incomplete teeth, in

fragments of upper and lower jaws of Amphicyoyi intermedivLS, found
in the brown coal of Kiipfnach (Switzerland), and prol)ably also in

the Molasse of Giinzburg."

Remains of Amphicyon, so far as is known at present, have ex-

clusively been found in deposits ranking among M. Lartet's " Miocene
ninytMi," and '• Miocene superieur," perhaps even oidy in the firet of

them. As far as I know, they have not yet been met with in the

strictly so-called Vienna ll:isin.
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MEETING OF SAVANS AT SPEYEK.

By H. C. SoRBY, F.R.S.

Having been present at the meeting of German natn^oT + /tt
sammlung deutscher Naturforscher und AerzteTheM at Sn -^ Tmiddle of last September, I thought thtr^labfy ^^^Lc" un^of such papers as were more or less closely connected wUb Z^^might interest some of your readers On tlit wl, l fi^

^^""^^
analogous to our British issociatt"^he vad t. brt'c^e: T'"^^

"
ben.g divided into nine different Actions "but Xg' nuoZTrfmiscellaneous subjects are brought before the general"meen^s Iconfaued myself entirely to the section for mineralogy and oeSv atwhich, however, no very great number of papers wefe read^

^^'
In opening the proceedings, the president for the first dav Dr

TrlJ ,. r^.i
volcanos, described in the May number of the

wS if A' '
"f

^'"'' P- ^^""' '-^^^ ^^P^-^«««d doubts as to whetherwith an indefinitely greater thickness of rock than thJ^HTH
u'^Zr-'

the tensio'n of the .s.eam wouldTe"Z tVTntele;M. Daubree, on his arrival a day or two after admiH^^ f^ .1
."

!f;t*iii;" -"- " • - Sits;.-,rr

and they appeared to me to conipletelv estabj sh h ^nt ^P^^^^^^^'f'
reference to those particular cases Aft^r tb^^^^^^^^ I "''''"'' ^'^^

the subject of pseulmorp^s ZXeet'L^U^Z^^^^^^^ *'l

months, at the ordinary temperature Tnd for otb ?" "^^l^
had enclosed the ciystalJin t.fbes of gia^ or b ass andC tT't'some weeks or months in the boiler of « ZZT ^. ^^"^ ^'''"
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of carbonate of haryta ; carbonate of iron, and carbonate of zinc in

the form ofailcite, and of uragonite ; carbonate of baryta in the form

of the snlphate ; and carbonate of iron, and the black oxide of iron in

the form of gypsum, in which latter two instances there has been a

coniplcte replacement of the original constituents, but the crystalline

form is perfectly praserved.

Dr. Kurz read a paper on the variegated sandstone of Germany,

the chief point being whether certain beds which have been looked

upon as deposited one over the othvv, were not really contemporaneou.«<,

but formed under diderent physical conditions. After which Dr. Mohr

made some observations on the origin of limestone. He thinks shells

and corals abstract their calcareous substance from the gypsum dissolved

in the .sea water, and that the carbonate of lime brought into the sea by

rivei-s is altered to the sulphate by the sulphuretted comitounds given

off from decaying organic bodies. Dr. Kedenbacher described in

detail a new sjK3cies oif Pterodactyle from Solenhofen, and then Dr.

Otto Buchner read a jiaper by Haidinger on his views respecting

meteors, of which notice is made in the last number of the " Geologist"

(p. 420). He exhibiUrd the .section of an interesting specimen which

had a structure similar to that of the Septaria so well known to

geologiata, and through his kindne,s.s I am able to rei)roduce a print

taken from it.
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Dr. Bachner is now occupied with a monograph on meteors, and is

anxious to figure all that are known. For this purpose he would feel

extremely obliged if any one who possesses specimens would send

drawings of them to him, to Giessen, with a statement of their weight.

Drawings of those in the British Museum are already promised.

Professor Knop gave a very complete account of certain copper ores

from Africa, describing the various decompositions and changes they

have undergone, and confirming his conclusions by experiments. This

led to a considerable discussion, in which it was argued that in some
places the facts were the veiy opposite to what the author had stated,

and it was concluded that in some instances reverse chemical decom-
positions had occurred, as, for instance, the change of carbonate of lead

to the sulphuret, and of sulphuret to the carbonate.

M. Van Beneden described the numerous and excellent fossils now
being found in excavating for the fortifications at Antwerp, including

a number of A^ertebrata. The shells are, on the whole, like those in

the basin of Bordeaux, and show that the strata are of Miocene age.

Mr. Grothian exhibited some fossils from the tertiaries and chalk

near Brunswick. The most remarkable of these were some curious

Coeloptychium olerminum.—Bomer.

Coeloptychium lobatum.—Goldfuss.
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and interesting sponges, and tlirongh the kindness of the author I am
al>Ie to give outline drawings of the most characteristic forms. One
of tlie principal oljects ho had in view was to sliow tliat the difterent

species doscrihed by GoUlfu.ss and liouier are only varieties.

Professor Kjerulf, of Christiania, read a paper ou the extension and
origin of the iron ores of Norway, whicli he argued are due U) erup-

tion ; and, as far as the manner of their occurrence is concerned,

may be well compared with trap dikes. At the same time, by the

term eruptive he did not necessarily mean that they were of mere
igneous origin.

Dr. Blialoblotsky brought forward various objections to the theory

of the purely igneous origin of granite. As is well known, and as

has been pointed out by many authors, those difficulties are so great,

that not a few geologi-sts have gone into the oj)posite extreme, and
almost entirely denied the instrumentality of an elevated temperature.

Since I myself have argued against both thase extreme views, and iu

favour of a theory which I look upon as a sort of happy medium, I

am so far prejiidiced as to admit the truth of some of the author's ob-

jections, but to think he cai'ried his conclusions too far against the

igneous theory.

Dr. Volger afterwards exhibited and described some pebbles, said

to be sometimes water-worn, which occur in a brecciated vein. The
spaces between the fragments and pebbles are filled with a crystalline

deposit of cpiartz and felspar, and thus the dej)osition of those mine-

rals from water (most likely at a high temperature) is rendered very

jirobable.

Frofe.ssor Blum read a pajier on some peculiar agates. In one

case there had been a horizontal deposit at the bottom of the cavity,

and then the upper part had been at first coated over with a con-

centric layer of chalcedony, and finally filled with crystalline quartz.

The chalcedony having been subsequently removed, the nucleus of

quartz was left quite loose and unattached in the upper part of the

cavity. This communication gave rise to a lengthened discussion, iu

which Dr. Volger said that in his opinion agates were not iisually

formed by the direct introduction of siliceous nuitter into empty cavi-

ties, but that there previoiusly existed either a jiiece of limestone or a

cavity that had V»een filled with calcareous spar, which had subse-

quently been replaced by agate. In this manner Ik^ would explain why
in many ca.ses the layers of agate are of such an unifonn thickness both

at the toj) and bottom, which he contends would not have been the

ca.se if they had been empty cavities filled directly. In sujiport of

his view.s lie described some interesting veins in Saxony, which at a

great dej>th are calc-sj)ar, higher \\[) a mixture of this with chalce-

dony, and at the top only the latter with pseudomor|th8 iu the form

of calcite, thus proving its re]>lacenient by chalcedony. After this,

Professor Schunbcin exhibitecl some fluor-spar, which when pulve-

rized gave off ozone. Hitherto he had met with such specimens at

only two localities, but suggested that mineralogists should examine
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those from others, so as to learn the circumstances under which this

peculiar variety had been pi-oduced.

At the general meetings no paper of geological interest was read
except that by Dr. Zollner, on the nutrition of plants, in which he
described some experiments made along with Liebig, showing that

the inorganic constituents are not merely derived from the substances
existing in a soluble form in the soil, which would soon be washed
out by the action of the rain water, but that the rootlets have the

power of dissolving substances insoluble in rain water by means of an
acid excretion. They had found that the development of the rootlets

is in inverse proportion to the richness of the soil, and thus by an in-

crease in the sphere of their action the rootlets make up for the poverty
of the soil.

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Liv£KP00L Geological Society.

October 8.—Tae Rev. Professor H. Griffiths, Vice-President, ia the chair.
" Report of the Excursion made by the Society to Holywell, July 11th,

1861." By Henry Duckworth, P.G.S., P.L.S.

The mountain limestone of the neighboui-hood contains many species of the
ordinary fossils in profusion ; Productus giganteus, P. semireticulatus, Lilhos-

trotion basaltiforme, and Syringopora geniadata being the most common. The
formation may be divided into the following subdivisions :

—

1. Numerous beds of chert.

2. Shale and hmestone with concretions of chert.

3. Black limestone.

4. White hmestone.

The position of the cherts in No. 2 is similar to that of the flints in the
Chalk formation, but their form is different, being round, flat concretions, thick

in the centre, and gradually thinnmg towards the circumference.
" Report of the Excursion made bv the Society to Coalbrookdale, July 31st,

1861." By George H. Morton, E.G.S.
The low land to the west of Coalbrookdale, towards BuUdwas, is Wenlock

shale ; the lofty ridge, incladmg BenthaU Edge and Lincohi Hill, is Wenlock
hmestone, with ^lillstone-grit, and the Coal-measures reposing thereon. The
following fossils were obtained on the occasion :

—

Wenlock Lhmstone. Wenlock Limestone.

1. HeHoUtes Murchisonii. 7. Lehecheia conferta.

2. „ megastoma. 8. Halysites catenidaria.

3. Propora tubulata. 9. Syringopora bifurcata.

4. Favosites Eorbesii. 10. „ fascicularis.

5. „ cristata, 11. Thecia S^-indernana.

6. „ fibrosa. 12. Cyathophjdhun articulatum.

VOL. IV.
'
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Wenlork Limestone.

\'.\. Oinphviiia Murchisonii.

14. Aveohtes Grayii.

15. Cystipliylliim sp.

Ifi. Calyiiu'ua Blmiicnbachii.

17. Athyris tumida.

18. Rhynchonella spherica.

19. „ micula.

20. „ borealis.

21. Atrypa niargiintlis.

22. „ reticularis.

23. Strophoiucna deprcsssa.

2-1'. Euoniijholus rugosus.

25. „ discors.

26. „ sculptus.

Wenlork Limestone.

'21. Euompholus funatus.

28. „ carinatus.

ireiilock Shalf.

29. Encrinital stems.

30. Calyincna tubciculosa.

31. Lingula.

32. Orthis iiybrida.

33. „ biloba.

Sk „ elogaiitula

35. Kliynchoiulla sp.

30. Leptena transversalis.

37. Acroculia?

Crustacea are rare at Coalbrookdalc, when compared with the same formation

at Dudley.
Abstract of paper " On the Inferior Oolite." By the Rev. S. H. Cooke, M.A.
The Inferior Oolite, as developed on the Cotteswolds, near Cheltenham, con-

sists of four chief divisions.

1. Ammonite Sands, about forty feet thick, transitional between Upper Lias

and Inferior Oolite is the character of its organic remains, some being peculiar

to it, as Rlii/tichoiiflhi ru»(iceplutli(x,\\c\\ seen at Frocester and llarcslicid Hills.

2. Tea-grit, or Pisolite, forty feet thick, confined to the immediate ncigii-

bourhood of Cheltenham
;

pisolitic in structure, witii many fossils, some pecu-

liar to it.

3. Freestone and Oolitic Pearl series, about a hundred and ninety feet thick

Leekhamptou Ilill ; the freestone much tpiarried for building, but generally

unfossiliferous ; the Oolite-marl-bcd, about seven feet thick, produces many
fossils, which are very constant ; near Stroud it contains a thin coral reef,

with Xrriiurfr.

4. Kagst one, about thirty-eight feet thick; a hard gritty rock, with many
fossils ((rn/]ih/f(i IhirliiKiiinii, also foiiud in the Swiss Jura and Swalica ; and
Hhi/nrhij.D'tla .\plni)sa are peculiar to tiiis division). It keeps a nearly constant

thickness over the whole di.strict, while all the inferior divisions, along with

the Upper Lias, thin o\it, aiul (iiuilly disappear towards the east and soiilh-ciist.

Thus at Sfonesfield the ragstone is tliiily feet ; resting on Upper Lias six

feet, aiul that on MarKtime lwcntv-ri\i- feet.

Inferior ( lulite is also developed ne: r Dundry, where the chief fossiliferous

bed nrol)ably corresponds in place with the Cheltenlwim Pisolite; also in Dor-
sefsliirr, near Bridporl, where it forms the coast section, but is njueh di.sturbed

by faults. Its faunri in these niuie southern localities dilTirs much from the

Cotteswoldian, the Bristol coal-field having formed a complete barrier between

them. It is also largely developed on the Yorkshire coast, about Scarborough,

where it reaches the thickness of seven hundred feet, and produces thin beds

of coal, with many ferns and |i|ants. Here, too, its upper beds extend quite

up to th«' f 'ornliiM^li, ilr (Ii(;it Oi.litc and porrst Mrolilc being absent.

T{Kn\VUK.-»HIKK AM» 'J'\ NE.'^inK NaTPKALISIS' llKLI) ClUBS.

On the 2Mh of August there was a joint meeting of the Berwickshire and

Tyneside Naturalists' Cbib at Alnwick. The geological party went to Bat-

eheugh, under the able guidance of Mr. George Tate of Alnwick. The great
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basaltic whin sill at the Crag is divided into two distinct beds, between which

are strata of Hinestone and shale. The great basaltic crag, on which the

tower stands, is seventy or eighty feet in thickness, and slopes to the south-

eastward ; but towards the south end of the section it dwindles down to a few

feet thick, proving that it is not a regular continuous stratum, but a wedge-

shaped mass intruded among the mountain limestone beds ; and, in accordance

with this, the heated igneous basalt has changed the shale below into porce-

laine jasper, and the limestone above into crystalline marble. From the top of

the crag Mr. Tate pointed out the range of this basalt through the county,

from Kyloe on the north, to Glenwhelt on the south ; and especially showed
that its relative ))osition among the limestone strata is not the same throughout

its range ; in one part a well recognized limestone siU is immediately above it,

and in others many fathoms below" it.

Glasgow Geological Society.

Tlie annual general meeting of this Society took place on October 3rd, when
the foUowing gentlemen were elected office-bearers of the Society for the ensu-

ing year :—Dr. Scoules, M.D., T.L.S., President ; Thomas Struthers and John
Young, Esqrs., Vice-Presidents; James Home, Esq., Honorary Secretary;

E,obert AV. Skipsey, Esq., Treasurer.

Council of Management.—Messrs. H. W. Crosskey, "Wm. Johnston, J. C.

Douglas, Mark Eryar, E.G.S., James Stewart, Ed. Wimsch, Jas. Armstrong,
Wm. Carey, James Thompson, Walter Graliam, Andrew Armour, James Easton.

The following lectures are to be delivered during the winter session :

—

October 31.—" On the advantages of Geological Studies, as recreative

—

as a mental discipline, and as promoting aesthetic culture." By Rev. William
Erazer, of Paisley.

Nov. 7.—•" On the Volcanic Rocks of the Scottish Carboniferous Eorma-
tion, as illustrated by the extinct volcanos of Auvergne." By Archibald

Geikie, Esq., E.G.S.

A course of Seven Lectures on Inorganic Geology. By John Scouler, Esq.,

M.D., E.L.S,, President.

Nov. 14.—General view of Geological Science—causes at present in action

—

changes of climaate. Nov. 21 .
—" Decay of Rocks from Chemical and

Mechanical Causes, and consolidation of Strata." Nov. 28.—"Renovating
causes—Volcanic Action." Dec. 6.—" Influence of the Organic Kingdoms
in the formation of Strata." Dec. 13.—" Stratified Rocks and their Classifi-

cation." Dec. 20.—" Igneous or Eruptive Rocks." Dec. 27.
—

" Metaraorphic

Rocks."
January 9, 1862.—" On Dislocations and other Disturbances in Coal and

Metal Mines." By Mark Eryar, Esq., E.G.S., Glasgow School of IVIines.

Jan. 16.-—" On the Winning and Working of Coal." By Ralph Moore,
Esq., Mining Engineer, Glasgow.

Jan. 23.—" On Chemical Analysis as an aid to Geological Inquiry." By
Dr. Wallace, Mechanics' Institution.

Besides the above course, there wiU be the usual series of papers and dis

cussious.
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RRITISII ASSOCIATION MKETIXG
THE BUKNLEY COAL-FIELD.

By Joseph Whitakee, Mem1)er of the Manchester Geological Society, and
T. T. Wilkinson, F.R.A.S., &c.

Although of limited area, the coal-field of BurnleT is uncommonly rieli, not
only in its stores of fossil fuel, but also in points of stratii^rapliicjil interest,

and in organic remains. It comprisea within itself a eoni})lcte series of the
middle and lower coal-measures.

It may be dcserilwd as occupying a basin like a valley snrrounded by high
ranges of hills, amongst the most prominent of wliieh may he noticed I'endle

on the north, BoulsAvorth on the east, Gorjde toward.s the south, and llambleton
on the west, some of which rise to near two thousand feet above the level of
the sea. Geographically it occupies the lowest portion of the vidley, geologi-

cally it is the liignest, when considered with reference to the stratification of

the district.

Tlic most productive portion of the field nndertirs the town of Buniley,

where it assumes the form of a long troujjli, bounded on the east and west by
two lines of upheaval, nnining nearly ])arallel.

The greatest depth to which the strata has been pierced occurs on the Ful-

ledge estate, where a depth of six hundred feet has neen attained, and where
the following seams of coal have been fcmnd :- -The Dog Hole Mine, or top

bed, six feet thick ; Kershaw Bed, three feet ; Shell Hed, two and a-half feet

;

Burnley Old Five feet, or main coal, five feet; Higher Yard Bed, three feet

;

Lower Yard Bed, Low Bottom, or four feet coal ; Thin Coal, two and three-

quarters feet; Great Mine, or Bing Bed, four feet.

These are locally known as the Burnley "Top Beds." They include about

thirty-five feet of coal embedded in about six hundred feet of intermediate

.strata. For a depth of about two hundred feet below these no coal occurs.

Then come the Arley series, or Ilaberghani mines, consisting of the follow-

ing workable seams :—Tlie China Bed, two feet thick ; the Dundy Bed, three

feet ; the Arley or Habergham Mine, four feet ; giving a total of nine feet of

coal to about four hundred and forty five feet of iuterposint: strata.

A series of strata devoid of coal of at least five-hundred feet in thickness

here again form another natural division of the me.isures, which i.s siicceeded

by the Gannister series eomprisintr a foot mine with a hard ganni.ster floor ; the

Spa Clough Tf)p Brd, two and a half feet thirk ; Spa Cjough Bottom Bed, four

feet ; or a total of about eight feet of coal with six hundred and eighty feet

of intervening strata.

From the lowest coal of the Gannister series to tlic Rough Rock, or the

highest member of the Millstone-grit formation the dist.'inee is something over

three hundred feet.

Hence, omitting many thin seams of Icas than a foot in thickness, there is,

from the highest mine of the Burnley measures to the highest member of the

Millstone-grit, an entire total of over fifty feet of coal for a depth of two
thou.sand and Iwentv-five feet of strata. The millstone grit series of coals

ocenr next in the descending order, consisting of three thin seams of less

thickness than one foot, none of which have been worked in the neighbourhood
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of Buruley. After -wliich llu: liighor and lower members of the millstone-Gjrit

fonuatiou are developed ia great thickness, passing down into the Yoredale

Rocks, or limestone shale, and finally into the Carboniferous Limestone of

Clitheroe. Of course, it is to be understood that the whole of the above enu-

merated scries of strata have not been sunk through at any one place, neither

can we point out any particular locality where they are exhibited in section;

but the whole of them crop out between Burnley and the north end of Pendle
Hill, and by taking advantage of the doughs and ravines which present them-
selves on the way, nearly the whole of them may be noticed ; or, if a pit were
sunk from the centre of the coal-field in Burnley, to a sufficient depth, the

entire series would be found to overlie each other in the above stated order.

In describing the rocks of tlie Buruley coal-field and their fossils, it will be
found convenient to notice them in the ascending order, beginning with the

limestone shale, or Yoredale rocks. They consist of very dark and finely-

laminated shales, replete with fossils of marine origin, such as shells of the

genera Acicula peden, Goniatites, Orthoceratites, Posodonia, &c., &c. ; they

also contain fish remains of various genera, including tliat of Pal<j>oiiiscus.

The Yoredale series is well developed on the north-wesr, north, and north-east

sides of Pendle Hill, skirting along its base from Pendleton Hall on the west
to Burst Clough on the east, a deep ravine which takes its name from the pent-

up waters of the morass on Pendle Hill having twice biu"st forth in great force

during the seventeenth century, laying bare the rocks to a height of at least

two thousand feet.

The higher and lower members of the Millstone-grit are the next rocks in

the ascending series.

They consist for the most part of coarse-grained sandstones intermixed with

water-worn quarl z pebbles ; being divided by thick beds of strong stony mica-

ceous grey shale.

There are many good sections of these rocks exposed to view in the vicinity

of Pendle HLU, where they are dipping nearly south at angles of from twenty
to forty degrees, the intensity of dip increasing in a southerly direction.

The millstone-grit formation is poor in fossils, with the exception of a bed
of shale of about twelve yards thick, which occupies a middle position between
the higher and lower portions. The outcrop of these shales is exposed in the

brook at Roughlee and at Hanson's Scar, near Sabden ; at both of which places

it contains fossils of the genera Phragmoceras, Goniatites, Avicula pecten, Posi-

donia, and Orthoceratites.

Near the top of the grit formation there occurs three thin seams of coal,

known as the millstone -grit, or Brooksbottom series of coak, the outcrop of

which may be seen in the road behind Height House.
The roof of the lowest of them, which consists of a fine-grained, compact,

light-coloured sandstone, has been extensively quarried along the line of its

basset on Read Height for road materials, and has been thought by some per-

sons to be identical with the gannister, or mountain mine, but from which it

differs in the following important particulars :—1st. It lies a considerable dis-

tance below, while the true gannister is known to be above the " Rough Rock."
2nd. The hard stone which is found in connection with it forms the roof of the

coal and not the seat, as in the case of the gannister ; and, 3rd. Possesses all

the characteristics of a roof rock as distinguished from that of a seat rock.

The next ascending basset is that of the Rough Rock Avith the Boaredge

and probably the Peatheredge coals. A good section of this rock, together

with the coals usually found in connection with it, is exposed at Height Side,

near Padiham.
The outcrop of the Rough Rock is followed by that of the gannister, or the

mountain mine series of coals.
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The lowest of tlu* gTiiiiiistcr series, which is a four foot coal, identical with
the Spa Cloui;li hottoin bed, is perhaps the most iutercstiiig, on account of its

fossils, of anv iiiiiie iu the Burnley measures.

Its roof consists of a thin stratum of very fine black shale, of ai)ou' four

inches, in which there arc embediled large nuuibcrsof very line shells, in a high

state of jireservation, of the Biu'cIhiihi, Pj/rumis, Cafillus, Bellcrophoii, &c.,

together with the jaws, teeth, and scales of (ishes. This thin stratum of shale

is succeeded by another shale (the iieetcn), in which the conditions of life have

been entirely changed; the liellcronhons, &c., which were so nnincrous in the

preceding shale, have been entirely swept off, and their places su))plicd by
numense numbers of Perf,'iis, Go>ii(ifili>s, and Orlhuroraiitcs.

The peeten shale reaches a thickness of several feet, and is followed by a

third shale, in which the conditions of life have been once more changed ; the

only representatives found in this shale of the immense number of shells that

inhabited the waters by which the peeten shales were deposited, being a few
very large Goinaliles, which appear to have survived the changes thai destroyed

their j)redeces50rs.

In the last -mentioned, or third shale, there arc embedded small ironstone

nodules, in which are enclosed very suudl, but very elegantly marked, (loiiia-

tite.1, specifically distinct from those of the preceding shale; others of these

balls, when broken, exhibit entire specimens of gamud fish.

It is well known in some localities as the " Bullion Coal," in consequence of

being inters]>ersed with pyritous nodules, called by the miners " bullions," .some

of which contain Siyillnriti, Lepidodendra^ and other coal-mcasurc plants, iu a

high state of preservation.

( )ne hundred and forty feet above the bullion coal, there lies the middle coal

of the fiannester series, or Spa Ch)Ugh top bed, which is succeeded at a dis-

tance of twenty-one feet by the foot mine, with a hard ganuister floor.

In the roof of the former of the above coals Hierc have been found some
very fine rays of the Gi/racaiit/iiis, also teeth of lihizodidi, Mrffdlirhthi/x, and
I[iili,jtfyclniiK, together with scales, plates, jaws, bones, &e. Also, six hundred

and seventy-five feet above the ganuister, the Arley series of coals occurs, con-

sisting of the Ilabergham, or Kx\i'y mine, four feet ; the Dandy, three feet

;

and the China, two feet. From the bone-bed in the black shale roof of tho

lowest, or Arley nunc, which is the most valuable of the Burnley mines, splen-

did specimens of fish reniains of the genera Megalichihifx, Rhizodiis, Diplodus,

&c., Iiiive been collected.

The distance from the Arley lo the lowest mine of the Burnley higher scries

is about fo\ir hundred and sixty feet. It is a four feet coal divided into two
scrims by a bed of " Bing," in which, lying in heaps, are end)edded coniferous

fossil fruit of the genera Trigunocarpiim. The roof of this cojil contains a

small species of Anthracoxia, also some good [jepidostrobi, enclosed in ironstone

noilnlps.

The next higher coal is about two and thrce-tpiarters fcret thick, and identical

with the Kullcdge thin bed ; it is exceedingly rich in iehthyological remains.

The parting between the coal and mof hius yielded very line jaws, teeth, scales,

and vertibral Ixmesof {\\c Mrffdiirhlhyx Ililjhniii, also very perfect teeth of the

Ct/'Hoptifrhiiis jM'rtiiiatuK, ('. apiralii'.t, together with rays belonging to the

Gyrarijiithux, llyliodtui, Plniratuiiilhiis, &c. The roof of this coal is a very

finely laminated bl;irk shale, reph-te with the remains of fossil fish, some of

which were exantinrd during the Association Exhibition in the Free Trade

Hall, Manchester, by Sir IMulip De M. G. Egerton, M.P., F.R.8., F.G.S., &c..

and the Karl of Kntiiskilhn. D.C.L., F.B.S., i^e., and have been declared by

the above eminent iehlhyf)lf)gi.»fs to he entirely new to science. It also con-

tains a very attenuatcd-i(H)kn>g bivalve-shcli.
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About twenty-one feet above the thin mine there is a bed of impiire cannel,

over which there is a band of large Aiitlirac.os'm. In the shales below the

cannel two species of Anthracosia, much smaller than the overlying ones, are

met with.

The next overhang coal is a four feet, having a roof of strong blue shale,

containing an abundance of coal-measure plants, some of which have the Spi-

rorbis carbonanm adhering to them. At a distance of seventy-five feet above
the last-named coal, we have the Lower Yard Bed, the roof of which contains

a band of very large Anfhracoxia, thought by some geologists to be identical

with the Anthrocosia robusta found over the Arley mine in the Wigan district.

The outcrop of tliis mine, together with the overlying band of Anthrocosia, is

exposed near to the north entrance of the Towneley tunnel.

The next ascendiug coals are the Higher Yard Bed ; the Main Coal, five feet

;

Shell Bed, three feet ; and the Kershaw Bed, three feet ; none of which have
any fossils in connection with them worthy of special notice.

Nearly twenty-one feet above the Kershaw Bed, and about thirty feet from
the surface, lies the Dog Holes coal, the highest and the thickest of the Burn-
ley mines. The roof of this coal, consisting of a light grey sandstone parted

by bands of blue shale, whenever laid open, has revealed in the greatest abun
dance ferns of the geuera Xeuropfcris, Pecopteris, Sphenopteris, &c., together

with botli the stems and leaves of L-'pidode/idron Sfenibergii, Calamifefi, and
Stigmariu ficoides, perforating the rock in every direction ; some of tlie latter

having been traced for many yards iu a horizontal position, sending out their

rootlets at right angles to the main stems to a great distance. Large fossil

trees of the genera Sigillaria are also abundant, some of tliem reacliing a dia-

meter of several feet. Seven such were found iu the limited space occupied

by a small cotton mill recently erected in Church-street, Burnley, by Mr.
Dixon ; and others were found in Mill-lane during the construction of a

common sewer. The whole of them being in an ^^iright position, thus afforded

the best possible evidence that they had grown and flourished on the spot.

The whole, of the overlying rock may be described as an immense fossil

forest, occupying the central part of the Burnley coal-field ; the town itself

being situate on what was once one of its richest lagoon jungles, replete with
the flora of a former geological period.

ON THE OCCURKENCE OF GOLD IN MERIONETSHIRE.

By T. a. Readwix, F.G.S.

The author confined his observations to an area of about twenty square
miles, situate north of the turnpike road leading from Dolgelly to Barmouth,
county Merioneth.

Professor Ramsey has ably described the geology of this district, in a com-
munication to the Geological Society of London, 1S54 (" On the Geology of

the Gold-bearing Districts of Merionethshire.")

The Dolgelly district is bounded, or nearly so, by the picturesque and tidal

river Mawddach, the great LlawUech or Merioneth anticliual range, and the

little river Camlan, to which may be added a continuation of about tliree miles

further north-east, at the junctioa of the Cambrian sandstone, and the Lower
Silurian Lingula flags of the Geological Survey, and included in the survey-

maps 75 south-east and 59 north-east.

In this district are found the Cambrians overlaid by the Lower Silui-iau Lin-
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fjubs. The rainbrian rocks are coarse greenish-grey grits. The Lingula-flags

an- aronaccous slaty-l)cils, iiit erst rati Hod with roiirscs of saiulstoiic. Calcareous

nnd greenstone ilykcs frc(|uei'.tly penetrate hotli the Cambrian and Sihirian

rocks. In the latter, the direction of the dykes is generally parallel with the

lines of bedding; in the former, if any particular order obtains, their general

direction is rather across the strike.

The metalliferous products arc chiefly galena, copper pyrites, blende, man-

ganese, and mundic, most of which are frctjuently found associated with native

gold.

According to Sir Roderick Murchison, "The most useful position of gold is

in (luartzose veinstones, that traverse altered jjalieozoic shites, frequently near

their junction with eruptive rucks, whether of igneous or of aijueous origin.

Tiie stratified rocks of the highest antiquitv', such as the oldest gneiss, or

fjuartz rocks, have Kridom borne gold; but the sediuientary accumulations

which followed, or the Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous (particularly the

first of these three) have been the deposits, which, in the tracts where they

have undergone a metamorphosis or change of structure, by the influence of

igneous agency, or other causes, have been the chief sources whence gold has

been derived."

—

Sihtria.

Referring to the discoveries of gold in the Dolgellj district, Professor

Raiusay says :
" In the Ural ^[ountains. South Australia, Canada, and other

parts of the world, gold occurs in rocks of the same general age, and apjui-

rently under the same circumstances."—(" Geologist," Feb., 1858.)

Sir R. Murchison's statement is singularly corroborated by the position of

the fjuartzosc vein in the Clogau mine, distinguished as the "gold lode,"

whieii traverses altered palreozoic slates, near the junction of an eruptive bar

of porphyrilic greenstone, and the same law appears to obtain, al.so, with

respect to all the gold-bearing quart zose veins of the Dolgelly district, upon
the ores of which tiie author has made a very large number of experiments

during the past eight years.

There are, in this cbstrict, about twenty localities in which gold has been

discovered, visible, in quartz, or associated, more or less, with galena, blende,

copper-|)y rites, telluric misuiuth, carbonate of lime, schist, baryta, iron-

pyrites, &c.

Ry far the richest discoveries of gold have been made at the Dol-y-frwvnog,

Prince of Wales, Cambrian, and the Clogau Mines. Gold has also been tound

in the ".Marine Drift," by the lion. F. u alpole, Sir Augustus Webster, my-

self, and others ; and Mr. Arthur Dean, in a paper read before the British

A.ssociation in ISH, stated, " that a complete .system of auriferous veins exists

thr<)Mf,'hout the whole of the Snowdonian or Lower Silurian formations of North

Wales."
Upon faith in this statement much current gold of the realm was expended

at the Cwmhei.sian Mines, and very little bullion obtained by smelling oper-

ations, for reasons which are now not very dillicult to understand.

About ten years later, gentlemen of my own acquaintance, after having set

the most eminent a.ssayers to work, to prove the accuracy of Mr. Dean's state-

ment, expended nearly as much money upon the .same spot, in the erection of

machinery, which ])rodueed even less gold by amalgamation than the former

method, although it was then held as an axiom that gold always exists in a

mrfa/lic state, that mercury always has an affinity for gold, and, therefore,

whenever gold is present in minerals, mercury will necessarily di.ssolve it.

This did not, however, prove to be the ca.se.

The result of operations upon some hundred and fifty tons came at length

to be considered, at the best, an inigmatical failure, as the following extract

from notes of the experiment will show.
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Memorandum of one of thirty-seven large experiments at the Cwmheisian
Mines, in 18 5 i :

—

Experiment No, 7.—A bulk of four and a-half tons of metalliferous minerals

quartz, &c., was triturated in forty-two pounds of mercury. The result was
without amalgam. The mercury was of the consistency of paste, ten pounds
of which, on distillation, gave seventy grains of residual metal, which con-

tained 18.4 grains of gold.

A qualitative analysis of this metal gave gold, silver, lead, niismuth, zinc,

arsenic, and traces of copper and iron.

The distilled mercury contained traces only of zinc and arsenic.

Eight samples of ore were taken from the same heap as the above four and
a-half tons, and qualitative analyses made. The results were, silica, lime,

magnesia, alumina, oxide of iron, oxide of manganese, copper, zinc, sulphui-,

antimony, arsenic, gold, silver, and in three samples carbonic acid.

It had been proved before the experiment, and has since been proved, that

there were several ounces of the " Royal Metal" in the bulk opejrated upon

;

but the quicksilver, in that instance, as in many others, became sportive,

neglected royalty, and took up with " associates" of less dignity, although,

intrinsically, of more real utility.

This, however, was anything but the result expected.

At the Dol-y-frwynog Mine, about two years afterwards, Sii* Charles Price

erected machinery, at a great cost, for the extraction of gold by amalgamation.

Several hundreds of tons were operated upon ; but the machinery itself being

only a bad imitation of that used at the Cwmheisian Mines, the result was a

failure equally provoking.

Of all the gold localities of this district, at the present time, the mine in

the Clogau Mountain is the most interesting, as it is the most profitable. The
Clogau Mine, as it is called, is situate at an elevation of one thousand feet

aboVe the level of the sea. The " Saint David's," or " Gold Lode," is the

most remarkable feature of this mine.

The direction of this lode is nearly east and west, and is almost perpen-

dicular. It is about three feet wide, and is composed of quartz impregnated

with sulphides of copper, lead, iron, and occasionally telluric mismuth, with

much native gold, which is generally distributed in minute particles throughout

the quartz, but very frequently in rich strings or bunches. A shallow adit

has been driven on this lode about twenty fathoms, and a winze sunk to within

a few fatlioms of a deeper adit, which has been driven from the north about

forty-eight fathoms, and touches the gold lode a few fathoms further east than

the forebreast of the shallow adit.

This lode is at the junction of the Cambrian sandstones and the Lingula-

flags of the Lower Silurian rocks, and was worked many years since, and a

large quantity of what was then called " poor copper-ore" raised and sold.

More of it was requested by the Flintshire smelters at an advance of five

shillings per ton !

It is a singular fact that, in 1854, the grass-grown refuse of this "poor
copper-ore" was examined, and large stones were found showing positively the

presence of native gold in extraordinary quantity. Many of the stones

weighed several pounds, and liad gold disseminated throughout. The author

was once told by an eminent gentleman in London, who ought to have known
better, that getting the gold into the stones was " an ingcnius contrivance

betwixt a jeweller and a watchmaker."
One specimen of this " refuse" in particular, containing a large quantity^ of

gold associated with telluric-mismuth, has the mark of a boring-iron, which

has passed quite through the solid gold.

Some of this "refuse ore" was put to the test by Mr. J. C. Goodman, and,

VOL IV. 3 L
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in one mstance n liundrod pounds weight yielded fourteen and a-htdf ounces of

This remarkable load has been experimented upon, lor limited periods, and
in various ways, by several persons sinee the pold cliscovery of 1S51-, and many
strings or shoots of pold obtained efpiallv rieh ; but, owiii" to the uneertain

operations of amalijamatiii<T machines on the one hand, and t lie mines them-
selves beini^ the su1)ject ot tiro ehaneerv suits on the other, the general value

of the lode in bulk has not, until recent fy, been determined.

The author has for a \m\^ time luvuof opinion that it is impossible to arrive

at au a|)proxiiiuitc value of auriferous minerals in bulk by the ordinary j)rocess

of assay. Assays ;u-c likely to prove delusive, simply ou account of the un-

equal distribution of the precious metal in the minerals. Many men of great

abilities state the contrary ; but tiicy cannot do it for all that; for, if they

cannot obtain a.fair mmple to assay, it is impossible that the assay to the bulk

can be proportional.

In proof of this the author referred to a record of thirteen experiments

made oy himself just a year since, upon a huiulred and twelve jwunds of auri-

ferous quartz from the Clogau Mine, part of a stone weitrliing about four liun-

dred weight, which was broken from the lode on Whit ^Monday, ISGO, sent to

London, and crushed and sampled by Johnson and Son.

Oz
Exp. No. 1. 711)s. of ore, gave 1

2.
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ounces of gold from two hundred and twelve tons of auriferous mineral, being

at the rate of about six. and a-half ounces to the ton !

The author believes this to be the first public record of a hundred weight of

gold having been obtained from the Crown Lands of this country, the value of

wliich is about five thousand three hundred pounds.
This " Royal Mine" pays a royalty of one-twelfth to the Crown. The cost

of gold-extraction has been very inconsiderable, and there is a probability of a
continuance of a yield of gold at the present rate for some time to come.

Seven years ago, the author determined, unwisely, perhaps, never to leave

this vexed question until he had mastered it. He has done so. Experiments
are ended. It is proved, what many then doubted, and many more derided,

that gold does really exist in the Dolgelly district, and that it can be extracted

from the minerals in remunerative quantity. He was glad to have had 1 he

opportunity of making this statement before the Geological Section of the

British Association for the xldvaucement of Science.

At the conclusion of the paper, Mr. J. Beete Jukes, T.R.S , T.G.S., Director

of the Geological Survey of Ireland, said the existence of gold in North Wales
hul long been known, but it was not in sufficient qaantities to render its pro-

d;ieiion remunerative.

A discussion ensued between Professor Smith, of Sydney, Australia, and
Mr. Beadwin, upon the modes of extracting gold from its matrix ; Mr. Bead-
win stating that, at the Clogau mine, particularly referred to in his paper, the

gold was extracted, at present, chiefly by a process of amalgamation.
Professor Smith inquired whether some of the mercury was not lost in tlie

process ? To which Mr. Beadwin replied that some of the mercuiy was always
lost ; it became so finely divided that some of it was sure to be carried away.

Mr. Smith said he perceived that in old North Wales they were falling into

tlie same difficulty as their friends in New South Wales. There were many
things which would have a singular action upon mercury, and likely to injure

its effect on the gold. The action they had was a chemical one, and therefore

the gold producers of New South Wales had depended to a great extent upon
mechanical action exclusively, and generally they had been very successful.

If anyone could point out any means by which gold could be satisfactorily

separated from the quartz it would be a great boon. The mechanical means
they employed in New South Wales would leave only half an ounce per ton,

which was considered very fair. The production of gold in Old North Wales,
as detailed by Mr. Beadwin, surprised him very much. The yield of gold in

Victoria or New South Wales did not exceed one ounce per ton of quartz, and
in many instances half an ounce was considered a fair yield. The digger of

AustraKa would be extremely proud to get it in such quantities as six ounces
per ton, as Mr. Beadwin had stated the yield of the Dolgelly quartz to be.

From three to four ounces per ton would be considered very good anywhere
in the gold districts of Australia. In some small localities the yield had been
as high as thirty ounces, forty ounces, or even more, per ton, but they were
exceptional, and did not last long.

Mr. Beadwin remarked that there was this difference : in the one case the
gold was obtained ; in the other, not. There was no difficulty about it. By
the process of amalgamation care should, of course, be taken not to intrude
any mineral that would have the effect of neutralizing the affinity of mercury
for gold. In reply to the last observation of Professor Smith, Mr. Beadwin
said he believed that the same law of produce obtained with respect to gold as

with other metals. In the case referred to it certainly appeared to be so.

In answer to another question, Mr. Beadwin stated that the actual cost of

obtaining the one thousand three hundi'ed ounces of gold was, he should think,

not more than three hundred pounds.
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Lest there should be any misunderstanding as to the averaeo yield of ^Id
in tlio DolgolU'v district, he bc[r2:cd distinctly to state that tlic average yield

would not, in his o])inion, exceed half an ounce to the ton of ore ; but there

were several extraordinary exceptions to the rule in some of the quartz-lodes

of the district.

A gentleman asked what was the cost per ton of crushing the quartz ?

Mr. Headwin said that as the niaehiiiery was worked l)y water-power, the

actual cost of crushing per ton woidd, probably, be less than lialf-a-crown.

Professor Smith exj)ressed his snrpriso, as tli(^ cost per ton in Australia was
Calculated on an average at one pound per ton. He referred to tlie fact that

most of the tirms there used the Curiiish stampers for crushing the quartz, and
that it answered the purpose well.

Mr. Keadwin said that he also had witnessed the operation of gold extraction

by nieaus of stamp heads, and it was found to fail, in consMjuenee of the linely-

divided state in which the gold occurred; so line, indeed, that it floated away
on the surface of the water and was lost ; the heavier portions were, of course,

retained.

Mr. Keadwin exhibited some extraordinary specimens of Welsh gold, and

offered to explain to any person interested, a |)roeess by which minerals anta-

gonistic to the free amalgamation of mercury and gold, can be successfully

treated.

Liit of the Gold Localities of (he Dolgellif District.

At Cwmheisian I'chaf, (^old has been found in galena, mundic, copper-pyrites,

quartz, blende, schist, and arsenie;d iruu-pyriles.

Cwmheisian Issa, in galena and blende.

Dol-y-frwynog, in galena, quartz, barytc, and miindio.

North Dol-y-frwynog, extracted from quartz, copper-pyrites, and gossan.

"\^'est Dol-y-frwynog, in quartz, schist, and iiaryte.

Tyddyng-vvladis, in argentiferous galena, copper-jiy rites, clay-slate, talcosc-schist,

go.-'San, and blende.

C'aegAvcrnog, in galena.

]5erthUwydd, in argentiferous galena and arsenical iron-pyrites.

Triiicc of Wales 3linc, in blende, gideua, quartz, and clay -slate; but pruici-

])ally associated with blende.

West Prince of Wales, extracted from quartz.

The Cambrian Mine, in blende, carbonate of lime, schist, quartz, clay-slate,

iron-pyrites; but chiefly in blende and rpiartz.

Victoria Mine, extracted from (piartzand gossan.

Larhfraith, extracted from quartz and iron-pyrites.

Wellington Mine, in fpiartz and copnei-oy rites.

Caegysain, extracted from quartz ana galena.

^'ii:ra, fxtractrd from gossan, (piartz, and copper-pyrites.

CiMg.iu (South firantj, extracted from gos.san, blende, quartz, and copper-

pyritcH.

rin::nu (Middle firant), traces of gold in copper-pyrites.

C InLT.iu (>.'i>rtli firant), from "Saint David's Lode," in quartz, copper-pyrites,

carbonate of lime, talcosc-schist, gtdcna, and associated with telluric-

bismuth.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Flint Implements at Aylesford, Kent.—Sir,—A few weeks siuce, a

friend of mine picked out of some river drift which had been dredged from

the Medway near to Aylesford, a most highly-iinished flint hatchet. I am
sorry to say I fear we shall lose it for our museum, as the finder is going ro

take it to Oxford. I have not had the luck to get a specimen, but hope to do

so, as that elevated bed of ancient river-drift at the back of Aylesford church

ought to yield some.—Yours, &c., W. H. Bensted, Maidstone.

EuoMPHALUs CARiNATUS.

—

Deah Sir,—Last month the Liverpool Geolo-

gical Society made an excursion to the Silurian district of Coalbrookdale,

during which many interestiug fossils were obtained. From a quarry of Wen-
lock limestone on Benthall Edge, I obtained a finely-preserved specimen of

Enomphalus carinatus, i-etaiuing a considerable portion of the shell. My reason

for calling attention to tliis fact is that I cannot ascertain that this shell has

been discovered in the Wenlock series before. Both iu " Siluria" and Pro-

fessor Morris's " Catalogue of British Fossils," it is mentioned as occurring

in the Aymestry Limestone. Perhaps, if you consider these remarks worthy

of insertion in the " Notes and Queries," some one of your numerous readers

will inform me whether this shell has hitherto been met with in the Wenlock
Limestone.—Yours, &c., W. S. Horton, Liverpool.

Native Cok_e in Moravia.—Native cokes have been found at Mahrisch-

Ostraw (Moravia), at a depth of about two hundred and eighty feet, along the

line where one of the coal-beds worked there is in contact with eruptive rocks.

The metamorphic action has penetrated into the coal to a depth of three or

four inches. A similar occurrence was observed in 1S56 in the coal-beds of

Witkowitz, partially altered into cokes by the contact of greenstone.

REVIEWS.
" Proceedings of the Geologist^ Association" No. 7.

The seventh number of these Proceedings has reached us, and it is with
pleasure we remark, not only an improvement in the diction and printing, which
would indicate that the matter has received some editorial care, and has been
passed under some competent eye, but there is an improvement also in the

quality of the papers themselves. In the first paper our old friend Mr.
Wetherell, who for so many years has done so much good work in looking over
little things, treats " On the Opercula of Ammonites in Flint Pebbles from
the Gravel of TlTietstone." In all strata containing ammonites the trigonellites

should naturally be expected to be met with—as indeed they are—for to suppose
them rare is a mistake, as any one may prove by cracking oif sideways pieces

from the mouth-edges of common grey-chalk ammonites, such as Jm. varians.

Am. Mantellii, and Am. navicularis. What is most wanted to be done is some
one to spend his time in breaking up different species of ammonites and
figuring the kind of trigonellites which belong to each. Another of Mr.
Wetherell's papers printed is " On Oviform Bodies from the London Clay,
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Chalk, and Groonsand," in whirli he draws attention to certain minute objects

often foniid in the cavities of the tubes of fossil Teredines, but the origin of

whieli is still unexplained.

Mr. GeorL'c E. Koberts has contributed a "Notice of the Plant-bed cut

into by the Severn Valle.v Branch of the West Midland Railway," the speci-

nions Hiet with being chietly carboniferous ferns of the genera IVeoptcris,

Keucopteri-s, and Sphenoptcris. Of the last a new s|)ecies "with very small

but most elegant pinnules," resembling a delicate form of Hymenophyllum,

from New Zealand, wa.s abundant.'

The WoodirtiniiIts Jiohertsii, Morris, was first met with in the>e shales.

A long paper by Mr. Gray " On the Geology of the Isle of i'urtlauil," is

illustrated oy one of those i)ieces of hacked wood far too common in modern

geological liooks. Of the short comings of the pajjcr itself we are disposed

to sj)eak lightly, for the sake of the spirit in which it is penned, but there is

one part to which we hope the author will devote more accnrat"" attention.

After speaking of the bone-fissures in the Portland stone, he adds :—
" Graves :uc frequently met with on various parts of the island, and from the

discovery of vases, coins, and other articles in them, are ueknowledged to be

of Roman origin. These graves are generally sunk down into the calcareous

slate of the Purbeck beds, and the body was deposited within a ca-se, rudely

fonned of unhewn stones or slates—without the intervention of a cofliu— the

e^irth being tilled in upon a covering of similar material.

"It would appear that the human remains are onlv found in tissures hfurafh

thf calcareous ulatt; so that it is highly probable that the weight of the earth,

in the above instances, caused the heretofore undisturbed layer of slate between

the graves and open tissures tf) give way, and launch its contents into the s|)ace

below. Captain Manning, ller Majesty's Jiieutenaul of Portland, and resident

magistrate, has in his cabinet at Portland Castle, a good collection of fissure-

bones, nkiilU, and other hiimdii mnaiiis, as well as the bones of the deer, boar,

and other animals, lound in fissures in the central quarries, and therefore IjcIow

the calcareous slate. In a cabinet, in the office of the Commanding Royal

Knginecr, Vem Fort, there are also several specimens of bones, the latter

having been found on the Vern Hill, where the calcareous slate is not deve-

loi)ed. These bones ircrc not arronipanirrl hi/ human rrniaiii.t. The fissure-

bones of Portland are generallv found in good ^)reservation, usually separate,

but often concntcd together "l)y carbonate of hme, the shells of land snails

being rarely associated with them. In some of the fissures, passed through

bv the Vera Ditch excavation, there were discovered nundjcrs of

stells, very delicate, yet well iircserved, and similar to those described

a.s common in the Loess of tfie Vfdley of the Rhine, viz., Ilrlix plc-

bium, U''lix nriiioralLi, and Ci/cloKtouia clcyam. Numbers of them were

detached, but they were prineipally cemented together with broken pieces of

stone, and cherty fr.igments, into a coucretionary nia*s, by a filtration of c^'ir-

bonate of lime crystallized, and encrusting each. The specimens obtained

were tli
' from the surface."

We 1 ^e do not clearly comprehend what the author means. If he

intends to say that the human Insnes arc older than calcareous slate, we deci-

dedly think he is wrong. On the other iiand, we do not see the value of

whether a fissure extends down through other .strata to the calcareous shale or

whether it d<H\s not.

The subject of human remains has a high interest just now, and Mr. Gray

should give us the exact particidars of these bone-fissures and their contents.

Mr. Curtis contributes a note "On the Gault of Alice Holt Forest," and

Mr. Pickering, Mr. liionel W(H>dward, and other genthnun have contributed

other papers ou ilifTerenl subje<;t8, the scries concluding with an illustrated one

A
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on geological hammers, in which some queer specimens of stone-breaking im-
plements are duly figured, but not one of which is properly fastened in its
handle—if the woodcuts before us are to be trusted.
The Committee announce their intention of having excursions next year to

Cambridge, Hastings, Harwich, and Lewes. We approve highly of this early
notice of these trips, as it is very desirable for the members of such a society
as this to read up and study beforehand the features and fauna of the district9
and strata they visit in their instructive excursions. The resumption of the
Society's meetings will take place on the 4th inst.

The Coal-Fields of Great Britain. By Edward Hall, F.G.S.

It is not many months since we read and reviewed a very admirable account
of our coal-fields, by Mr. Hull. The oft-mooted question,

"^" How long will our
coal-fields last ?" and the commercial aspects of the probable increased expor-
tation of coal, through the late treaty with France, turned attention pointedly
to the subject, and with the maps, sections, and labours, published and
unpublished, of the Geological Survey, extending over two-thirds of the coal
districts of England, and assured of the cordial assistance of his colleagues, no
one could undertake the reply with a better collection of materials, or so good
a chance of success. And a very truthful answer Mr. Hull did produce, and
the public appreciation of it is proved by the enlarged second edition before
us. It is not to be expected that the answer first given should have been
perfect, and, consequently, we find slight modifications; but to the main
features the author consistently adheres, whDe in the intervening time fresh
materials have been gathered. Amongst the additions is an account of the
mineral resources of Scotland, which has been included with those of England
and Wales ; and sections of the coal series of South Wales and Somersetshire.
The production of the various coal-fields has been modified in accordance with
the " Mineral Statistics " for 1859, collected by Mr. Hunt, and a map showing
the area of the productive coal-fields, and the probable depth and extent of
the coal formation below the newer strata, is now furnished, besides an addi-
tional horizontal section of the formations in Lancashire. Chapters on the
"Duration of our Coal Supply," and on "The Physical Geography of the
Carboniferous Period of Britain," are also added, andin justice to Mr. Hull, it

may be fairly spoken, that he has produced what others have thought about
and talked about, but never accomplished—a complete handbook of the British
coal-fields.

In his preface, Mr. Hull alludes to the criticism of Mr. Vivian, in liis
'' Lecture on Coal," and the statements of that gentleman on the resources of
the South Wales coal-fields ; but at present he makes no attempt at reply, giving
this rather witty reason for procrastination, that as Mr. Vivian places the
duration of the coal-field at 5000 years, and himself at nearly 2000 years, there
will be abundance of time for arriving at an amicable conclusion on the subject,
before the course of events shall have verified or falsified either of their

calculations.

In the appendix, are some interesting notes on coal-mining in foreign
countries, amongst others, in China and Japan. In respect to the former,
mention is first made of the statements of Marco Polo, the traveller of the
thirteenth century, that coal was in use in his day in that country. At the
present time, the coal is "worked in the cliffs of the Pe-Kiang river, at

Tingtih, by means of adits driven into the side of the hill, at the outcrop of
the coal-seams. The works are carried on in the most primitive manner,
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witliout the ftid of machiucrv, and the mode of working coal through vertical

shafts, whicli may be coiisitlercd iis the second stage in the art of mining,

appears little known. In tiiis respect, as in almost every otlier, the Chinese

are far hohiiul tiieir neighbours the Japaucse. Probably, if an inhabitant of the

Celestial emjiire were shown some of the largest collieries of Newcastle or

Wigan, he would scarcely deign to look at tiiem, or would gravely inform vou
tliat tliey had similar or better machinery, and deeper mines, in " Pekin side."

'Mr. ()iipliaut, in his narrative of Lord Elgin's mission, states that coal is

procured from a mine al)out five miles distant from the important city of
" \Vl\ang-sheh-Kang," or " Yellow Stone," on the river Yang-tse-Kiang, about

four iiundrcd miles from its moutii. He also states that coal is raised in

Japan somewhat extensively, but as a government monopoly. "One mine, at

a place called Wakainoto, in the interior of the main ishind of Xiphon, was
visited by some of the Dutch mission. Tiiey describe the mine as being well

and judiciously worked, and the coal as bituminous in its nature, and made
into coke for use. That tiie coal is worked by means of vertical shafts, aiipears

from the fact that the Prince of Fizen once ordered a steam-enmno from

Europe for numping the water out of his mines; but, through the native

jealousy of tlie presence of foreigners in tiie country, refused to allow the

l)uleh engineer to erect the machinery upon the spot. Tiie Japanese, how-
ever, are quite independent of Eurupoau aid for such an ol)jcct, as they

thoroughly understand the construction and management of the steam-engine.

Ka;nipfcr, in his 'History of Japan,' also refers to the abundance of this

minend, stating that it is dug in great rpiautity in the province of Tsekuscn,

and in most of the uorlhern provinces. Tlic rich and proiluctive empire also

yields abundance of gold, silver, copper, and iron, and the Japanese armourers
excel the Europeans, and perhaps any other nation, in tempering steel."

Short and brief as are these references, and introduced more even as matters

of curiosity than anything else, and brief as is tiie chaiiter on the Coal-lields of

the World, we are still glad tliat there is even this little mark of attention

shown to the subject of foreign coal-lields, for hereafter will it not be only the

question of how long our coar-fu'lds will last, hut we shall have to consider, as

our coal-mines get deeper, how far foreign countries can compete with us in

setting (hrir cost of carriaf/e against our cost of uplift and deep-mine draining;

whether they will bring their coal-produce to our market, or carry it to

other markets where material aiul maihinery can be worked together.

We must not, however, consider that we have anything like a perfect know-
ledge of the stores of fossil fuel laid u|) in the ernsi of the earth. The con-

stant finding of coals and lignites, usable as fuel, of other ages than the car-

boniferous, leads us to conceive the idea that future discoveries of most
valuable Ijcds may from time to time be made in dejiosits of various ages,

although none of' these are likely to equal the veritable coal-seams of the car-

boniferous age.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON" THE ACCUMULATION" OF
CAYE-DEPOSITS.

By the Rev. Hexry Elet, M.A., F.G.S.

The usual mode of accounting for the bone-bi*eceias so commonly

found in cavern.s open to the day can scarcely be considered by any

body as quite satisfactory. It seems usually taken for granted that

that mixture of sand, clay, small stones, and fragments of bone

must necessarily have been brought there by streams of water, or

washed in by waves. And 5-et in many instances—perhaps in by far

the great majority of instances—nothing can be imagined as much
less likely to have happened than the aggregation of such materials

by any means of that kind : that it should have been an occun-enee

of almost universal prevalence may well be deemed impossible. For

under what circumstance can it be conceived that floods of water, in

every region where open caverns exist in the rocks, should have

picked up a heterogeneous collection of bones just in time to lay

them quietly down again in every hole into which the muddy stream

could gain access ? For we must really suppose so well-timed an

acquisition of future fossils, before we can admit the usually received

hypothesis of the manner in which they were deposited where we
find them

; since no one can suppose that the whole of the sohd

matter borne along by any great flood—-not to say by every such

VOL. lY. 3 M
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flood—could hnvo ])ocn Ruch as wp obsoiTC so conBtantly in tlicso

bonc-brcccins.

The utter insufflcioncy of tliis way of solving the difficulties which

these oollections present may bo seen in the account given by M.

Alfred Fontan of two bone-caverns in the Montagne du Ker, at

^[assat, in the Department of Ariege, as extracted from the November

number (08) of the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of

London, page 408.

After noting that there arc many of these hollows or gi'ottos in the

mountain, he says :
" Amongst these caves, two are remarkable on

account of their extent. One of them, situated near the summit of

the mount, at an elevation of about a hundred metres (three hundred

and thirty' foot) above the bed of the valley, is approsiched b}- a

spacious vestibule, or outer chamber, with two large and lofty circu-

lar entrances, one of which faces the north, the other north-north-

west. The soil of the outer chamber, which, like the rest, was devoid

of all stalagmitic concretions, was smooth and Jiorizontal, rising

ftljove the sill of the entrance. Willi the exception of a small poi'-

tion near the north-north-west entrance, where a few fragments of

pottery were found, mixed with cinders and coal, it presented tho

appearance of an abandoned rivei'-bed. A sandy loam, sprinkled witli

gravel or small rolled pebbles, occupied the centre ; wliilst at the

edges, against the wall of rock, larger but similarly rolled pebbles

appeared to have been thrown up by the eddying or movement of

the water. These deposits continued in tho same way for a distance

of a hundred metres along the principal gallery, only diminishing in

thickness as they extended further inwards, and entirely ceasing at

the further end.

" This aiTangemcnt, combined with the presence at such a consider-

able elevation of mlled jM'bbles, most of which were difhrent from

tho rocks of which the mountain consists, ajipcared to tho author as

solely attributable to those diluvial cataclysms which geology points

to as having occuiTcd at several periods anterior to historical tradi-

tion. In order to understand these facts, he detennined to study tho

nature of the depositfl ; for which i)urposo he caused a deep trcncli

to bo dug in the soil near the northern opening, and extended it to

the lateral ^valls. The result of this first attempt was tho discover)'
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of a large quantity of bones of carnivora, rumlnantia, and rodentia,

amongst wliicli were most abundant the gi'eat cave-bear described by

Cuvier, a large species of hys^na (H. spetea), and a large Felis (tiger

or lion), all mixed together, rubbed and broken, giving evidence of a

distant transport, or at least of a violent displacement. Besides the

cinders and charcoal at the surface (mth which were associated frag-

ments of pottery, an iron poignard, and two Roman coins), another

bed of cinders and charcoal was found at a depth of more than three

feet in the ossiferous loam, and here M. Fontan found a bone arrow-

head and two human teeth ; the latter were at a distance of five or

six metres one from the other.

" The second or lower cavern is situated at the foot ofthe mountain,

close to the road, at an approximating height of twenty metres above

the bed of the nver. Its only opening, which, like those of the

upper cavern, is contrary to the present dii-ection of the water, leads

into a tolerably spacious chamber, the ground of which consists of a

blackish earth and of large rolled pebbles (some of them granite),

amongst which are scattered, in the gi'eatest confusion, fragments of

bones belonging to animals either of extinct species, or of such as

have for the most part long since ceased to inhabit these regions.

They belong principally to deer (Cervus elaphus), antelopes, and

aurochs; and there were a few remains of fehne caniivora (appa-

rently a lynx). Amongst these were found worked flints and

numerous utensils of bone (deer's bone chiefly), such as bodkins and

arrows ; the latter wei'e the most aumerous, and are carved with

obliqiie gTooves, probably for poison. Some of the bones bear marks

of incisions made by sharp instniments in flaying or cutting up the

carcasses.

" In each cavern a chasm crosses the gallery and terminates the

deposits ; in the upper cave at a hundred metres, in the lower one at

about seven metres from the entrance."

After a sentence or tWo of argument, M. Fontan observes :
" From

all these phenomena, the most striking feature in my opinion is this,

namely, that the Valley of Masset appears to have been at one, and

perhaps at several periods, the theatre of a vast inundation coming

from the north-north-west or west, in the opposite direction to that

of the present course of the waters of this region."
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Now wlio can accept this as a satisfactory hypothesis of the forma-

tion of these deposits ? It seems a needless labour to examine it in

detail : it is incredible, upon the face of it, that the bone-breccias of

these and numberless other caverns similarly circumstanced could

liave been accumulated in any such way.

Hut I feel very confident of Ix'ing able to offer an hypothesis which

will meet all the ordinary facts of these cases, and against which on

insuperable objections can be alleged.

It so happened that, some years ago, I lived in company with a

spaniel dog, I may almost i^ay during every hour of its life, and in its

daily habits I saw, unless I am much mistaken, an explanation of the

origin of the bone-breccias. Thougli a veiy small creature, it was

an indomitable hunter ; no weatlier stopped it ; to range the fields,

the woods, and the ditches surrounding them was its one passion.

Wet, dirty, and tired it came in at dinner-time, and having eaten its

meal, it lay down to sleep. Upon awaking it began the operation

which was surely enacted by the carnivora of the caves, and to which,

HB it seems to me, must Iw referred the curious mixture which now

occupies their floors. With its teeth it pulled the mud from its long

hair, and one would hardly have believed, had he not seen it, the

heap of sand, clay, and pebbles which so small a dog left upon its

rug. Had it been allowed to gnaw bones in tlie study —a delight

which was forbidden—the orilinaiy materials of the breccias would

have lx?en complete—quite comjdete ; for it depo.sited more than one

or two of its own teeth, and abundance of its own hair, upon the floor.

Nothing could better consist witli the hypothesis thus proposed

than the facts observed l)y ^f. Fontan. Of his two caves, one wjis

f?-om two hundred and fifty t<) three hundred feet nearer to the level of

the valley than the other. There accordingly wore found the larger

pebbles. How certain it is that the larger prey would betaken to tliis

more readily accessible den, and would bring in larger masses of

mud, with larger stones fixed in them; and not uufrequently in tho

hoofs of the largo dead animals -the aurochs, for instance—and in

the feet of the carnivora themselves ; while in the cavern higher up

on the hill, smaller portions, such as could Ixi carried in the mouth

without dragging, would more generally Ik; disposed of, and with

these smaller pebbles would Ix; added to the accumulation.
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Occasionally, I believe, there is an appearance of stratification in

these deposits. But this by no means contradicts the hypothesis

here offered. It might very well happen that a cave of this sort

would be frequented by different genera of beasts of prey in succes-

sion—the cave-bear, hyaena, and tiger—each of which might occupy

it exclusively for a lengthened period, and bring in different kinds of

soil, as it sought its prey in the mai'shes, the meadows, the woods,

or on the mountain-side. And, in M. Fontan's account, there seems

to be proof that something of this kind had happened, for he found

k'amy sand in the upper cave, and a blackish earth in the lower,—

a

distribution of material very well agreeing with the view here taken,

but not quite consisting \vith the notion of deposit by water ; as sand

and loam are usually heavier substances than black earth, and would

rather than the latter have been left on the lower level.

I think, then, that the deposits of the open caverns may be as-

cribed for the most part to the caraivora frequenting them, Avhich

must have brought in, adhei'ing to their own feet and fur, and to those

of their prey, a prodigious quantity of earth and stones, which we

must needs believe would remain where they left it, mixed with the

fragments of the bones they gnawed, unless we are prepared to say

that the floods washed all that out first to make way for a similar

deposit brought from somewhere else.

CORRESPONDENCE.
CREATION BY LAW.

Sir,—I make no excuse for ofiering to tlie intelligent readers of the " Geolo-
gist"—a periodical in which the freest discussion has been invited and carried
on respecting the " Origin of Species"—the remarks wliich a careful Derusal
of the latest published works on the subject have led me to express. I alludo
chiefly to Professor Owen's " Palaeontology," a second edition of which has
recently been given to an admii-ing world, and to the excellent little work by Mr.
David Page, which you noticed in the " Geologist" for September.
In both these works there is a strong appeal made ui favour of a " constantly

operating secondary law," by which the several species of animals have been
called into being. Prof. Owen's generalizations are as follows :

—

" Palaeontology has yielded most important facts to the highest range of
knowledge to which the human iatellcct aspires. It teaches that the globe
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ullullcd to mail lius rorolvcd in its orbit through a. period of tiino eo vast, that

tho mind, in the endeavour to realize it, is sti-aimil by an efTurt Hke that by
wliich it strives to conceive tho space dividing tho sohir pysteni from tho most
distant ncbida\

*' Pidiuontologj' has shown that, from the inconceivably remote period of tho

deposition of the Cambrian i-ocks, the earth has been viviiied by the sim'a light

and lieat, has been fertilized by refreshing showers, and washed bj- tidal waves

;

that the ocean not only moved in orderly oscillations regulated, as now, by sim
and moon, but was rii)pled and agitated by winds and storms ; that tho atmos-
phere, besides these movements, was hcalthil}- inilucnced by clouds and vapours,

rising, condonsmg, and falling in ceaseless circidation. Witli such conditions of

life, paheontology demoustniles that life has been enjoyed during the same count-

less thousands of years ; and iliat with life, from the beginning, there has been
death. Tho earliest testimony of the living thing, whether coral, crustacean, or

shell, in the oldest Ibssdiferous rock, is at the same time proof that it died. At no
period does it appear that the gift of life has been monopolized by contemporary
individuals through a stagnant sameness of imtold time, but it has been handed
down from generation to generation, and successively enjoyed by tho countless

thousands that constitute the species. Palaeontology further teaches, that not

only tho indiviilual, but the species perishes ; that as death is balanced by gene-

I'ation, so extinction has been concomitant with tho creative power which has

produced a succession of species ; and furthermore, that, in this succession, thero

litis been 'an advance and jirogress in the main.' Thus wc lejtrn that (ho

creative foi-co has not deserted tlie earth during ajiy of the epochs of geological

time that have succeeded to tho lii-st nuuiifestation of such force ; and that, in

respect to no one class of animals, has tho operation of creative force been
limited to one geological epoch ; and jierhaps the most important and significant

result of palrrontological research has l>eea the establishment of the axiom of

the continuous {)pcratit)n of the ordained Incoming of tho species of living things."

(" Palteontolog}-," 2nd edition, p. 2.)

In a diagram illustrating the above generalizations, tho genetic succesBion of

animal life is summed uj). It appears front this coiTcctcd statemont of the latest

discoveries in palaeontology, that the class of lishes makes its first ajipearancc in

the Upper Sihirian strata, and I'rof Owen di-aws the conclusion (hat "tliose spe-

cies which are most useful to num have immediately preceded him in the onler of

creation," and that they " have superseded sjwcies which, to judge by the bony
gai-]>ike8 (Lepidostcns) were nnich less fitted to afford mankind a sapid and whole-

Bome food."

The earliest known reptile is fomid, not, as generally supposed, in tho Devo-

nian age, but in the Coal measmes, and all the earliest created forms belong to

the lowest or Ganocephalous group, analogous to the Lcpidosircns, or mud-fishes,

which attractetl so much attention at the Crj-stal Palace some time ago. It is

not until tho Tortiarj- times that tho n-ptiles ajiproach in organization to thoso

of the pri

The cl:i is represented by footjirints in tho Upper Tria.", in which
(ttrntum, however, no c\'idpncc has yet lieen found of actual boncH, which moro
conclusive proof is not found bdnw tho Lower Chalk. All the earliest created

birdx I'xhibit the ehm-actrrs of tho order (.'urnnrcs, " charaeters of the embryo or

ji;
• indiviilual^^ of the " hijfluT orders of birds, and are consequently placed

nt
• M«t Btcp of tlio scale f>f c-rnitliic organization.

Jn the higher class mammalia it is most interesting to find again that tho

gTcatcKt part of the earliest created mammalia belong to the lowest ortlers of the

claitH. We find marsnpi.vls in the Upper Triti-s (>1/i>r(-/rs/r«), and in tho Oolitic beds.

We fi! bio feeding jiac'hyderm .SifTrii;7n"'/n(.^ in the Ofilite,

and :i (ireensnnd. Mut it is not till the Eo<"ene division

of tertiary time that we liiul tho class i-ea<-h its ctdminant development. The
,

...K,..,
, reated mammals were the nearest to tho ideal archetj'pc. The fossil

,' ..? and I'nlirnfhfn't rescmbUd each other in their dentition moro than

tJiv cxiiting musk-deer and tapirs. Tlic former cztiiict uninials, however, gave
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place in the Miocene to true ruminants, and to mammalia more closely resem-
bling the existing fauna. It is not until the Pliocene pei-iod that we find mam-
maha of the same species as the present. Some of the extinct forms, as the
rhinoceros, elk, and ha^yna of Europe, lived down to the period when man existed

with, and probably extirpated them. At Abbeville, in France, and Kostritz, in

Saxony, the remains of man are found in the same strata as the remains of thoso
animals which are now confined to more tropical regions. The antiquity of the
human race, as proved by the discoveries of M. Boucher de Perthes, is thus thrown
back to a liistorically distant period, though a recent one geologically. As Prof.

Owen says, " There seems to have been a time when life was not ; there may
therefore be a period Avhen it will cease to be" (p. 412).

Professor Owen, after recapitulating the order in which animal Hfe made its

appearance upon earth, devotes much space to the subject of the extinction of
species, and points out manj^ species of animals which are vanishing before the
onward march of civilized man. The dodo has disappeared from the Mascareue
Islands within the last two hundi"ed years. The beaver, once common in Wales
in the historical period, survives stiU in the back woods of America, and is rapidly
becoming extinct. The chase in Em'ope has almost extirpated the races of bears,

wild boars, wolves, elks, and wild oxen, which peopled our English plains within
historic times. The aurochs, descendant of the once formidable Bison x>riscus,

is only preserved in Lithuania tlu'ough the careful protection of the Emperor of
Russia. The author of the present pajjer has been personally assured by an
intelligent Moor, Hadj Ai-abi Ben-Is, that the breed of lions is rapidly verging
towards extinction on the slopes of the greater and lesser Atlas. The elephants
and rhinoceroses of Abbeville were contemporary with man, and most probably
were extii-pated by him. In the last centuiy a colossal cetacean existed in enormous
shoals iu Behring's Straits, but has since succumbed to the ravages of the
whaler^ On the other hand, many species,of domestic animals, as, e. g., the
horse, ox, sheep, &c., have been introduced by man into geographical situations

remote from their original habitat.

With respect to the momentous subject of the " mysterious coming into being"
of species, which has been canyassed amongst scientific men for the last hundred
years, it is my object to endeavour to lay the present state of the question clearly

before your readers.

The position in which the contending forces of special creationists and progres-
sionists rest at present has little changed from those occui^ied by the great chiefs

and antagonists of past science, Cuvier and Geoffrey St. Hilaii-e amongst palas-

ontologists, Lyell and Sedgwick amongst geologists. The same creeds and
watchwords are maintained by the hierai-chs and generals of the day. But they
are professed and given by different disciples, and by less obedient and even
more mutinous sentinels. It is impossible for the most " prepossessed uniformi-
tarian" to contend that there is not springing up at the present day a vast sec-

tion of geologists who agree with Baden Powell in his memorable declaration
that " while those arguments most commonly relied upon against transmutation
are completely refuted, there is still no positive evidence to establish it as a
demonstrated theory. Yet, as a mere philosophical conjecjm-o, the idea of
transmutation of species, under adequate changes of condition, and in incalcu-
lably long periods of time, seems su}3ported by fair analogy and probability."

Whether obscured by the dazzUng sophisms of over-zealous teleologists, or muti-
lated in the corrupt elementary treatises of the day, the great morphological
principles of unity of, and adherence to, archetype, aiul successional development
throughout geological time, proclaimed by Owen, St. Hilau*e, aud De Blainville,

seem fairly to have maintained then- claim to be treated as legitimate postulates.

The successive and special creations, "invented by Cuvier as Ovid invented
metamorphoses," are no longer universally regarded as the way by which the
enormous phenomena of living beings have been produced. The belief is rapidly
increasing amongst biologists that the true appreciation of the causes which have
originated such changes is to be aiTived at by a careful examination of the phe-
nomena exhibited by the lower animals, e. ^., parthenogenesis, and the alternation
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of sronomtions. To form !\ just conooption of the wliolo nnimnl kinp^ilom, snch
whole slioulil 1)0 rcffarilcd in its most siiiii>lo nspoot, and it is not l>y n perti-

nftcimis nopntiiin of nil theories, and by "an ossitication of the orj^ana of intelli-

fronce," that stionco will bo advanced. Wliile, on the other hand, any proofs

which transnnitntionists may adduce nhould alone rest iijion a studious repfard of

the phenomena ol" embryoloiry, and uj)un a synthi-tic mode of treutinf^ nature.

The fact is now niore clearly understood that " the types of animals first dove-

loped ai*e more like the embryonic forms of their respective proujjs, and tho i)ro-

tfression observed is from those jrciferal types to forms moro hif,'hly specialized."

(Owen.) Thus the end)ryo ruminants Annplotltc-imii and Dlrliii(li,,i of the Kocene
jK-riod a])ji«'ai"ed befoic the jiresent sta;,'s and antelo])es, and, in common with

nearly all the Kocene jnammalia, nnxintained their typical dentition of forty-four

teeth, which lias since •jiven place to tho tnoro .'specialized and modified dentition

of the forma of the jiresent day. The lowest organized mammalia appeared first

on our ]>la)iet. At least four-fifths of the Secondar)- mammalia belonj^ to the

lower sub-classes f,ij'it- and Ijissm-C'i'liaUi, bearinj^ close aualoiryi '"id i>erh:i]>.«

affinity to the oviparous vertcbrata. " In all tho orders of ancient animals, there

is an ascending ^M-adation of character from first to last." Piofcasor Owen has

proved that " there aro traces in tho old deposits of the earth of an organic jn'o-

jrression amoiifr the successive form.'? of life." " ^fau, the last createil, whoso
orjrani/.ation ia retarded as tho hiirhest, departs most from the v.'rtebrate arche-

t\i)e." ^\'o nuist regard it as an event dejiending upon some liiLrher law thnu

that of mere empirical coincidence, that the most typical luiimals should be found

first in tho scale, and tho most specialize.! last. These remarkable coincidences,

cou]»led with the astonishing facts revealed to us by the labours of tho.se natu-

ralists who have by thwir researches on the changes and metamor])hose:i of the

lower ammals, discovered the great law of rartln'iiciji iir^i:^, by which sureessivo

alternate gonerations of animals are produced by and from some animals in n<i

way resembling them, such |)rodueed animals, or their descendants, in tnrn

revertinu' back to the original form (o. <j., the tape-worm), seem to " impress

upon the minds of the moat exact reasonera in biology a conviction of a constantly

»>l»ei-ating secondarj' creational Inw." (I'alieontology, ]). 'Wt?.)

I have the gi'eato.=;t doubt mys<'lf whether " natural seh^ction" is this rem
rausa—this secondary law whi<h ha.s produced species. At tho British Associa-

tion last Septemlxjr, I'rof Babington said :
—

" Kotliinc ooulil 1(0 uinrc dui.n.stnim for afii'iicc tliaii llio plviiur up the study of individuiU
forniH. If thu Diinviiiiiiii tlicory led to tlic nliiuidoiitrii'iit nt our ]>rcj<c'nt idea of a Bpccics, it

ought to lend us to Ik; uiui'h more uKUCt r; the study of individual forms."

Dr. Lankcstcr, at the same meeting, expressed his belief that :

—

" Those wlio had Hui)i>f)rt<;d Mr. Darwin had done bo mthor on the jo-otin<l that his Jiyprt-

tl'.c«i.>< hjid iKcn ii mrlhdd of chciluiK, arani^uii;, and cla-suifyiiur n certain set of fuels, tiain

ii-< li<ln.'\ iiiv' ihiil lliose fnclM led to the ncees-yiry neeeptiiiicc of the liypthesis. There hiid

l.•^or Ixeu nil nceeptod Iheorj- of the oriifin of wpeeiOH ; Mr. Dnrwiu'H Htron^eHt o|ip<iiieiit

r.iiild not pretend Uie conlniry. I'crHoim were vellini; too nnicli to DiiH-csUiniito tlie v hie of

furtiirt. Tliey did not re<'olloct Uial cverj- dopiirturc hiid t)eon pr"Khice<l by some phj'Hicul law
- hy ^otne forre ojH,TntinK \ipoii ihiil ]>iirlieular fonu ; and that it wom iicce^Niry to Htu<ly

\yhni hiul liM-n the extcninl rirr\irii»taiice!< prtxhieinj^ that rlinn>;e, whelJior the diHtinet ori-

i ' wnn bclirveil in or not. A ^rctit iialiindint, who wax Rtill a friend of Mr. I)nr-

I lo limi (Dr. Uuikenter), ' The niihtake i», that Darwin Usu< dealt with oriKia.

V. n;, III I. Ill jiut hi8 faelM l^forc u», and let Ihcm rcsi?' Ho iK'lievcd that that wim where
the p'llilic were in error— in supiKisinx tliat those f:ict« explained the origin of njiccics."

WhiltA condemning t)ie imiversal ap])lication of the selective jirinciple as an

active agent capable of protlucing the complicateil fauna of geological ages, let

me express my admiration for those convincing passages in wliich Mr. Darwin
otTers u solution of the curious fact of the presence of wingless birds, c. g., tlie

Aitcfiit of New Zealand, the Do«lo of Mauritius, the l\\siotis of Tristo da

Cunha, in islands remote from the great continents. Nafund Selection here

nmy modify a birtl's wings, where no functional retjuirement for their develop-

ment exists, but it can never, in my hiind)lo opinion, produce an Omithorhynchus
I't n whale from onv bird or C'etiosanriau.
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My readers \vill have read the chapters in which Mr. Darwin lays stress upon
the enormous lapse of time required for the dei)osition of the j^eological strata.

However they, like Professors Phillips and Thomson, may impugn the exact

details of his statistics, they rise from the penasal of these chapters with the full

conviction that tho time required must have been immense. They can only

comprehend such arithmetical amount by a compai'ison with those results which
astronomical or mathematical science ha.'i arrived at, as to the vast distance

between our globe and the solar or sidereal systems. In this extensive field they
must reflect that the small portion of space in time which falls under their imme-
diate cognizance and observation is not siifficient to enable them to pronouuco
with any certainty as to the vast laws which may govern the whole. An anony-
mous wi'iter on the subject, by a direct illustration of tho well-known phenomena*
of liabbage's calculating machine, la3's great stress upon this argument, and I

confess I am inclined to regard it as an approach to truth. By some originally

conceived law, consonant with the development of the original type, species

wliich invariably propagate descendants immediately I'esembling themselves
through countless ages, may, after the expiration of soiiie given limit of time, or

under the influence of some unknown condition, suddenly change their powc-",

and develope organs which are superadded to the distinctive chai'acters of their

original type. I can see no other way of accounting for the existence of such
exceedingly aberrant forms as the Pterodadijlus ov tho Orn-ithorJiyndius. Oir
induction is not sufficiently vast to lay down general rules upon the subject ; but
I tliink that if the old principle of " successive" and " special" creations reprt -

sentuig the so-called "theological" epoch of thought, be abi-ogated, the principle

of the uniformity of progression by natural selection, representing the equaliy

baneful " metaphysical" stage, cannot erect itself a temple on the ruins of tlie

former. It is only by a regard of the question of the origin of species, as one
under the influence of some dynamical law, that a solution of this great problem
can bo arrived at. (Comte. Philosophie Positive.)

In the words ofthe eminent writer in the" Edinl)urgh Eeview" :
" Circumstances

are conceivable—changes of surrounding influences, the operation of some inter-

miitant law at long intervals, like that of the calculating machine quoted by thj
author of ' Vestiges,' under which the monad might go on splitting up into

monai.l, the (jregarina might go on breeding grcijarime, the cercaria cercwLf, &c.,

and thus four or five not merely different specific, but different generic and
ordinal forms, zoologically viewed, might all diverge from an antecedent quitii

distinct form."

Mr. DaA-id Page, in his recently published little work on the " World's Life-

System," exhibited the spirit in which the advanced pateontologists of the pre-

sent day have accepted the principle of Creation by Lav.', while they wisely

abstain from defining its method, or fixing the precise process by ^rhicli new
species are oi'iginated.

I am glad to see that Professor Owen has elsewhere condemned an}' imaginary
scheme by which some anthrojioid ape, e. ;/., the Gorilla, might, by Mr. Darwin's
principle of Natural Selection, become a man. He is too well aware that the
species is yet unknown to naturalists which is sufficiently allied to mankind to

have served as its immediate ancestor. No person can seriously think tliat man-
kind, with its pecuUarly developed brain, could have been recruited either from
Gorilliii or Dnjojpithcci.-^f Those naturalists who assert man's simian origin,

* The statement made in tho "Ve'tiges" with respect to the periodical difference in the
results of the calculJ>tinf!: process of Babba^'e's machine is founded on a mistake.—Ed. Geol.
t I am most anxious to avoid introducing' anatomical subjects, which would be foreign

to the pages of the Geologist, but I may take this opportunity of stating- my belief based
upon constant and careful observation, that the human l)rain possesses organs—e. g.,
the " thu'd cerebral lobe," the "posterior cornu," and the " hippocampus minor," which are
absent in the Ijrains of the apes. I am aware that several zoologists have lately expressed
a contrary opinion, but I cannot refrain from stating tlie rosuit of my inquiries, althougli
conti-ary to the theory of ti'a.nsmutatiou. Truth should he paramount o^cr any precc;iecived
hypothesis.

VOL. lY, 8 X
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wlulst plcdj^inp themselves to tho ns yot unproved ompirio method of Nntnml
Sclcotion, ntnnl tlic "rapid mid rijrlit profn'oss" of /.Oiilopy, unmindful of tho

Hacoiiiiiu wiirnin^ that " kn()\vhvli,'(>, whilst it lies in njilidrismH and obsprvntionp,

rcmniiis in n yi'owintf Ptato ; hut whon onco fashionod into methods, tliotiph it

may l)C furtluT ])oli8hc<l, iliuHtnited, and titted for use, it no lonsfor inerenses in

bulk and substance."

Tho stu<ly of tho jiala^ontol^irical and biolofjiral seicnceg hns revolutionized

modt»rn knnwled<;e. The attention to system and detail, whieli sarnnx of a jiast

f^enerntion so eai-ofully bestowed upon animals and jilants, is now ])rodneinfjj

its frood fruits, and tho confused niass of facts and observations wliieh have
been collected is now pivinjr place to wide and comprehensive pcneralizations.

Tho mind of modern scientilic men has been "slowly and insensibly

withdmwn from ima»rinary pictures of catastrophes and chaotic confusion, sucli

as Imd haunted the imagination of the early cosmopouists, Numemus proofs

have beei\ discovered of the trantpiil de])osition of seilimentaiy matter, and tho

slow and successive development of orpanic life." lie who has studied the sub-

ject with cjjre, (piits it with the consciousness that h<« has learnt the im])ortaiit

lesson that, however si)ccialized and modified man's sti-ucturc, he still retains

within him the remnants of the old jirima-val t^tat, the old patterns, exemplars,

and archetjiies of beinp, in whoso perfect imapc he was oripinally designed ;

however remote in point of time ho may bo from the earliest incarnation of lifn

on this plobe, he still bears traces in his early cancM- of n close aualotn* to tho

lowest orpanized mcuiad ; and, above all, lie, from the simple eh'ments of tho

oripiiially created sjiinal chord in tho lower vertebrata, hna develojie<l a com})lex

prpan < r tli(iur,'ht far surjiassinp that possessed by any other nninuil form.

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

CiiMU.Ks Cahtkjc iJlAhf,

GLACIERS IN WALKS.

B)i PnoFESSon A. C. 1{am>ay, F.H.S,, y.Cl.S.

Til iliu yt.nv 18/">1 I read a pnjicr 1)(T(iv(> tlio rionlotjicnl iSocioty

" f )n tho Sujiorlicinl Arrunmlntiona ftiul Siirtacc-innvkiups in Nurth
"\Viih-s." in wliicli 1 iiKcniiifcil to .sliow tlmt tlu'rc> lind bot-n two Qflarior

i'])(k1i.s in that couniry, one iH-furr, anil tlic utlu-r aftoi* (lio dcpo.^itinn

of tho liouldor drift, whicli was ] douched out of somo of tlio larger

vnUoy.s l>y llio scrondliand sniaUcr sot. of plaoior.K ; and in a later

work on tlio old Ldacioi-s of North W.ilos. 1 went further, showing

thftt oold Kunifient to form glaciers lastod during tho Avholo time of

Kuhmorgonoo find omorgonco, holh when tho higher monntain-topn

stood out of the avn a.s n rlusler ofsniall i.slnnds, and aftonvardn when
tlio whole land rose out of the water.

The first of these memoirs touohcd on several Kuhjects tiot iin-

nnrdiately ronnoctod with tho glaeiation of Wales, (hough bearing

in a larger sense on tho 8nnie Cleological period, and on the same set

of rpiostions. This the Counril ctf tho Geologieal Society decided not

to print in their Journal, on the ground that it wa« too Hpeeulativo

—

an opinion with Avhicli. in a great measure, I nrtw coincide. One
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questiou was, however, raised in this unprintecl matter which I do
not yet remember to hare seen in any published paper, and I now
mention it because of kite the attention of many persons have been
more and more di-awu to the discussion of the subject.
The opinion I then held was that cold great enough to have pro-

duced the first and larger set of glaciers in our own neighbouring
counties might have arisen from an elevation of land equal to, or
greater than, the amount of depression that it underwent during the
middle portion of the glacial period. I then stated " that I hold it
as a sound doctrine in Geology that any amount of depression that
any part of the earth's cinist may have undergone, may have been
equalled there or elsewhere by an opposite movement, giving an
equivalent amount of deviation. Bearing this in mind, it seems
Avithin the limit of foir speculation to suppose a possible upheaval,
equal to, or exceeding the above-mentioned kno^vn amount of de-
pression (2,300 feet*)—an elevation probably sufficient to have pro-
duced a degree of cold, taken in connection with other conditions,
equal to the production of glaciers on the first and greater scale.
This land (Wales) would then consist of a lofty central cluster of
mountains, with numerous valleys, down which the larger glaciers
flowed, debouching upon an elevated plateau of land, part of which
now foi-ms Anglesea and the sea-boards of Camaeiwonshii-e. A
farther extension of this flat, dotted by other clusters of mountains,
now formmg the high grounds of Britain and Ireland, would spread
as far as the 100 fathom line indicated by Sir Henry De La Beche
in his

^
Theoretical Researches,' including the German Ocean, the

the Irish Sea, and a wide tract of the Atlantic stretchino- northward
along the coast of ISTorway."

°

In 1846 the late Professor E. Forbes published his celebrated
memoir^^" On the Distribution of the Fauna and Flora of the British
Islands," m which, in consequence of a partial ideality in the littoral
fauna of the North of Europe and of North America, he inferred a
foi-mer direct union of these continents across the area now occupied
by the North Atlantic. Generalizing on this idea, I conceived it
probable that this northern continent might have stretched so far
south "that the mean annual Isothermal line, and the January
Isothermal line, that in Central Asia and in North America run nearly
east and west in latitudes about 55 degs. and 38 degs., would be
continued in the same dii-ection across the continent instead of curv-
nig northwards, as they now do, under the influence of the Gulf
Stream. The mean annual Isothermal hne of 32 degs. Fahr. would
then pass across the south of Scotland, and the Jamiary line near
the south of Spain. Across the Altai Mountains, in Central Asia, at
points between these lines in latitudes 49 degs. to 51 degs. north,
the snow^-line is 7,034 feet above the sea, and in those mountains
(from 9,000 to 10,000 feet high) at the Colonne de Katoune, there

Journal
Mcutioned m a previous part of the Memoii-, and piinted in the Society's
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:ii'o placid s in latitmlo •">" (lcu;s. riortli. Tlie Snowdon proup is at

It-ast llirec dof^'ccs further noith tli:m tliis, ami, it' instead of being

part of aTi island, that district, at a higher elevaiion, A\ere ]>art of a

iiruad continent spreading east and west, we should have in its peaks

:*nd valleys all the conditions needful for the formation of large

glaciers ; and the same may be said of other mountain regions of

the British Islands."

I now send you these speculations for what they are worth,

although in the long run I think it will appear that the widc-spread»

ing, long-continued, and most intense cold of the glacial period was
due to some unexplained cause far more general than any mere
changes iii physical geography.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION MEETING.

ON A NEW POINT IN THE STRUCTURE OF SIGILUARIA, WITU SOME
REMARKS ON THE BIVALVES OF THE COAL.

lly .T. W. Samer, Esq., F.G.S.

Amo\(, the vrrv fuic colipotioiis of fossil-jilanls in tlio Mniulirstor !MuMinn,

arc sonic sprcimriis of Sif/illttria well worthy al tent ion, .•iiul which show, as 1

believe, a new point of stnictinr, hearing on their atiuatic lial)its.

Tl»v belong to that section of the gcnns which is diblingnishcd In tlic Icat-

Ecars, fjcing arranged clo.se topetlicr in the vertical row.s, not at adistauce ap.irt,

as in most Of the .species. So close, indeed, that they press on one aunt her, and

compel each other to take an hexagonal Un-m.

At certain points along tlic trinik, new lines of scars are interpolated, so as

to make the ninnhcr of ridges greater (and at the same lime (lie individual

ridges narrower^ in the younger ]tortions of the tree. In Fitnilariii these

intercalations very nnich at particular spots, forming a sort of varix, c»r

node, not very obscurely marked. At these points, too, in cr,taiii sjiecies, (he

stem is swelled, the spaces between Ihr ridges dee|Hned -the ridges themselves

narrower and more prominent, and altogether aiigiii.ir in form. I^rongiiiart's

artist has badly re|iresrnted such a varicose swilling in hi.s ligiirc of Sii/illoiia

hr.rdf/oiifi.

Tlie species in whieli T Inve observed Ibis ehar;iel( ristic arc: -the Fiirvhnia

tf.\.irl!iif(i, from Toiigc, l?olton ;
/•'. /nn/niif/, from ( >l<lliani. .-md a species from

ftlamorganshiro ; /'. hrxtuimtti, from .Manchester e(!ai-lield.

In a |trrfeelly prcM-rved stem of /'. trsxrllfita, from the root ct the "foiir-

fool"' coal, the inteixals between the ridges arc oeeiiiiied by rows of circidar

scars, uot hexagonal, nor purse-shaped, a,s the leaf-scars between them are, but

round. Nor with the eliaraeteristic flattened surface and douliic imprint from

which the vascular Iniudlis of the leaf .irise, but dc( ply indented, and with a

minute protuber.inee in the centre, which stiiicture is charaeleriscic of the

rootlet.s of the miderground portion of the stem (Sfii/i.iiiria).

The l»)ok of these small interpolated scans i.s so difl'ercnt from those of th

Ifaf-row.H (thry are elrnrly not interpolated ridges, for they die out at caeli
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end), aud their position is so uiucli wliat they would have if the swelled por-

iion //fld emitted rootlets, that I think they must 'ae points in the stem from

which roots have been given olF, such as wc sec constantly in water plants aud

marsh plants.

FifT. 1.—Reduced rough sketch of Si^'llai-ia

(Favularia tessellata), showing the poiiitioii

or the root-scai-8.

Fig, 2.—A few of the leaf-scars (n) and rootlet-
scars (b) of the natiu-al size.

Such roots from the nodes or varices of the jilauts are indeed common
cnougli in all rooting ;^tcms ; but there is no reason to believe these stems were
sunk in the raii/i up to this point. All the appearance of the plant is against

this. In a specimen of F. leaneUata from Poynton Colliery, the nodes occur at

distances of a foot apart, while the specimen is only six inches Avide. The
freshness and sharpness of the scars below these points, too, siifficicutly nega-

tives this idea; for in the underground portions of Sigillaria the leaf-sears are

much obliterated, and the rows irregular, even before we reach the true Stig-

maria scars on the large bifurcating roots.

But if the Sif/ilhd-ia grew in water, as there is the strongest reason to

believe they did—and the author referred here to Mr. Binnev's obser\-ation->

and the conclusions of Prof. Rogers—it is likely enough certain of the species

should have this rooting habit. And the structure I look upon as one more
scrap of evidence fin addition to the extremely tine nature of the sediment in

which they grew, and the sea-shclls, and annelidcs, and worm-tracks intermixed

with them) of the watery habitat of the coal-plants.

I am not now arguing for the water being salt ; I ihmk that can be well
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inferred from oilier data—perhaps chiefly from the nature of the nuimals of tlic

conl-mcasiuTs. I will only say that tin it arc in the neighbourhood of M;in-

chcstor instances of thick beds of coal, ovcrlaiil imiiiclitid'lt/ by uniform line

shale (without a particle of grit or sand which might indicate a sul)sidcnce of

the stirfacc), which shales contain o;.iy marine shells. The majority of the

shells, iiowever, of the middle and upi)er coal-measures are not so decisive of

their habitat, and 1 wish now to call attention to some of these.

1

1
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inoileru genera of UnionidfP. are generally strongly toothed, except the thin

A)iodo)i and its allies. Again, they have a thick Mrinkled epidermis.

Uinoniche have not this, Mi/odtc have, and the ligament is internal, as in

many Mi/cuhe. The shape is oval, broadest in front, Ijcneath the beaks.

Anthracomya.—Generally found with Audiracosia ; differs materially ; the

shape is broadest posteriorly ; the siicU tlunner ; hingeless (so far as known)

;

opidermis wrinkled.

Mj/aluia ?—Qaadrate shells, slightly incqnivalve, bnt not at all so much so

as Acicida, and with no produced hingc-Uue, and no teeth. MyaUiia has an

area. Tlieir place is doubtful, and all their analogies are with marine genera.

Epidermis not yet observed as wrinkled. These three genera constantly occur

in society.

If, therefore, we could substantiate the raarme character of any one, we
should be sure of the rest. And this is the point to which the attention of

conchologist s should be directed. It is not yet certain that the Anthrucoinya

is really allied to the ^lya, though its want of hinge and wrinkled thick epi-

dermis favours tlie view. Nor do these shells, or AnthracosUi, except very

rarely, occur with undoubted marine shells, ProduclciySjnri/cr, or Cephalopodous

mollusca.

But then, agauist the idea of their being freshwater forms, there is the fact

tliat no shells like Paludina or 2fela/iia, or any of the familiar forms in the

Parbeck or AVealdeu deposits, occur in the coal bands. The bivalves were
certainly not purely freshwater. They were probably not ev^eu inhabitants of

the open sea. They lived most likely in muddy lagoons of quiet salt-water,

and hence the peculiar and marked character of these characteristic coal-shells.

It is desirable that all who may have opportunity, by means of their workmen,
of collecting carol'idly, .should obtain these shells in quantity from each scarii

and locality, and endeavour to ascertain what species are peculiar to each bed.

The plants are likely to be more generally spread, and, indeed, we already

know more about their distribution.

ON AN ALUMINOUS MINERAL PROM THE UPPER CHALK, NEAR
BRIGHTON.

By Messrs. J. II. and G. Gl.\dstoxe,

The author said that in an old chalk-pit, at Hove, there are many faults, and
some of them are filled up with a white mineral that runs along the dislocated

layers of flint, and sometimes embeds the shivered fragments. It has the

form of agglomerated masses, which are porous, and easily fall to pieces. One
piece that was analysed proved to be well defined hydrated bisilicate of alumina

—that which has received the name of collyrite—with no other impurity than

one per cent, of carbonate of lime. Its specific gravity is 1.99. Anollier

piece contained thirteen per cent, of carbonate of lime, and five ]5cr cent, of

additional carbonic acid, whicli must have been combined witli the alumina.

As tlie silicic acid was proportionately smaller in quantity, this piece of the

mineral was viewed as collyrite in wliieh about half the silicic acid was re-

placed by caibouic acid.
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF TASMANIA.

Hv C. (ioi 1. 11, Esq.,

The formal ions treated of were the Upper Paheozoio marine deposits and
the poal-nieasures. The ap|)arenf. eonfonnahilify of the two seel ions was
shown, toijetlier witli tlieir mtiniateeonneclions, servini^ to render their eonsi-

deralion insep.-irahle. The eoal-nieasures exist to a threat er or l"ss exteiil

throuirh the eoiintrv, tin- de|)tii l)eiii<j ahuut nine innulieil feet. Tiiey niav l>e

rei,-arded jus eoM>tilutiiii,' two distinet lields, the niaxiniiun one, the .M(nint

Niehol.as ronlliehl, eoinprehendinc^ the various portions developed n])on citlicr

side of the Break <>' Dav VaUey ; the otlier the D.)Ui:,'his Hiver (Vnillifhl,

l)etween Lont^ Point and Biehcno. In thi^ lirst tlie position of the principal

seams of coal, althoncfh highly advantaijeous to their being worked, is nt an
elevation of from one thousaml two liinnlred to one thousand live hundred f(»>t

ahove the sea. Tlu're were at least six distinet seams in ihe Mount Nicholas

eoallleld, one of which was of superior quality and twelve feel in ihiekuess.

Siuec the discovery of the seam, experiments have been made which, thoiii,'h

amply snilieicnt to prove the value of the vn-A for domestic pur|>oses, and for

applicatiou to the \isual hranchcs of manufacture, have been u|ton too limited

a scale tu i)crmit of the determination of its value as a steam-fuel. A remark-
al)le shale exists in the north of the island, available as n source of paratliii auil

parathu-oil. The Mersey eoal-lield was one of very few iu Tasmania which i->

actually worked ; for, althouifh the exlciil of eoal throuirhont the isliud is

almost unlimited, there are very (r\\ points at \»hieh any operations are

conducted.

THE TMPERI.\L GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF VIENNA.

Sir 1{. I. .Nrurehison eonununieated inforniatiou from the Director llaidinirer,

respeetint,' the present state of the Imperial (ieolo;,'ical Instituti- of Vicuna.

'I'hat important institution was one of many which were very likely to have

been abolished in the course of the eh.inges which were poinf,' on in the empire

of Austria. It was founded by Dr. Ilaidinper, mu; of the lirst geologists iu

Knn»pe, who now wrote that, publii- opinion having l)ceu expres.sed stnmgly

in favour of the institution, the government had conceded all the terms in

favour of geoloi^ical science which had l)ecn formerly granted, ami the Imperial

and Uoyal (ie<ilogical Institute of Vienna was reinstated up<m il'i old

foundation.

C.\IlRONrFEROUS LIMESTONE.

r.v Mn. Rhuauoson, C.E.

Details fif the carbonitVrous limestouc, as laid opeu by the railwnv-cutling

and tunnel near .MmoiuKbury, north of Bristol. There was a brancli railway

making from I'ristol, fr<»m the (ircat Wtstern line, which traversed the Severn.

In making this traverse, it was necessary to go across a ridge of limestone, at

Aliiifind-.bury. the railroad running across that country of carboniferous lime-

stone. On ihe whole the strata were deep, and subject to very prent eontor-
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tious. lu some parts there were l)rokeu bands of coal, thrown about iu an
extraordinary way. The whole of the highly-inclined strata were sunuoiuited

by new red sandstone. It was remarkable that there was in this cutting an
euormous amount of calcareous and other grit, some l)odics of wliich miglit be

supposed to have formed a regular part of thj mountaiu-limcituue. Theru
were also largo masses of red substance, evidently formed l)y coucretiou.

ON THE GRANITE-ROCKS OF DONEGAL AND THE MINERALS
ASSOCIATED THEREWITH.

By R. II. Scott, Esq.

The author gave a short account of a mineralogical tour made by him, iu

company with Prof. Hanghton, the result of which seenu^d to throw soiie

liglit on the ])ossible origin of granite. The district visited was Donegal,

which county consists mainly of gneiss and mica-slate, and is traversed in a

north-east dn-ection by an axis of granite. This granite is of a peculiar com-
position, containing two felspars, one orthose, but the other not albite, as iu

the granite of the !Morue mountains, but oligoclase—a mineral whose occur-

rence in the British Islands had only been noticed witlihi the last twelve

months. Prof. Hanghton, to whom this discovery is due, was uiif>)rtuaale!y

\iiiable to attend the meeting. The facts were brictly these:—Tlie granite

contains oligoclase and quartz, which combination a])pears to be a proof tliat

the rock never was in a melted condition; as in that case these two minerals

would have acted on each other and formed common felspar. It lies in beds

corresponding to the general lie of the strata of the country, and iu its cha-

racter is essentially gueissose ; and, lastly, at points inside the area of the

granite, metamorphic rocks (limestone and slates) are found with their bedding,

which is nearly vertical, unchanged. These bands run for a distance in one

case of nine miles across the country. The condition of these rocks is very
similar to that of the same rocks outside the granite area; and it is a point of

great interest to determine how they got there. The solution of this offered

by the author of the paper was that the whole of the rocks had been originallv

stratified, and had been subjected to some actions which had been termed
metamorphic. The result of such action was to convert some into granite,

some into gneiss, and ^ome into crystalline Ihnestone and mica-schist, without
very much altering their relative positions. Tiie possibility of granite being
produced by other means than simple heat seemed to them to be proved by
tiie occurrence of felspar in cpiartz-veius, which are usually admitted to have
been filled by means of indlrration. There were several points in conueetiou

witli these granites which showed a close relation between them and the gra-

nites of Norway. The whole question required a careful chemical and miner-

alogical examination, whicli could not be concluded for some time. Among
the types of rock found in Donegal is a syenite, the felspar of which is oligo-

clase. The origin of this rock the author is disposed to attribute to the addi-

tion of limestone to the granite. A similar syenite occurs at Carlingford, but

contains anorthite, a felspar which would result from the admixture of a larger

quantity of limestone than is necessary to produce oligoclase, and has been
proved by Prof. Hanghton to have such an origin. The anorthitt- yenite never
occurs unless limestone is present in large excess, which is uot the case in

Donegal. The district described is very rich iu minerals, some extremely rare.

VOL TV. 3
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OX Tin: FAru's of tuk Lancashire coal-fikf^d.

\U Hknuv (iiiKEX, Esq.

The autlior ]>ro|iosed to point out a law wliich appears to govern the direc-

tion of tin- principal lines of fault in the Ijaneasliire coall'icld, and to endeavour

to show, (in the princijiles laid down by Mr. Hopkins, thai this law is a neces-

sary consequence of the forces which produced the upheaval of the coallield.

On'the eastern and northern sides the eoal-nic;isures are l)o\inded by niillstone-

grit, which rises conformably far beneath thcni. The intensity of upheaval

ulon^thc eastern boundary was certainly great, as might be expected from its

))roxunity to the central nplieavalof Knglaiul, and there seems reason to believe

that it increased in magnitude northwards. Tiie force of elevation along tlie

northern boundary seems also to have increased towards the east ; since it

would apjjcar that the north-eastern was a ))oint of maxinnim elevation. On
the south, the coal-measures pass regularly but iinconformal)ly beneath the

Permian and New Red Sandstone formations, the boundary-line being deeply

indented by faults, along which promontories of New Red fSandstonc; run uji

into the heart of the coallield. That the portion lyiufj between the Upholland

and Boundary faults contains the same measures, ancl has been acted upon by

the same forces of elevation as the main Itody of the coallield, cannot be

djoubtcd; but its position without the biisin, and some irregularity in the

d|,reetions of its lines of fault, lead the author to think that local causes have

ej,ienv drtrrmined the arrangement of tiie measures. It would ajjpear that

t c elevating forces have aeteil with greatest inlen>ity along the m)rtherly and

r.,sterly boundaries, increasing in each ease towards the northeast corner, ll

appeared also that the western boundary has been a line of upheaval of smaller

a d more uniform intensity, and that towards the .'^onlli the amount of elevation

h s decrejised to a minimum. The upheaval-area may ije roughly suppo.sed

to be oblong in shape, its longer axis running in au east and west direction,

and while its .southern and western sides remained fixed, its north-east comer
was elevated in a vertical direction. As to the extension of lines running

north and south across the area, it is evident that it will increase as wc recede

from the v.eslcrn side ; in fact, it varies very nearly as the srpjare of the dis-

tance from that side. In the same way the tension of a line miming east and

Mcst will vary very nearly as tiie s(piare of its distance from tlu^ southern

botmdary. Thus, over the iiplifted area there will be two sets of parallel teii-

sion.s, the one acting in a north and south direction nearly, and incrcJising in

magnitude from west to east ; and tin- other in an east ;uid west direction nearly,

and increasing in luitguiinde from south to nortii. TIk; alteration in tlie shape

of the area produeetf by its extension will make the lines of tension deviate a

little from a northerly and cesterly direction, so that the angle between them

will never be rpiite a right angle. The author had ajiplied Mr. Hopkins's eal-

r.'.lations to the present eji.se, ami obtained the follownig results with regard to

the direction of the first formed .set of fissures:— 1. When the two tensions

are etiual, a fissure will tend to be formed in a direc'ion at right angles to the

line bi.seeting the aiigh- between them. 2. ^Vllell tlie tensions are nuerpial, in

which the tendency to form a fissure is greatest, makes a larger angle-, witli the

direction of the greater tensicm than with that of the other, this angle tends

fo a rit'" as its 1 / valve. Now, since one tension depends only

oil the '1 from tin ii boundary of the area, and the other on the

distance from the southern boundary, the tension will be equal when these dis-

taiires arc equal. Hence, in every part on this line the fissures will tend to
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run lu a nortli-wcst ami south-east direction. The line just mentioned will

divide our area into two parts, a triangle and a quadrilateral. The distance of

every part in the triangle from the southern boundary (and hence the easterly

tension) is greater than from the northerly one. The diifcrcnee, too, increases

as we go northwards ; hence the lines of fracture will tend to chan^ijc from a

north-west and south-east into a north and south direction more and more as

we go furtlier north. SiuiQar reasoning will show that in the quadrilateral

the direction of the lis.sures will tend to become more and more nearly cast and
west as wc go towards its north-east corner.

REMARKS ON THB BONE-CAVERNS OP CRAVEN.

Br J. H. BuuRoi^v, Esq., B.A.

The author said that the cave-remains before the meeting were found mainly
in Victoria and Doukerbottom caves, near Settle, Yorkshire. These caverns
are but two of a large number which occur in the mountain-limestone, and
more especially in the Lower Scar Limestone (of Phillips). They are of various

kinds, dry, wet, from a few yards in length to a mile, merely passages, or

scooped out into great chambers. Doukerbottom consists of two chamber's,

with very long passages between them. Victoria Cave, which was discovered
by IMr. Jackson, of Settle, has in it four large chambers, close to each other,

and before the tiooring of clay was washed in, probably forming one gigantic

apartment. The general section of the caves is :—First, from a foot to eight-

een inches of soil, in which arc the bones of recent animals. Second, about
six inches of the ancient flooring of the cave, when it was inhabited by man :

in this were found all the antiquities which were discovered, and the bones of

animals similar to those last mentioned. Third, dense stiff clay of very great
thickness, in which no antiquities and scarcely any bones were found. Eourtl),

the original rocky floor of the cave, resting on which were bones differing in

colour, lightness, &c., from the others. The antiquities found in the second
stratum were flint implements, adze-heads of stone, sling-stones ; of bone—

•

arrow-heads, combs, and pins ; shells and wolf's teeth pierced for a necklace.
These were evidences that an uncivilized race had occupied the cave ; but
besides these were fibul?e, armlets, and rings of bronze and iron ; and coins of
Roman emperors, from Nero to Constantine. Tiie bones found were of recent
liistoric period, animals sucli as the wild boar and tlie wolf; but with tliesc

Avere other animals of prehistoric age, the cave-tiger and the cave-hyfeua, found
side by side with the antiquities; and it has been argued that they are there-

fore contemporaneous with man. The author, however, showed tliat their

presence in such a position was accidental, and pi'ovcd too much ; for, if these
bones were contemporary with the antiquities, they were also contemporary
with the coins, which come down to 400 a.d.—a time at which we are certaui,

from history, there were no such animals in England. The present evidence
from these caverns of man's contemporaniety with such animals was not to be
trusted.
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(•N KLON'CJATKD KIDCKS OV DRIFT, IN BERWICKSHIUK AM)
UTIlliR TARTS OF THE SOUTH OF SCOTLAlsD.

Hy Mr. Mii.NK-HoMF, F.U.S.

Mr-Milno-lTumcdcsniljiil several examiilos (if lli("sc''Kaims"iii iKrwicksliirr,

Kiixburgli^liiro, ami otlicr ijlaccs. lit- stated tlial tlicy were so ritriilar as to

liavc llic appearance of railway-enibaukinents or fort ilieat ions, and that they

harl often been n\istaken for the latter. 'I'hey were from forty feet to sixty feet

ill height, and sometimes could be traced for three or four miles. Tliey were

found at various heights above tlie .sea up to seven hundred and liftv feet. In

examining tlieir internal structure they were seen to consist generally of sand,

gravel, and boulders ; tlic latter generally rounded, b\it also occasionally angu-

lar, lie adverted to tlie fact that they arc sometimes intersected by rivulets

and even rivers, but that notwithstanding this they had all the appearance of

liaving, been when originally formed, continuous. Tlio author olFered some
remarks on the agency .sui)poscd to have been concerned in the production of

these "kaims." He repudiated the notion of their formation by claciers. Jlc con-

sidered they were due to the action of water, as indicatcil l)y their internal

striirture; and sui)poscd that tlicy must have been formed by the waters of

tiie oeean when they .stood at least eight hundred (vvi aljovc its present level.

The only (pieslion, as he thought, was whether they had been tiirown up as

s\ibniariiie spits or banks, or whether they liad l)e( n formed bv a pi-occss of

.scooping out, wlien the land emerged from the oci-an. His opinion wavered

between these two views, but he was inclined t) favour the last, as he thouglit

that the violent action of tides and cuiTents was iiicousistcnt with the layers

of nue sand Mhieh frequently occurred in the kaiir.s.

RKM.\RK« ON TlIK TKMTERATrRK OK THK EARTH'S C'KT'ST, AS
EXHiniTKI) HY TIIKRMOMETRICAI, RETIRNS OBTAINED DUKlNtS
1"HK SINKINt; OK 'IllK DKKK MINK .\'i" DIKINKIELD.

lly Wm. K,mi!Ii.viii\, EKfj., ELD., K.R.S.

Wm. Fairbairn, I''s(|., 1,1,1),, I'.K.S., said It is now more than ten years

since n scries of rxpcrinieiils wn.s ronnncnccd to drtcrininc the tempcralnrc
at which certain siibHtanees became fluid under |iiTSMure. These e\|terinieiits

had referenee to tlie density, point of fusion, and eondueling power of the

nia'crials of vhieh the earth's crust is conipo.srd, and were proseeutcd \\\\\\ a

\irwtn the solution of .some rpiestions regarchng liie probalih' thickness of the

earth's enisl. ('ontem|K>raneously with lliese, we. were lortunale in Im iiig al)h'

to ascertain by direet »Ajxriments. under very favourable circumsl.inees, the

increase of temperature in the e.irth's crust it.'elf. 'i'hesc observations were

obtained by means of thcnnonictcrs placed in bore-holes at various depths,

during the sinking of one of the deepest mines in Kngland, thi; eoal-miiie

Ixlonging tt> K. I). .Vslley, Ks(j , al Diikinfieid. The bori' holes were driven to

such a dcjilh as l«» be unalTeeled by the temperature in the .shaft, and the

thermometers were left in them for periods varying from half an hour to two

hours. It is very diflicull to arrive at accurate data on the subject of the
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increase of temperature hi the earth's crust. Tlic cxperiinents liillierto made
give, iiufortuuatcly, somewhat eouflietiuLj results, and even in the same
mme the rale of iucrcasc of temperature is bv no means uniform. This is

shown very clearly m the results obtained by Mr. Astley. It is scarcely pro-

bable, however, that the temperature in the mine-shaft influenced the results,

and we nuist therefore seek the cause of this irregularity in the varying con-

ducting jiower of the different strata, arising from different density, and
different degrees of moisture of the strata. As to the rate of increase, they

appear to confirm previous experiments, in which it has been shown tliat the

temperature increases directly as the depth. The rate is at first ratlier less

than this, afterwards somewhat greater, and at last again less, but on thewliole.

the straight line on \vhich the temperat\ire increases as the depths nearly ex

presses the mean of the experiments. The amount of increase indicated in

these experiments is from .51 dcgs. to 57* dcgs., as the depth increases froniSf

yards to 231 yards, or an increase of 1 deg. in 99 feet. But if wc take the results

which are more reliable, namely those betweenthe depths of 231 and ()So yards, m'c

have an increase of temperature from 57t degs. to 75i degs., or 17i dcgs. raliren-

heit. That is a mean increase of 1 deg. in 70"S feet. Tliis i-ate of increase is not

widely different from that discovered by other authorities. ^Valferdin and Arago
found an increase of 1 deg. iu 59 feet in the artesian well at Greuelle. At the salt-

works at Rhcmc, where an artesian well penetrates to a depth of 700 yards, or

rather more tlian the Dukinfield mine, the increase is 1 deg. in 51"7 feet. MM. de

la Rive and ^Nlarcet found an increase of 1 deg. in 71 feet. In one respect the

observations iu the Dukinfield mine are peculiarly interesting. As they give

the temperature in various desci'iptious of rock, they appear to prove what has

hitherto been partially suspected, namely, that the conducting powers of the

rocks exercise a considerable influence on the temperature of the strata. If

we add to this the influence of the percolation of water, we shall probably have

a sulBcient explanation of the irregularities observed in the experhnents.

From the above observations we have evidence of the existence in tlie earth of

a central heat, the temperature, so far as can be ascertained, increasing in the

simple ratio of tlie depth. We do not, however, presume to offer an opinion as

to whether this increase continues to infinitely greater depths than we have

ret penetrated, as observations upon this point arc stUl imperfect. Eut, as-

sumuigas an hypothesis, that the law which prevails to a depth of 700 yards

continues to operate at still greater depths, we arrive at the conclusion that

at a depth of less than two and a half miles the temperature of boiling water

would be reached, andat a dcptli of 40 miles a temperature of 3,000 degs. Fahren-

heit, which wc may assume to be sufficient to melt the most refractory rocks

of which the earth's crust is composed. If, therefore, no other circumstance

modified the conditions of liquefaction, all within a thin crust of this thickness

would be in a fluid state. This, however, is not the case. At these depths

the fusing point is modified by the pressure and conductivity of the rocks.

We know that iu volcanic districts, where the great subterranean laboratory of

nature is partially opened for our inspection, the molten mass, relieved from

pressure, pours forth from volcanic craters currents of lava which form a pecu-

liar class of rocks. Besides this, it has been ascertained from Mr. Hopkins's

experiments on soft substances, such as spermaceti, wax, and sulphur, that

the temperature of fusion increases al)out 13 Farenheit for ever oOOlb. pres-

sure per square incli, that is, in other words, that the temperature of fusion

under pressure is increased in that ratio. If we assume this to be the law for

the materials of the earth's crust, and correct our previous calculations iu

accordance with it, we shall find that we liave to go to a depth of 05 miles,

instead of merely 10, before the point of fusion of the rocks is reached. It

nmst, therefore, be observed that Mr. Hopkins's later experiments with tii;
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;ukI barvtos, do uol show such an iiicicaso of the point of fusion in consc-

qucurc of pressure, and he is led to the belief tint it is oulv in the more ooin-

jiressible substances that the law holds true. ludepeiuhullv of tiiis, however,

Mr. llookins jiomts out to nic that in the above calcidatiou it is assuuied that

the coniiuctivity of the rocks is the same at ijrcat depths as at the surface. In

opposition to this he has shown experimonlally that the conducting jxiwcr {or

heat i.s at least twice as great for the dense igneous rocks as for the n\orc

superficial sediiucntary formations of day, sand, eludk, &c. And these close-

grained igneous roclcs are those which wc believe must most rcsendilc the

rocks at great depths below the smface. Now Mr. Hopkins shows that if the

conductive power were doubled, the increase of depth, corresponding to ft

given increase of temperature, would 1)C doubled, and wc should probalily have

to descend SO or 100 n\iles to reach a temperature of ;>,000 degrees, besides the

furtiier increase which investigation may show to be due to the influence of

pressure on the temperature of fusion. Mr. Hopkins therefore concludes that

the extreme thmncss of the crust assumed by souic geologists to account for

volcanic phenomena is untenable. Calculations on entirely independent data

led him to conclude that the thickness did not fall short of SOO, instead of oO

or 10 miles. If it be so much, he is further led to believe that the snper-

iicial temperature of the crust is due to some other cause than an internal

fluid of nucleus. It remains a problem, therefore, which my friend, ^Ir.

lIo])kins, is cudeavoming to solve, ;ls to what is the actual condition of the

earth at great dcptl«, and the relation of terrestrial he.it to volcanic i)heno-

mena.
•Mr. 'W. Ilojjkins considered the napcr of Dr. Fairb.'iirn merited more con-

fidence than any wiiich had before been given to the public; for no previous

coinmnuication had so largely taken into account the various circumstances in

connection with deep mines, which bore on the temperature of the eartli's

crust. The condition of the rocks and walls, as well as the water in mines,

must necessarily have a varjing effect ui)on the temperature; and these facts

liad not previously received sulticient attention at the liauds of those who had

made experiments. One ^cat advant.igc of the experinu'uts recorded by the

rresitleut of the Association was that they were made in a mine before it liad

been worked. The strata of Dukinfield mine were very much inclined, aiul

tlvere wa.s a good deal of water in it. For this iea.son great caution w;is needed

in working it, because a wet mine gave a higher degree of teii>j)erature than a

dry mine. Ilitiierto there h.id been great diflieulty in making observations and

experiments in mines. Dr. I'airbairn supposed that :j,<i(»() degrees might be llu-

temperature of fusion. It might be greater for all they knew. Ho shoulil

be inclined to think it wa.s greater. A thickness of SOO or 1,000 miles for the

cni.>«t of the earth was more consistent with his own ubsirvatioiis, and he

positively insisted ou a greater depth than 100 or iOQ miles.

VELOCITY OF K.VRTIIQL'AKE'WAVES.

F'.y i;. Mvn.rT, Ef<q., F.G.S.

The cxiMTim h were eundueted at tin- large blast ing-o|ierat ions at

Ilolvhcad were ' . ^en .it the joint rcfpiest t>f the Koyal Njeiety and the

iJritlsli AsHOcintion. Mr. Mallet t confessed that a few years ago he wa.s

'
' n that the velocity of the wave-j)articlc of an carlhrpiake,

t as the nave-transit, was neuly i (pial to it. it was only
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three years ago, on experimenting at Naples, that he satisfied himself that tlu^

wave-particle velocity was extremely low. The wavc-partical velocity in any
ordinary earthquake did not exco:^d 10, 12, or l-l feet per second, being about
that which a body would obtain by falling off a table. The extreme limit o!'

earthquake-wave velocity appeared uever to reach more than SO feet per
second. The only example of this high velocity was mentioned by Humboldt
as occurring in the Rio Grande, where, during an earthquake, the bodies of
men were thrown upon a bank nearly 100 feet high. The shock was in this

case vartieal, and the force was equal to a velocity of about SO feet per second.
It was a curious fact that the li feet velocity at Naples, and SO feet in this

latter case, corresponded Nvith the respective heights of the volcanic mountains,

THE EXTINCT VOLCANOS OF WESTERN YICTOKIA.

By Mr. James Boewick, F.G.S.

Mr. James Borwiek denominated the south-western par! of Victoria and
the adjacent portion of South Australia the "burnt fields" of Australia. The
country referred to lies chiefly between the slate and granite dividing tlie

diggings and tertiary limestone of the sea-coast, and has an area of nearly

half the size of England, extending from the Bay of Port Phillip, near ^lei-

bourne and Geelong, to beyond the western border of Victoria, by the

Glenelg. The great basaltic plain of the west has few interruptions from the

bay to the border, and from the shore to the central range. Tiie basalt is of

all varieties, and furnishes in its decomposition the finest soil to the agricul-

turist. Many rounded lava hills are found on the plateau of the dividing

range ; and caverns, nearly .500 feet in length, exist in the basaltic floor of the

plains. On the south-west side of the great salt-lake Coraugamite, there arc

basaltic " rises." Below ai'c huge barriers from 10 to GO feet in height, 15
miles long by 12 broad. The ash or tufa has the same appearances as that

the author observed at Lake Albano, near Rome, and at Pompeii. It is oc-

casionally sufficiently solidified to be fit for building-stone. Carvings, however,
are very commonly made of it in the district. The ash and ciuder-conglo-

inerate exist but in one place—the Island of Lawrence, in the Portland Bay.
Cliffs of this singular compound rise there to 150 feet. The author's impres-

sion is, that the source was a submarine volcano to the south-west—the course
of the prevailing wind and current ; and tliat the ashes and volcanic dust were
received in some sheltered bay, since raised v.ith the coast. The extinct vol-

canos are in the form of lakes and mountains. The lakes are depressions

usually on slight eminences. Terang, Elingamite, Purrumbete, Wangoon, and
Lower Hill are fresh, while Keilambete and BuUecnmerri are salt. Tlie

sliallow saHne lakes of the plains were not former craters. The de])th3 of these

Likes are from 50 to 300 feet. The Devil's Inkstand of Mount Gambler is

260 feet. The banks vary from a few feet to 300 feet in height above the
M-afer. The circuiiifcrence varies from a hundred yards to seven miles. The
thickness of the ash increases with the distance from the crater, but is always
thickest on the eastern side. At Lower Hill, at a quarter of a mile from the
bank, on the northern quarter, it is SO feet deep, while at a mile offj on the
eastern side, it is 150 feet. The volcanic hills varv from a few yards to aboet
2,000 feet above tlie sea-level. The depth of the dry craters runs fiomSO fer.
to 300 feet. Gambler and Schanck are A^thin the South Australian hordes
The former has three fine lakes, the latter is a dry basin, known as the Devil'
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Punchbowl. I'onidon is a cone C)l' voiv liplit cindor. Lourn is n broken

crater on tlic cJgc o!" the rises, while I'linuinbele is a beautil'ul sheet of walcr,

a few ini'cs distant, wliieh once, as a crater, disehartced vast (|iiantilies of a.sh.

The utlicr principal voloanos of Wcslcru Victoria are l^iminyoiiLr. lUowhard,

Noorat, Ci,-llibrantl, Napier, Franklin, Cavern, Shadwdl, liHwcr Hill, ('lav,

Elephant, Eckerslcv. No adccpiate impression can lie I'oniicd as to the period

of the activity of tlicse cones and craters. There is a freshness in most of

ihein, indiiative of a comparatively iiindern date, and the natives have tradi-

tions of tli>' erupt ion> of several of them.

GLACIAL M )VEMENT.S ON TilK NolJTir-WKST COAST OF AMERICA.

By Sir E. Bfmmkii, F.O.R.

Sir E. B.lcher said that early in Septendier, 1S37, his expedition ran down
the coast nf Xnrth .America, between Ports Etches and Mnli,'iavc, in order to

!i\ the po>'.tiou and determiu • the heii,'lits of Mount St. Elias. The ieeberi,'s

which hunLrab(ml the coa.st were much lari^er than those which he hail seen in

Uehriui^'s Strait, or oil" the nn)ulh of the liords in the vicinity of I'orl Etclu-s.

He believed that in ley l?ay the lower bodies of the ice were .sidijeel to slide,

and that the entire substratum, as fre(juenlly found within the .\retie Circle,

was composed of sli|.pcry mud. In ley I'lay the app.ireiitly deseemlinir ice

from the mountains to the base w:is in irregular broken nuusses, which tund)lcd

iu coufusioii. The motiiiu was clearly coiitiuuons. As to the e.iuses which

operated in proibicin;.,' the constant displaeeuicMls of the <,'laeier, and the pro-

tusiou of the bergs seaward, many theories had been jiroposed. Mis iujpression

was that, whatever was the iutcrisity of cold under which congelation had

taken plac, the actual temperature due to the ice was nu-rcly that of 'A-2

detjree-. Eahreidieit, and that self-registering thermometers, properly buried in

icv- or snow, subject even to the very low l«'mperatnre of (>-' degrees, 5 below

zero, on the external skin, only indicated the proper temperature of freezing

water. In the very high latitudes of ('i'.\ deu'recs to 7fi degrees North, the

snow on the surface of the snow-ehul elevations furnished snflieient water to

undermine the lower bed.s of .snow-icp, and bore a na.ssnge to the sea. How -

ever firm the crust mii,'ht lie in certain positions, a furious torrent had been at

work beneath. ^^ as the conclusion to be tint the tiniperalure of the earth must aid

in keeping up a Icmperatun- sulliciently hiirh to prevent the water hidden from

lii;ht from eontjealing? 'I'he advance of vegetation was another proof; tin*

round-willow, saxifrages, and many other jd.ints j>roducing (heir shoots before

ight eauscil the iunnedi.itc expansion and colouring of the leaf. The earth's

temperature, acting on the lower portions next to the soil, aided in facilitating

the travel of the slip of the snow-ice of which the.se glaciers were composed
to lower levels. In all ice-formations there might be noticed, at the season

which followed the period of day-frost or jirceeded the spring, a iiceuliar dry-

ness, the result of evajX)ration of the superfluous water, attcmied by den.se

fogs. An ominous cracking was then experienced, which had been misrcprc-

^f•nled by some of the tlrst Arctic explorers as the breaking of the bolts of

their ve^.scls : no boll was ever tracetl to have bei n so broken. He imagined

that the soil on which nias.<e,s of eternally-shifting ice reposed, must be, from

never beini,' «\iH»»e(l to the snn'.s rays, of a lo<»sr, l»oggy, or ninddy nature,

which facilitated slipping. The nudcrmininir f.ieililatfd cracking, and the very

:ic'i<>:i of all'rnale IrczinL' ami lliawiiiL' lictween the ex|H)si'd surfaces, serving

[•;
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as aqueducts along the upper portions into which water would flow, must
produce compact ice ; and its power in that very action was quite adequate, by
compression, not only to remove ice, but even inouutaius of earth, provided the

point (Vuppiu be afforded. It was evident with respect to the lower portions

supporting Mount St. Wias, which were subject to a summer-heat which
ripened strawberries, and was even more oppressive than we exj)erienced in

England, and to rapid tliaws of the inferior levels, that repeated fracture and
avalanches would occur, aud that oue must calculate on sudden and tremendous
concussive force, by the breaking away of whole ranges and precipitating them-
selves on the lower strata. His opinion was that the shocks of the avalanches

communicated laterally had produced such fractures as had been noticed in those

peculiar pyramidical forms near Mount St. Elias. These fractures o])ened,

were filled by water, which probably froze at night or when tlie sun was
absent, and expansion drove the exterior masses, which were termed bergs,

into the sea.

DURA DEN.

By the Rev. Dr. Axdersox, F.G.S.

The Rev. Dr. Anderson stated that last year the Committee of tlie Asso-

ciation made laborious researches in quest of the long-lost Pumphractri's of

Agassiz, nowhere seen nor heard of in any part of the above-named rocks for

a period of twenty-five years. He had now to state that in their latter exca-

vations tliey had come upon the hidden treasures, aud he had the pleasure of

laying them upon the table, in a condition of the most perfect preservatiou.

There was a double interest connected with this curious crustacean. First, of

a rare discovery ; and next, of a successful result in a matter of keen and
important controversy. The specimens discovered were five impressions of the

Pamphractiis Aadersoni, two of which were perfect in all their plates, whilst

the others were more or less mutilated in some of their organisms. Besides

this genus, the excavations had revealed at le?st one other entirely new to

science. The specimen of this new fossil, which he laid upon the table, was
in a sufficiently good state of preservation for determining all the true charac-

teristics of the genus in scales, fins, plates, and general contour. The caudal

and pectoral fins were enormously large, the body short and small, and the head
comparatively very large.

SUBTERRANEAN MOVEMENTS.

By Prof. Yaughax, F.G.S.

Professor Vaughan, of Cincinnati, stated that the definite relations recently

discovered between calorific and mechanical action seemed to have an important
bearing on questions relating to the secular refrigeration of the earth and the

high temperature of its internal regions, even at the present time. The vast

amount of heat supposed to have escaped from our planet during past ages,

might be reasonably expected to call mto existence forces of much greater

efficiency than those inaicated by the upheaval of lands, or by the violence of

earthquakes and mechanical eruptions. Our terrestrial fabric had a strength

too limited for the full development of such great calorific powers by the

VOL. IV. 2 P
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unequal contractions of its different parts ; and in ft coolinj* globe compound
gases could not he expected to produce any decided meelianie;d elTect, at least

without materially altering the composition of the atmosphere. But, n))art

from these causes, tlie transition of the ii^neous rocks from a fluid to a solid

state would he attendrd with occasional ))aroxysmal movement and change.

Being dependent on hydrostatic conditions for stability, tho different parts of

the earth's crust must extend into the greater reservoir of lava to a depth in

some measure proportionate to the elevation above its surface. Continents

must rest on solid foundations far deeper than those which supported the body
of the ocean; and the violence which subterranean forces manifested in several

islands might be ascribed in part to the weakness of the barriers which re-

.st rained tliem. Inenualitics in the solid envelope of our globe were indicated

with some certainty oy loeal forces of gravity. The anomalous character of

the vibrations of the pendulum, when applied in some places, justilied the con-

elusion that the invisible side of the earth's crust contained the greatest

irregularities, and that our continental tracts of land rest on the bases of

gigantic subterranean mountains, whose tops might be depressed even three

or" four hundred miles below the mean level of the solidified matter. The
accumulations of solid matter on the internal mountains must ultimately be

crushed by the strain which their augmented size occasioned; a mighty

avalanche of rock would then tumble to the thinner part of the earth's crust.

Kcgarding these masses as the cause of eartlupiakes, thev migiit account for

the instantaneous manner in whioli shocks of earthqualces occurred, their

extreme violence, and destructive character near the coasts of continents and

on adjacent islands, wlule they were almost imperceptible in the interior of

continents. It was probable that the ascending movements of silica, and
pf-rhans of other isolated matter, might serve to brina: the heavy metallic

deposits from the central to the superiieial regions of our planet; ami the

general oceurrenco of gold in auriferous quartz-rock might thus admit of

plausible explanation.

Tin: FORMATION OF LAND.

Ry tho Kov. C. R. Gouhon, M.A., F.R.S.

TliP Rev. C. T\. Gordon, ^I.A., F.R.S., proeeeded to say that the solid parts

of the globe are in general coiiq)osed of sand, gravel, argillaceous ana cal-

rareous strata, or of tlic various compositions of tlicse with other substances.

Calcareous bodies belong to tiie .sea, and are formed in it. There are only two
wavs by whiih porous or spongy bodies can be eonsolidated, either bv conge-

lation or attrition. To procure solidity, it must be brought about by inducing

fluidity, either immediatily by the action of heat, or directly by the operaticm

of a ."solution. Thus, lire and water may be considered as the general agents in

this onrration. Thf strata formed at tlir bottom of the sea are to be cfin-

f.idered, therefore, as having been eonsolidated either by aqueous solution and
cnstftllization, or by tho effect of heat and fusion. We have strata consolidated

by erdearrons spar. W'v have strata made .solid liy fluor, a substance not

soluble, so far as is known, by water. We have strata eon.solidated with siil-

^lhureou8 and bituminous substances, which do not correspond to the solution

IV water. We have strata consolidated with siliceous matter, in a state totally

different from that under which it has been observed, on eortain oeeasiou.s, to

he de|>nsited by water, some eonsolidated by felspar, a substanen indissoluble

in water, some also consolidated by alnsost all the various metallic substances,
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•u'itli their almost endless mixtures and sulphureous compositions,—thcat is to

gay, we find very different substances introduced into the interstices of strata,

from those which had been formed by subsidence at the bottom of the sea. On
the otlier hand, if it is l)y means of heat and fusion that the loose and porous
structure of strata shall be supposed to have been consolidated, then every
difficulty which had occurred in reasonuig upon the power or agency of water
is at once removed. The question then comes, by what means these masses of

loose materials collected at the bottom of tlic sea have been raised above its

surface and transformed into solid land. Nothing can be imagined so proper
for the elevation of land above the level of the ocean as an expansive power of

sufficient force applied directly under these materials. The question is not
how the power may be procured, but is it ever employed? It is this,

doubtless, which has forced up from a considerable depth of the ocean
the Himmalayas, tlie Andes, or the Alps. And such a power cannot
be much less than that required to elevate the highest laud upon the

globe. When fire bursts forth from the bottom of the sea, as was tlie case in

the new island near Santoriui, and when the land is heaved up and down so as

overturn cities in an instant, and split asunder rocks and solid mountains,
there is no one but must see in this a power which niay be sufficient to accom-
plish every view of nature in erecting land as it is situated in the position

most advantageous for such a purpose. In a stream of melted lava, which
runs down the sides of Mounts Etna or Hecla, we have a column of weighty
matter raised an immense height above the level of the sea, and in the rocks

of enormous size which were projected from their craters several mUes iiito

the air, it must be acknowledged that there is a liquefying power and expansive
force of subterranean or violent heat. But that the islands of Sicily or Ice-

land themselves had been raised from the bottom by the same process may also

be readily admitted. If then it shall appear that matter which had once been
found at the bottom of the sea, and which in some respects is analogous to

lava, is now forming di-y laud above its siu'face, it will be allowed that we have
discovered the secret operations of nature concocting future land, as well as

those by which the present habitable earth had been produced from the bottom
of the abyss.

The other papers read were :

—

" Notes on two Ichthyosauri," exhibited at the meeting. By C. Moore^
F.G.S.

" On the relation of the Eskdale Granite, at Black Comb, to the Schistose

Bocks." By J. G. MarshaU, F.G.S.
"On the Sandstones and their associated deposits of the Valley of the

Eden and the Cumberland Plams." By Professor Harkness, F.G.S.
" On some Phenomena comiected with the Drift of the Severn, Avon, Wye,

and Usk." By the Rev. W. S. Symonds, F.G.S,
" On the Pleistocene Deposits of the Districts about Liverpool." Bv G. W,

Morton, F.G.S.

"Notice of some facts' in relation to the Postglacial Gravels of Oxford."
By Professor Phillips, F.G.S.

" Palseontological Remarks upon the Silurian Rocks of Ireland." By W. H.
Baily, F.G.S.

" Comparison of Fossil Insects of England and Bavaria." By Dr. Hagem.
" On tlie Cretaceous Group, in Norfolk." By C. B, Rose, F,G.S,
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"^Exliibiiiou of New Geological Suncy Maps." By Sir R. I. Murchison,

"On llir Old Red Saiulstouc of South rcitlisliirc." By Professor R.
Ilarkiicss, F.CJ.S.

''

"On the Aqnco\is origin of Granite." Bv :Mr. A. Rrvsoii.
"On tlic^Agc of the Dartmoor Granites.

""^

B^ W. Trnicrllv, F.G.S.
"On the late.Vhangos in the Physical Gcograpliy of British 'North America,

Mith Notes on the Auriferous Drifts of the Paciiic Slope." By Dr. Hector,
I'.Cr.S.

"On the Age and Distribution of the Mesozoic CofA of the Pacific Coast
and Saskatchavan Prairies." l?y Dr. Hector, P.G.S.
"On certain Markings in Sanrlstones." By .Mr. Vv. Patterson.
.'Informatiou respcctinc: tlic present state of the Imperial Geological In-

stitute of Vienna." By Director Hardinger, For. M.G.S.
«'Q„ the Details of tlie Carboniferous Limestone, as exhibited in the railway-

rut tinq and tunnel near Almondsburv, west of Bristol." By Mr. Richard.soii,

C.E.
"Report on Examination of Minerals." ]\v ilr. A. Gag^s.

"Au J^xamination of some points on the Doctrine of the Internal Heat of

the Globe." By Professor ^\ . Thomson, E.G.S.

In the other sections, the following papers were of interest to geologists :

—

" On the action of Lime on Animal Matter." P.y John Davy, M.D., F.R.S

"On the Motion of Glaciers." By AV. Hopkins." F.G.S.
" Oa the Spitzbcrf'cn Current, and Active and Kxtinet Volcauos in Soutli

Greenland." By Cdonel Shadner, U.S.
" Notes of Sketches of Parts of tlic Surface of the Moon." By Professor

Phillips, F.G.S.

"Physical considerations regarding the probable age of the Sun's Heat."

By Professor Thompson.
" Report on the Theory of the Exchanges of Heat." By Balfour Stewart.

rnocEKDrNTJS of gkolooical societies.

Groi/XiiCAi, SoriKTY (<y LoNriON.—November 0.— Sir R. I. Murchison,

V.P.G.S., in the Chair.

The following communication.'^ were read :
—

L "Note on the Bonc-Cavrs of Luniel-Virl, Herault." By M. Marcel dc

Sorre.^.

Tliesc bone-Caves, in ^liorenc limestone, on the Mazet estate, near Mont-

pellier, disroverrd about 1^2H, and de.-.crilMd in ISiV.) by MM. Marcel dr

Serrrs, Dnbrueil, ami .Iran .Trail, rompri'e a lar^o eavc and some sntaHcr lis

sures, containing red earth with pebble.•«, nn4 an abundance of bones and

coprolilcs, of hyaun, lion, bear, wolf, fox, otter, bojir, beaver, rhinoceros,

horse, deer, ox, &c., with birds and reptiles. The author expressed his belief

nnrw that the as.sociation of pebbles with the bones in eaves is a common
phrnfmenon, and an evidence of the accumulation of the materials— gnawed
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boues and copiolites included—by the running water of violent inundations,
the caverns being of Tcrtiarv origin, the detritus being contemporary with the
old alluvium of the Rhone, and the fauna indicated by the boues having been
antecedent to the latter.

2. "On the Petroleum-springs in North America." Bv Doctor A. Gesner
r.G.s.

After some observations on the antiquity of the use of raineral oil in North
America and elsewhere, and on the present ccuditioucf the oil ii.d gasspins
and the associated sulphur and brine springs in the United States, the author
stated that 50,000 gallons of mineral oil are daily raised for home use and for
exportation. The oil region com])rises parts of Lower and Upper Canada
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas, New
Mexico, and California. It reaches from the G.5th to the 12Sth degree of long.
AV. of Greenwich, and there are outlying tracts besides. Tlie oil is said to
be derived from Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous rocks. lu some cases
the oil may have originated during the slow and gi-adual passage of wood into
coal, and in its final transformation into anthracite and graphite—the hydrogen
and some carbon and oxygen being disengaged, probably formmg hydrocarbone
including the oils. In other cases, animal matter may have been the source of

hydrocarbons. Other native asphalts and petroleums were leferred to by the
author, who concluded by observing that these products were most probably
being continually produced by slow chemical changes in fossiliferous rocks.

3. " Notice of the Discovery of some additional Laud Animals in the
Coal-measures of the South Joggius, Nova Scotia." By Dr. J. "\\\ Dawson, F.G.S.
Two additional fossil stumps of trees have been examined by the author

from the same group of llie Coal-measures as that which has already afforded

Reptilian, MoUuscau, and Myriapodal specimens. These trees stand on the six-

inch coal in Group XV. One {Sif/ilhiria Browiiii) has yielded indications of

six skeletons of DemJrerpefoii Acadunium (one probably perfect), a jaw of a
new species, two skeletons of Uj/louomus Li/ellU, one of H. Wiiinauii, a number
of specimens of 'Pupa cefusta and Xolohlus Sif/illarice, and some remnants of
insects (in coprolites). In a lower bed (1217 feet beneath,—in Group VIII.),

a Stigmariau under-elay, seven feet thick, the Pupa was found abundantly in a
thickness of two inches—with fragments of Reptilian bones. The coal-seams

between the trees and this bed indicate that this Piqw must have existed

dui-mg the growth and burial of at least twenty forests.

4. " On a Volcanic Phenomenon observed at Manilla, Pliilippine Isles." By
J. G. Veitch, Esq. In a letter to Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.G.S.

On the 1st of May, ISGl, the River Passig, at Manilla, from fifteen to

eighteen feet deep, was disturbed by a violent ebullition from six to ten a.m.,

for a distance extending to a quarter of a mile. Its temperature here was 100.
deg. to 10.5 deg. Pahr. (elsewhere 80 deg.) A bank of fetid mud was thrown
up several feet above the Mater, and )iad a temperature of 60 deg. to 05 deg.

The Chairman remarked that a bank of mud, 30 feet high, and more than a
mile long, had lately been thrown up in the southern portion of tlie Caspian.
He also further stated that he had received a letter from J. G. Medlicott, Esq.,

of the Indian Geological Survey, announcing that a scientific expedition had
been set on foot by the Government of India for the exploration of the great

mountains of Central Asia. The expedition is to consist of five men of science,

and Mr. Medlicott is to be tlie geologist. They will assemble early in the new
year at Almorah, traverse the Himalaya and Karchan Chains, and, proceeding
into Tartary, they will explore the Great Tliian-Chau, then passing eastwards,

they are to return to Hiudostan by the Gauges or tlie Brahmaputra River.
The explorers are anxious to receive any suggestions from the Members of the

Scientific Societies of Loudou.
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November 20.— 1. "On llic l^ovoy Basin, DcvoHhliirc." IW J. II. Key,
E.s((., eoinimmirntcil hv Sir C. Lyrll, ^.(i.S.

Tiif author first described the physical features ol the Bnvey Rasin, and then

the strata, as proved by borings and digt^ings for clay and lignite. Having
pointed out tlic evidences that exist of tlic basin liaving once been a lake in

which the several strata of clay, sand, lignite, gravel, &c., were deposited, and
having considered the probable conditions of such a lake liaving been gradually

tilled up by lluviatile deposits broiitrht down from neighbouring granitic iiills,

the author remarked :— ist. That tlic iiovey deposits arc comnosed of materials

almost identical with the component parts of granite. 2. Ihc strata run, for

the most part, parallel with the outline of the marginal bills, and dip from the

sides towards the centre, often thinning away in that direction. 3. Tiie liner

material is deposited towards the sides, and the coarser towards the centre.

4. Where the basin is contracted the finer beds often disa|ipcar; but thicken

where the basin widens. 5. That the upper beds of the norfheni part arc

coarser than those of the middle and lower portions. 0. On the eastern side

the fine clay beds are more developed than on the western side. 7. The
various beds run in the direction of, and seem to jwint to, the Kivcr Bovey as

the source from whence they were derived; but the old outlet of the l.ake was
towards Torbay, and not along the Teign as it is at jiresent. Some observa-

tions on the peculiar absenec of animal remains in these deposits, often rich

with vegetable remains, concluded the paper, which was dlustrated by several

original plans, sections, and sketches.

2. "On two Volcanic Cones at the lk.se of Etna." By Signer G. G. (Jem-

mellaro. Communicated by Sir C. Lyclt, I'.G.S.

These two cones occur at rftteni6 and Motta (Sta. Anastasb") ; and the

existing remains of their craters and nuclei were described in detail. The
author cotieludcs that th«sc two were conlem|ioraiieous dolcrilic volcanic

cones, tliat were formed in ihc Post-pliocene period, previous to the depo-

sition of e.-xlcareous tiifT of the vicinity of I'atenKt: also that they were cones

of eniption, and not of elevation; for the neighbouring strata are not dis-

turbed : andthos they were iiulepcudcut cruption.s, and not panusitical cones of

Etna.

'.i.
' On some Fossil Brachiopoda of the Carbiniferous Rocks of the Punjub

and Kashmir, collected by A. Fleming, M.D., &c., and W. Purdon, Esq.,

F.G.S."^ ih T. Davidson, Esq., F.K.S., F.(i.S.

Dr. Fleming's geological rese.irchcs on the Siilt-rangc and elsewhere in the

I'uiijab, in l'^^2-^Ji?, are recorded in the .lournal of the Society, for 18.t3, in the

Jouni. Bengal Asiat. Soc. 1 lO.'t, and in his Kejtort on the Salt-range, 1S54.

The species of Carboniferous Brachiopoda collected by J)r. Fleming and de-

"^
'

• ' and figured by Mr. Davidson, are Trrrhrnlufa (vel TVaMhrimia)

I '/, Dav., T. prnhlriiinlirn, Dav., T. nuhresinilanii, Dav., Hrlzia rarlialis,

ym. grandicoKla, Dav. Athyrii Koytitii, L'Ev., A. (vel Mcrista) mihfililft. Hall,

var. ijranrfix, Dav., Spirifno utrirlii, Martin, Spiii/rriHU orfopliratri. Sow.,

Orfhi* rrKnpiiiafd, .Martin, Strrpfnrhynrhu* rrfiiixtrirt, Piul., var. rnhu.iti(.^. Hall,

Si, pfrtiHiformit, Dav., J'rorfnettts utrioli/f, Fisch., /'. lou/jhpinus. Sow., I' con-

tortn.^, Sfjw.

Mr. J'lirdon'n eolleetion comprises, besides several of the foregoing

—

Tern-

hralnlii Hi -, Dav., Spirifcra yfwiuihailrnfin, Dav., .S/;. ////w/rt, Martin,

\nT., Camar ,. Pi/rrfomi, Dav., ProduHii* Purdoiiii,\)a.\. P. Iliimholdtii,

D'Orb., AiilonUffrB Dalhoufii, Dav., and Strnphaloxia Morrmana (J*) King, var.

(iEorooisTs' AssrriMioN.—The first meeting of this Associ.ition for the

winter session wxs held on Mondav, Novemb<-r 4, at Cavendish Square, the

Brv. Thomas Wiltshire. :M.A., F.fi.'s., I'resident, in the Chair, and was very

iiumerouslv attended. Thirteen new members were tiecled.
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Professor Morris delivered a lecture "Oa Coal; its Geological and Geo-
graphical position." Referring to the importance of the subject, the lecturer

remarked that he need only aUude to the facts that the annual production of

coal had now reached the enormous quantity of 80,000,000 tons, in addition to

which it was estimated that there were 4,000,000 tons of small, which re-

mained useless upon the j)it's bank, and that the working of this mineral gave
employment to half a million of our male population. This coal was produced
froiii 2,509 collieries in England and Wales, 427 in Scotland, and 73 iu Ire-

land, so that the large area over which colliery operations extended could be
iu some measure judged of. His subject being the geological and geographical

position of coal, he might most conveniently treat of it under two principal

neads— first, geologically, and then its geographical distribution.

Assuming that the lai'ger proportion of his audience were acquainted with
the geological sequence, he would simply remuid them of the division of stra-

tified rocks into Palajozoic, Mezozoic, and Cainozoic, or Primary, Secondary,
aud Tertiary. Each of these were again subdivided, but it would be unneces-
sary at present to mention the wliole of these sub-divisions. He would for

the present direct their attention to the Paleozoic series. In this scries was
first the Silurian, above which the Devonian, next the Carboniferous, and then
the Permian rocks. Professor Morris then proceeded to illustrate by models
•the mode by which the various strata were deposited, and explained that,

owing to the strata not lying horizontclly, aud also to the circumstance that

some of the series were usually wanting, strata which would otherwise be
beyond the reach of human industry, were placed at our disposal. The car-

boniferous rocks were subdivided into the carboniferous limestone, the mill-

stone grit, and the coal measures proper ; but even the coal measures proper
did not consist of one solid and undivided bed of coal. The upper layer was
usually an imperfect sliale, then came a more bituminous shale, and then the
coal proper, which was usually also separated by strata of shale of varying
thickness. In all the coal formations he might I'cmark that there was positive

evidence of there having been vegetable bfe, and that in the whole of the
carboniferous rocks they frequently met with spirifers, goniatites, orthoccra-

tites, nautib, and other marine shells.

Of the vegetable kingdom they met with various descriptions of plants, the
size in some instances reacliing that whicli almost entitled them to be called

timber trees; the calamite, sphenopteris, sigiUaria, pecopteris, and lepido-

dendron, being, however, the principal, and of the animal kingdom, perhaps
there was no representative more interesting than the species of unio. With
regard, however, to the substance which they all knew as coal, he might men-
tion that its existence v»'as not strictly confined to the carboniferous series, or

or to the palaeozoic formation, but that it was found also in the secondary and
"

tertiary formations, in support of which he might refer to the coal fields of

Yorkshire, which were of the oolitic formation, and to certain coal fields iu

India, which undoubtedly belonged to the eocene or miocene age.

Turning to the consideration of the geographical distribution of coal, the
Professor pointed out the principal fields from which the coal supply of the
world is derived, beginning with the Scotch coal field, and proceeding through
the Durham, Lancashii-e, and Yorkslure fields, as well as the minor deposits

between them. He then described the Forest of Dean, Bristol and Souih
Wales fields, referring incidentally to the fact that the coal measures of the
latter district is estimated to attain the thickness of 12,000 feet, so that au
enormous quantity of the precious fuel must be still at our disposal, even
making the most ample allowance for waste, and diminution from other causes.

He would here say a few words which might render some slight assistance to

those attempting to discover the precise mode in which the coal was deposited.
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It was fomul from the careful inspection of the vai-io«9 coal measures, that in

Eupliuul the wosteni portions appear Id jiicsint niccliauical iiulicalions, whilst

t lie eiustcni portions seemed more to imlieate ehcinieal aotinn. In the New
"World precisely the reverse was the cjLse, the chemical action being evident in

the west, and the mechanical in the cast. I'assinir to the European continent,

lie referred to the snuiU coal ticlds of Ik-lt^ium, to tlw; three principal dcjtosits

in France, to the lields of Siiain and J'ortugal ; and then returiiini,' eastward

•'xplaincd the formation of the i'nissian and IJohcmian coal lields, and
described the rich depcsits of braunkohle which extends across the German
coutinenl.

After a brief reference to the coal lielils of Africa, discovered )),v Dr. Living-

stone, he passed into Asia, and described the deposits of coal in India, and
then proceeded tiirouich Uorneo, Lebiian, &c., snuthward, coneludiiig hib re-

marks on the Old World by describing the coals of New South AVales, Tas-

mania, and New Zealand. The survey of the >«'cw World was commenced by

a reference of the coal fields and Albertite dcjiosits of the Hritish po.ssessions

in North America. Then the great coal lields of the I'nited States were de-

.scribcd, and the subject comphteil by a brief explanation of the nature and
extent of the deposits about Chili and Vali>araiso.

On the conclusion of the lecture there was an interesting discussion, in

w//ich Messrs. Kickard, T. Kiipert .loiics, Maekic, Ijaw.soii, and Prof,

'lennant, took l)art, anil I'rof. iMorris replied to a large number <jf (jncs-

lions, but declined, in answer to the interrogatories of ilessrs. Lawson and

Maekie to slate any opinion on the nature of original formation of those highly

interesting substances Albertite and tin- Torbane Hill mineral.

The President announced that during the session excArsions would be made
toTunbridge A\ ells or Hastings, JIarwieh, f'ambridge, or licwcs.

f'AMiiitiin.K rim/i.s(»riiic.\L Sn( lET^.- October ib. At the annual gcnend
meeting of this society, after the eh'ction of oilieers, a paper was read ny Mr.
Harry Seelcy "On the i'en-clay Formation."

Kxtending under the peat of the fen district, and far beyond, is the great

clay formation. It iiielinles the Oxford and Kimineridge clays, and an inter-

vening clay (replaeing the Coral rag I which imperceptibly graduates upwards
and downwards into these deposits. It is for thi.s series of stnda, ranging from

the tircat Oolite to the Portlandian beds, that the term Fen-clay or Fen-forma-

tion is proposed. The fact of such a succc.><;>ion in some degree interferes with

existing views of the division of the lower secondary strata into I'pper, Middle,

and Lower Oolites ; so that henceforth it will jirobably be fcmiid nu)re con
venient to abandon those terms, and to speak of the secondarv forination.H

bilow the Cretaeeous series, as Lias, Inferior Oolite, fircat Oolite, Fen-cby,

and Porlland-bed. In this district the Fen-clay extends from the line of

retcrW>roHgh to Bedford, across easterly to the line of Ely and Lynn, within

whieli limits it has b«'en chiefly .-ttudied, though known to have an extensive

development further south.

The various snb-division.s were worked out in the country around Elsworth,

near St. Ives. The village is built on a limestone, to which it gives a name,
The Elsworth I{ock, wliicli consists of three subdivisions, an upper and h)wer
rock, and a middle cl.iy which abounds in (hti;r }fiii.ihii. The rock dips to the

.Houth, and maintains its thickness (fourteen feet) unchanged for tlie three

miles over which it could be traced, though at that distance the middle clay is

replaced b\ ' ne.

ra.«^sing iiorth, another rock is met with, at St. Ives, and this was
shown to be 13U feet below the Elsworth Kock, coming out from under it,

being brought up by an anticinal axis, .'o that further to the north, at l$hin-

lisham, the Elsuorlh Tuci. is again met with. The St. Ives rock dips to the
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east, and appears to be found again at High Papwortli, Avcst of Elswortb. As
tlie St. Ives rock dips to tlie cast, so will the Elsworth rock also, and therefore

the clay to the east and soutli will be superior to it, while that to the west is

inferior. Passing then west to St. Neots, another rock occurs, and this would
seeni to be very low down in the scries, and not far i-emoved from the zone of

the Kelloway rock. Tlie St. Neots rock consists of thin layers of limestone,

whicli are alternate witli thin beds of clay.

Among the fossils in the Oxford Clay, at St. Neots, arc Ammoiiiics Dtnircdiii,

A. fpitio.yi'-i, A. at/ildhxs, A. coro)iati(s, kc. The connnoner forms at St. Ive.s

are Auhiio.iid's ^lui-'uc, A. curdulKx, A. Eiifjriiiiy A. Golia(hu-s, &c., &c. Of the

Aiiimoiiili's iu'tiic clay above the St. Ives rock, no good list is known, but

among tliera are A. ciKcniaus, and A. babcantm. Both at Elsworth and Blun-

tisham, above the rock, tlie Gn/plupa dilcdida is found abundantly, and oc-

casionally with it (hti-fPct ileltoirlea ; but to the south the latter fossil is more
abuiulant, so that at 1'etwortli the specimens occur in equal profusion, and in

co!nl)ination with AniiiiuitHcs Achillas, Belemnitcs eccaiti'icus, IJma peduiifornm,

lS<'i-p".l(i /''fi-dfjo/ui, &c., &c. At Tetworth there is a thin baud of rock, as there

is also at Gamlingay; at Boxworth, nearly, if not in the same position, there

is a rook of the same tliiekness; and to the east, beyond this the clay seems

to graduate imperceptibly up to the Ivimmeridge clay of Cotteuham.

There is thus a great thickness of strata between the Oxford and Kim-
mcridge clays, in which the fossils of botli tliosc deposits are intermixed, and

wliich represents the Coral-rag. That such a clay did exist might have been

inferred from the presence of the Coral-rag at U])ware, and its limited exten-

sion beyond. The Upware limestone was a coral-reef out in an old sea, and it

must have necessarily happened that beyond tlie narrow limits of the reef a

deposit of a different kind woidd have been forming on the sea-bottom, far more

widely spread tluui the limestone. This formation is named the Tetworth clay.*

A difficult question then arose as to the limits of the clay, for if it were re-

placed by Coral-rag, it wovdd result that the Elsworth rock would be immedi-

ately beneath the Coral-rag on the one hand, and above the Oxford clay on the

other, and so would appear to be rather a member of the former series than of

the latter. However, the presence of such forms as BelcmnUes tornutUiv,

B. hastad's, AminoiiifcH vci-tebrcdix, A. biplc.v, A. perarmatus, A. Ilciirici, A.

canctHadattiJs, A. goliidhiis, &c., were held as conclusive evidence that it ought

i'ather to be regarded as the uppermost zone of Oxford clay. The upper

boundary of the Tetworth clay cannot be given with any certainty. Andtroin

the want of sections it has not been found possible to subdivide the strata

above, as has been done below.

Such is the Ecn-ehiy. The rocks of its lower part do not appear to occur in

the south of England, though there arc divisions of the clay corresponding to

those so strongly marked by their occurrence here. The Tetworth clay has

long been known to have an extensive southern development ; a portion of it

appears to have been mapped by the Geological survey as Oxford clay, just as

in one district Mr. Lucas i^arrett mapped it with the Kimmeridgc clay.

The author concluded by expressing his indebtedness, for muGh kind as-

sistance, to the llev. S. Banks, of Cotteuham, the Bev. H. Dobsou, ot^ Els-

worth, to Mr. J. Carter, of Cambridge, and to Mr. J. J. Evans, of St. INeots.

Malvkkx Natuealists' Eield Clvb.— Tlie last meeting of this dis-

tinguished club of observers of nature in the lields of research, was held at

XJpton-on-Seveni.

The chief feature in the operations of the day was the examination of the

* At the Manchester meeting of the British Association, the name of Bluntishani clay was
sugg-ested for it, Ijut as the eection there is no louger visible, it has been tliought better to

jiame it from a iocality where it may be seen and worked.

VOL. IV. O Q
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several diifl beds of the Scvcni Valley, Mbicli, from the elevation of the iimrl

bank of Hyall Hill, Averc explained in a most lueid manner, by Mr. Symonds,

and their ili:rtini^\iishincr eontents mentioned, lie lirst deseril)cd the lor-

luatiun of tiic original drifts upon the bed of theprima-val sea, and then passed

in review the suceessive gravelly I .xls, with their eontents, the hollowing out

iif the valley, the estuarinc and lake ))eriods, down to the IScvern of the present

day. lie also pointed ont how the drift beds at Hyall Hill were identified with

those on the western heights, though their continuity had long ago been ent

oil", in furtherance of the exaniinaiion, the walk was contiinu-d tu the Harley

House on the side of the Severn, where the river was crossed, and an inter-

mediate drift deposit viewed. The route was then continued to the ancient

Manor House of Holdfast, where Mr, Henry 8tone exhibited various remark-

able bones and teeth from the caverns of Somei-sct shire. Tiic President said

he had received an invitation for the club to go to Warwick in February next,

and he thought he might properly give the usual anniial address there, wiicn

both chdjs were together, but it was ulliniately determined that Malvern

should lie selected as a more accessible ])lace than W'anvick to most members.

iJr. (Jriudrod olTered the use of Townsend Uotise for the as.scmblage of the

elub, where he had acconunodation for a large audience. The subject of the

next years meetings being introdiiced, the Kev. U. 1\ Hill proposed the May
meeting to be at Ledbui-y, examining the country thence to liromsberrow.

This invitation wa.s accepted amidst general applause. ! ^SS.
A grant was made to republish tiie erudite ]),iper of the President^ on the

(icologj- of the Worcester and Hereford Kaiiway, from the ICdiiiburgh New
J'hilosophieal Jouimal, that its contents might be more extensively circulated.

Maxcuk.stkr. Gkoi/igicai. Society.—The twcntv-tliird annual meetinf^was

held October :Jlst, isfil. K. ^\'. J?inney, E.^n., F.R.S., F.G.S, Vicc-rrcsident,

in the chair, when the usual reports were reacl :

—

Since the last meeting the keys to the cases in which the collection is kept,

have been deliveaed to the Curators jointly with the special Curators of the

Natural History Society. The collection is therefo.ie again .n proper custody,

and to this extent the Society is reinstated in its rights.

The whole collection has been cleaned and put in order, in which labonr'grcat

assistance has been received from Mr. Jauirs I'arker.

The Museum is not so rich in local specimens as it oucht to be. As a ge-

neral collection it is undoubtedly a good one; but with the assistance of tlic

meud)ers, it can be made one of the tirst collections of carl)oniferons fossil.s in

itry. Attenficm was parlicnlarlv directed to the Peel Delph. and other

s where the Peel buihlmg stone is fpiarried, for the pui-jjose of C(dleet-

ing ihc fossil jtlants with whicii this rock abounds. They arc not compressed
I is the ease in most sandstone roek.s, and as specimens, are not

e (if any other eoal-lield.

The collection is destitute of Jianeashire Silurian fossils, and very poor in

Pcrniian, Tr; d Pleistocene specimens.

Tha ieix»i ^.id the hope tliat the Council f«)r the ensuing year, and
the members wdl ol)iain the '//•j«VAvy//»/ mentioned, and thus make the collec-

tion as complete and in.slruetivc a^ so important and itojiulous a eity of Man-
chester requires.

Since tlie last ani! ' the society has continued, as for a few years

irtist, to inercn.se in i.
. > less than twenty-seven new members having

l)cen admitted in the course of twelve months.
Durii '

'
"^ ''",

rs were read before the Society :

—

1. "" .i
^ ;

.•• Py !;. W. Piiiney, E.sn.

2. "On .leiiy-peat, a kind of Peat found at Churchtown, near" Soutuporl."
Ry E. "W. Pinney, Esq.
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3. " On the Geologicnl Maps of Lancashire." By Edward HuU, Esq.
4. " Ou the cause of the Explosion at the Hetton Colliery." By Joseph

Dickenson, Esq.

5. " On a Mineral Spring in Germany \\-hich is influenced by the pressure of
the Air."

6. " On the Geology of Castleton." By John Taylor, Esq., Jun.
7. " Notice of the Life of the late Mi\ Elias Hall, the Geologist." By E.

W. Binney, Esq.

8. " On the Drift Deposits found about Llandudno." By E. W. Binney,
Esq.

9. " On Si^illaria and its Roots." By E. W. Binney, Esq.
The coninuiuications and discussions on the safety-lamp ; on sudden out-

bursts of fire-damp; on ventilation in mines; and on other subjects of a
kindred nature, have, there is reason to believe, done good by awakening
inquiry, and stimulating practical men to the exercise of habits of vigilant and
accurate observation.

No excursions were undertaken in the course of the past year. In some of
tlie previous years there were occasionally pleasant and instructive rambles,
by parties of the members, into localities presenting Geological features of an
attractive kind; and the Council thought it worthy of consideration
whether a system of periodical excursions should not be arranged and put in
practice, as one of the means for keeping up a lively interest in the Society,
and for promoting the objects for which it was instituted.

Another means, not yet adopted, has been suggested as likely to be pro-
ductive of good in the Society—the holding of evening meetings at the
Museum, for the purpose of conversation, and for hearing short lectures ex-
planatory of different groups of fossils in the collection.

The Council urged the desirableness of considering the suggestion about
making the Society more of a mining institute than a Geological Society—the
improvement of mining being one of the oljjects of the Society.

Joseph Dickinson, F.G.S., was elected President.
The routine business having been gone through

—

Mr. Edward Lacey exhibited two specimens of lead ore (galena) from a vein
Avhicli cuts, in nearly a vertical direction, through a coal at Axe Edge, Derby-
shire. The coal is sixty yards above the limestone, and, where in contact with
the lead, it is not charred nor altered in any way—clearly showing that the lead
was not introduced in a heated state. The vein of galena is about three
mches in thickness, and is contained in a fracture of the strata, or fault, which
passes through the rocks above and below the seam of coal. It has been fol-

lowed about tifteen yards above the coal, without presenting any indication of
swellmg out to a workable thickness ; but at present it lias not been examined
below the level of the coal on account of the accumulation of water in that
direction.

Mr. Binney stated that he had described a sirailBr vein found in Mi-. Gis-
borne's colliery, at Horwhich, near Whaley Bridge. The strata tliere and near
Axe Edge were in the same geological po'sition—namely, the Kothdale series
of coals. The bed of coal where the lead was found might be only sixty
yards in horizontal distance from the limestone, but in vertical distance it

would be near two thousand feet. The Whaley Bridge vein is described in
his paper in the "Memoirs of the Literaiy and Philosophic Society of Man-
chester."

f .
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NOTES AND QUERIKS.

Fissx'KEs IN PouTLAXD S'fiiATA.—III vour icvicw of llio pmoccdiiips of

ilie Geologists' Association, in voiir last Novenib»'r ininihcr, vim have uoticod

.sonic lomarks of Mr. finiy on tho bono tissnros in the Isle ol" Jutland. 1 (h

not think vou have fjViitf cauirlil I Ik- incaniiif^ lie intended to convoy.

T!ic Island ot" I'oitland consi.-its ot" a hase of Kiinnieiidge elay, covered hy

liv strata of Portland sand and I'urtland oolite, and capped in sonie parts of

tiie l^l•and by a few feet of calearcons slate belonsjing to the lower Purheck.

]''is>nrrs occur in the oolite, eansrd ap[)arently by the slirinkinp of the stone

in tlic act of consolidation. There is an excellent woodcut rei)re3entinn' one

of these fissures in Mr. Damon's " Geolopjy of AV'cymonth and the Isle of

rordand," papc 7'i. It will there be seen tliat the lissure aft'eets all the beds

beneath the dirt bed, as far as the sand. Now, the facts that the roots of thf trees

which grew in the dirt Ix-d penetrated the stone beneath, ami that tiie calcareous

slate w"a.s depo.<ited aroinid the stiiMijis of those trees before pet refaction, show

that the slate was deposited before the stone was consolidated. The subse-

quent shrinking of the stone, which is pale, crystalline, and rinL^'s beneath the

hannner, seems to have caused the lissnres in the stone beds that do not jhiss

upwards into the calcnrcons slate. Not tiiat the slnle lias not likewise con-

tracted in hardening, liut its contraction has caused a multitude of small in-

terstices at short intervals, whilst the instcrstiees between the bUieks of scditl

stone have occurred at greater distances from each other, and, therefore, taken

singly, are of greater width, and have

no corresponding fi.ssnresabo\ethein ^—•,

on the slate. Sow, what Mr. (iray

means with lesiiect to the human ^
bones, which have been occi^isionally

found in the lissnres, \t tliis— vi/.., »_"

that they have onlv been found in —

'

those nnrts of the Island which are _ .

capped by tlie calcareous slate, and

not wlierc the stone is immediately •".

sulijacenl to tiie vcgetabh- soil.

From what you have quoted from his Jiaper, I would conclude that, where

this is the Cflse, the fissures are not vacant, as in the other jiarts of the Island,

but filled with rubble from above, and, thercfin'e, parts of skcleton.s interred

above them woidd not fall down into them.

Mr. Damon has expressed the same opinion as Mr. firay—that the human
bones in the<e fissures have fallen from graves in the soil above. He .says

they "are interreil remains, and found a feu feet lieneath the surface in the

rubble bed (that is the calcareous .slate), though a stray bone or two may
find its wav uown a fissure where the bones of these animals mav have been

deposited.'' fp. i:tf>)-

( )f course this dors no more at the most than show that no fossil rcnniins

of m.in have hitherto been fcmnd in Portland, but in no respect all'ects the

question—whether or not they liave been found el.sewherc P

'i -some curious questions e<inn<et((l \;ith the oceurrpiiee of mam-
ir.' ff fl'-uus in small islands like roilland fiid the Isle of Cahly-
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at which latter place they occur iu carboniferous limestone. It seems impos-
sible that the animals to which they belonged (the Elepluis primigenius occurs
at Caklv) could have lived on such small islands. On the other liand, there is

evidence that the general contour of this country is oioly slightly altered since

the period in which they lived. There appears to be two probable solutions to

this difficulty. Either the islands were connected with the mainland by the
general surface being higher than at present, and the animals were enabled to
roam over what are now small isolated spots, or else the bones ai'c those of

carcases floated by the sea, or drifted, along with other deposits, into the fis-

sures, at a time when the land was lower than at present. It is, no doubt, a
fact that the land was higher when the great mammals lived—witness the

forests which hai'boured them, now stretching beneath our shallow seas ;—and,

on the other hand, it is unquestionable that it was also lower not long alter

their extinction, if, indeed, their extinction was not due to that very cause, for

we find their bones buried in the drift of such a period of submergence.
It seems to me that the latter has been the true cause of their deposit in

fissures, because many such bone-beariug fissures do not partake of the char-

acter of caverns. Those at Portland that I have seen are too narrow to have
served as dens. The bones in them arc not gnav,"ed as at Kirkdalc and other

larger caverns. Nevertheless, bones of boar, ox, deer, horse, wolf, sheep, and
other numerous smaller animals, most of which do not frequent caverns, occur

at Portland.* Eut still there is a difficulty as to how the bones got into the

fissures at Portland, because they are not, and never Vi^ere, open from above.

Is it po3sil)le that at the time of the sinking of tlie land, their ends were exposed
in the perpendicidar limestone cliifs, now far raised above high water mark,
but then subject to the da.shiag of the waves ? Carcases floating on tlie water

wo'ild almost inevitably be many of them washed into such fissures, and carried

far beneath the undisturbed roofing of slate where they were found. It would
be weH worth while for those geologists who live upon the spot, to investigate

he possibility of this solution.—Yours, &c., Osmond Eisiiek, E.G.S.

Devoxi.vx Age.—Desckiptioxs of Plates V., VI., VII., VIIL, and
X.—The subjects of these plates which illustrate Mr, Pengelly's article on
" The Devonian Age of the World," arc as follows :

—

Phite V. Spluerospoiif/ui tesselat/>s, showing infernal structure from the

Limestone of Woolborough, near Newton Abbott, South Devon.
Plate VI. Ichthyodorulite from the Chloritic Slate of Love, Cornwall.

Plate VII.—Pig. 1. Ti-inierocepltalas hech (perfect) from Volcanic Ash, at

Kuowell, near Nw.ton Bushell, South Devon.
Fig. 2. Tail and Head, with Eyes of Bronleus JlabelUfer from the limestone

at ^Woolborough, near Newton Abbott, South Devon. This .specimen is figured

in Decade X. of the Geological Survey.

Plate VIIL Trimeroceplialus Iffivis, from Volcanic Ash, Knowle, Newton
Bushell, South Devon. This species is figured in Decade XIX. of the

Geological Survey. Tiie figures represent the two halves of the same slab

showing in Pig 1 the body in relief with the iiaprcinsioii. of the head, iu Pig. 2

the head in relief with the In)presaion of the body. The ])urpose is to exiiibit

the reversal of parts under which singular conditions these fossils are almost

invariably found.

Plate X. (Frontispiece).—Fig. 1. Orthoceras, apparently not distorted with

siphunculus forming a discontinuous line. From the limestone of Teignmouth.

Fig. 2. Orthoceras, probably distorted, sliowing a twisted outline, oblique,,

septa and siphuisulus forming forming a discontinuous line. From the lime-

stone, at Oadicombe, near Torquay.

Damon, p. 130,
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Apditiox.vl Notl on TiiK Geology of Biarritz.— Biunitz is built

cliieflv uii ft soft sand, jiassiii^ sdinctiiuos into a day apiuiinitly of frcslj wutor

origiu. Tlicsc bods arc v orv loosely roniposod and a|>iRar to liavo been nmcli

disturcd by .suljsidenoo ami .slit^lil laiiilslij).'s,tlicy n>t uiioniifdniiably on a sand-

stonc-roek abounding' iu the nuuuililic fossils, also in ecliini and shells. Going

south from Biarritz, that is towards the yi)anish side, you find the sandstone-

rock passing into a blue clay. The saiul rock overlies the clav ; at their junc-

tion there is inueh disturbance, but it is clear that the blue clay underlies the

saiidslouc. This is well seen between Vieux Port and the Basque sands.

From the point where the blue clay elifl" begins it is very regular in its struc-

ture. It continues fur at least a mile, dli)iiing uuiforndy throughout that

distance to the north-west at an angle of 45 degs. ; the lines of stratilicatiou

are well defined by bands of stone (a sort of clav stone) lighter in colour and

liarder in texture than the mass of the clitr, the ciay of whieli is soft and much
worn into furrows by the weather, and by tiie little streams which flow down
it. Here and there the cliif is capped with beds of sand lying horizon-

tally ou regular strata of yellow, M'hitc, and |»ink colour, much resembling

ihe'tortiary saiuls of Alum Bay in llie Isle of ^^ ight.

At the end of these clay clitVs which gradually sink down to the shore, you

find first recent sand-hills, and a little further beds of sand like those whicli cap

the elifl", lying horizontally. AVherc first they appear low down thns on the

shore, they arc from fifteen to twenty feet high. The unpermost beds are of

yellow and brownish sand mixed with pebbles; beneath tliese is a band of

orange-coloured clay about Ihrcc inches thick, very clearly defined, and imme-

diately below it a dark clay passing ilowiiwarils into dark brown, and sometimes

almost black \egrtable matter. This, when dry, sj)lits into thin layers like

caid-board, it is full of roots and of stems of fir trees; I also found impressions

of seeds auJ fir coues, besides masses of leaves of water plants. This bed

varies from a few inches to several feet in thickness. Further on a dark iron-

grev sand ajmeared beneath this bed, but this was only at one itouit. (ioing

still south tlic cUlF rises again (after an interval of about half a mile) and

attains an avcraj^c height of about forty feet. Here it is composed of the hor-

izontal sands, only with the band of orange clay and the fresh water vegetable

bed beneath iis the base of the elilT. This contniues for about a (piarter of a

nnle, and then the blue clay of the clilf near Biarritz reappears under the

horizontal sand.s, dipping as before at a sharp angle, but not so uniformlv. At
one point its beds are thrown up (piile edgeways, ami the numulilic sandstone-

rock ajipcars intruding beneath it, through the sea-shore sand. The clay

rests aganist the sandstone as if the latter had been forced up against i(. Here
there is abundant evidence of great disturbance.

Not many yards beyond where the sandstone first apj)ears, it ajjpcars again so

dilfercnt in texture, that it could hardly be recognised as the same rock, were

it not thai it i.s rieii in numulite like the softer rock, in the .second instance

the soft. Yellowish sandstone has been changed into a hard, white, and shining

rock, an<f where the clav rests against it there is a good deal of erystalizalion,

and the clay has been dianged into a rich, pinky brown. All the clay here is

much more disixjscd to be shaly than it is near Biarritz, and is harder in con-

^conence.

Senrer thn water at this point, especially at low tide, arc several beds

quite perpendicular, of which the edges only obtrude; they appear of a hard

and In-autifuUy coloured rock, quite without trace of fossils. Near it I ob-

scncd some masses of a very dark green amorphous rock ; this is the rock

called by Mons. Guidrcs (page ll of his little work) Ophite,—Yours, &r.,

A. D. AcwoiiTii.

tiuuTA i>' Sir Fv. i. Miucuiiso:<'s Ai»diies.s to tue Geological S^sg-
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TioN.—Paj^c ai, Hue 15 from top, for "merely" read " niamli/ ;" line 28 from
lop for " Barkley, it" read " Badlj/, (ouir

Erhata IX "Dossils OF North Bucks."—Page 483, for " gvypliPea" rostrata

read " fjli/jiho'a'" rostrata; page 486, for " splijerodus" read " sjihccrodi's (?) ;"

page 485, 2ud line, for "Gryliurst" read '' Ga>/hursf ;" page 487, for "Cardiiim

dissimile" read " C. cor/iiafuM ;" and, the same page, for " Pecteu arenatus"

read " P. arcuattis"

BoXE Spear-head.—Of the bone spear-head of which we have given two
views in Plates 13 & 14, we have less to say than wc coiild wish. Its history is

very short, and not so satisfactory as one could wish it to have been, although

the state and appearance of the fossil itself loaves no doubt of its strati-

graphical age.

Mr. Bobert Mortimer, of Timber, by whom the specimen was sent to us,

thus writes of it :—" I can only state at present that the specimen was picked

\ip by my brother, Mr. J. B. ^Nlortimer, about three years ajjo, aloug Avith a
lot of shark's teeth, from a large heap of coprolite belonging to Messrs.

Bhodes, Smith, and Co., of Selby, raauure manufacturers. The coprolite was
from Essex, but I camiot give the exact locality, nor any section showing the

bed it came from."

This is all that is known about it, and it woidd be well that geologists in

the vicinity of any of the Essex, Suifolk, or Norfolk coprolite pita should
make close search for other examples.

—

[Ed. Geologist.]

REVIEWS.

Isorlh British Rcciew for ISGL

"VTc have, on former occasions, more than once referred to Sir Boderict
Murchisou's late successful elimination of the key-stone to Scottish Geology.

Eor years upon years the mighty masses of gneiss, sandstones, limestones,

schists, and slates were attacked persistently and elaborately by MaccuUoch,
and, Nicol, Jamieson, and other firs-t-class mmds without avail. In his eaidy

manhood Sir Boderiek, accompanied by another of our best workers in Paleo-

zoic Geology, walked over and sketched the massive strata of lus native High-
lands, which again, after his long-laboured and most persevering exertions in

accomplishing the establishment of his Silurian formation, after his forty years

of active service in the cause of that one great and interesting group which he
has raised to a pre-eminence of elaboration unattained by any other section of

the great Past, his mind has returned to hia native laud, and with the expe-

rience of an active life to guide ids still persevering energies, he has snatched

its crowning glory from the spot which of all others must be most dear to his

heart. Of the labours of Mucculloch little is known to ordinary British geo-

logists, except by a few cpiotations and woodcuts in the popular works of

Lyell and others. But if MuecoUoch, Nicol, and others failed it was because

they were mineralogists and not geologists. It would not be sufficient for a

man to distinguish readily the various qualities of papers of which tlie books

of a library were composed, if he were ignorant of the value and meaning of

the letters which were printed on their leaves. So the former Scottish

geologists, although prying with the utmost minuteness inthe study of the rameral

characters and conditions of the Scottish strata, missed the true history of their

fonnation in not learning the value and meaning—indeed even the existence

—
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of tbosc geological letters,—the fossil reuiains of cxtiiict auimals, in wliicli that

liistory wa? imprinted.

Novel infonuatiou is necessarily scattered and dilTused ; one portion is read

or delivered to one learned society, another to another on diflcrcut occasions,

bonie Jparts arc printed in' some of the pnhlic journals, ^sonic spoken on

public or jni vat c occasions, and it is usually only alter ihc lapse of at least

some few years that a new book or a new edition of an old one gives to the

world the portraiture of the investigations in their totality.

The article on " lleeeut Discoveries in .Scottish Geology " in the August

number of our excellent conteniponiry, the yurtli Brilixh Jlriinr, gives an

admirable epitome, by a writer well versed in in the most perfect knowledge of

his subject, of the entire series of geological advances made from the dale of

the publication of MaccuUoch's " Geological Map of Scotland" in 1732, to Mur-
chi8on".s lirst -'Sketch Map" of ]S()U, iuid his valuable eoniniunicatious to the

London Geological Society in IJsOl. Our space will not licruiit us to give an

cjiitome of this valuable article or we should gladly do so, as it is one of such

vulue that everyone interested in Scottish Geology must become acrpiainted

with it if he would understand as he ought to do the value of the recent

labours of Sir Kodcrick Murcliison and of Mr. Gcekie, I'rofessors Kamsay and
ilarkncss, and other able geologists who have so well and properly supported
his novel and important views.

.1//. Gir//oi-j/'s 'Elemnlai'y Geoloyical Sei-m awl CvUcdions.

We have just inspected some elementary collections of minerals, fo>sil>, and
rocks, which are issueil at a very low price ; these arc the best we have »ecn

'

for neatness of arragement, wlulc the specimens are very characteristic of the
subjects they illustrate. -Mr. James Gregory, who has jireparcd these collections

and who hits a number of others of larger size specimens, is well versed in

mineralogy, so that the names and localities can be de)>eiideil on for correctncRS.

The rocks especially have a very neat appearance, and we never have .seen a
a more com])lete British series. We understand they hare been collected |)er-

sou.'dlv bv Mr. Greirorv in each localilv.

One advantage ot tliese collections isjhat they can be obtainedVithout cab-

inets, and this we consider of great importauco, as students c«n thus form a
nucleus of a ct^llectiou at a small cost and not be burlhened with a small useless
article, which they eannrit enlarge nor probably dispose of.

\Sv would also call attention to the scries of British fossil.s, which may be
had in small .xets, in the same way, of from five to tenor one hundred spceiinen.s,

each with name, formation, strata, and locality atlafhed; those series are re-

markably good and cheap; the jiriees l)cing considerably under the usual charges.
\Vc have scen'sets from^the J(ed ("rag, llempsted Bed, Ipper Jleailon, Lower
Jleadon, Barton, Upper Chalk, Tort land, and Permian strata, and we believe
Mr. (irrgory is preparing others fif.m the other Ikitish strata. Some of the
rolleetions are so light wh to be capable of transmission by jvjst for a few pence
over the cost by rail, so that collectors in the country, through these scricB
'

' '

''<! of obi aining drlieiencies in their collections, and

.
^ by artual^examples. Mr. Gregory's museum is

'•icely arranged, and Contains a large and select collection of minerals and fossils

caailj accessible for the selection of single specimens.
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Fig 1.

R03TELLARIA CINGUL ATA.— S. F. Woodward.

N. sp.

Gault, Folkestone.

Fig 2.

PTEROCEE.A RETUSA.—J. fiowerby.

Gault, Folkestone,

From Specimens in the National Collection, British. Museum,

S. J. Mackie Del. S P. Woodward Direxit.
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' 392

XVI. Clytia Leachii, from the Chalk of Prague (specimen showing buck

view) 394

XVII. Geological Map of the neighbourliood of Biarritz 171

XVIII. I), i-r's Ilonis, from Folkestone 1G5

.\IX. Arid.ispis Bnrrandii, (^18.,) Salter and Grey, from Silurian Rocks of

Dudley 26r,-

KllKATA.

In Professor Rnmsay's ' Glaciers in Wales,' page 531, line 3, harp for haii; line

6, tfcondhnnfl for »rrnnil and : line 13, rlrri/ttion for elevation; line 31, idealitij for

id^tifi/; last line, Colonnf for Colonna.
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3RACHICL1TES SLEGANS





AMORPflOZOA. fLATE i-.. -J.

BR\CHIOLITES ANGULARIS.

(roulmin Smith.)

["Upper Cretacecus FormatioD.]





a:.iohfhozoa. PLATE B. 3.

Fi.i. 1.

BRACHIOLITEH TUBEROSUS.
(Toulniin Sm-.th.)

lMfi.2.

BRACHIOLITES TUBDLATUS.
(Toulmin Smilh.)

[Upper Cretaceous Formatior;.]





AMORPHOZOA. PLATE B. 4.

T^C. I.

I * i^sJi

BRAGHIOLITES FOLIACEUi=

(Toulmin Smith.)

Ji -%

Eig.2.

BRA.CHIOLirES C0NV0LUTU5

(Tculmin Smith.)

[Upx^r Cretaceous Formation.]





AMORPHOZOA. PLATE B. 5.

4i

^. >

BKA.CHIOLITES RACEMOSUS.

(Toulmin Smith.)

[Upper Cretictjus Formation.]





AIJORPHOZOA. PLATE C. I.

1. OEPHALITBS BE NETTIE.
(Mantells sp., T. Smith's Figure.)

-'. OEPHALTTES LONGITUDINALIS.
(Toulmin Smith.)

3. OEPHALITES PARADOXUS.
(Toulmin Smith.)

4. CEPHALITEb iJULLATUS.
(Toulmin Smith.)

[Upper Cretaceous Formation.]





AMORPHOZOA. PLATE C. 9.

Figa.l8c2. CEPHALITES CAIIPANUL ATUS.

[Upper Cretacecus FormatioE.]





AIJORFHOZOA. PLATE C 3.

Fi(^. 1

.<y"

CEPHAIilTES CAFITATUS—Toulmin Smith.

Fi^.2

CEPHALU'ES COMPRESSUt^.-TculmJn Smith.

F:e.3

CEPHALriES COKSTKICTU?.—Tou'miri Smith
(Syri. C. Subrofuiidus, Mantell.)

[Upper Cretaceous FormatioTi.]





.PLATE C.6

CHEiqElNTD OP OTtA C OMPLEXA, ( B en ett sp
.

)

(Cretax^eous Foxnaatzon.j (Upper Greens^iid)





KATEF. 9.

POLTPOTHECIA FISSA. (Benett.)

^Cxetsxeov^ Formatioii.j ( Upper Clalk.)





PLATE S.l.

SIPHONIA PYRIFORMIS, (BeneLL sp.

)

fCretsLCeous FormatiGii.) (Upper GxeeaassoacL)





PLATES. 3 6.

"^m^^

SPONG-IA RAMOSA. (Mantell
)

(Polypotliecia. claveUsLta, . (Benett.)

(CxetaLceo-us Porma^ticrn..) (Upper Chalk.)





PLATE V i.

VENTP.ICOLITES I LIPRESSD3.

(Toulmin Smith.)

S. J. Maekie Del.





AMORPHOZOA. FLAIE V. :.'.

VENrRICULITES DECURRENS.-Var. Tenuiplicaitus.

(Toulmin Smith.)

[LTpijer Cretaceous Formation.]
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